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Oberwolfach Meeting Reports

1998

04.01. ~ 10.01.1998 Stochastic Geometry and Spatial Statistics

Adri'!lnJ: Baddeley, Nedlands

DietrichtStoyan, Freiberg

Wolfgang Weil, Karlsruhe

11.01. ~ 17.01.1998 Global and Geometrie Theory of Delay Differential Equations

lohn Mallet-Paret, Providence

Roger D. Nussbaum, New Brunswick

Hans-Duo Walther, Gießen

18.01. ~ 24.01.1998 Mathematische Logik

Yiannis N. Moschovakis. Los Angeles

Helmut Sehwichtenberg, München

Anne S. Troelstra, Amsterdam

25.01. - 31.01.1998 Geometrie Questions in Partial Differential Equations

HenriBerestycki, Paris

Bernhard Kawohl, Köln

Giorgio Talenli, Firenze

01.02. - 07.02.1998 C*-Algebren

Dietmar H. Bischt Santa Barbara

Eberhard Kirchberg, Berlin

Georges S. Skandalis, Paris

08.02. - 14.02.1998 Endliche Modelltheorie

Hcinz-Dieler Ebbinghaus, Freiburg

Jörg Flum, Freiburg

Yuri Gurevich, Ann Arbor

15.02. - 21.02. 1998 Diriehlel Fonns

Nicolas Bouleau, Noisy-Le-Grand

Masatoshi Fukushima, Dsaka

Niels Jacob, Erlangen

Michael Röckner, Bielefeld

22.02. - 28.02.1998 Group Actions on Manifolds

Sären 111man, Helsinki

Ronnie Lee, New Haven

Frank Raymond, Ann Arbor

01.03. - 07.03.1998 Mathematische Stochastik

Rainer Dahlhaus, Heidelberg

Amoldo Frigessi, Roma

Hans Rudolf Künsch, Zürich

08.03. ~ 14.03.1998 Elementare und analylische Zahlentheorie

Jörg Brüdern, Stuttgart

Hugh L. Montgomery, Ann Arbor

Hans Peter Schlickewei, Utm
Eduard Wirsing, Ulm

15.03. - 21.03.1998 Designs and Codes

Dieler Jungnickel, Augsburg

Jacobus H. van Lint. Eindhoven

22.03. ~ 28.03. 1998 Applications and Computation of Orthogonal Polynomials

Walter Gautschi, West Lafayette

Gene H. Golub, Stanford

Gerhard Opfer, Hamburg
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13 29.03. - 04.04.1998 Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema: The Milnor Conjecture
Bruno Kahn. Paris
Michael Spieß, Heidelberg

14 05.04. - 11.04.1998 Algebraische Gruppen
Peter Siodowy, Hamburg
Tony A. Springer, Utrecht
Jacques Tits, Paris

15 12.04. - 18.04.1998 Numerical Melhods for Singular Perturbations
Pieter W. Hemker, Amsterdarn
Hans-Görg Roos, Dresden
Martin Stynes, Cork

16 19.04. - 25.04.1998 Orientierungsordnung und Aperiodizität
Michael Baake, Tübingen
Ludwig W. Danzer, Dortmund
Robert V. Moody, Edmonton

17 19.04. - 25.04.1998 Functional Analytic and Complex Analytic Methods in the Theory of
Linear Partial Differential &1uations
Reinhold Meise, Düsseldorf
B. Alan Taylor. Ann Arbor
Dietmar Vogt. Wuppertal

18 26.04. - 02.05.1998 Domain Decomposition and Multifield Theories
Franco Brezzi. Pavia
Ronald H.W. Hoppe, Augsburg
Yuri A. Kuznetsov. Moscow

19 03.05. - 09.05.1998 Fundamental Groups in Geometry
Fedor A. Bogomolov. New York
Janos Kollar, Sah Lake City
Mina Teicher, Ramat-Gan
Mikhail Zaidenberg, Saint-Martin-d'Heres

20 10.05. - 16.05.1998 Mathematische Behandlung von Phasenübergängen
Hans Wilhelm Alt, Bann
Stephan Luckhaus. Bann
Mete Soner, Pittsburgh

21

22

17.05. - 23.05.1998 Regulators
Spencer Bloch, Chicago
Manfred Kolster. Hamilton
Peter Schneider, Münster
Victar P. Snaith, Southarnpton

24.05. - 30.05.1998 Systems with Multiple Seales
Willi Jäger, Heidelberg
Andro Mikelic. Villeurbanne

23 07.06. - 13.06.1998 Freiformkurven und Freiformflächen
Robert E. Bamhill, Lawrence
Carl de Boor. Madison
Josef Hoschek. Darmstadt

24 14.06. - 20.06.1998 Aigebraic Geometry
David Eisenbud, Waltham
Joseph Harris. Carnbridge
Frank-Olaf Schreyer, Bayreuth



25

26

27

28

30

31

32

33

34e

21.06. - 27.06.1998 Geometrie Analysis and Singular Spaces
Jean~Michel Bismut, Orsay

. Jochen Brüning, Berlin
Richard B. Melrose, Cambridge

28.06. - 04.07.1998 Quantum and Classical Integrable Systems
Pierre van Moerbeke, Louvain-Ia-Neuve
Werner Nahm, Bonn

05.07. - 11.07.1998 Calculus of Variations
Luigi Ambrosio, Pavia
Frederic Helein, Cachan
Stefan Müller, ~ipzig

12.07. - 18.07.1998 Arithmetic of Fields
Wulf-Dieter Geyer, Erlangen
Moshe Jarden, Tel Aviv

19.07. - 25.07.1998 Verallgemeinerte Kac-Moody-Algebren
R. Boreherds, Cambridge
Peter Siodowy, Hamburg

26.07. - 01.08. 1998 Spectral Theory and Stochastic Analysis
Michiel van den Berg, Bristol
Michael Demuth, Clausthal-Zellerfeld
Jan van Casteren, Wilrijk

02.08. - 08.08.1998 Mathematical Methods in Tomography
F. Alberto Grünbaum, Berkeley
Alfred K. Louis, Saarbrücken
Frank Natterer, Münster

09.08. - 15.08.1998 Nichtkommutative Geometrie
Alain Connes, College de France, Paris
Joachim Cuntz, Münster
Marc Rieffel, Berkeley

16.08. - 22.08.1998 Nonlinear and Stochastic Systems
Ludwig Arnold. Bremen
N. Sri Namachchivaya, Urbana
Wemer Schiehlen, Stuttgart
Walter Wedig, Karlsruhe

23.08. - 29.08.1998 Mechanics of Materials
George Herrmann, Stanford
Reinhold Kienzier, Bremen
Horst Lippmann, München
Ewald Werner. Leoben

35 30.08. - 05.09.1998 Komplexe Analysis
Jean-Pierre Demailly.St.Martin d'Heres
Klaus Hulek, Hannover
Thomas PeterneIl. Bayreuth

36 06.09. - 12.09.1998 Topologie
Robion C. Kirby, Berkeley
Wolfgang Lück, Münster
EImer G. Rees, Edinburgh
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37 13.09. - 19.09.1998 Homotopietheorie
Mike Hopkins, Cambridge
Karlheinz Knapp. Wuppertal
Erich Ossa. Wuppertal

38 20.09. - 26.09.1998 Inverse Wave Scattering Problems and Applications
RaJph E. Kleinman, Newark (deceased) .
Rainer Kreß. Göuingen

39 27.09. - 03.10.1998 Geometrie
Victor Bangert. Freiburg
Yurii D. Burago, St. Petersburg
Ulrich Pinkall, Berlin

40 04.10. - 10.10.1998 Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema:
The Nilpotence Theorem in Stahle Homotopy Theory
Hans-Werner Henn, Strasbourg
Wilhelm Singhof. Düsseldorf

4] 18.10. - 24.10.1998 History of Mathematics: Mathematics in the Americas and the Far East, 1800-1940

Ivor Grattan-Guinness, Bengeo, Herts
David E. Rowe, Mainz
Erhard Scholz, Wuppertal

42 25.]0. - 31.10.1998 Modelltheorie
Yuri L. Ershov, Novosibirsk
Alexander Prestel, Konstanz
Martin Ziegler, Freiburg

43 01.11. - 07.11.1998 Experimental Design: Theory and Applications
Nonnan R. Draper, Madison
Norbert Gaffke. Magdeburg
Friedrich Pukelsheim, Augsburg

44 15.11. - 21.11.1998 Complexity Theory
Joachim von zur Gathen, Paderborn
Oded Goldreich, Rehovot
Claus-Peter Schnorr, Frankfurt

45 29.11. - 05.12.1998 Applied Probability
Arie Hordijk, Leiden
Volker Schmidt, Ulm

46 06.12. - 12.12.1998 Modulformen
Siegfried Böcherer, Mannheim
Tomoyoshi Ibukiyama, Osaka
Winfried Kohnen, Heidelberg

47 13.12. - 19.12.1998 Gruppen und Geometrien
Michael Aschbacher, Pasadena
WilJiam M. Kantor, Eugene
Franz-Georg Timmesfeld, Gießen
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Alphabetic List of all Participants of Oberwolfach Meetings 1998

Behind each name you find the numbers of reports of the meetings which the participant attended.
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Abhyankar. Shreeram (We.st LafayetteiUSA) 19

Abramenko. Peter (Bielefeld/D) 14

Abresch. Uwe (BochumID) 39

Abt. Markus (AugsburgID) 43

Achdou. Yves (RenneslF) 18

Aczet. Peter (Manchester/GB) 03

Adam. Christoph (Wien!A) 33

Adern. Alejandro (Madison/USA) 08, 36

Adler. Mark (WalthamlUSA) 26

Aftalion. Amandine (ParisIF) 04

Ainsworth. Mark (Leicester/GB) 15

- Aksel, Nuri 34

., Alberti. Giovanni (Pisa/I) 20

Albeverio, Sergio (BonnfD) 07, 30

Albrecht, Raphael (BonnID) 36,40

Albrechl, Gudmn (MünchenID) 23

Alechina. Nalasha (BirminghamlGB) 06

Alessandrini. Lucia (Milano/I) 3S

Allison. Bruce N. (Edmonton•.AlbertalCANADA) 29

Alt. Hans Wilhelm (BonnlD) 20

Altenbach. Holm (HaHeJO) 34

Altman, Eitan (ValbonneIF) 4S

Altmann. Klaus (BerlinID) 24

Altschuler. Daniel (NanteslF) 25

Ambartzuffi;an. Rouben V. (ErevanlARMENIA) 01

Ambos-Spies. Klaus (HcidelbergID) 03

Ambrosio. Luigi (Pavia/I) 20, 27

d'Ambrosio. Ubiratan 41

Amerik. Katja (OrsaylF) 35

Amrnar. Gregory S. (DeKalb/USA) 12

Amoros. Jaume (BarcelonalE) 19

Ams. Alfons (KarlsruhelD) 33

Ananlharaman-Delaroche, Claire (OrleansIF) 05

Anantharam. Venkat (Berkeley/USA) 45

Andersen, Kirsti (AarhusIDK) 41

Andreaua, Marco (Povo/I) 35

aAndreev, Vladimir B. (MoscowIRUSSIA) 15

.,Angermann, Lutz (MagdeburglD) 15

Apel, Thomas (ChemnitzID) 15

Applebaum. David (NottinghamlGB) 07

Arakawa, Tsuneo (Tokyo/JAPAN) 46

Arapura. Donu (West LafayettelUSA) 19

Aratyn. Henrik (ChicagolUSA) 26

Arch;bald, Thomas (WolfvilleJCANADA) 41

Ariaratnam. Sinnathamby (Waterloo. Ontario/CANADA) 33

Anno. Ovide (PauIF) 02

ArleUaz. Dominique (Lausanne/CH) 37

Amold, Ludwig (Bremen/D) 33

Arridgc. Simon R. (LondonlGB) 31

Actal Bartol0, Enrique (Zaragoza/E) 19

Aschbacher. Michael (Pasadena/USA) 47

Asmussen, Soren (LundlS) 45

van Assche, Walter (LeuvenlB) 12

Assmus. Edward F. (BethlehemlUSA) 11

Auer. Franz (FreiburgID) 39

Auseja, Elena (ZaragozalE)

Avigad, Jeremy (Pit~burgh/USA)

Avritzer, Dan (Minas GeraislBRAZIL)

Axelsson. Owe (NijmegenINL)

Aytuna, Aydin (AnkaraffURKEY)

Azam, Saeid (SaskatoonlCANADA)

Baake, Michael (TübingenID)

Babenko, Ivan K. (MoscowIRUSSIA)

Baccem, Francois (Valbonne/F)

Baddeley. Adrian J. (NedlandsJAUSTRALIA)

Baemstein, Albert (51. Louis/USA)

Bajaj, Chandrajit (AustinlUSA)

Haker, Andrew James (Glasgow/GB)

Baldwin. John T.'(Chicago/USA)

Balke, Herbeet (DresdenID)

Ball. Simeon (EindhovenINL)

Ballmann. Wemer (BonnID)

Balog, Antal (BudapestlH)

Bambos, Nicholas (StanfordfUSA)

Bandie. Catherine (BaseVCH)

Bangert, Victor (FreiburgID)

Baniea. Teodor (Paris/F)

Bank, Randolph E. (La Jolla/USA)

Bär, Chrisüan {HamburglD}

Baranovsky. Vladimir

Van Barei. Mare (HeverleelB)

Bartet. Daniel (Vandoeuvrc les NancylF)

Barnhill, Robert E. (LawreneelUSA)

Hartels. Arthur (MünsterlD)

Barth. Franz Joseph (KaiserslauternlD)

Basak. Gopal Krishna (KowloonlHONG KONG)

Basarab. Serban A. (BucharestIROMANIA)

Bass, Richard (SeatUe/USA)

Batyrev. Victor V. (TübingenID)

Baudiseh. Andreas (BerlinID)

Bauer, Heinz (EriangenID)

Bauer. Stefan Ato;s (BielefeldlD)

Bauer, Thomas (MarburgID)

Bauer, Ingrid (Pisa/I)

Bauer, Tilman (BonnID)

Bauer, TlIlllan (BonnID)

Baum. Paut Frank (Universily ParkJUSA)

Bauman, Patricia (West LafayetteJUSA)

Baumeister, Barbara (LondonlGB)

Bauval, Anne (ToulouselF)

Bayer-Fluckiger. Eva (BesanconlF)

Beame, Paul (Senttle/USA)

Beauville, Arnaud (ParisIF)

Beckermann. Bemhard (Villeneuve d'AscqIF)

Behrend, Ka; (BonnlD)

Seke. Tibor (CambridgelUSA)

Belair. Luc (MontreaIlCANADA)

Belishev, Mikhail I. (SI. PetcrsburgIRUSSIA)

Bellettini. Giovanni (Pisa/I)

BeUissard, Jean V. (MarseiBelF)
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Ben Belgacem, Faker (ToulouselF)
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Bischoff, Wolfgang (KarlsruheID)
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 01/1998

Stochastic Geometry and Spatial Statistics

04.01-10.01.1998

This conference, organized by Adrian Baddeley (University ofWestern Australia), Dietrich
Stoyan (TU Bergakademie Freiberg) arid Wolfgang Weil (Universität Karlsruhe), contin
ued a sequence of Oberwolfach conferences on stochastic geometry and related topics.
While the last conference in 1991 coneentrated on applieations in stereology, the em
phasis was this time on interrelations between stochastic geometry and spatial statisties.
The topies treated varied from purely theoretieal work in integral geometry to statisti
eal applications of spatial models to geological problems. The conference also showed
an increasing interest in geometrie models and tools from spatial statistics in physical
applications including the large-seale structure of the universe and statistieal physics.

The conference- had 43 partieipants. In view of this large number, the program \vas
divided into 11 sessions (workshops) on different areas. Each session started with a main
talk followed by a number of short communications. This schedule also left enough time
for discussions which were used extensively by the-participants. The title of the sessions
also reflect the variety of themes presented at the conference:

- Stochastic geometry and convexity
- Random sets .)
- Integral geometry
- Edge effects
- Tessellations
- (Applied) spatial statistics
- Shape theory
- Physieal applications
- Stereology
- Markov models and randorn fields
- Poisson processes and Boolean models

Dank einer Unterstützung im Rahmen des EU-Programmes TMR (Training and Mo
bility of Researchers) konnten zusätzlich einige jüngere Mathematiker zu der Tagung
eingeladen werden. Dies ist einerseits eine hervorragende Förderung des wissenschaft
lichen Nachwuchses und gibt andererseits den etablierten I(ollegen die Gelegenheit,
besonders begabte junge Mathematiker kenllenzulernen.

/)

I

Vortragsauszüge - Abstracts

R. V. AMBARTZUMIAN

Integral geometry of pregeodesics on 2-manifolds

A family of curves r on a two-dimensional manifold is called pregeodesic if the combina
torial behavior of the curves copies the well-known loeal behavior of the geodesics on a
surface. In the lecture a class of combinatorial valuations on r is defined. A valuation
depends on a function F(s) that maps pregeodesic segments into (-00,00). The main
question is, for which functions F(s) these valuations can be extended to signed Ineasures



on r? In the case the extension exists and is a nonnegative measure, the function F(s)
becomes ametrie for \vhich r is the family of geodesics. This observation connects the
topic with Hilbert's fourth problem posed for the family r. Nonnegativity of the extension
(if the Iatter exists) can be guaranteed by the requirement that the directional indicatrix
of F(s) is convex at each point of the manifold. A differential equation has been derived
yielding a necessary and sufficient condition for signed measure generation. The case
of circular directional indicatrix (pointwise isotropie F(s)) was studied in some detail.
Along with several uniqueness results, description of pregeodesic families in Euclidean
planar domains which admit geodesie interpr~tation with respect to a pointwise isotropie
Inetric has been obtained.

A. BADDELEY

Practical maximum pseudolikelihood Cor spatia! point patterns e
We describe a technique for computing approximate maximum pseudolikelihood estimates
of the parameters of a spatial point process. The method is an extension of Berman and
Turner 1s (1992) device for maximising the likelihoods of inhomogeneous spatial Poisson
processes. For a very \vide class of spatial point process models, the likelihood is in
tractable, \vhile the pseudolikelihood (Besag, 1975) is known explicitly, except for the
computation of an integral over the sampling region. Approximating this integral by a
finite surn yields an approximate pseudolikelihood which is formally equivalent to the like
lillood of a loglinear model with Poisson responses. This can be maximised using standard
statistical software for generalised linear or additive models, provided the conditional in
tensity of the process takes an 'exponential family' form. Using this approach we are ahle
to rapidly fit a wide variety of spatiaI point process models of Gibbs type, incorporating
spatiaI trends, interaction between points, dependence on spatial covariates, and mark
information.

Joint work with Ralf Turner.

V. BENES

Simulation of fibre processes

Discrete approximation of a fibre process on a fine grid is studied. Simulation by means
of a Markov vector chain is suggested. Existence of a process with prescribed length,
orientation and curvature distribution is discussed. Conditions for negligible overlappings
are looked for in a given model. e
eH. BUCHTA

The convex hull of random points - Recent developments

Let C be a convex body in lRd• Choose n points from C, independently and according
to the uniform distribution on C. Their convex hull Cn is a polytope contained in C. A
survey on some results of the last ten \years concerning the expected volume of Cn, the
expected number of vertices of Cn, or, more generally, the expected number of k-faces of
Cn (k = 0,1, ... , d - 1) is given. Special attention is paid to the asymptotic behaviour as
n tends to infinity.
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S. CHIU

Central limit theory for inhomogeneous birth-growth processes in }Rd

A Poisson point process W in d-dimensional Euclidean spaee and in time is used to
generate a birth-growth model: seeds are born randomly at locations Xi in }Rd at times
ti E [0, 00). Onee a seed is born, it begins to ereate a cell by growing radially in all
directions with speed v > O. Points of 'l1 eontained in such cells are discarded, i.e.
thinned. We study the asymptotie distribution of the number of seeds in a region, as the
volume of the region tends to infinity. When d = 1, we establish conditions under whieh
the evolution over time of the number of seeds in a region is appro~imated by a Wiener
process. When d ~ 1, we give conditions for asymptotie normality. Rates of convergences
are given in a11 cases.

N. CRESSIE

Statistical modeling and iilference in space (and time) "

The general spatial model involves a random proeess Y (.) indexed in a randorn ~~:t~D c IRd
.

Three eommon examples are Y

(i) Geostatistieal Models: D fixed, vol(D) > 0, Var(YC~.)) < 00 for a11 ~'E D, and
Cov(Y (~), Y (y)) specified; .

(ii) Lattice Models: D fixed, D at most countable and [Y(~i)1 {Y(~) : j i= i}r specified
for a11 i = 1,2, ... ; .,

(iii) Point Proeess: Drandom, D a sampIe point process observed in a bounded
window A C lid , .and intensities {An (~1J ... ,~n)} specified.

In practice, data: are observed with error. Attribute error oeeurs, when Z(.) isobserved
but one is still interested in predicting Y(.); e.g., ZC~) = Y(~) + eC~), where e(.) is addi
tive measurement error. Loeation error oeeurs when loeations {~h ... ,:!n} are observed at
{~h ... ,~n}; write ~i == ~i - ~i and assurne for example that f\l"'" ~n . are i.i.d.
uniform on a disc centered at 0 .

. -
Spatio-temporal models should ineorporate dynamie structure into the purely spatial

model. For example, spatio-temporal geostatistical models can be formulated that are au
toregressive in time with a spatially colored errar proeess; then a spatio-temporalKalm"an
filter can be developed.

e I. DRYDEN

Statistical shape analysis.

Shape analysis involves the geometrical study of objects where loeation, scale and ro
tation information ean be ignored. Typically an object can be represented by a set of
points called landmarks and we deseribe methods for the shape analysis of such points in
the presence of randomness. An example of a typical application might be to test for a
difference in mean shape in MR seans of Sehizophrenia patients and normal subjeets.

We deseribe some shape distances based on Procrustes methods, ,vhieh turn out to be
practica11y identical for fairly similar shapes. We eonsider same shape coordinates whieh
can be used for inferenee using multivariate normal models, providing shape variability is

3



small. Different eoordinate ehoices lead to very similar inferenees, for small variability.
Shape models are described which lead to a likelihood based inferenee proeedure. In

particular, an isotropie offset normal model is proposed for the Schizophrenia data which
leads to a powerful test proeedure. It turns out that the Schizophrenia and control groups
are signifieantly different in mean shape. .

Methods for deseribing any shape differenees are required, and deformation methods
and transformation grids provide a useful tool.

Finally we deseribe some recent extensions for averaging images and for objeet reeog
nition.

T. ERHARDSSON

Compound Poisson approximation for the number of components of the un-A
covered set in the Johnson-Mehl model •

The one-dimensional Johnson-Mehl erystallization model, also called the linear birth
growth model, can be briefly described as follows. Let ~ be a Poisson point process on
IR x [0,00) with the intensity measure ex A, wbere eis the Lebesgue measure on lR and A
is any locally finite Borel measure on [0,00) sucb that A([O,oo)) > 0. Denote the points
uf € by {(Xi, Yi); i E N}, and let for each i E N an interval start to grow in IR from Xi with
eonstant speed in both direetions at time Yä. Tbe union of growing random intervals thus
generated wil~ cover any finite interval (0, L] c IR. after an a.s. finite random time.

We eonsider, for any z > 0, the uncovered set at time z, by which we mean the set
,vhieh does not yet at time z belong to the union of growing random intervals deseribed
above. Denote by S(z, L) the number 0/ components intersecting (O,L] ofthe uneovered set
at time z. The author (1996) gave an approximating Poisson distribution for .c(S(z, L)),
together with an explicit total variation distanee bound for the approximation error; the
prineipal tool used in the proof is the coupling version of the Stein-ehen method for
Poisson approximation. Under a mild assumption on A, the bound eonverges to 0 as
L ~ 00 and z -+ 00 in a proper fashion. However, the rate of convergenee ean in some
eases be very slow. A reasonable assumption is that this is caused by clumping of the
components of the uncovered set.

In this talk we will indieate how, instead, an approximating compound Poisson dis
tribution for .c(S(z, L)) can be found, together with an explicit total variation distanee
error bound. The proof relies on the fact that S(z, L) ean be interpreted as the number
of visits by a Markov chain to a "rare" set, and uses a variation on Stein's method foa
Markov chains developed by the author (in preparation). It will be shown that for man~j
choiees of A, the rate of convergence as L --+ 00 for this upper bound is considerably faster '~

than the rate of convergence for the Poisson approximation error upper bound deseribed
above; in the important example when A = )"l for some ),. > 0, tbe rate of convergenee is
O(~), as compared to O(IO~L) for tbe Poisson approximation error bound. A further
eonsequence of this is that the rate oJ convergence for the Poisson approximation error
bound is in such cases the correct rate of convergence for the error, and cannot be im-
proved upon.
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R. GILL

Edge effects and missing data

The talk surveys nonparametrie inferenee in missing data problems. The motivation is
that an "edge problem" in spatial statisties ean be thought of as a missing data problem,
allowing a rieh resouree of ideas, models and techniques to be brought into play. We
start by diseussing Kaplan and Meier's (1958) produet-limit estimator. We sketch early
derivations of its (astonishing) large sampIe properties. We show how produet-integration
and martingale theory (via tbe Duhamel equation) together lead to a more illuminating
derivation. We reevaluate the derivation of the estimator as NPMLE showing how an
NPMLE is nothing else than an (infinite dimensional) M-estimator, Le., the solution of a
colleetion of unbiased estimating equatioDs. This gives two important messages for spatial
statisties:
(1) an NPMLE cao be equally appropriate and equally analysable in the spatial statistics
context; and
(2) it also makes sense even when tbe "likelihood" in question is just a pseudo,; quasi, (or
whatever) likelihood.-~t:

Two examples (of KM) are given - estimation of the empty space function from a
windowed point process, and estimation of the line segment length distribution from a
windowed line segment process. We return then to the NPMLE in more generality, in tbe
context of nonparametric missing data problem under coarsening at random. We mention
the availability of the striking van der Laan identity also when the "likelihood'" is not the
data-generating probability density but a convenient pseudo, ... construct. This allows
another (better) solution to tbe windowed line-segment process problem discuss~d earlier.

L. HEINRICH

Random closed sets in ]Rd

This lecture presents a short overview about ciassical results of randorn sets theory corn
bined with reviewing some recent developments in "the asymptotic th~oryof rand6m closed
sets (RACS's). RACS's provide a powerful tool for modeling irregularly shaped and ran
domly scattered clumps in an Euclidean space lid . Although the origins of the theory
of RACS's can be traced back into the first half of tbe 20th century, the development
of the modern theory and statistics of RACS's (in LCS-spaces) began witb the appear
anee of D. G. Kendall's paper "Foundation of a Theory of Random Sets" in 1974 and
G. Matheron's monograph "Integral Geometry and Random Sets" in 1975.

First we discuss in some detail the basic notion of the "hitting (Choquet, capacity)
functional" Tz (.) of a RACS Z which is then' used to characterize weak convergence,
ergodicity and mixing and to express several numerical characteristics of a (stationary)
RACS.

Essential classes of RACS's are briefly considered; among them simple point processes,
manifold and flat processes, skeletons of random tessellations, germ-grain models, sam
pIe paths and excursion (level) sets of Gaussian random fields and diffusion processes.
Emphasis is put on some asymptotic results for normalized Minkowski sums and union
sets of randorn compact sets. Furtherrnore, we deal with germ-grain models with i.i.d.
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grains being independent of the germ process. We give conditions ensuring closedness of
this model, that is of the union of shifted grains and formulate quite simple conditions
ensuring ergodicity, mixing and tail triviality in terms oE the underlying germ process.
i\n estimate of the absolute regularity coefficient of the germ-grain model is presented.
Some asymptotic results on the behaviour of empirical volume fraction, covariance and
contact distribution as weIl as on minimum--contrast estimates for parameters of RACS's
complete this lecture.

H. HERMANN

Formation of random and partially ordered structures in solids during phase
transformation

The preparation of materials with well-defined twO-phase microstructures from the homO-_
geneous amorphous state is an actual topic in solid state physics and materials science.•
In most cases the physical properties are very sensitive to the details of the microstruc
ture, e.g. mean size and size distribution, volume fraction and geometrical arrangement of
crystallites. For the interpretation of experimental data on the microstructure and the UD

derstanding of the physical properties it is necessary to have available models for the time
evolution of the structural transformation and the final state of the generated microstruc
ture. Several types of germ-grain models are used to simulate transformation processes,
to calculate experimentally accessible structure parameters and to analyze experimental
data. It is shown that amorphous precipitates in bulk amorphous metallic alloys are, in
the final state of their evolution, distributed according to a hardcore structure. The pre
cipitates are created by nucleation and diffusion where tbe hardcore interaction is caused
by a spherical depletion zone around each precipitate.

D. HUG

The average number of normals of a convex body in Minkowski space

In 1944, Santal6 raised the question of determining bounds on tbe expected (average)
number of normals that -can be drawn fram a randorn point inside a convex body to its
boundary. Meanwhile, this problem has been treated in Euclidean spaces. We now inves
tigate the corresponding problem in the setting of Minkowski (relative) geometry. By a
Minkowski space we mean a finite dimensional affine space endowed with a norm which
is not Euclidean in general. In other words, we consider Rn with a strictly convex gauge
body B as the basic structuring element. e

Let KeRn be a convex body. AB-normal of K is any line X + Rb, where X E BK
and b lies in the intersection of Band a support plane H' of B which is parallel to and
similarly situated as a support plane H of K with x E H. Tbe number of B-normals of
K passing through a point p E K is denoted by nB(K,p). We assume that the randorn
point considered is uniformly distributed in K. Then tbe expected number of B-normals
of K passing through such a random point is giyen by

nB(K) = A(~) fK nB(K, p)dA(P) ,

if Adenotes any translation invariant Haar measure on Rn.
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Theorem Let K, B c Rn be convex bodies with nonempty interiors, 0 Eint B, and
assume that the support function hB 01 B is 0/ class (fl. Then

2 < n (K) < >'(K + DK) - 1
- B - >'(K) ,

where DK := K + (-K). The estimates are sharp. If n = 2, then it is sufficient to
assume that B is strictly convex.

The proofs use a eombination of arguments from convex geometry and some basie
geometrie measure theory. In particular, we introduce support measures in Minkowski
spaees.

J. HÜSLER

Peeling and the smallest parallelepiped

Let n independent random points be given with uniform distribution in the d-dimensional
unit eube [O,l]d. The smallest parallelepiped A whieh ineludes all the n ranQqm points
is analysed. We investigate the asymptotie behaviour of the volume of A as !l:tends to

.. 00. Using a point process approach, we derive also the asymptotic behaviour.~.of the kth
srnallest parallelepipeds A~k), k ~ 1, which are defined by iteration by deleting all the
boundary points Xi of A~k-l) and eonstructing the smallest parallelepiped whi~h includes
the remaining inner points of A~k-l) where An = A~l). We derive an explieit asymptotie
law für the volumes of A~k). In addition we deal with eases where the Xi are not uniformly
distributed in the unit cube and derive more general limit results.

M. KIDERLEN

Blaschke means of sections of stationary random sets and particle processes

Consider the mean normal measure S(X,.) of a stationary randorn set X in the extended
convex ring in d-space. S(X,.) is a Borel ineasure on the unit sphere Sd-l and can be
seen as a loeal version of the surface area density. The stereological question is"discussed,
whether S(X, .) is determined by lower dimensional sections of X.

In the design based approach X is intersected with a randorn isotropie subspaee <:,
independent of X. The mean normal measure of X n ( is defined on the unit sphere
Sd-l n ( in (. If this measure is eonsidered as a measure on Sd-t, then, in general, the
average (with respeet to () does not determine S(X,.) uniquely. To remedy this situation,
a geometrically motivated spherieallifting operator is applied to the rnean normal measure
of the randorn section before averaging. Then, the resulting average determines S(X, .),
if ( is at least of dimension two.

The results earry over to stationary processes of particles in the convex ring.

K. KIEU

Precision of systematic counts

Counting points or particles in spaee requires sampling, espeeially when the population of
interest is large. Sampling designs based on quadrats, slices or bricks are commonly used
in microscopy. Uniform sampling provides unbiased estimators. When the particles are
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Bot small compared to the sampling unit size, unbiased rules as described by Gundersen
(1977), Howard et a1. (1985) and Sterio (1984) should be used.

When sampling units are systematically distributed, one can assess the sampling preci
sion by using the so-called transitive methods first described by Matheron (1965). These
methods are quite general and can be applied to many types of systematie measurements.

In Kieu et al. (1998), a speeifie method for systematie counts has been developed. In
particular, this method prediets sampling precision taking into account both the number of
Gampling units and the sampling unit size. A key point of this approach is the assumption
that the interpoint distribution is smooth.

The method is mainly for one-dimensional sampling (i.e. the loeation of a s~m

pling unit is determined by a one-dimensional parameter). It ean be applied to multi
dimensional sampling when the sampling design is buHt by nesting one-dimensional sam-
piing designs. e
eH. LANTUEJOUL

Conditional simulation of a Poisson point process

Let P be a d-dimensional Poisson point process, and let A be a hounded, open and eon
nected subset of IRd , which is the union of popen suhsets Al, ... ,Ap • How ean we produce
realizations of P in A, such that each domain Ai contains a prespecified number of points
ni? In spite of its simple formulation, this problem is by no means trivial. The p subsets
may give rise to 2P intersections; their individual volumes are not necessarily explicitly
known. Even for small p, standard procedures, such as the rejection technique, may fail
in praetice.

In this talk, \ve present a simulation algorithm inspired by genetic optimization tech
niques (Goldberg, 1978). It consists of building a Markov sequence of point processes,
the ergodie distribution of which is precisely the conditional distribution required. The
practical setup of this algorithrn includes its initialization, the design of its transition ker- .
nel, as weIl as the study of its rate of eonvergence. Following Propp and Wilson (1996),
this algorithm can be made exact, or at least perfect in the sense of Kendall (1996). The
compatibility test of the conditions (for any i = 1, ... ,p, Ai contains nj points exactly),
which is crueial in practice, is also investigated in depth.

More generally, Poisson point proeesses constitute the basic ingredient for various
models for random sets and randorn functions encountered in stochastic geometry (Poisson
or Voronoi tessellations, certain types of self sirnilar randorn functions...). The genetica
algorithm considered above can be adapted to carry out conditional simulations of thes~'
models. Many examples will be given.

G. LAST

Stationary flows and an inversion formula for Palm probabilities

We consider a surface process <I> tessellating tbe space IRd into cells together with a randorn
velocity field u = {u{x) : x E ]Rd} that is smooth on each cell hut may jump on the
boundary <1>. The pair (<1>, u) is (jointly) stationary and u is divergence-free on each
cello We prove and discuss a forrnula expressing the stationary expectation of a randorn
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variable in terms of the Palm probability p~ of the surface measure associated with eil.
This formula involves the ßow Q having tbe velocity field u and generalizes a well-known
classical result for d = 1. As an application we use p~ to formulate necessary and sufficient
conditions for the ßow Q' to be volume-preserving.

T. M. LIEBLING

On power diagrams, ceramies and hour glasses

Power diagrams and their dual triangulations can be tracked back at least as far as
to Descartes, who used them to study stellar arrangements. They are generalizations
of Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay triangulations, which have been rediscovered time
and again reftecting tbe fact that they arise quite naturally when modelling all kinds
of spatial situations aod processes. In this talk we will survey interdisciplinary research
carried out at EPFL over the past years, demonstrating the usefulness of two and three
dimensional power diagrarns in efficient simulation model building. We will illustrate their
crucial role in polycrystal growth simulation aod distinct element simulation of. granular
media evolution. In the case of polycrystal growth simulations, their mathematically
proven adaptability to (a large proportion of) convex space partitions made large seale
succinct and realistic modelling of evolving spatial tessellations possible, thus for the first
time realistically reproducing 3d normal grain growth on a large seale. In the. distinet
element modelling of granular media it accelerated eollision detection between grains
from O(n2 ) to O(n), where n is the number of grains. It was possible to perform very
large seale simulations that satisfactorily match experimental observations on convection,
segregation, penetration and avalanches to the exte.nt that they are available. .

Based on work with A. M,Oeellin (Nancy) and H. TeIley, F. Righetti, X. Xue and D.
Müller (Lausanne).

M.-C. VAN LIESHOUT

Markov random sets
.....
."~> ,.

In this talk I will survey Markov random sets. These form a dass of random sets that
are interesting, both in their own right and as prior distributions in a wide variety cf
applieations.

Particular attention will be given to size-biased Markov random sets, generalising
Sivakumar & Goutsias's morpbologieally constrained lattice models. We iodieate how
granulometries may be useful in analysing binary images, and define a suitable size dis
tribution function as a tool in exploratory data analysis. A new Hanisch-style estimator
is suggested to estimate this size distribution funetion aud used to construct Markov ran
dom set models which favour certain sizes above others. Applieations aod examples on
real aod simulated data sets are included.

S. MASE

Intensities of hard core Gibbs processes and the closed packing density

Intensities of hard eore Gibbs proeesses as functions of the activity z are studied. We
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show that intensities can attain the elosest packing density as Z --)- 00. Both Ioeal and
global hard eore processes are consiclered.

Also it is shown that the intensity is an increasing funetion of z exeept at those z
\vhere the phase transition oeeurs.

.1. MECKE

Typical cell and O-cell

'There are treated variations on the subject, "the O-eell in a stationary randorn tessellation
is in a sense larger than the typieal eep" .

It is well-known that the mean volume of the O-cell in a stationary randorn tessellation
in the d-dimensional Euclidean space (d = 1,2, ...) is not smaller than the mean volume
of the typical cello It can be shown that a corresponding result is true for all moments. _

A stronger result, a stochastic order relation for the distributions oE the volumes ofW
the typical cell and the O-cell is derived. By a suitable interpretation, it is possible to say
that almost surely the volume of the typieal cell is not greater than the volume of the
O-eell.

In the case of hyperplane tessellations, it is even true that a random polytope with
the distribution of the typical cell can be imbedded as a subset in the O-cell.

K. MECKE

Morphological extensions of the contact di~tributionfunction

The morphologieal characterization of complex spatial patterns is becoming more and
more important in Statistical Physics. We propose a method for the deseription of spatial
patterns formed by a coverage of point sets, where each point is decorated by a sphere of
radius T. The method is based on the complete family of Minkowski functionals MIJ{r}
(v = 0, ... ,d), which includes the topological Euler characteristic and geometrie descrip-
tors to specify the content) shape and eonnectivity of spatial sets as functions of the
radius r. Calculating the Minkowski functionals for a given covering we obtain a quanti
tative characterization of the scale-dependent morphology of the underlying spatial point
process, whieh generalizes the spherical contact probability Hs(r) = Mo(r}. Many appli
cations of these morphological measures are possible in Statistical Physies, for instance,
estimating the pereolation threshold in porous media, describing the scaling behavior dur-
ing spinodal deeomposition kinetics, and defining order-parameters for dissipative strue
tures such as Thring patterns in chemical reaction-diffusion systems. We illustrate th~
descriptive power of the functions MJJ(r), in particular of tbe Euler-Characteristic Md(r)
by estimating them for three point patterns: the distribution of holes in thin polymer
films, of particles in fluid systems, and of galaxies in the universe.

T. NORBERG

Particular application and modelling geological structures with Markov ran
dom fields

A dass of Markov random fields is introduced in whieh it is possible to write the en-
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~ = arg min \l1A(XA)'
11' .

An example of how this program is carried out in a geologieal setting is given. AIs'o the
maximum aposteriori predictor XB of XB is calculated.

The Ising model with no external field fits weIl into this eanonical energy framework.
It suggests the following canonieal minimum energy estimator of the inverse temperature
ß in the ease of a eomplete observation x:

ergy function W in a canonical way as the mean of the negative log likelihood of, say
k = 1,2, ...,' Markov chains. (Recall that tbe probability p(x) of a configuration x E Sv
is proportional to exp (-'l1(x». Tbe actual value of k depends on the site space V, which
typically is a rectangular section of Z2 or a cubic section of Z3, but need not bei S denotes
the state space, which is finite.) Then \l1 has an interpretation \l1 A, which is defined for a
part XA of the whole eonfiguration x = XAXB (XB being tbe unknown part; Au B = V,
AnB = 0). This opens up the possibility for finding the energy function ~ that minimises
WA(XA):

-. 1 e(x)
ß = 2k log d(x) .

Here e(x) and d(x) denote the number of neighbour pairs that are equal and unequal,
respeetively.

v. K. OGANIAN

Parametrie versions of Hilbert's fourth problem

Let H be the elass of sufficiently smooth metries defined in the Euelidean plane, for which
the geodesies are the usual Euelidean lines. The general problem is to describe aB metries
from H whieh at aU points possess the length indicatrix from a prescribed parametrie
class of eonvex figures. As a tool, a differential equation is proposed derived from the
"triangular deficit principle" formulated in an earHer paper of R. V. Ambartz...t!mian. We
demonstrate that for the case where the length indieatrix is segmental this equation leads
to a complete solution. There is a partial result stating that in the case of Riemann
metries the orientation of the ellipses should neeessarily be a harmonie.. We also prove
that in the elass H there exist Riemannian metries that are not translation invariant.

J. RATAJ

Curvatures of ftat sections

Given a set X of positive reach in a Euelidean spaee, the (generalised) eurvature measures
ean be introdueed as integrals over the unit normal bundle of the symmetrie funetions
of principal curvatures of given order, see Zähle (1986). Under a mild technical assump
tion, translative and kinematic formulae for the curvature measures of Rat sections of X
ean again be expressed by means of integrals over the unit normal bundle of X (Rataj,
1997). As a consequence, we obtain expressions for the symmetrie functions of principal
curvatures of the Bat seetions. The formulae mentioned are illustrated on the example of
planar sections of a spatial body.
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K. RITTER

Adaptive sampling for integration of random functions

vVe discuss integration of Gaussian randorn funetions Y(t), t E [0, l]d, with inhomogeneous
loeal smoothness. A single realization may be observed at a finite number of sampling
points t I , ... , t n E [0, l]d, and the eorreet loeal smoothness is unknown. Errors are defined
in quadratie mean sense.

In the univariate ease, d = 1, we present adaptive (sequential) sampling designs that
lead to asymptotically optimal predietors for fd Y(t)dt. On the other hand any nonadap
tive design will fai!.

Joint \vork \vith T. Müller-Gronbaeh, FU Berlin.

M. SCHLATHER

What is a random Voronoi tessellation? A further definition

Let S be a a-compact metrizable space and lR be the extended real axis, i.e., iR
IR U {-(X), oo}. The following construction principle of a deterministic tessellation in S
is eonsidered: Given a set of upper semi-continuous functions {lI, 12, ...} with values
in IR, a eell correspgnding to Ij, j = 1, 2, ... , consists of all the points x E S \vhere
fj(x) = inf{/I (x), 12(X), .. .}. This is a generalization of the construction of the Voronoi
tessellation, where fj (y) = IIY - x j 11 for a giyen set of points {x 1, X2, .•. }. The dead leaves
model as weIl as many variations of the Voronoi tessellation (e.g. the Johnson-Mehl
tessellation and the tessellation corresponding to the postmen-problem) follow also this
construction principle.

In order to define a random Voronoi tessellation in a wide sense, the upper semi
eontinuous functions are identified with the boundary of their hypographs, an element of
CL(S x iR). Here CL(.) denotes the space of closed sets provided with the Fell topology.
Let Y be the elosure of the set of upper semi-continuous functions in CL(S x IR). Then
a Voronoi tessellation v (in a wide sense) can be defined as a mapping from CL(Y) in
CL(CL(S)) by v(ep) = clos (U/ElJ'{x E S· : In inf(ep) n ({x} x lR) =I 0}). Here inf(ep) =
ß(n/ECP { (x, y) E S x iR : there exists z 2:: Y with (x,· z) E f}). Ir tI> is a randorn variable
with values in CL(Y), then v(tI» is a randorn Voronoi tessellation.

V. SCHMIDT

Series expansion for functionals of spatial point processes _

An expansion teehnique is discussed for the mean value of a dass of functionals of a spatial
marked point proeess with respeet to its faetorial moment measures. This eomplements
previous studies for point processes on the real line, by extending the results to point
processes on a general Polish space. The rnethod is applied in order to derive asyrnptotic
expansions for characteristics of the Boolean model. Differentiability properties of Poisson
driven functionals are also diseussed.
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M. SCHMITT

DigitizatioD and connectivity

Consider a closed set X in the n-dimensional space. We digitize it on the square lattice
\vith spacing 1/2n

. We investigate the links between the connectivity of X and the
connectivity of its digitized versions. We show that:

• the good digitization procedure is to approximate X by the union of all the squares
of the lattice it hits.

• for the topological connectivity (X cannot be decomposed into two non empty
disjoint closed sets) and the geodesic connectivity \vith bounded diameter (X is
connected and bounded for its geodesie distanee) the digitization scheme works
nicely. X is conneeted if and only if all its digitized versions are eonnected. This
result is not true for the are eonnectivity (two points are linked by a path).

• if X is simply eonneeted (X and Xc eonneeted), all its digitized sets may be not
simply conneeted. However the sequence of simply connected digitized:tsets obtained
by filling their holes also converges to X. ",{.

• the set of topologically connected sets is closed in the set of compact nOJ}.empty sets,
hence measurable for the hit-or-miss sigma algebra. In other words, the probability
that a random closed compaet set is connected makes sense.

R. SCHNEIDER

Flat processes and convexity

With a randorn process of geometrie objects (e.g. Bats, surfaces, convex particles) one
can sometimes associate a certain auxiliary convex body and then use results from con
vex geometry to solve uniqueness or extremum problems for the original process. This
ttmethod of associated zonoids", invented by Matheron and later extended mainly by
J. A. Wieacker, is illustrated with some examples for stationary Poisson processes of
r-dimensional flats in Euelidean n-space. The limitations of the method are also demon
strated, by mentioning closely related results that require different methods. The .new
results concern, for example, the unique determination of a stationary Poisson hyper
plane proeess by the order-k intersection densities of its intersection proeesses with r
dimensional subspaees, extremal problems for r-flat processes hitting a convex test body
of given size, and a duality for Poisson flats interchanging two parameters that measure
how elose the ßats corne together in the mean.

M. STEIN

Estimating the large-scale structure of the universe through quasar absorp
tion lines

Absorption lines in quasar speetra allow for the detection of distant galaxies that are on
the line of sight between the Earth and aquasar. We apply edge-eorreeted methods for
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estimating the second moment structure of a stationary point process to an extensive new
catalog of galaxies detected from quasar absorption spectra. We find a sharp transition
in the correlation structure of the galaxy locations at around 20 Mpc/h.

D. STOYAN

Tessellations and Gibbs processes

In order to give a basis for:J), discussion session the following problems were presented.
1) Mean value formulae for Voronoi tessellations with respect to non- homogeneaus

Poisson processes. In particular, cell volume and cord length were discussed.
2) A new model of a process of forming cracks on surfaces. It is based on the Poisson

Voronoi tessellation and produces random subsets of the system of edges of this tessella
tion. For the edge length density at time t an explicit formula was given.

·3) Application of non-homogeneous Gibbs processes for modelling tree stands in
forests. The relationships between short aod lang range variability parameters were par
ticu]arly considered.

E. VAN ZWET

Statistics of windowed line-segment processes

We investigate the estimation of the distribution of the length of fractures in a rock sur
face. The censoring due to vegetation, soH and water is very irregular so that the area
where we ohserve the cracks is not convex. This means that we might observe several
pieces of a single crack. Because it is difficult at best to assess if two pieces belong to the
same craek, we simplify by pretcnding that all observed pieces are independent. In this
simpler model we find the non parametrie maximum likelihoad estimator of the length
distribution. We then show that the estimator retains its consistency if we use the real,
dependent, data.

E. B. VEDEL JENSEN

Local stereology

During the last 15 years a new branch of stereology has be~n developed, called Iocal stere-
ology. The objectives are still the same, namely inference about parameters like volume
and surfaee area, hut the sampling designs are of a new type. They are designed for the
analysis of a spatial structure which can be regarded as a neighbourhood of a point, called _
the reference point. Local sampling designs are based on sections through this reference •
point. The model example is the case, where the spatial structure is a biological cell which
can be regarded as a neighbourhood of its nucleus or nucleolus.

In the lecture, a review of this field is given. Two new research projeets in Iocal
stereology are also discussed. The first one eoncerns the varianees 0/ iDeal stereological
estimators. It is pointed out that there are close connections between Ioeal stereology
and geometrie tomography. Results from tbe latter field are useful in the study of when
Ioeal stereologieal estimators are exaet. The second research projeet eoncerns particle size
distributions. It is discussed how local stereology ean increase the efficiency of estimators
of particle size.
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R. VITALE

Gaussian processes and convexity

For a number of years, connections between Gaussian processes and the theory of convex
bodies have been intensively studied. In this vein, I described a link involving the Wills
functional used in lattice point enumeration, which leads to stochastic bounds of deviation
type. I further described the use of stochastic methods for extending the definition of
intrinsic valumes to infinite dimensions and a tightened rnean isoperimetrie inequality for
a elass of randorn planar convex bodies.

R. WAAGEPETERSEN

Simulated tempering and simulation of the hard core point process

Simulation of a highly packed Poisson hard core process is difficult since usual Marko\'
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) teehniques based on single point updates typically get stuck
in the first highly packed point pattern reached by the algorithm. It is demonstrated
how the MCMC technique of simulated ternpering cao be applied to obtain a fast mixing
simulation algorithm.

w. WEIL

Densities of mixed volumes for Boolean models

It is a well-known fact that the quermass densities Vj(X) of a stationary and isotropie
Boolean model X with convex grains in IRd determine the intensity , of the underlying
Poisson partiele process Y uniquely. This is no longer true in the non-isotropie ease
since then the formulae for Vj (X) involve mean values of Y for mixed functionals from
Translative Integral Geometry. Therefore, densities V(X [j], K [d - j]) of mixed volumes
of X with arbitrary convex bodies Kare considered and expressed in terms of , and
certain mean values of Y. In dimensions d = 2,3,4, these densities of mixed volumes
determine " whereas the case d ~ 5 remains open.

Extensions to non-stationary Boolean models are also considered.

R. J. WILSON

Estimation methods for random set models

A major problem in fitting random set models to image data is the disparity between the
model derivation and the mechanism which gave rise to the image. For example, mineral
textures may be modelled using the Boolean model but the formation of the texture is
different to and more complex than the construction of the model. Thus, the fitted model
is simply a means of representing the observed image and does not have an interpretation
beyond that. As a consequence, care needs to be taken in both fitting and interpreting
randorn set models:

(a) A particular image may not have properties which are consistent with a given class
of models - the inconsistencies may be quite subtle.

(b) The appropriate fitting criteria for a given model may lead to fitted models whose
properties do not match the important properties of the image, although the model, with
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different parameter estimates, may match these properties weIl enough.
In this presentation, various estimation methods and the properties of the resulting

estimators will he presented. The limitations of these methods when applied to real data
will be discussed. Particular reference will be made to estimation methods for models
based upon excursion sets of random fields.

S. ZUYEV

Variational analysis of functionals of a Poisson process

Let F be a functional of a Poisson process whose distribution is determined by the intensity
measure J.L. Considering the expectation EJ'F as a function on the CODe MI of positive finite
measures J.L, we derive closed form expressions for the Frechet derivatives of all orders that
generalise the perturbation analysis formulae for Poisson processes. Variational methods e
developed for the space M allow us to obtain first and second-order sufficient conditions
for different types of constrained optimisation problems for E#JF. We study in detail
optimisation in the class of measures with a fixed total mass a and develop a technique
that often allows us to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the optimal intensity measure
in the high intensity settings when agrows to infinity. We give applicatioDs of our methods
to design of experiments, spline approximation of convex functions) optimal placement of
stations in telecommunication studies and others. We scetch possible numerical algorithms
of the steepest descend type based on the obtained explicit form of the gradient.

Berichterstatter: M. Kiderlen
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 02/1998

Global and Geometrie Theory of Delay Differential Equations

11.01.-17.01.1998

The conference was organized by J. Mallet-Paret (Providence), R.D. Nussbaum (New
Brunswick), and H.O. Walther (Gießen). Thirty-six participants from 11 countries (8
European including Russia; Israel; Canada; USA) took part. It was regretted that due to
severe weather conditions and in other cases, lack of financial support several colleagues
had to cance} their participation shortly before the meeting. Twenty-eight lectures were
presented. One additional evening discussion was organized.
The largest group of lectures (8) focussed on the global dynamies of (ordinary) delay
differential equations (DDEs). The topics included new existence results for periodic
orbits and chaos, the structure of global attractors, singular perturbation, invariant
manifold theory for state-dependent delays, and infinite frequency solutions.
A next group of 6 lectures discussed equations used as models in the life sciences, namely
equations for the dynamics of blood cell populations and blood diseases, for neural
networks, for competing species in a chemostat, and for mating problems.
Four lectures presented results on initial value problems for partial differential equations
with time delays. One lecture discussed elliptic equations with transformed arguments, .
which arise in elasticity and nonlinear optics.
Another group of 4 lectures was devoted to linear DDEs and addressed, among others,
problems of control theory (subtle effects of small delays, hybrid contral) and in number
theory.
In a set of 5 lectures DDEs in neighbouring fields related problems were discussed,
notably stochastic DDEs, shadowing and numerical aspects, evaluating experiments by
means of Conley index methods, and last not least, tbe embedding of given Bows into
center manifolds of parabolic partial differential equations and DDEs.

Tbe meeting brought together a relatively large number of colleagues who had never met
before. The research summaries posted elose to the lecture hall seemed to help consider
ably to initialize an exchange of ideas.
We are grateful to the staff of tbe institute whos~ friendly and patient assistance con
tributed much to make the stay at the institute/very pleasant.
The meeting ended on Friday, January 17, at 12:30 p.rn.
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Vortragsauszge

O. ARINO

Slowly oscillating periodic solutions of a state-dependent delay equation
arising from a fishery problem

Joint wark with K.P. Hadeler and My.L. Hbid

A possible motivation: a model describing the dynamics of a population of fish, divided
into several stages, tbe passage from a stage to tbe next one being conditioned by a
threshold mechanism. Simplified assumptions lead to the system e

dx dr
dt = - f(x(t - T(t)), dt = h(x(t), 7"(t» ,

with f : :R ~ R Cl, f(x)x > 0 for x 1= 0,0 < Tl ~ r(t) ~ T2 < +00, h Cl, h(x, 7"1) > 0 for
all x, hex, 7"2) < 0 for a11 x, h(x, r) ~ 1 for a1l x, T. Two special cases lead in the singular
limit to r(t) = r· (pure delay) and r(t) = k2 (x(t» (usual stat~ependent delay). We
adapt tbe ejective fixed point method developed in tbe 70's for the logistic delay equation
and some analogues to determine nontrivial slowly oscillating periodic solutions. We
highlight the main ingredients:
1) the choice of a suitable notion of slowly oscillating solutions; 2) the determination of
a suitable closed convex subset in the space of the (cp, r)'s in which the trivial solution
(r-, O)(h(r" 0) = 0) is ejective.

H.J. DIAMOND

Analysis of a pair of linear difference differential equations

This is areport on work with H. Halberstam and H.-E. Richert on difference differential
equations (DDE's) arising in sieve theory. Sieve theory is a branch of number theory that
estimates the number of elements reJ.Daining in sequences of integers from which certain
residue classes have been removed. Upper and lower bound estimates are expressed
in terms of Cauchy-Euler type delay DDE's of the for~ uf'(u) = af(u) + bl(u - 1).
Solutions are fOllnd with the aid of advanced argument adjoint DDE's. Specific problems
discussed were properties of the AOS function family (DDE: uj'{u) = kj(u) - kj(u -1), k
a parameter) and the coupled system of DDE's for the author's sieve procedure.
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T. FARIA

Stability and bifurcation Cor a delay Lotka-Volterra system without and with
diffusion

A well-known Lotka-Volterra predator-prey system with one delay and a unique positive
equilibrium E· is considered, as well as a corresponding delayed reaction-diffusion system
with Neumann conditions. The latter illustrates the use of the 'adjoint' theory for FDEs
with diffusion when studying stability problems. However, the theory described in [Lin,
So & Wu, Proc. Ray. Soc. Ed., 1992] was improved and addressed here in a more general
framework, in order to include situations where the operator giving the linear terms of
an FDE with diffusion mixes tbe modes of the Laplacian. In fact, this is the case of the
proposed model with diffusion. In this setting, stability results for E· as an equilibrium
of the reaction-diHusion system are deduced from the case without diffusion, already
known. Namely, it is shown that a Hopf bifurcation occurs at E· as the delay T passes
through a critical value TO.

Using the normal form theoJ'Y' for FDEs in [Faria & Magalhäes, JDE, 1995Land for
FDEs witb diffusio.n in [Faria, to appear in Trans. AMS), tbe Hopf bifurcation -occuring
at E·, T = TO is described for a particular example. By eomputing normal forms on
the stable loeal centre-manifold, it is proven that tbe Hopf bifureation is supercrit
ical and tbat tbe non-trivial solutions are stable, in both cases with and witbout diffusion.

W.E. FITZGIBBON

Periodieity in diffusive epidemie models

Joint work with J.J. Morgan and M.E. Parrott

Dur long range concern is developing a framework for analysing the effects of temporal
variations on the spread of disease througb a dispersing population. In tbe case at hand,
we guarantee the existence of periodic solutions arising in response to periodie forcing.
We assume that tbe population is dispersing by means of random Brownian motion and
that this dispersion is approximated in the standard way using diffusion operators. Tbe
disease features aperiod of latency or incubation ·during whicb the individuals neither
manifest tbe symptoms of tbe disease nor are capable of infecting other individuals.
This period of latency is immediately followed by a fully infected period. Susceptible
individuals contract tbe disease via interaction with fully infected individuals. This
interaction is modelIed by a 'mass action' term whicb is proportional to the product of
the spatial densities of tbe susceptible and the fully infected individua~s which appears
as loss term for tbe susceptible class. The stages of the disease are specified via tbe
introduction of an independent variable la 1 which represents tbe time elapsed since an
individual contracted tbe disease. These considerations produce a distributed parameter
system coupling a semilinear parabolic equation with a diffusive age transport equation.
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We also obtain partial results describing how tbe periodic solutions drive tbe overall
dynamics of the system. .

F. GIANNAKOPOULOS

Generation of epileptiform activity in a neural network

Joint work with H. Luhmann, U. Bihler, eh. Hauptmann

We were interested in modelling tbe generation of experlmentally induced epileptiform
signals in neocortical slices. Experimental data indicate that suppression ofinhibition and e
enhancement of excitation leads to the expression of spontaneous and stimuli-induced
signals. In our model we consider a network with m neurons. For each neuron the
suggested matbematical model consists of tbe net~ork equation and in intrinsic oscillator.
Tbe network equation describes tbe transmission of signals. As intrinsic oscillator we use
tbe FitzHugh-Nagumo system wbicb models the impulse generation at tbe axon-hillock.
Tbe resulting system consists of 3m coupled delay differential equations. Matbematical
analysis and computer simulation indicate that both, intrinsic and synaptic mecbanisms
are involved in generating epileptiform activity.

K.P. HADELER

Delay equations and conservation laws

It is well known that certain hyperbolic systems of partial differential equations can be
'reduced' to systems of ordinary differential equations or delay equations. In the delay
case tbe reduced system is valid onIy after a transient time interval. Although such
reductions have been used frequently, there are several open problems:
i) Wbat is tbe underlying general principle? ii) What is the proper relation between the
state space of the partial differential equation and tbat of the delay equation? iii) If tbe
partial differential equations preserves positivity, in wbat sense does the reduced system ..
preserve positivity? To some of these questions preliminary answers can be given. The _
main applications are structured population models. In particular, an interpretation is
given for population models in tbe form of neutral differential equations.
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U. AN DER HEIDEN

Bifurcations and chaos in cPx(t)dt2 + x(t) = f(x(t - 'T)) with non-smooth f

Substantial analysis of tbe above non-linear differential-delay equation can be done if the
nonlinearity f is assumed to be piecewise constant. Applications may be found in control
systems with discrete control (e.g. machine, current, or light either 'on' or 'off'; or either
'paying attention' or 'not paying attention'). Trajectories of tbe associated system

dx(t)/dt = y(t), dy(t)/dt = f(x(t - 'T» - x(t)

can then be represented in the x-y-plane by continuous curves t ~ (x(t), y(t) whicb are
piecewise composed of arcs of circles. The circles have centers at (c, 0), f discontinuous
at c.
In case of negative feedback, where (without loss of generality) f«(.) = 1/2 for { :5
8, f({) = -1/2 for { > 8, e some constant, the following theorems can be proyed:
Theorem 1 Let e E [0,1[2]: For each Ti E lN and fOT each 'T E (O,2n7r) there" exists a
periodic orbit with minimal period 'T/n. '.
Theorem 2 Let e E [0,1/2], For each n E N, n odd, and for each r E (n7r,2n7r] there
exist periodic orbits with minimal period 2r/n.
Proofs of these results may be found in tbe paper of Wolf Bayer and Uwe an der Heiden,
Oscillation typea and bi/urcations of a nonlinear second order differential-difference equa
tion, appearing 1998 in the J. Dynamics (; Differential Eqs.. There it is also shown how
the solutions of these theorems bifurcate from each öther and how they exhibit multista
bility.
Together with Wolf Bayer a praof was also obtained for the existence of chaos in case
that the feedback-function f has two discontinuities:
Theorem 3 Let 8 be a positive constant. Let f((.) = 1/2 for ~ E [0,8], f«(.) = -1/2
otherwise. Then there is an open set in the r - 8-parameter space such that .fOT each
element in this set System (*) has infinitely (countably) many periodic orbits o/!'different
minimal period and uncountably many asymptotically aperiodic orbits such that fOT any
two 01 these aperiodie solutions (Xl, Yl) and (X2, Y2),

tli~ sup Il(Xl(t), Yl(t» - (X2(t), Y2(t»fl > o.
The proof relles on constructing a Poincare-map on a one--dimensional Bubset of the

state space and reducing the result to a snap back repeller-property of a certain difference
equation.
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A.V.M. HERZ

Global theory of pulse-coupled oscillators without and with delays

Pulse-coupled oscillators exhibit a wide varlety of collective non-equilibrium phenomena.
Global synchronization with temporal periodicity is beautifully seen in the pulsed light
patterns generated by colonies of flashing fireflies. More complex phenomena include
periodic oseillations without global synchrony, spatial synchronization without temporal
periodicity, aod intermittent loeking proeesses whieh in some models are accompanied
by self-organized eriticality.
Although the approach to a stationary state is slow in many of these systems, approx
imately periodic oscillations are often aehieved within a few cycles of activity. This
phenomenon might be important for rapid information processing in neural systems. e
For a class of idealized models with zero pulse width aod 00 signal delays, it is proved
that strictly periodic solutions are reached as soon as every element has been active
onee. For systems with delays aod/or oonzero pulse width, a Lyapunov funetional shows
that periodic solutions are reached asymptotically. If there are discrete delays only,
application of the same functional proves that transients have finite duration.

w. HUANG

Heteroclinic orbits of delay differential equations and applications to the
singular perturbation problem

The existence of heteroclioic orbits of delay differential equations has long been a very
interesting problem in the area of the functional differential equations. One of the im
portant applications of heteroclinic orbits arises from the investigation of the existenee
of the square-wave-like periodic solution for a class of singularly perturbed delay differ
ential equations that oeeur as models for some noolioear optical problems aod biological
problems, where heteroclinic orbits serve as the transition layers for this type of periodic
solutions.
In this report, we present a general existence aod uniqueness result of heteroclinic orbits
for a class of systems of delay differential equations. Dur main approach is the homotopy .
method of [Chow, Lin and Mallet-Paret, 1989]. Monotone iteration and properties of _
positive operators in Banach space have been used to obtain detailed information about
the heteroclinic orbits and the spectral properties of its linearization. The system under
investigation takes the form

x(t) = F(x(t), x(t - T))

where the time delay r > 0 is a constant and the nonlinear function F = (F1, ••• , Fn ) :

Sl x n~ m.n(O ~ Rn) is assumed to satisfy the following type of monotonicity property:
For x = (x}, ... ,xn) E n and Y = (Yb ... , Yn) E 0,
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8Fi(Z,y) <_ 0
8zj ,

8Fi(Z,y) 5 0
Byj

A.F. IVANOV

for i 1= i, i,i
for i,j

1,2, ,n,
1,2, ,n.

On the discretization of a delay differential equation

A delay difference equation (1) of the form

tl[ßxn + aßxn-N] = -Xz+I + f(xn-N)

where JJ > 0, ßXn := Xn+l + Xn, f : R -+- R is a continuous function, is considered.
Equation (1) can be looked upon as a discrete analogue of ~0!

€[x(t) + a.x(t - 1)] = -x(t) + f(x(t - 1»;

it also appears as an Euler discretization of the latter (in a slightly different form). A
relationship between dynamics of solutions of eq. (1) and that defined by the "limiting
case E = 0, the interval map /, is established. It is shown in particular that hyperbolic
attracting cycles of the map f give rise to asymptotically stahle periodic solutions of
equation (1) for sufficiently small tl.

P. KLOEDEN

Bishadowing in neutral delay equations

Bishado,ving combines direct shadowing, where every pseudo-trajectory is shado\ved by
a true trajectory, with indirect shadowing, where every true trajectory is shadowed by a
pseudo-trajectory - but here the pseudo-trajectories are true trajectories of a family of
functions, e.g. continuous functions. Hyperbolicity implies bishadowing, but so does a
weaker version called semi-hyperbolicity in which the maps need ooly be Lipschitz, the
tangent space splitting is not continuous or invariant, nor is the set under consideration
invariant, e.g. consider an open set containing a saddle point. Both concepts were
introduced and explored by P. Diamond, P. Kloeden, V. Kozyakin and A. Pokrovskii.
Here work of A. A.-Nayef, Kloeden and Pokrovskii is reported - bishadowing results
are applied to nonsmooth nonlinear perturbations of a linear neutral delay differential
equation, where locally condensing mappings are used as the family of comparison
mappings in bishadowing, which is applied to the respective shift operators in C1([-h, 0]).
These results have been published in the Journal of Differential Equations, July 1997.
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H.P. KRlSHNAN.

Aphase space formulation for an equation with a state-depende~t delay

We provide a complete phase-space description for tbe equation (1) x(t)
f(x(t), x(t - r)), r = r(x(t)). In particular, for any cp E Wl,OO([-r" 0]), where
r· = sup( r({), we show that there exists a > 0, dependent on IIcpW)O hut otherwise
independent of C{), such that Xt (cp, .) exists and is unique on [0, a]. We then sho'Y that the
semiflow T(t) : W1,OO([-r+, 0]) -+ Wl,OO([-r·, 0]) is not smooth in cp by direct analysis. It
is, however, possible to differentiate T in cp relative to certain manifolds. In particular,
near the point 0, we consider the linear equation (2) x(t) = /%(0, O)x(t)+ f1/(O, O)x(t-r(O».
If 0 is hyperbolic, we show that the unstable subspace U associated with (2) is locally
diffeomorphic to the unstable set of (1). We conclude by establishing Lyapunov-type e
stability criteria for the equation (1) and as a specific example, prove that all solutions
to tbe equation (3) x(t) = -ax(t) - ßx(t - r), r = r(x(t», are ultimately uniformly
bounded whenever r+r_ < 'b. Here r + = liIIl(-+oo r({) and r - = lilIl(-+oo r({].

T. KRISZTIN, J. WU

The structure of an attracting set defined by delayed and monotone positive
feedback 1-11

Joint wark with H. O. Walther

Tbe delay differential equation

x(t) = -p.x(t) + f(x(t - 1»
with J.t ~ 0 and areal function I satisfying 1(0) = O· and /' > 0 models a system
governed by delayed positive feedback with respect to the rest state given by { = 0,
and instantaneous damping. Applications arise in neural networks. For certain J.t and
I unbounded solutions exclude a compact global attractor of tbe semißow defined by
the equation on the phase space C of continuous real functions on the initial interval
[-1, 0]. Under mild additional assumptions we study tbe simplest nontrivial substitute _
of a compact global attractor, which is the closure of the forward extension W of a 3- •
dimensional C1-submanifold of tbe Iocal unstable manüold at tbe stationary point 0 E C.
Among others we prove tbat W is a smooth solid spindIe for JJ > 0, and a smooth solid
cylinder for JJ = o. A smooth disk bordered by a periodic orbit separates W into halves
formed by solutions which converge to one of the tips of tbe spindIe in case jJ > 0, and to
00 or -00 if J1. = o.
In case JJ > 0 and f bounded the semißow has aglobaI attractor A, and W C A. We
conjecture that under certain conditions on J.t > 0 and I, W = A. Tbe proof of W = A
requires, among others, a new uniqueness result for periodic solutions. We present such
a result for odd nonlinearities I.
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Some of tbe aforementioned results have been recently extended, in joint work with Y.
ehen, to the system

x(t) = -JU(t) + f{y(t - 1», y(t) = -J.'y(t) + f(x(t - 1»
with special emphasis on the existence and attractivity of a phase-Iocked oscillations.

E. LITSYN

Stabilizatioo of lioear differential systems via hybrid feedback controls

We study so-called 'hybrid feedback stabilizers' for an arbitrary general system of
linear differential equations. We prove that nnder assnmptions of controllability and
observability there exist a hybrid feedback output control which makes th~~ system
asymptotically stable. The control is designed by making use of a discrete automaton
implanted into the system's dynamics. In general, the automaton has infinitely many
locations, but it gives rise to a 'uniform' (in some sense) feedback contra!. The approach
we propose goes back to tbe classical feedback control tecbnique combined witb some
ideas used in the stability theory for equations with time-delay.

Y. LIU

Functional differential equations with proportional delays

Functional differential equations with proportional delays arise in applications such as
collection of current by the pantograph head of an electric locomotive, wave propagation
problems, probability theory on algebraic structures, absorption of light by interstellar
matter, spectral theory of the Schrdinger operator, coherent states of the deformed oscil
lator algebra in quantum mechanics, and many others.
In general, initial value problems for neutral functional differential equations with a single
proportional delay can be written as

y'(t) = I{t, y(t), y{qt), y'(t)), t ~ 0, y(O) = Yo, y'(O) = Yb

where 1 is a continuous function, q E (0,1) is a rescaling parameter, and Yo, Yt E.R are
given initial values that satisfy the consistence condition Yl = 1(0, Yo, Uo, Yd. In order to
guarantee the existence and uniqueness of a differentiable solution, it is often assumed,
amongothers, that the Lipschitz constant of f(t, y, z,·) is less than one in a neighbourhood
of (0, Vo, Vo, Yl) (see, e.g. Nussbaum (1972)). Arecent result of Feldstein and Liu (1989)
shows that tbe following initial value problem

y'(t) =ay(t) + by(qt) + cy'(qt) , t ~ 0, y(O) = Va

9



has infinitely many linearly independent solutions if Ici > 1.
Equations witb proportional delays ean differ vastly from equations with eonstant delays.
For instanee, Iserles and Liu (1997) proved that if E~llc;1 < 1, Re a:5 0 and a =F 0 then
tbe asymptotic bebaviour of the solution of

M

y'(t) = ay(t) + E[biy(qit) + c;y'(pit)], t > 0, y(O) = Yo,
i=l

depends mainly on tbe distribution of zeros of the algebraic equation a + Et;l bjql
0, z E (C. Tbe neutral terms (or the eoefficients Cl, •.• , CM) bave little infiuenee on the
stability of tbe trivial solution.
There are many open problems related to equations with proportional delays. For in-
stance, it is conjectured by Morris, Feldstein, and Bowen (1972) that _

n~ tn+lltn ="l/q,

\vhere q E (0,1) is a parameter, 0 < t l < t2 < ... are zeros of the entire funetion
L:~=o(_t)nqn(n-I)/2 In!, the only continuous solution of (t). One ofthe conjectures made in
the preprint On a functional Riccati equation, Cambridge University Tech. Rep. DAMTP,
1996/NAI9, states tbat if JJ > 0 then tbe solution of tbe functional-Riccati equation

obeys

!im y(t) = ./J.t/(1 - q2) if Yo > -'p,/(l - q2),
t~oo V V

t2!~o y(t) = -00 for some T > 0 if Yo < -JJJI(l - q2).

M.MACKEY

Delay equations and the contral of cell replication

Dynamic hematological diseases in wbich circulating numbers of white blood ceIls, red
blood ceIls, and/or platelets show a periodic variation in time offer an ideal situation in
which to study tbe dynamics of cellular replication. Cellular replication and its control
involve significant delays due to cell cycle and maturation times typically on tbe order of
days. Cyclical neutropenia (cn) is a periodic disease in wbich all three major celltypes
display periodicities of abour 19-25 days in humans and 9-14 days in tbe grey collie. A
model study framed as a nonlinear integro--differential equation demonstrates tbat this
disease cannot be due to a lass of stability in tbe control of neutropbil production and
release. Rather, it is shown that an elevation of cellular death rates in the HSC (which
provides differentiating cells from all three cell types) is sufficient to explain tbe major
characteristics of cn including the difference in periods between humans and tbe grey
collies, and the response of both to treatment with granuIocyte colany ·stimulating factor.

10
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J. MAHAFFY

A mathematical model far erythropoiesis

An age-structured model for erythropoiesis is developed and compared to data fol
lowing a blood donation. Tbe model examines the negative feedback of the hormone
erythropoietin on production of new erythrocytes. The age-structured model for the
erytbrocytes includes aprecursor population and a mature population. Tbe latter are
actively destroyed, which results in a moving boundary condition. A plasma function is
included to simulate blood loss, and the resulting system is compared to experimental
data following a phlebotomy. Certain assumptions allow the model to be reduced to a
state-dependent delay system, for which a bifurcation analysis is performed.

K. MISCHAIKOW

From time series to symbolic dynamies

A new approach to constructing a dynamical systems model from experimental time
series is presented. Using the ideas of delay reconstruetion a multivalued dynamieal
system is constructed. Tbe multivalued approach is taken to aeeount for bounded
experimental error. Tbis constructed system is then analysed and algebraic invariants
based on the Conley Index theory are computed. These invariants can be lifted back to
the unknown physical system and have implications conceming the dynamics which must
oceur, e.g. symbolic dynamics. It is also argued that these methods lend themselves to
potentially rigoious numerical analysis of high dimensional dynamical systems such as
delayequations.

H. PETZELKOVA

Compactness and long time behaviour of solutions to conservation laws with
memory

Compactness of a set of bounded entropy solutions to the equation

alt n 8u
8t -00 K(t - s)u(s)ds +~ a;(u) 8Xi = 0

is discussed for tbe following choices of K:
(i) K = do - standard conservation law
(ii) K = Jo + k, k E LI, nonincreasing - conservation law with memory
(iii) K f"V t-a at 0,0 < 0 < 1 - fractional conservation law
A nondegeneracy condition introduced by Lions, Perthame and Tadmov for (i) gives
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compactness also for the case (ii) and the compact set depends on Loo-bounds for
solutions and Ll-bounds for k only. This condition ean be weakened in the case (iii).
Compactness of bounded solutions is used in the proof of convergenee of spatially periodic
solutions to mean values of their initial data. Tbe same result bolds for the linear case
(~ eonstant) when tbe memory effect comes into play (i.e. in (ii) and (iii)) provided tbat
tbe coefficients are rationally independent).

s. RUAN

Periodic solutions of planar systems with two delays

Consider a planar system with two delays

XI(t) = aOxl(t) + alFl(xl(t - 7"1),X2(t - 7"2))
X2(t) = -bOX2(t) + blF2(Xl (t - 7".), X2(t - 7"2))

where ao > 0, bo > 0,7"1 > 0,7"2 > 0, al and b1 are constants; Fl and F2 satisfy

3( 2) 8Fj . { } 8Ft ) "8F2 (Fj E eR, Fj(O, 0) =0, -8(0, 0) =0 for J E 1, 2 '-8 (O'0:F 0, -8 0,0) # 0,
Xj X2· Xl

X2 Fl (XI, X2) -:f; 0 for X2 =F 0, Xl F2 (X., X2) #: 0 for XI:f: 0

When ao = bo = 1, al = b1 = Q, Tl = 7"2 = 1, the global existenee of periodic solütions
to tbe system has been studied by Taboas (Proe. Royal Soc. Edinburgh, 1990) and
Baptistini and Taboas (J. Diff. Eqns., 1996). The method used by Taboas came from
a well-known idea due to Jones (J. Math. Anal. Appl., 1962) together with a theorem
of Nussbaum (Ann. Math. Pura Appl., 1974) on the ejectivity of fixed points. Another
approach of studying the global existence of periodic s6lutions to delay systems is the
degree theory method, c.f., Chow and Mallet~Paret (J. Diff. Eqns., 1978) and Erbe et al
(J. Diff. Eqns., 1992). . .
We first earry out the loeal Hopf bifureation analysis of the abave system. By ehoosing
one of the coeflieients as' parameter, the loeal stability domain is found and Hopf
bifureation values are determined. Then by using a global Hopf bifurcation theorem of ..
Wu (1996), we show that the system has global nonconstant periodie solutio·ns. FinaIly, 
as an example, we analyze a neural netwo~k model with two delays.
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W.M. RUESS

Linearized stability for partial delay differential equations

The object of the talk is a principle of linearized stability for partial functional differential
equations with delay of the form

(FDE) {
x(t) + Bx(9 =F(Xt), t 2: 0
xII = ep E E,

I·
J

with B a generator of a strongly continuous semigroup in a Banach (state) space X,
and, for given I = [-r, 0], r > 0 (finite delay), or I = n- (infinite delay), and, for
t ~ 0, Xt : I:~ X, Xt(s) = x(t + s), sEI, the history of x up to t, and ep : I --+ X a given
initial history out of a suhset E of aspace E of functions from I to X.
While in previous works tbe results were restricted to .
(a) the history-responsive operator F to be (globally defined and) continuously Frechet
differentiable with
(b) locally Lipschitzian derivatives,
we shall remove these restrietions and sho\v that tbe corresponding results hold in tbe
general context of
(c) B possibly nonlinear and F allowed to be defined on ethin' subsets Eof initial histories
(adapted to the respective problem - such as nonnegative functions for population and
biochemical models), and
(d) Frechet-differentiability for both Band F required only at the equilibrium point.
Applications of the general princlple to reaction-diffusion equations with memory and
age-dependent population dynamics will be given.

K. RYBAKOWSKI

Chaotic dynamics of parabolic PDEs and delay equations

We prove the following
Theorem (Prizzi & Rybakowski, JDE, to appear) Suppose N ~ 2. Let n c RN be
a bounded domain with smooth boundary. There is an analytic function a : ]RN -t lR
satisfying the following property: For every mEIN there is an cm > 0 such that whenever
u : R N+1 ~ R N+1 is a vector field 0/ class Cr with

luler' < Em

then u can be realized on the center mani/old of the reaction-dijJusion-convection equation

{

atU =Au + a(x)u + fex, u, Vu), x E n
u(x, t) = 0 , x E an

for an appropriate choice 0/ the nonlinearity / :n x R x RN --+ R 0/ dass Cm .

This result generalizes (ta arbitrary domains) an earlier result of Rybakowski (JDE, 1994)
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and Polcicik & Rybakowski (Annali Scuola Norm. Sup. Pisa, 1995) proved for some special
domains, like n = BI (0) c lRN. We also report on some recent vector field realization
result for scalar delay-equations.
Theorem (Rybakowski, JDE, 1994) Let C := C([-r, 0], lR) and L : C ~ R· be linear and
bounded. Suppose that the linear FDE

has exactly N eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) with real part zero. Then for 1 : C -+ R.
with f(O) =0 and IDI1 globally small there exists a center-manijold embedding

1\ = 1\/ : lRN
--t C

such that the FDE

iJ = LYt + I(Yt)

restricted to the center manifold M = A(RN
) takes the form

2'1 = Z2, ... ·, ZN-l = Zn, ZN = -alZl - ... - aNzN + I(Af(z», Z E RN

The function v(z) = 1(l\f(z», Z E lRN
1 is arbitrary1 in some sense: For every v : ]RN --t

R sufficiently smooth and small there exists f : C --+ ]R 01 the form

I(rp) = g(cp(O), cp( -Tl), ..., cp(-rN-t}), cp E C

such that
f(Af(Z» = v(z), Z E ]RN.

Here, the constants al, ... , aN E Rand the delays 0< rl < ... < TN-I < r depend only on
the linear map L.
This vector field realization result strengthens a previous jet realization result of HaIe
(Proc. Roy. Soc. &linb., 1985). An analogous result can also be proved for 'systems,
strengthening a jet realization resuit of Faria & Magalhäes (Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb.,
1995).

M. SCHEUTZOW

Stability properties of stochastic delay differential equations

We discuss a number of different stability eoneepts for various kinds of stochastic
functional differential equations (SFDE's). For equations which possess a constant
solution, say 0, stability ean be defined as loeal or global almost sure asymptotic stability
or in terms of stability of moments. For equations subjected to additive white noise 
whieh can never have a eonstant solution - it seems reasonable to define stability in terms
of the existence of a stationary solution. If an SFDE admits a eontinuous stoehastic
solution semiBow (which not all SFDE's do) and if the equation has a stationary solution,
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then one can call that solution 'stahle' if the top Lyapunov exponent of the linearization
of the semißow around the stationary solution is negative. Finally we discuss the stahility
of the model equation dX(t) = u . X(t - 1) . dW(t), where W(t), t ~ 0 is Brownian
motion. It turns out that the zero solution is almost surely globally exponentially stahle
for small u and unstable for large u. Most of the results are joint work with Salah E.
I\1ohammed (SIU).

E. SHUSTIN

Infinite frequency oscillations in a discontinuous dynamical system with time
delay

Joint wirk with R.D. Nussbaum

We study the equation

x(t) = - sign x(t - 1) + F(x(t)), t ~ 0,

with a continuous function F : R -+ R satisfying IF(x)1 :::; p < 1, which is a model
of an autonomous system with a retarded relay control element. The Cauchy problem
x(t) = cp(t), t E [-1,0], has a unique continuous solution xr.p for any cp E C[-I,O]. All
these solutions oscillate around the zero level, and the frequency function

lIr.p(t) = card (X;l(Q) n (t· - 1, t·)), t· = max{r :::; t : xr.p(r) = O} ..

is non-increasing. Hence there always exists th~ limit frequency

In particular, onee tbe frequency becomes finite, it will be finite further.
Properties of solutions witb a finite limit frequency are basically known. We answer the
question on the existence of solutions with infinite limit frequency, and on a possible
lenght of tbe interval with infinite frequency of oscillations.
Theorem 1 There are no solution.s with infinite limit frequency, except lor the case
F(O) = O,x(t) == 0, t ~ O.
Theorem 2 For any c > 0 there exists TE > 0 (depending on F) such that

as far as
max{length(I) : I E ?ro([-I, 0] \ cp-l(Q)} ~ c.

11, in addition, F(O) = 0 and F is differentiable at zero, then
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with arbitmry positive fJ and C(6) depending only on fJ and F.

A.L. SKUBACHEVSKII

Global properties of elliptic functional differential equations

We consider boundary value problems for stronlgy elliptic differential-difference equa
tions. An equation is said to be stronlgy elliptic if it satisfies the Gärding inequality. It
were obtained tbe necessary and sufficient conditions for strong ellipticity in algebraic
form. Unlike elliptic differential equations, smoothness of generalized solutions of elliptic ..
differential-difference equations can be broken inside a domain Q C Rn and preserves ..
only in some subdomains Qr(Ur Qr = Q). It were stated results on the smootbness of
generalized solutions near the boundaries of subdomains Qr and in the neighborbood of

. angular points of tbe baundaries 8Qr' We obtain the asymptotics formula for eigenvalues
of tbe corresponding strongly elliptic differential-difference operator.

S. VERDUYN LUNEL

Effects of small delays on stability and control

Joint work with J.K. HaIe

Stabilization and control of partial differential equations through the application of
forces on the boundary turns out to be very iinportant. \Vhen tbe boundary forces
are applied with na delays there is a rather complete theory. In applica"tions, however,
it is very likely that time delays will occur when applying the boundary forces. So it
is of vital importance to understand the sensitivity with respect to small delays. We
shall present a unifying framework and \ve shall explain tbe mechanism bebind tbe phe
nomena observed in the literature. To illustrate tbe results we shall present four examples.

G. WOLKOWICZ

Joint work with H. Xia, S. Ruan, J. Wu

Delayed response in growth in models of the chemostat

The predictions of various models of competition in the chemostat tbat involve time
delay (discrete or distributed) to model the lag in the conversion of nutrient to biomass
were discussed. All of the models considered predict tbat the principle of competitive
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exclusion holds and that it is possible to predict which population avoids extinction based
on the relative values of a parameter that represents a generalization of the break-even
concentration of tbe ODE model, hut that is a function of parameters describing the
delay and that neglecting delay can lead to incorrect predictions. Including the delay
may also help to explain some of the discrepancies between experimental data (e.g.
Hansen and Hubbell 1980) and tbe simulations of tbe ODE model. In particular, in work
in progress with H. Xia, considering tbe single species discrete delay model, althougb
the unique positive equilibrium is globally attracting with respeet to positive initial
data, using loeal and global Hopf bifurcation theorems, it follows that unstable (rapidly
oscillating) periodic solutions that bifurcate from unstable nonnegative equilibria are
possible. Although these periodie solutions change sign, their existence may help to
explain the transient oscillations seen in experiments, hut not in simulations of the ODE
model.

Berichterstatter: H.O. Walther (Gießen)
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Mathematical Logic

18.01 - 24.01. 1998

TIIt~ cOllft..~rell('e wa.<; organized hy V.N. Moschovakis (Los Angeles), H. Schwicht.en
herg (Miill(".lIcn), anti A.S. Troelst.ra (Amsterdarn). H, focussed on const.ructive as
ped.s of IlIat.heHlat.icallogic, ill part.icular on cOlIst.ruet.ive set. t.heory, term re\Yriting
and proof 1.heory, iUt.llit.ionist.ic logic and t.ype t.heory, cornplexit.y t.heory, lalflbda

calclllus! aud aigorit.hlllic I·andolllness.

TlfCre were J5 pleu:l"Y t.alks and t,wo lecture series, aue on construetive set. theary,
givell hy P. Aczel aud M. R.at.hjell (4 lect.ures), another on t.erm rewriting and praof
t.heory, giv~1J by A. \Veierrllann and W. Buchholz (3 lectures).

The orgauizer's st.rat.egy, to have less t.alks in favaur of more time far self organized
nd.ivit.if:'s, found an ext.rerncly posit.ive echo arnong t.he part.icipants. Quite a number
of illforHlal t.alks ami dis('.1]ssiolls were organized giving roorn for fruitful scientific

allu persoual exchange.

Tlte list. of ahst.rac.t.s includes t.hose talks which, although of highest quality, had ta
he sacrifir:ed 1.0 t.he new st.rat.egy.
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VOl't r agsallszüge:

P. Acze!:
COl1struetiv(~Set Theol'Y

Leet.ure J: \Vhat. is COllstruct.ive set t.heory?

, JisCIISS a COllcept,io(l of gel1eraJiseu predicat.ive const.ruet.ive luat.hewat.ic:-i. I t.heu

explail1 iufonJlnlly the it.erat.ive-c.olllbinatorial nation of set. t.hat. is made precise in
cUlIst.rllcf.ive t.ype .t.heory and leads t.o an illt.erpret.at.ioll of t.he axiom syst.elll CZF
in a :mil.ahle version of COllst.fuct.ive t.ype t.heory.

Lect.ure 2: JudlJd.ivc definit.ions in cOllst.rud.ive set. t.heory.

}. Juclllct.ive defillitioliS of dasses

L. JudlJc.t.ive definit.ions of ser.s

:L A set. cOJJlpact.uess tlJeorern

4. An exalllpJe of '!.U iudlletive rerursive definit.ion

J. Avignd:
Proof Thc'ory aud Typed Coulputatioll

Bot.lJ ordinal recllrsion and higher-t.yped recul'sion call be lIsed to give Ilnt.lIral ~h;'H

aet.erizations of t.he provably t.otal reclIrsive func.tiolls uf c1assical t.heorics. I will
discliss t.wo reslIJt.s t.ltat, yielu charact.erizat.iolls of t.he seeoHd kind. Tlte first. reslJlt.

is a Di;.dec.t.ica-st.yle ill1.erpret.at.ion of the t.heuries IOn 1 in fUllct.iollal t.lteol'ies Pll
IIsiug predicative polyrllorphisrn and Mart.iu-Lö[ universes. The sec(Hld is a I'paliz
ability interpret.a.t.ioll that appJies dil'ect.ly tu classical arithrnet.ic in a Tait. cakllilis.

lJ. BergeI':
Modellillg depelluellt types and lluivel'ses llsing the Kleene-Kl'eisnJ fUllc
tiollals

vVe will I.I'Y 1.0 t\rgue that. it. is useful tu have a const.ruct.ive set-t.heol'et.ic IIlOdel ur
depel1dellt. .t.ypes, ami will Jiscuss in some detail one such model gCllcralizing t.llt~
Kleeue-KreiseJ cont.ill110US funetionaJs. Usiug a densit.yjco-dp.Jlsity theorelll it. call
be showlI t.hat t.ltis is isomorphie to (a" variant. of) Beesoll 's I'ealizability Hlodel of
t.ype theory. Fillally we st.at.e sorne open problerns, among them gelleralizat.iolls
uf Plot.kin's resp. Normann's (cf. his talk on Tuesday) t.lJeorems on SI-S9/PCF
cOIllputabilit.y in t.IIe part.ial resp. t.otal hierarchy.

W. BIlchholz:
Tel'nt l'ewritiug and prüof theory 111: Ternlination proofs by interpreta
tion.

We givc an interpret.at.ion uf the Gentzen-Takeuti redllction procedure for tillit.a,ry
derivations in (Tait. st.yle) sequent-calc.uli of first.-ordel' arithlIlet.ic 'lud t.hc subsys
t.em n~ -CA or secolld-Ol:der arit.hmet.ic, respectiveJy. Each finlt.ary derivat,iou cl is
interpl'eted as a cert.aill well-fouuded infinite derivation d OO in sud. a way t.hat. ir cl
reduces t.o I'ed(d) I>y a Gent.zen-Takeuti l·eullet.ion step, t.hen red(d)~ is a proper
slIh-del'ivation of dOO

• Heuce t.he procedure red t.enninat.es, i.e. there is 110 illtiuit.e
seqllence of del'ivat.ions (ddi<w with di+l = red(cli) for all i. The l11ain poiut o[ 0111'



approach is t.lmt red can adually be derived frolll infinit.ary cut.-elimination (and
collapsillg) proceelures.

A. CidlOlI:
TerUliuatiou proofs for rewrite systems and their relevance to proof the
ory

Equatiollal definit.ions of number-t.heoret,ie funct.ions are nat.ural models of certain
killds of rewrit.e syst.elUs. The int.eract.ion of proof t.heory and term rewriting t.heory
ba..<; givclI rise t.o new and iut,erest.ing result.s and t.echniques ill bot.h domains. This
t.alk will survey sorlle of t.he recent development.s in the analysis of terminat.ion
proofs for rewrit.e syst.erus anel t.heir implications for prüof t.heory.

I), elot.e:

Type 2 parallel COlllplltable fllIlctiolls

Tlte p~rallel random acccss lUachine, or PRA M, is a parallel cOlllputing rno<Iel
developed at, t.he elle! of t.be 1970's, alld is the virtual rnachine for exist.ent. parallel
lIIacl.illes like t.he Corwect.ioll Machine, Mas Par, anel leE "Greeneyes tl board. The
illt.uit.ioll fOI" pl"ogranuningslJch SIMD models is t,o use divide and conquer paradiglll
t.ogd.ller \Vit.1I dat.a parallelislIl. NC is t.he most. irnport.ant parallel comput.ation dass
aud ('ol"l'espollds t.o polylogarit.lunic t.ime wit.h polynomially many active processors.

In t.llis paper, we ext.end PR.AM t.o allow different processors t.o simuJt.anollsly make
fllnctioll orade calls, t.heu define a very nat.ural t.ype 2 funct.ion algebra A, and pl"ove
t.hat. t.lw t.ype '2 analogue of Ne equals A. The full proof is lang (60 pages), rehes
ort ext.ension or t.cdllliques of Cook and Kapron, and is a st.rong irnprovement of a
papel' of Clot.e-Ignjat.ovic-I\apron froUl FOCS 1994.

T. Coqu:llld
Furlual topology anu illuuctive definitions

The pllrpose of Hais t.alk is (.0 illust.rat.e how ideas frorn t.he t.heory of loeale (point
free t,opology) ean illuwinat.e same fact.s in proQf t.heory, and suggest. appropriate
definit.ions or JJlat.hernat.ical COllcepts, like well-quasi-ordering or noetherianity -in a
frarnework such as Const,ruct.ive Set. Theory or Int.uitionistic Set Theory.

First., we presellt. a sillipie example iu algebra: a special case of Jacobson's COlU

Ilillt.at.ivit.y t.hearerll for riugs. 111 t.he fl'alllework of point-free t.opology, the usual
rcpresent.at.ion t.heorem or rings as rings of continuous sect.ion over a boolean space
bave au eleJllclltary reading, alld J acobson '5 proof can be I'ead as an elementary
proof of (~Ollllllllt.at.ivit.y, wit.h no rnention of prime ideals. This can be compared
t.o t.he analysis hy H. Lombardi (AnIlais or Pure and Applied Logic, 1997) of sorne
nOIl-const.ructive argument.s in algebra.

Next, we give a sat.isfact.ory definitioH of well-quasi-orders and noetherian rings in
lut.uit.iollist.ic Type Thcory (joint. work with H. Persson; the inductive definition of
lloet.lteriau, t.hat. t.he property ltn E (ltl' ... , Un -l) is a bar on finite sequences, was
suggested hy P. Mart.in-Löf). We can prove for inst.ance in this way Hilbert's basis
t.lteorelll. Tlte proof uscs a poiut-free analysis of t.lte Open Induction Principle:

Ir P(J;) is open, amI 'v'x[((y < x)P(y)) - P(x») t.hen YxP(x).

'fitis principle cau be st.at.ed over {O,1], Cant.or space or Baire space. The analysis
of t.his prillciple over Cant.or space llses ID I, and this sllggest.S t.hat t.he poiutwise



versiOlI rnay lIot. be cOllservat.ive over HA. Sirnilarly, the point.wise versioll over Hail't~

space SllOlIld llOt. he provable in uSllal int.uit.ionistic systellls (of st.l'ellgt.l1 I D 1) likl~

FIM (Kleefle) 01' es (Krcisel-Troelst.ra).

R.Daviu:
Traec~ of SOIlH~ }ll'iUlitive reeursive scheluata

This {,alk is cOllcerlJed wit.h priruit.ive I'ecursive algorithms. I will ;ut.rodllce '.lw I.race
(or l.he (·,OIl1pllt.a1.iolJ or a p.l'. algorithlH on sorlle arguliiellt.s). '['be t.r'Lee is dosely
rdf\t.ed t.o t,lll~ lIot.ioli of sequellt,ial algol'itlHl1s Oll cOllcret.e dat,a s1.ruct.llres (er Berry
alld Clll'icu). I will IIse t.his powerful tool to prove sorlle result.s as

• TI)(~ t1ltilJl(\t.~ ohst.imlt.ion theorem of L. ColsolI and its ext.ellsioliS t.o ot,hl'r
:-;it.lIat.iolls.

• A h,u:kt.racking propel't.y for p.r. algorit.hrus using f\ny killd of first. order dat.a
t.ype.

• The chi\raet,(:,risa1.ioll of t.he. intentional behaviolll' nf sOllle p.l'. algOl'it.llIlIs.

• Tlle l~xist.ellce 01' l10n existellce of (t.race preserving) sillllllat.iolls lwt,weell V,H

iOHl" extensiolls of p.l'. algorit.hllls (new l'eclIl'sive sdlelllilt.a, ... ).

R. DyrkllOfr:
SOllle (~outl'aeti()l1-freec;alcllii

We preSelJt !.wo results (joiJJt. work wit.h Sani. Negri iu Helsiukj).

First., we give a direct proof of admissibility of t.he st.ruct.llral rules fol' t.he t.I~l'Illillat.

illg cont.l'act.ioll-fl'ee int.uit.iouist.ic. sequent cf\lculus G4ip frorlt [1] (cf [2]). Previolls
proofs have Olll IIsed iltduct.ion in sequent weight. 01' selllant.ics (01' hot,Ia). 'Ihis IlC'W
prool' Ilses ollly induct.ioll on forrnulae weight. alld derivat.ion laeight., a.mi t.lalls t'X

kllds t.o a. pl'oof 01' cornpleteness for a sirnilar first.-order cf\lculus G4i (aud t.o sevl~ral

ot.her rdat.0d calculi) ano also t.o a proof of adlllissibilit.y of the :-;t.ruc.t.llral rull~s for

G4ip ext.ellded wit,h variolls positive not,ions such as "apart.ness': alld ~'ex<:('ss" I

t.)ms allowillg easiel' proofs of conservat.ivit.y for such t.heories ()Ver, fot exarllpll', I.lIe

t.heory of equalit.y or part.ial order.

Secolld, wc show tolle c.ornpleteness uf a terrnillat.ing contract.iou-free cakulus for
Dlllllluet.t.':-; logic LC; t.his calculus has the property t.laat. f\1I its infercllc.e rules
are illvert.ible, wit.h e1ear advantages far autornat.ed proof search alld raising au
int.erest.iug quest.ioll about, t.he relat.ionship between invertibilit.y of all I'ules alld t.he
liueal'it.y of t.he 1\ I'ipke rnodels.

[1]. RO, "Colltract.iou-free calculi for intuitionistic logic", J. SYlllholic Logic 1!J9:l.

(2] A.S. Tl'oelst.ra cv. fl. Schwicht.enberg, "Basic Proof Theory") Cal[lhridg~ Ulliv.
Press 1nUG.

(:~] RD & S. Negri, ':AdJllissibility of st.ruet.ural I"ules for cOlltrf\et.ioll-free illt.uit.ioll
ist.ic sequent. calclJli", ill preparat.ioll, 1998.



L. Gordeev:
How t.o reselle Hilbert's ProgralJllue llsillg Integral Calcllius

Hilbert,~s reject.ion of t.he ~~ignorabimus" might. st.i11 nmke sense beyand t.he Ilaive
fillit.islll. Somc reutarkable result.s abont. Lukasiewicz' real valuecl logic make evell
::ltopeless~~ problems (like Q1Sine~s COIl(NF)) rornput.able Ilsing basic Riernalln/Le
hes~lle Int.egral Calculus .

.J. Il. 11 illdlcy: .
CUl'l'y·s last. )ll'ohlclu: iUlitating laulbua-beta rcductioll iu cornbinatory
logic:

Tlw last. prohlelll Oll wltich Curry worked berore he died in 1982 was t.hat. of defining
a I"(~d IIctioll in cOlllhiuat.ory logic t.o correspond closely t.o t.he usual ß-reduct.ion
in A-calruills. Sev~ral solut.iolls t.o t.his problem have been posed sinee t.hell, hut.
t1espit.e SOlllC illg{~llllit.y in t.heil' forrllulat.ion~ noue has been really clean anti sirnple
t'IHJ1Igh t.o IIlake il.s d(~vdopillellt. at.t.rac.t.ive. I helieve tlle task of finding a wOl'kable
eOlllhillat.ory !J-J"('du('.t.ioll is one of t.he main unsolved problems in combinat.ory logic.
(It. is not. a '~t.idy"' prohlem and it prolIlises no beaut.iful solution, but then, Ileit.lter
dops I'.~al lif(~.) Tltis t.alk w011ld disClISS nit.el,ia for ac.ceptabilit.y of a ß-I'eduetio~l,

alld des("'l'ihe t.he kllowu calldidates allel how ffil' they succeed 01' fail in sat.isfying
t.lwse .

.J.lIl1dC'hllaier:
Oll a "rcaP~ tahlt~an calelllus für intuitiollistic propositionallogic

Tlw wdl kliOWIl t.a.hl(~all cakulus TK fOl' c1assical proposit.ionallogic ha.c;; t.wo feat.ures
whidl dist.illguislt it. frOll1 llsual t.ahleau calc.lIli for int.uit.ionistic proposit.ionallogic:

A) TI\.-dcrivafiou ... al!ow ext.ract.ioll of c1a.c;;sical models.

B) 1'1\.- rulr.s allow ('xt.rar.t.ioll of c1a...;sical sernant.ics.

Ohviollsly ("'olldit.ioll B) is IIIlJclJ st.ronger t.ltan condit.ioll A). Fol' iust.anee con~i~iol1

U) Illakes l.hr ("OIllpl~t.~lJrss pl'oof cOlllpletely t.l'ivial. Now for int.uitiollist.ic logic.
t.hen~ <trf~ a lIlJlltlWI' of calr.llii sat.isfyillg "he analogue of A). 111 t.his talk we present.
a. r.akllius TJ wltirh in addit.ion also sat.ises ß) aud t.hus yields a very pel'spictlOus
rOlllpl.>t.l'lIeSS proof for illt.uit.iollistic logic wit.11 respect to Kripke selnant.ics,

lJ. Kohlellbadl:
The 1l0-COllutel"eXRIUple interpretation aud restrictcd forlllS of cornpre
hellsioll

IJI t.he first. part. of t.his t.alk we aouress the quest.ion to what extent t.he use of higher
t.ypes is lIecessary for a local amI modular analysis of proofs and the extraction of
cOllst.ruc1.ive dat.a. \'Vhereas Gödel '8 fllnct.ional int.erpretat.ion 01' various realizabilit.y
int.erpretat.ions, wltich use fuuc.t.ionals uf arbitrary finite t.ypes, respect t.he logical
deullct.ioll rllies wit.11 lüw (".()lIIplexit.ies involved, this is not t.rue far the so-called
1I0-colillt.ercxalllple illterpret.at.ion (n.c.i.) of Peana arithrnet.ic PA which only uses
fllllct.iollals of low (~ 1) t.ypes.

"Ve det.Cl"Illine exact.ly t.he ("'OJllplexit.y of t.he n.c.i ..or t.he lIlodus ponens ruJe

1. poillt.wise für givell flllld.ionals of fixeJ cornplexity sat.isfying the n.c.i. of
arhit.rary rrelliises in .c(PA)



2. 11 11 ifOl'lIl1y' ill (lrhit.l'ary fllnct.ionals sat.isfying t.he n.c.i. of al'hit.l'ary pl'ctniscs
ifl L:(PA).

H. t.IUUS out. t.hat. t.lw H.<:.i. of PA in Gödels's T (01' -equivalellt.ly- hy 0« tll)
reclIrsive fUlJctionals) ean be oht.a;neu by a lotaJ proceJure (OB t.lte level of t.lH:' fl.c.i.
of t.he forlll1Jlrt.<; illvolved), hut. t.hat is Hat. possible for t.he H.c.i. of it.s fragll1ellt.s PAu
(wit.h Lu-induc.t.ioll only) iu t.he corresponuingly rest.l'ided dasses of fUlIr.(.iollöls.

As t.he lIlain t.eclJlIir.i\1 1.001 we IIse a det.ailed analysis of t.enllS whir.b are huilt. ltp
;11 a spec.ific: way out. of a weak form of haI' recllrsion and T. This also giv~s l'iSI'~

t.o a Ilew PA-ronservat.ive ext.eusion A of the syst.eru ACA u (arit.hlllet.ical illduct.ioll
aBt! COIllpl'ehensioll) whose 11 ~-theoreIllS have a H.c.i. ill T which call he ohl,aille(!
dirüctly [rolli Uwir praofs ilJ A.

Ju dw secoud part. of this t.alk we det.el'luirw t.Jle COlllp,1t.atioual amI pl'oof-t.heol'dic
st.l'engt.1t of fr·aglllellt.s of A wit.h l't-~stl'icted fOl'lllS uf arit.lullct.ical COlllpWhCllSio)J
alld cllOice tiJerehy gellcralizillg c1assical result.s due t.o H, Friedlll'lll alld .J. Paris.

H.. lvI au.lles:
Laluhda Calcllii with Mouotone Iuduc:tive Type~

Sysh~llIs ill lJat.lll'al d~dlf(".t.ioll st.yle ur t.enns denoting proof.."i of sec.oIfd-ordt~r propo
sit,ioual lo~ir. illdlJdiug least. fixed-points are c.onsiJered. The jJ-redu<:t.ioJf rllies for
t.hose proof t.enu:-; are giving rise t.o st.rongly nonflalizing and ronfluenl. t.enn I'l~writ.e

syst.ellls. ft. is wdl-kllOWlI t.hat. it.erat.iolf lIlay he eoded iu Gin\l'd's Sysl,elll F. For
l.his reasou sJ)l~cial fOCHS is Oll full primitive recufsion. \\lhieb are r.J1f~ resl.ricr.iolIS
of huildillg illdllct.ive typl~S? Syst.ems' wit.h posit.ive illJuct.ive 1.YPt~S, wi1.h IIlOIlOt.OII(~

ifldllet.ive t.yp<..'s ("fiere is a t.erlll wllOse t.ype expresses lIlonot.onicit.y) aud eVClI all)' i11

duet.ivt~ t.ype are cOllsideret!. The last. systern is in t.he spirit. of Meudler's LIes 19K7
syst.elll. lt 1,llrlls out· t.hat. t.here is a I'eductiou-preserving elubeddilfg of tll.: sYSt.<>.IIIS
of 1I10not.Olle iudlld.ive t.ypes int.o the system of (st.rict.ly) posit.ive Iloll-illt.erleaved ilJ
uuctive t.ypes-stl:ict.ness being possible in t.he int.roduct.ion-based lffouot.oue syst,elff

indlldillg tlle (second-order) exist.ent.ial quant.ifier. An ext.ension of Mendler's sys
t.elfl and it.s dualizat.ion are t.he only syst.ems for which a direct. nonnalizat.ion proof
lias· to he carried ollt., i'\.ud t.hey are free froll1 restrictiolts such as lIfollot.ou;cif.y wtticli
in t\l1"11 allows for very elegant st.ructural proofs. In sUlluna: Monot.ollicity illst.ead
or posit.ivit.y does not. even wake t.he syst.ems st.rouger wif,h respect. t.o reuuct.jo\l.

The open qllest.ioll is if t.ltis reduct.ion is also possible in syst.erlls wlJere 11 rJ iver
sal qU;lllt.iticat.joll is len. out.. This seelHS to be needilJg t.he st.lldy of perrflllt.al.i\'(~

cOllw~rsiolls a.":i weil as variable eliminat.ion reduct.ions for sums and It-t.ypcs.

Silort. talk of< :W Illinut.es: Two very easy proofs of norirializat.ioll of silllply t,ypt~d

A-calculus lfsing illdllct.ive definitions

(A proof of weak nOJ'(nalizfl.t.ioll hy indudiolJ Olt nOrIllfd fanus. A pl'oof o!' st.rollp;
uonllalizat.iou hy iudlJ(:t.ioll Oll a set. SN.)

I. Moel'dijk:
Models for Martin-Löf Type Theory

\-Ve disclISs t.he possible illt.erpretat.ion of such t.ype t.heories in cat.egories of slll:,avcs.
t.fte event.ual gO'l1 being a bet.ter underst.andiug of t.he relat.ion het.weell t.opos t.1Jf-~or'y

and t.ype t.heory (respectively models of fZF [1] verslIs eZF).

[11 .Joyal~IVloerdijk: A!.Qr.brcLic Set. Theor1J (Carnbt'idge U. P.)

,.



1<'-11. Niggl:
The /,-M(~a~'lne as a Tool for Classifying COluputatiollal CODlplexity

Tlae t.wo silllply t.yped t.erlll syst.erns PR.) and PR2 are considered l bot.h for represent.
illg algorit.llIlls cOJnput.ing priUlitive recursive funet.ions. PR) is based on primitive
reell l"sioH, ami PR.'l on recursioll on not.at.ion. •

The /,-mr.aSU1'C [Ni95] is elllployed tn detennille t.he cOlllput.at.ional complexit.y of
algorit.llIlls i1& PRi alld t.o unifonnly int.egrat.e traditional results in su hrecursioll
t.heory wit.1a resourre-free dlaract.erisat.ioHs of su h-elelllent.ary cOlllplexit.y classes.

To set. t.lle st.age, II-hased mod;fied Heiuermann classes Rr: are defined. Extending
t.he Scilwicht.enhergJM iiller dlaracterisat,ion of t.he Grzegorczyk cIasses Eu for 11 ?
:~, it. is SllOWll Vu ~ 1.EO +1 = 'Rl . The proof does not refer t.o any rnachine
ha....ed cOlllput.at.ioll 1I1Odel, uulike t.he Schwicht.enberg and Müller proofs. This is
due t.o t.he not·iou uf modijied rcc-ursion lying on top 0/ each other provided hy
t.he 1'-lIleasure. By Rit.chie's result., 'R.t r.haract.erises the linear-space cOInputable
flllldiollS. Accordillgly: a sllOrt. and st.raightforward proof is present.ed showing t.hat
'R.~ droarac.t.el·isc~s t.lle polYll1onial t.ime comput.able funet.ions, t.hus streamlining t.he
pl"oof alld resllit. of Bdlant.oni alld Cook. Furt.hermore l t.he c1a.<;ses 'R'2 and 'R.~

(·.oillcidp at. allel flhove level 2.

ROlllldiug off t.he t.alk, it. is outlilled how t.o extend t.he JI-rneasure to subsystems Ni
anti .N'.! of Gelders T which do not. support. recursion in all JJigher t.ypes. ."

D. NOl"Jllallu:
COIllpntahility ovcr the partial cOlltinllolls fll11ctionals

Let. {P(k) hEIN he t.he hierarchy of part.ial continuous funct.ionals. \Ve show t,hat
every equivalehc.e dass of t.ot.al funetiolIaIs cont.aining a recursive one will also con
l.aill olle S1-S9-c.OInput.ahle, 01' eqllivalel1tly, one that is PCF-definable in the sense
of Plot.kin. This iuvulves replacil1g Ilondeterminist.ic parallellism in higher t.ypes by
det.erminist.ie. sequeut.ialit.y.

M. Rat.lajell:
Coustrlletive set theory

I gave t.wo led.llres following t.wo leetures hy Peter Aczel.

Lcrtu1'e 1: (i) Tlte R.e.qular Extension Axiom (REA). The axiom REA asserts t,hat
any set. is cout.ailled in a regular set.. The addit.ion of REA t.o CZF has the effect
t.!aat. bOlJllded iuduc.t.ive definit.ions uefine set.s, i.e.t.heir least fixed point.s. After
explainilJg tolle role of R.EA in t.he proof of t.he latter 1'esult, 1 pul. forward several
reasolls why R.EA should he considered the const,ructive analogue of the Powerset.
Axiolll.

(ii) Con..,tr-uctivf CllOice Principles. The gelleral axiom of choice i5 taboo in con
st1'uctive set t.heory as it irnplies excluded middle. But several mat.hernatically
illlport.ant. farrns of choice are legitirnate, the st.rongest being t.he P1'esent.ation Ax
iOfll (PA). PA illlplies the axiom of dependent choices which implies count.able
choice.

(iii) Proof-thcOl·etic strengths. CZF has t.he same proof-t.heoretical strength as t.he
dac;sical syst.elll ID 1 (iheo1'Y of uon-it.e1'ated induct.ive definitions) or Kripke-Plat.ek
set. t.heory. Tbe laUer st.ill holds when Subset. Collection is ornit.ted. The t.heory
CZF + REA is lIIuch st1'onger. It is proof-t.heoretically equivalent to a fragment. of



second order arithrnet.ic ba..<;ed Oll n~ cOInprehension and bar induct.ion.

Lcdure 1/: (i) I discussed tohe not.ions of inac:cessibility aud Maldo's hienuchy of
inaccessibilit.y in CZF.

(ii) Friecllllan and Scecir'ov have invest.igated large set. axioms on t.he basis of IZF,
t.o the etfecl. t.hat. IZF + LSA and ZF + LCA have t,he same st,rellgt.h, where LCA
is a buge c.ardinal axiom and LSA its pert.inent. large set axiom. The sit.uat.ioll is
cOJllplet.e1y different. wlten t.he large set axioms are cousidered in t.he fralllework of
CZF. 1'0 give an example:

CZF + Vx3y[x E y 1\ Y is a Mahlo set.]

and
KP + Vo3h:[rj' $ K. 1\ Ii is recUI'sively Mahlo]

are of t.he same st.rengt.h. Anot.her exarnple is weak cornpact.ness. Tlw pat.t.erll set>uls
t.o propagat.e.

A. Sc.edrov:
Proof Galues, Optiluization, alld COlllplexity

LilH~ar logir. proof garlle is played on linear logic fOI'mula.'i. It.s IIlOves are illst.ances of
reverse inferencc ndes of lillear logic.. There are t.wo players , called prOpOnl~llt. aud
oppollent" allel a separ;:\t.e verifier. Proponellt.'s goal is t.o playa seqllcuce of 1110\"':0;

t.hat. cOlIst.it.ut.e a fo 1'111 al proof of an input. forrnula. Opponel1t t.ries 1.0 force 1.lw
direct.ioll of proponent.'s evidence in a way t.hat. lf1akes it. irupossihle for propoueut.
t.o oht.ail1 a fOl'lurt.1 proof. Several versions of t.his garne are discussed, ea.eh \\·it.1J
a lIuuwric S<:Ort~ t.hat. reflect.s the numbel' of c:ertain preferred axiOllls used ill a
eorllplet.e or part.ial fOl'lllal proof. The capabilit.ies of t.he players JIIay differ. \Vhile
propolIent. is al ways omnipotent, in sorne versions of t.he game opponent. 's derisious
are ha.sed ollly Oll a fair c.oin t,oss.

Probahilist.ic garnes considered in comput.at.ional complexity t.heory, such a.s 80
callecl int.eractive prot.oeols, rnay be represented in the proof garne. The polYIlOInial
t.irtle reprcsellt.al.ions we cOllsider preserve proponent,!s rnovcs, oppolleut,'s IIIOVC8,
propollent. 's st.rategies, a.s weil as proponent. 's optimal strat.egies. In t.his way, OIW

transfers t.o t.he lillear logic proof game the complexity lower bOllnds for t.he ap
proxilllatioH 01" t.be expeeted score when proponent. plays alrnost. opt.ilnally. Ld 118
say t.hat, a q-heurist.ic , 0 i q i 1, is a func.t.ion from forrnulas t.o inst.ances of reverse
inference rllies (t.hat. is, proponent's st.rategy) slIch t.hat t.he opt.imulrl scon~ aris
ing from t.he tJse of t.his inference ru Je inst.ance is wit.hin lIIult.iplicat.ive rat.io q of
t.he optimal score. An)' polynomial-t.ime q-heurist.ic fol' M LLT, proposit.ional llIult.i
plicat.ive fragment. ext.ended with addit.ive propositional const.ant.s, w01llJ yield P =
NP. Furt,herrnOl'e, cornputing any q-heuristic H fol' t.he proposit.ional rnultiplic.at.ive
addit.ive fragillent, MALL, would decide rnelIlbership in any language in PSPACE,
usiug t.inte (lud SprH:e at l110st a polynolllial great.er t.han t.he time ami space lIecded
t.o COlllpUt.C H. TlJis is joint. work wit.lt J .C. Mit.chell and P. D. Lincoill.

P. Seliuger:
Finite laluhda luodels

11. i~ well-kllowll t.hat a rnodel of the unt.yped lambda calculus, in t.he t.rac-lit.iollal
sense, CtllJ never he finit.e 01' even recllrsive. By cont.l·ast, we preseHt. a lIot.ioll or finit.e
models for t.he lambda c.alcllius. These fillit.e 1l1Odeis are models of redlldinn, rat.her



t.hal1 of (~oll\'ersion, anu t.herefore thcy are not. subjec.t. to the usual limit.at.ions on
size aHU CO111 plexi t.y. A model of reduct.ion has an underlying set which is part.ially

ordered, ami it. sat.isfies a soundness propert.y of t.he form

\Vt~ work wit.h a definit.ioll of synt.act.ical models of reductioll t.hat was given by
Plot.kiu (] H94) iu (.he spirit. of t.he fmniliar s)'nt.acf.ical lambda Jnodels. Models of
reduct.iou are ea."iily cOllst.ruct.ed, and in fact. there exists an abundance affinit.e unes.
Morcover

l
we ooserve timt. models of reduet.ion sat.isfy a limit.ed form of soundness

for cOllvertihilit.y: M =ß N => [1\1] 8 [N], where a 8 b lueans that a and bare
cOlllpat.ihle, i.e. (3c) a, b $ r.. \\Te exploit. t.his propert.y t.o give simple finitary proofs
or t.erm incqllalit.ies. 111 exalllples, we show that models with as few as four elements
aJ'(~ ·sufliciellt. (,0 dist.inguislJ cert.ain unsolvabfe t.erms.

A. Set.zcr:
Ordiual systelllS

Ol'dillal syst.ellis are t.he abstract. description of what. ugood" ordinal not.a.t.ion sys
t.ellls sbould he like: Hew 'ordillals are defined using smaltel' ones and when intro
ducillg a new ordinal. all ordiuals below it. are kllown hefore t.he new one. Using
ordillal syst.ellis we can describe in a different, aud as we hope more intuitive way'
ol'dil1al not.at.iul1 ~yst.ellls whidl are usually considered as inapredicative ones, Sillce
we havp a luore ahst.nu:t. Ilot.ion, t.he weJl-ordering praofs become easier. We hope 
t·hal. is of course 1II00'e a philosophical rat.her ·than a lIlat.hematical question - t.hat.
they C;\l1 he rf'garded as illt.lIt.ively well-urdered, which would justify in a rathel'
din'rl. \Vay t.he cOlisist.eIlCY of' t·he theories of t.hat. st.rengt.h as weil. We will define
onlilJal sy~t.eHls IIp t.o t.he level of Maldo.

H.. St.ilrk:
Why t.lle eOI1~tallt ulluefiueu'! Logies of partial terlllS fol' sh'ict and 11011
:-\triet. fuuet.iollal progralunliug lauguages

:i" o_ .. j

The \Vorld of ftllldiollal progl'aulilliug is split. illto t.wo part.s, the world of 'stric"
~vallJ;lt.jolJ (i\'J L.ScllCllIe) ami the world of lazy evaluat.ion (HaskelJ,M'randa).·We
are illt.erest.ed ill t.lw logical fOtllldat.ioll COllllllon t.o bot.h worlds. For this purpose
we int.r()dlJrt~ t.he Basic Logic 0/ Padial Term.s (BPT). This logic proves propert.ies
of PI'ogl'allls which arl~ valid under both strict and lazy evaluation. BPT cont.ains
a definedness prcdicat.e hut. no (:oust.aut. deuot.ing t.he object 'undefined'. In t.his
rcspect. it. is silllilar t.o Beeson's logic of part.ial terms. In addition, the system SPT
t:out.ains a schellle of induct.ion for least. fixed-point recursion. This scherne can
oe t1sed t.o provc IIseful program t.rallsformat.ion rules like t.he reduction of nested
a,-.; we.1I as it.erated rectlrsion t.u simultaneous recursion (cf. Moschovakis' Formal
Lallglla.ge of R.(~cllrsion FLR). Moreover, logics for strict (call-by~value) and lazy
(f.all~hy-naulc) evaluat.ion can be oht.ained from BPT in a very simple way. For
caJJ-by-value we adel axioms saying t.hat variables are defined; for call-by-name
we recl'lire axiolllat.ically t.lmt. each type contains undefined objects. Since both
ext.cllsions arf' adequat.e for t.he corresponding evaluation st.rat.egy, we have a simple
logieal explanat.ioll of c:all-hy-value and r.all-by-narne evaluat.ion.



T. St.l'aluu:
Lcuge Metapl'edicativity

M dal'rf'.dir:ativ"ity is a Hew general t.erm in proof t.heory which describes t,he aualysis
and st.udy of formal syst.eJlls whose proof-"theoretic st.rengt.h is beyonu t.be Fefe 1'1 11 au
Sdliit.t.e ordinal 1"'0 hut. whieh are uevert.heless alflcuable 1.0 predicat.ive lIIet.hods.

111 t.his talk we givc a geueral slIrvey aud int.roduction t.o luetapredicat,ivit.y. lu par
t.icular, we UiSCllSS variolls exalllpies of metapreuicative syst.ems, illcludillg (i) sub
syst.ems of secolld order <lrithrnetic, (ii) first. anu seC()I}t1 oruer fixed point. t.lteories,
(iii) ext.t::lIsious of I\.ripke-Plrüek set. theory withollt. fouudat.ioll, aud (iv) syst.ClllS 01'
explidt 11\t\.t.hellHttics wit.h uni verses.

Ilelevaut. keywords for 0'11' t.alk are: al'it.hrnet.ic.al transfinit.e recufsioll aud d€~pefld(:llt.

r.hoice; ,·est.rict.ed haI' iudllct.ion; t.ransfinit.e hierarc.hie:.; of fixp.d point.s; t.ransfillit.(~

fixed point, recllrsion; hyper inaccessibilit.y, Mahloucss wit.bollt fOlJlldat.ioll :U1d I)(~

youd; lIuivcl'se operat.ors.

G. Tak€~uti:

Forc.iug aud coulplexity theory

'fhis is a joint. work wit.h lVI. Yasurnot.o.

Let. N he a cOIIIl1.ahle model of the t.rue aritillnet.ic. TIt( lN) where L'1 is a sl.:-lIIdal'd
III(Hlel 01' aril"llIIwtic. Let 1/. E N be a llolJst.alldard element..
TIJell

1\1 = {x E N I x ::; TI. # ... # Tl. far SOHle 1l # ... #1l }

is a IlIodd of hOllnded arithllletic. 52' Let. l'n =jn land J\rlu = {I x I I J: E j\tJ}
\Vllel·t.~ I a I is I.lle lellgt.h of the billary expression of a. Now illt.roduce hoolt"~all

variables po, PI, ... 1 ])11,,-1 alld generate a boolean algebra obtailled frolJl )lolYlJlonial
size cil'cllit. fl'OIIl Plh]Jll" 'lPn(,-t,O, 1. We define MB := {X E Al 13y E "llu(X :
y ---,0 B)}. Let. I he an ideal of B. I is said to he Mo-eornplet.e if

an E NI Vi < an (bi E l) ---,0 V bi E J.
i<an

Sillce AI/ I B, I are all cOllnt.ahle, if i E I t.hen by fOl'cillg we ean have a g(~lIeric

ult.rafilt.er G such t.ltat. G n I = 0. Let. us deuot.e a rnorphism made hy G hy "c;, and
define 1\4(G] = {h(;(X) I X E NI B } where for X : y - B, ItG(X)::tI ~ {O, 1} is
defined hy "i < Y - h(;(X)(i) ::= hG(a) =a.

A1[G] sat.isties:

1. Polynorllial time cornput.able functions are defiued iu 1\1 [G].

2. Let. cp(a) be a sharply hounded forrnula. Then M 1= VXip(x) - M [C] F
VJ;lf'(x).

a. If M[G] is not. a model of 8 2 • t.hen P:f:. NP.

\'Ve couject.ure UmL 111 ost. A1 [Cl are not. a model of S'l. sinc.e t.he t.rue uefillit.ion
[rp] E B is defilled for every sharply bounded forrnula cp by

[3x ~lt I rp(J:)] = V [If'(x)]
;t;$1~1

It IE A1n[Vx ~I tl ip(x)] = /\ [r.p(x)ß
x$I~1

hut. [Ifl] call1lot he de1illcd for not. shal'ply bouuded fonnulas.

10
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TlJis is t.he basic t.heory of forcing. \Ve discuss t.\\'o specific cases.

1. A sllbset. C of A1 is ~ C1.t in A1 iff

(i) a E C - a + 1 E C

( ii) b < a E C -- b E C

C iu A1 is kfuu-inaccessible (Moo = {lxii xE lWn}) iffVa E MooVf E M :

f : a - A1 11I011. incr. 1(0) < C < f(a - 1) -- 3x E a.f(x) < C< fex + 1)

Theorelll: TlJere exists an A1oo-inaccessible cut. C in Mo.

Let. G = (V, E) be a graph. S' ~ V is a ciiqtte in G ifr

Vv, Vi E S(v #- Vi ~ {v, v'} E E).

The diqup. 1l11mlu~r of Cl graph G = (V, E) is k iff

VS' a clique I5 I~ k 35 a clique ISI= k

Tlw iudrpr.ndent 7t"ltmbcr of a graph G =(V, E) is k iff

VS illdepeuuellt. set. ISl~ k

,e:; is au inderJf:nde71t seI. ifr

t\ 35 independent set. 151= k

VV,V' E S(-u:f:. v' ~ {v,v'} rJ. E)

Ld G be Mnwina('.<:essihle and

i] < i'2 < ... - C' il > i'2 > ... -- C

1110 - il > :i , ... , jk - ik+t > :.ik, ...

-,f--+-4- ... -+- ... -J-~--l---J--

i l i'2 i:i C h h il rn.o

Let. 11.n = H1u(r~{I-t). Then we defille a funct.ion {St,S2} such t.hat

Let. A : 11.0 - B, A(i) = Pi I 7no be the set. of vertices. Let [i] = {O,l, ... , i-I}.
We defiue bt , b".!l'" I b;, b~, ... by

..,bk +t = I [ik+d - [id lJas t.he clique number i1:+1 - ik - k'

but [i1:+1 + 1] - [ik] has no (i1:+1 + 1) - ik - k clique I
b~+1 == I [JA: + I) - [jk+t + 1] has the independent nurnber jA: - jk+t - k

hut [jA: + 1] - U1:+tl has HO ik + 1 - ik+l - k independent set I

COllject.llre: Let I be the Mn-cornplete ideal generated by b11 b2 , ... , bll' b~, .... Then
1 ~ I. ...

TheoreJII: 'rlle conject.ure iwplies P :f:. NP.

2. This t.i 11 Je wc illt.roduce Booleall variables Pi for evel'Y '1 E 1\1 and gellerate Booleall
algehra ß by polYllowical size c.ircuit. frOlli Pt, P2, ... I pi,.... Let 1I0 E J\1o and

J1



d E 1\1. Defiue td : au - B by td( i) = Pa,)d+i· Far d < d' define bd,d' = [tdl S; td].
Let. I be an A1n-cornplet.e ideal frorn bd,d' (d < d'),

TllcorelJl: 1 fJ. J.

\Ve d iscllss the int.el'esl,ing model M [Cl obt.ained fwm this J,

S. Tenvijn:
Algori t1uuie R.alldoUH1CSS ana Lowness 11

This is t.lll~ COlJlIt.erpru·t. of t.he t.alk by D. Zambella. 'rVe present. some joilll. work
wit.h Ant.olJin KUCel'il.

\Ve pl'ovP' t.hal. t.hcl'e is a nOBrccursive set A t,hat is low for t.he dass 1(. of Mart.ill
L(if-l':1udolJl set.s: i.e. A is such that R. =1?A.

S.'l'llpailo:
Fiuitary l"(~dlletiolls for loeal predicativity

Usillg t,he rOllrept. of Ilotations for infinitary derivations, introduced by Burhholz, we
ddil1~ linit.al'y l'edlJet.ioJls corresponding to the rnethod of loeal predicat,jvity. First.
Wl' cOlisider illfinit.flry syst.em T~ of recurslvely inaccessible ordinals and defilJe
cont.i IIIJOUS operat.ors [.'Y of predicati ve cut elimination, bounding operat.ors ßC,{j I

and collapsi IIg operat.or 'D. Theil' pl'opert.ies are:

rl~r => [. (d) l~h"f..l')r
fi 'Y (j-W'Y

d~r:C => Be ß(d) ~r, C ß if C E E~ and f..l' ~ {J
fT I (j

.d~r
t?rx

=> 1J(d) ~r

Tlleu we cOllsider fiuit.ar'y system Ti., which includes infel"ence symbols

~.

'IIJ

o .
0([:-Y ) ~(1J)o

and show how reduct.ions for t.his syst.em are derived from infinit.ary ones.

Our work explaius T.Arai's reuuet.ions for t.he syst.em T2 of n2-reflectiug urdinals.

A. Vissel':
The adnlissible rllies of Heyting Arithnletic

\-Ve show t.hat. tohe aurnissible rules in the language of IPe for subst.it.utious ill HA
al'e precisely t.he SrUBe a..c;; t·lle adrnissible rules for subst.itutions in Ipe. Tlte pl'oof
uses a r"es\Jlt. d \Je t.o G hilardi who shows t.hat. the exact forrnulas are preeisely t.he
fOI'Blulas wit.h t.he ext.ension property.
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A. Voronko\':
Herbrauu's theorenl aud eqllational reasouiug

\Ve. disc.uss SOHle decisioll problems for logic wit.h equality relat.cd t,o Herbrand's
t.heorern. Then we explain how result.s on t.hese decision problems helped UH to
dassify der.idable prenex c.lasses of intuit.ionist.ic. logic.

A. \Veierrllrtnll:
Tenu rewritiug aud Proof Theory

111 t.he first. talk we survey recursion- and proof-theoretic analyses of terminat.ion
prnofH for rewrit.e syst.ems. lu part.icular we analyze t.ermination orderings in terms
of t,he slow gruwing hierarchy. Fillally we prescut sante surprising result.s ahol1t.
l,he growl.1. rat.e of t.hc slow growing hierarchy. R.emarkably the hierarchy (GO)O<€II
becOIlles filst. growing if its llllJerlyillg system of fundamental sequences is defined
as folIows: (W U + ..\)(x) =WO + ..\(x + 1]; wA(x) =wA{:rJ; wo +1[x) =WO . (x + 1). (Hel:~_ ..
we aSSIlIlIe W

U +,\ > ,\ E Li1n.)

111 the secolld talk we prescnt a const.ructive terrnination prouf for Gödel's systein'
T which is of lowest. possible proof-theoretic complexit.y. Using met.hods of Howard- ~~.

:\1Id Scllüt.t.p we define a fllnct.ion I : T - w such that. (Vs, t E T)[s reduces to t. =>
I(s) > I(t)]. Allloug at.her t.hings t.his result. yields an opt.illlal derivat.ion lengt.lts
classiticat.iol1 for T alld it.s fl'<igmellts. .

D. Zalllhellrl:
Aigoritluuic l'<lnUOlllUess allu lowness

Ahst.ract.: I shall disCllSS Mart.ill-Löf aud Schorr raudom set.s and set.s t.hat. aI'e
low [or •. lIese c1asses. I will give a recursion t.heOl·et.ic characterization (not.abIYI
1101. U1P.llt.iolliug lueasure) of heing low for Schorr randolll (a result. obt.ained wit.h
S. Terwijll). I shall cornpal'e t.his result. wit.h one of I\ucera and Terwijn Oll towness
[01' Mart.in-Lüf random set.s.

Berichterstatter: Ulrich Berger.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsberieht 04/1998

Geometrie Questions in Partial Differential Equations

25.01.. - 31.01.1998

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von H. Berestycki (Paris), B. Kawohl
(Köln) und G. Talenti (Florenz) statt und hatte geometrische Fragen in
den partiellen Differentialgleichungen zum Gegenstand. Hierzu gehörten bei
spielsweise Symmetriefragen für Differentialgleichungen auf Mannigfaltigkei
tell, die Gestalt von Körpern minimalei Strömungswiderstandes oder von
Lösungen zu Gleichungen vierter ürdnpng, sowie Gebietsvariationsprobleme
für Eigenwerte. Da die Vortragszeit mehrheitlich auf 20 Minuten begrenzt
wurde, ergab sich hinreichend Zeit zum intensiven gemeinsamen Arbeiten.
Die hervorragende Atmosphäre des Instituts und eine Abendsitzung mit 8
offenen Problemen trug zu einem regen Austausch von Ideen bei.

Vortragsauszüge

A. Aftalion
A review of overdetermined boundary value problems
A classical resul t of Serrin asserts that if a smooth bounded domain n is such
that there exists a positive solution of the overdetermined problem

{
ßu + f(u) = 0 . in 0,
u = 0, au/all = const on an, (1)

then n is a ball and u is radial. With J.Busca, we are interested in some
extensions of this result to the case of exterior domains, and infinite cylinders.

The first.study deals with exterior domains 0 = RN \ Ob where 0 1 is a
bounded domain. We show under certain hypotheses on f that if there exists
a solution of an equation of type (1) then the domain n1 is a ball and u is
radial. Dur proof covers the case f(u) = uP for 1 ~ p ::; (n + 2}/(n - 2). It
uses Kelvin transforms, and consists in writing a symmetry with respect to a



hyperplane, as the limit of a family of inversions, in order to apply a variant
of the moving plane device.

In order to treat the case of infinite eylinders, we extend the moving
plane device of Berestyeki, Caffarelli and Nirenberg to solve problem (1)
when n = w x IRn - j , where w is a bounded domain of IR.J. We prove that
neeessarily w is a ball without hypotheses on the behaviour of u at infinity.
Our aim is to extend this result when f is non Lipsehitz at O.

In a work with J.Busca and W.Reichel, we study the stability of Serrin's
result for bounded domains. We impose in (1) that au/av is elose to a
canstant, instead of au/8v = const and prove that the domain is elose to a
ball and the solution is nearly radial.

A. Baernstein 11
Rearrangement theorems' for multiple integrals
Let Mk,n be the set of all affine 'k-planes in IRn, 1 ::; k ::; n - 1. For f : IRn -t

[0,00) and 1f E Mk,n, define Tk ,nf(1f) = J1r f dx. For a natural measure J.lk,n
of Mk,n, it is known that

(*) (L..n(Tk,nf)q dJ.!m,n) l/q :S C(p, k, n) (Ln jP dx) IIp

where 1 ::; P ::; ~~~, q = P~~;:). Here are some conjeetures about extremal
funetions for (*).
Conjeeture 1 f(x) = (a + blxl 2)f ;=~ is an extremal for (*). Here a, b > 0
are eonstants. Conjeeture 1 would be a eonsequence of Conjecture 2 and 3.
Conjecture 2 For the symmetrie decreasing rearrangement f* of f holds
JMk.n (Tk,nf)q dJ.Lk,n ::; JMk,n (Tk,nf*)q dJ.lk,n, for 1 ::; q ::; n + 1.

Conjeeture 3 For 9 : lR+ -t IR+, 0 < d < ß, q = Pl!-;:) , set uQf(x) =
Jxoo(y - X)O-l f(y) dy. Then

(
(oo ) l/q / (100

) l/pJ
o

(u"f)q(x)xP- Q
-

1 dx 0 r(x)xp
- 1 dx

is maximized by f(x) = (a + bx)- ~.
So far we can prove Conjeeture 2 and 3 in enough cases to show that Con
jeeture 1 is true when k = 2 and q = 1,2, ... ,n + 1, or when q = 2.
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C. Bandie
Best Sobolev constants and Emden equations for the critical expo
nent in S3
It is shown that for geodesie balls in 8 3 the best Sobolev eonstant for the
eritieal exponent is attained if the balls are larger than the hemisphere. On
the other hand for balls smaller or equal to the hemisphere the best Sobolev
eonstant is not attainecl. The discussion is based upon a study of the eorre
sponding Euler equations. By means of symmetrization and harmonie trans
plantation criteria in arbitrary domains are derived when the best Sobolev
constant is attained. It depencls on the size of D. For domains with area
s~aller than the one of the hemisphere the best constant is not attained.
The question has been raised and partly solved in a paper by C. Bandie,
A. Brillard and M. Flucher (to appear in TRAMS). The discussion of the
Emden equation has been done in collaboration with. L. A. Peletier':r..:

L

F. Brock
Symmetry via continuous rearrangement
Theorem: Let B be a ball in IRn, (n ~ 2), with center 0, p > 1, and assume
that f E C(IRt) and satisfies the following conditions:
(i) if f(uo} = 0 for same Uo > 0, then there is same c > 0, such that
f{u} ~ c(uo - U)p-l \tu E [0, Uo]
(ii) if 1(0) = 0, then there is same d > 0, such that f(u) ~ -dup

-
1 "Vu ~ O.

Then, if u E W~,P(B) n C1(B) is a nonnegative, nontrivial solution of the
equation -Y'(!VuIP-

2Vu) = f{u) we have u = u(lxl) ancl ~(x) < 0 in
B \ {O}, (r = lxI).

The proof of this theorem is based on a "Iocal symmetry" result whieh was
recently obtained via continuous Steiner symmetrization and on th~. ,strang
maximum principle for the p-Laplacian operator. Details can be faund in
F. Brock: Continuous rearrangement and symmetry oE solutions oE elliptic
problems. preprint, Cologne 1997, 124 p. and F. Brock: Radial symmetry
for nonnegative solutions oE semilinear elliptic equations involving the p
Laplacian. to appear in: Proc. Pont-a-Mousson 1997.

A. Burchard
Continuity of Steiner symmetrizsation in W1,p(IRn)
Steiner symmetrization is a simple rearrangement (of sets or functions) that
creates a reflection symmetry. It is often used to approximate the spherically
symmetric rearrangement. In the talk I discuss why Steiner symmetrization
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is continuous in the Sobolev spaces W l,p in several variables - in contrast
to the spherically decreasing rearrangement, which was proven to be discon
tinuous in all dimensions above 1 by Almgren/Lieb (1989). Consequently,
the spherically decreasing rearrangement cannot be approximated by Steiner
symmetrizations in these spaces. A key step in the proof of continuity is to
show that Steiner symmetrization of W1'P-functions preserves the measure of
the set of critical points.

G. Buttazzo _
Optimization problems for eigenvalues •
We are interested in the following problem: given a bounded open subset nof
IRn, an eBiptie operator ofthe form Lu = -div (a(x)Du) with a(x) symmetrie
and uniformly elliptie on !l, an integer N, areal number m > 0, and a
nonnegative eontinuous funetion <p : lRN ----; lR, consider the minimization

problem min {<P(A\ (A), .. . ,AN(A)) : A c n, lAI::; m} where Aj(A) are

the eigenvalues of L defined on HJ(A). When cp is monotone increasing in
each variable, the existence of an optimal domain ean be proved (Buttazzo-
Dal Maso, A.R.M.A. 1993). Here ~e consider the particular case: i) L = -ß
and ii) N = 2 and we show (Bucur-Buttazzo-Figueiredo, preprint 1997) that
for every continuous nonnegative <p : R2 ----; IR the minimization problem
above admits an optimal domain. The proof is obtained by showing that

the set E = {(>.\ (A), A2(A)) : A c n, lAI ::; m} is closed in lR? Open

problems are to remove aSsumptions i) or ii), and to prove that the set E is
.actually eonvex.

X. Cabre
Same estimates related to the Alexandraff-Bakelman-Pucci method
The Alexandroff-Bakelman-Pucci estimate and the Krylov-Safanov Harnack
inequality are the two basic estimates in the theory of seeond order elliptic
PDEs in nondivergence form with bounded measurable coefficients in a da
main of lRN . We prove new versions of these estimates for (nondivergent)
elliptic equations in domains of Riemannian manifolds. Assuming the see
tional eurvature to be nonnegative, we obtain aglobai Harnack inequality of
Krylov-Safanov type. As a consequence we deduce a Liouville theorem for
bounded solutions of the homogeneous equation in aB the manifold.

We also present a new praof of the isoperimetrie problem in lRn . The
proof is quite elementary and uses the Alexandroff-Bakelman-Pucci method
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as main ingredient. Using similar ideas, we give a new and short prüof of
some Faber-Krahn type ioequalities.

A. Chaog
Regularity of some 4-th order non-linear PDE
In conformal geometry, Olle is interested to study conformal covariant opera
tors. ODe particularly ioteresting one is a 4-th order differential operator P4
discovered by Paneitz in 1983.

P4(r/J) = t:.2r/J + e5[~Rg - 2Ric) "dr/J

defined for 4J E COO (M4 ), where M4 is a compact 4-manifold with metric g.
P4 is a natural aoalogue of -.60 on M 2 in many ways. In this talk, I reported
on some differential equations related to the study of P4 . More sp~.ci~cally,

I reported on two problems: -
(a) Uniqueness problem Uoint work with P. Yang): Suppose P4W +.be4w = b
00 (84, gc), where 9c is the canonical metric on 84 . Then e2wgc = 4J·(9c) for
some conformal transformation 4J on 84

• This result can be proved via the
method of moving planes, and can be generalized to sn.
(b) Regularity problem (joint work with P. Yang & M. Gursky): It turns
out that the (P4W, w) is Olle term in the log-determinant formula F[w] =
log d::tLt , where L =eonformal Laplacian, Lw = L W.r.t 9w = e2wg. On
(M4

, g), we proved that extremal metries (for w E W 2,2) are regular.

E.N. Dancer
Same nonHnear elliptic problems on domains with small holes
We discuss the problem

-ßu = uP and u > 0 in n \ U:=lUi,E'

u = 0 on ß(n \ U:=lUi •f ).

Here n is a bounded domain in lRN
, Ui •E are small holes tending to zero with

fand 1 < p < :~~. We are interested in the existence of solutions whose
sup-norm tends to 00 as f ~ O. We show whether this occurs depends on the
shape of the Ui.f . In particular, if Ui,f has the shape of Wi for small f where
o E W i , then this problem is closely related to the existence of sülutions of
the exterior problem

-ßu uP and u > 0 in lRn \ W i ,

U 0 on awio
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The existenee for this problem is complieated but we show that there is no
solutions if p ~ n~2 or if W j is nearly star-shaped while there is a solution if
Wi has non-trivial homology and p is elose to the eritieal exponent.

J. Denzier
Existence of windows with minimal heat leakage
For a given bounded Lipschitz domain 11 c IRn and some measurable set D c
an let Al (D) be the first Laplace eigenvalue subject to Dirichlet Bes on D
and Neumann Bes on an\D. For the problem min{AI(D)jarea(D) = A} an
existence proof for minimizers is given. Spherical symmetrization arguments e
show that for n a ball, the minimizer is a spherieal cap, and it is unique in
this ease. I conelude with simple heuristic evidence that the optimal D in a
eonvex domains n should be conneeted.

V. Ferone
Nonsymmetry for Newton's problem of minimal resistance
Let n c IR2 be the maximal cross-section of a body. One can deseribe the
front end of the body by a function u : n -t IR. Using Newton's model, the
resistanee of the body, which moves with eonstant velocity (orthogonal to
the cross seetion) through a fluid, is proportional to the follawing integral:
F(u) = In(1+IDuI2)-1 dx. The problem of minimizing F(u) has been studied
by many authars when n is a disc and u is radially symmetrie. If one eonsiders
the minimization of F(u) without any symmetry assumption on n and on
u, the existence of a minimizer has been proven, for example, in the class of
admissible functions GM = {u E Wl~';,(n) : 0 ~ u ~ M inn, u concave} (see
[Buttazzo-Ferone-Kawohl, Math. Nachr., 173 (1995))). A natural question
is the following one: if n is a disc, do the minimizers of F(u) in GM need to
be radially symmetrie? A negative answer to the above question has been
given in (Broek-Ferone-Kawohl, Cale. Var., 4 (1996)]. Indeed, denoting by
Vr the funetion whieh minimizes F (u) in the elass CM n {radially symmetrie
functions}, it is possible to construet a function u E CM, which is not radially
symmetrie, such that F(ü) < F(vr)' We finally observe that the question
about the symmetry of the minimizers of F(u) ean have a different answer
if one changes the elass cf admissible functions. For example, the existence
of a minimizer of F(u) can be proven in the elass of bodies with prescribed
surfaee area and, when n is a disc, a radially symmetrie minimizer in such a
class exists (see [Ferone-Kawohl, preprint, 1997]).

6
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M. Flucher· and M. Rumpf
Tool design in electrochemical macbining with threshold current,
an ill-posed free-boundary problem
TooI design in BCM leads to the following Cauchy problem for the electric
potential. Given the shape of the workpiece r o (anode) design a cathode r 1

such that

-ßu 0 between f o and r 1

u 0, oU/GV = Eo on f o

u = on r 1

where Eo denotes the threshold current. After reformulating it as an evo
lutionary problem for the level sets of the potential a simple von Neumann
stability analysis confirms ill-posedness and instability of the Cauchy' prob
lem. Therefore solving it numerically is only possible after regularization
- for instance by adding artificial viscosity. The stability analysis suggests
the appropriate form of these terms leading to satisfactory numerical results.
(http://www.math.unibas.ch/-flucher /)

W. Gangbo· and R. McCann
Wasserstein distance and computer vision
We study the geometry of the support of the optimal measure TO minimizing
the functional 1[1] where

(M)

.,

the infimum being performed over the set r(/l+, p-) of all measures t!t..at have
J.l+ and Jt- as their marginals. Here JL+ and J.L- are two probability measures
on ]Rd x lRd

. We prove that (M) admits a unique minimizer 10 provided
that the supports of J.L+ and JL- are two strict1y convex, uniformly convex
hypersurfaces and J.L+, JL- da not have atoms. Under the above assumptions
we prove that the support .of;o lies in the union of two smooth maps.

H.-C. Grunau
Positive boundary data in clamped plate equations
This talk concerns joint work with Guido Sweers (Delft, The Netherlands).
Positivity phenomena in higher order elliptic Dirichlet problems as e.g. in
the clampeä plate equation are in general rather subtle. Until now most
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people concentrated on positivity with respect to the right-hand side, Le.
on positivity of the Green function itself. Here it depends on the domain
and on the particular form of the operator whether there are comparison
principles or not. In this talk we foeus ·on the role of the boundary data, i.e.,
on positivity of certain Poisson kerneis. While it is expected that the Poisson
kernel of highest order behaves similarly as the Green function, it may be
surprising that for some Dirichlet problems of arbitrary order and in any
dimension there is also a positivity result with respect to· a second Poisson
kernel. Furthermore we report on aperturbation theory for this result.

G. Huisken* and Tom Ilmanen
Inverse mean curvature ftow in asymptotically flat manifolds
In this work we study solutions F : Mn X [0, T) --+ (Nn+l, g) of the inverse
mean curvature flow

where lJ is the outer unit normal to a closed hypersurface, H the mean cur
vature and Fa some initial·data in a smooth Riemannian manifold (Nn+l, g).
An equivalent level set formulation uses a scalar function u Nn+ 1 ---t lR
satisfying

( DiU ) H ID I' N n+1
Di IDul = = U In ,

such that the level sets {u(x) = t} represent the evolving surfaces Mr:
F(-, t)(Mn). The lecture describes weak solutions of (**) and indicates how
they can be used to prove the Penrose inequality for asymptotically Hat three
manifolds. Moreover, it is shown how an upper bound for the speed (-k) ean
be derived for star-shaped surfaces, implying that the weak solution of (**) is
actually smooth outside some compact set in an asymptotically Rat manifold.

V. Kondratiev
Blow-up results far nonlinear parabolicproblems
We consider the parabolic equation

n

Ut = L (aij(x, t)UXj)x t + L ai(x, t)UXt + aa(x, t)luIU1
-I U = 0

i,j=l i=l

8



\vith the boundary condition

8u 1
8v - bo(x, t)luI0'2- U = 0

where x E 0, n is a bounded Lipschitz domain, the coefficients are measur
able bounded functions and 1 < 0"1 < 20"2 - 1. We prove that there is no
positive solution of this problem in n x [0,00) if

lim h ( bo{x, r) ds..., dr - ( ao(x, t) dx dt = +00
t-too Jan x [Ott] Jnx [Ott]

where h = const. is small enough. We study also the asymptotic behaviour
of solutions tending to zero as t -+ 00. The case of the Dirichlet problem is
considered also.

R.S. Laugesen
Vibrating strings and cylinders with variable mass density
Suppose we have a vibrating, homogeneous string that is fixed at one end
point and free at the other. If we perturb the mass density of the string by
moving mass towards the free end, then intuition suggests the vibration will
slow down. This is actually true only Jor the fundamental mode, and the
higher frequencies of vibration may either increase or decrease. Nonetheless,
we will show that certain sums of eigenvalues do change monotonically uuder
perturbation of the roass towards the free end. The spectral zeta function is
one such spectral sumo

These extremal results generalize to cylindrical membranes. Also, cor
responding results hold for strings fixed at· both ends: one can move mass
towards the middle of the string in order to slow it down. But theresults
fail to generalize to cylinders, under the purely fixed boundary conditions.

Finally, under a stronger hypothesis on the roass density we do succeed
in extending the method to the "generalized cylinder" {interval} x M, where
M is a compact homogeneous Riemannian manifold.

H.A. Levine
A system of reaction diffusion equations arising in the theory of
reinforced random walks
Cells may interact in a variety of ways. For example, there may be long
range{hormonal) interaction, intermediate range interaction via the produc
tion and release of diffusible substances Of short range interactions due to
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local modifications of the environment such as the production and release of
substances which modify the extra-eellular matrix. There may even be eon
tact interactions via surface recognition molecules or cell-to-cell exchange of
low molecular weight substances via gap functions. Examples which eombine
several of these interaetive proeesses oeeur in the study of fruiting bodies such
as myxococcus fulvus or the dictyostelium diseoideum amoeba. The fruiting
body cycle begins with the development of spores which germin.ate and de
velop in vegetative growth until starved of nutrients. In this latter case the
vegetative growth aggregates to form a new fruiting body to start the cycle
onee more. This process is far from being completely understood. Disper
sal often involves mechanisms that rnay include eorrelations in movement.
For example, the movement of an organism in response to external stimuli
may include a 'taxes' dependence on flux densities, avoidance phenomena or
orientation of cells. It is weH aecepted that dispersal in general is one of
correlated or reinforced random walks [1]. Consequently it is important to
address the following questions:

1) How are the microscopic details of detection of eells to stimuli and their
response refleeted in the maeroscopic parameters of a continuous description?
2) Is aggregation possible without long range signaling via a diffusible attract
ant?

In their attempt to address these questions Othmer and Stevens [3] have
developed a number of mathematical models of chemotaxis to illustrate ag
gregation leading (numerieally) to non constant steady states (which appear
to be stable, at least numerieally), blow up resulting in the formation of sin
gularities (in finite time) and collapse or the formation of a spatially uniform
steady state. In [3], they recorded the results of their numerical experiments.
We present some theorems and plausible arguments that explain their nu
merical observations.
[1] Davis, B., Reinforced Random Walks Probability Theory Related Fields
84 (1990) 203-229.
[2] Levine, H. A. and Sleeman, B. D., A system of reaction-diffusion equations
arising in the theory of reinforced random walks SIAM J. Appl. Math.· (in
press)
[3] Othmer, H. G. and Stevens, A., Aggregation, blowand up and collapse: the
ABCs of taxis. and reinforced random walks SIAM J. Appl. Math. 57(1997).
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on sn for n ~ 3. In the ease R is' rotationally symmetrie, the well-kIiown
Kazdan-Warner eondition implies that a necessary condition for (1) to have
a solution is: R > 0 somewhere and R'{r) changes signs.
(a) Is this a suffieient eondition?
(b) If not, what are the necessary and sufficient eonditions?
These have be~n open problems for decades. We answered question (a) neg
atively in an earlier paper. We showed that a neeessary condition for. (1) to
have a solution is that R'(r) ehanges signs in .the region where R is positive.
Is this eondition also suffieient? We proved that if R(r) satisfies the 'flat
ness condition', then the neeessary and suffieient co~dition for (1) to have a
solution is that R'(r) ehanges signs in the region where R > O. T~is_ essen
tially answers question (b). We also generalized this result to non-symmetrie
funetions R. Here the additional 'flatness condition' is a standard assump
tion whieh has been used by many authors to guarantee the existence of a
solution. Based on a theorem in arecent paper, we also show that for some
rotationally symmetrie R, (I) is solvable while none of the solutions'is rota
tionally symmetrie. This is an interesting result in the study of symmetry
breaking.

Congming Li
Prescribing scalar curvature on sn
We eonsider the preseribing sealar curvature equation

n(n-2) n-2 ~
-ßu + 4 u = 4(n _ 1) R(x)u n

-
2 (I)

M. Loss
On the Laplace operator penalized by mean curvature ','
This wark, whieh is jointly with Evans HarrelI, is eoneerned with linear dif
ferential operators of the form H = - Ll - q defined on curves, surfaees, and
hypersurfaces. Here -ß is the eorresponding Laplace-Beltrami operator and
q is a quadratie expression in the prineipal eurvatures Kj. In the partieular
ease where q == E j K], the operator H plays a role in the evolution of phase
interfaces in materials. A stability analysis of these interfaces led Alikakos
and Fusco (in: The spectrum of the Cahn-Hilliard operator for generic inter
face in higher space dimensions, Indiana U. Math. J. 4, 1993, pp. 637-674)
to formulate the following speetral geometrie conjeeture:

Conjeeture (Alikakos and Fuseo) a) Suppose that n is a simply connected,
smooth, compact surface in lR3

. The second eigenvalue 0/ H with q = Ej K.~

11



is maximized at 0 precisely when n is a sphere.
b) Suppose that n is a simple, closed, smooth curve in the plane. The second
eigenvalue 0/ H with q = ",2 is maximized at 0 preeisely when n is a circle.

Let h = 2:~=1 Kj where the Kj are the principal curvatures of a cl-dimensional
hypersurface immersed in IR.d+ 1

. Gur main result is the following:

Theorem Let n be a smooth compact oriented hypersurface 0/ dimension d
immersed in JRd+1,. in particular sel/-intersections are allowed. The metne
on that sur/ace is the standard Euclidean metne inherited from JRd+l. Then
tke seeond eigenvalue A2 0/ the operator H = -ß - ~h2 is strictly negative
unless n is a sphere, in which case A2 equals to zero.

In particular this proves the eonjeeture of Alikakos and Fusco.

K. Mikula
Numerical methods far PDEs arising in geometry driven image
analysis
We diseuss several clegenerate parabolie PDEs, and their numerieal solutions,
related to multiseale analysis of 2D and 3D images as w~ll as image sequences.
We consider that u(x, t), the general image intensity funetion, satisfies the
regularized anisotropie diffusion equations accompanied with slow and fast
diffusion effect

Ut = V . (g(IVGr *ul)V'ß(x, u))

for t E [0, Tl, x E n c IRN
, with ß(x, u) a nondecreasing Lipschitz continuous

in u, Gr a smoothing kernel and 9 Lipschitz continuous, g(O) = 1,0 < g(s) ~
o for s ~ 00. The zero Neumann boundary conditions are eonsidered and
the proeessed image uo(x) gives the initial condition. The numerical method
is based on finite element discretization in space and a kind of Jäger-Kacur
algorithm in scale t.

In order to smooth the image silhouettes we apply the level set equation
to the initial image. In case of denoising of time image sequences, we combine
the ideas of Guichard's multiscale analysis with anisotropie diffusion equa-
tions of Perona&Malik. The computational results on 3D echocordiographic _,
images are presented. ..

L. Caffarelli and V. Oliker*
The Minkowski methad in the problem of mirror design
We consider tbe problem of recovering a closed eonvex reflecting surface such
that for a given point source of light (inside the convex body bounded by
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the surface) the reflected directions cover a unit sphere with prescribed in
advance density. In analytic formulation the problem leads to an equation
of Monge-Ampere type on the unit sphere. In this talk we describe the
problem in terms of certain associated measures and establish existence of
\veak solutions.

M. Peletier
Towards a characterization of the body of least resistance
We study the minima of the functional In f(Vu). The funetion f is not
convex, the set n is a domain in ]R2 and the minimum is sought over a11
eoneave functions on n with values in a given bounded interval. The most
well-known example of problems of this type is the problem of the body of
least resistance as posed by Newton, where f(p) = 1/(1 + Ipj2).

Broek, Ferone and Kawohl (Cale. Var. PDE, 4 (1996)) have proved that
a minimizer u satisfies det D2u = 0 in any open set in whieh it is twice
eontinuously differentiable. In particular u ean not be striet1y concave in
such a set. We generalize this statement to be independent of the regularity:
in any open subset the minimizer is non-strictly concave.

The proof of this result relies on techniques that are completely different
from those used by Brock, Ferone and Kawohl. The main tool is the usage of
p~rturbationsofthe form (u-lJ)+ where () is an affine function. An important
step eonsists in showing, under the hypothesis of (loeal) strict coneaveness
of U, that in the direction of one of these perturbations the functional has a
strictly negative first variation.

J. Prajapat
The moving plane method on manifolds .
1) We adapt the method of "moving planes" to prove symmetry re~ults of
solutions of differential equations and domains - in partieular Serrin's re
sult, and the Gidas-Ni-Nirenberg result for hyperbolic space IHN aod sphere
sn. We define "refleetions" for these manifolds which generate the isometry
groups, whieh correspond to the usua} Euclidean reßection. This work is
done jointly with Prof. S. Kumaresan.
2) Here we define H -reflections for" the Heisenberg group. We consider the

equation ~H +u~ = 0 on the Heisenberg group, u positive, ßH = Heisen
berg Laplacian, Q = 2n + 2 which is the critical exponent equation in this
setup. We describe a group of transformations which leave ßH invariant
and prove using "moving plane techniques" that every solution of the above

13



equation is of the form u(z, t) = elt + ilzl2 + z· jL + AI-n with C > 0, A E C,
ImA > 0, J.L E ce N . This work is in collaboration with Prof. 1. Birindelli.

J.M. Rakotoson
Relative rearrangement: A review of results
After giving the definition of the relative rearrangement for functions defined
on a measure space (X, J,L) with J,L a nonnegative, complete and nonatomie
measure, we give various examples of applications like Euler equations for
multieonstraint problems appearing in ideal fluids, pointwise estimates for so- _
lutions of quasilinear equations in weighted Sobolev spaces, models in plasma •
physics for Stellerator geometry and Tokamak geometry, regularity of the first
derivative of the weighted monotone rearrangement.

w. Reiehel
Overdetermined boundary value problems and characterizations of
balls in electrostatics, capillarity and heat flow
Consider a body n c ]RN (N ~ 2) with a metal surface ao. A charge
distribution p : an -+ [0,00) creates a single-Iayer potential with potential
energy E(p). In a suitable class of charge-distributions it can be shown
that the variational problem min E(p) subject to fan p(x) do-x = 1 has a
minimizer p*, the equilibrium distribution. The corresponding single-Iayer
potential satisfies an overdetermined boundary value problem ]RN \ n with
constant Neumann and Dirichlet data on an. The following conjecture was
formulated by P. Gruber: n is a baU {=> p. =const.

In the dass of bounded C2-domains we have proved this conjecture by
making the moving plane method of Alexandroff-Serrin available for exterior
domains. In the elass of (possibly non-smooth) convex domains, the eharac
terization also holds and is proved in collaboration with O. Mendez (Univ. of
Missouri, Columbia) with the help of maximum principles, convex analysis
and the isoperimetrie inequality.

Similar overdetermined problems arise in capillarity and steady-state
heat-fto\v. In collaboration with A. Aftalion and J. Busea (ENS, Paris) we
consider the stability of these characterizations: if the Neumann and Dirichlet
data are almost constant than the underlying domain is almost a ball.

14
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G. Sweers
Critical constants Cor positivity of noncooperative elliptic systems
Consider the noncooperative model system

{

-ßu = / - EV in n,
-ßv = cU in n,

u = v = 0 on an.
Theorem I/ n is a bounded Lipschitz domain in IRn, then there exists· co > 0
such that for all c E (0, co) we haue f ;::: 0 => u;::: O.

The result, whieh is uniform in /, cannot be proven by a direet applieation
of the classieal maximum principle. However, if lei< Ab it is sufficient to
prove that (I - cG) G is a positive operator for c· < en where G is the Green
function for -ß with zero Dirichlet boundary condition. Using Cranston
Fabes-Zhao [TAMS 307, 1988], who showed a result ealled the 3G-Theorem
whieh states that

M
- foG(x,z)G(z,y)dz. b d d
- sup G() IS oun e ,

x,yE{l X, Y

the theorem follows for cO = M-1• See Mitidieri-Sweers [Math.Nach. 173,
1995]. For n = 1 or n ~ 2 aod restricting to radially symmetrie functions on
n = B (a ball) one finds the surprising identity M = L:~1 t, where {'\i}~l

is the set of eigenvalues of the Dirichlet Laplaeian. See Sweers [SIAM J .M.A.
20, 1989] aod Caristi-Mitidieri [DeUt Pr.R. 14, 1990].

N.S. Trudinger
He.ssian measures
In joint work with X.J. Wang, the notion of k-Hessian measure, k = 1,. ::'':, n
in Euelidean n-space lRn , has been introduced through extension of the k
Hessian operator Fk, defined for u E C2 (0) by Fk[u] = Sk(A[D2u]) , where
A = (Al, ... , An) denotes the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix D2U and Sk is
the k-th elementary symmetrie function, Sk(A) = Eil<...<ik Ail ... Aik' Our
basic result asserts the weak eontinuity of the k-Hessian measure with respect
to convergence in measure. In this talk, I describe the extension to mixed
k-Hessian measures for the k-vector functions Ul, . .. , Uk E ~k(n), the set of
proper k-convex functions in 0; the mixed k-Hessian operator Fk is defined
for Ut, ... ,Uk E C2(n) by

"Fk(Ul""" Uk] = Sk(A1
,"""., A

k
) = ~ L At• . ""Af."

. . Card{il,...,ik}=k
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where AS = (Af, 00" Ak) denotes the eigenvalues of D2us o The proof in the
more general setting facilitates some simplifications of the special case Ul =
... = Uk, where Fk[Ul'" ., Uk] = Fk[u]o

L. Veron
Generalized boundary value problems far semilinear elliptic equa
tions
Consider a positive solution U of (1) ßu = uq (q > 1) in a bounded open
smooth subset n C lRN

; then what can we say about the "generalized value"
of U on an? In a common work with M. Marcus, we prove that there exists a _
unique outer-regular positive Borel measure 1/ such that u(x) ~ 1/ as 6(x) = ..
dist(x, aO) ~ 0 in a sense whieh is appropriate to such Borel measures.
Conversely, given a positive outer-regular Borel measure 1/ on an we study
the existence of solutions u of (1) such that u(x) ~ 1/ as 6(x) ~ 0 in the
above sense (,ve say that 1I = Trlan (u)).

When 1 < q < qc = (N + l)/(N - 1) the correspondence U f-+ Trlan(u)
between the set of positive solutions of (1) in n and the set of outer-regular
positive Borel measures on an is 1 - l.

When q ~ qc we found necessary and sufficient conditions on a outer
regular positive Borel measure 1I on an such that there exists a positive
solution U of (1) with Trlan(u) = 1I. Usually such a u is not unique.

G. Buttazzo and A. Wagner*
On the optimal shape of a rigid bady supported by an elastic mem
brane
We investigate the optimal shape of a three dimensional body supported by
a membrane. Optimal means, that the potential energy of the configuration
(body and membrane) is minimal among an aclmissible class of bodies. We
assume the displacement of the membrane u to be parameterizable over a
given set n while the shape of the body is given as a graph over an unknown
set wen with prescribed volume:

Body:= {(x,y) €lRn
X lR: Xf.W,4J(x)::; y::; c}

We consider the following minimization problem:

min min ! I 'i7u 12 dx + k !(c2
- et/(x)) dx

ut:H~·2(n) {(4'>,c):4'> measo, CER} n w
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under the eonstraints: (i) the maximal height and (ii) the volume of the body
is preseribed.

Finding neeessary eonditions on the minimizer allows us to simplify this
functional and to give the suitable class of admissible (<p, c). We eonelude
with the proof of existence of a minimizer.

M. Wiegner
Blow-up far adegenerate diffusion equation
We eonsider degenerate diffusion problems of the type

Ut

u

u(x,O)

on 0 x (0, T),
on an x (0, T),

in O.

Depending on the relation between p and q and the size of 0, there is aT"wide
variety of behaviour. Especially interesting is the case q == p + 1 and iarge
domains, where always finite time blowup oecurs. Problems are e.g.

the blowup rate maxxE{1 u(x, t)P(T - t) for t ~ T
the blowup profile L(x) == limt~T u(x, t)/ maxx u(x, t)
the blowup set S == {xlu(x, t) ~ 00 for t ~ T}

We give answers to these questions in the case N == 1 and symmetrie data,
while in the general ease only partial results are obtained by now.

E. Zuazua
Geometrie aspeets of the decay of thermo-elastic waves
In this lecture I present same results on thedeeay of thermo-elastie waves in
bounded domains as t -* 00. We recall the pioneering results of C. Dafertnos,
showing that every solution tends to zero if and only if the domain is such
that the Lame system has no divergenee-free eigenfunctions. This is known
to hold generieally with respect to the domain. It is also known that this
property fails when the domain is a ball. In 2-d this problem is equivalent
to Pompeiu's problem that has not been solved completely by now. We
also present a joint work with J .L. Lions on the contral of the Stokes flow
in a 3-d cylinder by uni-axial forces. We show that this problem has a
positive answer if and only if the 2-d cross section satisfies the property
above. We then analyze the decay of magneto-elastic waves. It turns out
that, generieally with respeet to the domain, all solutions decay. In 2-d,
singular domains exist in which solutions do not decay. They are polygons
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with sides of an appropriate slope. The existence of singular domains in 3-d
is an open problem. Finally, we discuss the uniform decay oi thermo-elastic
waves. We report on arecent joint work with G. Lebeau showing that for
a large class of domains (in particular convex ones) the decay may not be
uniform. We use the Gaussian beams of J. Ralston to exhibit solutions of the
Lame system with arbitrarily small energy concentrated on the longitudinal
component. This result has also been proved recently by H. Koch by a
different method. Finally, in 2-d, we prove that, for most domains, smooth
solutions decay at a polynomial rate.

APPENDIX: Open problems

Problem 1: Let 0 1 , O2 be two disjoint bounded domains in IRN such that
IRN \ (01 Un2 ) is connected. Consider the following overdetermined problem:

/j,u 0
U == Ci == const. > 0
~ == di == const. < 0

in RN \ (an1 u a(2 ),

on ani , i == 1,2,
on ani , i == 1,2

aod let u == 0 at 00 for N ~ 3 and let u have log-decay at 00 for N == 2.
Sho\v that this is impossible. The conjecture extends to k pairwise disjoint
domains 0 1 , ••. , Ok for k ~ 2. (Suggested by W. Reichei)

Problem 2: Consider the boundary value problem

ßu + f(u) == 0 in n,
o< u E Loo,u == 0 and ~:::: const. on an,

where n is unbounded. Prove that the boundary of n is a hyperplane, a
cylinder or a sphere. (Suggested by H. Berestycki)

Problem 3: In a cylinder w x IR, where w C IRN - 1 is the bounded cross-
section, consider -ßu ==" f{u) with zero-Dirichlet or zero-Neumann boundary ~

condition. Find conditions on fand u such that u(x',·) (x' E w) is either (i) .,
symmetrically de- or increasing, (ii) monotonically in- or decreasing or (iii)
periodic. (Suggested by F. Brock)

As Congming Li has noted, boundedness of u is not sufficient to conclude
(i) or (ii) or (iii). The function u(x, y) == cos(J5y) + cos(2x) cos(y) satisfies
ßu + 5u = 0 in [0, tr] X Rand au/all = 0, but none of (i)-(iii).
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Problem 4: Morrey (1952) conjectured that mnk-one convexity does not
imply quasiconvexity of 2 x 2 matrix valued functions. A special case of
this conjecture was proved by Sverak (1992). A conjecture of Ivaniec states
that Ie läjlP ~ (p* - 1)P Je 18j1P, where p* = max(p,~) and 1 < p < 00.

Ivaniec's conjecture is true for p = 2 and in the general case an estimate \vith
4-times the constant is also known.

Here is a further conjecture: Define L(z, w) = 21z1 - 1 if jzl + Iwl ~ 1
and L(z, w) = Izl2

- Iwl2 if Izi + Iwl ~ 1. Then, if j E Lip(<C, C), the
inequality Je L(8j, äj) ~ 0 holds, where extremal functions are of the form
j(z) = g{r)ei8 with 9 > 0, 9 Lipschitz and Ig'{r)1 ~ :g(r) for all r > O.

If this conjecture is true, then Ivaniec's conjecture is true. If this conjec
ture is false, then Morrey's conjecture is true. (Suggested by A. Baernstein)

.~'r-:.

Problem 5: Consider the Steklov-eigenvalue problem:

8uIVul = 1 and 8v = pu on an.

Payne and Philippin conjectured that n has to be a ball. It was proved by
Alessandrini and Magnanini that this is false in N := 2. Moreover for N ~ 3
it can be shown that n is a ball if additionally u is known to be the function
u = Xk for some k E {I, ... , N}.
On a ball in N = 2 the functions rN cos(NO)satisfy the overdetermined
Steklov-problem. More generally for N ~ 3 one has solutions for -the form
r N U, where U satisfies

For N = 2k they are of the form xi - x~ + x~ - x~ + ....
In arecent paper of Wang, it was shown that for an equation of the form

IVMUl 2
:= 9(U) the level sets of U are submanifolds. The problem is now to

prove or disprove that the set n in the Steklov problem is a ball. (Suggested
by R. Magnanini)

Problem 6: For the operator - 1:2 - V, V > 0 we know that the negative
eigenvalues Ai have the property E IAil2 ~ C-y JV"Y+ 1/

2
, for , > 1/2. The

existence of such a constant was proved by Weidl (""I = 1/2) and by Thirring
(""I > 1/2). The problem is to determine the best constant C-y. For, ~ 3/2
the best constant is known. We conjecture that Cy is determined by assuming
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that there is exactly one negative eigenvalue and by considering

In particular if, = 1/2 then the optimal V is a multiple of the delta-function.
(Suggested by E. Lieb)

Problem 7: Consider the hyperbolic equation

Utt + U xx + uq -lu = 0 for (t, x) E IR X SI

for u > 0, l > 0 and q > 1. The equation has two ~conserved quantities
1t ISl UtUx = 0 and 1tE = 0 for an energy E. The ansatz u(x, t) = w(o:t+ßx)
leads to (a2 + ß2)w" + wq

- lw = 0 on SI. The problem is to prove that
any solution is of this type. If (q - l)l ~ Al = 1, then only w = const.
are solutions. The question arises, whether one can conclude the existence
of <p of q/' + cjJq - lcjJ = 0 on IR such that u ~ cjJ as t ---+ 00. We know that if

l+"\ 1
luILOO(IR.XS1 ) :s; (7 )q-l, then lu(x, t) - U(t)ILOO(Sl) ~ 0 as t ~ 00 and hence
the result is true. Moreover one knows the existence of a eonstant cq such

1

that lulvXl ~ Cqlq-l. This problem has an interesting link to the equation
!!.±1' n-2 ( 16u + un-2 = 0, since the ansatz u(r,a) = r--rw T,a) with t = In;: leads

to the equation Utt + ßSN-l U - lu +u~ = O. (Suggested by L. Veron)

Problem B: Consider the problem

Ut = Jl + IDuI 2Sk(U) in 0 x (0, T),
u(x, 0) = uo{x) for x E 0,

u(x, t) = ,p(x) for (x, t) E an x (0, T),

where Sk(U) is an elementary symmetrie function of the principle curvatures
of the graph of u and u is such that the problem is parabolic. Are there any ..
solutions for 1 < k ::; n without any assumptions on nother than n bounded ..
and ao E COO? For k == 1, SI = H, the flow converges to the solution of a
variational problem. (Suggested by V. Oliker)

Berichterstatter: W. Reichel
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Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von Dietmar Bisch (Santa Barbara), Eberhard Kirchberg
(Berlin) und Georges Skandalis (Paris) statt.

Es haben wie schon bei früheren Tagungen auch in diesem Jahr wieder viele hochkarätige
Mathematiker aus mehr als einem Dutzend verschiedener Länder an der C*-Algebren Tagung
in Oberwolfach teilgenommen, und es war deshalb nicht schwer ein hervorragendes Tagungspro
gramm zusammenzustellen.

In den Vorträgen wurden die neusten Resultate aus den unterschiedlichen Teilgebi~ten

der Theorie der C*-Algebren, wie zum Beispiel der von Vaughan Jones begründeten Theorie
der Unterfaktoren, der freien Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie, KK-Theorie, Klassifizierung von
C*-Algebren und der algebraischen Quantenfeldtheorie präsentiert. So wurden zum Beispiel
Konstruktionen von neuen C*-Algebren mit unterschiedlichen Invarianten erläutert, Anwen
dungen von nichtkommutativen Methoden zur Topologie und Geometrie (z.B. Novikov Ver
Jllutung, Baum-Connes Vermutung) wurden präsentiert und ein Konzept analog zur Eigen
schaft T von Kazhdan für Standardinvarianten von Unterfaktoren wurde dargestellt. Weit
erhin \vurden kombinatorische und/oder darstellungstheoretische Eigenschaften von Opera
toralgebren und neue Resultate über Spektraleigenschaften und invariante Unterräume der
circular elements von Voiculescu wurden diskutiert.

Wir haben oben nur einige wenige der reichhaltigen Strukturen, die in natürlicher Weise
in der Theorie der C*-Algebren auftauchen, aufgeführt. Im Tagungsprogramm waren im
wesentlichen alle Richtungen der augenblicklichen Forschung enthalten und viele der Vorträge
wurden von jungen Forschern gehalten. /

Dank einer Unterstützung im Rahmen des EU-Programmes TMR (Training and Mo
bility of Researchers) konnten zusätzlich einige jüngere Mathematiker zu der Tagung
eingeladen werden. Dies ist einerseits eine hervorragende Förderung des wissenschaft
lichen Nachwuchses und gibt andererseits den etablierten Kollegen die Gelegenheit,
besonders begabte junge Mathematiker kennenzulernen.



Vortragsauszüge

Joachim Cuntz

A general construction 0/ bivariant K-theories

In (CuJ a general mechanism was developed that allows the construction of bivariant

K-theories on various categories of topological algebras. If 2l is such a category with suitable

notions of a tensor product, of homotopy, of matrix stability and with a dass of extensions ~

containing suspension, dual suspension and universal extensions, then there is a functor ke
from 2l into an additive category kk(2l) (whose objects are thc objects of 2l). The functor

kk is homotopy invariant, matrix stable and exact on extensions in ~. Morcover, kk is the

universal functor \vith these properties.

Specializing to the category of C·-algebras (or, more generally C*-algebras with action of

a locally compact group G) we obtain Kasparov~s K K -fucntar or thc E-functor, of Connes

Higson (or intermediate bivariant theories), depending on whether we chaose for <C the dass

of all extensions \vith completely positive lifting or of aB extensions (ar intennediate choices),

respectively. ,
This leads to SOIne new connections between K K and E. For instancc~ büth theories are

cünnected by a six-term exact sequence, using mapping cones and a relative theory. Also,

we obtain a new criterion on A so that E(A, B) ~ K K(A, B) for all B.

[Cu] DOClunenta Math. 1997.

Jesper Villadsen

The stable rank 0/ simple C* -algebras

In this talk I \vill describe the construction of a simple, ullital and approximately homoge

neous C·-algebra in which the invertible elements do not form a dense subset. So the algebra

does not have stable rank one. A variation of the construction gives simple C·-algebras of

stable rank any given natural number.

lean-Louis Tu

The Baum-Connes conjecture for groupoids with Haar systems and applications to foliations

We extend the definition of the Baum-Connes map for groups to locally compact groupoids

endowed with a Haar system, by using the tools of equivariant KK-theory, which is a conve

nient framework to establish "dual Dirac-Dirac" -type constructions. We then explain how

this can be applied to foliations. In particular, the Baum-Connes nlap is inj ctive for hy

perbolic foliations \vith compact base and whose holonomy groupoid is Hausd, ,rfr, and that
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implies the Novikov conjecture 00 higher signatures for such foliatioos. The theory can also
be used to study amenable groupoids.

Marius Dadarlat

Quasidiagonal C -algebras (two applications 0/ residually finite C -algebras)

1. It is shown that the class of simple t unital, quasidiagonal C*-algebras, of real rank zero
and stable rank one t with unique trace, contains nonexact C*-algebras and exact nonnuclear
C*-algebras. That solves a problem of Papa and answers questions of Hadwin and Rosenberg.

2. Any quasidiagonal representation of a separable exact C*-algebra, whose image does
not contain any nontrivial compact operators, is a point-norm limit of completely positive
contractions whose images generate finite dimensional C*-algebras. Let G be a discrete,
eountable, residually finite dimensional group. If G is amenable, then the left regular repre
sentation is a point-norm limit of finite dimensional representations. On the other hand, it
was sho\vn by Voiculescu, that if G has Property T, then C* (G) has quasidiag()nal represen-
tations which are not approximable as above. -

Simon Wassermann

Exact groups and continuo1J,s bundles 0/ C* -algebras

Let G be a locally compact group with a continuous action ~ : G -+Aut(A) on a C*
algebra A. If J is an a(G)-invariant closed two-sided ideal of A, with enlbedding map t :

J -+ A and quotient rnap q : A -+ AIJ, the corresponding *-homomorphisms of the reduced
crossed products of these algebras by C, to,r : J )(JoIJ,r G -+ A )(Jo,r C and qo,r : A )(Jo,r G -+
(AIJ) XJo,r C, are injective and surjective, respectively, but, while Im to,r ~ ker Qo,r, it is
not obvious in general that this inclusion is an equality. The group G is said to be exact if
the inclusion is always an equality, Le. if, for arbitrary A and a-invariant idea!..J of At the
sequence r

o -+ J )<JoIJ,r G -+ A )<Jo,r G -+ (AI J) )(Jö,r G -+ 0

is exact. Equivalently, if Ce is the category whose objects are the pairs (A, a) consisting
of C*-algberas A and continuous actions a of G on A, and whose maps are the equivariant
*-homomorphisms t then G is exact if and only if the functor (A, a) -+ A )(Jo,r G from Ce to
the category of C*-algebras is short-exact.

It. follows easily from this definition that if Gis e?Cact, then the reduced C*-algebra C;(G)
is an cxact C*-algebra, and the converse holds if G is discrete. We show that exactness if
preserved on passing to closed subgroups, that the extension of an exact group by an exact
group is exact, and that a group containing a closed exact subgroup with finite covolume is
itself exact. One of the main tools used in the proofs is a generalisation of the imprimitivity
theorems of P. Green and M. Rieffel. These results imply that a wide ~'ariety of known
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groups, including in particular all connected locally compact groups, free groups and matrix
Lie groups, is exact.

We also' give a characterization of exact groups which involves actions on continuous
bundles of C*-algbras. A groups C is exact if and only if for any continuous C*-bundle
A over a. locally compact Hausdorff space X with fibre A x at x E X and fibrewise actions
ax : G -tAut(Ax ) which define a continuous action a of G on the bundle algebra A, the
crossed-product bundle

A )do,r G == (A )da,r C, X, 7fO ,T,X : A )4Q,r G --+ Ax )do:r,r G)

is continuous. We show that to determine the exactness of a given group C, it suffices _
check the continuity of the reduced crossed product by G of a particular continuous bundle,
depending canonically on G. (Joint work with Eberhard Kirchberg).

Mikael Rßrdam

Stability and pr-operly infiniteness are not stable propertieB

A projection in a C*-algebra is said to be properly infinite if it has two rnutually orthogo
nal subprojections each of which is equivalent to the given Plvjcction. A unital C*-algebra is
properly infinite if the unit is a properly infinite projection. Equivalently, a unital C*-algebra
A is properly infinite if there is a unital embedding of 0 00 into A.

One significance of properly infinite C·-algebras is the fact that a unital C*-algebra A
does not admit a quasi-trace (or an exact C*-algebra A does not adnlit a. trace) if and onlyif
Mn(A) is properly infinite for some n. This raises the question if lVln(A) is properly infinite
inlplies that A is properly infinite (in which case the theort"m above \vould read: A admits
a (quasi-) trace if and only if A is not properly infinite). Al~o, an affimative answer to this
question wOllld imply that no simple C*-algebra could contain at thc same tilne an infinite
and a (non-zero) finite projection.

Using techniques of Jesper Villadsen, we show that there exists a (siInple, nuclear, stable
rank one, separable) C*-algebra A so that M 2 (A) is stable while A is not stable. Fron1
this we give an example of a (non-simple) unital C*-algebra B such that M 2 (B) is prope_
infinite while B is not properly infinite, thus answering the question raised above in tWll'
negative. Although these examples do not answer the question, if simple C*-algebras can
admit simultaneously infinite and finite projections, they may indicate that thc answer to
that question might be also be "no".
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Florin Boca

Projections in Ao and Theta

If () E (0, 1), the rotation C·-algebra AB associated ,vith the rotation by angle 21r(} of
the unit circle, is the universal C*-algebra generated by two unitaries u and v subject to
thc COBullutation relation uv == e27TiOvu. Consider also the order four automorphism a of Ao
defined by a(u) == v, a(v) == u- 1 and the fixed point algebra Aö== {x E An; a(x) = x}.

"Vc develop a luethod for constructing projections in Aeof trace (), q(} - P if 0 < q(} - p <
(2q)-I, 1) == 1)~ lood q for some integer Po and p - q8 if 0 < p - qO < (2q)-1, P == -pi mod q
for SOlne integer PI, using Rieffel 's formalism and Jacobi 's theta functions.

These projections are being used to obtain lower hounds for the norm of the almost
tvlathieu operator ho == u + u· + v + v·. If (J == q-l for some integer q ~ 2, they can be
cxpressed in an explicit ,vay through same operator-valued theta functions.

Joachim Zacharias

Borne new results about continuous analogues 01 Cuntz algebras

Arveson has defined the nation of a product system and associates a C·-algebra to it which
Inay he considered as a continuous analogue of the Cuntz algebras. Using recent dilatioll
tcchniqucs from the theory of eompletely positive semigroups we dilate any such algebra to
Cl crossed product and show simplicity by computing thc Connes spectrum. In particular all
thc continuous Cuntz algebras are simple. They are also KK-eontractible. Next we give a
elcseription of llnital endomorphisms (i.e. those whose image eontains an Clpproximate unit)
anel thcir action on the cl ual in terms of coeycles. We look at the continuous analogue of the
qllasifree alltomorphisms. Wc also look at certain weights eonnected with them.

Edward Effros

Integral mappings and the principle of loeal reftexivity Jor non-commutative L1-spaces

Th(~ second dual 1/ " of a Banach space V has the same loeal strueture as V. By this we
Ulean t.hat if F is a finite dimensional subspaee of V**, and € > 0, then there is a subspace E
of V with Banaeh-Mazur distance d(E, F) < e. This result is a eonsequence of the principle
of Ioeal rcftcxivity, which holds for all Banach spaces. The analogous eompletely bounded
version of this result is false for C*-algebras A. vVe have, for example, that B(H) = K(H)··
must eontain a finite dimensional subspaee Fand an e > 0 such that for any subspaee
E ~ K(H), the Pisier-Banach-Mazur distance dcb(F, E) ~ l+e. This is a simple consequence
of thc fact that K(H) is exact in the sense of Kirchberg, whereas B(H) does not have that
propcrty. It is thus quite remarkable that the predual of any von Neumann algebra satisfies
the fuH analogue of the principle of loeal reflexivity. This is proved by using the Kaplansky
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density theorem as in Junge's Habillitationschrift, togeth'er \vith a careful analysis of the
nation 01' integrality for mappings of operator spaces. In principle, this result should provide
new invariants for von Neumann algebras that are preserved when oue takes second duals,
and it might also provide a first step in understanding the local structllre of thc preduals of
von Neumann algebras. (Joint work with M. Junge and Z.-J. Ruan).

Roberto Longo

A quanturn index theoTem, JLO cocycle and Jones index

Let A be a unital C*-algebra with trivial center and T C End(A) a rational tense
category, whcre each endomorpJ.lism p E Obj(T) has a conjugate. Let a be a one paralneter
automorphisIll group of A and u(p, t) a t\VO variable cocycle, in partictIlar u(p, t) is a unitary
of A and

A.d u(p, t) 0 Gt 0 P 0 CY-t = p.

If w is a faithful KIVIS state, then u(p, t) is essentially holoIIlorphic and setting

dtop(p) = Jdho1 {'u)dhol {u*}

\vherc u = u(p, t), dhol(U) = anal. cont.t-'iw(U(t)), we have dan{p) == dtop(p), \vhere dall (p)
is thc square root of the JOl1es index of p.

In a supersymrnetric QFT, dtop{p) coincides with thc index associated with thc JLO
eocycle associated in a natural \vay with a (graded) KMS functional wp für Ad (u(p, t) )Gt.

On a curved, globally hyperbolic space time M, with bifurcate Killing horizon,

dan(p} = dtop(p} = e-ßkF(wlwp )

where k = k{A1) is thc surface gravity and F(wlwp } is thc increment of thc free energy
at Hawking temperature ß-1 (no supersymmetry in this ca~c).

Claire Anantharaman-Delaroche

A menable groupoids

After Zirnmer's introduction and study of amenability for ergodic group actions or eQUi_
alence relations, a major breakthrough has been the Connes-Feldman-Weiss characterization
of amcnable countable measured equivalence relations by hyperfinitness. Since then, Zim
mer's theory has been applied to various contexts, but its extension to arbitrary Ineasured cr
topological groupoids remained to be completed, and the need for clarification was recently
pointed out by several authors. This is the subject of our work.

This talk will be a survey on old and new results on the various notions of amenability,
their relations and applications to operator algebras. (Joint work with Jean Renault).
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Etienne Blanchard

Finite dirnensional Bopf C· -algebras

It has been proved by D. ~tefan through cohomological arguments that there exists only
a finite number of Hopf C·-algebras of a given finite dimension N (in fact, one can find a
rough estimate of this number thanks to the multiplicative unitaries framework). In a joint
work with S. Baaj and G. Skandalis, we study these finite dimensional Hopf C·-algebras and
their sub-objects from the point of view of multiplicative unitaries.

Given a (non zero) Hilbert space 1l offinite dimension N and an irreducible multiplicative
unitary \1 E .c(1l ® 1l), define a pre-subgroup of V to be a unit vector f E 1l satisfying the
relation \/(f ® f) = 1 ® I· In the case of the multiplicative unitary associated to a fini~e

grollp G (1l = t2(G)), such a pre-subgroup is (proportional to) the characteristic function
of a subgroup of G. The space of pre-subgroups admits ci natural structure of lattice, so
that one can define the subgroup generated by a set, the normaliser of a pre-subgroup,
ete. Furthermore, if 1,9 are two subgroups of V, then 1{/,9)1-2 is an integer, whence an
cxplicit upper bound of thenumber of pre-subgroups of V (cf. Izumi and co). Notice that
there is a natural correspondence between the pre-subgroups of a multiplicativ~ unitary and
the coideals of a finite dimensional Hopf C· -algebra 01' the intermediate subfactars of an
irrcduciblc depth 2 inclusion of finite depth (cf. Izumi, Longo, Popa).

\·Ye also provide a generalisation of the {( bierossed productS)} studied by Takeuchi and
Majid. Givcn two pre-subgroups 1 and 9 which are the most possible remote, i.e. such-.
that. 1(1, g) 1-2 == IV,we construct a new multiplicative unitary W E .c(1l ® 11.) such that, in
thc ease of two subgroups Cl, G2 of a finite group G such that G = G I G2 , Cl n G2 = {e},'
thc associated Hopf C*-algebras are the crossed products Sw = C(G/G2 ) >IJ G2 and Sw =
C(G1\G) >lJG1o

DIa Bratteli

Compactly 8uppo1'ted wavelets and representations 0/ the Cuntz relations

\iVc study the harmonie analysis of the quadrature mirror filters comillg from multires
oilltion wavelet analysis of compactly supported wavelets. It is known that those of these
wavclc ~ that corne frorn third order polynomials are parametrized by the circle, and we
cOInpu .Je that the corresponding filters generate irreducible mutually disjoint representations
of of thc Cuntz algebra OE except at two points on the circle. One of the two exceptional
points corresponds to the Haar wavelet and the other is the unique point on the circle where
the father function defines a tight frame which is not an orthonormal basis. At these two
points the representation decomposes into two and three mutually disjoint irreducible rep
resentations, respectively, and the two representations at the Haar point are each unitarily
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equivalent to one of the three representations at the other singular point. (Joint work with
Dai Evans and Palle J orgensen) .

Pierre de la Harpe

Groups with reduced ~ -algebras of stable rank one

For a group r, let c*(r) denote the eorresponding reduced C*-algebra. Recently, U.
Haagerup, M. R0rdam and the first author have shown that, if r is a non-abelian free group,
then C* (r) has stahle rank one.

We extend this result to other groups, including groups which are non-elementary hypere
bolie in thc sense of Gromov and torsion free. We diseuss also the open problem to decide
whether these group algebras have real rank one. (Joint work with Ken Dykema).

Adrian Ocneanu

Modular invariants, Kleinian invariants, platonic solids and subfactors

The miniInal model classification of Itzykson, Capelli, Zuber (ICZ) gives matrices of
intertwiners for the representation of SL(2, Z) introduced hy Hurwitz and known as thc
Verlinde representation in physics. We show how to interpret the en,tries of these lnatriees·
as

1) invariants of SU(2)N (in the same way in which invariants of thc Kleinian subgroups
G of SU(2) determine the representation theory of G) and

2) character of fusion algebras of these suhgroups.
This provides an illustration for the following rigidity results:

a) There are only countably many finite depth subfactors of the hyperfinite II} factor
(equivalently: There are only finitely many rational topological quantum field theories in 3
dimensions, TQFT3 , \vith a given fusion algebras).

b) The maximal atlas of bimodules for a finite depth subfactor is finite (equivalently:
There are only finitely many types of punctures - or vertices - for a given rational TQFT3 )

and
c) There are only finitely many possible braidings in a rational TQ FT3 •

We show that using Kleinian type invariants one can construct explicitly all the ime
ducilbe objects (bimodules) in a theory, all the intertwiners and all the 6j symbols.

Yasuyuki Kawahigashi

Quantum Galois· correspondence for strong~y amenable subfactors

We extend quantum Galois correspondence between generalized intermediate subfactors
and subequivalent paragroups to strongly amenable subfactors. Our previous work on the
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finite depth case used Sato's construetion whieh heavily relies on Ocneanu 's compactness
argument and estimates of global indices. These two tools both fail for the infinite depth
ease, so we first generalize Sato's construction to the infinite depth case by \vorking on
amenable fusion rule algebras in the sense of Hiai-Izumi and using "standard invariants" for
intermediate subfactars.

As an application of this generalization, \ve clarify a relation between Dur subequivalent
paragroups and sublattices of a standard A- lattice in the sense of Popa. That is, suppose
that a standard A-Iattice Al is a strongly amenable sublattice of another one A2 with finite
index. (The index of a sublattice is naturally defined. The assumption automatieally holds
if Al has a finite depth.) Then the paragroup of A2 is subequivalent to I..hat of AI' Note
that the inclusion order is reversed. For this purpose, we generalize open ~tring bimodules
of Ocneanu and Asaecla-Haagerup to infinite graphs.

Hans-Werner Wiesbrock

Modular Theory in Quantum Field Theory

I will give a review on modular inelusions and interseetions of von Neumann algebras
and ho\v they naturally oeeur in the algebraie approach to quantum field theory. A modular
inclusion is defined as folIows. Given an inclusion of von Neumann algebras together with a
COTllmOn cycli"c and separating vector. If the associated modular group of the larger one maps
the subalgebra inta itself for positive or negative parameter, we call it a l:~odular inelusion.
(This notion was generalized to weights by Araki/Zsido.) They show u'p an interesting
symnlctry strncture and are the building blocks for modular intersections. Together these
strucures cnabled one to describe a quantum field theory by an appropriate finite set of
algebras with a common eyclic and separating vector.

Sorin Popa

Symmetrie enveloping algebra, amenability and property T for subfactors

Let N c .M be an extremal inclusion of 111 factars with finite Jones index, [M : N] < 00.

In short, its symmetrie enveloping algebra is the unique (up to isomorphism) Ih factor S'
which is generated by mutually commuting copies of M and MOP, satisfying M' n S =
MOP, MOP' n S = M, and by a projection eN whiich implements both the trace preserving
conditional expectations of M onto N and of MOP onto N°P.

5 has several interesting decomposition properties. Thus, it can be written as some type
of cross-product over the subalgebra Mv MOP ~ M ® MOP. Also, if M is hyperfinite then S
follows thin, Le. there exist hyperfinite subfactors R l , R 2 c S such that S = span R I R 2 .

Moreover, we prove that S is itself hyperfinite if and only if the graph rN,M of N c M is
amenable (besides M being hyperfinite). Also, we present a number of other results relating
thc amenability of rN,M with properties of S.
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Finally, we introduce a notion of property T for the standard invariant associated to
subfactors, i.e. the group-like object <5 N ,M, by requiring the symmetrie enveloping algebra S
of N c Al to have the property T relative to its subalgebra Mv MOP. This definition relies
on a theoreIn, showing that the above does not in fact depend on the subfactor taken, but
just on <5 == (!5N,M. We present the proof of this theorem and some resulting consequences
for the property T.

Dietmar Bisch

Exarnples 01 subfactors with property T standard invariant •Popa introduced recently a nation of property T for thc standard invariant of a subfaetor.
Vve give a construction of a large class of subfactors with property T. These subfactors are
of the form MH C M )4 K, where Hand K are finite groups with a properly outer action on
the hyperfinite 111 factor M. We prove that these subfactors have property T in thc sense
of Popa if and only if the group G generated by Hand K in the outer automorphisnl group
of M has the property T of Kazhdan. Furthermore we construct explicitly such siIbfactors
which are irreducible, have infinite depth and small Jones index. (Joint work \vith Sorin
Papa).

Teodor Bauica

Representations of compact quantum groups and subfactors

If G is a cOßlpact quantum group and 7r is a finite dimensional representation of G then
the algebras of thc form

End( ... ® 1f ® 1r ® 7r ® ir ® ... )

form a lattice, say L(7r), which satisfies Popa's axioms for higher relative commutamts of
subfactors. We characterise the class of lattices arising in this way - these are the ones which
satisfy Popa's four axioms, plus a fifth axiom which says that the lattice can be "represented"
on a finite dimensional Hilbert space. This is praved via a universal construction. The fifth
axiom forces the index to be greater that 4, and by using a Kesten type result we find al..,
that in the aInenable case, this extra axiom forces the index to be the square of an integw,

The question "when (G, 1f) and (GI, 7f/) give the same Popa system 7" is also discussed
(this turns to be related to free products).

The subfactors coming from vertex models satisfy the above axioms (this follows from
Jones' description of the commutamts using diagrams), and we present in this case a quite
explicit construction for the compact quantum graup (which is different from the universal
one constructed in the general case).
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George Elliott

The spectrum 01 a C* -algebra

As a simplified context in which to study the classification problem for separable amenable
C*-algebras, in the non-simple case, it seems natural to consider the class of such C*-algebras
absorbing both the C*-algebra K of compact operators and the Cuntz algebra O2 as tensor
product factors - in other \vords, those which are stahle and also what might be called
02-stable.

For this class of C*-algebras the only obvious invariant is the lattice (lf closed two-sided
ideals - equivalently, the spectrum.

(While' another candidate might be the semigroup of Murray-von Neumann equivalence
classes of projections, it turns out that this is derivative, being naturally isomorphie to the
semigroup of compact open subsets of the spectrum, with union as the semigroup opera
tion; this is a eonsequence of the (proof of the) Blackadar- Cuntz theorem ..g.~ existence of
projeetions.) .__....

A survey is given of the already interesting body of results concerning t"his elass of al
gebras. In particular, the existence of a unique (non-zero) simple C*-algebra in this class
follows from the work of Kirchberg. The algebras in this elass which have totally ordered
ideallattice, and are assumed to arise as inductive limits of tensor products of a eommutative
C·-algebra with O2 ® K, were classified by Jakob Mortensen in his Oden~p. Ph.n. thesis.

Stanislaw Woronowicz

Quantum "ax + b" group on the Hilbert spC!'ce level

On the Hopf *-algebra level the quantum "ax + b" group is an object \vith no problem.
The polynomial algebra is generated by two selfadjoint elements a, b satisfying the relation
ab = qba, where q is a complex number of modulus 1. Comultiplication is{given by the
formulae: -.

ß(a) = a ® a

~(b)=a®~+b®I.

It turns out that on the Hilbert space level the operator ß(b) is symmetrie but not
selfadjoint. This means that the comultiplication on the corresponding C*-algebra does not
exist. We shall show the way out of this difficulty. If the time permits, the confrontation
with the quantum SU(l,l) group will be discussed.
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Uffe Haagerup

Spectral analysis 0/ Voiculescu 's circular element and other non-normal operators in free
gr01lp lactors

In 1983 L.G.Bro\vn used the Kadison-Fuglede determinant to define a "spectral distri
bution Ineasure" for any (not necessarily normal) operator in a factor of type 111 , We show
that for Voiculescu's circular element, this distribution measure becomes the uniform dis
tribution on the unit disk in the complex plane. Moreover we find an explicite formula for
the spectral distribution measure of any operator of the form T == UH, where (U, H) is a
*-free pair of operators, U is Haar-unitary and H is positive, in terms of the S-transform.
of the distribution of T*T. (The class of operators considered here are those for which
(T, T*) is an R.-diagonal pair in the sense of Nica and Speicher). We also compute Browns
spectral distribution measure for some operators outside this class, namely operators of the
form al"Y"l + (L2X2, \vhere (Xl, X 2) is a semicircular system, and alt a2 are arbtrary complex
numbers. Part of the results mentioned above are obtained. in collaboration with Flemrning
Larsen (Odense).

Ken Dykema

Invariant 8'llb8pfLCes nf the circular element

Thc cireular elenlent arises naturally in Voiculescu's free probability theory. It is Y ==
Xl +i....y2, where ....\1 and X2 are free semicircular elements of the same normalization. The von
Neumann algebra generated by the circular element is L(F2 ). One of Voiculescu's important
results ,vith iInplications far the free group factors is that a matrix whose entries are free
circular elenlcnts is in turn a circular element.

We sho\v that also a certain upper-triangular matrix is a circular element. We use this
to find invariant subspaces for the circular element, namely for every 0 < t < 1 we find a
proj~ction p in L(F2 ), having trace t, such that Yp = pYp. Dur praof uses randorn rnatrices.

Roland Speicher

Free curnulants and /ree entropy

It has turncd out that many properties of freeness can be described very niccly ande
effectively in terms of so-called free cumulants. In the first .part of my talk I will survey
these objects and same of their applications. In the second part I will switch to free entropy.
This is a more geometrical kind of abject and has no direct description in terms of free
cumulants. Nevertheless, via Voiculescu's ~pproach to free information and ffee entropy in
terms of a non-comlnutative Hilbert transform, there exists a connection. I will show how
this enables one to calculate the free entropy of special two-dimensional distributions, namely
of sO-called R-diagonal pairs.
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Florin Radulescu

A generation property for von Neumann algebras associated to free groups

The following result is proved:

Theorem. Let B be the von Neumann algebra L(PSL(2, Z)) ®B(H). Then there exists a
bounded, subnorrnal operator Z, in B such that B is the weak closure 01 Span {(zm)* Znlm ,n =
0,1, ...}.

In a specific model Z is the Toeplitz operator, on a suitable Hilbert space of analytic
functions, \vith (analytic symbol) j, where j is the modular invarint funet,ion. The Hilbert
space is taken so that multiplication by j is bounded.

There exist obstructions for the Toeplitz operator \vith symbol J to be extended to a
closable operator on the functions on IHL This also gives an example of a non zero, unbounded
Hankel operator: P Ml{I - P) with antianalytic symbol ( it is weH known that bounded,
antianalytic symbols give rise to the null operator). ~:~~:~

Corollary. Let G be a luchsian group 01 finite covolume, and j = % ail analytic, G
invariant function on IHI as above. Let Pt be the projection Irom L 2 (IHI, (Im z)t-2dzdz) onto
H t = H 2 (IHI, (Im z)t- 2dzdz). Let MJ be the multiplication operator with J which is defined
on a dense subset 0/ the Hilbert space L 2 (I8I, (Im z)t-2 dzdz). Then PtMy{l- Pt) is nonzero
(in particular has nonzero domain).

Berichterstatter: Dietmar Bisch
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Endliche Modelltheorie

08.02.-14.02.1998

The workshop \vas organized by H.-D. Ebbinghaus, J. Flum (both Freiburg), and Y. Gure
vieh (Ann Arhar). The program consisted of 27 talks, an open problem session organized
by E. Grädel and J. Tyszkiewicz, and a panel discussion on thc connection between finite
model theory and stability theory suggested by J. Baldwin.

Semistructured Data and Transitive Closure Logic

Natacha Alechina (joint wark with Maarten de Rijke)

Semistructured data is a collection of data which does not conform to a fixed database
schema, but at the same time has some structure: e. g. hetcrogeneous databases or thc
\Vorld \Vide "Veb.

\Ve characterise expressive po,ver of some description and query languages for semistruc
tured data, namely:

1. Graph schemas proposed by Buneman et a1. have· thc same expressive power as a
(possibly infinite) set of universal formulas from the 'guarded fragment 2' of first
order logic.

2. Data guidcs (Abitehoul et a1.) have the same expressive power as an existential first
order fonnula from the 'guarded fragment 2' of first order logic.

3. Path constraints (Abiteboul and Vianu) correspond to a proper fragment of the
transitive closure logic.

4. Path queries with regular expressions correspond to a proper fragment of the transi
tive closure logic.

Embedded Finite Models

Jahn Baldwin (joint work with Michael Benedikt)

We show that the expressive power of first-order logic over finite models embedded in a
model M is detennined by stability-theoretic properties of M. In particular, we show that



if M is stable, then every property of finite structures that can be expressed byembedding
tbe structure in M can be expressed in pure first-order logic. We also show tbat if M
does not have the independence property, then any property of finite structures that can
be expressed by embedding the structures in M, can be expressed in first-order logic over
a dense linear order. This extends known results on tbe definability of classes of finite
structures and ordered finite structures in the setting of embedded finite models. We show
that if M is a model of a stable theory T, I is a set of indiscemibles in T and (M, I) is
elementarily equivalent to (MI, Id where MI is It-saturated, then every permutation of I
extends to an automorphism of M and tbe theory of (M, I) is stable.

Choiceless Polynomial Time

Andreas Blass (joint work with Yuri GU':-evich and Saharon Shelah)

We present a model intended to describe polynomial time computation ,vhere inputs are
finite unordered structures, parallelism is allowed, but arbitrary choices are forbidden. The
model is aversion of Gurevich's abstract state machines, where the states include the
universe of hereditarily finite sets over the input structure. "Polynomial time" refers to the
number of elementary steps of a11 the parallel subcomputations, and it is measured relative
to the number of elements of the input structure.. We show, among other things, that

1. when th(; input is an unstructured set, the parity .of its cardinality cannot be corn
puted in choiceless Ptimc~ and

2. when the input is abipartite graph ,vith equal-sized parts, the existence of a complete
matching cannot bc decided in choiceless Ptime.

The proofs combine Ehrcnfeucht-Frai"sse games with symmetry considerations based on
a combinatorial exploitation of the time bound.

Asymptotics for Finite Models

Kevin Compton

Finite model theory is a field that developed under the influence of three ateas: logic,
computer science and combinatorics. While tbe emphasis is often on the first two, we
should not overlook the potential for FMT to play the same role for combinatorics that
model theory has played for algebra: it ean elarify and lead to a deeper understanding. We
illustrate this thesis by describing how work on 0-11aws can lead to a deeper understanding
of eombinatorial enumeration and, in partieular, to generating function methods. We survey
some older results, and more recent work (witb S. Burris, A. Odlyzko, and B. Richmond),
on the existence of 0-1 la,vs for classes where structures are built from indecomposable
structures using operations such as direct surn and product: We give necessary and sufficient
conditions for 0-1 la,vs to hold for a class in terms of characteristics of the generating
function for the class.
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Finite Variable Types with Generalized Quantifiers

Anuj Dawar

We consider tbe definability of tbe finite variable equivalcncc relations =k,Q for sets of
generalized quantifiers Q. We show tbat for finite collections Q tbe equivalence relation
is always definable, and indeed, the equivalence classes are ordered in the logic PFP(Q)
wbich is tbe extension of the partial fixed point logic \vith the quantifiers in Q. Such
an ordering of the equivalence classes is also definable in SOW(Q), tbe extension of the
restricted second order logic SQw with the quantifiers Q. Ho\ycver, we show that it is not
necessarily definable in IFP(Q). Indeed, we construct a single: polynomial time computable
quantifier Q for \vhich the equivalence relation =k,Q is not defillable in IFP(Q). Finally, \ve
also obtain some positive definability results for IFP(Q), sho\ving for particular quantifiers
Q that it ean define an ordering of the =k,Q classes, as ,vell as sho,ving general constructions
of quantifiers which have this property. <:''''':~

The Closure of Monadic NP

Ron Fagin (joint work with Miklos Ajtai and Larry J. Stockmeyer) \

It is a \vell-kno\vn result of Fagin that tbe complexity class NP coincides with the class
of problems expressible in existential second-order logic (Et): \vhich allows sentences con
sisting of astring of existential second-order quantifiers follo\ved by a first-order formula.
Monadic NP is the elass of problems expressible in monadic EL i.e. Et with the restrie
tion that the second-order quantifiers are all unary, and hcncc range only over sets (as
opposed to ranging over, say, binary relations). For example, thc property of a graph being
3-colorable belongs to monadic NP, beeause 3-eolorability can be expressed by saying that

, there exists three sets of vertices such that each vertex is in cxactly ·one of tbe sets and no
two vertiees in the same set are connected by an edge. Unfortunately, monadiC~~NP is not a
robust class, in that it is not closed under first-order quantification. We define closed mo
nadic NP to be tbe closure of monadic NP nuder first-order quantifieation and existential
unary second-order quantification. Thus, closed monadic NP differs from monadic NP in
that we allo\v the possibility of arbitrary interleavings of first-order quantifiers among tbe
existential unary second-order quantifiers. We show that closed. monadie NP is a natural,
rieh, and robust subclass of NP. As evidence for its riehness, \ve show that not only is it
a proper extension of monadic NP, hut that it eontains properties not in various other
extensions of monadic NP. In particular, we show that closed monadic NP contains an un
directed graph property not in the closure of monadic NP under first-order quantification
and Boolean operations. Dur lower-bound prQofs require a number of new game-theoretie
techniques.
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Existential Second Order Logic Over Strings

Georg Gottlob (joint .work with Thomas Eiter,and Yuri Gurevich)

Existential second order logic (ESO) and monadic second order logic (MSO) have attracted
much interest in logic and computer science. ESO is a much more expressive logic over word
structures than MSO. However, little was known about the relationship bet,veen syntactic
fragments of ESO and MSO. We shed light on this issue by completely characterizing this
relationship for the prefix classes of ESO over strings (i.e., finite word structures). Moreover,
we determine the complexity of model checking over strings, for all ESO-prefix classes. Let ..
ESO(Q) denote the ESO prefix class with first-order quantifier prefix from prefix set Q. •
We show that ESO(E*AE*)==ESO(Ackermann) and ESO(E*AA) are the maximal standard
ESO-prefix classes contained in MSO, thus expressing only regular languages. We further
prove the following dichotomy theorem: an ESO prefix-class either expresses only regular
languages (and is thus semantically contained in MSO), or it expresses some NP-complete
1anguages. We also give a precise characterization of those ESO-prefix c1asses which are
equivalent to ~1S0 over strings, and of the ESO-prefix classes ,vhich are closed under
complement on strings.

Guarded Sentences

Erich Grädel

The guarded fragment (GF) aud the loosely guarded fragment (LGF) of first-order logic
are two interesting gencralizations of modal logic that increase the expressive po"~er of
modal logics ,vhile prescn:"ing their nice algorithmic and model-theoretic properties.

I present the following results, partly due to Andreka, van Benthem and Nemeti, partly
due to myself:

1. Both GFand LGF are decidable and have the tree model property.

2. Both GF and LGF are complete for 2EXPTIME..

3. GF has the finite model property (this result is baseQ on the tree model property a
and on Herwig's Theorem). •

Further, I brießy discuss a game-based analysis of guarded types and guarded theories
of finite structures. .

Fixed-Point Logics on Planar Graphs

Martin Grohe

We study tbe expressive power of infiationary fixed-point logic IFP and infiationary fixed
point logic with counting IFP+C on planar graphs. We prove the following results:
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1. IFP captures polynomial time on 3-connected planar graphs, and IFP+C captures
polynomial time on arbitrary planar graphs.

2. Planar graphs can be characterized up to isomorphism in a logic with finitely many
variables and counting. This answers a question of Immerman.

3. The class of planar graphs is definable in IFP. This ans'wers- a question of Dawar and
Grädel.

Aigebraic Characterizations and a Complete Problem for Determi
nistic Linear Time

Etienne Grandjean (joint work with Thomas Schwentick)

Linear time is an intuitive and widespread notion of algorithm designers. I1<?wever, con
trarily to polynomial time, it is generally admitted that it lacks ci preciS~~.and robust
formalization and seems a more delicate matter. .

In this talk, \ve recall that detenninistic linear time on RI\Ms, denoted DLIN, can
he defined in a rather robust \vay. The intrinsic interest of the complexity class DLIN is
enhanced by the following two recent results that we shall present in the talk: - DLIN
has an algebraic (machine-independent) characterization using a simple recursive scheme;
- as a consequence, \ve exhibit a DLIN-complete problem \vhich is natural in some sense;
mor~over, it is interesting to note that the involved reductions can be <;lefined in a very
strict and machine-independcnt \vay.

Finite Model Theory: Personal Perspective

Yuri Gurevich

'Ve try to makc a casc that finite model theory should grO\Y to the model theory ofcomputer
science.

Descriptive Complexity: Where We Are and Where We May Go

Neil Immerman

I have recently cornpleted "Descriptive Complexity," to appear in Springer Verlag Graduate
Texts in Computer Science, 1998. In this talk I sumrnarize the conclusions chapter. I
describe what I feel are same of the major accomplishments to date, and sorne challenging
directions where descriptive complexity and finite model theory can and should go.
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Conjunctive-Query Containment and Constraint Satisfaction

Phokion G. Kolaitis, Moshe Y. Vardi

Conjunctive-query containment is recognized as a fundamental problem in database query
evaluation and optimization. At tbe same time, constraint satisfaction is recognized as
a fundamental problem in artificial intelligence. What do conjunctive-query containment
and constraint satisfaction have in common? We point out that, despite their very different
formulation, conjunctive-query containment and constraint satisfaction areessentially the
same problem. The reason is that they can be recast as tbe follo\ving fundamental algebraic ..
problem: given two finite relational structures A and B; is there a homomorphism from _
A to B? As formulated above, tbe homomorphism problem is unifonn in the sense that
both relational structures A and B are part of the input. By fixing the structure B, one
obtains tbe following non-unifonn problem: given a finite relational structure A, is tbere
a homomorphism from A to B? We revie,v first prior work by Feder and Vardi about the
complexityof non-uniform constraint satisfaction.

In general, non-uniform tractability results do not unifonnize. Thus, it is natural to
ask: which tractable cases of non-uniform tractability results for constraint satisfaction
and problems da indeed uniformize. We exhibit three non-uniform tractability results that
uniformize and, thus, give rise to polynomial-time solvable cases of constraint satisfac
tion and conjunctive-query containment. We begin by examining the tractable cases of
Boolean constraint-satisfaction problems and show that they do uniformize. This can be
applied to caß.lunctive-query containment via binarization; in particular, it yields one of
the kno,vn tractable cases of conjunctive query containment. After this, ,ve show that trac
t.ability results for constraint-satisfaction problems that can be expressed using Datalog
programs \vith bounded number of distinct variables also uniformize. Finally, we establish
that tractability results for queries ,vith bounded treewidth uniformize as weIl.

Toplogical Spaces of Generalized Quantifiers

K erkko Luosto

Generalized quantifiers with vocabulary T can be seen as a topological space ,vhich is _
homeomorphic to the Cantor space. Some important classes of quantifiers are closed sulr _
sets of this sp(...~e. Using this kind of topological ideas one can prove results in quantifier
definability theory such as the following:

Theorem. Suppose that a monadic universe-independent q~antifierQ is definable in terms
of monadic simple quantifiers. Then Q is defnable by means of cardinality quantifiers.
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Estimating the Size of Definable Relations

Jim Lynch

In many database applications, an estimate of the size of a definahle relation, rather than
the relation itself, is desired. Thus there are advantages if the size can he computed more
quickly than actually evaluating tbe relation itself, even if the answer is only an approxi
mation. In certain cases, this is possible. Two general approaches to fast estimation of the
size are described: adaptive sampling and Mante Carlo estimation. Both approaches are
illustrated by estimating the size of thc transitive closure of a graph.

Adaptive sampling is based on the idea that the size A of thc transitive closure is the
surn of the sizes of the reachability sets of the vertices. The procedure makes a random
choice of avertex, computes the size of its reachability set, and adds it to a running surn
s. After k sampIes are taken, the estimate of the size is S/k, multiplied by n, the number
of vertices of tbe graph. Papers by Lipton, Naughton, Schneider, and Seshadri claim that
for any probability p and constant b, there is a constant ,c such that if S ~ ,tn, then the
estimate is within bA of A with probability p. Ho,vever, they do not give a complete proof
of their claim. In this talk, it is proven that if S ~ cn log n: tben tbe estimate has tbe above
accuracy ,vith probability' p. It is also sho,vn that the method extends to estimating· the
transitive closure of any first-order definable binary relation, and on graphS of bounded
degree, it runs in time linear in n. The proof uses Hanf's characterization of thc first-order
type of a tuple in terms of its neighborhood.

The other approach to size estimation, Mante Carlo, approximates the size of the tran
sitive closure in a very different way. 1t is based on the statistical method of estimating
the size of a subset B of a finite set A. Assume that an ordering on A is generated by
randomly assigning each vertex areal number value. Let b be thc minimum value of any 
vertex in B. Repeat the process k times, remembering b each time. At the end, estimate
thc size of B as the reciprocal of the k(l - l/e)-th smallest b. In order to use this method
tQ compute the sizc of tbe transitive closure efficiently, it is necessary to find the minimum
values without actually determining each reachability set. A.n algorithm due to E. Cohen is
presented ,vhich accomplishes this in time linear in n, aod by taking k large enough, it gives
an estimate ,vithin bA of A with probability p. Again, it is shown how this algorithm can
be generalized to thc transitive closure of first-order definable binary relations on graphs
of bc 'lnded degree.

Invariant Definability as Unifying Framework for Uniform and Non
uniform Complexity Classes

Janus Makowsky

We present a unified framework which allows UB to capture uniform and non-unifonn
complexity classes with various logics. For this purpose we define fonnally the notion of
invariant dejinability in a logic L, and study it systematically. We relate it to other notions of
definability (implicit definability, ß-definability and definability with built-in relations) and
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establish connections between them. In descriptive complexity theory, invariant definability
is mostly used with a linear order (or a successor relation) as the auxiliary relation. We
formulate a conjecture which speIls out the special role linear order plays in capturing
complexity classes with logics and prove two special cases.

Observing that the class of linear orders is

1. closed under substructures and

2. has one model (up to isomorphism) in each finite cardinality,

we also show that in any other dass K of finite structures (dosed under isomorphisms) e
and sharing the above t\VO properties linear orders are parametrically FOL-definable. In
other ,vords, (1) and (2) speIl out a special property of linear orders which may be vie,ved
desirable from the point of vie\v of invariant definability.

We look at the non-uniform complexity classes P /poly and its variations L/poly,
NL/poly, NP/poly and PSpace/poly, and look for analogues of the Ajtai-Immerman
theorem which characterizes ACa as tbe non-uniformly First Order Definable classes of
finite structures. We havc previously observed tbat the Ajtai-Immerman theorem ean be
rephrased in terms of invariant definability: A elass of finite struetures is FOL invariantly
definable iff it is in ACa.

Dur main result here ean be stated ~ folIows: Let C be one ofL, NL, P, NP, PSpace
and [, be a logie \vhieh captures C on ordered struetures. Then the [,-invariantly definable
classes of (not neeessarily ordcred) finite struetures are exactly the elasses in C/poly. We
alro consider uniformity eonditions on the adviee sequences and obtain analogous results.

Similar results were deseribed previously by using definability ,vith numeric predicates
and similar notions by B. rvlolzan, A. Atserias and J. L. Baleazar.

On Representing Sets of Natural Numbers in Finite Models

Marcin Mostowsky

Attempts of transforming theorems from the general case ;(~lowing infinite models) to finite
model theory force us to represent some infinite sets of natural numbers in finite models.
Paricularly this is so when we try to apply the mehtod of truth-definitions, invented by e
Tarski, in finite case.

We consider tbe following definition of representability in finite models: R ~ wn is
FM-represented by 4>(X1' ... ,xn ) iff

'Vk3m(VM t= ST)(card(M) < k ~
(Val, ... , an :5 k)(R(al, ... , an) <=? M F 4>(at, . .. , an))),

where ST is a theory deseribing an initial segment of the natural numbers and astands
for a1, ... , Cln. We prove the following:

Theorem. R ~ wk is RM-represented by same formula iff R is up to degree 0' (recursive
in same r. e. set).
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Constraint Verification

Greg McColm

Compton (1983) and Andreka et a1. (1996) have introduced a constrained quantification,

cp(x, fj) == (3y: R(x, y))9(x, y, z) == 3y[R(x, y) 1\ 9(x, y, z)],
1/J(x, z) == (Vy: R(i, y))9(x, y, z) == Vz[R(x, y) --+ 9(x, y, z)].

CaU this logic FO•. It has the obvious Ehrenfeucht game, and we can thus prove, e.g.,
that as in LFP, the alternation hierarchy does not collapse. We can dlJne Least Fixed
Points on FO., and we find, if R is connected, tbat all FO + LFP queries are (FO. +
LFP)-expressible, on finite structures.

But \ve get a finer measure of tbe complexity of LFP queries. For example, on a struc
ture 1) = (D, U, a), U unary, if we have an operative system of positive Fq~'~·.formulas of
subformula deptb 1, \ve can represent 3xU(x) by a recursion: ';.:

<Po(S., 82 ) - SI (a)
<Pt (x, SI, 82 ) - U(x) V S2(X)
fP2(X, SI, 82 ) - (3y: R(x, y))St(Y)

\vith R someho\v 'imposed' on D. Then this single unconstrained quantifi,::ation takes time
O(IDl) (and time 8(IDI) for some R), the time taken dctcrmined by R - a possibly more
realistic measure of the quantification.

The Modal Fragment of Ptime

Martin Dtto
>~v.,

Consider the class of all tbose properties of worlds in finite Kripke (or of st~tes in finite
transition' systems) structures, that are

• recognizable in polynomial time, ande ·closed under bisimulation equivalence.

It is sbo\vn tbat tbe class of these bisimulation-invariant Ptime querieJ has a natural
logical characterizatOion. It is captured by tbe straigbtforward extension of propositional J.l
calculus to arbitrary finite dimension. Bisimulation-invariant Ptime, or tbe modal fragment
of Ptime, thus proves to be one of tbe very rare cases in which a logical characterization
is known in a setting of unordered structures.

It is also sbown that higber-dimensional J.l-calculus is undecidable for satisfiability in
finite structures, and even E~-bard over general structures. This is true even for the twü
dimensional variant of tbe IL-calculus (a bisimulation-invariant two-variable logic with tbe
tree model property). Unlike tbe situation for (infinitary) modallogic, vectorization leads
to a drastic increase in expressive power for tbe J.l-calculus.
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On the First-Order Prefix Hierarchy

Eric Rosen

We investigate the expressive power of fragments of first-order logic defined in terms of
prefixes. The main result establishes astriet hierarchy among these fragments over the
signature containing a single binary relation. It implies that for each prefix p, there is a
sentence ep in prenex normal form with prefix p, over a single binary relation, such that for
all sentences 9 in prenex normal form, if (J is equivalent to cp, then p can be embedded in
the prefix of 6. This proves a conjecture of Grädel and McColm and strengthens a theorem
ofWalkoe.

Locality of Order-invariant Formulas

Thomas Schwentick (joint work with Martin Grohe)

We sho\v that every order-invariant first-order formula tP(x) has the follo,ving property:
there is a d such that if A is a structure, a, b are tuples from A aod Nt(a) ~ Nt(b)
(d-neighbourhoods of a and b are isomorphie), then A F tP(a) <=> A F tP(b). This proves
a conjecture of Libkin.

Databases over a Fixed Infinite Universe

Michael Taitslin (joint work with Alez Stoulboushkin and Oleg Belegradek)

In the relational model of databases a database is thought of as a finite collection of
relations between elements. For many applications it is convenient to pre-fix an infinite
domain \vhere the finite relations are going to be defined. Often, we also fix a set of domain
functions and/or relations. These functions/relations are infinite by their nature. Some
special· problems arise if \ve use such an approach.

'\Te sho,,~ that there cxists a recursive domain ,vith decidable theory in which (1) the
re is DO recursive syntax for finite queries, and in \vliich (2) the state-safety problem is
undecidable. '

We provide very general conditions on the FO theory of an ordered domain that ensure e
collapse of order-generic extended FO queries to pure order queries over this domain:
tbe Pseudo-finite Homogeneity Property and a stronger Isolation Property. We furth~r

distinguish one broad class of ordered domains satisfying the Isolation Property, the so-
called quasi-ominimal domains. This c.lass includes all ominimal domains, but also the
ordered group of integer numbers and the ordered semigroup of natural numbers, and
some other domains. .

We generalize all the notions to the case of finitely representable database states-as
opposed to finite states-and develop a" general lifting technique that, essentially, a: O\VS us
to extend any result of the kind we are interested in, from finite to finitely-representable
states. We show, however, that ~hese results cannat be transferred to arbitary infinite
states. .
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We prove that safe Datalog-programs do not have any effective syntax.

Monadic Second-Order Logic over Partial Orders

Wal/gang Thomas

Some results are presented which illustrate tbe use of the automata-theoretic method for
showing lower hounds of expressiveness in monadic logic. We consider partial orders in the
form of finite (vertex- and edge-Iahelled) acyclic graphs, assumed here to be of bounded
degree. Some special cases are: words (viewed as labelIed linear orders), trees, ':pictures"
(two-dimensional words), and "diamonds" (obtained from pairs of trees whose frontiers are
identified leaf by leaf). Using and sharpening Hanf's Theorem over such structures, we
abtain a normal form for existential monadic second-order formulas (defining the "monadic
NP properties") in terms of finite tHing systems (representing :'automata"). Over "words and
trees, this extends to full monadic second-order logic. THing systems are appiie-d to give
convenient proofs of tbe following lower bounds: the class of existential monadic second- ..
order properties is not closed under complementation over diamonds (due to K. Reinhardt),
neither over pictures (Giammarresi-Restivo), and the mondic En-hierarchy over pictures is
infInite Uoint work with O. Matz).

Asymptotic Probabilities Critically

Jurek Tyszkiewicz (joint wark with Pawel Id~iak)

I argue that the present statc of tbe art in tbe theory of asymptotic probabilities is unsatis
factory, because there are essentially very fe\v known connections between separate results.
As a remedy I propose to develop a structural theory of asymptotic probabilities, based
on interpretations preserving convergence. Indeed, Ireport the faHure of the·fi~t.- attempt
to create such a theory, due to the unability to eIiminate all the trivialites. On the other
hand, the situation is not quite hopeless, as all classes of structures \vhich are convergence
immune (i. e., never have a convergence la\v) for L~w appear to be mutually interpretable.
So a kind of completeness cao indeed· happen.

Disclaimer: All the results have been obtained in cooperation \vith Pa\vel Idziak, hut the
opinions are mine and do not necessariJy reflect his opinions.

Adding For-Loops to First-Order Logic

Jan van den BU8sche (joint work with F'rankNeven, Martin Otto, and Jurek
Tyszkiewicz)

We investigate BQL and FO(FOR), two extensions of first-order logic with for-Ioops. BQL
was introduced by Chandra in 1981 as a variation of RQL, an extension of first-order
logic with while-Ioops (rather than for-Joops) introduced by Chandra and Harel in 1980.
FO(FOR) is the variation of FO{PP.P) where instead of a partial fixpoint operator we use
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an operator that allows us to iterate a fonnula exactly as many times as there are tuples
in the relation defined by some other formula (possibly with parameters). In contrast to
thc equivalence of FO(PFP) and RQL, it turns out that FO(FOR) is more powerlul than
BQL, precisely because of this ability of FO(FOR) to use parameters in the definition of
the relation tbat controls the number of iterations; this ability is not present in BQL. We
study tbe issue of nesting of for-loops both in BQL and in FO(FOR). It turns out tbat
nesting of for-loops matters; if we disallow it in either language we get a weaker language.
Again tbis stands in contrast to tbe situation in RQL and FO(PFP), where nesting of
while-loops does not matter as far as expressive power is concerned. We finally show that _
FO(FOR) is weaker than FO(IFP) (the extension of first-order logic with tbc inflationary •
fixpoint operator) extended ,vith counting.

Fragments of Linear Temporal Logic

Thomas Wilke

Thc talk is concerned ,vith tbe question ho\v fragments of linear temporallogic (interpreted
in finite linear orderings) can hc best characterized effectively. For the following fragments,
particular characterizations are presented.

1. The fragment \vhere ~~eventually in the future" is the only temporal operator one is
allowed to use.

2. The fragment ,,,here ~~cventually in thc future" and '~eventually in thc past" are the
only operators that one is allowed to usc.

3. For each n ~ 0, tbe fragment of future temporal logic whose formulas have nesting
dcpth at most n in tbc "until" operat.or.

These characterizations are in terms of structural properties of tbe syntactic semigroups
(minimal automata) associated ,vith tbe properties definable in tbe fragment in question.

Stahle Models with a Predicate

Martin Ziegler (joint work with Enrique Casanovas)

Let M be a (possibly infinite) L-structure. A subset A of M.gives rise to two new structures:

1. Tbe L(P)-structure (M, A), where tbe new unary predicate P is interpreted by A.

2. A with the induced structure on it, ,vbich consists of an n-ary relation {a E An I
M f= cP(a)} for each L-formula cP with n free variables.

The set A is said to be small if there exists an L-structure N and a subset B such that

1. (M, A) and (N, B) are elementarily equivalent and

12
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2. for every finite subset e of B every type over Be is realized in N.

Theorem. Let M be stable, A c M small, and assume A does not have the finite cover
property. Then (M, A) is stable.

This theorem generalizes the following theorem by Baldwin and Benedikt: If M is stable
and A is a small set of indiscernibles, then (M, A) is stahle. (See also the abstract of the
talk by J. Baldwin.)

This report was edited by Thomas Wilke.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT
OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 07/1998

Dirichlet Forms

15.02. bis 21.02.1998

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von N. Bouleau (Paris): 1\1. Fukushima
(Osaka): N. Jacob (l\·lünchen) und ~,L Röckner (Bielefeld) statt. Schon im '''or
feId der Tagung wurden neun Kollegen gebeten: einstündige Übersichtsvorträge
,·orzubereiten. (Diese sind im Bericht gesondert aufgeführt). Teilweise war der
weitere Ablauf nach einem Übersichtsvortrag workshop-artig organisiert: die
Beiträge waren also (kürzere) Vorträge und Ergänzungen zum Übersichts\'ortrag.
Natürlich gab es auch weitere: von Übersichtsvorträgen unabhängige Vorträge:
aber auch Kurzmitteilungen. Um die Kommunikation von Beginn an zu erleich
tern: wurde ein '~Conference Reading Room: l eingerichtet. Dort konnte jeder
Teilnehmer seine für die Tagung relevanten Arbeiten auslegen. Dieser "Confer
ence Reading Room:: wurde als eine große Bereicherung betrachtet und intensiv
genutzt: um auch unabhängig von Vorträgen Kontakte zu schaffen. Inhaltliche /
Schwerpunkte lagen bei den Themen

reflektierte, Dirichlet-Formen

• Dirichlet-Formen auf Fraktalen

• Dirichlet-Formen und Sobolev-Häume

• Geometrie und Analysis auf Pfadräumen

• Dirichlet-Formen in der mathematischen Physik

• nichtlokale Dirichlet-Formen und 'Pseudodifferentialoperatoren

• nichtsymmetrische Dirichlet-Formen und Verallgemeinerungen

• Dirichlet-Fonnen~ innere Geometrie und \Värmeleitungskerne.

Ein weiteres Ziel der Tagungsleitung war es: möglichst viele junge \Vissenschaft
ler zur Tagung einzuladen. Dies war dank der großzügigen Hilfe der Institut
sleitung auch möglich. Von den 49 Teilnehmern aus zehn Ländern muß man
zehn als prä-oder postdoc Studenten bezeichnen: weitere sechs \viirde man in
Deutschland als "frisch habilitierf' bezeichnen.
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(1)

Vortragsausziige

A. Übersichtsvorträge

N. BOULEAU

Interpretation of Dirichlet forms in terms of error calculus

By his Theoria combinationis (1821) Gauss has to be eonsidered as a faunder of
error ealculus. H U = F(X: Y: Z): ·and X~ Y: Z are erroneous with independent
errors of standard deviations 0'1: (12: 0"3: Gauss-supposing the eTTors are small-
gives the varianee of the expeeted error of U:

2 (8F)2 2 (8F)2 2 (8F)2 2
(1u = 8X (11 + 8Y 0"2 + az (13'

In eomparison to formulas given in textbooks in physics for t]:le error ßU of U
whieh is most often written

(2)

formula (1) has the great advanta.ge to be coherent: Le. if F = Cl ~Hl = G 2 oH2 :

then the error on Cl ° BI (X: Y: Z) is equal to the error on G2 ° H 2 (X: Y: Z) if
they are both computed by (1).
In my lecture I show that loea.l Diriehlet forms theory is a correct mathemat
ical framework to express Gauss: theory of errors. The errors are infinitesimal
Gaussian variables. This makes correet the problem of '~Gaussianness:: of non
linear images of such small Gaussian variables: and gives rise to coherent error
ealculus. This ean be done as weIl on infinite dimensional spaces as used for
stochastie processes.
This insight to Dirichlet forms leads naturally to three eonjectures: 1) on rep
resentation of the gradient of Lipschitz funetions: 2) about regularity of image
Diriehlet structures: and 3) about regularity of closable fanns on IRH.

D.FEYEL

Sobolev spaces generalizing Dirichlet spaces

Dirichlet spaces arose as natural functional spaces for potential and energy the
ory. They found their definitive form in the works of Deny: and Deny-Beurling:
with the introduction of eontractions working in a Hilbert functional spaee:
or equivalently the eonsideration of symmetrie semigroups of submarkovian
(pseudo)-kernels on a measurable spaee. At the opposite Sobolev spaces arose
when Leray, Sobolev: Nikodym were lead to the consideration of weak solution
of PDEs. After that: they were developed by many authors: in the same spirit:
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for obtaining a kind of weak differential calculus. ~;Iore recently: l\'Ialliavin sug·
gested the introduction of Sobole\' spaces on the \Viener space: thanks to a
generalized gradient (Sobolev aspect) and used it in the calculus of variations
in infinite dimension. This can be done also ~;th the help of the Ornstein
Uhlenbeck semigroup (Dirichlet aspect). This construction easHy and usefully
extends to an abstract \Viener space. In a more general setting: if HI ,2 =:: H,I,2 is
a Dirichlet space: one can define Hr,p for r E ~ P > 1 by complex inter/extra·
polation. Ir a carTe du champ exists (Kunita: Roth: !\·Ieyer): one can define
IVr,p as for Riemannian manifolds for r an integer and p > 1. The so--called
problem (H = 111): that is to know if Hl,p = H'l,p for every p (which implies
Hr.p = H,r,p for every integer r) was solved in tbe affirmative in many cases
(Calderon-Zygmund: I\'leyer: Serrin: BakI)··Emery...). For example this implies
the theorem of continuity of divergence. An other tool which natural]y arises
for Dirichlet and Sobale\' spaces is the notion of capacity. It was first defined
in the context of Dirichlet spaces: but usefully extends to the framework of
Sobole\' spaces: especially in infinite dimension (l\Ialliavin: Fukushima: Fey~l~
La PradelIe... ). All the preceding notions extend to the case of HHbert valued
functions and more generally to p-admissible space valued functions. This is in-"
,"oh'ed in studying regularity of solutions of SDE (l\'Ialliavin; Nualart: Feyel-La
Praclelle... ). This is also inroh-ed in the problem of density of the image-measure.
linder natural conditions: the law of an IR"-"alued Sobolev function defined on
the "·iener space: is absoluteI)" continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure
(Bouleau-Hirsch). There is a coarea formula "d la Federer:~ expliciting the den
sity (Feyel-La Pradelle). Sobole\' spaces on path spaces ,yere also studied (Fang:
Bakry: Ledoux) for problems of cun-ature: hypercontractivity. In an other field
of ideas: an other kind of definition has been proposed for Sobolev spaces by
Hajlasz. This kind of definition works on an arbitrary bounded metric space
endowed with a bounded measure: and extends the usual definitions for c1assi
ca1 cases (Riemannian manifolds). The advantage is that it aHows "ery simple
proofs of classical inequalities such as Poincar( Sabole,,: John-Nirenberg. All of
that: with the doubling property of Biro]j-~.fosco: seems to be encouraging for a
more general comprehension of h)"Poellipticity phenomena. ..~~~

M. FUKUSHIMA

Quasi-homeomorphisms~smoothness of signed measures and semi
martingale characterizations

\Ve are motivated how to understand the normally reflecting Brownian motion
on jj for an open· set D C IRd. There have been two different levels of approaches
to it: q.e. level approach (admitting exceptional sets of zero capacity in every
statement) and the everywhere level one (requiring every statement to bald for
any starting point X E D). Tbe latter one has been taken by Bass-Hsu (for
a Lipschitz domain): Beblassie-Toby (for a standard cusp) and by Fukushima·
Tomisaki (for a Lipschitz domain \\;th Hölder cusps). In this talk: I formulate
the first approach in greatest possible generality. For an open set D C IRd l
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let fIt (D) be the closure of CJ (]Rd) Iv in the space iI t (D). (tII}: fIl (D)) is a
strang loeal regular Diriehlet form on jj and the associated diffusion (Xt : P-x )

on jj is ealled a modified reflecting Brownian motion (AlRBA1). \Ve prove that
the 1'.1RBA! is a semi martingale (+ same integrability candition) if and onl)' if
D is a Caccioppoli set: namely: the partial derivatives of ID in the distribution
sense are signed measures. The key step in the proof is to show that the surface
measure arizing in the Gauss formula for a Caccioppali set is automatically
smooth: namely: it charges no set of zero capacity. This sort of assertion was
proved by Chen-Fitzsimmolls-\Villiams in a different setting by using astrang
FeIler property of the associated resolvent. Aetually their requirement of strang'
FeIler property can be weakened to FeIler propert)'. On the other hand; aceording
to my old result in 1971: any regular Dirichlet space (even any quasi regular
Dirichlet space) adrnits another regular Dirichlet space associated with a Rar
resolvent such that the underling spaces are related to each other by a capacity
preserving quasi homeomorphism. This means that we lose no generality by
assuming that a regular Dirichlet .space is of R.ay resoh'ent (3ond hence Feller
resolvent) a.s far as quasi rnotions are eoncerned. This is the way to prove our
main assertion.

W.HOH

On pseudo differential operators generating Markov processes

\Ye are interested in generators of l\·Iaikov processes in IRn. A natural propert)'
that characterizes those generators as far as a pointwise the<?ry is concerned: is
the positive maximum principle. This principle states that for Cl. linear operator
A: and a. function :..; in its dom3oiu: A;p(xo ) -:; 0: 30t a.n)' positi"e ma.ximum X o of
;po It is satisfied by generators .of l\Iarkov processes a.nd for generators of FeIler
processes it characterizes exactly the sub-l'Iarkodan property of the semigroup.
Now: by a result of Ph. Courrege an operator satisfies the positive maximum
principle if and only if it is a Levy type operator or: equivalently: a pseudo
differential operator

where the symbol p : !Rn X !Rn --t C has the basic property that for fixed x E IRn
the map { --t p(x: {) is a continuous and negative definite function. 'Ve call such
symbols negative definite. These symbols do not fit into any known symbol
c1asses: since they are in general even not differentiable w.r.t. the co-variable ~.

Also in the differentiable case they do not satisfy estimates of classical symbol
c1asses. Hence new techniques had to be developed. They rel)' in an essential way
on properties of negative definite functions: for instance on generalized triangle
and Peetre inequalities which are valid in this case. In the talk three different
approaches how to construet a process associated with -p(x: D) are discussed.
First a perturbation approach by N. Jacob generalizing Levy operators to the
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variable coefficient case. Next the process is constructed by solving the martin
gale problem. Finally a symbolic calculus was introduced: whieb is appropriate
for negative definite symbols: and used to find associated semigroups. In addi
tion: by several examples it is explained how properties of and estimates on the
symbol have immediate probabilistic implications for the process.

yu. KONDRATIEV

Fluctuations in continuous systems: classical and quantum aspects

'Ve discuss a concept of fluctuation spaces in statistical physics of continuous
systems. The microdynamics of Glauber type for interacting classical gas can be
lifted to macrodynamics of fluctuations. This lifting (as weIl as a construction of
microdynamics) uses the analytic apparat developed in aseries of papers by 8.
Albeverio/Yu.Kondratiev/~'1. Röckner. An analog(lUS result is also true inthe
case of interacting quantum gases. In the later case we use an EucIidean lQojJ
space representations for the corresponding temperature state of the system
eonsldered.

T. LYONS

Integration against Dirichlet processes

"·e discussed in war of suryey the results: first introduced by Zheng and Lyons:
(1988) Asterisque: whieh lead one to the construetion of a stochastie integral

f W 0 dX = (Al": + lllL.:)/2

where Al...·: iÜ...· are IP'~ martingales with respeet to forward and baekward fil
trations on path space: and )( is a conservative proeess associated to a Dirichlet
process (E: tL) and w is a one-form with values in L2 (p). \Ye then diseussed"
substantial irnprovernents to these results: initiated by Zheng and Lyons (Proc.
R.oyal 80c. Edinburgh) and eontinued in the recent paper with 8toica ,,,here we
consider starting the integral at a point (Wo) or letting the time go to infinity.
'Ye concJuded with our (Bass: Hambly: Lyons) main theorem extending the clas
sical 'Yong-Zakai theorem as folIows: Suppose (Rd: [: JJ.) is a Dirichlet proeess
(continuous paths etc.) and it has uniformI)" p-\ä.riation paths in the sense that

sup
x E support

t < 1

(this includes a substantial range of !vIarkov proeesses). Then denoting x1n
) to

be the piecewise linear dyadic interpolation of X and yen) to be the solution to
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then (providing j E Lip(p + eH the limit Y = lim y(n) exists and provides a
rneaningful solution to

dY = j(Y)dX.

The rnethods are frorn above: and also rel)" heavily on the "theory of rough
paths:' .

P. MALLIAVIN

Riemannian geometry on path space

(Based on Cruzeiro & lvIalliavin: J. Funct, Anal, (1996L Cruzeiro & Fang~ J.
Funct. Anal.(1997)~ Kazumi J, Funct. Anal. (1997): Fang JMPA (1998))
The Itö parallel transport defines on the path space IPmo (A1) of a Riemannian
ma.Il:ifold a parallelism given by a I-differential form e: defined on IPmo(AI)~

taking its values in HI ([0: 1]: IRd). The eoboundary d8 defines the structural
equation which ·ean be exaetly computed:

[Zl: Z2](t) = QZI (t)Z2 (t) - Qz~ (t)ZI (t) (*)

where z]: Z2 E H]([O: 1); JRd): Q:{t) = J~ n(odp: z): n being the eun'ature ten
sor of A1. This equation (*) allows to proceed toward the computations of in
finitesimal geometry: as preeise as the finite classical dimension analogue. A
\Yeitzenböck formula is established whieh leads to a full theory qf anticipath'e
stoehastic integral on A1. The infinitesimal generator of the Dri\'er-R.öckner pro..
cess on IP'mo(l\l) is explicitly computed.

U. MOSCO

Dirichlet forms and fractals

\Ve diseuss relations between "geometry:' and c:dynamics:: on struetures--like
fraetals-that enjoy self-similarity: i.e. invarianee under the action of N eon
traetive self-similarities 1j,'i; of the structure into itself. ?vIore specifically: relation
between invariant Lagrangians

/\'

dL:[u] = L Pi dL:{u . ti'il: Pi > 0
i=1

(1)

--as given in measure valued sense by the theory of Dirichlet forms-and in
variant quasi metrics

N

d2 (x:y) = LPi d2 (1j,'i(X)~1,bi(Y))
i=1

(2)

with some Pi~S as in (1).
\Ve mention connections \\ith subelliptie metrics of Heisenberg group type: "ge-
ometrie optics:~ metrics for Dirichlet forms: spaees of homogeneous type of har
monie analysis: and we describe:
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• volume growth of balls

• spectral asymptotics of \Veyl:s type

• Nash: Sobolev: John-Nirenherg and ~dorrey inequalities

• transition functions

Our conclusion is that - when focussed in the intrinsic Lagrangian metric-the
'tstrange~ dynamics of fractals is seen to he governed by "universaP: Euclidean
like laws: showing reduction of "dynamics:: to (effective) Lagrangian 'geometry:.

I. SHIGEKAWA

Comparison theorem and logarithmic Sobolev inequality

\Ve discuss the following semigroup comparison (or domination) of the forl)1'
InBI ::; e-·HTtllJl· Here {Tt}t~O is a semigroup acting on scalar functions: and
{~.h>o is a semigroup acting on vector-valued functions. In this talk: we con
sider ~. Riemannian manifold with boundary. {Tdt>o is a diffusion semigroup
with Neumann boundary condition and {t.}t~O is a ;emigroup generated by the
Hodge-Kodaira Laplacian dd· + d· d acting on ~forms. \Ve think of two kinds
of boundary condition for dd- + d* d: the absolute houndary condition and the .
relative boundary condition. \Ve generalize the \Veitzenböck formula and give a
sufficient condition for the semigroup comparison.
Combining the comparison theorem with the commutation theorem: "-e refor
mulate the Bakry-Emery criterion for the logarithmic Sobolev inequality.
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B. Weitere Vorträge, Beiträge in Workshops und K\ll"zmitteilungen

s. ALBEVERIO

Geometry of configuration spaces, poisson measures and quantum
fields

\Ve present a new approach: based on joint \vork with Yu. Kondratiev and ~II.

Röckner: to the problem of constructing quantum mechanics for infinitely man)"
degrees of freedorn (non relativistic and relativistie quantum fields). \"e start
out by recalling the approach to quantum mechanics via representation theory
of \Veyl eanonical eommutation relations (CCR) (tlkinematics"), together with
a representation of the Hamiltonian ("dynamics:'). \Ve relate this problem to
the representation theory of topological groups G aeting on a spaee with a G
quasi in\äriant measure. This leads to a natural extension to the study of the
eorresponding representation theory of \Veyl eommutation relations in infinite
dimensions. Both in finite and in infinite dimensions the Hamiltonian is given
as the classical Dirichlet operator associated with the quasi-inyariant measure Jl
whieh giyes the representation space L 2 (IJ.). \Ye mention the reaJilation of this
program in non relativistic quantum theory, with finitely resp. infinitel)" ma.n)"
degrees of freedorn as weH as in relativistic quantum field theory, where one has
to assure in addition a representation of the Poincare group in L 2 (Jl). The latter
problem has been soh'ed only in some models in space dimension 0, 1: but onl)"
partiali)" in space dimensions 2 and 3. Fo! r the latter we mention howe\'er a
recent breakthrough by GottschaJk; '''u and myself; where a. Ioeal relatiYistic
quantum field model with non trivial S-matrix has been constructed, by tools
somewhat related to the ones discussed in the second part of the lecture.
In the second part of the lecture we show how a shift of attention from the repre
sentation of CeR to the representation of 'current algebras: gave rise to another
type of development. The attention to 'eurrent algebras: was drawn particularly
in the late 60s through work in the relativistic domain by Gell-~·-Iann and oth
ers and in the nonrelativistic domain by Goldin and others. In this eonneetion
\\-e mention also work on the representation theory for the group of mappings
1'lap (AI; G) form a manifold 1\1 to a Lie-group G and for the groups of diffeo
morphisms of a manifold 1'1. Both groups representation have connections with
quantum fields: the former with relativistic (resp. euc1idean) quantum fields:
the latter with nonrelativistic quantum fields. \Ve explain in more details the
latter connection. For this we introduce a natural geometry and measure theory
on configuration spaces of paxticles moving on a (non compact) lliemannian
manifold. '''e then construct the tangent bundle tol the eonfiguration spaee~

the gradient and divergenee operation: and show their duality in the case of a
mixed Poisson measure (Poisson measure plays thus the role of a Hat measure
over infinite dimensional configuration spaces).
\Ve show how the 'NIV limit: of a second quantized quantum meehanical parti
cle system in a box can be described in terms of this measure. \Ve then extend
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all these considerations to the case of Ruelle:s measures describing Gibbs statcs
of c1assical statistical mechanics. 'Ve also discuss the relations with the repre
sentation theory of the diffeomorphism groups (and its semidirect product ",;th
the abelian group Co(A1): AI being the underl);ng manifold). \Ve elose \\;th
raising the question of a possible relativistic extension of these considerations.

D. APPLEBAUM

Levy processes in Lie groups and symmetrie spaces

Levy processes in Lie groups were first characterised ,ia their infinitesimal gen
erators by Hunt in 1956. 1\·lore recently they have been described as solutions of
stochastic differential operatios driven by Brownian motion and an independent
Poisson random measure. They can also be obtained as a limit (a.s.) of Brown
ian motions with drift interlaced with jumps. \Vhen the group G has a compact
subgroup K spherically symmetrie Levy processes in the symmetrie space Gi·i.
are projections of such process in G. In this context: Harish-Chandra:s theory
of spherical functions allows as to develop a Levy-Khintchine type formula orig
inally due to Gangolli. Finally: these ideas are extended to general Riemannian
manifolds.

R. BASS

Random walks on graphical Sierpinski carpets

In ,,"ork with ~I. Barlow: \ye consider random walks on a dass of graphs de
rived from Sierpinski carpets. \Ye obtain tIpper and lo"-er bounds (which a.re
non-Gaussian) on the tra.nsition probabilities which are: up to constants: best
passible. \Ye also extend some classical Sabole\" and Poincare inequalities to this
setting.

..z.-... ..-.,

M. BIROLI

Sum of Diricblet forms

Consider an open set n in RN: lV ;::: 2: that intersects the hyperplane {xn = O}:
and denote E = n n {XN = O}. Denote by D' the gradient in RN and by D' the
(tangential) gradient on ~.

Let a(u: v) be the Dirichlet form defined as

a(u:v) = In D'uD'vm(dx) +~ D'uD'vu(dx)

(m and (J are respectively the Lebesgue measure on n and on E). After a suitable
definition of balls v.;th center Xo E E: we prove an Harnack inequality on such
a type of balls for positive harmonics of (.). From the above result the Hälder
continuity of the harmonics of (.) can be easily deduced.
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V.BOGACHEV

Invariant measures of diffusions on manifolds generated hy Dirichlet
farms

The talk is concerned \vith the regularity: uniqueness and existence problems
for diffusion processes on finite and infinite dimensional manifolds. Connections
with weak solutions of elliptic equations are diseussed. Perturbations of gen
erators of Dirichlet forms satisfying weak Log-Sobolev inequalities are studied.
Related necessary or sufficient conditions for the compactness of the embeddings
of the Dirichlet spaees are described.

Z.-Q. CHEN

Fine properties of symmetrie stahle proeesses

In this talk: we give lower and upper bound estimates for Green funetions and
Poisson kerneIs of a symmetric o:-stable proeess X in bounded C·,· domains
in an: where 0 < 0: < 2 and n ~ 2. For this: an exact formula expressing the
Poisson kernel of X on a domain D with uniform exterior cone condition in
terms of the Green funcHan .of ~\.' in D is derh·ed. Using these estimates: we
proye that the 3G Theorem holds for X on bounded C·,· domains and that the
conditionallifetimes for X' in a. bounded C·,· domain are uniformly bounded.
Also given is a simple proof of the boundary Harnack principle for nonnegatiye
functions whieh are harmonie in a bounded C1.1 domain D with respeet to
the symmmetrie stahle process. \Ye then shot,," the conditional gauge theorem
holds for symmetrie a-stable processes on bounded C1.] domains in IRrt where
n ~ 2. Two of the major tools used to prO\'e this canditional ga.uge theorem
are lagarithmie Sobale" inequality and intrinsic ultraeantractivity. This talk is
based on the following two joint 'works with Renming Song.
[1] Z. Q. Chen and R. Song: Estimates on Green functions and Poisson kerneIs
for symmetrie stable processes. Preprint.
[2] Z. Q. Chen and R. Song: Intrinisic ultracontractivity and eonditional gauge
for symmetrie stable pl"OCeSSes J. Funct. Anal. 150 (1997): 204-239.

TH.COULHON

Upper and lower estimates for Markov semigraups kerneis

Let e- tA be a ~'Iarkov semigroup acting on L2(X: ~): where (X:~) is a measure
space. One charaeterizes ultracontractive bounds ofthe form lIe-tAIIt~Xl :::; met)
in terms of Nash type inequalities involving the Dirichlet form (AI: f). Optimal
sufficient eonditions for lower bounds on lIe-tAIIt~Xl are also given in terms
of anti·Faber·Krahn inequalities. These results are useful for the study of large
time behaviour of heat kerneIs on non-compact Riemannian manifolds: and their
discrete time analogue for random walks on infinite graphs.
[I) T. Coulhon: Ultracontractivity and Nash type inequalities. J. Funet. Anal.
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141 (1996): 510-593.
[2] T. Coulhon and A. Grigoryan: On-diagonal lower bounds for heat kerneis
and ~\'Iarkov chains. Duke ~Ilath. J. 89 (1997), 133-199.

L. DENIS

Product Dirichlet structure and applications to Poisson measure

\Ve consider an JR+ x Al -valued Poisson measure, where Al is a ver)" general
measure space. \Ve denote by Jl this Poisson measure and its compensator is

dt ~ dv. \Ve assume that Al = UAli with Ali n Alj = 0 for i # j and v(Ali ) <
·i=l

00 for an i. \Ve construct a Dirichlet structure (D, E) on L 2 (Hr, IF, P) where
(1-1/: IF: P) is the underlying space. \Ve have a criterion of density:

F.(detr{F) . P) «>"1: F E D l

where F is the '~carre du ehamp:: operator and >"1 is the Lebesgue measure.
Finally: we a.pply this to a stochastic differentia.l equation driyen by J.1.:

dXt = f(X,)dt + r g(~~s: m)/-L(ds'~ dln)
1M

with Xo = x: a.nd give a criterion of density for X,; t > O.

A.EBERLE

U niqueness and non-uniqueness of singular diffusion operators

liniqueness problems for (not neeessarily symmetrie) singular diffusion opera
tors on LP-spaces over finite and infinite dimensional sta.te spaces are discussed.
Here: ':uniqueness:: means that there exists at most one CO-semigroup on LP
(respectively onl)" one symmetric: sub-l\·larko,;an; etc.: CO-semigroup such th~t~

its generator extends the diffusion operator: "'hieh is apriori defined on aspace
of ::test functions::. It is demonstrated how non-uniqueness can be caused by
different effects related to boundaries: singularities; and infinite dimensional
phenomena. Several new uniqueness results: both for finite and infinite dimen
sional diffusion operators: are presented. Some of the obtained criteria in finite
dimensions are shown to be sharp. A new probabilistic "explanation:' for certain
LP uniqueness results \\;ll also be given.

M. HINO

Exponential decay of positivity preserving semigroups on LP

Let (X: m) be a finite measure space and p E (1: 00). For positivity presen~

ing semigroups which are also stongly continuons on LP(X: m): the follov:ing
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problems are discussed in this talk: existence of invariant measures and expo
nential deeay in LP sense. Sufficient conditions are given by introducing notions
of same hyperboundedness condition and some mixing eondition. Typical exam
pies are semigroups on a Banach space generated by - vav + (b~ v.)~ where the
Dirichlet form assoeiated with a diffusion part satisfies the logarithmic Sobolev
inequality: and a drift part b is relatively small.

F. HIRSCH

Two-parameter Bessel processes

In two papers (PTRF: 95): S. Song and myself introduced a general nation of
symmetrie multipararneter l'darkov processes and we showed that it was possible
to develop both probabilistic and analytic potential theories related to such
proeesses. In this talk (also based on a joirit work with S. Song) I consider the
problem of the existence of such a two-parameter process of whieh the transition
semi-groups are both equal to the Bessel semi-group on ~ of dimension d:
where d is areal number ;::: 2. The two-parameter process is obtained as a
one-parameter process in the path space of the Bessel process. This leads us to
introduce a Dirichlet form on the path space and to proye the existence of an
associated diffusion.

K. KUWAE

Reflected space for quasi-regular Dirichlet farms

The reftected Dirichlet space for quasi-regular Diriehlet fonns is representecl
by using of the Beurling~Deny deeomposition and the Le Jan type formula. for
energ)' measures of continuous: jumping and killing t:r-pe. The dosedness of (ac
tive) refleeted Dirichlet spaees is diseussed without using the first definition by
~;1. Silverstein (1974) and its characterization by Z. Q. ehen (1992). I also show
the maximality of the (active) reflected Dirichlet space in the dass of extensions
in the sense of Sih'erstein for quasi-regular Dirichlet forms. The maximality is
known in the ease of strongly loeal regular Dirichlet forms by Kawabata-Takeda
(1998) by use of Chen:s charaeterization. The uniqueness of extensions holds
if the l-capacities of aB balls defined by the intrinsic metric are finite and the
metric is square integrable with respect to the jumping measure. The consen'a
tiveness also assures the uniqueness.

A. DE LA PRADELLE

Stochastic processes and Sabolev spaces

\Ve give simplified proofs of the existenee of regular Gaussian proeesses (as
fractional Brownian motion) and a sharpening of the Kolmogorov lemma by the
use of fractional Sabolev spaces. {The improvement is in the use of veetor valued
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Sobolev spaces). \Ve get also a Kolmogorov-Ascoli lemma which says that if a
sequence X;'(w) of processes are uniformly a-Hölder in V(fl) and tends to X t
in LP for each t~ then xn tends to X in LP(f2: :Jß,P) (0 < ß < a) where :JQ,p
denotes a fractional Sobolev space. If fl = C([O: I)): JI. = the \Viener measure
and nrr,p(fl:p) the classical Sobolev space associated to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
operator~ we can replace the LP-norm by the lVr

,P.norm.to get stronger results.
As an application we extend the well-known support theorem which says that the
support of the image measure X(J,L) where X is solution of a certain Stratono
vitch S.D.E. (5) is the c10sure of its skeleton (the image of the Cameron-rvlartin
space by an O.D.E. naturally associated to (5» for the norm of the Banach
space carrying JI.. The support of the capacit)' Cr,p associated to lVr,p: is the
closure of the skeleton \\;th respect to the Q-Hölder norm (0 < 1/2). Tros is a
joint work with D. Feyel.

V. LISKEVICH

On the uniqueness problem for Dirichlet operators

The talk is devoted to the uniqueness problem in LP for operators associ~t~d
\\'ith classical gradient Dirichlet forms. New results are gh'en both for finite
and infinite dimensional cases. The latter has application to the uniqueness of
stochastic quantization processes for Euclidean quantum field theory in finite
,·olume.

Z.-M. MA

Stochastic dynamics on configuration spaces over free loop spaces'

This talk is based on my recent t\\"o joint works with Albeverio: Kondratiev and
R.öckner. \Ve introduced a metric on configuration spaces whieh deseribes the
topologieal structure of configuration spaees in a reasonable way. "oe deyeloped
also a generaJ procedure of lifting Dirichlet forms [rom downstair spaces .to
eonfiguration spaces. Under same minor eonditions one can check that the lifted
Dirichlet forms are quasi-regular and loeal. Henee one may construct diffusions
on configuration spaces "ia Diriehlet form theory. .-\pplying this mathematical
machinery we obtained stochastic dynamics on eonfiguration spaces over free
loop spa;ees; ha\;ng background from quantum mechanics.

I. McGILLIVRAY

Large time volUDle of the pinned Wiener sausage

Tbe form of the asymptotic expansion of the expected volume of tbe pinned
\Viener sausage for large time is given. The result is valid for dimensions d ~ 3.

v. METZ
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Homogenization on a fraetal

\Ve consider the Vicsek fractal E for three reasons: 1. It can be constructed by
s11ccessive cutouts from [0,1]2 similar to the Cantor discontinuum-this may be
,iewed as polluting the homogeneous material [0,1]2; 2. the usual construction
of a Dirichlet form on E by a converging sequence of discrete Dirichlet forms
on 'grids= is also polluted= this time by random weights on the edges (random
conductances); 3. it is known that E carries a one-parameter-family of different
homogeneours (pure) media (Dirichlet forms). Despite all these facts the usually
scaled renormalization map renders a sequence of discrete Dirichlet forms that
~losco-converges to a homogeneous one (a 'pure' one that is invariant under
the scaled renormalization map): if the expected effective resistance aeross the
cornerpoints of [0: 1]2 are finite. Under stronger assumptions on the effective
resistances and the conductances the corresponding rvlarkov chains converge
weakly to a ?\·larkov process that is defined by a 'pure= Dirichlet form.

G. MOKOBODZKI

Gradients des fonctions lipsehitziennes et formes de Dirichlet sur RP

1) On caracterise des mesures bornees 1n sur RP qui interviennent dans la COIl

jecture de BOULEAU et HIRSCH sur les espaces de Dirichlet par Ja propriete
(P) suivante
(P)-Pour toute suite (:Pn) C Cl (RP) verifiant
IIVipnll;,o :$ C pour tout 11, et limn-.X)I/'Pnll;,o = 0
-Pour tout champ de vecteurs: X E L2 (m, RP)
lim'L-'~C},;: VYfI)RP =0 au sens faible dans L2(-m)
La conjecture de BOULEAU et HIRSCH equivaut a. dire que les' mesures 112

verifiant (P) sont absoluement continues par ra.pport a la mesure de Lebesgue
sur RP.
2) On donne des applications des methodes ulilisees a la representation des
gradients des fonctions Lipschitziennes pour une large classe de mesures qui
contrölent les formes de Dirichlet sur RP dont le domaine contient Cl (RP)

A. NOLL

Capacity in Abstract Hilbert Spaces

,re introduce the notion of capaeity in abstract Hilbert spaces. It is proved
that the spectral shift of a self-adjoint operator which is subjected to a domain
perturbation can be estimated in terms of this capaeity. The obtained results
are finally applied to higher-order partial differential operators.

H. ÖKURA

Skew product, subordination and recurrence of symmetrie Markov
proeesses

14
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An explicit formula for the Dirichlet form of a subordinated symmetrie IHarkov
proeess is given: and it is also notOO that subordination presen"es eores of Dirich
let farms. Same global properties of subordinated AJarkov processes are also
studied. Especially: recurrence eriteria and global capacitary inequalities are
given. The recurrence criteria for subordinated processes are described in the
terms of rate /unctions: which have been introduced by the present author in the
earlier work on the recurrence eriteria for skew product of symmetrie rvlarkov
processE:S. Consequently: every recurrent symmetrie IHarkov pracess admits a
recurrence-preserving subordination. As a typical example: it is shown that the
process subordinated to the skew product process (BP>: Bi~:» by a ,B-stable
subordinator is recurrent iE and only if ß ~ 3/4: where E:1): B!2} are indepen
dent one-dimemsianal Brownian moUans: and l(t) is the IDeal time of B~l!) at
the origin.

H.OSADA

Gibbs measures on path space and related Dirichlet form
I construet infinite yolume (<p: ~')-Gibbs measure p. on IV = C(IR --t lRL where
t;? = ~(aJ and 'f/; = tj:(x: a) are free and interaction pair potentials: respectively:
cp is assumed to be

and
1,'(0.)/

esasEiup 1 + \a\q-2 < oc.

i'(x:a.) = p(x)'\(a) = p(lx\}'\(lal) satisfies p ~ 0:f pdx < OC;

P is decreasing: and ). is convex. 'Ve also prove t-he uniqueness oE transla.tion
invariant Gibbs measures when

kIXIP(X) dx < 00.

'Ve also give an exampJe of non-uniqueness when (*) does not hold. In the second
part of the talk: we eonstruet the classical Dirichlet form on L( IV Jl) and diseuss
abaut the spectral gap.

Y.OSHIMA

On the rectUTence of same time inhomogeneous Markov processes
and related topics

In this talk, we are concemed about a condition for recurrence as weIl as certain
ratio limit theorem of time inhomogeneous 1vlarkov processes (or ehains). Let

15



(ECt\ F(t»)t>o be a family of Dirichlet forms and M = (Xt, p(s,:z:») and MI =
(Xt:p(s,:z:») be the ~llarkov processes associated with (E(t): F(t») in the sense

p«(x; t: r.p) = 'P: 'VI{) E L2 (mtL 'V1/J E p(s).

\Ve define the recurrence of M in the following three senses;

(s) I$XJ Ic(Xt} dt = 0 or 00 a.s. pes: x):

(w) P(5.X)(crC < (0) =0 or 1:

(m) E(s.:z:) (Js:xJ Ic(Xt} dt) = 0 or 00.

\Ve give general criteria for the recurrence in (s) and (w) sense and apply it
to get a condition for (s)-recurrence of a diffusion process corresponding to
EU) (<;,: 'IjJ) = IRd v:p'v~{:r(t) dx on L2(dx) as weH as EU)(<;,: 'f/;') = IRI :p/1f-.1 p2(s: x) dx
on L2(p2(S: x) dx).
In the second part of this talk: we gh'e a weak yersion of a ratio limit theorem
of a time inhomogeneous (s)-recurrent i\Jarkov chain {pt (x: dy)}. It says that:
for suitable functions land g: the number of i such that

I
L vIl(x) Ii<j<k 0.(/)

;:~" v!g(x) - a(g) > E

for same k ~ "Tl is of smaller order than 'Tl with respect to same measure: where

1 n Ja(/) = lim -" fex) dmi(X)'
n-+:lO n L

i=l

J. PICARD

Applications of a duality formula on the Poisson space

'Ye explain hmv a duality formula on the Poisson space can be applied to study
the evolution of some interacting particles whieb are not moving but can appear
and disappear. In particular, we give conditions for the existence of reversible
measures and Gibbs measures.

M. PONTIER

Dirichlet forms on Poisson space

16



The aim of this work was initially defined with Axel Grorud: to obtain a simple
condition on a random variable L in order to enlarge the current filtration {:Ft }:

that is to say gt = n.>t:F. V u(L). The enlarged filtration 9 represents an
insider trader:s point of ,iew of the market. L is the insider trader:s antidpating
knowledge of the market: :F is the filtration of the prices. The first tool is a
Dirichlet form to study the conditional probability law of L given ft; then a
condition is given on L such that this probability law is absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure. Thus: Jacod:s hypothesis H' is satisfied:
and the seeond tool is Jacod:s result on enlargement of filtrations. Finally: the
initial enlargement of filtrations allows UB to compare:F and g-martingales. This
work does not present new results: but it eolleets kno\vn results by Bichteler:
Graveraux and Jacod and of Bouleau and Hirsch. A Dirichlet structure is buHt
on a Poisson probability space: and the link is done with a stochastie variations
ealculus of variation.

Z. QIAN

Harnack inequality for diffusion operators

In this talk: Ireport the joint work with D. Bakry (Toulouse: France) on Harnack
inequality. For an)" elliptic operator we mayassodate concepts of dimension and 
Ried curvature: and we establish several Harnaek inequaJi ties via dimension a.nd
a lower baund for the 'Ried eurvature. These are new when the lower bound of
the Ried curvature is positive: and are improvements of Li-Yau:s estimate for
negath'e curvature.
[1] D. Bakry and Z. Qian: Harnack inequalities on a. manifold ,,·ith posith-e Of

negative Ried cm'vature: to appear in 'Revista i\lath. Iberoarn:.

M.RÖCKNER

Rademacher's theorem on configuration space

\Ve eonsider a.n L2-\Vasserstein type dista.nce p on the configuration space rx
oyer a Riemannian manifold .Y: and we prove that p-Lipschitz functions are
eontained in a Dirichlet spac~ associated with a measure on rx satisfying some
general assumptions. These assumptions are in particular fulfilled by a large
dass of tempered grandeanonical Gibbs measures with respect to a superstable
lower regular pair potential. As an applieation we prove a criterion in terms of
p for a set to be exeeptional. This result immediately implies: for instance: a
quasi-sure version of the spatial ergodic theorem. \Ve also show that p is optimal
in the sense that it is the instrinsic metne of our Dirichlet form. Furthermore:
applications towards the development of a potential theory on rx are given.

C. SABOT
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Density of states and holomorphic dynamies in IFk : the example of the
interval [O~ 1J

'Ve study the asymptotic repartition of eigenvalues of a Brownian motion on
[0: 1J time-changed by a random time associated with a self-similar measure on
[O~ IJ (this is a particular example of a diffusion on a finitely ramified fractal).
'Ve show that this involves a meromorphic map on Pt. (the complex projective
space of dimension 2). This map is explicite and the study of its dynamics gives
non-trivial results on the structure of the density of states. Precisely~ we prove
that: at the exception of the usuaJ. Brownian motion '(where the change of time
is associated with the Lebesgue measure)~ the density of states charges no point
and its support is included in a Cantor subset of Il4. This is a natural extension
of the work of Rammal and Fukushima-Shima on the spectral properties of
the Sierpinski gasket. The main features of the method can be generalized to
a11 finitei}" ramified fractals but the study of the dynamics of the meromorphic
map is diff! icult in general.

R. L. SCHILLING

FeUer processes and function spaces

Let {Xdt~O be a FeIler process on IRn whose generator (A~ D(A» is a pseudcr
differential operator -p(x: D) with symbol p : !Rx IR ~ C. (Due to a result by Ph.
Courrege this will be the case if the test functions Cgo(JR'l) C D(A).) 'Ve assurne
throughout that p has bounded coefficients~ i.e. sUP:r Ip(x: €)I :$ c (1 + 1{12)~ and
satisfies the condition IImp(x:~)1 :$ CO Rep(x:~). \Ve show that under these
conditions

11

lim t- 1/>. sup 1.\'5 - xl = 0 or oe
1-40 5$1.

a..s. IFZ

according to ..\ > .ß~ or ..\ < 6~ where ß~: 6~ are thp. (polynomial) growth
exponents of the symbol p(x~~) a.s I~I ---t 00. Similar re. ults do hold for large
times t ~ 00. H B~.q(IR) is the Besov'space with parameters 0 < P: q :5 oo~ 8 > O~

we show that almost all (IPZ) trajectories

{IR 3 t ~ (1 + t2)-Jj/2 Xtvo(w)} E B;.q(lR)

wheneyer s > (* - 1)+: tL > ~ + i;: and S' max{p: q: .ß~} < 1 for all y E !Rn are
sa.tisfied. (Note that the latter result holds~ in particular: for Levy processes.)

B. SCHMULAND

Some exceptional sets in configuration space

The canonical Dirichlet form of Albeverio: Kondratiev: and Röckner is used to
find exceptional sets in the space of locally finite configurations on IRd. The
underlying probability measure is either a mixed Poisson measme or a Gibbs
measme associated with a superstable pair potential.

18



M. L. SILVERSTEIN

Suppose that absorption preceeds subordination

Suppose that you define a process on a subdomain D of Rn by subordinating the
absorbed Brownian motion on that domain. This differs from the usual absorbed
subordinated process in those jumps which correspond to time intervals when
Brownian motion exits and returns before killing.

S. SONG

The symmetry of a one-dimensional diffusion process and the Sieg
mund duality

'Ve propose to study the Siegmund:s duality problem for any one-dimensional
regular diffusion process using Dirichlet form theory. Let us reformulate Sieg- _
mund:s original definition: Let (Pd be the i\Jarkoy transition semigroup of a
regular one-dirnensional diffusion. 'Ve call Siegmund:s dual (A) of the semi
group {Pd the family of operators defined by the relation (b: Pt!) = (dPt (Tb]; f)
where f is a posith'e function: bis a bounded measure: and Tb is the distribution
function of the measure b...\Ye then prove that (Pd is a l\Iarko"ian semigroup:
S)'TIlmetric with respect to the measure ds(x): strongly continuous in L 2{ds). \Ve
give the exact domain of its generator. It happens that: if the generator of (Pd is
d':n 1; (with certain boundary conditions): the generator of (Pt) is 1s d':n (with
sorne boundary canditions). 'Ye have answered thus the Siegmund :s conjecture
for any regular one-dimensional diffusion proeess.

W. STANNAT

Generalized Dirichlet forms and applications

Let L be a nonsymmetric operator of type Lu = Lii aijOiOjU + Li bißiU on
an arbitraf)' open subset U ~ IRd . \Ve analyze L as an operator on L 1(U:JL)
where J.L is an inyariant measure: i.e.: apossibly infinite measure J1 satisfying the
equation L·Jl = O. \Ye explicitely eonstruct: under mild regularity assumptions:
a maximal solution (L: V(L» of (L: Cgo(U)) generating a .sub-~·Iarkovian Co
semigroup in LI (U: J-L). 'Ve completely characterize those cases in whieh there
exists exactly one maximal extension on LI (U: Jl). Our results imply in particular
that the generalized Schrödinger operator

is LI-unique in LI (Rd 1 cp2d,x) if and onl)" if the corresponding Friedrichs exten
sion is conservative. Using the theory of generalized Dirichlet forms which is a
new framework for the analysis of non-symmetrie differential operators on finite
and infinite dimensional state spaces extending the c1assical theory of Diriehlet
formst we construct associated diffusion processes.
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P. STOLLMANN

Loealization for random Diriehlet forms

Localization is a phenomenon occuring in disordered media and refers to pure
point spectrum in a. eertain energy region for random operators. 'Ve diseuss
this phenomenon for a family of Laplacians on random domains. Such models
are referred to as random quantum wave guides in the mathematical physics
literature. As apreparatory step, we prove Lifshitz asymptotics of the integrated
density of states. For our specific model, this requires a detailed analysis of
domain perturbations. This is joint work with F. Kleespies (Frankfurt/~/I.).

K. TH. STURM

Diriehlet farms and harmonie maps

In this talk: two problems and partial solutions related to generalized harmonie
maps between singular spaees were presented. The first problem is how to eon
struet a. reversible diffusion process X:t on a given metric spaee (Al: d). The
solut.ion consists in construeting a regular loeal Dirichlet forms as ar-limit of
certain non-loea1 Dirichlet forms defined in terms of the metric d and the re
versi ble measure m. The second problem is how to define and approximate the
energy of a map with values in a metric space N. This leads to the question
whether -hJE.,n [d2 (f(Xo), !(Xd)] as a function of t is always decreasing in t (ar
whether at least it converges for t ~ 0). Affirmative answers can be gh'en if
either Xi is Brownian motion on IRm (with arbitrary f: lv: d) or the spaee (1'1: d)
has nonnegative cun'ature (with arbitrary Al: Xi: J).

!vI. TOMISAKI

Superposition of symmetrie diffusion proeesses

Let us consider the following Diriehlet form:

E(11:V):= E+(u+:v+) + E-(u-:v-) + EI~h'-u:1'V)

u:v: E D(E) = {u E H 1(IRd ); r+U = 'Y-U = TU E F}

where (E+: B t (IR.~)) and (E-: H I (IR~)) are Dirichlet forms corresponding to
uniformI)" elliptic second order partial differential operator with Cl,~ coeffi
cients; r = {(Xl,"" Xd) E IRd j Xd = O}: and (Er ~ lFr ) is a Dirichlet form on
L2 (f} which eorresponds to an integrü-differential form of CI,~-class; u+ =
UIJ(d and u- = UIRd .'Ve then show that there is a Feller process associated
with (E~ D(E)). -

J. YING
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Perturbation of Markov semigroups

In the context af general :Markov processes: we introduee s~ca1led additive fune
tionals of Kato dass: and discuss the semigroup perturbed by them. The main
taols include bivariate Revuz measures and s\vitehing identity: whieb generalizes
the classical Revuz formular \Ve also take symmetrie ~'Iarkov processes as a spe
cial ca.se to discuss and formulate the perturbation of the associated Diriehlet
fonn.

T. S. ZHANG

Generalized Feynman-Kac semigroups, associated quadratic forms
and asymptotic properties

In this paper: we study the Feynman-Kae semigroup

where X, is asymmetrie Levy proeess and lVt is a continuous addith'e functional
of zero energy whieh is not necessarily of bounded variation. \Ye identify the cor
responding quadratic form and obtain large time asymptotics of the semigroup.
The Dirichlet form theory plays an important role in the whole paper.
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Group Actions on Manifolds
22.2.-28.2.1998

'['he present n1eeting is the latest of aseries of conferences on group ac
1.iOllS. St.a.rting froIn the 1967 meeting on Transformation. Groups at Tulane,
t.herc have been silnilar conferences in the last three decades under perhaps
slightly different headings such as "Transformation GI~OUpS" 01' "Group Ac
tions on l\1anifolds" ~ hut always within the same theme. For example, at
Oherwolfach in the 80's there was a meeting organized by tom Dieck, Hans
pf't.er Kraft, and Ted Petrie on "Algebraic Group Actions".

SOlne 26 lectures were delivered 00 topics of current ioterest: differentiable
Cl.lld topological group actions, geometrie structures on manifolds, symplectic,
aJgebraic anel hololnorphic actions. Clearly progress has been made on many
fronts. For exalnple, surgery theory has bypassed the formidable restrietion
on "Ga.p Hypothesis" and has made effective use of control topology tech
Iliques as in the talks by Connolly, Schultz, Pawalowski, and Pedersen. In
addit.ion there is also the renewed interest in the Seifert manifold construc
tiOll which is evident in the work of F. Raymond, K.B. Lee, P. Igodt, W.
lVla.Ifait, P. !\1azaud, and others.

Sören IlJolan
Ronnie Lee
Fra.nk Raymond

(Orga.nizcrs of the conference)

1
The folJowing abstracts a·re in chronological order.
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Seifert fiberings
(Frank Raymond)

Seifert fiberings are a generalization of the classical Seifert 3-dimensional
fiberings .f : 1\113 --+ B, B a surfaee, where I- l (b) = 8 1

, für every bEB.

Locally .f is the orbit mapping

/-1 (N(b)) = (51, SI xZ
n

D 2) --+ N(b),

where N(b) is a disk neighborhood of b. The generalization replaces S· with e
a. connected Lie group G modulo a lattice r in G, (i.e., 8 1 = R/7l t--t c;/r).
7r.{ 1\1) is replaced by a discrete group 7r acting properly on a principal Gf_
huodle P over aspace W. The group 1r normalizes the left translationaJ action
€(e:) on .P, anel contains r as anormal subgroup. There is indueed a Q action.
((2 = rr Ir) on vf! which we assume to be proper. These assuolptions inlply
that the projection P --+ W defines a map f : P/1r --+ W/Q. The C; fibers
of P descend to "fibers" of the map f. Each fiber f-l(b) is the quotient of
C;Ir by the action of a finite group acting affinely (in a natural way) on C;Ir.
"Vhen the finite group is trivial, f-1(b) is called a typical fiber, otherwise a
singular fiber. The entire construction is called a Seifert Constrllction.

Theorenl (P. Conner, K.B. Lee, Y. Kamishima, D. Wigner, F. Ra.YlTIOnd).
Let 1 --+ r --t 7r --+ Q --+ 1 be any extension whe1'e r is a lattice i'n a connec
fed co·tnpletely solvable Lie group G or a lattice in a semi-si7nple Lie group
without norntal conlpaet or 3-dimensional faetors. Suppose Q aetH properly
on a reasonable space W. Then we can construct a p1~oper action of 7r on
Gf x ,,1/ which normalizes the left translations 01 G on G x W. The ind'llced

'tnap
f : (G x W)/1r --+ W/Q

is a SeifeTt fibering. Furthermore) the construction) called an injective SeifeTt
C:onst1'1tction, satisfies a strong uniqueness and rigidity properties.

SOlne typical applications developed by P. Conner, K.B. Lee anel F. Ray

nl0nd are:

1. a) All infra-nilmanifolds are obtained this way (f a lattiee in C;, vv a

point, and 1r torsion free).

b) Any two infra-nilmanifolds with isomorphie fundamental groups are affi
nely diffeomorphic.
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2. (,tcnn/.eITie 'realization of group actions: Let !vI be an infra G-mauifold
wherf' (; i::; cotnpletely solvable. Suppose 'ljJ : F --t Out(7rt(M)) is a hOIllO

1l1orphisll1. Then there exists a lift ;j, : F -4 Aff( M) such that 'ljJ is the
cOlllposit.e F -4 Aff(M) --t Out(1rt(M)) if and only if there is an extension
I ~ rrd A'/) -+ E -4 F ~ 1, which realizes the abstract kernel t/,.

3. Restric.ting p : Q -4 TOP( W) to more geometrically defined subgroups
of TOPP,V) still yields injective Seifert Constructions. But now (G x ltV)/7r
iJlhe!'its sorne of the geolnetry from the subgroup of TOP(ltV). For exanlple, if
fJ defi Ilf'S a. Sillooth a.ction on a smooth W, then the construction can be done
srlloot.hly anel the theorenl holds in the smooth category. Various versions
also pxist. for thc R.ienlannian anel holomorphic categories.

Affille structures on nilmanifolds
(Dietrich Hurde)

111 ..his talk we gave a.n overview of the questions and problems in the
t.lwol'y of a.ffinely anel projectively flat Inanifolds and affine crystallographic
grollpS. 111 pa.rticular we discussed questions of J. Milnor anel L. Auslander on
flllldainental groups of c0l11plete affine manifolds. We started with examples
01" a.ffine nlanifolds and thc question of existence of affine structllres. We
disClrssed sonle weil known conjectures, anlong them the following oues:

Chern-Conjecture (19.55) The Eulel' characleristic of a closed affine 1na
nifold vanishes.

Markus-Conjecture (1962) A con!pact affine n!anifold is compleie if and
only 'if it. i8 uuiJrlodular.

A uslander-Conjecture (1964) The fundanl.ental group of a complele com
pud. (J~ßi-nF;. 'Inanifold is virlually polycyclic.

All coujectures are open, including Gromov's question on the L2-Betti
Illll11bers, except for a few special cases. In 1977 Milnor asked the following
question:

Milnor 's Question (1977) Does evel'y solvable Lie group Gt admit a complete
lefl-i1Jva·,'innl affine struclure?

ff yes, t.hen c:/r with r discrete would be a complete affine manifold with
fllndanlcntal group r. The question became a fatnous conjecture. It had a
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very interesting history with many "proofs". Finally, Benoist gave a counter
exalnple, as weIl as Grunewald and lnyself. There are filifornl nilpotent Lie
groups without any left-invariant affine structure. The only known exanlples
a.re 01" dilnension 10 a.nd 11. This implies that there are niltnanifolds with 110

aJfine 01' projective structures.

Thc counterexarnples rely on the fact that a sharper version of Ado 's
1.Iworellt does not hold: there are nilpotent Lie aJgebras g whic1. da Bot ho.ve

Cl.uy fa.it.hful g-nlodule of dimension dirn g + 1. A positive result holds for
classes ·of filifonn nilnlanifolds of dilnension 11. ~ 12 which corresponds to
("crta.ill irreducible cOlnponents of the variety of nilpotent. Lie a.lgcbr~.s. 'fhf.'
a.ffine st.ructure in this case is induced by a certain extension propr.·rt.y. Ld, g
hc-' tohe Lie algebra of the filifonl1 nilpotent Lie group (;. Ir there is a. cp.llt.ra.)

extension 0 ~ J( ~) ~ ~ ~ 9 -t 0 with a higher-dilnensional filifornl Lic
a'gebra fJ~ then Gl/r is an affine nihnanifold. The extensiolJ exists ifr t.herf> is
Cl. 2"cocycle w E IJ'2(g, C) which is nonzero on J(g) /\ g.

Equivariallt CIIOW rings of SL(2)-enlbeddillgs
(Lucy Moser-Jauslin)

'rite equivariant Chow ring was introduced by Edidin a.nel Graharn as
an aJgebl'aic analogue of the equivariant cohomology ring. More speicifically,
cOllsider a.n algebraic sl1100th complex variety }{ endowed with an action
01' Cl. r~ductive grotlp Ci. Oue can study the equiviariant cohonlology of .\' ~

hut this ca.u be difficult, since it is not necessarily generatecl by algebraically
defincd objects. The equivariant Chow ring is generated by classes of closed
subvarieties of an a,lgebraic variety, and it is therefore aJgebraically defined.
In this ta.lk, I discuss two cases in which the two rings are isolllorphic: (1)
s1l1oot.h cOlllpact toric varieties, and (2) smooth compact L(2, C)-elnbeddings. _
I discu::;s SOll1e general results about Chow groups for torus actions due to •
lVI. Brion. Then for the 2 cases above, I discuss how the equivariant Chow
ring can be calculated.
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Rigidity and classification of actions of semisilllpie Lie
groups and their lattices

(Ralf Spatzier)

'rltis is a survey of recent progress on actions of a semisiluple Lie group G
withollt. conlpact factors and its lattices r c G on compact manifolds. While
g(,ll(-~ra.l actions of such groups are ilnpossible to classify, such actions seenl
1.0 be ra.re uuder faidy weak additional topologieal, geolnetrie 01' dynamical
<t."istlillpt.ions.

Luw dimensions: Conjecturally, a11 actions of lattices in low diluensions
a.re via. finite groll ps. Wit.te for the circle, Farb-Shalen for real analytic actions
Oll t.lH~ circle~ surfaces and 3-manifolds and Weinberger for actions of SL(n, Z)
Oll t.ori Ita.ve partial results. '''~..

VoIUll1e preserving actions: Zinlnler shows that such actions always ad
lllit. 1l1CaSlll'ahie framings which essentia.lly transfofln according to a linear
repn>:.;entation for the alnbient group. Katok-Lewis and later Benveniste con
st.rl1c1. cXeunples which are not affine algebraic, are Gromov rigid and admit
defo 1'111at iuns.

Topological obstructions: For engaging actions, Lubotzky and Zimlner
show t.hat. t.he i Ina.ge of the fundalnental group of the manifold under a linear
rcpn-'s0n1.at.ion is s-aritlunet.ic.

LocaJ rigiclity: Mal'gulis and Qian show that the affine algebraic actions
<-He locally rigid provided the linear part of the action does not sHlit off
t.he t.rivial representation as a factar. Kanai and Katok-Spatzier prove Ioeal
rigidit.y of t.he projective actions of uniform lattices. Cartan actions: Goetze
alld Spat.zier show that they are always affine algebraic.

Affine stl'l1ctures: Zinlmer, Feres and Zeghib show that alllow dinlensional
affine actions are affine algebraic. For complete affine connections on compact
COIlIlf'ct.ed lnanifolds~ Szaro shows tha.t a non-trivial affine 8L(2, IR) action
Ca.IlIlO1. fix a point.
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A cOlltrolled end theorem for stratified spaces
(Frank ConnoIly)

Let .r be a locally compact ANR, finitely filtered by dosed sets

Let. A be a. closed set in }(, which is tanle (in a stra.tified sense). ASS11lne

lha.!. .\. - A is a Inanifold-stratified space in the sense of F. Quinn (essentially
this aSSlllnes that each stratum Xk := ~\,"k - ..Xk

- 1 is a k-diluensiona.l Illani
fold, allel that strata fit together neatly). Then A adnlits a. stratified Inap

ping eylillder neighbourhood in ~Y iff a singleobstruction I.(~\",A) va.nishes.
,.(.\", A) = L~l 1'iC'-', A) and li (.)(, A) lies in a localization 01' thp. cOHtrolled
./{o-group, KO(.\'"i-l UA i ,p)(Ai), where p : Holink( ..l[i, .\-z"-1 U Ai) -4 .\-i-l U Ai
is projection.

An ahnost in1111ediate corollary of this result is Cl. good t.heory of open
regula.r neighbourhoods inmanifold stratified spaces.

Hololllorphic actions of compact Lie groups Oll <cu
(Frank Kutzschebauch)

Tlic t.alk was centered around the following probleIn:

HololTIOrphic Linearization Problem: Let J< ~ Aut(cn) be a. cOlnpa.ct
subgroup of the hololuorphic automorphism group of cn. Ca.n one c.onju
ga.te this subgroup by a single automorphism into the genera.l linca,r group
C.,'Ln(C) C Aut(C~L i.e., is every hoiomorphic action of a C0111pact grou)) on
<cu linearizable?

Besides Cl. short introduction about holomorphic autoITIorphislllS of <C7t anel
_a.n overview aver the positive results concerning holomophic linearization I
sketched the n1ain idea for the proof of the following theorem which is a joint
work with Harm Derksen.

TheorelU. Let ]( be a compact Lie group (not the trivial group). Thcn lhere
f.:l:ists an lV such thai for all n ~ N thel'e is a nonlinearizable effectivc n.chon
0/ /{ on <en by holo1no1'phic transformations.
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Torus bundles over lens spaces
(Jim Davis)

'rhis is joint work with W. Lück. Let T ~ E ~ L be a torus bundle
ov~r Cl. leus space, so that Irrl LI is an odd prin1e and rr has a section. (For
pxalnple. given an action of Zp on .zn, let E := Tn xZ

p
Bk.) We cIassify

0.]] dosed Jnanifolds in the hOluotopy type of E, assuluing the isomorphisßl
('onject.llre of Farrell-Jones. We cIassify h-cobordisms with fundamental group
r = 7ft E and stable ison10rphism cIasses of finitely generated projective Zf
1l1odules. \"ie prove thc stable positive curvature conjecture for manifolds
with fundanlental grou)) r.

POIYIIOlllial structures fot polycyclic-by-finite groups
(Karel Dekimpe and Paul Igodt)

A grollp C; has a. polynonlial structure if it adlnits a faithful representation
(l : (; ~ P(IRU) l11aking it acting properly discontinuously and with compact
quotiPllt G\lR 71

• P(lR U
) stands for the group of all polynomial diffeomorphisms

01" IR". \\Te prove thc following theorems:

Theorenl 1 (!\train Cohomology Vanishing Theorem). Let r be polycyclic
by-.findc and p : r ~ P(RK ) a polynomial structure, which is compatible to
(/ .'/;'11("'11 lor8ion-frec filtration f o = 1 C f 1 c r2 C ... c rc c r c+1 = r 01
('ha'l'ac!r'ri8Iü' $llbgroups such that rj/rj_1 ~ Zk, (1 :::; i :::; c) and ~/rc is
jil1il.r (1\" = Li=1 k;). Then, fOT every 1norphism ifJ : r ~ Gl(k,Z), dfi=d, fOT
all j ~ I.

lf~xp(r,P(IRK
, IR k

)) = O.

(P(IRK.IRk
) isl.he vectorspace ofpolyno1nial1nappingsIR/\ ~ IRk and bec01nes

fl I'-nloduif by: V;c Er: V).. E P(IR h-, IRk ) :x ).. = lj>(;x) 0 A 0 p(x )-1.)

Corollary. Evcry polycyclic-by-finite group admits a polynomial structure,
I.(/k;ng i/8 ünage in a blocked Joncquiere group J.

Definition. F01' fixed n-tuples 0/ positive integers, K = (k}, , kn ) and
!A.' = (~'l." ','wn ), wc define the (K,w)-weight of a mon01nial x~.lil X~.lk:J ...
••• ;I":~~~.l ••• :Z;~:k=n as Li=1 L7~1 WjO'i,j. The (K.,w)-weight 0/ a polynomial is
I.hc 'lna.xin1-1l1n 0/ Ihr weights 0/ its mono1nials.
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Theoren12. Fi:r,,: == (k1 , ••• ,kn ) andw == (Wl"."Wn ). Let P Ii •W bc t.he

8'llbsd 0/ J, cortsi.5ling 0/ fhe diffeo111,orphiS'lns 01 IR.kl+·..+kn bring 01 the form

Pn(Xl,l, ,Xn,kn )

]Jn-l (:rl,1, X n -l,kn _ 1 )

1J2(Xl,l, , :C2,k2 )

P1 (;r.1 ,1, ,Xl,k1 )

w-ith !t· E GI(ki , Z) and qi 01 (""w)-weight ::; Wi· Then, P/,\.vJ is fl jiUl:t.r: ,li
·In('.",8i.O'llO'/ Lic-81lbgroup 0/ J.

Theorenl 3. For cvery jinüely generated s'llbgro'lljJ r 0/ ablocker! .]oucquie.rc
yroujJ .J 0/ type (1.: 1 , ... ,Itn ) there e:rist w = (w], .. . ,u..'n) such that r 1~8 CO'll.

tainul ·in Ph.W' Thi.5 hnplies thai r is 0/ bounded deg·rce.

Corollary. Every ]Jolycyclic-by-finite group r admits a bouTI,ded dfgree. po/y
uon/ia/ st.r'llct.ure p : r ~ p ~,W, for some f\. and w.

Now that it is known that polycyclic-by-finite groups do not always acllnit
an affine struct.ure (a probleIn originally posed by.John l\1ilnor in 1977 (Adv.
ß1ath.), a.llel 1'01' which even nilpotent counter-exarnples have been fOHnd in
1.h<:' early 90's), this PK,w-setting states the best general type positive answer
so rar for this problen1.

\Vf.' present several elelnents giving evidence for the fact that the grollps
P fi.W (night be good alternatives for the group of affine transforn1ations.
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Group actiollS, genus illequalities alld 4-dimensional
surgery

(Dariusz Wilczynski)

A gell11s inequality, such as the acljunction inequality for exanlple, provi
des il. lower bound for the genus of an eOlbeddecl surface in CL 4-dimensional
Inanifold. In this t.alk, we discllssed certain generalized Rokhlin inequalities
Cl.lld rela.ted thenl to t.he topological surgery problem in dimension 4. The
1a.t.1.f'1' ösks if the topological surgery sequence is exact for a (compact) 4
1l1allifold with any (finitely presented) fundanlental group.

Dillleilsioll theory over finite von Neunlallil algebras
and applications

(Wolfgang Lück)

\,V(' deHne für arbitrary 1110dules over a. finite von Neumann algebra A a
dillH'llsion t.aking values in [0,00] which extends the classical nation of von
NC'lllnann dinlcnsion for finit.ely generated projective A-modules and inherits
all its useflll properties such as Additivity, Cofinality and Continuity. This
allows 1,0 d~fine J}-Bett.i nunlbers for arbitrary topological spaces with an
iutioll of Cl. discrcte group r extending the well-known definition for regular
covf'rings of conlpact Inanifolds. We show for an anlenable group r that the
p-th 1.1 -Betti nUJllber depends only on the Cr-Inodule given by the p-th sin
gular hOlnology. Using t,he generalized dimension function we detect elements
in (,'o(Cr), provided that r is amenable. We investigate the class of groups
for ",hieh t,he zero-th and first L2-Betti numbers resp. all L2-Betti numbers
vanish. \,\fe study L1_ Euler characteristics and introduce for a discrete group
r it.s Burllside group extending the classical notions of Burnside ring and
lJul'llside ring congruences for finite r.

Illvariallt llleasure and the Euler characteristic of
projectively Bat manifolds
(Kyeonghee Jo and Hyuk Kim)

Let A1 be a projectively Rat manifold. Then it has a developing pair
which is an equivariant Inap from its universal covering with fundamental
grollp action into IRpn with the corresponding holonomy action. Suppose
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tha.t. Lhere is a. probability measure A on IRpn which is inva.riant under the
holononlY a.ction. Then we can show that a Ineasure I.l is induced on lvI frOlll
..\ by the holonol11Y invariance of A, and the following theorenl holels:

Theorenl. Let 1'\1 be an eve'!'t dirnen,sional closcd projeclively f"af. IItan.ifalrl
ftnd A be a holonolny invariant· finitely additive probability Bore! UlCnS'Ilr(: on
IR 1")11. Tlten the Eu/er characteristic 0/ M is equal 10 It( A1), 'whcl'c It if:i thf'
m,('(L.;;;urc on lvI induced fronl A.

Dur study has been n10tivated from the effort t.o reso]vp. ehern 's conjec- _
ture: ~'Closed affinely Hat nlanifolds have vanishing Euler characterist.ic." As a. •
corollary of the theoreITI we show that the conjecture is true if the holonolny
grOll}) 01" the affinily Bat manifold has an invariant probability 111eaSurc. 1'hi5
gellcra.lizes the earlier resltlts for the amenablc case and thc radiant case.

Fixed point sets of snlooth actiolls of finite Oliver
groups on spheres

(Krzysztof Pawalowski, joint work with Masaharu Morillloto)

A finite group C; is called an Oliver group if there is no sequence of nonnal
subgroups P ~ H ~ C; such that P is a p-group, H / P is cyclic, and C;/1/
is Cl q-group for two primes p and q. A finite nilpotent group is aB Olive]'
group if a.nd only if G has three or more noncyclic Sylow subgroups. Evcry
finite llonsolvable (in particular, nontrivial perfect) group is an Oliver grou)).
Für a. finite group G" let P(G) denote the family of all prilne power order
sn bgroupl:i of C;.

Theorenl A. Let Cf be a finite nilpotent Olive1' grottp. Let IvI be fl closed
snloot.h 'm.nniJold. Then there exists a smooth action oI G' on a 81Jhe',.c S' s'lteh
I/ud S'G = NI and sP # M f01~ each P E P( C;) ij and only i/ A1 is stably
camplex, if (md only il there exists a smooth action 01 G on a disk D snt:h e
I/ud [JG = IvI.

Theorenl B. Let. G be (L finite nontrivial peljeet gl'O'Up. Let Ivl be (l Cl08f:d
8'171,00111 'Inanifold. Then there exists a S'lnooth action 0/ C; 0'11. a sphe.re 5' s·uch.
Ihnt 8(; = 1\4 and sP # M f01' euch P E P(G) i/ and only il thcTe e:risls fl

8111.00th action 0/ (; on a disk D such that D G = M.

The question of which smooth manifolds' occur as the G'-fixed point sets
for Sl1100th actions of G on disks has been answered cOlllpletely by Bob Oliver
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['ropology 35 (1996), pp. 583-615] in the case where C; is a finite group not of

prill1e power order. In the case where C; is of prinle power order, the answer
goes back to LowellJones [Ann. ~1ath. 94 (1971), pp. 52-68].

HOl11eOl110rphic representations
(Erik Peclersen, joint work with lan Han1bleton)

L<,t C' :== (.',. be a cyclic group of order 11. alld consider 2 C;-representations
writ.t.en as \/i f!7 H/1 and "2 EB I,V2 thal are equivariantly hOlneonl0rphic. It is
df'IlH:'Iüary t.hat we then have Vi EB '"'VI .......+ V2 EB W I , and the problelll can be
t.rallslated t.o a. problen1 in bounded surgery. VVe da get S(Vi)/G ~ S(V2 )/G
so t.his deterIllines an elenlent 0' E J(S( V2 )/G). Consider the diagraf!l;~.~

[S(V2 )/G, F/Top]

1

where the lower seql1cnce is the bounded Sl1rgery exact sequence due
to FPIT'y~ Peclersen and Hanlbleton. This shows that if the transfer on L
groups is 0 we get a silnilarity. Using this technique we recover and sometimes
corrf'et, all known facts on homeomorphic representations in the literature..
Tile 111t.inlaü:, result wc obtain is t.hat honleomorphislllS of representations of
fillite cyclic groups are determined by the Reidemeister Torsion. .....

Topological 1110dels and collomology of Galois groups
(Alejandro Adern)

\Ale conlpute the cohomology of certain Galois groups which are deter
1l1ined by the \-\Titt ring of a field F of characteristic =I 2. Properties and
explicit. COll1putations were discussed. This is joint work with J. Minac and
D. I~aragueuzjan.
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Multiplicity-free Hamiltonian actions and spherical
varieties

(Dominique Luna)

Let G be a complex reductive grotlp anel J( a nlaxinlal conlpact subgroup.
. 1 tried to explain the relations which exist between Hamiltonian actions of 1\#
ancl algebraic actions of G (in particular between multiplicity-free Halnilto
nian actions and spherical varieties). I mentioned briefly the definition (anel
role) of wonderful varieties.

See also: "Toute variete magnifique est. spherique ''', Transfonnation
Groups, Val. 1, no 4 (1996)

Manifolds with little SYIUmetry
(Volker Puppe)

The relation - obtained from P. A. Smith theory - between the n1lllti
plicative structure of the cohomology of a manifolcl anel the possible fixed
point sets of Z/p-actions on it can be used to show the existence of elosed
~ilnply connected manifolds, which do not admit effective orientation preser
ving actions of finite groups. Furthermore, for a certain class of 6-dinlcnsionaJ
Inanifolds (i.e. closed simply connected spin-manifolds with H 3

( -) = 0) it
is shown that the subset consisting of those lllanifolds which adlllit effective
Z/p-actions for infinitely many primes p, has density zero (with respect to
a certain density function). Similar arguments can be applied to prove that.
~lnost' Z2-cohomology types of closed 3-dimensional manifolds are represen
ted by manifolds, which do not admit any non trivial involution.

The further ainl is to get analogous results for higher dinlensionallnani
folds. One might expect that the following holds. Let M 2k be the dass of
rational coholTIology types of closed simply connected 2k-dimensional nlani
folds, such that Heven( -; '0), as an algebra, is generated by H 2

(_; Q). Then
for 'lnost ' elements in M 2k a representing manifold does admit an effective
Z/p-action for at most finitely many primes p; in particular, it does not adlnit
an effective SI-action. Certain steps in this direction are done.
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Expallding InapS Oll homogeneous infra-nilmanifolds
(HyunKoo Lee and Kyung Bai Lee)

Let, A4 be a compact differentiable olanifold. A C1-endomorphisol f
Al -+ A-1 is expanding if for some Riemannian metrie on Ai there exist c > 0,
..\ >I such that IIDfmvll ~ c).m /lvII for all v E TM and all integers 111 > O.
It. is known [GroolOV] that any expanding endomorphisnl of an arbitrary
cOlnpact. Inanifold is topologieally conjugate to an expanding endonl0rphism
01" an infranilmanifold.

Vv'p are c.oneerned with the converse. It is known that every flat manifold
(lchnits an expancling endolTIorphism. There are counter exalnples of nilpo
teilt. Lif> algebras which do not admit an expanding endomorphism, showing
that. t.he existence of expanding endonl0rphisms does not hold for general
(i 1I fra) nil [nall ifolds.

\Vp say t.hat ..c is a /1'ee Lie algebra 0/ rank r if there exist r elements
'\-1 ~ .\"l~ ... ~ .\·r E ~ whieh generate ..c as algebra,and which elljoy the follo
Willg llllivf'rsa.llllapping property: any funetion from the set {)[l, .\2,"', .~r}

1.0 a.ny a.lgebra ~ extends to a unique algebra homonl0rphisol ..c --+ (8.

O('fine t.he ideal ..ci, i = 1, 2, ... of .e as folIows:

('I _ (l,.""", -AwJ.,

All idea.l J of ~ is hOl1~ogcneolls if thc veetor space Jis isomorphie to the
dir('ct. Stlll) of (J n ~i)/(J n ,ei+l), i = 1,2, .. '. We shall say that a Lie algebra
~ ;8 lunnogenCOllS if Q) is isomorphie to r,/J with ,e free and J homoge~~ous.

A nilpotent Lie a.lgebra is called /ree if J = .er for some r; this is, it ~is of
thf' fornl 12/J2". A nilpotent Lie group is homogeneous if its Lie algebra is
hOl nogeneous.

All infra-nillnanifold is the quotient of a conneeted, simply eonnected
nilpotp.lü Lie group C,' by a discrete cocompact subgroup rr of G xe, where
(' is a. Illft.xill1al C0l11pact subgroup of Aut(C;). It is known that a Riemannian
1l1a.nifold Ivl is almost flat if and only if it is homeomorphic to an infra
nillnallifold.

An infra-nilmanifold rr\C; is 0/ hom.ogeneous type if G is of homogene
ous type. It is known that: any honlogeneous Lie algebra adlnits expanding
illltolllorphisl11S. We generalize this to infra-homogeneous spaces.

Theoreln. (1) Every 2-stq) infrn-nilnl.ani/old ad1nits an expandüJ,9 'lnap.
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(:2) E'lJf'ry infnz-nihnanifold 0/ hontogeneolls type, with fl'cdy ge'nenllcd la I.l ,,: Cf: ,

whosr holortoHlY gro'llp has prilne orde'l' greate'" than the nilpotencYI adm,its
a.n crpandiu.'] 'Inap.

Spill(4)-actiollS Oll 8-diluensional nlallifolds
(Philippe Mazaud)

\JVe study sn10oth~ effective Spin( 4)-actions on elosed, orient.able, 8
ditnensional Inanifolds. We further assulne that the principal orbits a.re free .
....J}i.n(;) )-lnanifolds Inake-up a rich dass.of spaces, that a.re paranletrizf'd by
orbit data aver a surface.

Equivarialltly, one distinguishes between three general1;ituatiotl~.(I) 'l'he
actioll is principal; these bundles are trivial, so theü the interest.iJlp; situations
are t.lle following two. (2) "Seifert-like Inanifolds~' over dosed sllrfaccs: tltc
actioll i1; free away from exceptional orbits (E =f 0). (:J) cornprisf~s all t.hc?
casf'S \V here singular orbits are present. The quotient spa,cc A:/ - is a surfacc
wit,lJ honndary. The singular orbits occur over this boundary. The isotropy
struet.ure detennines a partition of each connected C0I11pOnCllL of Ud( ,H-)
illt.o vertices a.llel edges, and must satisfy fairly strict loeal conditions. The
illterior of 1\1[* consists entirely of free orbits~ anel possibly Cl. finite lllHllber of

E orhits.

\>\le ohtain the following equivariant elassification of 8p'in( 4 )-act.iolls: ir
S'}Jin( 4) a.ct~ on M according to the conditions given above~ a.llel E = 0~

then, Hp ta equivalence, the action is eompletely characterized by: (a) t.he
hOIneal110rphislll type of the orbit space M*, (b) the i50tropy weights, and
(c) An eleillent 0 E Z~, where b is the number of boundary COlTl(.>onents of
1\1*. (;iven SOIne fixed ordering of the components of the boundary, t.o the jth
boundary circle is associated an element in Z2, and thi5 is the jth C"oordinatf'
or o.

The inva.riant 0 is directly interpreted as an obstruction to tbc ,~ llnifor
111ization" of aglobaI section to the action (section that is shown to a.l ways
exists). vVe discuss the question pertaining to whether the invariant also f'll

codes topological information, or whether it is strictly equivariant.
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Catesian products of 3-111allifolds
(Slawomir Kwasik)

rrhe following problem of S. Ulam was discussed

Problenl. Let A and B be topological spaces such that A2 .- A x A and
8 2 := B x B al~e hOlneomorphic. Are A and B homeomorphic?

rrhe ca...c:;e of3-luanifolds was eonsidered. For closed, eonnected irreducibJe
:J-Iuanifolcls which are geometrie the equation Mn = f\r~ for SOlne n ~ 2 was
~oJvcd c.oI11pletelY. It turns out that the above equation in general eau have
llla.ny soJutions, however all these solutions cau be classifie.d.

HOlllologically trivial group actiollS on 4-111allifolds
L

(Allan Edmonds)

This ta.lk outlined a prüaf üf the following theorem: lf a finite group Ci
aets pseudofreely, locally linearly, anel hornologically triviallyon a closed,
sirnply counected 4-tnanifold X, with b2 CX) ~ :3, then Gf is cyclic a.nd the
act.ion is selnifree.

This contrasts with the rieh fatnilies of synlmetries of snlaller 4-nlanifolds,
such as 5'4, S2 X S2, and CP2.

The proof involves group eohomology and the integral spectral sequence
of t.hf.' Borel fibering ~\ -+ X G -----+ BG. One first deals with special cases where
C/ is an elelnentary abelian p-group or a llonabelian metacyclie group. 'fhe
a.rgulnent. then proceeds by induction on the order of the group.

Circle actions in symplectic geometry alld
Lusternik..Schnirelmanll category

(John Oprea)

R.f'cently, the tnethods of homotopy theory have found use in SYln plec
t.ic geonletry. In particlllar, the theory of Hanliltonian actions has proven
{~spec.ially amenable to this approach. Furthermore, recent work by Rudyak
aJl<! lludya.k-Oprea shows that honlotopy theory also has a place in studying
Jllore analytic symplectic probleIns such as the Arnold Conjeeture. This talk
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disclIsses the relation of homotopy nlethods to Hamiltonian actiolls anel the
Arnolcl Conjecture. More specifically, the following results are discussed in
this frarnework.

Theorenl (Lupton-Oprea). FOT a symplectic 1nanifold (M 2n,w).. i:f cdAl) =
'I' . u': with l' > 0.. then every symplectic SI-action on M is Hautiltonian.

Theorem (Rudyak-Oprea). FOT a symplectic 1nanifold (M2n,w), ifwl1T2{rH) =
O. 111(:'11. ca.t( JltJ) = dinl(M)" where cat(M) denotes the Lusternik- Schnh'cl
I/HlU'Il (.'a/'cgory 0/ At.

'rogether with powerful results of Rudyak, the latter theorelTI proves the
original conjecture of Arnold that the number of fixed points of a Hanliltoni
all diffeornorphism is at least as great as the number of critica.l points of any
srnooth funct.ion on M for manifolds satisfying W/ 1r2 (M) = 0 == cdA1)11T'2(A1)
(i .('. Floer's original hypothesis). The second theorem also shows that 111ani
folds sa.t.isfying WI 1r2(A1) = 0 cannot give positive solutions to the

Contractible Orbit Problem (McDuff-Salamon). Does thp-re e:risf a !re(:
''''~ij'ln p/r.·(:fir eh-eIe action on a symplectic 1nanifold M such that aU orbits are
('oulrflct.iblr:: in 1\1?

'rbus, positive solutions cannot be obtained from Halniltonian actions
(('.g. At{ sirnply connected), since such actions have fixed points 01' fron1 n011

sirnply connected 111anifolds with WI 7r2 (M) = O. In fact, a positive solutiqn
ca.nnot be obtained for any symplectic manifold having cat( M) == dinl( Ai{).

N orlllal sllrfaces and G-equivariant minimal Seifert
surfaces of links

(Jeffrey L. Tollefson)

Let L be an oriented polyhedral link in a homology 3-sphere E where
1\1 L = ~ - int(N) has a triangulation T. Suppose that G is a finite grou))
of silnplicial homeomorphisms of ML such that the set Fix(G) = {:rlg(x) =
:1' for SOHle nontrivial 9 E G} is a subcomplex. Oue can find aleast weight,
t.a.ut nornlal surface S such that [5] represents tJle homology dass of a Seifert
surface for L.

TheorelU. Let Q E H2(A1L , 8ML; Z) be a hom.ology class such that g(ev) =
±et lor all 9 E C'. If S' is a lw-taut nonnal sU1jace re]J1'esenting 0' theu cvcry
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i11.tel'section curve between images 0/ 5 is regulal' and the geometT'ic S1.t11l.

LgEG 9(5) is a disjoint union o/lw.taut G-equivariant norntal sUlfaces 8g

such that 5g is homologous to g(5).

Corollary. Let L be an oriented link in a triangulated hom.ology 3-sphe're E.
Lcf G' be a finite group 0/ simplicial homeomorphisms 0/ E such that fix( C)
i... n. subc01nplex and for ea~h element 9 E Geither 9(L) = L or g(L) = -L.
1'h(~'n thel'e exists an equivariant minimal Seifert surface for L.

A link L in a homology 3-sphere E has period n if there is a PL rotation
g of order n about an axis A disjoint from L which leaves the link invariant.
lJsing the existence of equivariant minimal Seifert surfaces one can find a
bound AlL on the period for any nontrivial oriented link by applying t.he
RienlcUll1-Hurwitz fonTIula (as is done by A. Edmonds for knots). This g\\res
i\.nother proof of J. Hillman 's result that only trivial links can have infinitely
lBa.ny periods. ",-'

Stabilized fixed point neighbourhoods ill 4-111anifolds
(Reinhard Schultz)

Abasic question abo~t group actions is the classification of neighbour
1100<1 gernls of fixed points. For orientation preserving involutions on 4
tnanifolds, results froln thc 1980s answer this question in the case of isolated
fixed points, and for nonisolated fixed points recent work of S. Kwasik and
1l1yself desc.ribes the stabilized germs obtained by taking products with sui
t.abl€' linear representations. Analogous results and problems for actions of
larger finite groups and SI on 4-manifoldsare considered in the present work.
[n particular, one has the following results:

Theorem 1. G1:ven a semifree 5 1-action on a 4-manifold M, its product with
the sta.,~dard SI-action on <C is locally linea.".

Theorenl 2. Given an isolated fixed point 01 an SI-action on a 4-'Tnanifold
f:iuch that the nearly isotropy subgroups are {I}, Z /2 and 8 1 , /0." each odd
'infe9f:'I' 11l > 1, the neighbourhood germ for the l'estriction 01 the action to
Z /111. has a weakly conelike structure (i. e. the formal collaring obstruction on
h:u(Z[Z/m]) is zero).

The prüofs rely on thc classification. of neighbourhood germs in homo
t.opy stratified sets (in Quinn's sense) due to Hughes, Taylor, Williams and
Weinberger. Thc preceding is joint work with Slawomir Kwasik.
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Tlle classification of radiant affine 3-111allifolds
(Suhyoung Choi)

'f'his t.alk has two parts:

I. \,Ve try to uoderstand the geo1l1etric properties of n-1l1cUlifolds wit.h
g(~olnt'loric sLrucloure o10deled on (IRpn, PC;L(n + 1, IR)), i.e. rea.l projective
/I-lllallil'olds. Given areal projective n-n1anifold M, we show that t.hc failurc
01" (11. - I )-collvexity of Alf ilnplies an existence of a particular type 01' rea.l
proj(~ct.i~re sllblna.nifolds in Nt. vVe give a decolnposition of A1 int.o sinlpler real
projeet.ivf' ll1a.nifolds, SOlne of which are (11. - 1)-convex and others are affine.
\Ve g('t, a. COllscquence for Lie-groups with left-invariant affine strllcLure.

1. A l.opologist's definition of an affine olanifold is a tnanifold with an atlas
01' chart.s 1.0 t.hc a.ffine space with transition functions which are affine I1H\.pS. A
radia,nt. affine Inanifold is an affine Inanifold with holonomy consisting of affine
t.ransfol'lnatiolls fixing a COlnmon point. We decolnpose an orientable closed
radiant. affine :J-lnanifold into radiant 2-convex affine manifolds anel radiant
cOIJCa,v(-' a.ffinc :1-1nanifolds along lnutua.lly disjoint totally geodesi<, tori 01"

hl('ill boUI(,s lIsing the (n - l)-decolnposition of real projective n-Inanifolels
developed earlier. Then we decompose a 2-convex radiant affine 111anifold int.o
conv(-'x radiant affine Hlanifolds and concave-cone affine Inanifolds. To do this.
\Vp will show lohe existence of certain nice geolnetric objects in the projectivp
cornpletion 01' holonolny cover. The equivariance and locaJ finiteness property
01' t.he collection of such objects will show that their union covers a cornpact
SlIb1l1a.llifold of codimension zero, the complement of which is convex. Final1y~

IIsing t.he results 01' Barbot, we will show that a closed radiant affine 3
Illa.nifold adrnits a total cross section, confirming a conjectllre of Carriel"e~

allel hence every radiant affine 3-manifold is homeomorphic to a Seifert fibrecl
space wit.h trivial Euler l1tunber, Of a virtua.l bundle over a eireI<:' with fiber
ltoIlleOJll0rphic to a torus.

SYlllllletry of model aspherical mallifolds
(Wim Malfait)

~IIodel aspherical nlanifolds are those aspherical manifolds M arising fronl
a Seifert fiber space construction. "Ve think of symmetry of such a Inanifold
1\4 in tenns of finite groups of fiber preserving homeomorphisms acting ef
fectively on lvI. In [3], we describe a subclass of model aspherical Inanifolds
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1\1 for which the realization of a finite abstract kernel tf;: G ~ Out(Jr.(i\1»),
as a group of fiber preserving homeomorphisms acting effectively on 1\1, is
equi valent to realizing 'tjJ as the abstract kernel of an achnissible group exten
sion of Jrl(M) by G. This approach allows to convert the study of synlmetry
of 1\4 into a pure group-theoretical problem (partially solved in {2]).

An interesting subtopic is the study of Inodel aspherical Inanifolds with
llO periodic nlaps. A theorem of Borel ([1]) states that if the fundamental
groll p of an aspherical manifold M is centerJess and Out( Jr} (M)) is torsion
ffee, l,hell 111 adlnits no finite effective actions. In {4J, we investigate to what
<:,xt.ent. the converse of this result holds for model aspherical nlanifolds. In
particular, if there is a total lack of symmetry on a Hat Riemannian manifold,
on a.n infra-nihnanifold 01' on an infra-solvmanifold of type (R.), theI1.,its
funda.lnental group is centerIess and there are 00 outer autolll0rphisnls.:<of
finite order. "Ve pose the problem of finding exaluples of such nlanifolds \yith
uo periodic lnaps. .

Refpn'JICes:

(11 (:onller P. E. and Raymond F., Munifolds with lew periodic hOl1leOl1!Orphisms.
Leet.. Not.es in Math. 299., Proc. of the Second Conference on Conlpact Transfor
ma.tion Groups, Springer- Verlag, 1971, pp. 1-75.
[2] rvlaHai .. W., Algebmic criteria to decide if a finite group aets effectively on a
1I1odd (/8pherical 7nanifo/d. Journal of Algebra, 1996, to appeal'.
[:~] !\1a.lfait. \V., Nielsen~s theorem for model aspherical munifoids. 1.1anuscripta
rvlath .. 1996, 90, pp. 63-83.
[~l] t\1a.lfa.it W., Atloelei aspherical1uanifolds with HO periodic 1l1aps. Proc. Amer.
ivlath. Soc., 1997, to appear.

COlll1terexamples of equivariant s-cobordism theorems
and Lefschetz rings

(Katsuo Kawakubo)

A Jot of people are concerned with a sort of equivariant s-cobordisn1
theorelTIs.They mainly dealt with isovariant case and finite group actions.
On the other hand, we got equivariant s-cobordism theorems for any conlpact
Lie grou}) actions under"gap hypothesis. Here we da not consider orbit space
a.nel stratification. Instead we handle G-mahifolds themselves and n1ake use
of the technics of decolnposition of Ci-manifolds which I exploited in studying
Jr;(.\). On the contral'Y, we get the following theorenl.
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Theorenl. Let G' be an arbitrary non trivial conlpact Lie gl'OUp. Thcn tlu;rf
F:;1'J~sl.s a (/- .... -cobord'is1n (ltV; ~1;, y") such thaI. ...Y" is not C;-honteorno,,.phic 1.0 Y.
lu jJf/..,.li("II.1(l'l'~ H/ is not C;-honleo',norphic to .\" x I.

The second pa.rt of the talk is a joint work with the late E. Laitineil.
\IVC introduce induct.ion and restrietion homomorphislTIs in Lefschelz rings,
alld show that Frobenius reciprocity and Mackey property fOrIl1ulae hold.
Id(·111j.>otents and prinle ideals of Lefschetz rings are also discussed.

Represelltation spheres and stably linear hOlllotopy
representations

(Gesa Ott)

For a. COll1pact Lie group G, the notion of a G-hor:notopy representatioll
(givell by tOln Dieck and Petrie in 1982) summarizes the nlost important ho
Inotopy theoretica.l properties of the uoit spheres SV of (finite-dimensional)
ort.hogona.l C','-representations V: Essentially, a G-homotopy representation
is a hOlllotopy sphere }{ wi th G acting on it s. t. the fixed point set .\H of
allY H C C' is a. hOlTIotopy sphere sn(H) of topological dimension n( H).

In gcneraJ~ the dinlension function dinlG)( : H ........ n(H) + 1 eIoes not.
classify sufficiently the C;-hornotopy type of ){. If )[ is sta.bly linear, we de
scribe how t.o get. further invariants by mean,s of equivariant Ar-theory: If
.\" is stably cornplex linear, !(a(CX, X) is a free R(G)-nlodule of rank on~.
Using this analogon to the Bott periodicity, we define certain dass func
Lions "\(.\")/1 : Ni/IH ~ C ·which help to describe the C;-horl1otopy type
sllfficiently. R,enla.rkably, if G is a p-group (p :I 2), this description can be
silnplihed (t.OIl1 Dieck 1987): SlV and SV are oriented equivalent iff the quo
t.ieut. ,.\( \l) I I A( ltV)l is a.n element of R( G)*. (For p = 2, probably the salne i5
trtle. )

Ir C,' is finite, using results of Tornehave and I<Oa-theory, a silnilal' des
criptioll for stably linear G-homotopy representations can be obtained.
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RelatiollS anlong characteristic classes and fixed POillt
sets

(Arthur G. Wasserman)

The first exanlple of a relation between characteristic dasses and fixed
point sets of group actions is Hopf's theorem relating the zeroes of a vector
field Oll a Inanifold (fixed points of an action of IR) to the Euler characteristic
of the lnanifold. Residue theorems or Iocalization theorems relate a global
inva.riant of a manifold to loeal invariants of the fixed point sets. A rnore
general a.pproach to characteristic classes helps to explain such relations.

Definition. A '/lahn'al cLass in dinl.ension k is a function z thaI. a.ss·ign8 to
('ach (; -"m,aniJold M a coho1nology class z( M) E Hk (A1 ~ Z2) such th.al

(1,) if A 'i8 diffeontorphic to an open submanifold 0/ B, i ; A C B, then
;-(=(11)) = .:(.4) and

b) ':(j\l) x IR) = z(Nf) E H*(M) = H*(M x 1R), i.e., nalul'al classes are stable.

Fixed point sets of an action give rise to such classes. Let Fixed( NI, Jl, p)
deHote the union oE the components of the fixed point set having 110r
,na,] representation p. Note that the codimension of any component of
Fixed{1\.1, H, p) is just the dimension oE p and hence~ D(Fixed(M, H, p)) E
fl k( IH, 'll2) is defined where k =dimension of p. I then prove a recocnition
theorenl for finding relations among natural classes of G'-nlanifolds for GI abe
lian. I illustrate the use of the theorem by exhibiting same relations an10ng
llCltliral c:lasses for :3~Inanifolds with involution. For example, Wt Pt = F2 a.nd
u..'f PI + Fj1 = F3 where Fi denotes the Poincare dual oE the cOlnponent üf the
fixed point set of codimension i and the w's are the StiefeI-Whitney cIasses
of the Inanifold.

Siegel lllodular varieties of degree two
(Steven H. Weintraub, joint work with J. W. Hoffman)

Let Sd denote Siegel space of degree d, Sd := {rlr is a d-by-d conlplex
sYJ1ul1etric n1atrix, T = ..X" + iY, .X', Y· real and Y· positive definite}. Let
Sp(2d, IR) be the syn1plectic group

Sp(2d,lR) = {M = (~ g) IMYM = J},
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where .J is the 2(1-by-2d matrix (~l ~). Note that Sp(2d, IR) acts on Sc/

by
M(r) := (Ar + B)(Ci +D)-l.

Fol' a.n a.ritillnetic subgroup r of Sp(2d, R), set

AIr i~ a qn<tsi-projective variety of complex dimension d( d+1)/2". We let A1"F

(jc'note a. sui la.ble conlpactification.

These varieties are natural to consider as they arise as 1l1oduli spaces

of d-dilllensional abelian varieties. vVhen d = 1 they are Rietnalll1 surfaces

(note S, 1S the usual upper half plane). and their topology was understood

in t.hC' ninetcenth century. The situation for d = 2 is only beginning to be

tludcrstood.

Let r == r(:J) be the principal congruence subgroup of level:J in Sp(4. IR).

Lf't Ill:~ := r\52 • Ai;; its Igusa compactification.

Theorenl. a) H i (l\1;) 1:5 free of rank 1,0,61,0,61,0,1 for 1: = 0, ... ,6.

r) Jj 1.1 is spanned by fundamental classes of boundary component8 nud HU'm"

!Je"," :~nufacc$,

I
""',

d) Jli(r(:~). Q) has di1nension 1,0,21,139,81 fOT i

-i > 4.

0, ... , <1 and i8 0 fo.,.

In fact, (1' == PSp(4, IF3 ) (the group of even automorphisms of the confi

guration of 27 lines on the cubic surface) acts on M1 anel 1\.1;, anel we can

(kscri be all of these cohomology groups as representation spaces 01' G.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 9/1998

Mathematische Stochastik

01.03. bis 07.03.98

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von R. Dahlhaus (Heidelberg), A.

Frigessi (Oslo) und H.R. Künsch (Zürich) statt. Neben bekannten Spezialis

ten aus der Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie und der Statistik nahmen auch mehre

re jüngere Forscher teil. Ein wesentlicher thematischer Schwerpunkt der

Tagung war die Modellierung und Analyse zeitlicher und räumlicher Prozesse.·

Viele wichtige Probleme aus diesem Bereich führen unmittelbar sowohl zu

wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretischen als auch zu statistischen Fragestellungen (z.B.

die Verwendung von Gibbsfeldern für die Bildanalyse). Deshalb war der

intensive Gedankenaustausch zwischen Wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretikern und

Statistikern in diesem Bereich sehr nützlich. Konkret bezogen sich die Vorträ

ge auf die Gebiete Finanzzeitreihen, Simulationstechniken mit Markov-Ketten

(MCMC) sowie die zugehörigen Konvergenzsätze, Zufallsfelder, Wavelet-Me

thoden, Zeitreihen mit langanhaltender Abhängigkeit, stabile stochastische

Prozesse sowie nichtparametrische Methoden für Zeitreihen.



L. BREYER

From MetropoJis to diffusions: Gibbs states and optimal scaling

In this talk we consider the Random Walk Metropolis algorithm X n for an

n-dimensional target distribution 1T'n' This algorithm has one parameter a~,

the variance of the proposal step. By speeding up time and correspondingly

reducing an, we give as n tends to infinity an infinite dimensional diffusion

approximation Z. This diffusion Z has the appealing property that one e
can optimize its speed of evolution in time, which yields the corresponding

possibility of optimizing the efficiency of the Metropolis algorithm Xn
, when

n is large.

P. BÜHLMANN

Variable length Markov ~hains

Partially joint work with A.I. Wyner.

We introduce the class öf stationary, possibly parsimonious, Markov chains

having a memory of variable length.

Estimation of the minimal state space and the underlying probability

distribution is done with a modified version of the tree structured context

algorithm, introduced by Rissanen (1983) for data compression. We show

consistency in an asymptotically infinite-dimensional setting, asymptotic ef

ficiency for smooth functionals of the underlying distribution and data-driven

tuning of the context algorithm.
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F. COMETS

Information and Markov fields

Joint work with O. Zeitouni

If Hn(j.tlv) denotes the information of JJ with respect to v on the cube

[-n, n]d = An in 7ld, and if v is Markov, weak-mixing (in the sense of

Dobrushin-Shlosman) we prove that

where 11 . 11 v denotes the variational distance on V; o(m, n) ro..J (~)d a.s m, n ---+

(X) and Et(n),C2(m) ---+ 0 are explicit. We have applications to mean-field

perturbations of Gibbs measures and to mean-field spin-glass perturbations

of deterministic Gibbs measures.

L. DAVIES

Data approximation using stochastic models

It is argued that a stochastic model P is an adequate approximation

for a data set ~n = (XI, ... , x n) if data generated by P (X1(P), ... ,:Xn{P))

look like the actual data ~n' Using this simple idea it is possible to develop

methods to produce non-parametric regression functions. The main idea is

to keep the number of extreme values under control and then to smooth the

function. Examples are given using real and constructed data sets.
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H. DEHLING

From dimension estimation to the asymptotics of dependent U-

statistics

For a probability distribution J.I. on IRk we define the correlation integrals

C(r) = J-l x J-l({(x,y) :11 x - y II~ T}) = P(II X - Y II~ r), where X and

Y are independent random variables with distribution J.l. If C(r) ~ (,..,.d as

r ~ 0, we caU d the correlation dimension of J-l. In our talk we discuss

the problem of estimation of C(r) and JL based on a finite sampie Xl,'" Xn

from a stationary ergodie process (Xk)k~l' The natural estimator for C(r)

is the sampie correlation integral Cn(r) = mLl:5i<i:5n 1{I!Xi-Xjll:5r} which

has the form of a bivariate U-statistics Un(h) = mL:l~i<i:5n h(Xi , Xi)' We

then study asymptotic properties of such U-statistics. Concerning the Law

of Large Numbers, we provide a counter example showing that

might fail. On the other hand, convergence holds if either (i) h' is bounded

and J.L ® J.I. - a.e. continuous. or (ii) h is bounded and (Xk) is absolutely

regular. (Aaronsou, Burton, Dehling, Gilat, HilI, Weiss, TAMS 1996). We

further present recent work of Borovkova, Burton, Dehling establishing weak

convergence of the U-process

to a mean zero Gaussian process (Wr , 0 ::; r ~ Ta). This result can be' proved

for functionals of absolutely regular sequences.
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M. DI ZID
Smoothness in Bayesian nonparametrie regression with wavelets

We discuss a Bayesian formalism, in wavelet context, for the non-parametric

regression problem.

In particular we focus our attention on the regularity of the unknown

function. Abramnavich, Sapatine, Silverman (1996) show that it is feasible

to incorporate prior knowledge about the function 's regularity properties .

iuto the prior model for its coefficients. It seems important, at least for

a coherence principle, to have an estimator which has the same regularity

assumed for the unknown function. To achieve this goal, we prop~~e to use

as loss function the Besov norm. In fact in this case, if we suppose that f
has a certain degree of regularity, tben the estimates we obtain will have the

same degree of smoothness. Because of the difficulty of finding conditional

solutions for the estimates, we propose a stochastic algorithm composed of

two steps. In the first step we compute an approximation of the Bayesian

risk and in the second step we minimize the previous quantity; this algorithm

will lead us to compute an approximation of the optimal Bayesian estimator

corresponding to the loss function given by the Besov norm.

E. EBERLEIN

More realistic modeling in finance

Joint workwith U. Keller and S. Raible.

Extensive empirical investigaions showed that the implicit assumption

of normal log returns made in the classical diffusion model for stock prices

cannot be justified. As more realistic we introduce a new model given by the

equation
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where (Xt ) is a hyperholic Levy motion. The solution of this equation is

positive and has hyperholic log returns. The process has purely discontinuous

paths and thus at the same time provides a more realistic pieture if one looks

at intraday stock price behaviour. We discuss a numher of results on option

pricing and value at risk based on this model.

These results for stock prices motivate a similar generalization of Gaus

sian term structure models. After some analysis of stochastic differential

equations we get the model in the following explicit form e
P(t, T) = P(O, T) . exp[l (r(s) - 8(O'(s, T)))ds +Lt

O'(s, T)dX.l

where r(s) denotes the short rate and O(u) = log(E[exp(uXd))· (Xd is now

a general Levy process satisfying an integrability condition which guarantees

that O(u) is finite.

Numerically we investigate the case where the driving process is a hyper

holie Levy motion and the volatility u has a Vasicek structure. Hyperbolic

forward rates turn out to be higher than Gaussian rates. We also compute

option prices using the underlying martingale measure.

P. EICHELSBACHER

Compound Poisson approximation via Stein's method

Joint work with M. Roos.

We consider compound Poisson approximation by Stein's method for

dissociated random variables. We present some applications to problems

in system reliability su~h as k-runs, colouring graphs and two dimensional

consecutive-k-out-of-n-systems.

In particular our examples have the structure of an incomplete U-statistics.

For nonnegative integer valued complete U-statistics improvements of the

Poisson approximation results cannot be expected. We mainly apply tech-
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niques from Barbour and Utev, who gave new bounds f~r the solutions of the

"Stein equation" in compound Poisson approximation in two recent papers.

I. GAUDRON

Fluctuations of empirical means at low temperature for finite Markov

chains with rare transitions

The integrated autocovariance and autocorrelation time are essential tools

to understand the dynamical behaviour of a Markov chain. We study these

two objects for Markov chains with rare transitions with no reversibility as

sumption. We give upper bounds for the autocovariance and autocorrelation

time, as weil as exponential equivalents at low temperature. We also link their

slowest modes with the underlying energy landscape. Dur proofs are based

on large deviation estimates coming from the theory of Wentzell and Freidlin

(1984), Catoni (1992) and Trouve (1996), and on coupling arguments.

L. GIRAITS

Whittle estimator for finite-variance non-Gaussian time series with

long memory

We consider time series ~ = G(Xt ) where X t is Gaussian with long

memory and G is a polynomial. The series 1"; may or may not have long

memory. The spectral density 90 (x) of ~ is parametrized by a vector (J and

we want to estimate its true value (Jo. We use a least-squares Whittle-type

estimator ON for (J, based on observations Yi, ... ,YN. If 1't is Gaussian, then

VN(ON - (Jo) converges to a Gaussian distribution. We show that for oon

Gaussian time series yt, this VN consistency of the Whittle estimator does

not always hold and that the limit is not necessarily Gaussian. This can

7



happen even if l't has short memory.

F. GÖTZE

Values of quadratic forms and lattice point problems

Joint work with V. Bentkus

We investigate the lattice point remainder, i.e. the number of lattice

points minus the Lebesque measure, of general ellipsoids and intersections

of large cubes with hyperboloids in IRk . For k 2:: 9 this remainder is shown

to be of order o(Rk - 2 ) for irrational ellipsoids with an 'explicit' error bound.

For rational ellipsoids it is of order O(Rk
-

2
). This result is used to prove the

conjecture of Davenport and Lewis (1972) that the gap between successive

values of positive definite forms tends to zero for growing values, provided

k 2:: 9. Furthermore, effective bounds are proved as weB for the hyperboloid

case. This yields a quantitative refinement for the errar in the quantitati ve

Oppenheim conjecture, recently proved by Eskin, Marjulis and Mozes (1997)

for k ~ 9.

P.J. GREEN

Exact MCMC sampling in a continuous state space

joint work with D. Murdoch.

A couple of years ago Propp and Wilson (Random Structure and Algo

rithms, 1996) introduced a beautiful idea that on the face of it solved the

problem of diagnosing convergence in Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation.

Their "Coupling from the Past" protocol (CFTP) provides a rigorous way

of organising a MCMC simulation that by starting multiple paths a random

time in the past delivers an exact sampie from the target distribution at

8



time O.

In this talk, we deseribe methods for doing CFTP on continuous state

spaees, with the objective of eventual.Iy developing methods for routine use

in Bayesian parametric inferenee. (Most previous applications have worked

with discrete spatial systems and point proeesses whieh although involving

many variables are rather homogeneous, and in any ease possess aspeets of

disereteness and monotonieity that facilitate CFTP). Three basic methods

are introduced - multigamma coupling, rejection coupling and eoupied ran

dom walk Metropolis. The methods are illustrated on toy examples and on

one real but small Bayesian problem.

C. GREENWOOD

When is an empirical estimator for a Gibbs field optimal?

Joint work with Wolfgang Wefelmeyer.

The expectation of a Ioeal funetion on a stationary random field can he

estimated from observations on a Iarge window by the empirical estimator,

. i.e. the average of the function over all shirts within the window. We show

that for Gibbs fields with Ioeal interaetions the empirical estimator is efficient

when the function is a surn of functions each of which depends only on the

values of the field on a clique. If the function is not of this form we construct

a better estimator using Markov splitting of the Iaw of the field.

R.GRÜBEL

More on Hoare's selection algorithm

Hoare's selection algorithm finds the k th order statistic of a set S c IR,

#8 < 00. The basic recursion step selects a partitioning element uniformly at

random from S. We diseuss tail bounds and eonvergence in distribution of the

9



number of comparisons required and briefly consider alternative partitioning

stategies. The recursiveness of the basic algorithm reflects itself in some

selfsimilarity properties of the associated limiting Markov processes.

J. HIDALGO

Estimation of the pole of a long-range process

Given a covariance stationary process, Xt, with spectral density j(..\), it

is assumed that at some unknown frequency ;\0 E [0, Tl], f(>") I"V CI>" - ..\°1-2d

where C > 0 and d E (0, ~). In this paper, we propose and study an estimator

of >"0 and d. As for the estimation of ;\0, we show that not only the estimator

is consistent, hut that it converges in distribution, after some appropriate

normalization, to a normal distribution when ;\0 E (0,11') and to a distribution

which takes the value 0 with probability ~ and (half)normal for positive

(negative) values when..\o = 0 (1t"). With respect to the estimator of d, by a

simple use of the functional mapping theorem, we show that its distribution

is the same irrespective of whether or not ;\0 is known, so that we extend

results already obtained in the literature with respect to the estimation of d

where ;\0 is known apriori.

C.KLÜPPELBERG

Extremal behaviour of AReH-type processes

As a prototype of a class of models, which have proved useful in mathe

matical finance, we consider the AR(l) process with ARCH (1) errors

Xn = aXn - 1 + Vß + ..\X~_lcn, n E :IN, Xo independent of (Cn).nEN,

where (€n) are iid standard normal and the parameters a E lR, ß, >.. > 0

satisfy certain conditions. These conditions involve the function ho,).. (u) =

10



Ein + y'Xc;IU, u ~ 0, whieh has to satisfy h~,.\(O) < O. For such values Q and

...\ 3K > 0 : ha.>.(K) = 1 and in this case (Xn) is geometrie ergodic. Let X be

a randorn variable with stationary distribution of (Xn ). We show that

P(X > x) ""-I cx-~, X --+ 00,

for some c > 0, whieh ean be given explieitly. We also show that the point

process of exceedances of thc stationary process (Xn ) converges to a marked

Poisson process, where the marks describe the clustersize of exceedances over

a high threshold. The extremal index and the cluster probabilities can be

obtained by means of the random walk Sn = Lk=l (Q + y'Xc;k), n E lN.

H.KOUL

On the estimation of the long memory parameter

This talk discusses the effect of the rate of consistency of the regression

parameter in a non linear regression model on the estimation of the depen

dence parameter of the long memory errors. In particular, if the errors are

Gaussian long memory and the regression parameter has a vn-consistent

estimator, then vn (dependence parameter estimator - the dependence pa

rameter) has asymptotic normal distribution for all parameter values.

J.-P. KREISS

Bootstrap tests for simple structures in nonparametrie time series

regression

Joint work with M. Neumann and Q. Yao.

Tbe talk concerns statistical tests for simple structures such as paramet

rie models, lower order models and additivity in a general nonparametrie

autoregression setting. We propose to use a modified L2-distance between

11



the nonparametrie estimator of a regression function and its counterpart un

der null hypothesis as our test statistic. The asymptotic properties of the test

statistic are established, which indicates the te~t statistic is asymptotically

equivalent to a quadratic form of innovations. A regression type resampling

scheme (i.e. wild bootstrap) is adapted to estimate the distribution of this

quadratic form. Further, we have shown that asymptotically this bootstrap

distribution is indeed the distribution of the test statistic under null hypo

thesis. The proposed methodology has been illustrated by simulation.

T. MIKOSCH

What da the sampie autocorrelations af heavy-tailed processes tell

us?

There is empirical evidence that log-returns of risky assets (exchange

rates, stock indices, share prices, etc.) are heavy-tailed in the sense that

they come from a model with infinite fourth moment. Such time series al~o

exhibit some complicated dependence structure. This is indicat~d by the

sampie autocorrelation function of the series (the estimates are elose to zero

at almost alllags), its absolute values and its squares. The sampie ACF of

these transformed series have values different from zero even for large lags.

In the talk various time series models are considered which allow for

modelling heavy tails and dependence. Such a class of models is given by

stochastic recurrence equations X n = A n X n - 1 + B n , where (An, Bn) is an

iid sequence. These equations are appropriate for describing classical time

series models of finance, including ARGn and GAReH processes. Moreover,

under mild conditions on B, X has apower law tail which explains the

heavy tails observed for real-life financial data. We give a theory for the

sampie autocovariances and autocorrelations of such processes. We show

12
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that the sampIe autocorrelations can have a randorn limit or they estimate

their deterministic counterparts at a rate which ean be signi~cantly slower

than y'n.

J. M0LLER

A review on perfeet simulation for spatial processes

Since Propp and Wilson's (1996) seminal work on perfeet simulation there

has been an extensive interest in developing and applying their ideas in dif

ferent contexts. Briefly, aperfeet simulation is thc output of same simulation

procedure so that it follows thc target distribution exactly. Tbe m:in idea

in the Propp-Wilson algorithm is to use coupling from the past in a clever

combination with an updating rule for .an ergodie Markov chain - Propp and

Wilson (1996) assume the state space to be finite and equipped with some

partial order so that the updating rule becomes monotone and there exist

unique maximal and minimal elements of the state sp~ce. Propp and Wil

son (1996,. 1998) demonstrate that perfeet simulation of the Ising model is

feasi ble even at the critical temperature and for very huge lattices.

As pointed out by Fill (1998) the output of the Propp-Wilson algorithrn

is in general not independent of the termination time, so stopping runs before

termination can cause a biased output. Under essentially the same assump

tions (on the state space etc.) as in Propp and WiIson (1996), Fill introduces

an alternative perfeet simulation algorithm which is interruptible in the sense

that the output is independent of the stopping rate.

Perfeet simulation procedures seem particular useful for complex spatial

models as used in statistical physics, spatial statistics, and stochastic geom

etry. In the talk I will review recent extensions of the ideas of Propp-Wilson

and Fill to monotone and anti-monotone cases of spatial models defined

on countable or continuous state spaces (including that for spatial point

13



processes) and based on a number of papers by Mäggström, Kendall, van

Lieshout, Neländer, Schladitz, Tönner and myself.

M. MOSER

Bootstrap order selection and M-estimation in linear autoregres

sion

We present a bootstrap order selection procedure for the fit of a linear

autoregression of finite order to observations from a linear autoregression of

infinite order. The aim is to minimize the squared one-step-ahead prediction

error expected in an independent copy of the data-generating process. A

residual bootstrap is used to estimate that part of the quadratic loss due to

the variation of the estimator.

To apply the bootstrap order selection criterion to M-estimation, we es

tablish the asymptotic linearity of the corresponding score statistic and use a

one-step Newton construction to give an asymptotic M-estimator. Some care

is needed to adapt the M-estimator to the quadratic loss function. Finally,

we discuss a natural generalisation of the notion of "asymptotic efficiency"

introduced by Shibata (1980) to the case of M-estimation and prove the

asymptotic efficiency of the proposed bootstrap order selection procedure.
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G.NASON

Wavelet processes and adaptive estirnation ofthe evolutionary wavelet

spectrurn

Joint work with R. von Sachs and G. Kroisandt.

In this work we define and study a new class of nonstationary random

processes which are characterized by a representation with respect to a family

of localized basis functions. Using non-decimated or "stationary" wavelets

this generalizes the Cramer (Fourier) spectral representation of stationary

time series. We provide a time-scale instead of a time-frequencydecomposi

tion and, hence, instead of thinking of scale in terms of "inverse-fre~~ency"

we start from genuine time-scale building blocks or "atoms".

Using our new model of "locally stationary wavelet" processes we develop

a theory of how to define and estimate an "evolutionary wavelet spectrum" .

Our ~symptotics are based on rescaling in time-Iocation whieh permits rig

orous estimation starting from a single stretch of observations of the process.

The wavelet spectrum .measures the local power in the variance-eovarianee

decomposition of the process at a certain scale and (rescaled) time loeation.

To estimate the wavelet spectrum we use (corrected and appropriate~y

smoothed) "wavelet periodograms". Further we suggest an inverse transfor

mation of the smoothed wavelet periodogram that estimates a loeal autace

variance of the original stochastic process. We demonstrate our methods on

simulated and baby ECG data and show the usefulness of our approach.
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M.H. NEUMANN

Strong approximation of density estimators from weakly dependent

observations by density estimators from independent observations

We derive an approximation of a density estimator based on weakly de

pendent random vectors by a density estimator built from independent ran-

dom vectors. We construet, on a sufficiently rieh probability space, such a _

pairing of the randorn variables of both experiments that the set of observa-

tions {Xl,' .. , Xn } from the time series model is nearly the salne as the set

of observations {Y1 , ••• , Yn } from the i.i.d. model. With a high probability,

aB sets of the form ({X1, ... ,Xn}ß{Yl, ... ,Yn}) n ([a},b}l x ... x [ad,bdD

contain not more than O({[n1
/

2II(bi - ad] + I} log(n)) elements, respectively.

Although this does not imply very much for parametrie problellls, it has

important irnplications in nonparametric statistics. It yields a strong ap

proximation of a kernel estimator of the stationary densi ty by a kerne] den-

sity estimator in the i.i.d. model. Moreover, it is shown that such a strong

approximation is also valid for the standard bootstrap and the smoothed

bootstrap. Using the results we derive simultaneous confidence bands as

weIl as supremum-type nonparametrie tests based on reasoning for the i.i.d.

model.

S. NOVAK

On extreme values

Let Xl, X 2 , ••. , Xn , ... be a stationary sequence of randorn variables,
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U n (') be a sequence of decreasing functions and

P(Mn ~ un(t)) --+ e- t (n --+ 00).

Define the point process

So, we count the points when the pairs (i, Xd hit some set A in the plain.

Necessary and sufficient conditions are suggested for "complete conver

gence" Nn => N, where N is a Compound Poisson point process. This allows

to treat joint distribution of exceedances over few levels.

w. POLONIK

Conditional minimum volume predictive regions for stochastic pro-

cesses

Joint work with Q. Yao

Motivated by intervalfregion prediction in nonlinear time series, we pro

pose a minimum volume predictor- (MV-predictor) for a general strictly sta

tionary process. The MV-predictor varies with respect to the current position

in the state space and has the minimum Lebesgue measure among all regions

with the nominal coverage probability. We have established consistency, con

vergence rates, and asymptotic normality for both coverage probability and

Lebesgue measure of the estimated MV-predictor under the assumption that

the observations are taken from a strong mixing process. Ta this end, we

have developed the asymptotic theory for a conditional empirical process in

dexed by sets, and for the corresponding (generalized) quantile process in a

general setting. These results, including weak convergence to a P-bridge, and

Bahadur-Kiefer type approximation rates, are also of independent interest.

Simulation study with two time series models is conducted as illustrations.
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S. RICHARDSON

Bayesian mixture estimation

Joint work with P. Green.

New methodology which makes use of MeMG methods t reversiblejump

MeMC introduced by Green (1995), that are capable of jumping between

the parameter subspaces corresponding to different number of components in

the mixture is described. The implementation of the method is discussed in

the context of univariate normal mixtures with an unknown number of COffi

ponents, using a hierarchical pio model that offers an approach to dealing

with weak pin information. The performance of the method is demonstrated

on real and simulated data sets, with particular reference to criteria for pos

terior inference on the number of components.

P.M. ROBINSON

Nonstationary fractional processes: Asymptotic theory of quadratic

forms and related statistics

Two problenls are studied:

1. Approximation of sampIe covariances by averages of periodograms over

adegenerating frequency interval around the origin, is studied in case

of nonstationary time series

2. Functional central limit theorems for nonstationary fractional tinle se

ries are given, including the vector case.

These problems have application in case of cointegration of nonstationary

series, where the narrow-band periodogram averages are motivated by the

possibility of stationarity.
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H.RDE

Bayesian object identification

This paper addresses the image analysis problem of object reeognition

- locating and identifying an unknown number of objects of different types

in a scene. The particular application in mind is the automatie labelling

of cells in a microscope slide. High-level statistieal image analysis has been

the subjeet of much recent research activity (Baddeley & van Lieshout 1993,

Grenander & Miller 1995). The former of these approaches advocates marked

point processes as object priors; the latter approach is built around the use of

deformable template mo4els. In this paper elements of both approaeh:.~s are

combined to handle seenes containing variable numbers of objeets of differ

ent types. The eomplexity of the posterior distribution of interest, together

with the variable dim.ension of the parameter spaee, mean that reversible

jump Markov chain Monte Carlo methods are required (Green, 1995). The

naive application of these methods here leads to slow mixing; we propose

three strategies to deal with this. The first two expand the model space by

introducing an additional "unknown" objeet type and the ide.a of a variable

resolution template. The third strategy is to include classes of updates which

provide intuitive transitions between realisations containing different num

bers of cells by splitting or merging nearby objects. A novel point estimator

for the "number of objects together with their locations, shapes and types is

suggested and applied to an example of microscopy data.
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R. VON SACHS

Estimating covariances of locally stationary p.rocesses: rates of con

vergence of best basis methods

Joint work with D.L. Donoho and S. Mallat.

Mallat, Papanicolaou and Zhang [Annals of Statistics, Feh. 98] recently

proposed a method for approximating the covariance of a locally stationary

process by a covariance which is diagonal in a specially constructed Coifman

Meyer basis of eosine packets.

In this paper we extend this approach to estimating the covariance from

sampled data. Dur method combines both wavelet shrinkage and cosine

packet best-basis selection in a simple and natural way. The resulting algo

rithm is fast and automatie. The method has an interpretation as a nonlinear,

adaptive form of anisotropie time-frequency smoothing.

We introduce a new class of locally stationary processes which exhibits

a form of inhomogeneous nonstationarity; our processes have covariances

which typically change little from row to row, but might oeeasionally change

abruptly. We study performance in an asymptotic setting involving triangu

lar arrays of processes whieh are beeoming increasingly stationary, and are

able to prove rates of convergence results for our estimator. For this class

of processes, the algorithm has advantages oyer traditional approaches like

fixed-window-length segmentation followed by autocovariance estimation.

R.L. SMITH

Regression with long-memory errors

Consider the regression model

K

Yt = L: ßkXk,t +Ut, 1:5 t :5 T,
k=l

20
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where {Yt} is an observed series, {Xktt} are known regressors, and {Ut} is a

stationary time series with spectral density of form

fu{ \) ~ C \ -2d, \ I 0 0 d < 1
A 1\ 1\ +, < 2'.

A-special case of this model

is proposed for studying trends in climatological time series when the alter

native is a stationary series with long-range correlations.

We consider estimation methods based on the DFT

K

Dy(A) = L ßkDxk{A) + Du(A)
k=l

where Dy{,\) = 'I217fT Lr Ytei>.t etc., and we restriet ourselves to small Fourier

frequencies Aj = ~, 0 ~ j ~ nr « T. In the case K = 0 this method

reduces to the "Gaussian semiparametric" method of estimation studied by

P.M. Robinson (1995). By developing some new representation results for

linear time series with regularly varying coefficients, we are able to cast fur

ther insight on the behaviour of Du(Aj) for low Fourier frequencies, which

helps to explain why Robinson's method works in that case.

For the model Yt = ßl+ß2t+Ut, however, there are unexpected difficulties.

The estimation of ß2 depends critically on the behaviour of Du{Aj) at very

low frequencies, and the pathologies in that behaviour cannot be ignored.

An alternative method, however, using the correct asymptotic covariances of

the Du(Aj) terms, appears to lead to satisfactory joint estimation of all the

parameters.
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M. S0RENSEN

Asymptotics far estimating functions far diffusions

Martingale estimating functions have turned out to be a useful tool for

estimating parameters in m~dels defined by stochastic differential equations

when observations are made at discrete time points. This type of statistical

problem is, for instance, relevant to the models used for pricing derivatives

in modern mathematical finance.

A review is given of methods for contructing useful martingale estimat

ing functions, including a construction based on eigenfunctions of the in

finitesimal generator of the diffusion process. Then results based on large

sampie asymptotics for ergodic diffusions are presented on existence of a

Jn-consistent and asymptotically normal estimator. Finally, small disper

sion asymptotics is considered. This type, of asymptotics that is based on

a stochastic Taylor expansion of the diffusion process cau be used when the

diffusion coefficient is 5mal!. The diffusion is not required to be ergodic or

time-homogeneous. Also under this type of asymptotics, conditions ensuring

the existence of a consistent and asymptotically normal estimator are given.

P. SOULIER

Log-periodogram regression of time series with long range depen

dence

Joint work with E. Moulines.

This paper discusses the use of fractional exponential models (Robinson

(1990), Beran (1994)) to model the spectral density f of a stationary pro

cess. In the lang range dependence context f writes as f(x) = 11- eix l2d f*(x)

where d is the differencing coefficient and f* is a smooth function. Assuming

Gaussianity and additional smoothness conditions on f*, we prove asymp-
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totic normality of the semi-parametric estimator of d, at a rate n-ß/(2ß+l)

where n is the sampie size and ß is related to the smoothness of f*. We

conjecture that this rate is optimal over a relevant class of spectral densities.

We also give an automatie criterion to choose the "smoothing" parameter p

(the number of coeffieients of the expansion of f* over the Fourier basis to

be estimated), based on the so ealled MaIlow's Cp-statistics, developed by

Tsybakov and Polyak (1989) i~ a classical nonparametrie regression with iid

errors setting.

W. STUTE

Statistfcal analysis of ARCH-M models

- It is weIl known that ARCH-M models feature two impor.tant issues of

financial time series:

1. a noise part guaranteeing conditional heteroscedasticity

2. a mean part guaranteeing that the conditional return is the same as

for a risklessasset. See Duan, Math. Finance 5(1995), 13-32.

Interestingly enough the mean part is unobservable so that estimati<?n of

unknown parameters becomes a nontrivial problem. In this talk we propose

and study in detail estimation of unknown parameters in an ARCH-M model.

R. WAAGEPETERSEN·

Log Gaussian Cox processes

Log Gaussian Cox processes are Cox point processes where the logarithm

of the random intensity surfaee is a Gaussian field. Log Gaussian Cox pro

cesses (LGCP's) provide flexible models for clustered point patterns and are

23



furthermore appealing from a theoretical point of view. The product densi

ties e.g. have simple expressions given in terms of the mean and covariance of

the .Gaussian field. This enables the construction of methods for parameter

estimation and model checking.

Inference concerning the unobserved intensity surface is possible by ap

plieation of Markov ehain Maute Carlo. A Metropolis-Hastings adjusted

Langevin algorithm is used to generate eonditional simulations of the inten

sity surface given the observed point pattern. This Markov chain ean easily

be modified so that a geometrically ergodie Markov ehain is obtained.

W. WEFELMEYER

Efficient estimators for semiparametric time series

Suppose we want to construct an efficient estimator for a functional of

a semiparametric time series.. The construction will depend heavily both

on the funetional and on the structure of the model. We illustrate this

for two simple models and for two functionals. The models are the first

order autoregressive process with (1) i.i.d. innovations and (2) martingale

inerement innovations. The functionals are (1) the autoregression paranleter

and (2) the expectation of a function under the invariant law of the time

series. The results on estimating an expectation are special eases of joint

work with Anton Schick.
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rvlATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER\VOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 10/1998

Elementare und Analytische Zahlentheorie

08.03.1998 -14.03.1998

Thi~ c:onfcrence on tlElementary and Analytic Number Theory" was organized by

Jörg Brüdern, Stuttgart
Hugh L. Montgomery, Ann Arbor
Hans Peter Schlickewei, Marburg
Eduard \Virsing, Ulm

Ahout fifty mathematicians from sixteen different countries accepted the invitation of the In
stitut.e. Alliectures prcsented during the week gave a stimulating survey of current progress
in Analytic Number Theory. Approximately forty of the participants considered a wide
variety of topics in Analytic and Elementary Number Theory, such as

Artin's Conjecture, Diophantin~ approximation, distribution of prime numbers, ex
ponential sums, lat.tice points, linear recurrence sequences, moments of the Riemann
zcta-function and L-functions, partitions, primes in arithmetic progressions, the Sel
berg Class, transcendence, set addition, Waring's Problem,

whilc in parallel sessions a smaller group of ten focussed on a very special, but important
Diophantine topic, namely thc Schmidt Subspace Theorem.

In the beautiful and relaxed atmosphere of the Institute, the participants enjoyed sharing
their questions alld ideas. The organizers and participants of this conference express their
t.hanks to the Land Baden-Württemberg, thc Director of thc Institute, Prof. Kreck, and his
staff for providin~ this productive experience.

Dank einer Unterstützung im Rahmen des EU-Programmes TMR (;Training and Mo
bility of Researchers) konnten zusätzlich einige jüngere Mathematiker zu der Tagung
eingeladen werden. Dies ist einerseits eine hervorragende F()rderung des wissenschaft
lichen Nachwuchses und gibt andererseits den etablierten Kollegen die Gp.legenheit,
besonders begabte junge Mathelnatiker kennenzulernen.



Conference Program

Monday, March 9

9:15-10:15

10:25-11:15

11:25-11:55

12:00-12:30

Wolfgang M. Schmidt

Etienne Fouvry

Aleksandar Ivic

l\1atti Jutila

Thc Zero Multiplicity of Linear Recurrcllce Scqucllccs

Exponential Sums and Divisibilit.y of Class Nm ibers e
The Mellin Transform and thc Riemann Zcta-l'uIlction

The Mellin Transforrn of thc Fourth Power of Riemann 's
Zcta-Function

Hall 2

11:25-12:10 Patrice Philippon

LUNCH

Some Remarks on Methods of Diophantine Approximation

IG:OO - IG:30

16:40-17:10

17:20 -17:50

18:00 -18:30

Adolf J. Hildebrand

.Jerzy Kaczorowski

Alberto Perelli

Jean-Mare Deshouillers

DINNER

Partitions into Primes

On the Structllre of the SeIberg Cla...-.;s

Linear Independence in thc SeIberg Class

A Step Beyond Kneser's Addition Theorem

Tuesday, March 10

9:00-9:50

10:00 -10:30

10:40-11:20

11:30-11:55

12:00-12:25

Hall 2

10:00-10:50

11:30 -12:20

Roger Heath-Brown

Helmut Maier

Yoiehi Motohashi

Dieter \-Volke

C~cile Dartyge

Damien Roy

Jeff L. Thunder

LUNCH

Solutions of Diagonal Cubic Equations

The Distribution of the Values of the Ricmann Zeta
Funetion in Short Intervals of the Critical Line

The Complex Binary Additive Divisor Problem and
the Spectral Theory of the Three-Dimensional Hyper
bolie Upper Half-Space

A Prime Number Theorem with \Veights

Almost Prime Numbers with l\1issing Digits

Heights and Siegel 's Lemma

An Gld Idea of Herrnite Receives New Life
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16:00-10:50

17:00-17:30

•7:40 -18:00

8:10-18:30

Trevor D. 'Vooley

Koichi Kawada

Modey Davidson

Jörg Brüdern

DINNER

3

Exponential Sums and Diophantine Equations
in Many Variables

Sums of Fourth Powers and Related Topics

Local Solubility in the \Varing-Siegel Problem

On Artin 's Conjecture, Local Case

20:00 PROBLEM SESSION

Wednesday, March 11

9:00-9:45

10:00 - 10:50

10:55 -11 :25

11:30-12:00

12:05 -12:30

Hall 2

11:30 -12:20

Philippe rvlichel

Jan-Hendrik Evertse

Kai-Man Tsang

Imre Z. Ruzsa

David \V. Farmer

Gisbert \Vüstholz

LUNCH

EXCURSION

Non-Vanishing of Critical Values of I....Functions

On the Norm Form Inequality IF(~)I $ Ai
Lattice Points in Spheres .

Additive Completion

Non-Vanishing of L-Functions and the Irreducibility
of Hecke Polynornials

I\1odular Varieties, Hypergeometric Series and
'franscendence

Thursday, March 12

9:00-9:40

9:50-10:20

10:30 -11:10

11:20-11:50

12:00-12:25

Hall 2

10:00 -10:45

11:30-12:15

Robert C. Vaughan

Stephan Daniel

Gerald Tenenbaum

Steve G. Gonek

Manfred Peter

Robert Tijdeman

Roberto G. Ferretti

Primes in Arithmetic Progressions

Lattice Point Methods and Divisor Sum Problems

On the Gutman-Ivic-Matula Function and
Related Topics

The Variance of Small Powers of Primitive Roots

The Almost Periodicity of the Normalized Sequence
of Class Numbers

On the Number of Digit Changes

Mumford's Degree of Contact and Diophantine
Approximations
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LUNCH

15:45 - 16:30

16:40-17:10

17:20 -17:50

18:00 - 18:30

Peter D. T. A. Elliott

Jeffrey D. Vaaler

J ürgen W. Sander

Lutz G. Lucht

Prirnes and Products

On the Number of Polynomials over Z having Bounded
Height and Bounded Mahler Measure

Rational Points on a Class of Superelliptic Curves

Arithmetical Result.s on Certain Functional Equations

Hall 2

15:45: -16:30 Hans Peter Schlickewei The Subspace Theorem and Geometry of Nllmbers

DINNER

Friday, March 13

9:00-9:30

9:40-10:10

10:30-11:10

11:20-11:50

12:00-12:25

Hall ~

9:45-10:30

11:00-11:45

16:00 -·16:30

16:40 -17:15

17:30 -18:15

Hllgh L. l\10ntgomery

Andras Biro

Daniel A. Goldston

Regis de la Breteche

AHa Lavrik-Männlin

Helmut Locher

Yllri V. Nesterenko

LUNCH

Martin N. Huxley

Andrew Pollington

Ulrike M. A. Vorhauer

DINNER

Beyond Pair Correlation

On an Extremal Problem Related to Gaussian Sums

Primes in Short Segments of Arithmetic ProJ{rcssions

A Summation Proccss

On the Zeros of the Hardy Z-function and its Derivat.ives

On the Number of Good Approximations of Algebraic
Numbers by Aigebr;\ic Numbers of Dounded Degree

On an Equation of ( oormaghtigh

Integer Points Close to Curves and Exponential Sums

Haar \Vavelets and Irregularities of Distribution .

Three Two-Dimensional Weyl Steps in the Circle Prohlen.



Abstracts 0/ the Lectures

A Summation Process
Regis de la Breteche, University 0/ Orsay

\Ve define P-convergence and P-regularity, a nation which was introduced by Fouvry and
Tenenbaum in 1991. Let P(n) =maxpln p (n > 1), P(I) = I . \Ve say that aseries L an

is P -eonvergent if L On converges for each y ;:: 2 and if n~ I

P(n):5Y

yl~~ ( L an) = o.
P(n)$y

\Ve say timt aseries f. an is P-regular if it is P-convergent and if 0' = f. an .
n=l n=l

For multiplicative functions f with If I ~ I we study the series

f fln) (logn)k el:n)
n=l

wit.h respcct to P-regularity.

On Artin's Conjecture, Local Gase
.!örg Brüdenl, University 0/ Stuttgart

Für a fixed k;:: 3,. consider the statement: Any system of equations

N

L aij x~ = 0 (aij E Z, 1 ::; j ::; R)
i=1

admits a non-trivial solution Xi E Z whenever N ~ No(k, R). According to a well-known
conjecture of Artin, this should be true with

.,. .:..:

~- r; .

(1) No = Rk2 + 1,

but this has been confirmed only when R = 1 or when R =2 and k is odd (by Davenport
and Lewis, middle 60ies)., 1t is known that

No = 3R2k log(3Rk) (k oddL No =48Rk3 log(3Rk2
) (else)

J

I

are admissible choices. For odd k, this is very satisfactory in the k-aspect, but for even k,
thc k-aspect. is k3 log k which falls considerably short of the expected k 2 in (1). In joint
work with H. Godinko (Brasilia) we showed

THEOREM 1. Let R ;:: 3. Then No = R 3k 2 is admissible unless R = 3, k = 2T in which
casc onc may take No = 36 k2 ,

Rcfinements are possible for small R or k. We discuss in detail pairs (R = 2). Here
Davcnport and Lewis showed that No = 7k 3 is enough when k is even.
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THEOREM 2.
(i) I/k = 2· ST 01' k = pT(p - 1) with p > 2 prime, then No(k,2) = 6k{k - 1) is

admissible.

(ii ) 1/ k is not 0/ the form conside1'ed in (i) but k = 2T ko with ko E {I, 3, S}, thcn
No(k,2) = 16k2kö1 is admissible.

(i-ii) Fm' all otller k, tlle choice NoCk,2) = 3k(k - 1) ü admissiblc.

Lattice Point Methods and Divisor Sum Problems
StelJhan Daniel, Univc1'sity 0/ Stuttgm·t

Für some residue da.<:;s a (mod q), q E N , we definc

N I N2E(M, li, 'I, a) = # {(Xl, X2) E Z2: A1i < Xi $. A1i +Ni , Xl == aX2(mud q)} -
q

Let f denote an irreducible polynomial with integer coefficients. \Ve show that for Q 2: 1

\Ve deduce

#{ (XI, X2, (L, (1): q $. Q, Xl =: ax2(mod q), /(a) :;:: O(mod q), 0i < ~ ~ O:i + IN}

'" 1/11/2 CQ1.

holds für süme constant c = c(/). By the same method wc can show the meau valve
evaluation

L d(lg(xt, X2)1) = cN2logN + O(N2JlogN)
xI,x2$N

and similar cstimates, where 9 is an irreducible binary form of degree 4.

Almost Prime Numbers with Missing Digits
Cecile Dartyge, Unive1'sity 0/ Nancy 1

Joint wo1'k with Christian Mauduit, University oi Marseille 11

Let rEN, T ~ 3,1:> = {O,d2 , ... ,dtl C {O, ... ,r-l} with 2 ~ t ~ 1'-1 and so t.hat
gcrl(d2 , •.. ,dt ) = 1. Define 2IJ:D = {n E N: n = L;=oEjrj with Ej" E!)}. Thcn; there
exists k = k(r,1:» such that 2211) contains infinitely many integers with at most k prime
factors.
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A Step beyond Kneser's Addition Theorem
Jean-Marc Deshouillers, University 01 Bordeaux

Joint work with Gregory A. Freiman, Tel Aviv

A general philosophy is that if yOll consider in a monoid a set A such that A· A = {a· b:
a E A~ b E A} is small compared with A ~ in the sense of cardinality~ measure or density~

thell A has a special structure.

THEOREM. Let A E Z/nZ which is not included in a coset moduln a proper subgroup 01
Z/nZ with lAI ~ 10-9n and

(1) IA + AI ~ 2.04IAI·

Thcn therc exists a proper subgroup 11. 01 Z/nZ such that

( i) c.ithr.r A i.Ci includcd in an arithmetic progression 01 e cosets modulo 11. with

(2)

07'

(ii) A ü i71cluderl in three cosets modulo 11. and (2) holds with e- 1 replaced by 3.

COMMENTS

• This is t.hc first result of this type in Z /nZ for general n with a constant larger than
2 in (1),

• \Vhcn the constant in (1) is less than 2~ then Kneser's Theorem permits tu study the
structure of A.

• A similar result with a larger eonstant in (l) has been obtained by Freiman in the
early 60's when n is prime.

• The values of the constants are by no mean best possible.

• The general case of the Theorem is (i) ~ which means that A belangs to aJ~ :trithmetic
progression of eosets modulo 1-1. which is well-filled by A.

• As soon as the constant in (1) is at least 2, there is no way-to dispense with (ii). Indeed,
if A consist. of three eosets moduln 11. in general position, we have IA + AI = 21AI .

• Thc proof combines analytic and combinatorial ideas.

Primes and Products
Peter D. T. A. Elliott, University 01 Boulder, Colorado

THEOREM 1. There are infinitely many representations

2 = PI + 1 . P2 + 1 . q~ + 5
qr + 5 q~ + 5 P3 + 1

with pi, qj prime.
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T H EOREM 2. There are infinitely many representations

2 _ PI + 1 P2 + 1 q~ + 5
- q~ + 5 . q~ + 5 . P3 + 1

with Pi, fJJ TJrime.

Let f be Cl polynomial with integer coefficients anel leading coefficient positive. CaU a
prime e singular (w.r. to f) if for some 1n E Z, the congrllence rnf(n) == l(modf.) has
f. - 1. reduced residue dass solutions n (mod e). Then e ~ 1 + lieg f. Let ß he the
product uf thc primes singular w.r. to f. There are classes Ttj (mod ß), 1 :s; j :$ J, such
t.hat 1rL == 1Lj (mod ß) for same j iff no congruence 1nf(n) == 1 (modi) has f. - 1 rcduced
solutions for any prime e.
Define

d(E:)

for sets of rational integers E:.

Jx -I J

l~~~f( ~) ~ ~
;=1 n$:r..nEE"

n=rlj(mod 0)

THEOREM 3. The density d 0/ the set 01 illtcgers reTJreSelltable in thc fonll (11+ I)J('1)-1

with p, fJ ]Jrime, is at least 1/4.

On the Norm Form Inequality IF(~)I ~ M
Jan-Hendrik Evertse, University 0/ Leiden

A major tool in estimating the number of solutions is the quantitative Subspace Theorem.
Thc first such result was obtained by W. M. Schmidt in 1989. Thanks to many improve
ments, duc to the replacement of Roth's Lemma by Faltings' Product Theorem anel thc
replacement of the adelic version of !\.1inkowski's Theorem on successive minima of convex
bodies by McFeat and Bombieri-Vaaler by the absolute Minkowski Theorem of R.oy and
Thunder, Schlickewei and Evertse succeeded in deriving an absolute quantitative Subspace
Theorem, a special case of which is as follows:

THEOREM 1. Let LI (~), ... ,Ln(~) be linearly independent linear /orms in Xl, ... ,Xn

with coefficients in a number field 01 degree D, and with absolute Weil heights H(Ld ~ H.
Suppose that ILi I := max IcoefJ· 0/ Li I = 1. Let 0 < fJ < 1, and let Z be the integral
closure 01 Z in ij. Then the set 0/ solutions of

(1) in :f. E Zn

with H(~) ~ (2nH)2nD/6 is-.:~ntainedin the union 0/ at most 4(n+6)28-2n-41og4 D log (lOgj' '2)
proper linear subspaces 01 Q defined over Q.

Now let F(;~J = cN(o}xI + ... + Qnxn) E Z(Xl"" ,xn ] be a norm form of degrce 1'. In
1971 Schmidt showed that if F is non-degenerate then for every M ~ I, thc Ilumher
ZF(M) of solutions of IF(~)I :$ M in ~ E zn is finite. Using his quantitative .subspar.e
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Theorem, he gave in 1989 an upper bound for the number of soJutions ZF(I) of 'F{~)I = 1
depending only on r = deg F and n. He conjectured that ZF(A1) ::; c(n, r)Mnlr. I proved
the following weaker result, using Theorem l:

THEOREM 2. Suppose F is non-degenerate. Then

Non- Vanishing 0/ L-Functions and the- Irreducibility 0/
Hecke Polynomials

David W. Fanner, Bucknell University, Lewisburg

Kahnen and Zagier asserted that the L-functions assaciated to Hecke eigenfarms f E Sie (1)
do not vanish at the criticaJ point if the Hecke algebra of Sk(l) is simple (i.e. at least
one Hecke generator Tn has an irreducible /Q characteristic polynomiaJ). An outline of a
praof of that result was described. Several results and calculations on the irreducibility and
fact.orization (mod e) of these polynomials were described.

Mumford's Degree of Contact and Diophantine Approximations
Roberto G. Ferretti, Inst. des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques, Bures-sur- Yvette

Givcn linear forms La, ... ,Ln with coefficients in a number field L. Then, under same
more conditions, the Schmidt Subspace Theorem implies that the solutions ± E IPn(K) for
a suhfield K C L of the inequalities

I e in finitely many subspaces of IPn if

(1)
n

LTi > n+I.
i:::O

Ir we consider solutions ;l;. E X (K) for same algebraic subvariety X c IP'n , can we weaken
the condition (I)? The answer is positive in several cases. We consider some examples given
by ruled surfaces, Weierstrass fibrations and blow-ups.
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Exponential Sums and Divisibility oJ Class Numbers
Etienne Fouvry, University of Orsay

Ir ß is a fundamental discriminant t we denote by h(ß) the dass number of Q(v''K) . We
sketched the proofs of

THEOREM 1 (joint with S. Daniel). There erist infinitely many positive fundamental dis
criminants such that ß + 4 is also a fundamental discriminant and such tllat h(~) and
h(6 + 4) lire both odd.

THEOREM 2 (joint with Belabas). There exist infinitely many primes 1) =: 1(mod 4) such
that 3 does not divide h(P).

THEOREM 3. There exist infinitely many positive fundamental discriminants such tJUlt 6+4
is also a fundamental discriminant, h(Ä) is odd and such that 3 does not dividc h(ß + 4) .

Some tools which we use are the Gauß criterion for the 2-rank of qlladratic fields, Davenport
-Heilbronn results on the average behavior of the 3-rank of quaclratir. fields, the average
behavior of primes in arithmetic progressions (Bombieri-Friedlander-Iwaniec result) ami
how to hound the exponential sums

~ e (ah. + bh2 ;Clt3 +dh4 )

L\(a,b,c,d)=O(mod p)

and
L e ( alt} + bh, ; eh3 + dh4 )

A(a,b,c,d)+4:=O(mod p)

with 6(a, b, c, d) = b2c2 + 18abcd - 27a2 rJ? -. 4b3d - 4c3a b: using either the algebraic
properties of the function ß cr a result of Katz-Laumon abollt exponential sums.

Primes in Short Segments oJ Arithmetic Progressions
Daniel A. Goldston, San Jose State University

Joint work with C. Y. Yildirim.

Let

where

I(x,h,q)

',p(x,q,a)

q

L
a=l

(a,q)=l

{'lx h :l

J
x

(1/;(y + htq,a) - t/J(y,q,a) - tp(q) ) dy,

A(n).
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Assuming a Twin Prime Conjecture we prove

xq
I(x,h,q) ..... hxlog("h) for I<!!:. <xl/2-~.

- q -

Ir we replace thc Twin Prime Conjecture with the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, then

we can still prove

I(x,h,q)

L I{X)l,q)
q$.Q

qx
hx log (h)

Qx
Qhx log (T)

for aJmost aB q with h3/4+~ ~ q ~ hl-~i

for 1 < !!:. « x 1/3 - e •
- q

These results have applications tQ pair correlation of L-functions.

The Variance 0/ Small Powers of Primitive Roots
Steve G. Gonek, University 01 Rochester

For .cl a primitive root (mod p) ,let

N = {l"(mod p): 1 ~ v ~ N}

and let f(rn, H} be the number of elements of N that are also in the interval (m, m + H] ,
where 1 ~ H, N :::; p and m = 1, ... ,p. H. Montgomery established an asymptotic formula
for thc variance of fern, H) when p 5/ 7 + E ~ N :5 pl-e and asked to what extent the range
of N would he increased if one were to average over all thc primitive roots (mad p). We
show that in this case we can take p2/3+e' ~ N ~ pl-e and prove an analogaus result ~hen
the primitive root (mod p) is fixed, but we average aver primes. In this case we can take
IJI9/27+e :::; N ~ pl-e .

Solutions 0/ Diagonal Cubic Equations
Roger Heath-Brown, Magdalen College, Oxlord

TH EOREM 1. Let PI =: P'l == P3 == P4 == P5 = 8 (mod 9) be primes. Then, under the
5

General Riemann Hypothesis E PiX~ =0 has a non-zero integral solution.
i=1

TIIEOREM 2. Let PI == P2 == P3 == P4 =: 2 (mod 3) be primes. Then, assuming the Parity
4

Conjecture for elliptic curves, L PiX~ = 0 has a non-zero integral solution.
i=1
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In Theorem 1 we asSUlne the General Riemann Hypothesis for L-functions with Größencha
racters over Q( l+p ). In Theorem 2 tbe Parity Conjective is needed for curves x 3 +y3 =
A only. The key idea is as follows: Suppose the 3-Selmer rank of x 3 + y3 = A is 1 anel that
the arithmetic rank is also 1, either because in Theorem 2 we assurne tbc Parity Conjecture,
01' because in Theorem 1 we arrange tbe analytic rank to be 1. Tben any ox3 +0- 1y3 = A ,
which ~s everywhere locally solvable, over Q( l+p ), has rational points thcre. This
enables us to get points on PIX3 + P2Y3 = P for suitable primes p. In Theorem 2 wc solve
two equations Plx3 + P2Y3 = P = P3u3 + P4v3 in this way. For Theorem 1 we consider all
fifteen possible pairs of equations. By showing (under GRH) that thc average analytic rank
is at. most 2, we can find one pair where both equations correspond to analytic rank 1, which
suffices.

Partitions into Primes
Adolf J. Hildebrand, University of Illinois, Urbana

Thc ordiuary partition function p(n} denotes thc number of representations of 7L a.~ a

sum of non-increasing positive integers and has a generating fuuction L~=o ]J(n)x H =
n~=l (1 - x H )-l . \Ve consider the functiOIl PA(n) defined by

00 00

2:: PA(n)xn = 11 (1 - xn)-A(u) ,

n=O n=1

where A(n) is the von Mangoldt function. This function represents a weighted count of
thc Ilumber of partitions into prime powers. Since A(n) is 1 on average, one may cxpect.
that tlH~ behavior of PA (n) is similar to that of the ordinary partition function p(n) . This
expectation is confirmed, to some extent, by the following res It of B. Richmond (1975):
Let Ö(n) = logpA(n) - logp(n) . Then

(1) ß(n) « [ii exp (_(logn)4/7-e)

Moreover, under the Riemann Hypothesis, (1) cau be sharpened to

(2) Ö(n) « n 1/
4

.

For comparison, logp(n) has order of magnitude Vii, Recently, my student Vi-Fan Yang
improved these results as folIows:

THEOREM.

( i ) The unconditional estimate (1) can be sharpened to

ß(n) « .jii ex (-c log n )
p (log lognF/3(loglog logn)l/3

(ii) The estimate (2) is best-possible in the sense that ß(71) = O±(n1/4).

(iii) If (2) holds in the weaker form ö(n) = Oe(n 1
/

4
) then the Riemann Hypothesis is

tnLe. Thus (2) is equivalent to the Riemann Hypothesis.
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Integer Points Glose to Curves and Exponential Sums
Martin N. Huxley, University 0/ CardifJ

The methods for bounding an expon~ntial sum

(1)

and estimating R, the number of solutions of

(2)

are compared with analogues for rational points

(3)

. or projective rational points

(4)

R « 61/ 3 AI + M(9-2o)/10,

(Res> 1).

Ncw results include

logN 3
where 0: = log M' 2 ~ 0: < 2 ,

in (2) under standard conditions and abound for (3). There are applications to means of
differcIlccs between square-free numhers

L (SH1 - sd" ~ ß(17) N
Si+l'5: N

anrI to the exponential sums given in (1).

The Mellin Trans/orm. and the Riemann Zeta-Function
Aleksandar lvii, University 0/ Belgrade

Z2(S) = fOI«~+iX)I'x-8dx

By using analytic properties of Z2(S) several results have been obtained. These include
two-sided omega results for JoT E2(t)dt and L(T) , where E 2(T) is the error term in the

asymptotic formula for JoT I«! + it)14 dt and L(T) is the error term in tbe asymptotic

formula for JOT I'(~ + it)1
4
e- t

/
Tdt. It is proved that JoT Ei(t)dt »T2, which comple

ments the estimate JOT Ei(t)dt « T 2 (log T)C I obtained jointly with Y. Motohashi in 1994.
Mean square estimates for Z2(S) (~< Re (s) < I) and possibiIities to use Z2(S) to hound

JoT Ic(! + it)1
6
dt and JoT I«t + it)1

8
dt are discussed. The latter is joint work with M.

.lutila and Y. Motohashi.
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The Mellin Trans/orm 0/ the Fourth Power 0/ Riemann's Zeta
Function

Matti Jutila, University 01 Turku

The functiun

Z2(S):= {"I((~+iX)14X-SdX

has been introduced and studied by Y. 1\1otohashi, who showed its meromorphic continuation
and spectral decomposition. In the half-plane Re s > -1/2, this function has poles at
1, ~ ± iK.j and [!/2, where "-j = JAj -1/4 with >'oj standing for eigcnvalllcs of the
hyperbolic Laplacian and [! summing over non-trivial zeros of thc Riemanll zet.a-function.
It is interesting that

(,(s) = L d(n)d(n+/)n- S

n=1

(I # 0),

related to t.he additive divisor problem, has the same poles. l'vloreover, thc latter fllnction
is of polYllomial growth on vertical lines, if neighborhoods -of the poles are cxdllded. By
analogy, one would exp~ct the same to be trlle for Z2(S) a.'i weIl, and a proof of this is in
fact outlined in the lecture. I\10re precisely,

Z2(U + iv) « (v + 1)(7-611)/4 + e

for 11 > -1/2, v ~ o. This should be compared with

(J(u + iv) « (v + 1)1- u+e ,

which may be viewed to represent the conjectured order of Z2(S) , again by thc same analogy.

The basic idea of the proof of the estimate of Z2 (s) is to replac:e 1«( t + ix) 14 in its
definition by a loeal weighted average, for which a spectral decornpositioll due to I\'lotoha.'1hi
is available. Then a correction term ha.." to be added and in the resulting decompositiotl of
Z2(S) into a surn of two functions , hoth of them can be shown to he of polynomial order.
This mcthod works also, at least to some extent, for automorphic L-functiolls.

On the Structure 0/ the Selberg Class
Jerzy Kaczorowski, University 01 Poznan

This is areport on a work in progress. Let Sd denote the set of L-functions from the
Selberg dass S having degree d. Functions from Set are fully charaeterized for d ~ 1
only (Bochner, Richert, Conrey-Ghosh, Kaczorowski-Perelli). The basic conjecture in this
context is the so called Degree Conjecture saying that Sd == 0 unless dEZ. \Ve prove the
following

THEOREM (joint with A. Perelli). There are no F E Set with poles if 1 < d < 2 .

The proof depends on the study of the suitable twist of F(s) = Ln Un1l- S E Sd :

00

P*(s) == L ann- S exp (- 21TiAFn1/(d-l)) ,

n=1
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where .4.F = (d - 1) q;!ed
-

1
) and qF is the modulus of F.

Sums 01 Fourth Powers and Related Topics
Koichi Kawada, [wate University, Morioka

Joint work with Trevor D. Wooley, University 0/ Michigan

\Ve first prove a good lower bound for N(X), the number of natural numbers --: X , which
are the surn of 5 fourth powers. Instead of 5 genuine fourth powers , let ren) be the
number of representations of n in the form n = 2111

2 + u 4 + v4
, where u, v E N and m is

an integer written as m = x 2 + xy + y2 with X, yEN. Then, by a well-known argument,
one can casHy show that #{ n $ X: ren) > O} » ..yl- E. On the other hand, ren) ,> 0
mcans that n is a surn of 5 fourth powers, since """:-",

(1)

Therefore we have N(X»> x 1- E
• Using Tenenbaum's method to estimateL: r(n)2 I we

{urther obtain nS:I:

THEOREM 1. IV{X»> X(log X)-l- E fOT any fixed c> O.

Thc identity (1) is attributed to F. Roth in Dickson's book "History of the Theory of Num
bers". \Ve can apply this idea to various additive problems involving fourth powers. On
occasion, however, we roust admit that same residue classes modulo 16 are definitely out of
grasp of our method, because the three integers x, y and x + y cannot be odd simultane
ously. More precisely, one sees that x4 + y4 + (x + y)4 == 0 or 2 (mod 16) , while ~ums of 3
genuine fourth powers represent 0, I, 2 and 3 (mod 16). Anyway, some of our results are:

THEOREM 2. When 4Yk J every sufficiently large integer is the sum 01 10 lourth powers
and a k -th power. When 41 k, every sufficiently large integer == r(mod 16) with 1 ::; r $ 9
is the SU1n 01 10 lourth powers and a k -th power.

THEOREM 3. Every sufficiently largeinteger == r (mod 16) with 1 ~ r ::; 10 is the sum
01 11 lourth powers.

On the Zeros 01 the Hardy Z-function and its Derivatives
Alla Lavrik-Männlin, ETH Zürich

Hardy's Z -function is a real-valued function, whose zeros coincide with those of the llie
mann zeta-function on the critical line. We discuss the problem of mutual localization of
zeros of Z(t) and its derivatives, as weIl as its connection with a problem of gaps between
consecutive zeros of the Riemann zeta-function on the criticalline.
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On the Number of Good Approximations 0/ Algebraic Numbers
by Algebraic Numbers of Bounded Degree

Helmut Locher, University 01 Marburg

Let 0: E ij, cl E N, 6 > O. Consider thc inequality

ß E ij, <leg!3:S d.

An explicit lower bound in terms of dego, h(o:) and 6 is given, where h(·) denotcs thc
absolute multiplieative height. Also a p-adic version of this result wa."i pn~sentcd.

Arithmetical Results on Certain Functional Equations
Lutz G. Lucht, University 01 Clausthal

Tbc classical system of functional equatiolls

with s E <C is extcnded to

L An(d) F(dx)
d=l

(n E N)

(n E N)

with sequcIlces An: N --t C. \Ve determine the periodic integrable solutians F: rR./'il --t <C
and show tImt, under suitable assumptions eonecrning thc sequence (Au (l)) , apcriodic
eontinuous solutions F: rR.+ --t C can only oeeur in the classical ease. This salve:; an open
problem in the theory of functional equations via arithmetical mcthods.

The Distribution 0/ the Values 01 the Riemann Zeta-Function
in Short Intervals of the Critical Line

Helmut Maier, University 01 Ulm

We study thc behavior of «! +iT) for T E [t, t+ (logt)-O], 0 < 0: < 1, and show that
log « ~ + it) is normally distributed with expectations depending on t for most t-values.
For the proof wc use an approximation formula of Sclberg to show that

log«(! + it) -- L p-! - it

p$:J:

for most t-values and then replace p-it by independent random variables X p .
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Joint work with Emmanuel Kowalski, Rutgers University

Non- Vanishing 0/ Critical Values 0/ L-Functions
Philippe Michel, University Paris ·Sud, Orsay

/or q ~ +00.L ~~1 L(/, s) ~ (c + 0(1») IS~(q)1
IES~(q}

THEOREM 1. There is an absolute constant c> 0 such that

Let q be a prime, and let S~(q) be the set of primitive cusp forms over ro(q). \Ve study
the average order of vanishing of L(/, s) for I E S~(q) at the critical point s = 1. This
can be interpret.ed in terms of the rank of Jo(q) = Jac Xo(q) by the Birch, Swinnerton
Dyer Conjecture (BSD). \Ve prove

For thc first time such abound is given un"conditionaHy, without GRH like in former_ ~orks
of ßrllnncr or Ram l\1urty. Moreover, one can take c < 10. On the other hand w~' also
prove non-vanishing results:

THEOREM 2. We have

(1) I{I E S~(q): ~~1 L(/,8) =o}! ;:: (i +0(1») ~IS~(q",

(2) l{fES~(q): ~~1L(f,8)=I}I;:: (*+o(l»~IS~(q)l.

There are similar results of Balasubramanian and Murty for the case of Dirichlet L-func
t.ions exccpt that much better constants are obtained by our method. By works of Grass,
Gross-Zagier, Kolyvagin-Logachev, these imply an arithmetic statement about the existence
of large quotients of Jo{q) satisfying the BSn Conjecture.
In particlllar (1) provides a lower bound for the dimension of the winding quotient of Merel
.Ir which has rank 0, satisfies BSD and dim Je ;:: (k + 0(1)) dim Jo(q). By Gross-Zagier,
(2) provides the lower bound

rank Jo(q) ;:: (H- + 0(1» dirn Jo(q).

These results havc also applications to forms of weight 3/2. Our methods are based on
f~st.imatcs for modified mean squares

L IL(I,s) A1(/,8)1
2

,

I

where /vf(ft s) = L A/(rn) "'m m- s
,

m$.M

and 8 is either 1 or 1 + 1/logq + it. By the estimates in Theore~ 1, we prove an analogue
of an old density theorem of SeIberg to derive our upper bound. These methods generalize
to other families of automorphic L-functions.
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Beyond Pair Correlation
Hugh L. Montgomery, University 0/ Michigan

Assuming thc Riemann Hypothesis, it is known that the Pair Correlation Conjecture is
equivalent to the assertion that

für x~ < h < Xl - e. Since the Cramer model would predict log x on the right-hand side in
place of log(x/h), the distribution of 1/J(x + h) - 'lj;(x) - h is unclear. In joint work with
Soundararajan, we give reasons to believe that this quantity is normally distributed witJ
mean 0 anel variance log(x / h). Equivalently, in terms of zeros, if xe < T < Xl - ~, thcn

L x h

O<1'<T

is distributcd, for X ::; X ::5 2,X, like a surn of N(T) unimodular independent random
variables.

The Complex Binary Additive Divisor Problem and the Spectral
Theory of the Three-Dimensional Hyperbolic Upper Half-Space

Yoichi Motohashi, University 0/ Tokyo

My original motivation was to find something lying inbetween the fourth power and the
cighth power moments of the Riemann zeta-function. One of many possibilit.ies is thc
fourth power moment of the Dedekind zeta-function of a given imaginary quadratic field.
Naturally one may consider the same problem for any real quadratic number fiehl; such
a theory is now under construction. The problem is essentially equivalent to the complex
binary additive divisor problem:

(I f:. 0).

Here n runs over integers of a given imaginary quadratic field; a 0' is the sum-of-powers
of-divisors function of the field, and w is a smooth weight. The use of Rarnanujan's Fourier
expansion of a. leads us to an expression that is a surn of Kloosterman sums

S(m,n;i) =
h(mod t)
(h,t)=l

hh-=l(mod l)

where as usual e(x) =e21fix
, if the situation is simplified with the assumption that thc field

is Q( J -1) , though the generic case is very similar.
Then, following the example in the case of a rational number field due to Kuznetsov, we are
led to the spectral theory of the upper half-space. \Ve have already proved the corresponding
trace formula. The formula contains an integral transform involvi'lg a p··oduct. of two Bessel
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fUJlctions. Now, the problem has essentially been reduced to the "inversion" of this integral
transform. Here, still a lot of work has to be done.

On an Equation 0/ Goormaghtigh
Yuri V. Nesterenko, University 0/ Moscow

Joint work wit1& T. N. Shorey, Tata Institute, India

Thc equation of Goormaghtigh asks for integers that can be weitten with all digits 1 with
respect to two distinct bases. It has been conjectured that this problem has only finitely
many solutions. For fixed positive integers m > 2 and n > 2 iü the equation

(1)
x m -1

x-I

yn -1

y-I

H.Davcnport, D. J. Lewis and A. Schinzel proved in 1961 that indeed only finitely many
soilltions in integers x > 1 and y > I with x # y exist. This result is extended in the
following quantitative sense:

THEOREM 1. -Let 7n - I = dr, n - 1 = ds J where d, r I s are positive integers, d ~ 2,
gcd (T, s) = 1. Thcn (1) with x < y implies that

Dr = d m I1 pord per!) .

pld

and

(
gDr )x < max 9 I -2- + I I

d+1
d2g

whcrc

The theorem yields all solutions of (1) for small values of d, r anel s. For example

THEOREM 2. Equation (1) with x < y, m == 1 (mod 2) and n = 3 implies that

m ~ 25 unless (x, y, Jn) = (2,5,5) or (2,90,13).

Linear Independence in the Selberg Class
Alberto Perelli, University 0/ Genova

Motivated by the Countability Problem for the Selberg dass S, Le. the dass of Dirichlet
series admitting meromorphic continuation, functional equation and Euler product, we prove
t.hc following theorem, which is essentially a result on multiplicative functions.

THEOREM 1 (joint with J. Kaczorowski). Distinct functions in S are linearly independent
over C.
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Calling two functions f, 9 equivalent if f(pm) = g(pn1) for all Tn and all but finitely many
primes p, we also have

THEOREM 2 (joint with J. Kaczorowski). Pairwise non-equivalent multiplicative functions
are line(lrly independent over C.

In fact, Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2 by a. result uf l'vlurty-Murty, as
serting that coefficients of ftinctions in S are non-equivalent.

The Almost Periodicity 0/ the Normalized Sequence
0/ Class Numbers

Manfred Peter, University 0/ Freiburg

Let h(d) be the number of equivalence classes of binary primitive quadratic forms of discrim
inant d. It is shown tImt the sequence d I--t h( _d)d- 1/ 2 , cl E N, == 0, l(mod 4), uo square,
is almost pcriodic. This can be generalized to sequences d ~ L(s, Xet) with Re s > 1/2
and Xd the J acobi cllaracter associated to d. Other possible generalizations are relatec-l to
Hurwitz' cIa'is numbers and the numbers of representations of natural numbers by a positive
integral ternary quadratic form. As a consequence the existcnce of limit distributions 31ld

mean values of these sequences over certain subsets of N can be shuwn.

Some Remarks on Methods 0/ Diophantine Approximation
Patrice Philippon, Paris

Hoping for a shake-hand between methods from Diophantine Approximation Theory alld
Transcendance Theory, we show how zero estimates from Transcendence Theory imply
Roth's type lemmas (including the Product Theorem), we also recall how t.hc Subspace
Theorem can deal with forms of higher degrees and finally we "rormulate some strong con
ject.ure on lower bounds for linear forms in logarithms of rational numbers with rational
coefficients, inspired by the Subspace Theorem and which would imply, for cxample, the
abc-Conjecture.

Haar Wavelets and Irregularities 0/ Distribution
A ndrew Pollington, Brigham Young University, Provo

\Ve study the discrepancy function of N points in the unit d-dimensional cube and obtaiIl
lower bounds for the discrepancy with respect to rectangles with sides parallel to the coordi
nate axes. The method adopted is to use the Haar system, where the fundamental building
blocks are squares. Using this method we obtain lower bounds for IIDlll .
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Heights and Siegel's Lemma
Damien Roy, University 0/ Ottawa

E. Bombieri and J. Vaaler showed that! if V is a subspace of ijn of dimension m defined
over a number field K, then there is a basis h~l"" !~m} of V contained in K n which
satisfies

H(~.)·· ·H(~rn) ~ mm/2IDisc(K)Ii1H(V) ,

where H denotes the absolute Weil's height on ijn, d the degree of K and Disc(K) its
discriminallt. In a joint \Vork with J. Thunder, we prove that a dependence on the field ](
is needed if looking for a basis of V in Kn but not for a basis of V in ijn. In the latter
case, we prove that, for any constant c > c(m)m, where c(m) = J2m-l, there exists a
basis {;fl!'" '~m} of V with

\Ve r.all this an absolute Siegel 's Lemma. Let ]( be a number field and let K Adenote
its ring of adeles. To each element A of GLn(](A), we associate a height function .HA

Oll iju. \Vhen A is the identity, this is the usual absolute height on ijn denoted. H
ahovc. \Ve also define HA(V) for a sllbspace V of ijn and HA{P) for a polynomial
p E ij[X1 , ... ,Xn ) ! and we indicate properties of these. The main one is that, given an
injective linear map <p: ijlU -+ ijn defined over K and an element A of GLn(KAL there
exists an element B of GLm{KA ) such that HA(<p(V)) = HB(V) for any sllbspace V
of ijm. These twisted heights introduced by J. Thunder are an essential ingredient in the
prüof of our absolute Siegel's Lemma.

Additive Completion
lrm'e Z. Ruzsa, Math. Inst. 0/ the Hungarian Academy 0/ Sciences, Budapest

\V~ say that two sets A, ß are additive complements if all except finitely many positive
intcgcrs are of the form a + b, a E A, b E ß. We say that a complement ß of A is
economical, if A{x)B(x) « x, with A(x), B(x) denoting the respective counting functions,
and it is exact, if A(x) B{x)/x -t 1 .
By a result of Narkiewicz for a pair of exact. complements we have A(2x)jA(x) -t 1 and
COJasequently A(x) = O(x~) , oe the analogous statements for ß. Hence in order to have an
exact complement, A must be either very thin or very dense.
\Ve fOllnd that very thin sets automatically have an exact complement. If A = {al, a2, ... } ,

such that an +l/(nan ) -+ 00 , then A has an exact complement. We show with a modifica
tiOl1 of the method that the same is true for A = {2n : n E N} .
We also prove that the prirnes da not have an exact complement. Every completion ß of
thc set of primes must satisfy lim inf B(x)/ log x ~ e"Y, where 'Y denotes the Euler constant.
We conjecture that it does not even have an economic complement.
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Rational Points on a Class 01 Superelliptic Curves
Jiirgen W. Sander, University 01 Hannover

A famaus Diophantine equation is given by

(1) yk = (x + 1) (x + 2) ... (x + lTl) ,

For k ~ 2 and 1'n ~ 2, all integer solutions of (1) are x = -j (j = 1,." ,ln), y = 0,
by aremarkable result of Erdös and Selfridge in 1975. From the vicwpoint of Algebraic
GeOInetry, cquation (1) represents a plane curve for fixed k and 7n. Thereforc it is natural
to ask for rational solutions. For k ~ 2, 1n ~ 2 and k + 1H > 6 , we kllow frmn Faltings'
prüof of 1\1ordeIl's Conjecture that (1) has at most finitely many rational solutions. In this
talk w~ shall use \Viles' recent method and results, which led to thc cclebrated proof of
Fermat's Last Theorem, in order to deduce the following

THEOREM. For k ~ 2 and 2 ~ 1n ~ 4, all rational points (x; y) on the stLIJe1'elliptic C1L7'Ve

(1) are the l1'iviaI ones with x = -j (j = 1, ... ,171), Y =0, excc[Jt for the case k = 111. = 2,
where 1JJC huve cxactly those satisfying

2ci - c~
x = -2--2- ,

c2 - Cl

with COIJT'irne inte.qers Cl f:. ±C2 •

The Subspace Theorem and Geometry f..)f Numbers
Hans Peter Schlickewei, University Marb1l.ry

Joint work with Jan-Hendrik Euertse, Leiden

Thc dassical Subspace Theorem of \V. M. Schmidt (1972) says the following:

Let LI,'" , Ln be linearly independent linear forms in Xl,'" ,~Yn with algebraic cocffi
cients. Suppose e5 > O. Then there exist finitely many proper linear subspaces Tl1 ••• ,Tt

of Qn such that the set of solutions ?;. E zn of the inequality ILIÜf)'" Lu(~)1 < I~I-a is
contained in the union Tl U ... U Tt . Here we give a quantitative, parametrie version of this
theorem. A very special version of our result is the following:

Let /( be a number field of degree d. Write 9Jl(.K) for the set of pIaces of !( . Supposc
that for each v E 9J1(1<) we are given linear1y independent linear fonns Li 11

), ••• ,L~lfl) with

coefficients in ](. Assume that we have L~V) = Xl,." , L~V) =X n for almost all v E 9Jl(J() .

Let f = (Civ; v E 9J1(I(), i == 1, ... , n) be a tuple of real Ilurubel's with

for almost all v E 9J1 (/{) .

n

L L Civ = 0,
vE!lJl(K) 1=1

Cl v = ... = Cntl = 0

L mF ctv $ 1
vE~(I\}

For v E 9J1 (I\") write 11 IIv for the absolute valuc corresponding to v, normalized such
that the product formula holds. For a finite extension F of !( anel fur 1lJ E 9J1(F) lyillg
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above v E !Di(K} write;

L~w) = L~v), d(w, v} = [Fw ; Kvl/[F : I<], Ciw = d(w/v} Civ'

Finally, for v E 9Jt(K) put s{v) = 1 if v I00 and s(v) = 0 if v is finite. Now for given
Q > 1 consider the inequalities

w E 9Jl(F), v E 9Jl(K),

wlv, i=l""ln,

o < d < ~ and where ß w = 11 det(L~w), ... , L~w}) 1I w' Let C be defined by

(2)

(1)

-e
THEOREM. Suppose that we haue R systems 0/ /orms {L~l'), ... ,L~o)} such that /or any

v E 9Jl (K) the system {L~v), ... ,L~v)} is a permutation 0/ {L~e), ,L~le)} /or a suztable

() with 1 ::; (l ~ R. Then there e~st proper linear subspaces Tl, ,Tt 0/ ij n I defined
ouer !(,

t ~ 22 (n+4)2 d- n - 4 Iog4R loglog4R

with the /ollowing properly: For euery finite extension F 0/ 1< and /or every Q. with
Q > C und C as in (2) fhe set 0/ solutions ~ E Fn 0/ (1) is containecl in the union

1"1 U ... UTt .

The theorem already has led to applications estimating the number of solutions of Diophan
t.ine equations. It is a main ingredient in W. 1\.1. Schmidt's prüof that the lllUltiplicity of a
non-degenerate linear recurrence sequence of order k is bounded in terms of k only.
At a crucial point in our proof we use arecent result by R.oy and Thundcr, an absolute
version of l\1inkowski 's Theorem.

The Zero Multiplicity 0/ Linear Recurrence Sequences
Wol/gang M. Schmidt, University 0/ Colorado, Boulder

Consider a linear recurrence sequence {Un}nEZ of order t, so that tLn E C and U n =
Cl tLn-1 + ... + CtUn-t (n E Z) with fixed coefficients Cl I ••• ,Ct. Such asequellee is of the
form U n = 2:~=1 Pä(n)oi, where 0i E CX and Pi E qx} with L~=l (1 + deg Pi) = t.
Thc sequencc is non-degenerate if no quotient ai/oi (i i- j) is a root of 1. The zero
multiplicity is the number of n with U n = O. Clearly this is the number of solutions x E Z
of the equation

k

L Pä(x)of = 0
i=l

of mixed polynomial-exponential type. According to a classical theorem of Skolem-~llahler
Lech, a non-degenerate linear recurrence sequence has finite zero-multiplicity. l\1uch progress
has bcen made during the last decade on estimating this multiplicity, with cOlltributions by
Bombieri, Evertse, Faltings, van der Poarten, Roy, Schlickewei, Thundcr , Zagier, ZaIlltier ,
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S. Zhang, and t.he author. I now can prove that a non-degenerate linear recurrence of order
t has zcro-multiplicity below some bound c(t) depending on t only,

On the Gutman-Ivic-Matula Function and Related Topics
Gerald Tenenbaum, University de Nancy I

Joint tlJork with Regis de la Breteche, Orsay

I Thc function rcferred to in the title has first been defined in 1968 by Matula for purposes
in t.heoret.ical chemistry, It is the only completely additive arithmetical function such that
! (Pk) = 1 + ! (k) (k ~ 1), where Pk denotes the k-th prime, We define a vector space
E which eont.ains both, the above function and the logarithm. By means of a general result
which links t.he average of an arbitrary function g(n) to the asymptotic behavior of

R(Xjg) := .! L g(n) - 1. L g(k)[ =-] ,
x n5x x pJ:5% Pk

we obt.aill remainder asymptotic formulae for all functions of E. A quantitative mean value
t.heorem for multiplicativc functions h with certain links betv.'(:en h(k) and h(Pk) en
ables llS 1.0 obtain convergence to the Gaussian law of elements f in e for (!(n)
Cllogn)/D1Jlogn for suitable Cl = C I (!) and D 1 = DI(f) > O. An estimate of
t.he rate of cOllvergence is given.

An Old Idea 0/ Hermite Receives New Li/e
Jeff L. Thunder, Northern fllinois University, De Kalb

Joint work with Damien Roy, Ottawa

Let !( denote a number field and let n be a positive integer, For A E GLn(KA ) let HA
be thc twisted height as defined in the abstract of D. Roy. Define minima J.LI (A) ~ J.L2 (A) ~

. , . :::; IL n (.4) as folIows:

\Ve provc the following absolute version of Minkowski's second Convex Bodies Theorem:

THEOHEM, Let k, n and A as above. Then

n

Idet(A)IA ~ II IJi(A) :5 c(n)nj det(A}IA ,
i=l

where c(n) = J2n-l .
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This theorem implies our absolute Siegel 's Lemma stated by Ra)' in his abstract. It can be
shown that this theorem is implied by the inequality

PI (A) :5 c(n) Idet(A)I~n.

\Ve prove this inequality in the case n =2 and then show that

c(n) ~ c(n_l)(n-l)/(n-2)

for n > 2, giving c(n) :5 c(2)n-l. The line of argument is similar to Hermite's method of
bounding the Hermite constant "Y(n) from above by first showing that -y(2) = 2/VJ and
then -yen) :5 -y(n_l)(n-l)/(n.-2) for n > 2.

On the Number 0/ Digit Changes
Robert Tijdeman, University 0/ Leiden

It follows from work of Senge and Straus (1973) and Stewart (1980) that the number of
non-zero digits of a large positive integer can only be small with respect to two hases b1

and b2 if log bI/log b2 E Q. Stewart proved a corresponding result for terms of a linear
recurrence expressed in base b. In a similar way, Blecksmith, Filaseta and Ni('ol (i993)
proved that the number of digit changes of an in base b tends to infinity with n uniess
log a/ log b E Q. In joint work with Barat and Tichy such results have been gcneralized
to linear number system expansions. It turns out that the ineffective Thue-Siegel-Roth
Schmidt method and the effective Gelfond-Baker method yield results of different types.

Lattice Points in Spheres
Kai-Man Tsang, University Hong Kong

We consider P3(R) , the remainder term in the asymptotic formula for the number of lattice
points inside the three-dimensional sphere of radius R, centered at the origin. The upper
bouud P3 (R) «R21

/16+E was obtained recently by D. R. Heath-Brown. For O-resuJts, it
is known that

\Ve introduce a different approach to prove that

holds.
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On the Number of Polynomials over Z having Bounded Height
and Bounded Mahler Measure

Jeffrey D. Vaaler, University 01 Texas, Austin

Let. Iv!: {RN ~ [0,00) denote the Ivlahler measure of the polynomial having ;f. in IR.N as
its vector of coefficients. So

for ;f E [RN. From this point of view, M is asymmetrie distance function in the sense of ..
thc geometry of numbers and ..

SN = {;f E IRN
: M (;f) < 1 }

is an opell, bOllnded starbody. It folIows, moreover, that

asT~oo.

Note tImt SN is not convex if N ~ 3. \Ve show that

for each N ~ 1 . The proof uses the analytic function

(Re(s) > N)

and the discovery that

ANS[~]+1 rr (s - N + 2m)-1 ,

O~m~[~)

wit.h An E Qx. Similar - but easier - results hold when IR. is replaced by ce or by a non
archimedean local field.
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Primes in Arithme~ic Progressions
Robert C. Vaughan, University 0/ 1~lichi9an

Let

L A(n) ,
n<%

n:=a(;od q)

q X 2f; Il/J(x,q,a) - </>(q) I
(a,q)=1

U(x,q) = xlogq - :('Y + log2rr + L ~o:~ ) ,
plq

Mk(x,Q) == L IV(x,q) - U(x,q) I
k

•

Q/2<q5.Q

Then the following theorem was obtained.

THEOREM. Suppose that l is a positive number and that k is a positive integer. Then
for every Q and x with X(lOgX)-A $ Q ~ x we have

where, for y ~ 1,

-1/2 ( C(log2 y )3/5)
F(y) « y exp - (loglog3y)l/5

with c a positive constant.

Three Two-Dimensional Weyl Steps in the Circle Problem
Ulrike M. A. Vorhauer , University 0/ Ulm

Joint work with Eduard Wirsing, Ulm

We study the circle problem and its generalization involving the logarithmic mean. 110st
non-trivial results depend on estimates of exponential sums. ehen has carried out such
estimates using three two-dimensional Weyl steps in complicated techniques. Our approach
is simpler and clearer. Crucial is a good understanding of the Hessian determinant in
question and a simple estimate for certain exponential integrals. We determine the order of
magnitude of the Hessian as weil as that of tbe maximum of the second derivatives for the
third order differences of the two-dimensional Euclidean vector norm.
The c1assical tool for estimating two-dimensional exponential integrals is a theorem of Ti tch
marsh that was refined by Min among others. Apart from its difficult proof and somcwhat
doubtful formulation it has the disadvantage that it requires a system of complex side
conditions that are hard to check or to satisfy. We propose for the same purpose a similar
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theorem which is sOlllewhat weaker but which, on the other hand, needs few and simple
assuwptions and is considerably easier to prove:

THEOREM. Let Q C 1R2 be a convex, compact region 0/ diameter e with boundedly many

al!Jeb7YLic (l7'C$ lor its boundary BQ, Let U be an open neighborhood 0/ 9 and f: U --4 IR
be areal al.qcbraic ftL7lction such that on 9

1/2xl, Ilxyl, I/yyl ::; A2,

-Ifxx/uy - /;yl ~ H > O.

J = !! e(J)dxdy « 5i log(2+~l),
9

WhC7'C, flS 1umal, e(x) = e21r iX, and the 0 -constant depends only on the total degree 0/ the

ulinim,fLl]JOlyn01nial F(x, y, j) 01 fand on the number and degrees 0/ the boundary are,li,

Thc cOllvexity condition can ea.c:iily be relaxed, but it is convenient to assume and suffices for
our a.pplications. This theorem is best possible apart, possibly, from the log-factor. Any
improvcment in the direction of the Titchmarsh-Min lemma must use stronger assumptions.
This can be seen from an instructive example that is given by the function fex, y) =
~ (1' - Rf, r = J x 2 + y2 , on the circular ring RI2 ::; r ~ R - RO with a parameter
~ E (0,1). Here A2 ~ 1, H(x, y) »Ro- I and J::=:: R 1

-
Q

• The same holds for the convex
huH of, say, olle quarter of thc above ring;

A Prime Number Theorem with Weights
Dieter Wolke, University 01 Freiburg

The following wcighted version of the Prime Number Theorem is discussed. There is a

funetiOlI 9: [p ~ IR such that, with numerical constants Cl, C2 > 0

((
(logp)I/3))

g(p) == 1 + 0 exp - Cl (loglogp)l/3 ' L g(p) = lix + O(X I
- C2

).

p<x

As I. Ruzsa and E. Wirsing remark, this can be derived very easily from a Hoheisel-Ingham
type Prime Number Theorem. \Ve get it from an analytic process which may be of interest
in it.self. Consider the partial fraction expansion

(' 1 """ (1 1 )--es) = -- - L...- -- + - + B,
, s-1 ~ s-g {J

where {J r.uns over the trivial and non-trivial zeros of «s). The principal idea is to erase
the poles at fl byadding - (' I(}(s + 1 - 0), As this produces new poles there are severe
convergence problems. However, it can be done by using a generalized form of an approx
imate fornmla for -('/( due to Selberg. By this we produce a function H(s) such that
H(s) - (s - 1)-1 is regular for Re (s) > O. H(s) = L: A*(n) n- s in Re (s) > I, where A*

is very elose to A, and is of not too large order of magnitude for Re (s) > 1/2.
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Exponential Sums and Diophantine Equations
in Many Variables

'lf-evor D. Wooley, University 0/ AJichigan

" ~ provide estimates for exponential sums over binary forms of strength elose to that
attainable by tbe classical version of 'Veyl's Inequality and Hua's Lemma in the diagonal
situation. Our main results are as follows.

THEOREM 1. Let <I> (x, Y) E Z[x, y] be a non-degenerate binary form 0/ degree d ~ 3, and

let
F(o:; P, Q) = E E e(a<l>(x ,Y)) .

O$z$P O$y$Q

Suppose that .P x Q are large. Let 0 E IR. , and suppose that there exist T E Z and q E N

UJith (T, q) = 1 and 10 - T jql :::; Ijq2. Then

22 - d

F(o; P,Q) « p2+! (q-l + p-l + qp-(t)

THEOREM 2. Let ~(x, y) and F(o; P, Q} be defined as in the statement 0/ Theorem 1.
Whell d = 3 or 4, or when d ~ 5 and j = 1 or 2, one has

When d ~ 5 and 3 $ j :::; d - 2 one has

When d ~ 5 one ha~~ also

11

IF(a;P,Qll!.2
d
-' da « pi 2d - d + 1 +"

und

Thcre are appIications to the solubility of equations of the type

For example with eacb "<I>i a binary form of degree d having intcgral coefficients , one may
establish an asymptotic formula for the number of integral solutions within a box of size B
large.
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On an Extremal Problem Related to Gaussian Sums
Andrtis Biro, Math. Inst. 01 the Hungarian Academy 01 Sciences, Budapest

\Vc prove partial results concerning a modified version of a problem of Harvey Cohn on the
"charaetcrization of charaeters" (see Problem 39 of the book of Hugh L. Montgomery: Ten
Lcctures Oll the Interface Between Analytic Number Theory and Harmonie Analysis). \Ve
considcr the problem only for thc prime field. \Ve show that there are only finitely many
solutions in thc complex case (for a fixed prime p), and salve the problem completely in the
mud p case.

Local Solubility in the Waring-Siegel
M orley Davidson, K ent State University

Reccnt progress on thc analytic side of the Hardy-Littlewood-Siegel drele method for num
bel' fields, :t."l applied to the generalized Waring problem, has justified a re-examination of
thc algcbraic side, dealing with IDeal solubility. It was proved by Co. P. Ramanujam that , for
exponent k in the Waring problem for a number field K I using at least 8 k5 summands
guaralltees IOC;1} solubility (hence eonvergence of the 'singular series' to a positive number).
We are ahle to improve this to k3 log k for almost aB k with only two distint prime divi~

sors, ami to k 4 log k for almost all squarefree k I by using results of R.-M. Stemmler on the
dcnsity of primes of the form (pr - l)/«(pd - 1) with p prime. We conjecture that there
is a COllst.ant c independent of k and K such that ck summands suffice. (Currently it is
known t.hat 4nk variables are sufficient, due indepedently to Stemmler and O. Körner.)

Reported by: Ulrike Vorhauer, Ulm
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PROBLEMS POSED
Oberwolfach, 10 March 1998

1. (Jörg Brüdern) In IF; we pick vectors (::), 0 $ i :::; p, such that no three are on a
line, which is to say that

Is it true that there exist numbers Ci =0 or 1, not all 0, so that

t Ci (a~) _(0) (modp)?
i=O b1 0

If this is true, is there a generalization to dimension 3 and higher?

2. (Imre Ruzsa) Let aI, 02, ... be real numbers with 0 :::; ai :::; 1 for all i. \Ve consider
the sums ai + aj for 1 :::; i :::; j :::; n, and ask how well-spaced these sums can be. Let
ben) be the minimum dista. ce between any two of these n(n + 1)/2 numbers. We know
t.hat 6(n) :::; 3/n2 . 15 it true that lim infn -+oo n 28(n) =O? It is known that the ai can be
chosen so that ben) » lien logn)2 .

3. (Imre Ruzsa) Let 21 be a set of positive integers, and let ren) denote the IHImber of
ways ofwriting n = a+b2 with a E 21. Can the set 21 be chosen so that Ln::;N Ir(n)-ll =
o(N)?

4. (Imre Ruzsa) Geometrie problem. It is well-known that there is no finite set on the
plane (not all points in aHne) with the property that every line connecting two of the points
passes throught a third. There are finite sets that have the following weaker property. Ir we
connect two points, e;ther this line passes through a third point, or there is a parallelline
that passes through at least three of our points.
J have two exarnples. One has 7 points: the vertices of a triangle, the midpoints of the sides
and the barycenter. The other has eleven: an affine regular pentagon, the crossing poins of·
the diagonals, and the center. Are there any further such configurations?

[) (Jerzy Kaczorowski) Let

r

1'(s) Q8 II r(Aj S + IJ.j)
j=l

be the factor in tbe functional equation for a fup.ction F in the Selberg Class. \Ve call
dF = 2 L;=I Aj the degree of F. The Degree Conjecture asserts that dF is a positive integer
for all F in the Selberg Class. We now formulate three conjectures that are equivalent if
the Degree Conjecture is true.

Con;. 1: For every F in the Selberg dass, the nurnbers Ai are all rational.

Conj. 2: CaB Ai and Aj equivalent if Ai!Aj E Q. For a given F in the SeIberg Class, let
hF be the number of equivalence classes among the Ai. We conjecture that hF = 1.
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Con;. 3: Let ~ = (Al"" ,Ar) and pC~) E C an invariant of the functional equation. Then
t.here is a fllnction f: nt -+ <C such that p(~) = f( elF) .

Given a flJuctiona} equation

<1>(8) = w~(l- s)

wc can dr.finc thc associated number

with Iwl = 1,

wherc
r

q = (21r)dQ2 rr A~>'j ,

j=l

r

1J + i(} = ~ := 2L (Jlj - t) .
j=l

sup IL e(no) - L cne(na) I
er E[0,11 n$:t n$x

\Ve COJ1jcctllre that w· is an algebraic number.

David Farmer proposes the problem of showing that if F is in the Selberg Class then
F(l +it) -# O.

5. (Alberto Perelli) Suppose that F is in the Selberg Class, and that F is entire. Put
Fo(s) = F(s + iB). Show that if F is primitive then Fe is primitive for an (). (This would
follow from the Selberg Orthonormality Conjecture.)

\Vc kllow that. members of thc Selberg Class have unique factorization into prinlitive mem
bers of thc dass. Show that if Fand Gare members of the Selberg Class with (F, C) = 1 ,
thcll thcrc is a complex number g such that mF(O) f. mc(e). Hefe 1nF(g) denote the
multiplicit.y of vanishing of F at f!.

6. (Yoichi Motohushi) Find a direct proof (without using Kloostennan sums) for the
spectral dccornposition of

/

+00

-00 I ( ~ + it) 1
4

g(t) ~t

with suitable weights g.

7. (Aleksandar lvic) Let f! be a simple zero of (s). Bound I('(g) I from below J in
terms of lei.

8. (Aleksundur Ivic) (due to Kuropa, 1971) If p > 2 then

O! + I! + ... + (p - I)! ~ 0 (mod p) ?

True for p < 8 . 106 .

9. (Antal Balog) Let Cn be real or complex numbers such that cnJL(n) = 0 for all 11..

How small can

be? It is known that there exist Cn SO that the above is «X3/ 4 log2 X , and that the above
is »X2 / 3 for any choice of the Cn.
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10. (Trevor Wooley) Let (prad be the maximal radical extension of Q. Thus) if a E Qrad

then "a l/ n E QTl\d for all positive integers n. Let d be a given positive integer. How large
n'ust s be) in order that for any homogeneous FE Qrad [Xl)'" t xsl of degree d, there is
a l!. E (QTad)B\{Q} such that F(ll) = O? For d = 1,2,3)4, s = 2 is enough. For d ~ 5

one needs at least s ~ d + 1. It is also known that s = 22
<1-2 + 1 is enough.

Also) in this connection, find an absolutely irreducible polynornial P in three variables with
coefficients in ((fad such that P has no non-trivial zero in (QTad) 3 .

11. (Trevor Wooley) (due to Novcik) Prove that there is a fJ > 0 such that the number
of solutions of the equation

Xk _ yk pI.

u k _ vk qk

in variables x,y,u,v,p,q satisfyillg 1 ~ x,YtU,V ~ ./Y. I (xtY) = (u,v) = (p,q) = 1,
ITJ/ql ~ 1 is «X2

-
O

•

This would have the following applicatioll: If k is odd thell the Ilumber of lattice points
(u,v) such that lulk + Ivl k ~ T k /2 is cT - bTI/2 -1/k + O+(T 1/ 4 (loglog)1/4) .

12. (Gemld Tenenbaum) 'ls it true that the number of perfeet powers between x and
x + y is « ..jY uniformly in x? Even stranger, is it true that the number of square-full
integers between x and x + y is « .jY uniformly in x? The estimate « .jY + log'x is
trivial.

13. (Dieter Wolke) Let C be a sufficiently large constallt. An odd integer N is called
rieh if for every prime p E (2, N - C) the number lV - P can be written as a sum of two
primes. Da there exist infinitely many rich integers? Ir so, give a lower bound for their
frequency.

14. (Daniel Goldston)
Let

AQ(n)

and set

L #J2(q) L Jl(d) d
q$Q <p(q) dlq

dln

L 1-t(d) log (Q/d) .
dln

d$Q

""" Jl(q)L.-J -(-) cq(n),
q$Q r.p q

We believe that ..\Q(n) and AQ(n) are elose for most n. Graham (JNT 10, 1978) proved
that

L AQ(nf = x logQ + O(x)
n:5z

for 1 ~ Q ~ x. Prove the same for AQ(n).

15. (Yoichi Motohashi) In the notation above, can one show that

L AQ(n)2k « x(logQ)2k-l
n$z
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when k is a fixed integer > 1 ?

16. (Yoichi Motohashi) The Brun-Titchmarsh inequality asserts that if (q, l) = 1 then

71" (x; q, l) :; (2 + 0(1») <p(q) l~(x/q) .

In addition, it is known that if q :; x 1/ 3 then the log(x/q) in the denominator can be
replaced by log(x/q3/16). We have two problems:
(a) Derive this improvementwith the restrietion q :5 x 1/ 3 relaxed, to allow larger values
of q. (b) Replace q3/16 by something smaller, even if only for a more restricted range, say
q < X I /

100
.

Thc Ci Inverse Goldbach Problem" consists in showing that even

At. that occasion I proved

(1)yk = (x + l)(x + 2) ... (x + m).

18. (Jürgen Sander) A result of Erdös and Selfridge from 1975 shows that

has 110 integer solutions x, y # 0 for k ~ 2 and m ? 2. PrOfi the viewpoint of algebraic
geometry, equation (1) represents aplane curve for fixed k and m, which is an elliptic
curve for k = 2 and m = 3. Therefore, it is natural to ask for rational solutions. For
k > 1, 1TL > 1 and k + m > 6, we know from Faltings' proof of Mordell's conjecture that
equation (1) has at most finitely many rational solutions. We have proved that for k ? 2
and 2 ~ 7n ~ 4 , rational points x, y #; 0 on the superelliptic curve (1) exist only for
k = 7n = 2. They are given by

2c~ - ~
x= q_~'

with coprime integers· Cl #; ±C2' We conjecture that for other k ~ 2 and m ~ 2 no
rational points x and y #; 0 on (1) exist.

witlf any n E N is impossible.

IPn [n,oo) = (A + B) n [n,oo), #A ~ 2, #B ~ 2

THEOREM. Let N be a natural number and sets A, B C [0, N] such that A + B C IP.
Then #A· #8 « N .

Thc prüof is a simple application of the Davenport-Halberstam inequality.

The Inverse Goldbach Problem would obviously be settled if one could prove #A· #B =
o( 10;N) instead, provided that #A ~ 2, #B? 2 .

17. (Eduard Wirsing) Among the abstracts of the conference of Nov. 9-15, 1972 one
finds thc following entry:

Jt is easy to see that the set IP of alt primes cannot be represented in the form

IP = A + B with #A, #ß~? 2. Similarly IP \ {2} # A + ß.
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Designs arid Codes

15 - 21 March 1998

The meeting was organized by D. Jungnickel (Augsburg) and J. H. van Lint
(Eindhoven). The central theme of the conference was the interplay between

. coding theory, the theory of designs and finite geometry. 1t brought together
experts of these areas and gave the opportunity to learn and discuss the latest
developments in these fields. While the morni.ogs were filled with long talks,
there was only one talk per afternoon scheduled, leaving time for private
diseussions' and research.

Two main themes of the conference were difference sets on the one hand and
Z4-linear codes on the other hand. The most spectacular progress reported on
was probably Schmidt 's work on new exponent bounds for abelian difference
sets without any technical assumptions like self-conjugacy (and a variety of
other struetures whieh can be studied in terms of group rings); this result is
the first major breakthrough since Turyn 's classical wo/k of 1965. The talks
given on Z4-linear codes proved again how fruitful this point of view is in
dealing with seemingly non-linear phenomena.

The eonferenee was overshadowed by the deeease of Professor Edward F.
Assmus Jr., who died on March 18 during the conference. This eaused the
deeision to continue the conference only with a final memorial session, whence
only 15 talks were given.

The proceedings of the conference will now take the form of a memorial
tribute to Professor Assmus; several colleagues not present at the meeting
have been invited to contribute to this volume which will appear as a special
volume of the journal "Designs, Codes and Crypotography".
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EOWARD F. ASSMUS 1

Variations on a theme of Deisarte: the coding theory of nets

We show how Delsarte's work on binary codes of inversive planes extends to
the binary coding theory of odd-order nets. Roughly speaking, we linearize
Bruck~s theory of nets over the binary field. In particular, we give a neces
sary and sufficient eondition, similar to MacLane's eharacterization of planar
graphs, for a net to extend to an affine plane and a computable suffieient
condition for a (q + 1)/2-net of odd order q to extend to an affine plane. We _
indicate the generalization to affine I-designs and give many examples. We -
elose with several open questions.

JÜRGEN BIERBRAUER

Codes and Caps

We give a direet introduetion to the theory of cyclic codes and apply it to
constacyclic codes. This paves the way to a generalization of this notion,
whieh we call twisted codes. The basic instrument for the determination of
the basic parameters are cyclotomic cosets, the orbits under the action of the
Galois group.

Twisted codes are applied (a) for the construction of good quaternary and bi
nary codes, (b) for the construction of a 3-parameter family of 2-weight codes
and strongly regular graphs, which are related to the geometrical problem of
maximal ares, and (c) for the construction of quantum codes.

We remark that the nation of twisted codes is roughly equivalent to the
notion of Reed-Solomon subspace codes, which was developed independently
by McEliece, Solomon and Hattori.

In a second part we study caps in projective and affine spaces. We review
the classical recursive constructions and introduce some new constructions, !A
which lead to good results in projective dimensions 5 and 6. Finally we give -
a direct construction in dimension 4 in odd characteristic, which is based on \-
a family of ovoids on three hyperplanes in general position. The construction
is couched in the language of geometrie algebra. The main result are caps of
size 0(5/2 q2) in PG(4, q), q odd.

IThis abstract is taken out of the "Vortragsbuch"
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AIDEN A. BRUEN

Binary Linear Codes of Minimum Distance 4

(Joint work with David Wehlan)

We show the one-to-one correspondence between such codes C and caps S
in the projective space E = PG(n,2), i.e. sets of points in E with DO three
eollinear. It is the case that C is inextendable if and only if S is maximal.

We foeus on the case when S is large (i.e. (SI ~ 2n
-

1 +2) and maximal. The
. methods of Davydov and Tomhak are deseribed. Using a celebrated result

of M. Kneser they are able to show the following result.

Theorem: If S is maximal and IBI > 2n
-

1
, then ISI = 2n

-
1 + 2i , i =

0,1, ... , n - 3, n - 1. Moreover S is obtained by suceessivelydoubling a
maximal eap of size 2m

-
1 + 1 in PG(m - 2).

In order to obtain the structure of S we need the structure of a maximal eap
T with ITI = 2n

-
1 + 1 in PG(n,2). Examples of such T are described using

the tangent hyperplane construction and the "quasidoubling" construction.
We also discuss quasimaximal caps and give strueture theorems in various
cases. A connection with the colouring of graphs and Tutte's 2-blocks is also
described.

ROBERT CALDERBANK

Orthogonal Geometry and Quantum Error Correc~ion

(Joint work with Erie Rains, Peter Shor, and Neil Sloane)

Quantum effects are seidorn evident in today's electronic devices sinee the
quantum states of rnany millions of atoms are averaged together blurring
their discreteness. But in quantum eomputing the foundations of quantum
mechanics are finding direct and visible application in information process
ing. The unreasonable effectiveness of quantum eomputing is foupded on
coherent quantum superposition or entanglement which allows a large num
ber of calculations to be performed simultaneously. This coherence is lost as
a quantum system interacts with its environment and an important challenge
today is to devise means of preserving it.

3



A quantum errar correcting code is a way of encoding quantum states into
qubits so that error or decoherence in a small number of individual qubits
has little or no effect on the encoded data. This talk will describe a beautiful
group theoretic framework that simplifies the presentation of known quan
tum error correcting codes and greatly facilitates the construction of new
examples.

IWAN DUURSMA

Split weight enumerators for Preparata codes with applications to
designs

(Joint work with Chunming Rang and Kyeongcheol Yang)

Quaternary Preparata codes have a 2-transitive affine automorphisnl group.
Their combinatorial structure is rieher than indicated by the automorphism
group. Helleseth, Rong and Yang found various 3-designs by taking the
supports of codewords as blocks. In a joint work with these authors wc
abtain the stranger property that the split complete weight enunlerator of
a Preparata code at three given positions daes not depend on the three
positions.

SHUHONG GAO

Absolute irreducibility of polynomials via Newton polytopes

Absolute irreducibility of polynomials is crueial in many applieations, includ
ing finite geometry and algebraic geometrie codes. In this talk, we develop a
new method for proving absolute irredueibility of multivariable polynonlials
over any field. We associate a polynomial with a polytope, called the New-
ton polytape of the polynomial. A polynomial is absolutely irreducible if its •
Newton polytope is indecomposable. This can be viewed as a generaliza-
tion of Eisenstein's criterion. We construct several classes of indecomposable
polytopes and thus give many infinite families of absolutely irreducible poly
nomials over an arbitrary field. We apply this technique to polynomials
related to codes over finite fields.

4



TOR HELLESETH

3-Designs from Preparata codes, Kerdock codes and related codes
over Z4

The Preparata code Pm of Jength 2m over Z4 has parity-check matrix

[
1111 1 ]

H = 0 1 ß ß2 ß2rn -2 .

where ß is an element of order 2m
- 1 in the Galois ring GR(4, m).

A vector is denoted to be of the type 1nl 2n2 31\3 ono if i occurs ni times,
i = 0, 1, 2,3, as a component. The nonzero positions (or supports) of a
fixed type of low Hamming weight in the Preparata code over Z4 are shown
to form 3-designs.The codewords of minimum Lee weight in the Preparata
code Pm forany odd integer mare of the type 13 21 31 on-5 or 1!21 33 on-5.

Changing the sign of a codeword leads to a codeword with the same support.
Hence, to construct simple designs (designs without repeated blocks), we only
consider the former type. Note that the codewords of minimal Lee weight
have Hamming weight 5.

Theorem: The supports of the codewords of type 13 21 31 on~5 (or }1 21 33 on-5)

in the Preparata code Pm over Z4 form a 3-(2m
, 5,10) design for any odd in

teger m'~ 3.

Further aB codewords of a fixed type of support size 6 form a design. As an
example we have:

Theorem: The supports of the codewords of type 15 2° 31 on-6 in the:Preparata
code Pm over Z4 form a 3-(2m

, 6, 2m - 8) design for any odd integer m ~ 5.

The dual code of the Preparata code over Z4 is the Kerdock code over Z4.The
codewords of each type in the Kerdock code aver Z4 give"a design. As an
example we have:

Theorem: The supports of the codewords of the type 11\1 2n2 3n3 on-nI -1\2- n 3

in the Kerdock code Km of length n = 2m over Z4 form a 3-(2m, k,..\) design
for any odd integer m ~ 3, where k = 2m - 1 +2m - 2 - 2

m;3, .-\ = k(k -1)(k
2)/(2m - 2) and nt = 2m - 2 + 2 m;3 , n2 = n3 = 2m - 2 _ 2 m;3 .

Further results also reveal similar examples of 3-designs in the Goethals code
over Z4.

5



YURY J. IONIN

A technique for construeting symmetrie designs

We introduee a uniform technique for eonstrueting a family of symmetrie
designs with parameters (v(qm+l - 1}/(q - 1), kqm, "\qm}, where m is any
positive integer, (v, k,"\) are the parameters of a smaller symmetrie design,
and q = k2

/ (k-"\) is a prime power. In this teehnique, the ineidenee matrix of
the initial symmetrie (v, k, A)-design is to be contained in a set M of matrices
of order v satisfying conditions (i) each matrix X E M has a constant row e
sum r(X) and (ii) there exists a bijection u : M ---+ M such thai a q- 1 is
the identity, (aX)(uy)T = XyT for any X, Y E M, r(a}:) = r(.Y) and
Lf~: uiX = ((q - l)r(X)/v)J for any X E M.

We utilize the Davis and Jedwab approach to construeting difference sets
to show that our construction works whenever (v, k,..\) are the parameters
of a MeFarland difference set or its complement, a Spenee difference set
or its complement, a Davis-Jedwab differenee set or its eonlplement, 01' a
Hadamard difference set of order 9· 4d , thus obtaining seven infinite falnilies
of symmetrie designs.

JONATHAN JEDWAB

Golay complementary sequences and Reed-Muller codes

(Joint work with James Davis)

In order to solve an applied problem in digital communieation engineering
we examined the strueture of binary "Golay sequences" of length 2m , namely
sequences A belonging to a Golay eomplementary pair {A, B}. 1"'his unusual
formulation led us to discover an unexpected connection with Reed-Muller
codes. Specifically, we can represent 2m+lm~/2 binary Golay sequences as
m!/2 cosets of RM(l, m) within RM(2, m). For each such sequence A we can e
exhibit foul' sequences B forming a Golay eomplementary pair with A. This
result generalises naturally from the binary alphabet to the 2h-ary alphabet,
conneeting 2h-ary Golay sequences of length 2m to a new generalisation of the
Reed-Muller code over the ring Z2h. We give an efficient recursive decoding
algorithm for the new Reed~Muller code involving a modifieation of the fast
Hadamard transform.
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VLADIMIR I. LEVENSHTEIN

Relationships between bounds Cor codes and designs in the
Hamming and Johnson spaces

For a P- and Q-polynomial association scheme (graph) X, the problems of
finding the maximum size A(X, d) of a code C ~ X with the minimum dis
tance d and the minimum size B(X, d) of a code C ~ X with the minimum
dual distance d (or, equivalently, (d - 1)-design C ~ X) are considered. In
particular, for the Hamming space X = H:, B(X, t + 1) is the minimum

. size lv t of an orthogonal array OA1(t, n, v) of strength t and, for the John
son space X = J~, B(X, t + 1) is the minimum size 1(~)/(7) of a block
t-design Sl(t, w, n). For optimal codes there is the Bassalygo-Elias inequality
(:) A(H;, 2d) ::; 2n A( J~, d), where the Johnson distance equals. ~alf of the
Hamming distance between binary vectors. This inequality was ~used to ob
tain the best asymptotic bound on A(H'2, 2d) using bounds on A(J~,d). The
problem is to find an analogue of this inequality for optimal designs and im
prove bound for B(H;,2d) using the known bounds on B(J~,d).. A solution
of this problem will be given, but only in terms of the linear programming
bo~nds.

DeIsarte considered two (code and design) linear programming problems for
hoth the systems P and Q of orthogonal polynomials and proved that

A(X, d) ~ min(AQ(X, d), IX'IIBp(X, d)),
B(X,d) ~ max(BQ(X,d), IXIIAp(X,d)),

where AQ(X, d) and Ap(X, d) are the solut10ns of the code problem for sys
tems Q and P, respectively, and BQ(X, d) and Bp(X, d) are those for the de
sign problem. Rodemich {ound the following analogue of th,e Bassalygo-Elias
inequality in terms of the linear programming bounds: (:)AQ(H2,2d) :::;
2n AQ(J~, d). Recently the author proved that

AQ(X, d)Bp(X, d) = Ap(X, d)BQ(X, d) = lXI.
This inequality, applied to X = H; and X = J~, the coincidence Q with P
for the Hamming space, and the Rodemich result imply that BQ (H!i ,2d) =
Bp(H'2,2d) ~ Bp(J~,d) = (:)IAQ(J~,d). In particular, this approach al
lows one to improve upon the Rao and Ray-Chaudhuri-Wilson bounds on
the size of orthogonal arrays and block designs when their strength t is suf
ficiently large as compared to n with the help of the author's upper bound
of 1978 on the sjze of codes in the Hamming and Johnson spaces.
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BERNHARD SCHMIDT

Towards Ryser's coojecture aod more

In this talk, a new approach to the study of cyclotomic integers of prescribed
absolute value is presented which has strong implications on several combi
natorial structures including (relative) difference sets, quasiregular projective
planes, planar functions, and group invariant weighing matrices. One of the
main consequences is that the exponent of an abelian group G containing a

1

(v, k, A, n )-difference set cannot exceed e'-l ~(v,n) ) 2 v, where s is the numher e
of odd prime'divisors of v and F(v, n) is a number theoretic parameter whose
order of magnitude usually is the square free part of v. This implies, for in-
stance, that for any finite set P of primes there is a constant C such that
exp{G) ~ CIGI 1/ 2 for any abelian group G containing a Hadamard difference
set whose order is a product of powers of primes in P. Furthermore, we are
able to verify Ryser's conjecture for most parameter series of known differ-
ence sets. This includes a striking progress towards the circulant Haclan1arcl
matrix conjecture. A computer search showed that there is no Barker se-
quence of length 1 with 13 < 1 ~ 4 . 1012

. Finally, we present new necessary
conditions for the existence of quasiregular projective planes and group in-
variant weighing matrices including asymptotic exponent bounds for cases
which previously had been completely intractable.

MOHAN S. SHRIKHANDE

On classification of two class partially balanced designs

Let r = (V, E) be a strongly regular graph and B a family of k-subsets
(blocks) of V. The pair D = (V, ß) is a partially balanced (v, k, A, Jl)-design
on r if for any distinct vertices x and y, the number of blocks containing
{x, y} is A if {x, y} is an edge and is Jl otherwise. In such a design, the
replication number r satisfies r ~ 2A - Jl.

We obtain a complete classification of designs with r = 2A - JL in case r
has an eigenvalue -2. We show there are three infinite families (and their
complements) and several sporadic designs. The sporadic designs correspond
to the Petersen, Clebsch, and Shrikhande graphs and the triangular graph
T(4).
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VLADIMJR D. TONCHEV

Linear Perfeet Codes and a Characterization of the Classical
Designs

A new definition for the dimension of a combinatorial t-(v, k, A) design over
a finite field is proposed. The complementary designs of the hyperplanes in
a finite projective or affine geometry, and the finite Desarguesian planes in
particular, are characterized as the unique (up to isomorphism) designs with
the given parameters and minimum dimension. This generalizes a well-known
characterization of the binary hyperplaneodesigns in terms of thejr minimum
2-rank. The praof utilizes the q-ary analogue of the Hamming code, and a
group-theoretic characterization of the classical designs.

HAROLD N. WARD

Divisible Codes

Let C be a linear code over CF(q). An integer D is a divisor of C if D
divides the weight of every member of C. C is called divisible if it has a
divisor bigger than 1. When D and q are relatively prime, C is equivalent to
a D-fold replicated code, perhaps with extra zero coordinates.

If q is apower of the prime p, and pe divides C but pe+l does not, e is
called the exponent of C. If G is a subgroup of the group of C" one seeks
to relate e to properties of C as aG-module. The present pape'r illustrates
these connections for the case q ~ 2. They are established by using a po
larization process applied to the weight function w on C and to w /2 e read
modulo 2. The results presented are in part a summary of material from
the author's chapter in the forthcoming "Handbook of Coding Theory." The
talk mentions recent applications to codes meeting the Griesmer bound.
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QING XIANG

Hyperovals, cyclic difference sets and codes

(Joint work with Ron Evans and Christian Krattenthaler)

Recently, Maschietti constructed three families of (2d
- 1, 2d-l - 1, 2d

- 2 - 1)
cyclic difference sets by using monomial hyperovals in PG(2,2d

). In this
talk, we first give a new proof for Maschietti 's construction by using.Jacobi
sums. Then using Stickelberger's theorem on the prime ideal factorization of
Gauss sums, we compute the 2-ranks for the difference sets from the Segre e
hyperovals. For the difference sets from the Glynn hyperovals, we conjecture
that their 2-ranks satisfy certain 5-term recurrence relations.

VICTOR ZINOVIEV

On Z4-linear Goethals codes and Kloosterman sums

(Joint Work with Tor Helleseth)

Studying the coset weight distributions of the weIl known binary Z4-1inear
Goethals codes, we connect these codes with the Kloosterman sums. From
one side, we obtain for some cases, of the cosets of weight four, the exact
expressions for the number of code words of weight four in terms of the
Kloosterman sums. From the other side, we obtain some limitations for
the possible values of the Kloosterman sums, which improve the weIl known
results due to Lachaud and Wolfmann.

Berichterstatter: Jörg Eisfeld (Gießen)
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Programme of the conference

Chair: Jacob J. Seidel
HAROLD N. WARD: Divisible Codes

09:30-10:30
10:30-11:30

11 :30-12:30

16:00-17:00

Monday, 16 March 1998

09:15-09:30 JACOBUS H. VAN LINT: Welcome

Chair: Jacobus H. van Lint
AIDEN BRUEN: Binary linear codes of minimum distance 4
YURY J. IONIN: A technique for constructing symmetrie
designs
ROBERT A. CALDERBANK: Orthogonal geometry and
quantum error correction

09:15-10:15

10:20-11:20
11:25-12:25

16:00-17:00

Tuesday, 17 March 1998

Chair: James W. P. Hirschfeld
VLADIMIR I. LEVENSHTEIN: Relationships between bounds
for codes and designs in the Hamming and Johnson spaees
QING XIANG: Hyperovals, Cyclic difference sets and codes
E. F. ASSMUS : Variations. on a theme of DeIsarte: the eod
ing theory of nets

Chair: Richard M. WiIson
JÜRGEN BIERBRAUER: Codes and caps

Wednesday, 18 March 1998

Chair: Joseph A. Thas
09:15-10:15 VICTOR A. ZINOVIEV: On Z4-linear Goethals eodes and

Kloosterman sums
10:20-11 :20 MOHAN SHRIKHANDE: On classifieation of two dass par

tially balaneed designs
11:25-12:25 SHUHONG GAO: Absolute irreducibility of polynomials via

Newton polytopes
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Thursday, 19 March 1998

Chair: Marialuisa de Resmini
09:15-10:15 BERNHARD SCHMIDT: Towards Ryser's conjecture and

more

* * *
Memorial session for E. F. Assmus

Chajr: Dieter Jungnickel _ ~
14:00-14:25 TOR HELLESETH: 3-Designs from Preparata codes, Kerdock" ~,

codes and related codes over Z4 ( '-
14:25-14:50 IWAN DUURSMA: Split weight enumerators for Preparata

codes with applications to designs
14:50-15:45 JONATHAN JEDWAB: Golay complementary sequences and

Reed-Muller codes
16:30-17:25 VLADIMIR D. TONCHEV: Linear perfeet codes and a char

acterization of the classical designs
17:30-17:45 ROBERT A. CALDERBANK: E. F. Assmus
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Tagungsbericht 12/1998

Applications and Computation of
Orthogonal Polynomials

22.03.-28.03.1998
The meeting was organized by Walter Gautschi (West Lafayette), Gene H. Golub (Stan
ford) , aod Gerhard Opfer (Hamburg). There were 46 participants from 13 countries,
more than half coming from Germany and the United States, and a substantial number
from Italy. A total of 23 plenary lectures were presented and 4 short informal lectures.
An evening session was also held dealing with open problems. Problems were posed by
.Laura Gori, Arieh Iserles, Dirk Laurie, Hrushikesh Mhaskar, and Ed Saff. Wednesday
afternoon was set aside for an excursion and a social gathering at the restaurant "Zum
Ochsen" in Schapbach.

The principal scientific areas of attention were:

(a) Computational aspects, including numerical and symbolic computation, matrix in
terpretation of relevant algorithms, and convergence, perturbation, and stability
analyses;

(b) Generalizations of ordinary orthogonal polynomials, such as s-orthogonal, mat/:ix
and tensor-valued, Müntz-type, and complex orthogonal polynomials;

(c) Applications to problems in applied mathematics and engineering; prominent among
the former were least squares approximation, Gaussian and related quadrature, it
erative methods in linear algebra, the detectian of singularities, and integral equa
tions; the latter included the use of wavelets in medical diagnostics and tbe relevance
of orthogonal polynomials in optimal contral problems, dynamical systems, and gas
dynamics.

Monday. Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Morning Monegato Calvetti Beckermann Ammar Van Barel
session Peherstorfer Li Fischer, H.-J. Freund Ehrich

Petras Suchy Fuchs Gutknecht Reichel
Afternoon Gori FOllpouagnigni Mbaskar Ripken
session Laurie Milavanovic Skrzipek Runekel
Evening Hanke Open I
session Fischer, B. problems

Gragg ./ session I
Weideman / I



Abstracts

Algorithms and applications of eigenproblems for Hessenberg
matrices related to Szegö polynomials

Gregory S. Ammar (DeKalb)

Szegö polynomials, i.e., polynomials orthogonal with respect to a measure on the unit cir-
eIe in "the eomplex plane, ean be viewed as the charaeteristic polynomials of a struetured
Hessenberg matrix that is determined by the recurrence coeffieients of the polynomialsA
This is in analogy with the relationship of polynomials orthogonal with respect to a mea-_
sure on the real axis and Jacobi matrices. Similarly, computational problems involving
Szegö poly~omials ean be developed by reeasting the problems in terms of the structured
Hessenberg matrix. _

The struetured Hessenberg matriees can be viewed as submatriees of a larger unitary
Hessenberg matrix. The unitary Hessenberg matrix itself arises in the special ease that
the Szegö polynomials are orthogonal with respect to a singularmeasure. Unitary Hes
senberg matrices have a structure that is quite amenable to exploitation in eigenvalue .
computations, and a variety of efficient algorithms have recently been developed for solv
ing unitary Hessenberg eigenproblems. We will give an overview of these points, and give
particular attention to Gragg's unitary Hessenberg QR algorithm. We'll outline a deriva
tion of the UHQR algorithm using a device for describing the efficient implementation of
single-bulge chasing procedures on unitary Hessenberg matrices.

We then show how our device for deriving the UHQR algorithm can be used to
derive an efficient implementation of a Francis QR step on (real) orthogonal Hessenberg
matrices. In particular, we will see that the double-bulge chasing sweep that arises from
the Francis shift strategy can be implemented by interleaving three single-bulge chasing
sweeps. The resulting OHQR algorithm avoids the additional storage and computation
assoeiated with the complex arithmetic that is required when the single-shift UHQR
algorithm is applied to a real matrix.

We will also outline same current· work on how the QR algorithm ean be efficiently
applied to a submatrix of a unitary Hessenberg matrix. The resulting algorithm, which ia.
being developed in collaboration with William Gragg and Chunyang He, provides a nevw;
approach to computing the zeros of an arbitrary Szegö polynomial.
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Multiple orthogonal polynomials and simultaneous rational ap
proximation

\'Valter van Assehe (Leuven)

The usual nation of orthogonal polynomials on the real line assoeiated with a positive
measure ean be extended to multiple orthogonality on r sets with respeet to r positive
measures. Usual orthogonal polynomials are eonneeted with Pade approximation of one
(Stieltjes) funetion; multiple orthogonal polynomials are eonneeted with simultaneous
Hermite-Pade approximation of r (Stieltjes) funetions. Not every system of r Stieltjes
funetions gives anormal Hermite-Pade table, hut there are tWQ systems that appear to
be natural: Angeleseo systems where the orthogonality is on r disjoint intervals, an~

Nikishin systems where the orthogonality is on one interval hut the weight funetions~are

recursively defined as Stieltjes transforms of eertain measures on disjoint intervals.
Dur interest is in the eomputation of these multiple orthogonal polynomials. One

ean show that they satisfy a reeurrenee relation of (r + l)st order, extending the well
known three-term reeurrenee relation for usual orthogonal polynomials. Henee we are
interested in eomputing the reeurrence eoefficients and the zeros of multiple orthogonal
polynomials, which turn out to be eigenvalues of a banded Hessenberg matrix (extending
the tridiagonal Jaeobi matrix for usual orthogonal polynomials).

Orthogonal polynomial v.ectors and discrete least squares approx
imation

Mare Van Barel (Heverlee)

We give the solution 'of a discrete least squares approximation problem in terms of or
thonormal polynomial vectors. The degrees of the polynomial elements of these veetors
ean be different. An algorithm is constructed eomputing the coefficients of reeurrence
relations for the orthonormal polynomial vectors. In ease the function values are pre
scribed in points on the real axis or on the unit circle, variantsof the original algorithm
can be designed which are an order of magnitude more efficient. Although the recurrence
relations require all previous vectors to compute the next orthonormal vector, in the real
or in the unit-circle case only a fixed number of previous vectors are required.

The sensitivity of least squares polynomial approximation

Bernhard Beckermann (Villeneuve cl'Ascq)
Joint work with Ed Saff (Tampa)

We consider the least squares problem of finding the coefficients with respect to a poly
nomial basis {PO,Pl,'" ,Pn}, 8pj = j, of a polynomial P, 8P ::; n, such that, for a given
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function /, the weighted error E7=olwj(zj)1 2 If(zj) - P(Zj)1 2 is minimized. The maxi
mal magnification "'n of relative errars in the data f(zo), . .. , f(ZN) equals the condition
number of some rectangular weighted Vandermonde-like matrix. The aim of this talk
is to study the nth root behaviour of ""n for bases of orthogonal polynomials and for
same triangular array of Dorles in the case NIn ~ C > 1. As tools we require compJex
potential theory, such as the constrained energy problem in the presence of an external
field.

Estimation of the L-curve via Lanczos bidiagonalization

Daniela Calvetti (Cleveland)

The L-curve criterion is orten applied to determine a suitable value of the regularization
parameter when soh'ing ill-conditioned linear systems of equations with a right-hand
side contaminated by errors of unknown norm. However, the computation of the L
curve is quite costly for large problems; the determination of a point on the L-curve
requires that both the norm of the regularized approximate solution and the norm of the
corresponding residual vector be available. Therefore, usually only a few points on the
L-curvc are computed, and these values rather than the L-curve, are used to determine
a value of thc regularization parameter. We describe a new approach to determine a
value of the regularization parameter based on computing an L-ribbon that contains the
L-curve in its interior. An L-ribbon can be computed fairly inexpensively by partial
Lanczos bidiagonalization of the matrix of the given linear system of equations. The
connection bet,veen orthogonal polynomials and quadrature rules is an essential tool in
thc determination of the L-ribbon.

Stieltjes polynomials and interpolation

Sven Ehrich (München)

Stieltjes polynomials are defined by

k = 0,1, ... , n,

where Pn are the Legendre polynomials. The zeros of the Stieltjes and the Legendre poly
nomials are used by the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula. We investigate the quality
of the interpolation processes based on the zeros of the Stieltjes polynomials En+b respec
tively on the zeros of the product Pn En+1 • We present new inequalities for the Stieltjes
polynomials and show that the Lebesgue constants of both interpolation processes have
the optimal order O(1ogn). Furthermore, we give weighted V error bounds as weIl as
applications to product integratio~ and to the numerical solution of integral equations.
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Polynomial wavelets with application to evoked EEG Oscillations

Bernd R. W. Fischer (Lübeck)

In this talk we present a unified approach for the construction of polynomial wavelets.
Our main tool are orthogonal polynomials. More precisely, our derivations make use of
the general theory of kernel polynomials. This allows us to treat not only weight functions
which are supported on a compact interval (e. g., Jacobi weights) hut also weight functions
\vhich are supported on the realline (e. g., Hermite weight) or on the real half line (e. g.,
Laguerre weight).

Several examples illustrate the new approach. In particular, we apply the polynomial
\vave1E~t scheme to signals obtained by visual cortex reeordings of auditory and visual
evoked potentials in the human brain. Theobtained results strongly support..~he sugges
tion that alpha oscillations in the corresponding EEG are event-related osciU~tlons.

Fast solution of confluent Vandermonde-like matrices usirig poly
nomial arithmetic

Hans-Jürgen Fischer (Chemnitz)

If we want to calculate the weights (Ti and Dodes Ti of Gaussian quadrature for same
measure a directly from modi~ed moments J.lk = f Pk(X) da(x) with some given system of
orthogonal polynomials Pk, we have a non-linear system of equations. The implementation
of a Newton method leads to the solution of a confluent Vandermonde-like system with
matrix

(

PO(Tl) PO(Tn) p~(Td P~(Tn) )

P2n-~(Td P:!n-I(Tn) P~n-I(Td P;n-:(Tn)·

We propose a method of solution using only operations like addition, multiplication and
division of polynomials and the evaluation at some points. These operations ean be
efficiently performed in any orthogonal base within O(n2 ) operations. For an appropriate
base (Chehyshev of first or second kind) the algorithm can he speeded up to O(n log2 n)
operations. -

Some remarks on the estimation of linear functionals

Klaus-Jürgen Förster (Hildesheim)

In this lecture, we consider estimates of linear functionals on C(-1, 1] using Peano kerne}
theory. We discuss several applieations of an expansion of Peano kemeIs with ultraspher
ical polynomials, which has been proved by H. Brass and the author. Same examples
concerning Gaussian quadrature are given.
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Laguerre-Freud equationsapplied to generalized Meixner and
generalized Charlier orthogonal polynomials

l\1ama Foupouagnigni (Berlin)

Let ce (respectively C[x}) be the set of complex numbers (respectively the vector space
of polynomials with complex coefficients). Let l. be a regular linear form from C[x] to
ce satisfying f::1{ljJi:,) == 1/;{, (with (ß L, P) == -(l., \l P), P E C[x}) where 4> and 7/J are
given polynomials. The polynomial family (Pn)n orthogonal with respect to [, satisfies
a three term recurrence relation: Pn+1 == (x - ßn)Pn - rn Pn-l, Po = 1, P-1 == O. When _
the degree of if> is at most 2 and the degree of 'lj; is exactly one, the linear form and the •
corresponding polynomials are said classical and coefficients ßn and rn are well-known.
But if the degree of if> is at least 3 or the degree of 'lj; is at least 2, the linear form and
the corresponding polynomials are said semi-classical and the formula giving ßn and In
in terms of 4> and 'l/J is not valid. In this work, we show that coefficients ßn and ,n are
solutions of t\VO non linear equations

1n+I == FI ('1' ... '1n, ßo, ... , ßn),

ßn+l == F2 (11,' .. , ln+l, ßl,"" ßn)'

A.pplication of this result to generalized Charlier and generalized Meixner. of class one and
use ofsymbolic and numerical computation with Maple V.4 permit us to have information
about the asymptotic behaviour of coefficients ßn and In'

Matrix-valued formally orthogonal polynomials and their appli
cation in reduced-order modeling of MIMO systems

Roland vV. Freund (Murray Hin)

Matrix Padee approximation of the Laplace-domain transfer function cao be used to con
struct reduced-order models of large-scale time-invariant linear dynamical systems with
multiple inputs and multiple outputs. It is weIl known that for the case of a single in-
put and a single output, the resulting Pade approximants are intimately connected toe
formally orthogonal polynomials associated with a scalar moment sequence. In this talk,
we present an extension of this connection to the case of multiple inputs and multiple
outputs. In this case, the corresponding polynomials are matrix-valued. We derive recur
rences for these matrix-valued formally orthogonal polynomials, and we describe some of
their properties. Numerical examples from circuit simulation are presented.
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Discrete polynomialleast-squares approximation in moving time
windows

Erich Fuchs (Passau)

With signal processing in moving time windows one tries to compute characteristic values
of the current time window iteratively taking advantage of already computed values
in previous time windows. It can be shown that this computation method applied in
least-squares approximation on discrete data using orthogonal polynomials leads to fast
algorithms for several discrete weights. Therefore these iterative algorithms providing
signal trend information and estimators in the time domain are suitable for processing
under real-time conditions.

Furthermore these algorithms can be extended to approximation probleIlls. of .the
type "find P E Pn{IR, IR) minimizing E;o{l;(p) - y;)2", where 1; is a linear{form like

lj(p) = J/+ 1 p(x) dx. This allows the interpretation of a measured value as an evaluation
of an integral.

The polynomials {Po, ... ,Pn} orthogonal with respect to the inner product

m

(plq) =L I; (p)lj(q)Wj
;=0

(Wj E ~+ being discrete weights) can be determined by solving systems of linear equations
based on other orthogonal polynomials, which can be computed easier. Due to the
fact that such systems of orthogonal polynomials do normally not fulfill a three-term
r~currence relation, this way of computing this.kind o( orthogonal polynomials. is a fast
and easy method. .

Same applications of s-orthogonal polynomials

Laura Gori (Rorna)
Joint work with Elisabetta Santi (L'Aquila)

In this talk, after briefly surveying the main properties of s-orthogonal (or power or
thogonal) polynomials, we present some recent results showing how a particular class
of these polynomials, characterized by a peculiar invariance property of their zeros, can
conveniently be chosen as a base for the construction of certain quadrature rnles, which
turn out to be particularly suitable for approximating singular integrals.
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Stabilization of the uhqr algorithm

William B. Gragg (Monterey)

The unitary Hessenberg QR algorithm is fundamental for statistical signal analysis, as
is the closely related inverse algorithm (iuhqr). These algorithms are analogous with
algorithms, tqr and itqr, for real symmetrie tridiagonal matrices. No claim of numerical
stability for uhqr was made when it was introduced in 1986. Indeed, an open problem
was to make it perform as weil as tqr. We introduce a device which appears, on the basis
of a large numb'er of experiments, to da the job. Indeed, M. Stewart has proved that a_
small variation of our algorithm is numerically stahle. ..

A matrix interpretation of the Euclidean algorithm

Martin H. Gutknecht (Zürich)

We show that the classical Euclidean algorithm for polynomials (or power series) as weIl
as its recently estahlished forward-stable look-ahead version is equivalent to successively
applying matrix multiplications to the Sylvester matrix of the given polynomials. The
factors can be chosen such that the resulting matrix identity links directly the Sylvester
matrix and the coefficients of the quotients in the Euclidean algorithm with six tridiagonal
matrices containing the coefficients of the polynomials generated by the so-called extended
l?uclidean algorithm in its generallook-ahead form.

Semiiterative regularization methods for ill-posed indefinite prob
lems

Martin Hanke (Karlsruhe)
Joint work with Harald Frankenberger (Kaiserslautern)

We study semiiterative methods for approximating the solution f of linear operator equa
tions K f = g. We are primarily interested in the case where K is selfadjoint and in
definite, and where the spectrum of K clusters in the origin. Due to the latter prop
erty semiiterative methods can only have a sublinear rate of convergence, dependingo~
smoothness properties of the solution Hne f = IKIIIW where IKI = (K· K)1/2 and 11 > O.

Our semiiterative methods construct iterates fk with 9 - K fk = Pk(K)g where Pk
is a polynomial of degree k with Pk(O) = 1, a so-called residual polynomial. Given the
information that the spectrum of K is eontained in [a, 1] with some specified a < 0,
and that f is as ahove, we choose eertain kernel polynomials as residual polynomials.
More precisely, let {un } be the orthonormal polynomials w. r. t. the weight function

8



1;\1211 - 2 / y'(1 - A)(" - a), a < A < 1, then we define

k k

Pk(A) =E un(")un(O)/E u;(O).
n=O n=O

Using' asymptotic results by Badkov and Nevai we establish (optimal) convergence rates

for the iteration. The semiiterative methods can be implemented using the short re

currences for the orthonormal polynomials {un }. For 11 E N those recurrences can be

derived from the recurrence relation of the Chebyshev polynomials (cf. Gautschi or Fi

scher/Golub) but for arbitrary LI > 1/2 one can also use their exp!icit recurrence relations

which are giyen by Magnus.

Gegenbauer weight functions admitting L2 Duflin and Schaeffer

type inequalities ..

David B. Hunter (Bradford)

Joint work with Ceno. Nikolov (Sofia)

Denote by lln the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree n or less, and let w;\(x) =
(1 - X 2).\-lj2 (A > -1/2). Suppose Qn E Iln has distinct real zeros which interlace

with the extrema t j (j = 0, 1, ... , n) in [-1, 1] of the ultraspherical polynomial pAA)

(-1/2 < ,.\ ~ 1/2). It is shown that if pE lln satisfies Ip(tj )/ :::; /Qn(tj )/ (j = 0, 1, ... , n),

then

and

A number of related results are also obtained.

Two-term recurrences and problems related to Gaussian quadra

ture formulas

Dirk Laurie (Vanderbijlpark)

The formulation of orthogonal polynomials as two-term rater than three-term recursions

pas theoretical and computational advantages.
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Theoretical: the classical polynomials have slightly simpler coefficients over [0,2] than
the three-term coefficients over [-1,1]; questions relating to whether the leftmost zero of
anti-Gaussian and Kronrod formulas is internal, are easily answered.

Computational: the finding of zeros hecomes a singular value rather than an eigenvalue
problem; recent advantages yield high relative accuracy of even the smallest zeros; uo
snlearing of the zeros near the left end-point.

In particular, I will discuss what happens to mixed moments in two-term recursion,
and ho\v ne\v light is shed on the problem of recovering the recursion coeflicients from
the Gaussian formula.

Construction and computation of a new set of orthogonal poly- •
nomials

Shikang Li (Hammond)

In this talk we will discuss how to construct and compute a new set of orthogonal poly
nomials from an existing one. For a given pair of po~itive integers (n, r) and a given
positive measure da(t), we will construct a set of orthogonal polynomials corresponding
to the modified measure da*(t) := (1rn (t))4da(t). For r := 2 and the first kind Chebyshev
nleasure we are able to find explicit formulas for the recurrence coefficients for any pos
itive integer rand the first kind Chebyshev measure. For r := 2 and other measures, a
computational method is proposed. Some other results are also stated.

Fourier transforms of orthogonal polynomials of singular rnea
sures and wave propagation in almost-periodic systems

Giorgio Mantica (Corno)

I shall discuss the numerical and theoretical problems which have arisen in the description
of quantum and classical motion in almost-periodic systems. 1 show that the common
mathematical nature of these problems lies in the asymptotic properties of the Fourier
transforms of the orthogonal polynomials associated with the spectral measure of the
problem, which is typically singular. I describe some results that can be obtained in thise
approach.

Lagrange interpolation on the real line

Guiseppe Mastroianni (Potenza)

'. ,..' _.' 'I prove that the Lagrange polynomials mainly based on the Laguerre or Hermite zeros are
'convergent in \veighted uniform norm and easy to implement for a wide class of functions.
I sho\v also some results if simultaneous interpolation.
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Polynomial frames and detection of singularities

Hrushikesh N. Mhaskar (Los Angeles)

Let Vn be the class of all polynomials of degree at most 2n , w be a weight function,
and Wn := {p E Vn+1 : JP(t)R(t)w(t) dt = 0 \:IR E Vn }. We construct a variety of
kerneis Kn(x, t) (in Wn as a function of each variable) such that any P E Wn admits a
representation P = Ei:i1 ck,n(P)Kn(x, Xk.2n+d with tbe stability condition

(1)

where tbe constants An, Rn do not depend upon w. In the case when w i~_~a Jacobi
weight, we discuss the V-versions of (1), 1 ~ P ::; 00. In this case, we are afso able to
demonstrate the localization of the kerneis in the following sense. Let f : [-:t; 1] -+ IR,
k ~ 0 be an integer, and the derivative f(k) have a jump discontinuity at Xo -E (-1,1).
Then the function Tn(f, x) := J f(t)Kn(x, t)w(t) dt is "Iarge near xo" and "s~mall away
from xo". This behaviour can be described in a precise quantitative manner. Unlike
classical compactly supported wavelets, our frarnes are able to detect the discontinuities
in the derivatives of an arbitrarily high order.

Müntz orthogonal polynomials and applications

Gradimir V. Milovanovic (Nis)

Let A = {Ao, Al""} be a complex sequence such that ~(Ak) > -1/2 for every k E No.
A linear combination of the system {xAO , x A1 , ••• , x An } is called a Müntz polynomial, or
a A-polynomial. By Mn(A) we denote span{x~O,x~l,... ,x~n} where the linear span is
aver the real (or complex) numbers. Such generalized polynomials cao be orthogonalized
and applied to quadrature problems. We investigate two Müntz systems which are or
thogonal with respect to some inner products. Beside the general properties including
some representations and recurrence relations, we consider a few interesting special cases
of geoeralized systems. In particular, the systems with real A, as weIl as the case when
SOlDe of the A's are equal, are also considered. Zero distribution is also investigated.

A big problem is how to compute the values of orthogonal Müntz polynomials in a
finite arithmetics. As a rule, such polynomials are ill-conditioned. An approach in nu
merical evaluation of these polynomials using complex integration is given. A numeric3:~

algorithm for the construction of generalized Gaussian quadratures was originally intro
duced over three decades aga by Karlin and Studden, and recently investigated by IvIa.,
Rokhlin and Wandzura [SIAM J. Numer. Anal. 33 (1996)]. Using theory of orthogonä~~
ity for Müntz systems, we present an alternatively numerical method for construc.ti·~~
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generalized Gaussian quadrature rules

which are exact for each f E M2n- 1(A). Especially, we consider an important case of
quaclratures with a combined algebraic and logarithmic degree of precision. Our con
struction is quite different from the corresponding procedure for the classical Gaussian
integration formulae with an algebraic degree of precision.

Numerical resolution of Symm's integral equation on polygons
by means of orthogonal polynomials

Giovanni Monegato (Torino)

Several papers have been devoted to the numerical solution of Symm's integral equation
on a polynomial domain. The main difficulty of this problem is caused by the singular
behaviour that the solution shows at the corners of the polygon. All known numerical
approaches are hased on piecewise polynomial approximations on each side.

We sho\v that by introducing first inta the equation a proper smoothing change of
variable we can always solve the transformed equation by a collacation method, which
approximates the new unknawn on each side of the polygon by a (global) polynomial and
makes use of orthogonal polynomials.

Interpolatory quarlrature formulae on special sets of abscissae

Sotirios E. Notaris (Athens)

We review the existing results, and present some new ones, regarding the interpolatory
quaclrature formulae on special sets of abscissae, particularly, Chebyshev and Bernstein
Szegö abscissae.

Orthogonal polynomials and dynamical systems

Franz Peherstorfer (Linz)

First the consequences of the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam recurrence phenomenon to nonlinear
lattices and soliton equations are discussed. After a comparison of the chaotic Henon
Heiles lattice with the integrable Toda lattice it is shown how to get in an easy way the
complete integrability of the Toda lattice with the help of orthogonal polynomials. In
addition it is proved that Stieltjes functions of the form (f - Vii)/p, where H()") =
f1~~1 (.A - .Aj) and f, p are polynomials of degree N and N - 1 resp. which satisfy certain
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additional conditions with respect to time t, generate Toda lattices. In the second part
first the connection between soliton equations and eigenvalue problems of systems of
linear differential equations is discussed. More precisely, it is shown that the solutions of
soliton equations (as the solutions of the KdV or of the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger
equation) are potentials of linear systems of differential equations whose eigenvalues do
not depend on time. Then we demonstrate how orthogonal polynomials with periodic
recurrence coefficients can be used to get solutions of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation.
Finally, results on orthogonal and Lq-minimal polynomials on Julia sets, in particular on

dendrites, are presented.

Existence and non-existence of Gauss-Kronrod quadrature

Knut Petras (München)

In numerical software packages, we often find Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formulae. A
classical problem concerning these formulae for weighted integration is "for which ultras-
pheric.al weight functions w..\(x) = (1 - X2)..\-1/2 do Ganss-Kronrod quadrature formulae
exist?". Szegö proved the existence for A E [0,2] and gave a counterexample for A < O.
Gautschi and 'Notaris made numerical tests and conjectured that for given number 2n+ 1
of Dodes, a Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula exists if and only if 0 ~ A' ~ AO(n).
Assuming the existence of such AO(n), they calculated some of these values numerically.

I present the results of a joint work with Franz Peherstorfer. We have proved that
for A > 3, Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formulae may exist only for sufficiently small
n. Furthermore, for A = 3 and sufficiently large n, Gauss-Kronrod quadrature exists.
Generalizations to Jacob~ weight functions are given.

The considerations are based on a new representation of Stieltjes polynomials, which
also allows to derive an asymptotic expression for Stieltjes polynomials with respect to

Jacobi weights.

Computation of Gauss-Kronrod quadrature rules

Lothar Reichel (Kent)

Recently Laurie presented a new algorithm for the computation of (2n + 1)-point Gauss
Kronrod quadrature rules with real nodes and positive weights. The algorithm first
determines a symmetric tridiagonal matrix of order 2n + 1 from certain mixed moments,
and then computes a partial spectral factorization. We describe a new algorithm that
does not require the entries of the tridiagonal matrix to be determined, and thereby avoids
computations that can be sensitive to pertubations. Our algorithm uses the consolidation
phase of a divide-and-conquer algorithm for the symmetrie tridiagonal eigenproblem and
is weH suited for implementation on a parallel computer. Numerical examples illustrate
the performance of the algorithm.
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Computation of complex orthogonal polynomials

Wolfgang Ripken (Hamburg)

For computing orthogonal polynomials with respect to a complex inner product (i. e. a
positive definite Hermitean form) we can, in general, not use a three term recurrence
relation. So we have to look for other methods. In the talk I describe an algorithm for
obtaining the coefficients in an expansion with respect to the monomials. The algorithm
proceeds in several steps. In each step orthogonal polynomials for a conveniently chosen I
auxiliary inner product are computed. The idea behind this procedure is to control the" "
condition numbers of the matrices one has to deal with. However, the large number of ..
steps Inay again lead to instability.

On neighbouring orthogonal polynomial sequences

Hans-Joachim Runckel (DIrn)

Given two difference equations

In = a1 (,x, n)Xn-l + a2(n)Xn -2,

Yn = b1 (,x, n)Yn-l + b2(n)Yn-2,

n 2:: 1,

n ~ 1,

(2)

(3)

that define orthogonal polynomials, then for the continued fractions

K ( a2(v) ) = Xn,2 K ( b2(v) ) = Yn,2 hold for n > 1
v=1 a1 (,x, v) X n ,1' v=1 bl (,x, v) . Yn,1 . - ,

where X n ,1, X n ,2 'and Yn,l, Yn,2 are solutions to (2) and (3), respectively, with

(
XO,l XO,2) _ ( YO,l YO,2) _ (1 0)

X-l,l X-l,2 - Y-1,1 Y-l,2 ...,... 0 1

(orthogonal polynomials of first and second kind, respectively).
If a1 (Ä, n) - b1(,x, n) and a2(n) - ~(n) are "sufficiently small" as n --+ 00, 'then using

f(,x) = ~ ( a(2~v))), g(Ä) = ~ (bb(2~1I))), ,x E C \ J, where J is an interval C IR,
v-I al "", v v-I 1 A, V

(4)

the density functions of Xn,l (Xn ,2) can be expressed in terms of the density functions of
Yn,1 (Yn,2). Furthermore, the sequences Xn,b Yn,} and Xn ,2, Yn,2 have "similar" asymptotic
behaviour for ,x E C \ J and (tsimilar" asymptotic zero distribution as n --+ 00. This
generalizes earlier results in the case where Yn,}, Yn,2 are Chebyshev polynomials of first
and second kind.
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An algorithm for the evaluation of linear combinations of Szegö
polynomials

Michael Skrzipek (Hagen)

Let {<I>II }IIEN be a sequence of polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to
an inner product. It is known that by using their Szegö recurrence a Clenshaw type
algorithm for evaluating polynomials, expanded in terms of the t1'11 can be obtained.
We make another approach which uses a modification of associated Szegö polynomials
(i. e. Szegö polynomials with shifted reflection coefficients). So we derive an alternative
algorithm for evaluating linear combinations of Szegö polynomials. We emphasize that
we can compute the values of the derivatives of these polynomials with this algorithm,
tao.

Asymptotic error estimates for rational best approximants in
H2(D) and HOO(D)

Herbert Stahl (Berlin)

Rational approximants offunctions in the real Hardy spaces H 2(D) and HOO(D) with D ==
{izi < I} are of great interest in contral theory, stochastic modeling, or signal processing.
In the talk we concentrate on tbe approximation of Markov functions f (z) == J(t 
Z)-l dj.1.(t). Starting from H 2-best rational approximants, where the orthogonality of the
denominators polynomials alows to calculate interpolation points for these approximants,
we come to rational best approximants in the Hoo...norm. Exact asymptotic rates are
proved, and it is shown that interpolation points can be constructed such that the rational
interpolants have asymptotically minimal error in the Hoo-norm..

Applications of tensorial Hermite polynomials in the kinetic t4e
ory of gases

Kurt Suchy (Düsseldorf)

In the kinetic theory of gases expansions of the velocity distribution function are impor
tant. About one century ago expansion of the angular part with Legendre polynomials
were introduced, later on generalized to spherical harmonics. Half a century later expan
sions in the whole velocity space were introduced with tensorial Hermite polynomials for
three variables, since their Gaussian weight function corresponds with the (Iocal) Maxwell
distribution. A generalization of these polynomials with an additional parameter proved
to be useful. Their properties and applications are presented.
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N ew examples of orthogonal polynomials with indeterminate mo
ment problem and a conjecture on the growth properties of the
N evanlinna matrix

Galliano Valent (Paris)

We consider several examples of orthogonal polynomials related to birth and deat~ pro-
cesses with cubic and quartic transition rates. The corresponding moment problems being
indeterminate we compute their Nevanlinna matrix. These results give further support to . .a;
a conjeeture on the growth properties of the entire functions involved in the Nevanlinna .,
matrix.

Spectral methods based on non-classical orthogonal polynomials

Andre Weideman (Corvallis)

Spectral methods for solving boundary-value problems numerically have traditionally
been based on classical orthogonal polynomials such as those associated with the names
of Chebyshev, Legendre, Laguerre, and Hermite. In this talk we investigate the potential
advantages of spectral methods based on non-classieal orthogonal polynomials.

Numerieal examples include:

1. The solution of the Schrödinger equation on the real line by a spectral method
based on orthogonal polynomials generated by the logistic density weight function.
We show that in the ease of the Morse potential this method is superior to the
Hermite spectral method.

2. The solution of a boundary-value problem with a steep boundary layer by a method
based on orthogonal polynomials generated by a rational weight function. The
method may be viewed as a spectral method based on a rational interpolant with
pre-assigned poles. The poles are chosen to mimic the almost singular behavior
of the boundary layer. We show that this method is superior to the standard
Chebyshev spectral method. e

3. The solution of a Sturm-Liouville problem by the same method as in 2. The ap
proximate Ioeation of the poles are determined by WKB analysis. This method was
shown to be superior to the Chebyshev method.
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Thc ailll of t.his Arbeitsgemeinschaft was to understand the proof of the following theo
re'IH, duc t.o \iladitnir \foevodsky:

Theorenl. Let k be a jield 0/ characteristic i- 2 and m, n be positive integers. Then the
1I.on/l. r'csid1le hOr11.0m011Jhisrn

is an isOrn017Jhisrn.

This had beeIl conjectured by ~1ilnor. l\1ore generally one expects:

~l

Conjecture (Kato}.For any positive integers m, n with m prime to char(k) the norm
1'p..c;idue lunn01Ho77Jhis111,

is (Ln iso1n077Jhis1n.

As in the previous cases where this conjecture could be established (l\1erkurjev, Sus
lill, R.ost.) , t.hc pronf is based on thc computation of certain cohomology groups attached
to 1l0flll varieties. However, contrary to the former approaches, Voevodsky works \vith
lllotivic COhOIIlOlogy rather than algebraic ](-theory: for this reason, talks 1 to 12 were
devot,ed to theconstruction of this nlotivic cohomology. Two further key points in the
proof are the existence of a pure lnotive associated by Markus Rost to certain quadrics,
anel \!oevodsky's observation that these quadrics are related to the theory of conlplex
cobordisnl (their C-valued points are generators of the mod 2 complex cobordism ring).
In order t.o exploit this conllection he developed (partly together with F. Morel) analogues
of (stahlf!) hOlllotopy t.heory, Steenrod-cdgebra, Thom spaces and the cobordism spectnllIl
iu tlw context. of algcbraic .varieties! Talks 13~14 covered the Rost motive and talks 15 to
19 co"crcd t.he hOlnot.opy part.



1. Introduction

In 1970, lVlilnor illtroduced a map

for every n ~ 0 and cOlljectured that it is an isomorphisln. Here F is a field of charactp-ristic
=f. 2, [\~1 (F) = (Fxysnj(. ..®a®l-a® .. .)z is its n-th lVlilnor [(-group, and Hn(F, -) is
t.he n-th Galois COhOlllOlogy. This conjecture was recently proved by V. Voevodsky (aft~r

earlier work of l'vlerkuriev, Suslin and Rost for n ~ 4). The ahn of this talk ,vas to give a.n
oVf~rvip.w, especially Oll the background. A more general conjecture (stated by· K. Kato in
1979) proposes that a siInilar map

(introdllced hy Tate in 1976) is an- isomorphisln for any field F anti any 111, Hot divisible
by ehar(F). This was proved for n = 2 by lVlerkuriev and Suslin in 1982. Arolllld 1983
Beilillson alld LichtenbauIll (partly independently and partly inftuenccd hy (-'ach other)
proposed that, this lJlap shollld be regarded as one from "motivic COhOlllOlogy" to etale
cohornology. Thcy postulated the existence of certaill cOJnp]exes (in the Zariski 01' t.he f~t.alp

topology) whose cohoInology would be the Illotivic COhOIllOlogy, and several "axioIlls"
\vhich would aIl10ng other things ilnply the Kato conjectllre. Für the latter cspccially
an aualogue of Hilbert's theorem 90 was shown to be crucial. After earlier att.eulpt.s by
Bloch in 1983, \!oevodsky (partly in joint work with Suslin and Friedlauder) defilled such
cOlnplcxes wit.h InallY good propertics. By devp.loping a whoJe arsenal of uew tpchlliqups
he cOllld prove eHough of the "axioIlls" to get the Milnor conjecture.

UWE JANNSEN (!(ölu)

2. Closed Model Categories and triangulated categories

For every category and dass of arrows there exists an extension called lucalization in '(
\vhich evp.ry arro\v of the given dass becomes invertible. A more precise description ofA
the localizatioll cau be given when the class of arrows admits a calculus of left or right"
fractions. The notion of cJosed model category is introduced. In that case the localizatioll
is also thc quotient of the subeategory of fibrant and eofibrant objects hy an hOl110topy
relation. Exalnples of closed model categories are given: topological spaces, chaill COII1-

plexes, sinl plicial cOluplexes, spectra. If the closed Inodel category is poillted thell the
localization eRn be endowed with a "triangulated structure". In the additive case it is
the usual notion of triangulated category if the suspension funetor is an equivaleuce. The
notion of total derived funct.or is introduced.

GEORGES MALTSINIOTIS (Paris)
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3. Pretheories

In t.his talk t.he definition and basic properties of pretheories are presented: Let S denote
Cl SlllOOt.h scheIne Qver a field k and let p : )( ~ S be a smooth curve Qver S, theu
t.he grollp of relative cycles c(J\/ S) of relative dimension 0 is defined; base change and
pnsh forward lllorphisnls are descri bed. A pretheory (F, 4J) is a presheaf on thc categor,v
of Sllloot.h scheInes over k with values in the category of abelian groups, together with
hOlllOIlJorphisrns of abeliall groups

4Jx/s : c();/S) -+ Hom(F(.X"), F(S))

for PReh sinooth curve ]J as above such that 1. the behavior of <Px/s for S-points of ]J is
indnced direet.ly by this S-point, 2. thestructure is cOlupatible with pullbacks and 3. the
fUHctor F COtlunents with finite sums.
Each prctheory induces a sheaf FZAR in Zariski-topology on the category of noetherian
schelues over k. ',Vhen FZAR is restricted to the category of sillooth schemes over k it has
an lllliquc struct.ure of a pretheory, if (F, <p) is supposed to be homotopy)nvariant t i. e.
F(~Y) ~ F( ..\ x Al) for all smooth ./\ over k. Furthermore, FZAR is homotopy invariant,
t.O()~ allel even of hOll1ological type, i. e. the push forward on c()[/S) is compatible with
t.hc t.ransfer lIlaps.

OTMAR VENJAKOB (Heidelberg)

4. Pretheories 11

This talk coutillues the technicalline of the fonnef talk giving a connectioo between the
uotiollS of [prethp.ory] anel [presheaves with transfers].

§1. TheNisnevich'topology was introduced aod illustfated in,the cases ofSpec (field) and
Spce (Il,o(ltherian ring or dinl 1).
§2. The category of sllIooth correspondences; presheaves with transfers are contravariant
fllllct.ors fronl it to Z-Illodules.
§3. Presheaves with transfer "are" (induce) pretheories of homological type. (This is
t.hc teehllieal t.ranslation of structure for further investigations of the HOMOTOPICAL
INVAR.LANCE of presheaves with transfers.)
§4. iVlain Theorem: For a presheaf with transfers, \vhich is homotopical invariant, the
associated sheafified versions with respect to the Zariski arid Nisnevich topology ( - aod
also t.he correspollding cohomologies of these - ) still are

• h01notopical invariant

• are isolllorphic and

• in the case of aperfeet base field so are also the correspondillg cohomologies.
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A prüof was sketchy givell in §5, §6 illvestigating separatcly thc Zariski resp. Nisllcvich
associatcd sheaves. Thc accent was put on the geollletrical alld fUIlc.toria] eharact.er of the
ueerled (t.p.chlJical) constructions, isolating expHcitly the use of the. hypotJwsis "k perfcet".
l\/Iaill rcf~rence of this talk: Cohomological theory 0/ presheu1Jes with transfe1·s, Vladirllir
\!ocvodsky, preprint 1995.

DAN FULEA (1\.1anuheiIn)

5. The triangulated category of geometricaI motives

Thp. eate~ory of SlIlooth schemes over a field k can he tnrned into an additivp. catp.gory hy e
takillg fiuite corl'cspoHdences as 11lorphisllIS. Voevodsky took the quotient of the hOllloto-
py category of hounded cOlllplexes over this category hy a certain thick suhcategory (to
illlpose hOlllotopy illvariauce and tvlayer-Vietoris exact triangles), and defilH~d tohe triau
gulated category of effective geoIlletric Inotives as the pseudo-abelian tOlllpletion of this
quotiP'llt catep;ory. Br cOluparing this category to the category of pffect.ive Chow Illotives
it. ran be sho\vll that the category of geometrie rnot.ives, obtaillcd by fornlal1y invcrtiug
thc Tatc object is Cl tensor triangulated category.

JAN NAGEL (Essen)

6. The triangulated category of effective motivic complexes

The Inain t,hrust in this talk is to shirt emphasis fronI schemes to\vards sheaves, thns allo
wiug fot" Ulore ftexibility by the use of the theory of coholnology of sheaves. The categol'y
DAI:..ff (k) 01' 'teffective Inotivic cOIllplexes over ](" is introduced; it is the subcategory of
the derived category of bounded complexes of Nisnevich sheaves with t.ransfers, cousisting
of eOlnplexes with honlotopy invariant cohonlology sheaves.

The t'elubeddillg theorem" asserts that there is a fuH dense elubedding of tensor tri-
Clllgulated eategories .-

DM:~(k) Y DA[f!.-ff(k) •

froul effeetive geometrie tnotives to effective motivic cOlnplexes. This is extreluely useful iu
llnderstallding the first category: it allows one to "conlpute", for installce, the geollietric
Illotive of a projective bundle or a blow-up. It also pennits one to provp. (under the
assulnption of resolution of singularities) that D~1~~(k) is generated by slnooth projett.ivc
varieties.

ROßERT LATERVEER (Strasbourg)
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7. The cdh topology

'rhe edh t.opology is the sluallest Grothendieck topology on Sch/k, the category of A:
SdWIllCS of finite t.ype, which refines the Nisnevich topology and has y~ 11 Z -t ..Y as a
coverinp; for each proper surjective f : Y· ---+ ~\' and each closed subscheIne Z C ..Y such that.
.f : ()' - I-I (Z) )red ~ ( ..Y - Z)red. If k has resolution of singularities, t.his topology is
fine ellollgh tu adlnit eoverillgs of allY scheme by snlooth scheInes. On the other hand, it
i~ ~till sllffic.icnt,ly dose to the Nisnevich topology as to yield the same COhOß10logy for t.he
kind of coefficiputs OIlC is interested in. This is the content of the Inain result of this talk:

lf k has 7'esolution 0/ singularitie.c;, and F is a pretheory, then

Also,. i1 Fnlh == () then k.(F)zar is acyclic.

The t.alk presented thc tnain steps in the praof of this theorem, due to Friedlander
VOf~v()clsky. A key point in the prüof is the study of sheaves associated"~\vith blo\ving
ups or sllloot,h scheInes, alld of their Nisnevich cohomology. Another key technique is
the dcscript.ion of COhOIllOlogy by hypercoverings; by resolution of singular'ities, ODe can
aSSllllW that they consist of sl1100th schenles, for cdh topology.

CLAUS SCHEIDERER (Regellsburg)

8. Moving lemma and duality

\V(' pnlVP tlH~ following thcoretn:

Theorem (Friedlander/Voevodsky) Let k be a field that admits resolution of singu
[a.1·itif.8. lf .\ is a 8cheme 0/ finite type over k and U is a smooth quasiprojective equidi
111.p.7I.sinual 8che1ne 01 dirnen."ion 11" then the canonical 7nap

V: Zt'qui(U, ...Y, r) 4 Zequi(X X U, r + n)

induces II quasi-isomorphism 0/ complexes 0/ Nisnevich sheaves

Fllrthrnuore, if both X and U are smooth and projective over k, then the same state
Bleut. holds without a..c;SlllUillg resolution of singularities (in char p) and even gives an

_isolllorphislll of hOlnology presheaves.

This t.heorelll iInplies in part.icular that nlotivic cohomology groups of smooth k-varieties
agrcc with lligher Chow groups.

STEFAN MÜLLER-STACH (Esse'n)
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9. Main properties at the triangulated category of motives

A.fter ext.ending the functors L( - ), Q. (-) to the categories of schenIes of finite type aver k
anti illtroducing the fUllctors LC, Q~, Olle cao show that these are the expected distinguis
hed triangles in the derived category DM:.ff (e. g. Mayer-Vietoris, blow-up, localizatiou).
This inlplics that Q~( ...\), Q.( ..\) E DlVl:~ for any )( of finite type. Introdlldng the biva
riaut. cyde COhOlIlology one cau use the groups Ar,i("'\", l'~) to descrihc certaill Horn grollps
in DIvt:.rr . In particular for ..Y, Y· of finite type

Furt.hernlor~,the elnbedding of DM~~ in Dl\tIgm is effective and the latter category cOIlt.ains
aH int.emal Hom(A, B). Moreover it is even a rigid tensor category. e

RALPH KAUFMANN (l'vIPI, ßoun)

10. Bloch-Kato Conjecture~and the Beilinson-Lichtenbaum Con
jecture

The Ivlilllor Conjeetures are part of the general Bloch-Kata Conjcc.tllre \vhich says the
followillg:

Bloch-Kato Conjecture: For any field F aver.a field k (ground field), the llat,llralllHtps

11n : l{~f (F)/e ~ H~~(F, Il?n)

a.re iSOl110rphisll1S for ea prilue different than char(k).

The ßcilillson-LichtenbaUlTI conjecture is the following:

Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture: For any field F over k, thc uaturalUlorphiSlll in
DAf~ff(k),

(here 1r : (S1n/k)et --t (Su1,jk)Za.r)

is a quasi-iRolnorphisII1 of cOIllplexes of sheaves.

Suslin-\!oevodsky first sho\v that the motivic cohomology groups Hn(F, 7l/e{n» ~ I{~,f {F)jf.;
this result>has been proved in various guises by others, e. g. ßloch. The nlain theore,n pro
ved by Suslill-Voevodsky is the following:

Bloch-I(ato conjecture for k ==> Beilinson-Lichtenbaurn conject.ure for k.

G



Talk # 10 proved the isolllorphisll1 H"(F, 7l/e(n)) ~ I(~f(F)je and a few redllction stcps
tlccded for t,he next talk.

RAMDORAI SUJATHA (TIFR, Bombay, India)

11. BK conj. & BL conj. 11 (following Suslin-Voevodsky)

l

The t.alk was clevoted to proving the following:

P1'OP: F Cl fjeld of char O. Assunle that

• BK holds Qver F in weight n

• ßL holds over F in weights < 11,

Thcn: Hj(F~ 7l/f.(n)) ~ H1t(F, II.rn
) is injective for j ~ n.

Using- t.he reduction of the previous talk this assertion suffices to prove the main
t.lworclll of talk # 10 by illduction.

Für tohe proof of the proposition let a E Hn-l+1(F, Z/f.(n)) with 1](0) = O. Let SI =
affine Iitie with 0,1 identified. It suffices to show that. the image of (l in Hn+l(8ß i x
S',71jf(n)) is zero. '''Te first. establish:

LCl11.111.a: Tlwre is U C D~i X Si containing 8ßi x {O, I} such that the inlage of {)I in
11"+ 1 (LT, Z/f{n)) vauishcs.

\V(~ eonsider t.he coullnutative diagralll

Thc Illiddle Inap can be shown to be an isoIllorphism using the BL conj. for lower weights.
Tlw left. Illap becolues surjective after passing to a limit of neighbourhoods of vertices x
sillg. pt C a~i x SI. This exploits the BI( conj. for weight n. A diagram chase shows the
vallishillg of 0'.

ANNETTE HUBER (Münster)
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12. Norm varieties

Let (j, == (n,t, ... ,o,n) E (k*)n be a sequence ofelernents, Qä:« (l,l"'.,(],n-I »== un{l' a
Pfister neighbonr of « al, ... , an ». Then Qö. is called a Ilortll-qnadric associatcd wit.h ii,.
It has tlle following property: if for sonle field extension F/k Olle has Qö(F) =1= 0, tlwn Qä
is Cl. 2-split.ting variety for ii, i. e. the sYlnbol {a'I , ... ,a.n } E I(~' (F) is 2-divisihle. DPlIOt,P

hy H90(n: f) the following statement:
V field k of characteristic zero! and any i ~ none has Hj,+I(F,Z(f)(i)) == O.

Theorenl: Let. B(i) ;= T$i+1Ro:.o·Z(f)(i), ßi: Z(f)(i) -t ß(i) thc cculonical lliorphislll.
Thcll

H90(n, f) {:::} ßi quasi-isomorphislns for all i ~ n.

Cor: H90(n, P.) inlplies Bloch-Kato conjecture in weight n:

is an iSOIlH)rphisIll.

Main theorem (Voevodsky)

ASSlllne t.hat H90(n-l , f) holds in char== 0 and 'V a == (al, ... , (tn) there cxists a I!-splitting
variet.y _Yö with tlw following properties:

(i) .\ö XSpp.<:(k) Spec k(.X·a) is rational over k("\ä)

(ii) H;1+ 1 (C(.Ya), Z(f)(n») = 0

TIH~1l H90(n, f) holds in characteristic zero.

VICTOR BATYREV (Tiibingcll)

13. The Rost motive I

Part I. Injectivity of the norm homomorphism Ao(X, /(1) ---+ F* for X / F a norme
quadric.

Theorem (Rost, 1988) Let X be a norm quad1ic.
Then the norrn homomorphism N : Ao(X, 1(.) -+ F* i.s injective.

Part 11. Motivic deeomposition of isotropie quadrics and the nilpotence theo
rem.
\Ve ,vork in t.hc category of Chow motives. The lllotive of a snlooth projp.ctivc varicty ...\
is dcuoted also by ..Y. \Ve write pt for SpecF, F Dur base field.

Proposition Let <p == IHr 1.. t/) (rp, 'l/J quadratic forms, IHI hyperbolic plane). Wr'ite )(rp (.\v')
f01' the projective quadric given by <p (7/J). Then){ rp = pt E9 pt(dirn ~\<p) EB ..Yt/! (I).

8



Theorenl Let .Y be a p7'ojective qUCLdric, / E End(..Y), ElF an. extension. If JE E

Erul(_\/d is nillJotent, then fitself is nilpotent.

NIKITA KARPENKO (rvlünst,er)

14. The Rost Motive 11

Construction of the Rost motive

\,Ve work in Ure category of the Chow lllotives. Let a., a2, ... E k*, (char k =I- 2).
<Pn :=« (1.1 ~ ••• , an »=< 1 >.1. ep~, 'ljJn := 'Pn-l .1.< -an> ....\n and Zn denote the V'n
aun <p:) assoc:iat.ed projective quadrics.

Theorem: (Rost)

()n '\n t.hen~ exist.s a special projector Pn E End(.X~n):

('Yn~]Ju) =: l'ln

(i) (.\n, idxlI - Pu) I'V Zn-l ® IL
dn-I

(ii) Zn ':::t Aln ® EB IL0i
i=O

wlwn~ d1/ := 271
-

1 - 1 alld IL is the Tate-motive.

As an illlplicat.ion of the t.heorellls of land 11 we" get

Theorenl:
H~n-I (C(Q~),Z(2n

-
1)) = 0,

whpre !1 == (all' .. l an), Q!! == .\n and G(QQ.) tbe siInplicial scheme.

WIELAND FISCHER (Regensburg)

e 15. Homotopy theory of schemes (I)

This talk ~ivcs a cOllstrllction of an analogue to the (stahle) homotopy category in alge
hraie topology replacing topological spaces by simplicial sheaves of sets on the Nisnevitsh
sit.p. over t.he category of Slllooth scheInes over a field k. This homotopy category should
play the saUle role for represent~ng (co) homology theories by spectra as in topology.

The cOllstruction is based on the language of closed model categories and consists of a
fOl1r-str.I)-process:

1. COl1struct the sitnplicial honlotopy category 1-{,s(k) hy using the points of the site
to define weak eqllivalences and cofibrations "pointwise".

9
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2. Th(~ hOlll0tOpy category 'HAi (k) one gets by lnaking the structure 1110rphisßl Al ~
Sp(x:( k) to an iSOl110rphislll.

3.+4. Itllitate the construction of spectra in topology replacing the suspension fUHetor by
the sluash product. with T = Al /(AI

\ {O}) and get first the strict aud fillally the
stahle homotopy category (of spectra) S1l(k).

TORSTEN FIMMEL (Kölu)

16. Homotopy theory of schemes (11)

Tlu~ aim or this talk was to give indications or a proor to the rollowing theorem or Voe- 
vodsky: Let. k be a field with resolution of singularities, 1: a siInplicial SIllooth scheulC / k.
Then for all 1), q we have an isomorphism

H~(l:,Z(q)) = HOlnS1l(ET'l:, IE(q)[P))

wherc JE := (En, en : T /\ En --+ En+d E Sll is the HEilenberg i\1acLanc" -spect.nuu,

where En = L(Alt)/L(An - {O}), viewed as an object in 1lZl
(k) and where \ve have set.

JE(q)[pl := Si /\ s~-q /\ JE. I gave a proof for the corresponding statCluCllt. in thc setting of
poiuted siluplicial sets and gave a construction of a pair of adjoint functors

\Vhieh is analogons to t.he topological case.

IVAN KAUSZ (I<Ölll)

17. Steenrod Operations

§1 Topological construction of Steenrod operations

)( a topological space

vVorking in the stable hOlnotopy category, we define the Steenrod alg~bra as thc
endOJll0rphislll of the Eilenberg-tvlacLane spectruIll. It is a Hopf algehra and we
describp. its dual and define the Milnor elelnents.

§2 rvlotivic Steenrod operations
\\!e state results listed in Voevodsky's preprint "The rvlilnor conjecture".

10



§3 rvlargolis cohomology and the l\1ilnor conjecture
\Ve slunv how the vanishing of certain ~Iargolis groups of the (reduced) sinlplicial
scheIne associated to the Rost motive implies the Milnor conjecture.

FLORENCE LECOMTE (Strasbourg)

18. Thom Spaces and Cobordism

This talk pruvided topological background for the proof of the f\1ilnor conjecture in thee lalit talks. The treated topics were:

• ThoUl spaees of veetor bundles.

• ()rientat.iolls of veet.or bundles in generalised cohonlo1ogy theories and Thom iso
Illorphislll.

• Characteristic classes of vector bundles and classifying spaces.

• The Thonl spectrunl and complex cobordism.

• Thc action of Steenrod operations on the cohümology of Thom spectra.

MICHAEL PUSCHNIGG (Münster)

19. Thom Spaces and Cobordism 11

\Ve cOlnplete the prüüf of the l\1ilnor conjecture by showing the vanishing of the algebraic
~\i1a.rgolill cohonlology groups of a certain simplieial sheaves .I \vhich is attached to a
quadric.

e In order tu do this we havc to develop two essential things:

• algcbraic cobordislll groups MGL.,.(-) on 7i(k),

• a geolnetric realization functor tc : 1-/.(k) -+ 1-/., when 1l is the classical honlotopy
cat.egory of spaces.

The essential point in the prüof is to show that a certain map does not vanish, which can
he seen after geornetric realization.

ALEXANDER SCHMIDT (Heidelberg)

IIp.portillg: ÜTMAR VENJAKOB (Heidelberg)
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT
OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 14/1998

Algebraic Groups

05.04-11.4.1998

Die diesjährige Tagung über Algebraische Gruppen stand erneut, und in dieser
Besetzung zum letzten Male, unter der Leitung von T. A. Springer (UtrechtL P.
Siodowy (Hamburg) und J. Tits (Paris). An ihr nahmen 39 Mathematiker aus
13 Ländern teil. Einige der jüngeren Teilnehmer wurden dabei durch EU.;.Mittel
unterstützt.

In 25 Vorträgen wurde über Fortschritte auf dem sich weit verzweigenden
Gebiet der Theorie der algebraischen Gruppen berichtet. Neben den auch auf
den let.zten Tagungenim mittelpunkt stehenden Schwerpunkten

• Struktur- und Darstellungstheorie

• Algebraische Transformationsgruppen

• Schubertvarietäten

• Quantengruppen und Heckealgebren

galt diesmal auch den neuen Entwicklungen in den Bereichen

• Theorie der Gebäude

• Galoiskohomologie

besondere Beachtung (Einzelheiten entnehme man den folgenden Vortragsauszügen).
Zu Ende der Tagung sprachen die Teilnehmer den sheidenclen Organisatoren t

T. A. Springer und J. Tits, ihren Dank für die langjährige, vorbildliche Tätigkeit
im Dienste der mathematischen Gemeinschaft und des mathematischen Forschungsin
stitutes Oberwolfach aus.

Dank einer Unterstützung im Rahmen des EU-Programmes TMR (Training and !\(o
bility of Researchers) konnten zusätzliclY"einige jüngere Mathematiker zu der Tagung
~ingeladen werden. Dies ist einerseit,r eine hervorragende Förderung des wissenschaft
hchen Nachwuchses und gibt andererseits den etablierten Kollegen die Gelegenheit,
besonders begabte junge Mathematiker kennenzulernen.·
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Vortragsauszüge

M. BRION

Criteria for smoothness and rational smoothness

A complex algebraic variety X of dimension d is rationally srnooth if

n() {<Q fOT n =2d
Hz X = 0 otherwise J fOT aLl z E X,

where H;(X) denotes the cohomology with support in 1:, and rational coeffi- __
cients (clearly, smooth varieties are rationally smooth). For Sehubert varieties, ..
criteria for smoothness and rational smoothness have been obtained by Carrell-
Peterson, Kumar and Arabia. Inthis talk I presented generalizations of these
criteria to a variety with an action of an algebraic torus T and an "attractive
" fixed point z (i.e. all weights of T in the Zariski tangent space of X at x are
contained in an open half space). I gave applications of these criteria to dos-
ures of double cIasses 8wB in a "wonderful" compactifieation of a connected
semisimple graupe G ( where B is a Borel subgroup of Cl, and to closures of
orbits of asymmetrie subgroup of G in the fiag manifold G/ B.

A. BROER

Semisimple Lie algebras and hyperplane arrangements

Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra over C, t a Cartan subalgebra, R+ pos
itive roots, A = {Ho,o E R+}, where Ho := ker (0 : t ~ Cl. Fix a subset
Sc R+(arbitrarily), define tI := no~s Ho, A o := {HonO, 0 E R+, Ho 1; o} and
let Q be a defining polynomial in qtlJ ofUHE.A

D
H c tI. Put tl° := D-UHEÄ

ll
H.

LetL be the Levi subgroup of the adjoirtt group G with the Lie algebra Jg(D).
Choose a parabolic subgroup P with the Levi decomposition P = pu .L. Put
n = Liepu, then tI + n is the solvable radical of p. Define:

1J ~ Y := G x P (tJ 11< n) ~ yL ~ 1 • t1 ~ 1)

Restrietion to tI gives gives a graded map of S := qlJ] modules

p : Mor( y, g) ~ Mor(D., 19)

Identify Mor(tI, t1) with Derc(S).
Theorem 1. Morc(Y, g) is a free graded S-module, independent of the choice
of P.
2. p is injective with image {D E DerC(S), DQ C (Q)).
Corollary [Orlik-Terao] The hyperplane arrangement At) in D is free.
Corollary [Broer, Sommers-Trapa] We have

I

LdimHi(tl°,C)t i =n:=o(1 + fit),
i=O

2
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where s = dirn D and el, e2, ... , e, are the degrees of a homogeneous basis of .
Mora(T·(G/P},ß)·

R. CARTER

Canonical hases and Lusztig's PL-function

Areport was given on joint work by R.W. Garter and R.J. Marsh. This con
cerns the canonicat basis B of the negative part U- =(FI , .•. , F,) of a quantum
group U of type A,.
The longest element Wo of thc Weyt group has a reduced expression of form
j = 135...246...135.. (N terms) where N = 1(1 + 1)/2, and U- has the cor
~esponding PBW-type basis Bi = {FJ;f. = (CI, ... ,CN)} where Ci E Zl,l"i ~ O.

For each bEB there exists a unique-~ such that b == FJmod vI:. where r. is

the lattice Z[v)Bj . In this way canonical basis elements in B can be p~;amet

rised by non-neg~tive integral vectors ~ E ~N. The behaviour of the can"onical
basis vector appears to depend upon the regions of linearity of a PL-function
R : ~N 4> ~N defined by Lusztig.
Each reduced word i. for Wo gives eise to a set. P(i.) of N - I partial quivers, de
termined by the chambers in its braid diagram. Here a partial quiver is a Dynkin
diagram in which certain edges are labelIed by arrows, such that the set of edges
with arrows is non-ernpty and connected. It is shown how to construet, for each
such i, a set of N non-negative integral vectors fa ö ' i = 1, ... ,1; fp, p E P( i) para
metrized by the I simple roots and the N - I partial quivers obtained from 1.
These vectors do not depend on i, but only on Gi and P respeetively. : It is
conjectured that the set of aH non-negative combinations of these vectors form
a region of linearit.y A(i) of Lusztig's function R, and that the canonical basis
veetors bEB eorresponding to veetors ~ in the interior of A(i) are given by
monomials in F 11 ••• , Ei of form Fi~I, ... , Pt: for certain non-negative i~.t~gral

vectors 9. = (al, ... ,aN) which were explieitly described.

E. BAYER-FLUCKIGER

Galois Cohomology of the Classical Groups

Let k be a field, k, a separable closure of k and fk = Gal(k,/k). Let G be
a linear algebraic group over k, smooth. As usual, one defines H1(k, C)
H1(rk,G(k,». The followingconjectures were made by Serre in 1962:
Conjecture 1: Ir cd(k) $ I, G connected, then H 1(k, C) =0
Conjecture 2: If cd(k) $ 2, G semisimple, simply connected, then H I (k, C) =
Q.

Conjecture 1 was proved by Steinberg in 1965. Conjecture 2 is still not proved
in full generality. We have the following:
Theorem [E. B.-Parimala, 1995): If G is of classical type (with the possible

3



mod 11'.

except.ion of groups of type triality D4 ), of type G'2 or r1, then conjedure 2
holds.
More recently, Colliot-Thelene and Scheiderer made t.hc following "Hasse Prin
ciple Conjectures". One says that a field k has virtual cohomological dimell
sicm ~ n, written vcd(k) ~ n, if there exists a finite f'xtension k' /k such t,hat
cd(k') ~ n. Let n be.the set of all orderings of k. For lJ E n, let ktl be t.he real
closure of k.
HP Conjecture 1: vcd (k) ~ I, Cconnected, then the naturalll1ap f/1(k,G)---?
nveoH I (kv , C) is injective.
HP Conjecture 2: vcd(k) ~ 2, G semisimple, simply connected, then H 1(k, G) ---?
IlvenHl(kvl C) is injective.
HP Conjecture 1 was proved by Scheiderer in 1996 (after some partial results
by CoHiot-Thelene and Dueros). In the case of classical groups and groups of
type G2 and F4 , HP Conjecture 2 was proved by Parimala and E. B. The proof
makes extensive use of the theorem of Merkurjev-Suslin.

M. ROST

On algebraic cobordism snd the common slat lenuoa for algebras

An important consequence of the recent work of V. Voevodsky is thc following:
Degree formula: Let X, Y be proper smooth varieties over a field k (Char(k) :I
0) ofdimension d = pn_l (p a prime, n ~ 1). Then for any morphism f : .\" ---? Y
one has

Cd~:(») = (degf) Cd~n)

Here I}' C iZ is the ideal generated by the degrees of the closed points on Y. The
characteristic number Sd(X) E Z is given by Sd(X) = Qd(cl(TX), ... , cn (7'X))
where Qd is the d-th Newton polynOlnial. It is known (Milnor) that Sd(X) E pZ.
Corollary 1: ~ E '".f../ I x is abirational invariant of X.

Corollary 2: Ir Iy C piZ and Sd(X) ~ p271, then degf is prime to p.
We discussed an application of Corollary 2 to the common slot lemma for eydic
algebras of degree p.

A major problem is to compute the number Sd(X) for certain X. Here one
uses equivariant resolution of singularities and a theorem of Conner-Floyd on
fixed point free (/Z/p)n-actions.

J.-P. SERRE

On a formula of Kac aod a theorem of Burnside

Let G be a semisimple algebraic group over a field k of characteristic O. Assume
G is of adjoint type. Let 9 E G be an element of G of finite order nI, and ZG (g)
its centralizer.
Theorem: One has dimZG(g) ~ 1+2L~=1 [~], where 1= rank(G) and the
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di are t.he degrees of t.he invariant polynomials for the root system of G (e.g.
di =2,8,12,14, 18,20,24,30 if G is of type Es). Moreover, there is equality if
9 is contained in a principal PSL2 of G.
The praof uses a formula of V. Kac (LN 848) and H. WeyJ. Another application
of this formula is:
Theorem: Let X be an irreducible character of a compact Lie group f{.

Assurne X(I) > 1. Then, there exists x E !{ of finite order, such that X(x) = o.
When 1\" is finite, this is a theorem of Burnside.

O. MATHIEU

Modular representations of GLn

Let k = iFp and let L(A) be the simple GLn(k)-module with hightest weight A.
We have the following facts:
1: For n S p, there is a conjecture (Lusztig) for eh( L( A)).
2: For n «p, the Lusztig conjecture is proved (Andersen, Jantzen, Soergel).
However, for the stable modular theory, i.e. the modular theory of GLn (iFp )

when n --+ 00 (p is fixed) there are very few resuJts and 00 conjectures. Denote
by h 1 • h21 ... the simple coroots, and set hij := hi + .,. + h j . We will explain a
formula of a joint work with G. Papadopoulo for the ch(L(A)) for all A of the
form:

).::: L aiWi, with (A + p)(hij) $ p
i$l$i

As a consequence we get. an explicit eharacter formuJa for L( mWj) for all n, p, In, i
(w; is the i-th fundamental weight). We will also mention recent joint work with
J . .Jensen abaut modular representations of the symmetrie group.
The proof of the results is based on a modular version of VerJinde's formula (G.
Georgiev and O. M. 1992).

P. LITTELMANN

Frobenius splitting and the quantum Frobenius map

Let 9 be a semisimple eomplex Lie algebra l 9 = n- EB~EBn+ the triangular decom
position, Z =Z(all roots of unity] and Uj(g) a Kostant.-form of the enveloping
algebraover Z. The pairing Uz(b-) xEIh.EP VZ(A)" --+~, (u l L JA) ~ L fA(UVA)
is non degenerate l where VA is the highest weight vector. A similar pairing can
be defined for quantum groups at i-th roots of unity. The Frobenius maps
of Lusztig Fr : U((b-) --+ Ui(b-L Fr' : Uz(b-) --+ Udb-) induce dual maps
Fr" : EBAEP+ V(A)" --+ E9.\EP+ Vd IA )", Fr l

" : EBAEP+ V((l.\)* -+ EDAEP+ V(A)*
Theorem [Po L" S. Kumar] Let 9 be simply laced and k an algebraically elosed
field of characteristie p =I. Then Fr l

" specializes to a splitting of the Frobenius
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rnap:

Further, the splitting is the same as the one iuduced by the sedion of L21'

corresponding to the divisor consisting of the Schubert varieties of codiml and
thc opposite Schubert. varieties of codim 1.

G. RÖHRLE

Recent results on the action of parabolic groups

Let k be an infinite field and let V be a finite-dimensional k-space. Furt.h~r let.
GL(V) be the linear group of V and let P be a stabilizer of a flag F in V. By Pu
we denote the unique maximal unipotent normal subgroup of P, the unipotent
radical of P. Now P acts on Pu via conjugation and on Pu, the Lie algebra
of Pu via the adjoint action. We describe same recent results c1assifying all
instances when P acts on Puor Pu with a finite number of orbits. Furthermore.
in t,his instance we obtain a combinatorial formula for the number of orbits in
the finite cases. This c1assification result for CL(V) involves a detailed st.udy
of the representation theory of a particular quiver with certain relations. For k
algebraically closed, we shall provide a complete description of the partial order
given by orbit closures on the set of P-orbits on Puin the finite instances. It. t.urns
out t.hat this partial order is equivalent to one given by purely combinat.orial
rneans and thus can be computed easily.

For k algebraically closed, we also present the classification of all parabolic
subgroups P in any simple algebraic group of c1assical type with a finite number
of orbits on Pu-

This is areport on various parts of joint work with T. Brüstle, L. Hille and
G. Zwara.

L. HILLE

Actions of parabolic subgroups of GLn

Let P(d) ~ CLn be a parabolic subgroup, which is the stabilizer ofsome flag 0 C
VI C V2 C ... C ~ of vector spaces of dimension vector d = (dimVI, ... , dim\/t).
Theorem [H.-Röhrle] P acts on the unipotent radical with finitely manny or
bits if and only if t ~ 5 for a proper flag as above.
More generally we consider the action of P on pJ'}, where pJ'+I) := [PUl pJ')]
and pJO) = Pu.
Theorem [Brüstle-H.] P acts on pJl) with tinitely manny orbits precisely if
1. 1 = 1, 0 and t ~ 5 + 3/.
2. 1 = 1,2, ... and t ~ 6 + 2/.
Let Q be a directed biquiver, that is an oriented graph with tWQ types of arrows:

6
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Solid and dotted arrows. Assurne that Q is a directed finite and connected bi
quiver. Wedefine an algebraic variety P(d) := nCL(\I;)X(BwHom(Vi, Vj), where
w runs over all dotted path (consisting of dotted arrows in Q) and dirn \ti =d•.
This algebraic variety is a group with natural multiplication given by concaten
ation of paths. Let R(d) be an algebraic su bvariety of

where tlJ, w' are dotted paths and Q is asolid arrow. Moreover, assurne P(d)
acts on R(d) via conjugation in the natural way given by the biquiver Q.
Theorem [Bruüstle-H.] There exists a quasi-hereditary algebra A together with
modules ß(i) (calIed st.andard modules) such that the orbit of the action of G(d)
on R(d) are in natural bijection with the modules over A having a ,6-filtration.
In particular we can replace the action of P(d) on R(d) by an equivalent one-of
a reductive group.

H. KRAFT

Jordan's work on invariants and covariants of binary forms

In 1868 Paul Gordan proved that invariants and covariants of binary forms
are finitely generated. His method was "constructive" and leads to explicit
construction of these generators. Less known is a subsequent paper of C. Jordan
(1876/79) where he gives explicit degree bounds for the generators.
80th results and in part.icular the technique called "symbolic method'~ were
complet.ely forgotten after Hilbert's famous paper (1890/93). But there are
several reasons to look more -closely at these old resul ts:
I. Jordan 'sbounds are by far the best we have, and cannot be reproduced by
our 'I modern" tools from representation theory.
2. The symholic method leads to the explicit construction and description of
covariants.
3. There is hope to generalize this to other groups than SL2 .

In joint work with J. Weyman (Northeastern University) we have been able to
understand Jordan 's proof (and verify the bounds). Moreover, we we were able
to work out the cases of binary cubics and quartics which were not completely
known by the classics. We also developed some "straightening law" technique
for the symbolic methods, for handling the symbolic expressions. The talk was
areport on Jordan 's result and a modern way how to understand his proof.
Theorem: Let W be a representation of SL2 (C). Assume that all irreducible
components of W have dimension :s N + 1. Then the covariants (=U-invariants)
are generated by covariants of degree :s N 6 and order :s 2N2

.

Example : Let \/d denoLe the (d + l)-dimensional irreducible representation
of SL2 • Consider the representation M 0 V3 = V3 EB .. , ffi V3- Then the ring of
U-invariants of A-l 0 V'3 is generated by 10 types of covariants corresonding to
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the irreducible representations (of GL(M) x SL2 ) of the following list:

A2M0Va
S2,1M0V1

S2M QJ V2

AI G V3

S4M 0 Va 8 3 ,3M 0 Va
54 ,1M (9 VI
S3,lM0V2

S3 0 V3 A2 M Gy V4

C. DE CONCINI

Cohomology of Coxeter groups and braid groups

Uoint work with M. Salvetti) e
In the talk we have explained the eonstruction of eertain algebraie complcxes
for computing the cohomology of a finite Coxeter group W with coefficients in
a Z(W]-module M. Similarily: If Bw is the assoeiated Artin-Tits braid group
we have decribed similar complexes for computing the cohomology of Bw wit,h
coefficients in a &:[Bw]-module N. In the case in which a ~[W]-module· M is
considered as a Z[Bw]-module , we have defined a map i of complexe.s indu-
cing the map .( : H·(W, M) -+ H·(Bw, M) eorresponding to the quotient
J : Bw -t W. Using this in the case M = Z(-l), the sign module, we have
deduced that if (W, S) is irredueible and not of type An-I, with n having two
distinct prime divisors, then the genus of the fibration K (Pw , 1) -+ 1\' (Bw , 1),
Pw = ker"Y, is equal to n + l.

J. CARRELL

Singular loci of Schubert varieties

We decribe the singular loeus of a Schubert variety X(w) in GI B. Let SingX(w)
have irreducible decomposition X(xdU ... UX(Xk) where Xl, ..• ,Xk < w in lt'V.
The problem is to identify these Xi. The point is that there exists a degen
eration of the tangent space (a la Zariski) Trr X (w) to a su bspaec of 'Fr .\ (w)
along a curve running from TX to X and eontained in X(w), for any reflection
r E W so that x < TZ ~ w. The Inain tool is a theorem of Dale Pet.erson:
Suppose X(w) is nonsingular at TX for each r so that x < rx ~ w, and suppose
also that the degenerations from T,.rX(w) inta TxX(w) give the same result
for all such r. Then X(w) is nonsingular at x. Therefore x determines an ir
reducible component of SingX(w) if and only if X(w) is nonsingular at each
TX as above and there exist two degenerations that give different results. We
can give an (interesting) dsecription of when this oceurs in terms of root strings.

8
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P. POLO

Generic singularities of certain Schubert varieties

The results presented in this talk are from joint work with M. Brion. Let k be

an algebraically elosed field , G a connected semi~simplealgebraic group over k,

T C B C Q a maximal torus inside a Borel subgroup inside a parabolic sub

group Q. Let W be tbe Weyl graup, R the root system, R+ the positive roats

aod ß the simple roots. Far w E W let CwQ =BwQ/Q and XUIQ =CwQ. It is

known that when CyQ C XwQ, there exists a T-stable locally closed subvariety

NyQ.wQ of XwQ such that XwQ ~ CyQ x NyQ,wQ' We study NYQ,wQ in eertain

cases.
First let P be a parabolic subgroup containing B, L the Levi subgroup of P

containing T and ß a simple root not in L. Let VL (-ß) be the Weyl module for

L with highest weight -ß and CL( -ß) the orbit closure of the highest weight

vector. Also, let Up be the unipotent radieal of the parabolic opposed to P.~·

Theorem 1: Upp/pnpsßP/p is L-isomorphie to CL(-ß). '.'.

We then ex'tend this result to show that uoder certain hypotheses on y, 'U1,

NyQ,wQ is also L-isomorphie to a eertain orbit closure of a highest weight vec

tor. Finally, we show that the hypotheses are satisfied if G has only components

of type At D, E aod Q is a maximal parabolie corresponding to a nlinuscule

fundamental weight.

Theorem 2: Let G, Q be as above, w E W. Let P(w) =StabG(.XwQ), then:

1. 'The singular loc.us of XwQ, Sing(XwQ), equals XwQ\P(w)ewQ (heuce is as

large as possible).
2. For every irreducible component XyQ of Sing(Xwq ), the hypotheses meo

tioned above are satisfied. Therefore NyQ,wQ is isomorphie to a certalll orbit

closure of a highest weight vector.

This result ean be extended to eover also the ease of Schubert varieties in tbe

Grassmannian of lagrangian subspaces in a sympleetic vectaT space.

V. LAKSHMIBAI

Degeneracy schemes and Schubert varieties

Let G be a semisimple algebraic graup aver a field k. For a Schubert variety

...Y(w) C G/Q, Q being a parabolic subgroup of G, let Y(w) := X(w) n 0-,

where 0- is the opposite big cell in G/Q. Note that Y(w) is normal, Cohen

Macauley and has rational' singularities in aH characteristics. We exhibit two

classes of affine varieties:

1. Ladder determinantal varieties

2. Quiver varieties (orbit closures in the space of representations of equioriented

quivers of type A),
for bath of which the normality and Cohen-Macauley properties are concluded

by identifying them with Y(w)'s for suitable X(w)'s in suitable SLn/Q. As a
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consequence we obtain that the degeneracy schemes nUt constructed by Fulton
(in the context of universal Schubert polynomials) are reduced, Cohp.n-Macauley
alld normal in aJl eharacteristics.

J. TITS

Aigebraic simple groups of rank two aud Moufang polygons

Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system. A building of type (W, S) is a set ß endowed
with a "distance function" d : d x ß ~ W satisfying certain axioms which will
not be recalled here but which roughly mean that ß contains "many" subsets
isometrie to W itself (endowed with the metrie (w, w')...-+ w-1w'). The building
Ö is said to be thick if Card{z E Ö, d(x, xo) = s} ~ 2 for all Xn E ß and sES.

Ir k is a field, Q. a simple k-group, G the group Q(k) of its k-rational points,
E a minimal k-parabolic subgroup of Q, P =E(k), W the relative Weyl group
of G and S the generating set of W eanonically associated. to P, then the set
Ö = GI P endowed with the W-metric d defined (via Bruhat decomposition) by
Pg-1g'P = Pd(gP,g'P}P for 9,9' E G is a building oftype (W,S). Thus, to
every k-group Q. ~ above there is naturally associated a building of spherical
type (i.e. Card(W) < (0). As is shown in the Springer LNM 386, the converse
is true for thick buildings of irreducible type and rank ~ 3, provided that Olle

suitably extends the notion of algebraic group: One must admit as such c1as
sical grollps over arbitrary division rings and also the "mixed groups" of type
f 4(k, [{) (see loc.eit.) to which are associated buildings of type F4 .

The analogous result is definitely false in rank 2; indeed, for any int.eger
ln ~ 3, "generalized rn-gons" I i.e. buildings of type of the dihedral grotlp
of order 2m, are totally "unclassifiable". However, in 1974, the speaker conjec
tured that one could characterize the generalized polygons arising from algebraic
silnple groups (of relative rank 2) by imposing a certain geometrie condition, the
" Moufang property" I which roughly means the existence of "sufficiently many
transvections". This again supposes a suitable extension of the notion of al
gebraic groups; in pai't;)the Ree groups of type 2 F. (corresponding to thc
diagram - or index - ) are "responsible" for the existence of Moufang
octagons. That conjec ure covers a great variety of statements which were
progressively established in the course of the recent years. An important. break
through was achieved by the speaker and shortly after, with a shorter proof,
by R. Weiss; namely, both of them showed in the early '80's that Moufang 111

gons exist only for m = 3,4,6,8. The classification of Moufang quadrangles,
the only remaining problem in 1997 was completed by R. Weiss (see below the
summary of his lecture) who inexpectedly discovered in so doing, a new family
of Moufang quadrangles, but it was shown by B. Mühlherr and H. vanMalde
ghem (see summary of the latter's lecture)that those "new" quadrangles were
in fact associated with rorms of mixed groups of type F4 (forms corresponding
to the index~); in trying to give an explicit formulation of his conjecture
in 1974, the speaker had overlooked the possible existence of such forms.

10
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The c1assification of Moufang polygons

(joint work with J. Tits)
Moufang n-gons exist only for n = 3,4,6,8. Moufang triangles are parametrized
(in a precisely defined way) by alternative division rings (c1assified by Bruek and
KleinfeldL Moufang hexagons by anisotropie eubic norm structures (classified
by Petersson and Racine) and Moufang octagons by pairs (K, (T), where ]f is
a field of characteriste 2 and u an endomorphism of K whose square is the
Frobenius map. Let V1 ,1J2, V3, V4 be root groups of a Moufang quadrangle f.
If [VI, Ua] = 1 or [U2 , U4 ] = 1, then r is parametrized by a pair (K, u), where
K is a skew-field and q an involution of K, or a tripie (I<, L, q), where L is
a vector space over 1\, a eommutative field, and q is an anisotropie quadratic
form on L, or [VI, Ua] = [U2, U4] = 1 and r is parametrized by a field K·.of ehar
aeteristic two and two additive subgroups having certain properties. Suppose
[UI, U3] f; 1 and [[12,['4] #= 1. then r has a eertain eanonical subquadrangle
roof involution type or of quadratic form type as just described. In the first
case, r is paranletrized by a pair (X, q), where X is a right vector spaee over
the skew fjeld !{ and q an anisotropie pseudo-quadratic form on X with respect
t.o the involution (T. lf f o is parametrized by a tripie (K, L, q), then q must
have certain properties~ in particular, dimK Lo = 6,8 or 12 and in each of these
three casp.s, r i8 uniquely determined, or char(K) =2, then there exists a field
F such that 1\ 2 F 2 J{2, Lo == J{4 $ F t F = rad(q) and again f is uniquely
determined. These are the quadrangles of type E 6 , E7, Es or F4 •

Theorem Every Moufang polygon is isomorphie to one of the polygons de
scribed above.

H. VAN MALDEGHEM

Quadrangles of type F1

(joint work with B. Mühlherr)
In this talk~ I explained, how the reeently discovered Moufang quadrangles were
proved to be, after all, of "algebraie origin" by showing that they arise as cer
tain "forms" (or equivalently as structure of fixed points'of an involution u) in
a mixed group of type F4 (or building of that type). Over the field with one
element., the situation can be explained with the following figure (I drew an
apartment, or Coxeter complex of type F4 , the 24-cell, explaining the involu
tion (T. There are exactly four fixed points and four fixed octahedra, forming
a quadranglc , there are no fixed edges, nor fixed triangles) . Certain lines form
a hypercube (a c:»-+H-subdiagram of~ and a subquadrangle of the new
Moufang quadrangle is formed by the fixed squares together with four cubes.

11



B. MÜHLHERR

Quadrangles of type EN

The classifieation of Moufang quadrangles due to Tits and \Veiss provides as

a by-product the commutation relations for a11 Moufang quadrangles. It was

observed by Weiss that eaeh quadrangle of type Es (resp. E7 ) contains a quad

rangle of type E7 (resp. E6 ) as a subquadrangle. Using the fact that alJ these

quadrangles arise as sets of fixed points of involutions acting on the appropriate

buildings, we have a geometrie proof of this fact. As a further result we hav~ a

geometrie proof for the existence of the quadrangles of type En . This praof i~

based on the "Local to Global Theorem" for twin buildings. We illustrat.e t.he

idca at an example: Given an involution of E7 (k) we eonstruet the twin building

Es{k}. Now we obtain an involution of Es(k(t)) by looking at the building at

infinity.

P. ABRAMENKO

Finiteness properties of Kac-Moody groups over finfite fields

Let Q. be a Kae-Moody group functor in the sense of Tits C' minimal version",

spJitL (W, S) the assoeiated Coxeter system and diag(Q) := diag(W, S) its

Coxeter diagram. Suppose eard(S) < 00 and eard(W) = 00. We say that

diag(Q) is n-spherical if WJ :=< J > is finite fur all J ~ S with card(J) S-u.

Given a finite field ll'q, we set G = Q{IFq) and denote by (C, 8+,8_, N,S) the

standard twin BN-pair associated to G. The main result discussed in the talk

was thc folJowing:

Theorem 1: Assume that diag(Q) is n-spherical, diag(Q) does not contain any

subdiagram of rank ~ n of type F4 , E6, E7 , Es, and q ~ 22n - 1, then the para

bolie subgroup P; :::: BtWJBt of G =Q(lFq ) is of type Fn - 1 for any J ~ S,

t:E{+,-}.
If additionally eard(Wj) < 00 and diag(Q) is not (n + l)-spherical, then p/ is

not of type Fn .

, The proof of this result uses decisively the action of G fand its parabolic sub

groups) on the twin building associated to the t wi n B N -pai r (C, B+, B_ , N, S) .

Für some other groups admitting twill B N-pairs, analogous results can be de

rived in a simi"lar way, e.g. the following:

Theorem 2: Let H... be a simple IFq-group of classical type, n := rk'q(lU 2: 1

and q ~ 22n - 1. Then ll(IFq [tJ), 1l(IFq [t,t- 1]) are of type F71 - 1 and li.{lFqftJ) is

not of type Fn .

Note that Theorem 2 is just a specializati~n of Theorem 1 in the case 11 sprits

over IFq sinee then H(lFq[t, t-1J) =Q(ll'q) for some Kac-Moody group Q of affine

type. .
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E. SOMMERS

A new approach to computing the fundamental group of a nilpotent
orbit

Let G be a connected, simple algebraic group over C with Lie algebra g. Let N
be a nilpotent element in 9 and let ZG(N) be the centralizer of N inG. When
G is adjoint, we give a unified description of the conjugacy classes inthe (finite)
group ZG (N) / Z~;(N) I generaJizing the Bala-Carter classification of nilpotent
orbits in g. Dur result turns out to be enough to determine these groups.

We also state a conjecture for the G-module structure of the global functions
on the universal cover of the orbit through N.

V.L. POPOV

Reductive subgroups of Aut(A3
) and Aut(A4

)

Let k he an algebraically elose<! field of characteristic 0.' All varieties, morphisms
etc. below are defined over k.
Theorem 1: Let G be a connected reductive subgroup of Aut(A3 L then G is
cOllj ugatc to a su bgrou p of GL3 . .

Theorem 2: Let G be connected reductive subgroup of Aut(A4
) which is not

a one or two dimensional torus, then G is conjugate to a subgroup of GL4 •

Renlsrks: 1. It is an open problem whether one can drop the assumption that
G is connected in Theorem 1.
2. Since t.here are nonlinearizable actions of O2 = k* :xl 7l/2 on A,4, one cannot
drop this assumption in Theorem 2.
In the proofs some general statements are used, namely:
Theorem 3: Let G be a connected semisimple group and V = (LI $ ... $

LI) EB '" EB (L J $ ... EB LJ ), where each Li appears mi-times and where the Li
are simple G-modules, Li f:. Li for i # j. Assume that k[V]G = k. Irfor 'all i
wc have mi =dimLp 1 where H is the generic stabilizer for G on V, then any
G-equivariant alltomorphisrn of V (as algebraic variety) is linear.
Theorem 4: Let G be a reductive algebraic groupl V a simple G-module and
H a reductive group acting by G-automorphisms of the algebraic variety V.
Then the natural action of G x H on V is linearizabie.
Theorem 5: Let G be an algebraic group, VaG-module and X an irreducible
algebraic variety. Let Y = V x X and H be an algebraic group acting on Y by
G-automorphisms (G acts on Y via V). Assume that:
1. For all v E V we have 0 E G.v,
2. k[X]* C k[X]H, where k[X]* stands for the invertible functions in k[X].
3. The group of all G-equivariant automorphisms of V is k*idv.
Then there is a character X : H -7 k* and an act.ion of H on X such that the
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natural action of G x H is given by (g, h).(v, x) = (y(h).g.v, h.x) for all .rI E G,
h E 11, v E V and x EX.

M. GRINBERG

A generalization of Springer theory using nearby cycles

We state a condition on a smooth s!Jbvariety of C", called t.ransversality at
infinity. For.X C ((;1 transverse to infinity, we show that t.he Fourier transform
on the nearby cycles sheaf on the asymptotic cone as(X) C cn is an intersection
homology sheaf on ((;1)*. This result is applied to the following situat.ions:
1. X· C C" is the general fibre of a product of linear forms.
2. X C 9 is a closed adjoint orbit in a semi-simple Lie algebra (this is the
Springer theory case).
3. X C P is a c10sed K -orbit in asymmetrie space.
4. X C V is the general fibre of a quotient map V -+ G\\V for apolar
representation of G on V. This example generalizes many aspects of Springer
theory.

A. HELMINCK

Orbits and invariants associated with a pair of comnlutillg involutions

(joint work with G. Schwarz)
Let u, fJ be commuting involutions of the connected reductive algebraic group G
where u, {J, Gare defined over a (usually algebraically closed) field k, char(k) :f.
2. We have fixed point groups H = GO and K =Ce and an action (H x l{) x G -+
G. where ((h,k),g) t-+ hgk- 1 , h E H, k E l\, 9 E G. Let G//(H x J{) denote
SpecO(G)HxK (the categorical quotient). Let A be maximal among subtori B
of G such that fJ(b) = O'(b) = b- 1 for all bEB. There is the associated Wey)
group W := WHxK(A). We show:
1. The indusion A ~ Ginduces isomorphisms A/W -+ G//{H x J\). In
particular, the closed (H x /{)-orbits are precisely those which intersect A.
2. The fibres of G -+ G//(H x A") are the same as those occuring in certain
associated symmetrie varieties. In particular, the fibres consist.of finitely many
orbits.
We investigate:
1. The structure of Wand its relations to other naturally occuring Weyt group~
and the action of ue on the A-weight space of g.
2. the relation of the'orbit type stratifications of A/W and G//(H x 1\).·

Along the way we simplify some of Richardson 's proofs for the symmet.rie
case fJ =(7, and at the end we quickly recover results of Berger, Flensted-Jensen.
Hoogenboom and Matsuki for the case k = IR.
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D. PANYlJSHEV

On comnluting varicties associated with senli-simple Lie algebras

Let 9 be a semi-simpJ~ Lje algebra over k = C, C := {(x, y) E 9 X 9, (x, y] == O}
thc commuting variet.y. Except for irreducibility very little is known about C.
However! in some special cases, more information can be obtained. Consider
tohe following parlicular case:
9 is simple and pis a paraholic subalgebra with abelian nilpotent radical V == pu;
Jet V· be thc nilpotent radicaJ of the opposite parabolic. Define C :== {(z I y» x E
V, y E V· I {x, yJ =O}. The main results are:
1. C = U~=oCi, where r + 1 is the number of G-orbits in V (G == Aut(g)O).
2. Each Ci is normal. with rational singuJarities and the algebra of covariants
k[Ci]U is poJynomial (U the unipotent subgroup of G corresponding to V).
3. There is an explicit construction of an equivariant resolution of singuJaritiesore.

Berichterstatter: Stephan Mohrdieck
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 15/1998

Numerical Methods far Singular Perturbations

12_ 4.-18.4.1998

Tbe meeting ,vas organized by P.' Hemker (Amsterdam), H.-G. Roos (Dresden) and
M. Stynes (Cork). A significant number of differential cquations in tbe applied sciences
- for example in fluid dynamics - are singularly perturbed, but unfortunately standard
numerical methods often faH to provide satisfactory solutions for such problems. Since tbe
early 1970s, many different numerical techniques have evolved with the aiIil of overcQming
the drawbacks of standard methods. This proliferation of ideas galvanized the organizers
into gatbering together various researchers at a first Oberwolfach meeting in January 1995.

In recent years, the development of numerical techniques for singular perturbation prob
lems has become one of the focal points of numerical analysis. Three new books recently
appeared on this subject, and several new groups of numerical analysts have begun re
search into singular perturbation problems. In fact when organizing the 1998 workshop,
tbe organizers were unable to accommodate all colleagues who wished to attend. At the
meeting, 49 participants from 15 countries discussed their work and 29 lectures were pre
sented. It is worth noting that more than 50% of the participant~ did not attend the
previous Obenvolfach meeting in 1995 and that most of the participants wished to present
a lecture on their research.

The aims of the meeting were:

1. The dissemination of up-to-date inform~tion about current research and open ques
tions in the numerical and asymptoti9 analysis of singular perturbation problems;



2. The comparison and evaluation of several approaches and methods for the solution
of such problems;

3. An examination of promising future research directions in this rapidly-changing area.

The lectures presented covered key aspects of the discretization and numerical analysis
of singular perturbation problems: exponential fitting, layer-adapted meshes, stabilizatiön
techniques, etc. The variety of techniques represented (including, for example, iterative
methods for the solution of the discrete linear problems generated), meant that aim (1) Ai
above was succesfully achieved. Towards aim (3), the organizers devoted one day of the •
meeting to adaptive mesh approaches, because the analysis of adaptive procedures for
singularly perturbed problems is important but is still in its infancy.

To achieve aims (2) and (3), it was very important to schedule ample discussion time
both after lectures and for long periods during the day. Researchers with differing points
of vie\v and varied approaches could then meet and profit from each other's experience.
The warm and stimulating atmosphere of the Forschungsinstitut was of course a positive
factor in fostering such mixing. The week's workshop laid the foundation for several future
collaborations between various groups and individuals, \vhich testifies to the attainment of
aims (2) and (3).

All participants agreed that the workshop was extremely beneficial and that contact be
tween ne,v groups should be established and maintained in the years to come. Conse
quently, the organizers hope to organize a further meeting on this topic three years from
DO'V (as we observed in the period since the last meeting in 1995, three years allo\vs ade
quate time for the development of new research, to'the extent that another workshop then
will be desirable and successful).

The alphabeticallist below ofcontributions could be elassified under the follo\ving headings:
exponential fitted uniformly convergent methods, layer-adapted meshes for convection
diffusion problems, adaptive procedures and aposteriori error estimation, anisotropie prob- .
lems, stabilisation methods for finite element and finite volume approaches, iterative meth-
ods, h - p finite element methods, numerical methods for the Navier-Stokes equations and e
other problems in fluid meehanics, numerical methods for the drift-diffusion equaiions in .
semiconductor device modelling.

Dank einer Unterstützung im Rahmen des EU-Programmes TMR (Training and Mobility
of Researchers) konnten zusätzlich einige jüngere Mathematiker zu der Tagung eingeladen
werden. Dies ist einerseits "eine hervorragende Förderung des wissenschaftlichen Nach
wuchses und gibt andererseits den etablierten Kollegen die Gelegenheit, besonders begabte
junge Mathematiker kennenzulernen.
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Abstracts

Mark Ainsworth: APosterio,; ETTOr Estimates for Singularly Perturbed Reaction Dif
fusion Problems.
Aposteriori error estimates are considered for the reaction diffusion problem

-ßU+K?U = f

based on solving Iocal Neumann problems. Tbc main difficulty is in selecting the boundary
ßuxes for thc IDeal problems. Tbc classical metbod of Bank-'Veiser and Demkowicz et a1.
is shown to bc non-robust in the limit h -+ 0 (or equivalently K -+ 0). The reason for the
non-rob~tness lies in tbe fact that the ßuxes do not satisfy the compatibilit~'.condition
for tbc limiting pure Ncumann problem for the Laplacian. Thc Equilibrated Residual
Method (ERl\1) proposed by the author witb J.T. Oden seeks to seleet the fl9-xes so that
the compatibility condition is satisfied. Thc resulting estimator gives an upper bound on
the true error that is robust in the limiting case K. -+ O. However, the estimator is not
robust in the singularly perturbed limit and will over-estimatc by at most 1 + O(Vkh).
Counterexamples show this estimate to be sharp. A ne'v modification of the ERM due to
the author aod I. Babuska is described and shown to lead to an estimator that bounds the
~rue error and that is robust in alllimiting eases K. -+ 00 and K, or h -+ Q.

Vladimir B. Andreev: Applieation of condensing gnds fOT solving singularly perturbed
problems.
The difference schemes on "smoothly" condensing grids are considered for two singularly
perturbed problems. In tbc first problem it is the equation - thc one-dimensional steady
state convection-diffusion equation - that .is singularly perturbed. In the second problem
it is thc domain ,vhere thc equation is defined that is singularly perturbed - the second
order ordinary differential equation \vith regular singularity is considered on a segment
disposed at a small distancc from the singular point. For both problems condensing grids
depending on a small parameter E are constructed, use of which makes it possible to obtain
approximate solutions with L~-accuracyO(N-2) uniformly ,vith respect to E, where N is
the meshpoints number.

Lutz Angermann: Numencal solution 01 convection-dominated anisotropie diffusion
equations.
The proposed method is designed to handle the case of a full-tensor diffusion coefficient.
It is based on an additive decomposition of the differential operator and on a fitted dis
cretization of the resulting components. For standard situations, the derived stability and
error estimates in the energy norm qualitatively coincide with ,vellknown estimates. In the
ease of small diffusion, a uniform error estimate with reduced order is obtained.
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Carmelo Clavero:* Finite differenee methods of high order on Shishkin meshes.
In this talk \. ~ present some numerical methods to solve one dimensional convection
diffusion problems with dominated convection term. These methods are finite difference
schemes of classical type construeted on a pieeewise Shishkin mesh, whieh condense the
nodes in the boundary layer zone. Ta obtain the schemes we will impose that the loeal
error, assoeiated to the method, be zero for a polynomial basis. When we consider the
polynomial of degree less or equal two, the scheme use a combination of the values of
the second term of differential equatlon in two consecutives points of the mesh (Xj-t and
xi' j = 1, ... , N -1, when we discretize in the point xi, where N +1 is the number of points a,
in the mesh). So, we can deduee a method of order N-2 10g2 N unifonnly with respect the .,
diffusion parameter c. If the polynomial have degree less or equal three, a similar idea
permit us to construct a method having a uniform order of eonvergenee N-3 10g3 N. Same
numerical examples confirrning the theoretieal results are shown for both sehemes.

*joint work with J. L. Gracia

Alan Craig:* Exact difference fonnulas fOT linear differential operators.
A differenee approximation to a linear differential operator ean, in many eases be repre
sented as an integral. If the integral is evaluated exaetly one obtains an exact method
for obtaining a table of values of the solution to an ordinary differential equation. Many
well-known methods for ODEs, ineluding upwinded finite element methods can be derived
by approximating tbe integral by a quadrature formula. Such exact representations ean
in prineiple be obtained for any nth order linear differential operator and any set of n+1
Dodes under mild technical conditions. Our construetion involves a generalised B-spline
that, instead of being peicewise polynomial is a piecewise solution of the homogeneous
adjoint equations.

*joint work with Dirk Laurie

Manfred Dobrowolski: On a postenori error estimators on anisotropie meshes.
We eonsider the standard pieee\vise linear finite eI.ernent approximation of Poisson 's equa-
tion. The usual residual based aposteriori error estimator is d~rived and it is shown that a
the true error will in general be overestimated if the mesh becomes anisotropie. Based on .,
a paper of Bank and Weiser, a nonloeal error estimator is construeted which avoids the
drawback with the standard estimators. Moreover, the analysis of the nonlocal estimator
indicates that loeal aposteriori error estimation in energy is impossible on anisotropie
meshes.
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Willy Dörfler: Uniformly Convergent Finite-Element Methods for Singularly Perturbed
Convection-Diffusion Equations.
We consider the singularly perturbed boundary value problem for bounded n c mn

. We
prove uniform apriori error estimates which allow to prove stability of the weak form on
a suitable pair of Banach spaces X x Y. This also shows uniform quasi-optimality for
conforming space approximations X h x Yh in case of discrete stability.
In one space dimension (0 = [0,1]) we eonstruct Xh and Yh by means of exponentially
fitted basis funetions and prove stability and the optimal approximation property of this
discretisation. Moreover, we show that a residual error estimator gives uniform efficiency
and reliabiiity in V-norms. Dur tbeory eovers not only tbe ease of strictly positive b, but
also problems with turning points and vanishing bare included.
In two spaee dimension (0 = [0, 1]2) w~ eonsider tensor product exponentially fitted basis
functions on uniform reetangular grids. We show uniform error estimates in V-norms for
3 case studies: b has two strictly positive components, b = [1, y-l/2], and b =JI, 0], c > O.

Michael Eiermann:* On Some Recurrent Theorems Concerning Krylov Subspace Meth- .
oels.
The reeent development of Krylov subspace methods for the solution of operat<;>r equations
has shown that two basic construction principles, the orthogonal residual (DR) and mini
mal residual (MR) approaches, underlie tbe most commonly used algorithms. It is shown
that these cao botb be formulated as techniques Jor solving an approximation problem on
a sequence of nested subspaces of a Hilbert space, a. problem not neeessarily related to an
operator equation. ~1ost of the familiar Krylov subspace algorithms result when these sub
spaces form a Krylov sequence. The well-known relations among the iterates and residuals
of OR/MR pairs are shown to hold also in this rather general setting. We further sho\v
that a common error analysis for these ·methods involving tbe canonical angles between
subspaces allows many of the recently developed error bounds to be derived in a simple
man~er. We illustrate these results by discretized convection-diffusion proble~.

*joint work with Oliver Ernst

JosephE. Flaherty: Adaptive and Parallel hp-Refinement Methoels for ConsenJation
Laws.
We deseribe a discontinuous Galerkin procedure for solving hyperbolie systems of COD

servation laws. The procedure is adaptive and combines mesh refinement/coarsening (h
refinement), method order variation (p-refinement), and mesh motion (r-refinement). New
limiting procedures preserve monotonicity through discontinuities and a high order of aceu
raey in smooth regions. Aposteriori error estimation procedures utilize superconvergence
at Radau points. Three-dimensional meshes are automatically generated from CAD de
scriptions of the domain. A parallel meshdata base distributes data aeross the memories
of cooperating processors. Software tools maintain a balanced computation and migrate
data between processors. Applications involving compressible fiows are presented.
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David F. Griffith:* The "No Boundary Condition" Outflow Boundary Condition.
Many situations in fluid dynamics are posed on unbounded domains and, when solving
such problems numerically, it becomes nec~ssary to truncate the domain. Some boundary
condition must be devised for the artifical (outfiow) boundary that will not seriously affect
the solution in the interior.
A new form of boundary condition for this purpose was introduced by Papanastasiou and
co11eagues (1992) specifically for finite element methods. We sha11 describe its properties
in the context of convection dominated diffusion problems. The boundary condition is
unusual because, in the \veak fonnulation, it appears to be impose no boundary condition a
at a11 at the outfiow, thus making the problem i11-posed. •
Reference: D. F. Griffiths, The ':No Boundary Condition" Outfiow Boundary Condition,
Inter. J. Numer. Methods Fluids. Vol. 24 (1997) 393-411.

*joint work with Luwai Wazzan

Raphaele Herbin: Finite volume schemes for convection diffusion reaction equations with
non-admissible refinement of the mesh.
The topic of this presentation is tbe discretization of convection diffusion reaction by tbe
finite volume method in one or several space dimensions on general unstructured meshes.
These grids may consist of polygonal control volumes \vhich are not necessarily ordered in

_a cartesian grid, but need to be such that there exists a family of points associated \vith the
grid cells such that the line segments joining the points associated with two neighbouring
grid cells intersect the edge behveen these two cells at a right angle.
Error estimates for finite volume methods have recently been proved by finite difference or
direct finite volume approaches or by finite element approaches.
We consider here the classical cell centered finite volume scheme, with an upwind choice
for the convection Bux. Assuming C2 or 1P regularity of the solution to the equation, error
estimates of order h wherc h is the "size" of the mesh are proven, when a discretization for
the flux over an interface by a 1st order finite difference scheme. Discrete Poincare-type
inequalities are used for this estimate. vVe also show that if thc mesh is locally refined
using some atypical Dodes, then the error est~mate is of order h + m(A) \vhere A is thc .
area of the cells ,vith atypical Dodes. In typcial cases, tlie: area of these cells is of order h, a
and the error estimate is tehrefore the same. .,
Thc convergence of the scheme without any assumption on tbe regularity of the exact
solution may also be proven using some compactness results which are shown to hold for
tbe approximate solutions. This is in particular the case for nonlinear problems.
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Paul Houston: Loool Mesh Design fOT the Numerical Solution of Hyperbolic and Nearly
Hyperbolic Problems.
We eonsider the design and implementation of an adaptive mesb refinement algorithm
for tbe numerieal solution of byperbolie and nearly-byperbolie problems. In partieular,
empbasis will be given to tbe design of a Ioeal error indieator to identify regions in tbe
eomputational domain wbere the error is loeally large. In praetice, one of the most eommon
approaehes is to design tbe mesh according to tbe size of the loeal residual of tbe underlying
partial differential operator. Clearly, the sueeess of this approach greatIy depends on tbe
relationsbip between tbe size of the loeal errar and tbe size of the loeal residual. We show
tbat for hyperbolic problems, the loeal residual on an element K. onIy eontrols a portion
of tbe loeal error on K., referred to as tbe cell eTTOT. l\1oreover, due to error propagation
effects, tbe error on an element K. is not only inßueneed by the size of the residual on K, but
on the size of tbe residual calculated on the domain 01 dependence of tbe element K.. Thus,
an adaptive mesh refinement algarithm driven by residual-based error indicators will only
refine elements with large cell error. Moreover, in regions of tbe eomputati<?nal domain
where error propagation effects are important, the loeal residual may give ·a':.very poor
estimate of the loeal error. ConsequentlYJ loealised structures in tbc solution ·may not be
accurately resolved, even when global control of tbe error has been aehieved. To overcome
these difficulties we design a local error indieator based on solving the partial differential
equation for the error \vith the residual as tbe right-hand side function. Preliminary
numerieal experiments will be presented to demonstrate the performance of this error
indicator on botb uniformly and adaptively refined meshes.

Juan Carlos Jorge:* Uniformly Convergent Seheme on a Nonuniform Mesh lor
Convection-Diffusion Parabolic Problems.
A general framework for tbe construetion and analysis of numerical methods for evolu
tionary singular perturbation problems is proposed. This consists of splitting- the totally
diserete seheme in t\vo discretization stages. In first one, only tbe time variable is ·discretized
by means of a convenient implicit method; secondly, we propose the use of standard fi
nite difference mctbods on special nonuniform. meshes for discrctizing tbe spatial variables.
Using this teehnique, a uniformly convergent scheme is deduced and analyzed for a oned
imensional evolutionary convection..diffusion problem. Same numerieal experiences are
presented, confirming the good approximation properties predicted by tbe theoretical re
sults.

*joint work with C. Clavero and F. Lisbona
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Bruce Kellogg:* n-widths and a self-adjoint singular perturbation problem.
We consider the problem (1): -fßU + u = f in 0, U = 0 on r = the boundary of n, where
n is a bounded domain in R2 with smooth boundary. Let E : f .-+ u denote the solution
operator of (1). Let B, be the unit ball in H'(O). Let dn = dn(EB" L2 (O» denote the
Kolmogorov n-width of the set EBs in L2 (O). We show that there are constants Cl and
C2, independent of f, such that

C -1-8/2 G -1-s/2
In < d <' 2

n
.

l+fn - n_ l+€n

The upper bound in (2) means that there is a subspace Xn of dimension n such that if u
is tbe solution of (1), there is a U n E X n such that

Cn-1- s/ 2

lIu - un IlL2(0):5 1 + €n 1I/IIH.(o).

The subspace Xn is constructed in the form Xn = ~i + Wnb , \vhere the functions in Vni

approximate the smooth part of u and the functions in Wnb approximate the boundary
layer part of u. The dimensions n; and nb in this optimal subspace satisfy nb "J ...jni.

*joint work with Martin Stynes

Rajco Lazarov:* Stream-Line Diffusion Least-Squares Mixed Finite Element Method for
Convection-Diffusion Problems.
We discuss the least-squares finite element approximations of nonsymmetric and/or indefi
nite problems as stabilization of the classical Galerkin method by using an inner product in
the minus one Sobolev norm. This concept has been developed by Bramble, Lazarov and
Pasciak for both second order clliptic equations and for their mixed. We apply a simpler
version of the least-squares method, which involves only L2-norms, to the modified mixed
system for convection dominatcd diffusion equation. This modification allows us to derive
an error estimate in a norm which together \vith the standard energy norm fllVull2 + lIuJl2
contains the norm of the stream-line derivative c5I1ß· Vu1l 2• The small parameter dispro
portional to the mesh size and ·cao be chosen' locaily. The derived finite element method
is stahle and yields symmetrie and positive definite matrix. Finally, we discuss some nu- e
merical experiments which confirm the unifonn stability of the method and its accuracy.

*joint work with L. Tobiska, and P. Vassilevski

William Layton: Adaptive finite element methods for highly convection dominated prob-
k~. .
This talk will describe research done in collaboration with V." Ervin and J. Maubach on
solving convection dominated, convection-diffusion problems and high Reynolds number
ßow problems in an adaptive fashion. This includes algorithms, error estimation, grid
adaptation and design and some (so far) unexplained difficulties which occurred in practi
cal computations. Dur approach is based on: defect correction discretizations using higher
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order elements, subgrid scale modelling, a posteriousing higher order elements, subgrid
scalr t'lodelling, aposteriori error estimatioD and adaptation of confonning meshes using
a biSt"t,;tion type loeal refinement algorithm.

Tors.,en LinO:· Convection-diffusion problefTU, Shühkin me3he.s, SDFEM.
\rVe consider linear convection-diffusion problems on the unit square. We give sufficient
conditions that guarantee the existence of a Sbishkin-type decomp06ition of the exact
solution. This decomposition can be used far the analysis of a number of numerical methods
on Shishkin meshes. We give a survey of convergence results for numerieal methods on
Shishkin meshes (simple upwind FDM and (bi}linear Galerkin FEM).
Finally we derive a variant of the streamline diffusion finite element method using linear
elements on Shishkin meshes. We prove local and global estimates in the LOG norm and in
the L2 norm.

•joint work with Martin Stynes

Gerd Lube:· On the reliability 0/ a non-overlapping domain decomposition~method f~r
elliptic probleTn3. .
The applicatioD: of a non-overlapping domain decomposition method (DOM)' to the s0

lution of a stabilized finite element method for elliptic boundary value problems - with
emphasis on the singularly perturbed esse - is considered. A properl~ chosen Robin type
transmission condition at the interface yields in numerical experiments for the coarse gran
ular rase a linear convergence rate which is independent on the fine mesh' \\~idth h and is
even more favourable in the singularly perturbed case. ,A main problem of this iteration
by-subdomaius method is a lacking Dumerical analysis for the discrete case; hence an
appropriate stopping criterion is not available. .
Here we derive an a-posteriori error estimate which bounds the error 00 the subdomains by
the interface trace of the subdomain solutions. AB a by-product, same foundatioo is gi\~en

to the design of the interface transmission candition. Numerical results suppon, the theo
retical results. Funhermore \ye combine the neU"' result and reccnt results on a-postcriori
estimates for singularly perturbed problem~ (withuut DD~I) to obtain an a-pos,teriori es-
timate for the discrete DD~t solutions. .
The extension of the proposcd approach to the lineadzed incompressible Na\;er-Stokes
problem is in progress.

• joint work with F. C. Otto

John A. Mackenzie:* Uni/onn converyence 0/ numerical approximations 0/ singularly
perturbed boundary vcllue proble1'1'U u..!ing grid equidütribution.
We examine the convergence properties of finite difference and finite element approxima
tions of model second-order, singularly perturbed linear boundary value problems using
adaptive grids. The grids are based on the equidistribution of a positive monitor function
which is a linear combination of a constant Oaor and apower of the second derivati\'c of thc
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numerical solution. Analysis shows how the monitor function can be chosen to ensure that
the accuracy of the numerical approximation is insensitive to the size of the singular per
turbation parameter. Numerical results will be given for convection and reaction-diffusion
problems in o~e and two dimensions.

*joint work with George Beckett

Jens Melenk &l Christoph Schwab: Robust exponential convergence 01 hp-SDFEM fOT

convection dominated problems.
For 0 < E ~ 1 and n = (-1,1), consider the boundary value problem e

Ut: E HJ(f!): Bt:(ul:'v) = F(v) \Iv E HJ(O)

where Bt:(u,v):= J2}(eU'v'+au'v+buv)dx, F(v);:: 121 Ivdx and f,a(x), b(x) are analytic
in fi and satisfy a(x) .~ ß. > 0, b(x) - ~ a' ~ 'Y > O. The solution Ut: has a boundary layer
at x = 1.
For T = {li: 1 :5 i :5 N}, Ii = (Xi-l,xd, -1 = Xo < Xl < ... < IN = 1 a mcsh in 0,
define SC(T) = {u E HJ(O) : ull E Pp lET}. Thc hp-SDFE~1 is givcn by:

u:D E Sb(T) : BSD(u;D, v) = Fso(v) \Iv E 5&(7) , (1)

N

where BSD(-u, v) B.(u, v) + t; Pih , p-2 l av' L.u dx ,

N

and FSD(v) F(v) + L p,h,p-2[ av' f dx
t '

lvith certain positive Pi independent of hi , Pi, e and h, := IIi I·
Theorem 1 Let T = {( -1, 1- ep), (1 - Ep, I)}. There exist C, kindependent 0/ E, P such
that

e IUt: - u;Dltt2tO + lI u t: - u:DIIOt2tO :5 C exp(-kp)

HUt: - u;DIJOtOOtO :5 C cxp(-kp)

Theorelll: 2 FOT P = 1,2,3, ... consideT the geomet~c me.sh sequence {7;}p given by
p=l I I
p=2 I I

{7;}:p=3 I I
p=4 I I
p= 5 I I

-1 1

Then:

i) if p > Co lIogel, the estimate (2) hold with C(co),

ii) for any fixed 0 0 ce 0 erist C, k > 0 independent of c S.t. for all p

lIuf :- u;DIIt,2
t
flo :5 C exp( -kp) .
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Stefano Micheletti:* A new Galerkin Framework for the Drift-Diffusion Equatfons in
Semiconductors.
In this lecture we propose a Dew Galerkin formulation for dealing with the drift-diffusion
equations in semiconductor device modelling. Tbe approach is based on tbe choice of a
suitable weighted inner product that allows to symmetrize the convection-diffusion opera
tor. The issues of the scaling and of the dependence of the induced nonn on the size of the
electric potential are also addressed. Several exponentially fit ted finite element methods
are then considered aod analyzed. In the one-dimensional case, two new second-order aceu
rate sebemes are devised and suecessfully validated aod compared with a Petrov-Galerkin
first-order method. A family of monotone schemes is tben proposed for tbe discretization
of tbe two dimensional problem. Tbree metbads, differing in tbe choice of the average of
tbe exponentially varying diffusion coeflicient, are average of tbe exponentially varying dif
fusion coefficient, are examined. A linear convergence theorem in tbe new eriergy nonn is
established· for two of tbe schemes, while tbe remaining one is ShOWD to be equi.valent with
the Scharfetter-Gummel Box metbad. Its remarkable stability and accuracy properties are
finally demonstrated in the study of several highly convection-dominated test problems.

*joint work with Emilio Gatti and Riccardo Sacco

Mariana Nikolova:* Adaptive Refinement Procedure for Singularly Perturbed Convection·
Diffusion Problems in 2D.
A finite difference method is presented for singularly perturbcd convection-diffusion prob
lems ,vith discretization error estimates of nearly second order, ,,·hieh hold uniformly in the
singular perturbation parameter c. A theorem proving this fact is given. The metbad is
based on a defect-correction technique and special adaptively graded and patched meshes.
In a standard adaptive refinement method certain slave Dodes appear where the approxi
mation is done by interpolating the values of the approximate solution at adjacent narles.
This deteriorates the accuracy of truncation error. In order to avoid tbe slave points ,ve
change the stencil at the interface points from a cross to a ske,v ODe. The effidency of this
technique is illustrated by numerical experiments in 2D.

*joint work with Owe Axelsson

Robert E. O'Malley, Jr.: Naive Singular Perturbations Theory.
Tbe talk demonstrates, via extremely simple examples, tbe shocks, spikes, and initiallayers
tbat arise in solving certain singularly perturbed initial value problems. As examples from
stability theory, they are basic to many asymptotic solution teehniques for differential
equations. First, we note that limiting solutions of linear equations EX = -a(t)x on t 2:: 0
are specified by the zeros of A(t) = IJ a(s)ds, rather than tbe turning points where a(t)
becomes zero. Further, solutions to the solvable equations EX = -a(t)x-b(t)xk for k = 1,2,
or 3 ean feature canards, where the trivial limit eontinues to apply after it becomes linearly
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unstable. Solutions of the separable equation €x = a(t)c(x) likewise involve switchings
between the zeros of c(x) above and below x(O), if they exist, at zeros of A(t). Finally, we
note that limiting solutions of many other problems follow by using special funetions and
their asymptotic expansions. For example, solutions of f:X = t2 (t2 - x 2 ) ean be given in
terms of the Bessel funetions K j (t4 /4f} and I j (t4 /4f) for j = 3/8 and -5/8.

Thomas F. Russell: Eulerian-Lagrangian Localized Adjoint Methods (ELLAM) for Tran
sient Convection-Diffusion Problems.
A prototypieal transient eonvection-diffusion problem is Ut +VUx - Duxx =0, with appro
priate initial and boundary conditions. The conveetion-dominated ease can be vi ~wed as
a singularly perturbed problem \vith respect to the parameter f = Pe- 1 = D/vL, 'vhere L
is a characteristie length of the system and Pe is the Peelet number. The solution exhibits
traveling fronts of width O(y'i). Eulerian methods, such as centered finite differences,
require a mesh of size O(€} to avoid oscillations, and they have large time-truncation errors
when a front' passes by. Eulerian-Lagrangian methods can avoid oscillations with mesh
O(y'f), as one \vould wish, and tbey reduce time-truncation errors by follo\ving the flow.
EarHer Eulerian-Lagrangian methods did not conserve mass and had difficulties in for
mulating boundary conditions. Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint methods (ELLAM)

. overcome these dra\vbacks \vith a space-time finite element framework that represents con
servation and boundary conditions systematically with integrals. The test functions are
oriented along Lagrangian streamlines. The presentation summarized this background and
some further developments, including theoretical analysis, extensions to complex problems,
and a finite-volume ELLA~·1 that uses piecewise-constant test functions to conserve mass
locallyon finite volumes that move with the flo,v.

Alessandro Russo: Stabilization 01 Finite Element Methods via Residual-Free Bubbles.
We study a finite element approximation of tbe solution of a convection-diffusion equation
with a dominating convection term through a decomposition of the finite element space
in lo\v and high frequences, corresponding to continuous piece\vise linear functions and
residual-free bubble functions respectively. It is shown that this approach can reproduce the
\vell-known Streamline-Upwind Petrov/ Galerkin stabiliz.ation method (a.k.a. Strearnline
Diffusion Method). .

Friedhelm Schieweck: Nonconfonning Finite Elements of Higher Order for Solving the
Navier-Stokes Equations.
We construct nonconforming finite elements of higher order with the property that each
degree of freedorn belongs either to the interior of an element or to the interior of an
element face, Le. it belongs to at most two elements. This property is advantageous for
the parallelization of tbe corresponding method since the amount of loeal communication
will be (especially in 3D) esentially smaller compared to the case of conforming elements.
The constructed element pairs for velocity and' pressure, respectively, satisfy the discrete
Babuska-Brezzi condition. Numerical tests with the Stokes and Navier-Stokes problem
indicate that in the case of a smooth solution the higher order elements are mueh more
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efficient than the lower order ones.

V. V. Shaidurov: Second-order monotone scheme for convection-dominated equations
with adaptive triangulations.
We deal with the boundary-value problem

8u 8u
~c~t/, + bt 8x + ~8y = f in 0,

t/, == 9 on r.
Two-dimentional bounded domain n has piecewise-smooth boundary r; E. is a positive
small parameter; bt , b2 , /, 9 are smooth given functions.
First, we construct the finite-element scheme with second-order of approximation \vhich
has M-mat~ix and satisfies discrete maximum principle. To construct some equ~t.ions, one
need an orientation of triangulation. Therefore we additionally suggest a te~hp.ique for
re-orientation of grid along characterlstics. Second, we use Gauss-Seidel iteratiy~ process
with special ordering of equations and unknowns as smootber in multigrid.
Third, to improve the rate )f convergence, we use adaptive refinement of triangulation.
For this purpose, new Ioeal estimator of approximate solution is used in order to divide
or not divide eaeh edge of triangulation in hvo non-equal parts. This algoritbm results in
De\V nested triangulation with unisotropic behaviour.
Several numerical examples confinn theoretical results.

Grigorii J. Shishkin:* Singularly Periurbed Convection-Diffusion Problems with the Flow
Coming to an lmpenneable Wall: e-Hypersensitivity and Grid Approximations.
On the segment [0, dJ we consider the Dirichlet problem {or a singularly perturbed parabolic
equation with varying time-directions in [-T, T]. For € = 0 the parabolic PDE degenerates
into a first-order hyperbolic equation. H the time variable is interpreted as a spflce one,
then the reduced equation describes tbe proeess of stationary transport. The fiow in this
transport equation is directed to an impermeable \vall. ..~s E ~ 0, a parabolic boundary
layer appears in a neighbourhood of the "impermeable wall': disposed along the time-axis.
Such problems arise in modelling of heat and mass transfer in moving fluids with large
Peclet numbers in the stationary two-dimensional case, when \ve neglect beat and mass
conductivity along tbe stream.
Unlike problems considered previously, tbe present problem has a ne\v property of E

hypersensitivity inherited by a finite difference scheme. More precisely, the solution is
not stahle with respect to the right-h~d side, uniformly in E.. We choose the rigbt-hand
sides and their disturbances from a newly introduced class of functions for which the solu
tion is e-uniformly bounded in Loo' It is shown that, nnder these assumptions, a monotone
finite difference operator and a special piecewise uni/onTI. mesh yield an E.-unifonnly conver
gent (in the Loo-norm) difference scheme. Numerical experiments confinn this theoretical
result.

. *work supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research under Grant no. 98-01-00362.
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Gisbert Stoyan: Towards discrete Velte decompositions and narrow bounds for .inj-sup
constants.
Tbe stable solvability of the Stokes problem with first kind homogeneous boundary con- .
ditions depends on the so-called inf-sup condition. For the constant ßo appearing in this
condition, narrow upper and lower bounds are given for several domains along with some
values of the corresponding constant ßh of tbe "discrete" inf-sup condition, for specific dis
cretizations. Such values are useful for computable error bounds and for tuning iterative
methods.
Also considered is the equivalent of the well-known Helmholtz decomposition for vector a
functions in HJ. This decomposition is due to W. Velte, On optimal constants in some .,
inequalities (Lecture Notes in Maths. 1431, pp. 158-168) and contains, besides the rotation-
free and divergence-free vector functions, a third orthogonal subspace. We show the elose
connection of tbe inf-sup condition and tbe third orthogonal subspace of the Velte decom~

position.
Discrete Velte decompositions sbould he useful for the investigation of numerical methods.
Therefore, ,ve derive some first results in this direction for finite element methods includ
ing the Taylor-Hood family. For the staggered grid difference approximation of the Stokes
problem on a unit square we are ahle to give all details of the discrete Velte decomposition.

Katarina Surla:* On Global Approximation. 0/ the Solution of a Singular Perturbation
Problem.
The semilinear singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion problem

{

Ly = E
2y" + /(x, y) = 0 x E 1 = [0,1],

y(O) = 0, y(l) = 0,

where E is a small positive parameter and f(x, y) E C2(1 x R), fy(x, y} > ß2 > 0 for _
all (x, y) E I x R is considered. The approximate solution is given in the form of the .,
quadratic polynomial spline. The collocation method on a slightly modified Shishkin mesh
is applied and the approximation of the almost second order global uniform accuracy in
small parameter is ohtained. The middles of intervals are used as the collocation points
and the corresponding values of unknown function are replaced by the averages of its values
at the ends of intervals.
The global unifonn accuracy of the approximations of the normalised diffusive ßux and the
function e2y"(x} are also proved. Numerical results, which verify these rates of convergence,
are presented.

*joint work with Zorica Uzelac
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Song Wang: Conforming E:r:ponentially Fitted Triangular and Tetrahedral Finite Elements
for a Singularly Perturbed Convection·DitTwion Equation.
In this talk we discuss construction of some new piecewise exponential basis functions on
triangles and tetrahedra for Galerkin finite element approximations of convection-diffusion
equations of tbe form

- V . (eVU - au) + Im = f

in a polygonal or polybedral region n with a homogeneaus Dirichlet boundary condition on
an. Both the interpolation error and tbe finite element approximation error wcrc discussed.
We also discussed tbe e-uniform convergence of the method on rneshes of Shishkin type.
It is shown that, if a mesh of Shishkin type is used, tbe cODvergence rate of the luethod
is Chl

/
2 for problems with elliptic boundary layers, where C is an arbitrary constant,

independent of e, h and u.
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Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach

Tagungsbericht 16 / 1998

Aperiodic Order
19.4. - 25.4.1997 .

Organized by lvlichael Baake (Tubingen), Lud\\ig Danzer (Dortmund) and Robert Moody (Ed
monton) the workshop on Aperiodic Order 30t Oberwolfach was by all counts 30 great success. The
wann open 3otmosphere of the conference and the extensive mutual interaction of the participants
together with the e"ident emerging cohesion and depth of the subject left us a1l with a keen sense
of excitement and optimism.

'''hat makes the subject of 3operiodic order so appealing is the extraordinary range of mathe
matical ideas that converge so beautifully around it and the' genuine promise of rnathematics to
shed light on the significant problems of understanding "the physical properties of real quasicrys
talline materials.

The schedule was arranged to leave enough space for intensive discussion in various small groups
besides the two plenary "Problem and Discussion:'-sessions. Among the key ideas discussed and
lucidly exposited in talks 30t the workshop we might mention:

• the gradual classification of the hierarchy of discrete geometrical structures that lead from
strict periodic to 3operiodic order

• the role of autocorrelation rneasures and diffraction in relation to long-range order

• the irnportant connection between the theory of ergodic dynamical systems and diffraction,
in particular for systems with pure point spectra

• the deep way in which C*-algebras enter into the band structure in the electronic theory of
quasicrystals

• the considerable and various rel3otionships of number theory to the subject, Le., through
algebraic nurnber fields, zeta functions, or maxim~ orders in quaternionie algebras

• the first good intirnations of an irrational wavelet theory

• the first rigorous results on stochastic model sets and random tilings and their connection
to statistical rnechanics and potential theory.

Part of the plan of the workshop has been to invite several experts in fields we knew ought
to be part of the subject hut who thought little about it. Without exception these people were
entranced by the diversity and wealth of new ideas involved. There were numerous enthusiastic
comments, even frorn seasoned "Oberwolfachers:'.

Part of the success of the workshop has to be attributed to the wondernIl way in which the
Institute is operated. The organizers are very gratenIl for having had' the opportunity 10 hold this
workshop under ideal conditions.

Author of the report: Gerrit van Ophuysen



VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE
(in chronologischer Reihenfolge)

On model sets
Robert V. Moody

The mathematics of aperiodic order eoncerns itself with extended geometrie structures that are
essentially discrete and exhibit long-range order, usually evidenced by discrete-like diffraction
patterns. Of particular interest is the possibility of such structures to possess non-crystallographic
symmetries.

One way of constructing point-sets with such properties is the eut and project formalism. In
the setting originally devised by Y. Meyer (for entirely different reasons!) this looks like this:

IRm ? lRmxH ~ H
u

~ L den~.p

where l1F is the space of interest (physical space) , H is a loeally compact Abelian group,
L c IRm x H is a lattice, and the projection maps 1r and 1rint, when restricted to L, are respec
tively 1- ~ and have dense image in H. Given a subset W of H which satisfies W is compaet,
int(W) :I- b: we construct the model set

A := {1T(X) E IRm I x c L, 1Tint(X) E IV}.

A is a Delone set, is (generically) repetitive: and displays strong diffractive properties (see!'.IL
Schlottmann:s contribution). \Ve give two examples.

(1) Based on the maximal order of the quaternion algebra IHl(Q(v'S))
we eonstruct the Elser-Sloane model sets. These exhibit the sym
metry of the non-crystallographic Coxeter group H4 and the lattice
L :::: Es, m = 4: H ~ JR4 .

(2) Starting with the weIl knOl\'ll chair tiling we detennine a model set
interpretation of it where m =2 and H = (Z2)2 ,... the plane over
the 2-adic integers.

Model sets and dynamical systems
Martin Schlottmann

Model sets can be generated by a cut and project scheme for arbitrary loeally compact Abelian
groups. There is a eriterion formulated exclusively in terms of the "physical" space for a point set
to be a regular model set. This eriterion is highly non-Ioeal, i.e., eannot be checked on the set of
finite patches.

Using the so-ealled torus parametrization, the dynamica1 system induced by a model set can
be shown to be metrically ....equivalent to the action of a dense subgroup on a compact Abelian
group. The pure point character and, by Dworkin's argument, the pure point diffraction is thereby
established.
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Perfect versus entropie order
Michael Baake

Quasicrystals are "real world" examples of structures with long-range orientational order. They
show up by diflraction images containing sharp Bragg peaks (point measures) and usually display
non-crystallographic symmetries. Various mathematical idealizations have been discussed in the
literature. On the one hand, perfect quasicrystals have been described as model sets. Their
structure is rather ""-eIl understood and they show a pure point diffraction spectrum. On the
other hand, random tilings are often considered 10 be a more realistic dass of models. Their
investigation is only in its infancy, and their diffraction properties are largely unknown. As an
intermediate dass, one can consider stochastically occupied model sets. \Vith some standard tool5

_ from stochastics and ergodie theory, it is possible 10 fonnulate and prove a suitable generalization
• of Jattice gases and determine their 'diffraction pattern. Finally, generalizing the usual symmetry

concept to the action of semi-groups of self-similarities, one can connect a scaling symmetry on
average with the existence of a unique invariant measure, determined as the unique solution of
an integral equation Goint work with R. V. Moody). This ShOVlS in particular that there are
many natural structures between lattices and random point sets worth further exploration. So,
the conc1usion is: we don:t know yet what "order" is, neither physically nor mathemaOtiCa.Ily.

Shelling icosahedral quasicrystals
Alfred \\Teiss

There are three non-equivalent Z(T]-submodules of fil3 which are stahle under the \Veyl group of
a root system of type Ha. The usual shelling of a root lattice of type Da induces a shelling on
these and then on the quasicrystal with spherical window of radius r. In terms of the ico~ian ring
Ir these shells can be decomposed into basic chunks.

{~x: x E ll, x 2 = -a, x == c mod 2IT}

with a E Z[r] totally positive and E = 0, I, T, T- 1 . These are analyzed via optimal embeddings of
the Z[r}-orders of Q(r)(v=ä) which contain E+p and turn out to depend on the ideal dass
group of this field.

Dynamics and spectrum for tHings and Delone sets
Boris Solomyak

Delone sets, that is, sets which are uniformly cliscrete and relatively dense in 'IRd , are used to
model atomic structures. The dynamical systems approach starts with a Delone set A, such that
A - A is discrete. Then one can consider tbe orbit closure under the translation action to obtain
aspace =.\. This space is compact in the natural topology. The group rrr' acts by translations.
Various geometrie notions, such as repetitivity, have interpretations in dynamical tenns. We give a
description of eigenvalues with continuous eigenfunctions. Then we proceed 10 measure--preserving
dynamical systems. Under the assumption of uniform patch frequencies, the invariant measure is
unique and the methods of ergodic theory may be applied. The main emphasis in this talk is on
the question when the resulting system has pure point spectrum. A sufficient condition is given
in tenns of "almost periodicity" of the original Delone set A. We then turn 10 the tiling setting
which has much in common with the one based· on Delone sets. H the tiling has the property of
self-similarity, a number of strong conclusions can be made. In particular, aplane tihng dynamical
system has non-trivial point spectrum if and only if the expansion is a complex Pisot number. °

We present a concrete combinatorial algorithm, the "overJap aJgorithm" , which allows one 10
distinguish between pure point and mixed spectrum. Several exarnples are considered, arnong
them the "chair" , 3D chair, and the domino.
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Long-range boundary effect in the lattice dimer model
Richard Kenyon

Joint work with H. Cohn, J. Propp. \Ve eonsider random domino tHings of a large polyomino
P. The boundary eonditions on P have a long-range influence on loeal properties of the tHing,
such as densities of loea" configurations. The inBuenee of the boundary is "computed" via the
average height junction which ean be thought of as a measure of loeal entropy. We show that
the average height function satisfies a 2nd order PDE, arising from entropy maximization subject
to fixed boundary values. This permits us to compute the asymptotie number of tilings of large
regions.

Local rules for quasiperiodic tHings
Franz Gähler

For many quasiperiodic tilings there exist conditions on the loeal tile clusters, which ensure that
the tiling is perfectly ordered and quasiperiodie. Mter a short introduetion to the relevant eoncepts
(Ioeal isomorphism, loeal equivalence, quasiperiodicity), a fairly general theory of such Ioeal mIes
is sketched. This theory, the foundations of which have been developed by A. Katz and L. Levitov,
gives an impression of the kind of eonditions that are necessary and sufficient for the existence of
such loeal rules.

Self-affine digit tiles and their boundaries
Andrew Vince

A self affine digit tile T is the attractor of an iterated function system {!l, 12:"" IN} in the
special case that the affine maps

satisfy

1. Ais an expansive integer matrix;

2. D = {d., d2 , ••. , dN } is a digit set, Le. a set of residues for ~.

Given such a tile T, there a1ways exists a tiling of]Rd by translates of T. Sometimes this tiling
T satisfies a global self-replicating property: the image of each tile in Tunder Ais, in turn, tiled _
by elements of T. We give several eonditions, some algorithmic, equivalent to this self-replicating ..
property.

Hone (henee all) of these conclitions hold, then there is a simple fonnula for the Hausdorff
dimension of the boundary of the tile T in the case that A is a similarity:

dimH(BT) = log..\
loge

where eis the expansion ratio of A and ..\ is the largest eigenvalue of a certain easily computable
matrix.

Also in the self-replicating ease, there is a method, based on Dekking's recurrent sets, for
constructing the boundary of a self-affine cligit tile.
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Average unit cell in diffraction analysis
Janusz \Volny

Average unit cells for the Fibonacci chain, modulated structures, Thue-~Iorsesequence and hexag·
onal layers have been constructed in physical space. The positions of atoms have been replaced
by a statistical probability of atomic displacements from the nearest point of the reference lattice.
Analytical expressions for diffraction peak intensities have been derived.

It has been shown that:

- tbe diffraction pattern can be calculated as a Fourier transform of the probability distribution
of distances from the reference lattice positions

- the diffraction pattern consists of periodic series of peaks which are described by an enve10pe
function

- the reference lattice approach can be successfully used instead of higher-dimensional analysis.

Mathematical quasicrystals ~~.

J efIrey Lagarias 'ßl

This talk describes idealized mathematical structures representing atomic positions for solid state
structures such as quasicrystals. A Deione set or (r: R)-set is a set in an with a finite packing
radius r v.ith equal spheres and a finite covering radius R v.ith equal spheres. A Delone set
X is of finite type if X - X is a discrete closed set, and is a ~Ieyer set if X - X is a Delone
set; cut-and-project sets are special cases of !vleyer sets. Delone sets of finite type have an ad
ditive address map </> : X ~ Z- C IR- with a projection 7r : IR- ~ an with 1r 0 </> =id. Properties
of such sets can be described by properties of the address map: A Delone set is of finite type if
114>(xt) - </>(X2)!IR· ~ Gllxt - x21IR." for a constant G, and is a Meyer set if there is a linear map
L : Rn ~ IR- with 1Ic/>(x) - L(x)1I :$ C.

Properties of minimality of associated dynamical systems are studied. If a set is linearIy repet
itive, that is: minimal with all patches of size T represented in any patch of size cT, then it has
limiting patch frequencies and a well·defined diffraction measure. Delone sets of finite type X
have pure point autocorreiation measures '"Y =Lzex-x ex6z. If they have pure discrete diffrac·
tion spectrum i', the Fourier transform of '"Y, then one obtains a summation formula. Poisson's
summation formula is a special case.

Constructing quasicrystals with given symmetry group
Peter Pleasants

In 1987 Fred Lunnon and myself showed that for every finite subgroup G of O(n) there is a G~

invariant cut-and·project quasicrystal (model set) generated by an inflation. In my talk I described
a more direct method of obtaining this result. The method relies on the fact that there is a
representation of G over areal algebraic number field K. AG-invariant O·module can be found,
where 0 is the ring ofintegers of K. The higher~imensionallatticefor the cut-and-project is then
obtained as the image of this O-module in the direct product of the d different homomorphisms of
K into ce, where d is the degree of K. The resulting quasicrystal has an inflation and the multiplier
can be chosen to be any Pisot-Vijayaraghavan-number that takes the O-module into itself. When
K is quadratic the inflation is loeal and can be used to generate the quasicrystal. In other cases
it should be possible to construct a closely related quasicrystal whose inflation is loeal. It should
also be possible, when G has no large crystallographic subgroup, to prove the existence of weak
local rules, that force non-periodicity but not necessarily detennine the Ioeal isomorphism dass.
The natural approach to both these questions seern to be "Ammann hyperplanes:' or BOrne similar
analog of Ammann lines, but the details are not yet worked out. Another construction method
has Teeently been found by N. Cotfas and J.·P. Verger-Gaugry.
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Remarks on the theory of quasicrystals
Peter Kramer

Mathematical concepts for aperiodie orientational long-range order are applied to the physics of
icosahedral quasicrystals. For the root lattice D 6 C JR6, the icosahedral group A(5) detennines an
invariant decomposition JR6 = IRfI ffi IRi· Decompose the lattice points as x= xII + Xl. C D6 and
fix in IRi the compact window W as the projection V1. to lRi of the Voronoi domain V of Da.
Then V1. becomes Kepler's triacontahedron, and the set {xII Ix= XII + X1., Xl. E Vl.} detennines a
tiling T*(De) (Kramer et al. 1992) by six tetrahedral tiles and with global icosahedral orientational
symmetry. To describe atomic models for the physics, we choose module positions !rom three
classes of holes in D 6 and their projections and fix them on the tiles in ~I. The window W for
the bare tiling is now replaced by a composite window in 1R1. for each dass of holes. For the
ieosahedral quasicrystals i-AlFeCu and i-AlMnPd we construet the eomposite windows. Local
atomie neighbourhoods and their frequeneies are obtained by geometrie analysis. They provide
the basis for quantum eomputations of loeal observables like Mößbauer data or the loeal density
of electron states. Perfect quasierystals of type i-AlPdRe (1994) show zero conduetivity at T -+ O.
In the absence of periodicity and henee of electronic band strueture, the eomputation of electronic
structure is a great challenge for the quantum theory of quasierystals. Approximate computations
illustrate the problems. Thnnel mieroseopy was used in 1994 to scan the surface of i-AIPdMn
on the atornic level. It yields a terrace struetu~e in Fibonacci spacing perpendicular to 5-fold
icosahedral axes. The eomposite tiling model }ields a detailed and quantitative explanation of
this terrace structure, based on Kepler's decomposition of triacontahedron into decagonal prism
and two caps. Future efforts in the mathematical physics of quasierystals are needed in order to
pass from the description of the geometrie structure to the quantum theory and thennodynamics
of these systems.

Wulff shape for quasiperiodic arrangements.
Karoly Böröczky

The well-known Wulff-shape construetion for erystais is generalized for the classical quasi-periodic
point sets. This way the "quasi-crystal" growth with icosahedral syrnmetry ean be modeled,
leading e.g. to the regular dodecahedron, which actually appears as the preferred shape of eertain
quasi-erystals.

Wavelets for planar quasiperiodic tHings
Jean-Pierre Gazeau

Wavelet analysis is challenging Fourier analysis because of its better suitability to self-similar
structures. The wavelet approach is based on affine actions in r, and diserete wavelet families
are usually obtained from a probe function through dyadic translations/eontractions eombined
with lattice translations. We shall present a constroction of discrete "r-adie" wavelets, r = ~,
which instead makes use of dilations/contractions by powers of r combined with quasilattice
translations. Ten-fold rotations are also included in these affine actions when dealing with the
planar case. The method is illustrated by considering the elementary example of the so-called
r-Haar family, which is the counterpart of the well-known dyadic Haar basis of L2(lR) or L2(C).

Such wavelet basis with irrational scaling are thought 10 play an important role in quasicrys
talline studies (image proeessing for diffraction patterns or scanning mieroseopy, spectral prob
lems).
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Deformation of model sets and icosahedral quasicrystals
Michel Duneau

Icosahedral quasicrystals are ~ently described by model sets as introduced by Y. Meyer. How
ever, such models can be generalized by small defonnations which preserve the Delone property,
the quasiperiodicity of the autocorrelation function and the icosahedral symmetry. These defor
mations are analyzed by means of the theory of univariant and covariant polynomials. Theyare
generated by finitely many fundamental modes and it is shown that same of these deformations
could hardly be detected by the analysis of experimental diffraction data.

Group theory and the dynamies of trace maps and cat maps
John A.G. Roberts

In this talk, we review recent work that utilizes the group structure of the integer matrix groups
51(2, Z), GI(2, Z) and their projective counterparts to help prove results conceming the dynamics
of related groups of automorphisms. .-../...

In particular, we consider cat maps, which are hyperbolic toral automoi'phisms
induced by an element of Gl(2, Z) acting mod 1. Also we consider ";. the set
A = {A E qx, y, z]3 : I(A(x, y, z)) = lex, y, zn where lex, y, z) = x2 + ,,2 + z2 - 2xyz ..;.."1. The
set of such 3D polynomial mappings is a group (Peyriere, 'Ven; 'Ven 1992) isomorphie to a
semi-direct product of the Klein-4 group and PGI(2, Z). The mappings have integer coefficients
and so can be considered on IR3 or C3. \Ve call the subgroup G == PG1(2, Z) of such polynomial
maps tmce maps because they arise when we calculate the trace of a ward in two 51(2, Z) matrices
A and B, where the word is (1n(A) and (1 is an invertible tv.."O-letter substitution rule. Various
problems like the ID tight-binding model with quasiperiodic potential can be studied utilizing
the trace map and its dynamics.

'Ve use the free product structure of PSI(2,Z) and the amalgamated free product structure of
PGI(2,Z) to give

1. necessary and sufficient conditions for escaping orbits under related iteration of 9 E G, 9
hyperbolic, which generalize results obtained previously for e.g. the Fibonacci trace map

2. the structure of the reversing symmetry group R(Af) of a cat map M, which c6nsists of
symmetries S which commute with AI and (possibly) reversing symmetries G which conju
gate AI into AI-1 • \Ve give examples where AI has no reversing symmetry (joint work with
lvl. Baake and 5. 'Vilson).

Finally, we consider the existence for cat maps of generalizations of symmetries and time.
reversal symmetries (called k-(reversing) symmetries). 'Ve show how this problem is equivalent
to t;'e way the cat map induces a partition into periodie orbits of each rational sublattice of the
ton s. We give a number-theoretic solution of this problem.

Inftation centers in the n-dimensional cut and project quasicrystals
Jiri Patera

Cut and project quasicrystals with ,;g irrationality and convex acceptance windows in any dimen
sion were discussed.

Inflation centers inside and outside of the quasicrystal point set were described for all dimen
sionS. Minimal distances in 10 quasicrystals were given as functions of the length of the acceptance
window. Expressions for Omin and {lmax, the minimal and maximal acceptance window respec
tively, which reproduce a given ID quasicrystal fragment, were given.
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Gap labeling theorem for quasicrystals
Jean Bellissarcl

Electronic motion in a quasicrystal ia described accurately through a Schrödinger operator, the
potential of which is modulated according to the position of atoms, located at the vertices of a
quasiperiodic set of points in IRd (d =1,2,3 in practice). The absence of periodicity forbids the
use of Bloch's theorem to analyze the spectrum of such an operator.

We have developed, sinee the early eighties, a formalism based upon non commutative geom
etry, in which the Brillouin zone admits the strueture of a non commutative manifold.

Most of the models buHt by physicists have in common an intricate band spectrum, sometimes
nowhere dense with zero Lebesgue measure. They may have infinitely many gaps in a finite interval
of the energy spectrum. •.

Ta label these gaps physicists use the so ealled integrated density of states (IDS), namely the -
number of eigenstates of energy less than a given energy E, per unit volume. The Shubin formula
relates this IDS to the integral over the (non eommutative) Brillouin zone]ß of the eigenprojeetion
of the Schrödinger operator eorresponding to the spectral part eontained in (-00, E]. The InS
is eonstant on gaps, and corresponds to the integral over 18 of a projection in the C·-algebra of
eontinuous funetion on 18. These numbers are eomputed through computing the Grothendieck
Ko-group of B.

The caleulations have been performed for quasicrystal in dimension d = 1, 2. The result is the
set

{J dD'(w)f(w); f E C(fl;Z) }.

where n is the "acceptance zone" or "window" defining the quasicrystal and enclosed v.-ith a topol
ogy such that n u Tan is closed and open for any translation a in the virtual higher dimensional
lattice l defining the point set of the quasicI}"Stal (ideal loeation of atoms). IP' is the unique L
invariant measure on n.

For d = 1, a QC buHt from Z2 C 1R.2 projected on a line of slope ß = J~Q (0 E [0,1] \ Q), this
set of numbers is Z + aZ. For d = 2, in the case of the oetagonal Ammann-Beenker tHing, it gives

{
m+nJ2 }--8--; m,n E Zt ffi + n even .

Level-spacing distributions of planar quasiperiodic tight-binding models
Uwe Grimm

Tight-binding models jield a simplified description of the motion of non-interacting electrons in
a quasiperiodic background. Given a quasiperiodie tiling, electrons can move from one vertex to
another along the edges of the tiling, resulting in a Hamiltonian matrix that is essentially the
adjacency or incidence matrix of the quasiperiodic graph.

In this joint work with J.X. Zhong, R.A. Römer, and M. Schreiber, we investigate the statistical
properties of the eigenvalue spectrum of this Hamiltonian for the octagonal Ammann·Beenker
tiling by numerical methods. Approximating the infinite tHing by different sequences of finite
patches, and by taking into aceount their symmetries, we find that the underlying universal level
spacing distribution of eigenyalueei agrees with that of the Gaussian orthogonal random matrix
ensemble. Contradictory resuIts in the literature we attribute to an "almost symrnetry" of the
finite patches that had been eonsidered, which is not present in the generie ease. The agreement
between our numerical data and the random matrix resuIt is astonishingly good, one can even
see that the numerieal data fit the exact random matrix distribution better than the well-kno\\"Il
\Vigner surrnise.
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Generalized Meyer sets with toric interna! spaces
Jean-Louis Verger-Gaugry

'Ve show that one-dimensional aperiodic sets of points having the Delaunay (=Delone) property
can be as50ciated witb Meyer sets, for which

1. the interna! space is torie, ~, with a selection rule based on a congruenee mode with respect
to the frequencies Aproducing punetuated v.-indows, .

2. a scaling exponent in [0,1] can be uniquely defined for each element of tbe window, related
to the scaling properties of the intensity function and the point density measure on canonical
one-dimensional sublattices of period A, where a scaling exponent of 1 eorresponds to Bragg
peaks,

3. the projection mappings are adapted to global average lattice and are not orthogonal.

The Thue-~Iorsequasicrystal: arising from the Thue-Morse automaton, is studied modulo >..Z to
show that it produces punetuated windows in the one-dirnensional torus, for values of A selected
by congruenee. The construetion of Y. ~Ieyer allows arbitrary locally compact Abe1ian groups as
internal spaces but it seems to be the first time that a torie eomponent is explicitly 1.iS1<i~.linked
to the search of sealing exponents and spectralanalysis.·~·.

Crystallographic clusters
Nikolai Dolbilin

In the talk a group-free approach to crystallographic point sets and tHings is discussed. T}:1e loeal
theorem (obtained over 20 years ago) and the recently proved global critenon de~cribe certain
well-defined conditions providing Delone sets with crystallographic symmetry.

Nevertheless, these two theorems relate to an ideal infinite crystal which never exists in nature.
A goal of the talk is to discuss several versions of the so-called extension theorem. The point
version of this theorem describes necessary and sufficient conclitions for a non-numerous point set
(a cluster) to admit an extension to an infinite ideal crystal.

Tbe polyhedral version of tbe extension theorem presents a criterion of a polyhedron to tile
space in an isohedral way. Tbe last version generallzes well-known statements on pnlyhedra tbat
isohedrally tile space (e.g., fundamental domains for Coxeter groups, a theorem ofVenkov, Alexan
drov and McMullen on convex polyhedra designed to tile space by translations).

A species of planar triangular tHings with inftation-factor F
Ludwig Danzer & Gerrit ,,-an Ophuysen

Consider A:= I~. X:= .Jr, j:= {A,X} and the inflation rule given by infI(A) := X,
..;; ..;;

infl(X) := XüA =~. Interpreting E2 as iC the inflation-factor 1/ becomes i.;T. which is

a complex PV-number. The species S(~, infl) of all global a--tilings created by inft has a unique
deflation ('1nO-1

") and bence is aperiodie. Tbe set of all vertices can be shown to be a" "model
set" (Robert Moody), so the Fourier-transformation of the autocorrelation function is "pure point"

with the Bragg-peaks located on the Z-module 3ST((f), (~-l), (~), (~) )z'
\Vith a-c := {A, B, C, X, Y, Z}, where Band C are congruent to A, while Y and Z are congruent

to X, but aIl differently coloured, and

inflc(A) := X

inflc(B):= Y
infic(C) := Z

9

inftc(X) := YüA
inflc(Y) := XüC
inflc(Z) := ZÜB



we receive the species S(3'c, inflc) of coloured tilings. In contrast to S(3', infl), the coloured species
can also be defined by a perfect local matching rule. In fact the 42 coloured vertex-stars may serve
88 an atlas.
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PROBLEMS

1. A polyomino is a topologica1 disc, which can be tiled by congruent squares.

Question 1 Does there exist an aperiodie polyomino?

Question 2 Given a polyomino P, does there exist an algorithm to determine whether or
not there is a P-tiling?

Theorem (Keating, A.V.) Given a polyomino P, there is a polynomial time algorithm to
determine whether there exists an isohedral P-tiling.

Corollar Given a polyamino P there exists an· algorithm to determine whether there is a
P-tiling by translation.

Question 3 Given a polyomino P, does there exist an algorithm to determine whether there
is aperiodie P-tiling?

Andrew Vince

2. Solution to a re1ated problem of A. Vinee:
Let P be a polytope that tiles ]R3 by translation.

Question: Does there exist a lattice tHing of IR3 with P?

Known:
(1) H Pisconvex then there always exits a lattiee tHing (P. ~lcMullen).

(2) H P is star-shaped the answer is no: take as tile the union of one center eube~ six
eongruent cubes each placed face to face next to the centered one and place on the
opposite face of each such cube a squared pyramid of hight half the edge length of
the cubes. This star-shaped polytope tiles whole space by translation but eannot
be arranged to a lattice tiling. .

Egon Schulte

3. Is the presented triangular tiling in JE2 \\ith inflation factoT F in the same AJLD-c1ass
as the Ammann-chair-tiling with the same inflation factor (e.f. GrÜDbaum and Shepard:
Tilings and Patterns)?

Ludwig Danzer

Preliminary results by Reinhard Lück and myself indicate that this is not the case and that
there is DO IDeal derivability in either direction.

Gerrit van Ophuysen

4. Is there an example for a tiling in JE2 which has perfect Ioeal matching mIes but there is DO
tiling with an inflation in its MLD-class?

Ludwig Danzer

5. Question 1: Does there exist a self-similar tHing of the plane with two tile types up to
translation, whose expansion factOT A E C is of algebraic degree 4? HAis real, can A
have degree 2?

By self-similar we mean,

a) upon expansion z"'"'+ ..\z each tUe maps· over existing tiles,
b) two tUes of the same type subdivide in the same way,
c) the tHing is repetitive.
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One is free to replace the exact self-sirnilarity (condition (1» with the property that the
inflated tHing is MLD to the original tiling.
Thurston's theorem on self-similar tilings implies that when ,\ is not real, ,\ is of algebraic
degree 1,2, or 4; and when ,\ is real, it must he of degree 1 or 2.
H there is only one tile type, it is known that ,\ rnust be of degree 1 if real and of degree 1
or 2 if not real, and each such ,\ occurs. Furtherrnore there exist SSTs with two tile types
for such '\. But these are all MLD with SSTs having only one tile type.
So we could rephrase our question as follows:

Question 1': Is there a SST with two tile types which is not MLD with a SST having only
one tile type?

Richard Kenyon e
6. A region R is a compact set in lRn which is

(1) the closure of its interior and
(2) the boundary 8R of it is of Lebesgue measure O. Suppose R tiles JR'l by translations, i.e.

lRn = U(R+t)
tEF

and

p«R + t) n (R + t'» = 0 "It, t' E F t:f:. t'.

Ludwig Danzer

a) Does R always have a fully periodic tiling? (One can take:F = A + {finite set}.)
b) Same question with R being a finite union of lattice cubes.
c) Same question only allowing tHings F ~ zn.

Jeffrey Lagarias

7. There are (e.g. in JE2) protosets and substitution roles which cannot be described by sim
ilarities and lack a uniform inflation factor. Even in the hyperbolic plane there are tilings
which appear to be "hierarchical" . This leads to the following

Problem: Give a useful and precise definition of what should be called a "hierarchical
tHing:' .in d dimensions, at least for d = 2.

You may employ the idea of substitution, but neither translations nor similarities. The
definition shall be applicable as weIl to JEd ~ to JHId.

8. Problem A: e
Two positive self-adjoint operators A and B on a Hilbert space are called A-unitarily equiv-
alent for A a positive n x n-matrix, if A ® A is unitarily equivalent to A ~ B. Classify
self-adjoint operators up to A-unitary equivalence.
Remarks:

a) In finite dimensions A-unitary equivalence is the same as unitary equivalence.
b) The simplest example for a non-trivial pair of A-equivalent operators are on e2 (Z)

the multiplication operators AI, and }'Ig with f: Z 3 n 1-+ ,\2n, g: Z 3 n 1-+ ,\2n+l,

A = (~ ~), ,\ > O.

After same reductions, Problem A essentially reduces to the following
Problem B:
Classify pairs of subsets A, B ~ zn such that

i) AnB =0
ü) Au SI (A) u ... u Sn(A) = B U SI (B) U ... U Sn(B) where Si on zn is the shift in tbe

i-th coordinate
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Remarks:

a) For n = 1 the only such pair is given by A = 2Z, B = 2Z + 1 (or conversely).
b) For n ~ 2 there are more possibilities which nevertheless show a high degree of regu

larity.

Burkhard Kümmerer

9. Consider edge-to-edge tilings of the plane by rhombi with internal angles of the fonn 2rrk/n,
for sorne fixed even n > 2, and 0 < k < n -1. The tilings are required to satisfy the alterna
tion condition (AC): along any lane of tUes sharing edges in a fixed direction, congruent tUes
in different orientations must alternate (see (1]). H n is not t\\ice an odd prime, we assume
in addition that all rhornbi of this form are actually used. The vertex set V(T) of such a
tiling T generates a module 1.1 of finite rank r. Indexing V v.ith respect to a fixed basis of
AI defines a map F : V ~ zr. From the work of Socolar (1] it follows that there exists a
linear map L : V ~ zr such that F - L is uniformly bounded. In other words: Visa ~Ieyer

set (but not a model set, in general). H n is not divisible by 4, the same approximating
map L can be used for all tilings satisf)ing the AC. Otherwise, maps from a one-parameter
familyare"needed.

Conjecture 1: 1I n = 10, and T satisfies the AC, then V(T) is a model set. Every such
tiling is a generolized Penrose tiling (2].

Conjecture 2: 11 n = 12, and 60o -rhombi are weldedtogether to regular hexagons, the
vertex set 01 every hexagon-square-rhombus tiling satisfying the AC is a model set.

Conjecture 3: If n = 12, every rhombus tiling satisfying the AC has avertex set which is
a model set.

Remarks: Even if the AC enforces tHings with a model set as vertex set, it admits tilings
in uncountably many Ioeal isomorphism classes (unless n = 4 or 6). ~datching rules
based on the hierarchical structure of a tHing cannot achieve this. Le [3] claims to have
a proof of a slightly weaker version of Conjecture I, but a written proof does not seem
to be available. A proof of Conjecture 2 should be doable \\ith the methods of (4],
where the analogous result for n =8 is proved. Conjecture 3 combines the difflculties
of both Canjectures 1 and 2. A praof of Conjecture 1 would imply that 3D icosahedral
rhombohedron tHings satisfying an analogous AC are model sets.

1

1] J. E. S. Socolar, Commun. ~Iath. Phys 129, 599-619 (1990). .
2] A. Pavlovitch and M. Kleman, J. Phys. A20, 687-702 (1987).
3] T. T. Q. Le, pp. 331-366 in The Mathematics 01 Long-Range Aperiodie Order,

R. V. Moody (ed.), Kluwer 1997. .
[4] A. Katz, pp. 141-188 mBeyond Quasicrystals, F. Axel and D. Gratias (eds.), Les

Editions de Physique/Springer 1995.

Franz Gähler

10. Let A = {a, b, c} be an alphabet of 3letters. Consider all words of length n that are repeat
free or square-free (i.e., no substring ja a square), and define In to be the number of such
words (length n). Define Sn := k10g(/n), the entropy density..
It is known that 8 = Iimn~oo Sn exists, and the best numerical estimate (10 my knowledge)
is 8 =:::: 0.263719(1), where (1) means the uncertainty in the last digit.

1. problem: Can 8 be determined exactly?

2. problem: Consider the generating function F(x) = En~l Inxn. Then S = Iog(~), P =
radius of convergence of F(x) (around x = 0). Is F(x) analytieally continuable beyond
its circ1e of convergence? (~Iy guess: it is not.)
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H we consider an alphabet in N letters (N ~ 3), the same type of question occurs. Further
maret

-;;{N) 1 eN - 1) + JeN - 1)2 - 4 h N- 1
S = og 2 = arcos -2-

seems to be a lower baund for the entrapy density s(N). It is pretty bad for N =3 (i =0
while S ~ 0.263 ... ), but improves rapidly - being asymptotically exact for N ~ 00 (idea
available, but no complete praof; see [1]).

3. problem: Prove & improve (!).

[1] M. Baake, V. Elser, U. Grimm; The Entropy of Square-Free Words, Mathl. Comput. ~
Madelling 26 (1997) 13-26. ..

Michael Baake
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Functional Analytic and Complex Analytic Methods
in t.he Theory of Linear Partial Differential Equations

19. April 1998 bis 25. April 1998

This was the first Oberwolfach conference on Functional and Complex Analytic Methods
in the Theory of Linear Partial Differential Equations. It ,vas organized by R. ~1eise

(Düsseldorf), B.A. Taylor (Ann Arbor) and D. Vogt (Wuppertal).

To the organizers as weIl as to the participants opinion this conference has been"""'very
successful. The 24 talks in ,,"hich excellent recent research results ",-ere exhibited have
been throughout on a high scientific level and of a very good quality of presentation.
~1ain topics were:

• Problems of surjectivity and existence of continuous right inverses for linear partial
differential operators, systems of partial differential equations1 convolution operators
and restriction oper~tors under various regularity conditions.

• Linear and geometrie aspects of. the' theory of analytie and pIurisubharmonic func
tions \vith applications to surjectivity problems of linear partial differential equa
tions, Phragmen-Lindelöf conditions on algebraic varieties.

Moreover, there were contributions to the theories of hyper- and microfunctions, interpo
lation of analytic functions, pseudoconcave .manifolds, nonlinear Schrödinger equations,
special functions, fundamental solutions, products of algebras and .of weighted function
spaces.

Due to the restricted number of talks there was enough time for critical and frui t
ful discussions, which was appreciated b'y the participants and led to further research
progress. Moreover, the pleasant atmosphere provided by the staff of the Mathematisches
ForSchungszentrum Oberwolfach contributed a lot to the success of the conference.



Vortragsauszüge

K.D. Bierstedt : (joint work with Silke Holtmanns)

An operator representation for weighted spaces oi vector valued holomorphic functions

Let G denote an open subset of CN and V a Nachbin familyon G whicb induces a
topology stronger than that of uniform convergence on the compact subsets of G. For tbe
weighted space HV(G) of holomorphic functions with O-growth conditio~ and for any
quasibarrelIed locally convex space E, we prove the topological isomorphism

HV(G, E~) = L,b(E, HV(G)).

A similar, hut technically more complicated isomorphism for \veighted spaces CV(X)
of continuous functions is also derived. This generalizes some results in joint papers of
the author with J. Bonet [Results Math. 14 (1988)], J. Bonet and A. Galbis [Michigan
Math. J. 40 (1993)], and J. Bonet and J. Schmets [Note Mat. 10 (1990)], and it should
be compared \vith the c-product representations for the corresponding spaces HVo(G, E)
(resp., C\!Q(X, E)) ofholomorphic (resp., continuous) functions with o-growth conditioDS.
Finally, \ve sho\v the topological isomorphism

J. Bonet : (joint \vork \vith _Ä.. Galbis and S. ~1omm)

Convolution operators on spaces of ultradifferentiahle functions

Let G(w) = E(w) (an) be tbe space of ultradifferentiable function . of Beurling type associated
with a quasianalytic weight w. Let Jl E Glw). The Fourier-Laplace transform of Jl is
denoted by jt. The surjectivity of tbe convolution operator -Tp : G(w) ~ G(w) associated
\vith J.L is characterized in terms of several equivalent slo\vly decreasing conditions on. {L.
Tbis is applied to obtain tbe following results: Let w ~ (1 be weights.

(1) Tp lew) ::> c(G') if and only if Tl' is surjective on G(G')'

(2) &(17) is contained in tbe range of every ultradifferentiable operator on E(w) if and only
if there are C > 0, R > 0 such that for all R ;:: Ro we have

. f w(S) < C u(R)
In 5 - R·
S>R log(R) log(a(R»)

The corresponding results for the Rou;nieu classes [tu} are obtained.

(3) Contrary to wbat is known to happen in the non-quasianalytic case, there exist a
quasianalytic weight w and J.l E c(w) such that Tp G(w) does not contain the space
A(IRn) of real analytic functions.
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R.W. Braun: üoint work with R. Meise and B.A. Taylor)

Phragmen-Lindelöf conditions: A characterization for a class of graph varieties

For a homogeneous polynomial Pm of degree m in n variables the partial differential
operator P(D) = Pm(D) - i8/8xn+l is investigated. It is shown that P(D) can only
have a continuous linear right inverse on COO (JRn+l) if the localization of Pm in each real
root is square-free. In three variables, this leads to the following theorem: P(D) has
a continuous linear right inverse on Coo(R4) if and only if Pm has real coeflicients and
DO elliptic factors, and for each real 6 #: 0 with Pm(6) = 0 the polynomial Pm is locally
hyperbolic in 8 and (Pm)s is square-free. From the point of view of Phragmen-Lindelöf
conditions, this means that a characterization is given of those homogeneous polynomials
Pm in three variables for which the variety of Pm + 1 satisfies a elose analogue of the
classical Pbragmen-Lindelöf prineiple in tbe plane.

s. Dierolf: (joint work with Khin Aye Aye and K.H. Schröder)

Semidirect products of groups and algebras

l\10tivated by the concept of a (top.) group X, "rhich is the (top.) semidirect. produet
of anormal subgroup G and a subgroup H, which ,vas introduced by vV. Roelcke in the
seventies, we call a (top.) algebra A the (top.) semidireet product of an ideal C and a
subalgebra B, if the map C x B --t A, (e, b) t-t e + b~ is bijective (resp. top.).
vVe introduce a general method to construct such semidirect products, ,vhieh inc1udes the
adjunction of a unit element and direct -products as special cases. A.nother special ease is
the semidirect produet C X s C of an algebra C ,vith itself; given algebra topologies ~, 6
on C, tbe semidirect product (C X S C, ~ x 6) is a topologieal algebra iff 6 ::J 'I (provided
C has a unit element). ~

From this observation \ve derive a short exact sequence of eommutative algebras
\

o --+ (C,'I') --t (C X S C, 'I' x 6) --t (C,6) 4- 0,

endowed ,vith Banach space topologies, whieh is topologieaUy exact as a sequence of Ba
nach spaees, such that (C, t.r), (C,6) are Banach algebras but multiplication in
(C x s C, 'I' x 6) is not continuous.

e P. Domaliski: (based on a joint paper with Mikael Lindström)

Interpolation of analytic fUßctions with restrieted gro,vth

Let lI) be the unit disc on the complex plane and let v : ID> --+ lR.t be a strictly positive
continuous function tending to zero at tbe boundary which is radial (i.e., v(z) = v(lzl)
and ~f moderate decay (Le., infnEN v~~~~;n:;) > 0). We eonsider a Banach space of analytie
funetions of the form: .

H:(ID» := {f E H(lD» : IIfllv:= sup If(z)lv(z) < oo}.

l\ sequence (zn) S; D is called a set of interpolation (linear interpolation, sampling, resp.)
iff the map T: H:'(~) -+ l~, T(f) = (f(zn»nEN, is surjective (has a continuous lin
ear right inverse, is an isomorphism into, resp.) where l: := {x = (xn) : IIIUv:=
sUPnEN Ixnlv(zn) < oo}.
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We give sufficient conditions and necessary conditions for a sequence to be a set of (linear)
interpolation or of sampling. In some cases we obtain characterizations. In particular, \ve
show that sets of interpolation are stable with respect to small (in the pseudohyperbolic
metric) perturbations. They are also uniformly discrete .with respect to the same metric.

Tbe results strengthen some earlier results of K. Seip aod they are based on an observa
tion that in some cases the faster tbe weight v tends to zero at the boundary the more
interpolation sequences exist.

U. Franken:

Extension 9f real analytic data on a characteristic hypersurface

We let P(D) be a linear partial differential operator with constant coefficients in the
variables Xl, ... , X n , H :== {X E :Rn : X n = O} and let Pm denote the principal part of
tbe associated polynomial P. We w~ll cbaracterize an extension property for real analytic
data on H. To be more precise we \vill show that there exists. R 2: 1 such that for each
f E A(H n BR ) with P(D) f = 0 there exists 9 E Aw(Bd with P(D) 9 = 0 such that
flBlnH = glBtnH if and only if Pm satisfies tbe Petrowsky condition, Le. for each {' E lRn- 1

the polynomial r ~ Pm ((,', r) either vanishes identically or has only real roots. Here B R

denotes the unit ball of radius R > 0 and center 0, Adenotes the class of real analytic
functions and Au., denotes the dass of partially real analytic functions in the variables
Xl, . . ~ ,Xn-l ""hieh are {w}-ultra-differential with respeet to the 'variable Xn'

L. Frerick :

Extension operators for spaces of CXl-functions

Let KeRn be compaet. vVe assume that K is Coo-determining, Le. whenever f E
E(JRr1) := {g : Rn ~ C: 9 is arbitrary often differentiable} vanishes on K, then also aU
its derivatives ßO/, Q' E "N(), vanishes on K.

We consider thc question~ when there exists an operator E from the space c(K) of aU
COO-functions on K into E(lRn ) such that E(f)IK = / for aU f E E(K).

\Ve give a characterization for the existence of such an extension operator in the spirit
of Pa,vlucki and Plesniak, ,vhich reads as folIows: {(K) admits an extension operator if _
only if there exist () E (0, 1), p E No such that for an Q' E Nö there exists T > 1 such that •
for a11 k there is Ck > 0 such that for a11 P E C[XI, ... ,Xn], deg(P) :5 k and a11 Xo E K:

18° P(xo)1 :5 Ck sup IP(x)1 9 inf l;IIPII~(9z )nK p.
zEK 12:e>O E ~ 0 ,

Here denotes 11'IIB~(zo)nK,p tbe p-th quotient norm w.r.t. the set {x E K : IIx-xoll oo :5 €}.
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H. Komatsu:

Suppleness cf sheaves of microfunctions associated with ultradistributions

A sheaf J of vector spaces is said to be supple if

holels for any elosed sets A and B in U. Here JA (U) denotes the space of sections over U
with support in A.

Vve sketch a proo! of the follo\ving theorem (due to Bengel-Schapira (1979) for distribu
tions and to Eida (1989) for ultradistribntions) nnder the framework of our definition of
microfunctions (Lecture Hotes in Math 1495 (1991)].

Theorem The sheaf C· 01 microfunctions associated with ultradistributions 01 class *
is supple.

~ ,f-lt~ ..~~

An immediate consequence is Martineau's edge-of-the-wedge theorem in each cl~s *.

~II. Langenbruch :

Surjective partial differential operators on spaces of real anal:ytic functions

Let A(O) be the space of real analytic functions defined on an open set n c ]Rn. Let
P(D) be a partial differential operator with constant coefficients and principal part Pm'
The localizations of Pm at 00 are defined by

where Pm(x) := (La IP~Q)(x)12)l/2.

Dur main result is the follo,ving:

Theorem Let P(D) : A(f!) -t A(O) be surjective, n := {x E ]Rnl(x, N} < O}. Then we
have fOT any Q E L(Pm ) : "V x E Rn, 0 "17 E :IR : Q(x+irN) f. 0 if N is noncharacteristic
forQ. .

By a result of Andreotti/Nacinovich this can be extended to convex open sets n.
The proof relies on the existence of fundamental soiutions for P(D) \vhich are real analytic
on large compact sets and on extension of regularity for the solutions of P(D).
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P. Laubin :

Cornplex canonical transformations in partial differential equations

Representation of distributions or hyperfunctions in the complex domain as boundary
values of holomorphic functions in a strictly pseudoconvex open subset of cn is a classical
tool in linear PDE. We review two particular representations which are global and almost
explicit. We then describe the construction of local transformations of this kind which
can be adapted to the geometry of a given linear PDE. We give an application to the
lagrangian structure of the solution of a boundary value problem.

O. Liess :

Hyperfunctions, Fourier transfonns and duality

Let l : Rn --+ lI4 be sublinear and denote for € > 0 by L2(~, l, -e) the L'foc functions
f so that f e-I(Re()+ellm(1 E L 2 (CJ). If B(U) denotes the hyperfunctions on U c Rn, \ve
denote by F-l : L2(~, l, -e) --+ B(lxl < c:) the map (calIed "inverse Fourier transfonn'~)

defined by the fonnal integral

(1)

{' ( e-i(x,()-lx-YI2v'(l+'''+(~/2 u(x) dx dy.
J'yl<B J1xl-5:A

It is inverse to p-l in the sense that (F'oc,A,B F-I f - f)«() is exponentially decreasing
and F-1F1oc,A,B U - u is real analytic. Starting from all this, one can sho,v that B/ A (the
germs of hyperfunctions, modula the real analytic functions at 0) can be identified with
the set of linear continuous functionals on the spaces

For thc regularization of (1) cf. [1].
If \ve fix c > 0 and denote by V(c) ={(: 11m (I < c IRe (I}, then the contribution of the

~ region cn \ V(c) to u is real analytic. Consider next tbe space A(V(c), F l(Re (), E 11m (I)
offunctions analytic on V(c) so that f eFI(Re()-ellm(1 E L 2 (V(c». F-l(fllRn) can be given
a meaning as in (1). If f E A(V(c), l, -E), then F-l f is real analytic for lxi> c. Next fix
c < B < A. \tVhen u E B(lxl < A) is real analytic for lxi> E, we denote by F'oc,A,B u«()
the function

E-1,e,c = {f : F'oc,A,B f E A(V(c), -I, c)}.

[1] O. Liess: Higher microlocalization and propagation of singularities. Proc. N.A.S.I
on "Microlocal Analysis and Spectral Theory".
1996, Kluver Acad. Publ. 1997, 61-91.
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R. Meise: (joint work with R.W. Braun and B.A. Taylor)

Homogeneous polynomials P for which (P + Q)(D) admits a continuous linear right

inverse for all perturbations Q

The proof of the following result was presented:

Theorem For a homogeneous polynomial Pm 01 degree m ~ 2 in n ~ 2 complex vari

ables, the following assertions are equivalent:

(1) (Pm + Q)(D) : COO(JR'I) -+ COO (JR'1) admits a continuous linear right inverse for

each polynomial Q 01 degree le.ss than m.

(2) gradPm(x) :F 0 tor each x E Rn \ {O}, Pm is real up to a complex factor and no

irreducible factor 0/ Pm is elliptic.

Tbe theorem extends an earlier sufficient condition of !\1eise, Taylor and Vogt (see J. AMS

11 (1998), 1-39). ~.

S. l\1omm :

Elliptic partial differential equations for real analytic functions

For KeRN convex, compact with K=f; 0, A(K) denotes the space of all real analytic

functions on K. For a given constant coefficients linear partial differential operator P(D),

\ve ask whether P(D) : A(K) -+ A(K) admits a continuous linear right inverse. Contrary

to the case of COO(K) (instead of A(K)), it happens that for certain K the operator

P(D) : A(K) --7 A(K) does not have a continuous linear right inverse. For example,

Ll: A(K) -+ A(K) has a continuous linear right inverse if and only if 8K E CI,'I.

Ta prove this, we evaluate - applying Lundin's description of the pluricomplex Green

functioD of K - an abstract criterion which is given in terms ofextremal plurisubharmonic

function and which is derived from results of Vogt, Zahariuta, Kiselman, Lempert.

M. Nacinovich :

\\Teak unique continuation in abstract I-pseudoconcave eR manifolds

Let M be an abstract, i.e. not necessarily locally embeddable eR manifold, \vhich is

assumed to be strictly I-pseudoconcave. The eR structure is defined by a formally

integrable distribution .,.0,1 (M) of smooth complex valued vector fields, of rank n, such

that 2n < dima M, .,.o,I(M) n .,.o,l(M) = {O}. Strict one-pseudoconcavity is a condition

on the commutators [L, I] with L E rO,1 (M) which ensures tbe subelliptic t-estimate foor

functions: E IILi ull2 > C lIull~ - c Ilutfg 'tu E CöeO) if n is arelatively compact open
- 2

domain in M.

'Then the weak unique continuation principle holds for solutions u of the differential in

equality:

(*) V L E TO,I(M) u, Lu E L~oc{M), lu(x)1 $ kL(X) (Lu(x)( a.e. in M
\vith kL E Lt:e(M).
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This means that, if n c M is connected and u = 0 a.e. on 0 i- wopen C n, then
u = 0 a.e. in n. The proof r~quires first to reduce to uniqueness for a noncharacteristic
Cauchy problem for (*), next to settle this point by Carleman-type estimates. The
result can be extended to higher degrees forms in the eR complex, by strenghtenin'g the
pseudoconcavity assumption. .

V. Palamodov :

Special functions of several variables

A general approach to the theory of higher special functions will be discussed.

Aseries of special singular functions of several variables is constructed by means of im- ..
proper integrals over versal families of·algebraic hypersuffaces. This gives a natural gen- •
eralization of Gauss hypergeometric functions as well as Airy-type integrals.

lvI. Poppenberg : Qoint 'work \vith H. Lange and H. Teismann)

Smooth solutions for a class of nonlinear Schrödinger equations

In some domains of elassieal and quantum physics a set ofevolutionary nonlinear Sehrödin
ger equations of type

(1)

(\vhere V is a given spaee dependent potential, /, h are real funetions and K, is areal
parameter) play an important röle. In this leeture the simplest case of an equation of
type (1) is considered, namely the ,,,"hole space Cauchy problem

(2)

Equation (2) may be called the 'superfluid film equation' of fluid mechanics and plasma
physies (cf. S. KuriharaJ Large-~mplitude quasi-solitons in superHuid films, J. Phys. Soc.
Japan 50, 1981, 3262-3267, or E.vV. Laedke, K.H. Spatsehek, L. Stenfto, Evolution the
orem for a elass of perturbed envelope soliton solutions, J. Math. Phys. 24, 1983, 2764
2769). Equations of type (1), (2) ~re also eonsidered in the theory of Heisenberg ferro
magnets and in dissipative quantum meehanics.

The mathematical difficulties with (1), (2) are various. The nonlinearity appears in the
highest order space derivatives. Hence classical energy methods (which can e.g. be applied
in tbe ease of the weIl studied semilinear Schrödinger equations) faH, and a problem called
'Ioss of derivatives' occurs. The existence of semigroups for the linearized problem is by
no means obvious since the linearized equation is not dissipative. Up to now even the
IDeal weIl posedness of (1), (2) seemed not to be known.

Tbe purpose of this leeture is to prove the loeal weIl posedness of (2) for smooth solutions.
Tbe proof is based on new techniques on Nash-Moser type implicit function theorems for
Frechet spaces combined with linear semigroup theory. The smoothness is a result of
using the space HOC defined as the interseetion of all Sobolev spaces Hk. A erucial part
of tbe proof consists in showing the necessary Nash-Moser estimates for the solutions of
tbe corresponding linearized inhomogeneous equation.

8
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1\1.8. Ramanujan : Uoint work with S. Buckley and D. Vukotic)

Bounded and compact coefficient multipliers between Bergman and Hardy spaces

'Ve investigate the boundedness and compactness of the coefficient multiplier operators
between various Bergman spaces AP and Hardy spaces Hq, thus extending and comple
menting ~ome recent works by various authors.

\Ve study the coeflicients of Al functions and some new characterizations of the multipliers
between the Hardy and Bergman spaces ,vith exponents 1 or 2 are also derived. We
characterize the compact multipliers from HI to J(l aod from Al to A2, aod compute
the essential norm of certain multiplier operators. We show that if p > 1, then there are
bounded non-compact multiplier operators from AP to Aq if aod ooly if P :5 q.

J. Schmets : (based on a joint research with M. Valdivia)

About analytic extension of Whitney jets

Let F be a c10sed subset of rand E(F) designate the Frechct space of the vVl;li'tney jets
on F. Then the vVhitney theorem says that the continuous linear restrietion map

is surjective. In 1961, ß/Iityagin has proved that

(a) if n = 1 and F = {O}, R has Da continuous linear right inverse;

(b) if n = 1 and F = [O~ 1], R has a continuous linear right inverse.

Since then several authors have given examples of sets F for ,vhich R has or has not a
continuous linear right inverse. On the other hand, by use of the Vogt-vVagner splitting
theorem, Tidten has proved that R has a continuous linear right inverse if a~9 only if
E(K) is jsomorphic to a subspace of 5, Le. if and only if E(K) has the property' (DN).

In fact the vVhitney theorem is more precise since it says that cvery 'Vhitney jet on F is
the image by R of a C:JO(:lRn )-function ,vhich is analytic on Rn \ F. Tbe main result ofe Bull. Polish Ac. Sc. Math. 45 (1997}, 359-367 states that

Theorem Let K be a compact subset 0/ JR11.

(a) Every Whitney jet on K is the image by R 01 a BCOO(JR" )-function which is analytic
onr \K.

(b) TI there is a continuous linear extension map Irom E(K) into COO (JR1l), then there
also is a continuous linear extension map E from E(K) into BCOO(lR':) such that
Ecp is analytic on r \ K fOT every <p E E(K).

9



H.S. Shapiro :

Fock space techniques for linear holomorphic partial differential equations

The Fock space Fn is the Hilbert space of entire functions f on cn such that 1/12 e-1z12

is integrable (,v.r.t. volume measure), and has been studied for a variety of reasons. Our
motivation is that one can rather easily derive some apriori estimates for differential op
erators using this norm, which enable one to prove solvability of boundary value problems
having holomorphic (Fock space) data, within Fock space. Such results are rare, hut of
some interest in that tbey exhibit situations where tbe solution does not pick up singu
larities. It is hoped this may shed some light on tbe mechanism by wbich singularities are
generated.

B.A. Taylor : (joint"vork ,vith R. Braun aod R. Meise)

Estimates for extremal pIurisubbarmonic functions

It is an open problem to characterize the algebraic varieties V on cn ,vith the property
(SRPL):
Tbe extrerr.3.1 plurisubharmonic function

UlRn(Z, V) = sup{u(z): upsh on V, u(z) ~ Izi +o{lzl), u(z):::; 0, for z E VnlRn
}

satisfies an estimate
UJRn(Z, V) ::; A Izi + B.

vVe give SOUle oe,," results for this problem, including the

Theorem Let V = {P(z) = O} where P(z) = Pm(z) + lower order terms, and Pm is a
homogeneous polynomial on C" such that

(1) Pm has real coefficients and the zero set 01 each Qj{z) in the irreducible lactorization
Pm(z) = Ilj=l Qj(z) satisfies dimlR{Qj{z) = O} n Rn = n - 1.

(2) There are no repeated lactors in the irreducible lactorization 01 Pm'

(3) The lower degree terms in P(z) also have real coefficients.

Then V satisfies (SRPL).

The conditions ofthe Theorem are not necessary as shown by the example, due to D. Bain
brigde,

V == {(s, Wb W2): (S2 - W~)2 = W2(W~ - w~)}

which satisfies (SRPL).
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D. Vogt: Uoint work with P. DomaIiski)

Splitting of Distributional Complexes

For topological exact complexes

o~ E ~ Eo~ EI 24 E2 ~ •• "

where E/c ~ 1Y ~ (s')N for every k, the following theorem was presented

Theorem 1 Every such complex splits for k ~ 1, i. e. T/c has a right inverse im T/c ~ E
for every k ~ 1.

If the complex is finite (i.e. E/c = 0 for k ~ ko) and algebraically exact with continuous
T/c then it is topologically exact, hence splits for k 2: 1.

If E = ren, E), n c IR" open, E a translation-invariant sheaf on Rn, e.g. if Ta is a
constant coefficient differential map, or a convolution map tben we have ~:..:..

Theorem 2 The complex splits at k = 0 iff E is strict.

These results extend results of Palamodov on differential complexes and are closely related
to works of ~1eise, Taylor and Vogt on right inverses of partial differential operators.

P. Wagner:

Representation of a fundamental solution of N. Zeilon's operator by elliptic functions

Tbe Herglotz-Petro\vsky formulae yield an expression by an (n - 1)-fold integral for a
fundamental solution of a homogeneous linear partial differential operator with constant
coefficients in n variables. For n = 3 and elliptic operators, these formulae where derived
by I. Fredholm and applied to construct explicitly a fundamental solution of the operator
a:+~+ag in terms ofelliptic integrals. N. Zeilon applied Fredholm's theory iri:i913 to the
non-elliptic operator Eft + ~ + 8f, but ,vithout obtaining an explicit final result. Though
not being an '~evolution operatorn

, this last operator admits fundamental solutions \vith
conical lacunae, and as such it has been recently considered by R. Meise et aI. in theire investigations of continuous linear right inverses of linear partial differential operators.

In my talk, I would first discuss ·the analytic wave front set and the existence of lacunae
for fundamental solutions of homogeneous operators, and then derive an explicit represen
tation of a fundamental solution of 0: + ~ + a: by elliptic functions, thereby completing
N. Zeilon's result.

J. Wengenroth :

Projective spectra of 'weighted (LB)-function spaces

In tbe first part of the talk, the definition of the projective limit funetor Proj and its
derivative Proj I as \vell as notion of being of strong (P)-type are explained. For projec
tive spectra of (LB)-spaces, strong (P)-type and vanishing of Prol are characterized by
theorems due to Palamodov, Retakh, Vogt, Frerick aud Wengenroth.
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In the seeond part, these eharaeterizations are evaluated for speetra of weighted Köthe
function spaces Proj ind Lp(dnN) in terms of the weight functions. Finally, a relation to the
projective description for ,veighted (LF)~paces of holomorphic funetions is explained.

v. Zahariuta : (joint work with P. Chalov and M. Dragilev)

Linear topological invariants and isomorpbism of pairs of Köthe spaces

In tbe frame of tbe study of the isomorphie elassifieation problem for pairs of Köthe
spaces, tbe following special class of pairs is eonsidered tboroughly: F = F(A, a) .=
(K(exp( -~ai))' K(exp(-~ai + Ai))), a = (ai)' A = (Ai)' Cli t 00, 0 < Ai < 00. This class
contains same interesting concrete pairs, for example, pairs of spaces of analytic functions _
(A(Do), A(D1)), Do C D1 C cn. The main tool is so..called m-rectangle charal teristics ..
~,a)(o,c; 'T, t), which ealculate ho,v many points (;\, ai) are in the union of m rectangles
Pt = (6k,ck] X (Tk' t], k = 1, ... , m, 6 = (6k), C= (ck), T = (Tk), t = (tk).

The system of these characteristics (~,a»)mEN is shown to be a complete invariant ,vith
respeet to quasidiagonal isomorphisms (with an appropriate definition of the equivalency
(J.t~,a») ~ (~,ä»)).

By the use of eompound invariants it is sho,vn also that any individual characteristic ~,a)
is a linear topological invariant on this dass.

As an application it is provcd that there are continuum pair\vise non-isomorphie pairs
(A(Do), A(Dd), if Do C D 1 runs the set of pairs of bounded complete n-circular domains
in cen.

Berichterstatter: L. Frerick
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"Domain Decomposition and Multifield Theories"

26.04. - 02.05.1998

Domain decomposition methods including those based on macro-hybrid varia
tional formulations of partial differential equations involving multiple fields have
attracted considerable interest during the past two decades. Originating from
early work dane by H.A. Schwarz more than a century aga related to the study of
hannonic functions in domains of complex geometrie structure, these techniques
have experienced an extensive growth since the late seventies of this ceutury in
the need for appropriate parallel computing platforms. Roughly speaking, da
main decomposition teehniques can be subdivided intoitwo classes. The first one
eomprises methods that are closely related to the original Schwarz alternating
scheme and therefore are referred to as Schwarz methods. On the other hand,
the second class of methods is based on statie condensation of the unknowns 88

sociated with the individual subdomains thus giving rise to a Schur eomplement
system on the interfaces. For this reason, these techniques are called Schur eOffi
plement methods. Both types of methods have been under intensive investigation
over the last eouple of years with emphasis on the development of fast .iterative
solvers and their appropriate implementation featuring scalability and- optimal
efficicncy. Domain decomposition methods offer a great amount of flexibility in
treating different kind of problems so that their range of applicability has been
widened substantially. Nowadays, ·the scope of the methodology ranges from the
theory of partial differential and integral equations, numerical mathematics and
parallel computation to the mathematical modeling and numerical simulation of
complex technological processes.

The conference on "Domain Decomposition and Multifield Theories" was aimed
to bring together the"leading experts in this field to present and dicuss the latest
results and new developments. It has been organized jointly by Prof.Dr. Franeo
Brezzi (CNR, Pavia), Pfof.Dr. Ronald H.W. Hoppe (University of Augsburg),
and Prof.Dr. Yuri A.IKuznetsov (University of Houston). 47 scientists from 10
eountries took part in the conference. 29 lectures have been given and there
were two special after dinner sessions on "least squares problems" and "mortar
elements" .



The talks given during the conference and the lively discussions thereafter and in
the evenings refiected to a great extent the progress that has been made over the
past couple of years concerning theoretical investigations, algorithmic develop
ments and applications oriented issues. They also contributed to find out what
the most challenging still open problems are and what can be done with regard

. to achieve successful solutions.

In particular, both Schwarz methods aod Schur complement techniques have
been addressed with emphasis on extensiQns to three-dimensional and nonlinear
problems as weIl as the construction and analysis of robust preconditioners that
work weIl, e.g., for convection-diffusion problems and in case of discontinuous r:o
efficients. Besides standard finite element approximations, several contributi Ins

highlighted other types of discretizations such as boundary element and spectral
methods as weIl as wavelet elements.

As far as applications of domain decomposition methods are concerned, there
were several contributions featuring problems in acoustics, biomedicine, electro
magnetism, fluid fiow in porOliS media, and in fluid and structural mechanics.
Some of the contributions also reported on programme packages realizing effi
cient numerical solution techniques including domain decomposition techniques.

Another central issue during the conference was on don"!ain decomposition on
nonmatching grids where the subdomain problems are discretized individually
requiring the realization of appropriate continuity constraints on the interfaces by
means of Lagrange mliltipli~rs. these techniques also known as mortar element

.methods have been addressed both with regard to the development, analysis,
and parallel implementation of efficient iterative solvers as weH as concerning
their application to problems as, e.g., in structural me"hanics, ftuid-structure
interactions, flows in porous media, and wave propagatioll. A related technique,
the so-called three fields approach which uses two type::) of multipliers on the
interfaces has been presented in a stabilized version with emphasis on derivillg
optimal error estimates.
There was a special session on mortar element methods reflecting the history of

. this approach and very recent developments including the coupling of different
types of triangulations and discretizations, sliding meshes, and extensions to mesh
adaptivity. Also open problems such as general inf-sup conditions and the issue
of anisotropy have been discussed.

Augsburg, May 1998
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Collection of Abstracts

J\ Robin-Robin preconditioner for convection-diffusion problems

Yves Achdou (Rennes, France)

We propose a generalization of the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner for the
Schur domain decomposition method applied to an advection-diffusion equation.
Solving the preconditioner system consists of solving boundary value problems in
the subdomains \vith suitable Robin conditions instead of Neumann problems.
For the case of two semi-infinite subdomains with uniform velocity, the precon
ditioner is the exact inverse of the Schur complement matrix.
A Fourier analysis is done in the case of strips which demonstrates the good
properties of the preconditioner (the preconditioner is bounded and is the sum
of an idempotent operator and of a small one). A coarse space solver is·~a.lso

investigated. .~

Finally, numerical tests assess the good behavior of the preconditioner.

Numerical simulation of wave propagation
by non conforming mortar elements

Faker Ben Belgacem (Toulouse, France) ..

In this talk domain decomposition methods on nonmatching grids using mortar
finite elements and appropriate implicit time discretizations are developed and
allalyzed for the numerical solution of wave equations.

Same problems in axisymmetric geometries
and their spectral discretizations

Christine Bernardi (Paris, France)

When set in axisymmetric geometries, most three-dimensional problems arising
from mechanics or physics can be reduced either to a problem on the meridian
tWü-dimensional domain for axisymmetric data or to an amenable family of twO
dimensional problems by Fourier series in general. Spectral discretizations are
fully appropriate to handle the reduced problems, since the weighted formulati
ons can be approximated thanks to suitable families of orthogonal polynomials
and weighted Gauss-Lobatto type quadrature formulas and also"because spectral
techniques have the same infinite rate of accuracy as Fourier truncation.
The results are based on joint work with M. Azaiez, M. Dauge, and Y. Maday.
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Industrial strength domain decomposition?

Petter Bj~rstad (Bergen, Norway)

We review the PARASOL project to create a library of parallel, sparse solvers for
large linear systems. The foeus will be on domain decomposition algorithrns allel
some of the trade-offs that seem unavoidable in a library code. The seeond part
of the talk is a detailed analysis of a new coarse spaee algorithm with a previously
considered space Vo

AUG = V-I +Vo. We show that the formulation returns the es
sential convergence properties and even improves the previous approach. Finally,
we give (yet another!!) example on the importanee of computational feedback to
theoretical analysis of these algorithms. .

A multigrid algorithm for the mortar finite element method

Dietrich Braess (Bochum, Germany)

The mortar finite element as a. special domain decomposit.lon method allows dif
ferent kinds of discretization in the subdomains. One has to pay for this, alld
we cansid~r the method in the framework of saddle point problems. We start
from the assumption that the jumps over the interelement boundary Tkl" belong
ta Hcit2 (Tkl ). The discretization by finite elements is more easily treated when
we use mesh-dependent Darms, especially 11 [Vh] IIH1/2 is replaced by h- I

/
2 11 [Vh] 110

00

and 1I..\IIH-1/2 by hl / 2 11"'110' In this way we derive an L 2 e ~or estimate.
00

The multigrid method is designed similarly as it was done for the Stefan problem.
In contrast to other concepts we do not approximate the Schur complement. We
rather use a u-do.minant iteration for the smoothing operations in which the new
iterates are independent of the Lagrange multiplier from the previous step. The
smoothing property and the approximation property are established for the pairs
lIu - umllo (coarse topology) and 1II u- um 1112 with 111·1112:= IIAu + ETA - lila
(fine topo~:)gy). Numerical results ,show the efficiency of the algorithm.

Lower bounds for domain decomposition preconditioners

Suzanne C. Brenner (Columbia, U.S.A.)

In this talk we present results which show that the condition number estiInates
for SOlne \vell-kno\vn domain decomposition methods are sharp.
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A stabilized three-fields approach to domain decomposition

Franeo Brezzi (Pavia, Italy)

We propose a stabilization technique for a domain decomposition method which
has been introduced by Brezzi and Marini in 1992. This is known as Three Fields
Method and it is a completely mixed formulation of the weH kno\vn techniques
cOlning from the use of Steklov-Poincare operators. The same level of parallelism
is obtained and an easy preconditioning of the final interface problem is assured,
but, on the other hand, two difficult inf-sup conditions are to be verified.
vVe use a finite element strategy in each sub-domain and we stabilize the single
domain problem by means of particular bubble functions which are then elimina
ted by static condensation. A completely free choice of grids in different domains
is possible and a good choice of bubbles allows us to obtain an optimal error
estimate for the discrete solution.

A stabilization technique for the
three-fields approach to domain decomposition

Annalisa Buffa (Pavia/Paris, Italy/France)

When dealing with the three-fields approach in domain decomposition methods,
we have to salve ill-posed Dirichlet problems in mixed form. In general, the grids
for the multipliers are finer than the triangulation of the subdomain. We present
an analysis and error estimates for a stabilization technique by bubble functions
and we show that the grids can be freely chosen.

Wavelet elements and applications

Claudio Canuto (Torino, Italy)

In this talk an overview is giyen on multiscale methods using wavelet elements
for the numerical solution of elliptic problems. Further applications are also
addressed.
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Multilevel Schwarz methods for mortar
finite element elliptic problems

Maksymilian Dryja (Warszaw, Poland)

In the t~lk ßlultilevel Schwarz methods for solving linear systems of algebraic
equations arising from a discretization of second order elliptic problenIs are dis
cussed. The discretization is obtained by finite element methods on nonmatching
triangulations using the mortar technique.
The methods are designed and analyzed using the special extension which preser
ves the mortar condition for functions of each level. Their complexity is optimal
in each iteration and their rate of convergence is almost optimal.
The presented results are joint work with Olof Widlund.

The nonlinear domain decomposition method

Wolfgang Hackbusch (Kiel, Germany)

The subspace iteration for linear systems of equations is g(~neralised to nonlinear
systems. The asyluptotic convergence speed of the nonlinear method is the same
as the speed of the linear method applied to the linearised system. Under suitable
conditioIlS even global convergence can be proved.

Domain decomposition for eddy current problems

Ralf Hiptmair (Augsburg, Germany)

Many problems in the computation of electromagnetic fields lend themselves to
a natural domain de~ompositionapproach inspired by different physical regimes
in different parts of the computational domain. In my talk lexamine the A-V
model for eddy currents in a conducting bar which reHes on a modified vector
potential as unknown in the conducting region and a magnetic scalar potential
in the surrounding air region. This amounts to primal-dual coupling \vhere the
solutions are only glued together at the interface through the weak form of the
equations. .
Discretization in space is done by means of conforming finite eleluents. Finally,
we end up with a discrete saddle point problem. We aim to tiolve it iteratively
making use of techniques developed in the framework of nonoverlapping dOlnain
decomposition methods with inexact solvers in the subdomains. This requires
both good preconditioners fo.r the discrete problems in the subdonlains and the
Schur complements. In both cases, multilevel methods turn out to be a prorrIising
choice.
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Robust Schur-complement methods via
nonoverlapping domain decomposition

Boris Khoromskij (Stuttgart, Germany)

Asymptotically optimal Schur-complement methods for solving elliptic equations
with jumping coefficients \vill be presented. We eonsider sealar elliptic problems
with jumping diffusion and anisotropy as weIl as the Stokes equation with pieee
wise constant viseosity. Robust interface preeonditioners for anisotropie equati
ans are based on the coefficient-dependent coarse mesh approximation assoeiated
with the domain decomposition and on. a certain aggregation procedure in the
edge-space.
In the ease of the Stokes equation, \ve first diseuss the direet Schur-eomplement
method via domain decomposition which gives rise to a saddle-point problem
for the velocity nodes on the subdomain boundaries and the mean values of the
pressure on the subdomains. The analysis is essentially based on the two-Ievel
stabilization prineiple including the separate LBB conditions for eaeh subdomain
and a certain global inf-sup condition, hut on the coarse level. The implementati
on only requires the solution of smaller discrete Stokes systems on the subdomains
(e.g., by the multigrid methods) within the PCG iterations for the global inter
face equation posed in the constraints-free trace spaee. This method has the
eomplexity O(N2 1og N), where N is the number of degrees of freedom on the
interface.
An alternative method is oriented to a special case of rectangular substructu
res, where the direct sparse approximation to the loeal Schur-eomplements on
subdomains is available. We analyze a mixed FE approximation to the Poincare
Steklov operator on a subspace. The resultant interface equation is formulated
w.r.t. to the traee of the pressure and the tangential velocity component on
the skeleton. Under certain assumptions, an overall complexity is estimated by
O(N log3 N). The method may provide a robust interface preconditioning for the
Lame equation in the case of almost incompressible materials.
The results are based on joint work \vith Gabriel Wittum.

Domain decomposition methods with
Lagrange multipliers for elasticity problems

Axel Klawonn (Münster, Germany)

In the last decade, a lot of research has been carried out on nonoverlapping do
main decomposition methods \vith Lagrange multipliers. In these methods the
original domain is decomposed into nonoverlapping subdomains. The ;ntersub
domain eontinuity is then enforced by Lagrange multipliers aeross the interface
defined by the subdomain boundaries. A computationally very efficient member
of this class of methods is the finite Element Iearing and !nterconnecting (FE
TI) method introduced by Farhat and Roux. In a variant of the FETI method,
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a Neumann and a Dirichlet problem per subdomain is solved exactly in each ite
ration.
A new domain decomposition method with Lagrange multipliers is introduced
by reformulating the preconditioned system of the FETI algorithm as a saddle
point problem with both primal and dual variables as unknowns. The resulting
system is then solved using block-structured preconditioners in combination with
a suitable Krylov space method. This approach avoids costly subdomain solvers
and it also allows for more flexibility in the choice of preconditioners alld inexact
subdomain solvers. Good features of the FETI method such as sealability alld
efficiency are preserved.

Analysis and numerical methods for fluid structure interactions

Yvon Maday (Paris, France)

We are interested in applications when fluid structure interactions involve do
mains that vary little in time and are part of the unknowns. First of all , we
present results about the wellposedness and existence of a solution in this ffaule.
Then, starting from the basic fact that we want to use preexisting knowfedge
about the separated resolution of the fluid problem and the structure problelu,
we propose anel analyze different ways of coupling these codes in order to siInulate
the coupled problem. This involves time stepping resolution and matching fluid
and structure on different meshes.

Leas~ squares methods für solving boundary value problems

leaD Francois Maitre (Ecully, France)

The presentation is concerned with a review about least squares methods: histo
ry, references, and work in progress with emphasis on ADN-founded least squares
methods using the general estimates of Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg (1964) for li
near systems of partial differential equations. A list of recent applications is also
given.

Domain decomposition methods for bonded structures

Donatella Marini (Pavia, Italy)

We study numerically the bonding of two elastic bodies through a thin adhesive
layer. By asymptotic analysis this problem is replaced by a limit problem where
the layer has disappeared (geometrically) and is replacred by suitable tran :mis
sion conditions at the interface. These conditions can be interpreted as FOllrier
Robin conditions which are the starting point to build an iterative procedure
between the two subdomains for which we prove convergence. The same algo
rithm is applied to the conforming piecewise linear finite element approximation
of the problem. Convergence of the algorithm is proved as weil as optimal error
bounds for tbe approximation. .
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Approximation of retarded potentials in wave equations
(acoustics and Maxwell)

Jean-Claude Nedelec (Palaiseau, France)

We present some numerical schemes using retarded integral equations and several
numerical applications of these techniques.

Preconditioning for elliptic problems with bad parameters

Serguei Nepomnyashikh (Novosibirsk, Russia)

In this talk elliptic boundary value problems are considered in domains where. the
coefficients of the elliptic differential operators change discontinuously. Appro
priate preconditioners for the finite element discretized problems are constructed
and analyzed using arguments from the theory of fictitious domain methods.

Domain decomposition methods for time-dependent Stokes problems

Luca F. Pavarino (Pavia, Italy)

Tinle-dependent Stokes problems (also known as generalized Stokes problems)
arise in incompressible fluid dynamics and in structural mechanics problems.
Using implicit time stepping procedures and mixed finite elements for the space
discretization, we have to salve at each time step a discrete saddle point problem.
We consider the iterative solution of such a system based on domain decomposi
tion techniques and block preconditioners.

Domain decomposition for ftow problems with boundary elements

Alfio Quarteroni (Milano, Italy)

In this talk we formulate analogies among PDE's multidomain formulations,
Steklov-Poincare operators, and preconditioned iterative substructuring ".':ith spe
cial emphasis on heterogeneous problems. Some abstract convergence theorems
are given.
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Domain decomposition far interface problems
in fluid ßow in porous media

Jean Roberts (Rocquencourt, France)

We are concerned with the treatment of interface problems for fluid flow in porous
media. Two cases are considered. In the first, the fluid is single-phase anel the
Inedium is fractured. The fracture, itself being a porous medium, is treated as an
interface. The pressure is continuous at the interface, but the fluid ia allowed to
flow into or out of the fracture. The pressure and the flow field in the fracture are
themselves a solution to a differential equation in dimension n-I. In the second
example, the fluid is two-phase anel the interface is an interface between' two
rock types. Since aglobai pressure formulation is used, neither the pressure nor
the saturation is continuous aeross the interface. In both eases, by the use of a
Poineare-Steklov operator, the problem is posed as a problem on the interface
and numerieal results are given.

Domain decomposition preconditioning in linear
elasticity with nearly incompressible subdomains

Joachim Schöberl (Linz, Austria)

We consider the problem of linear elastieity with jumpiJ g eoefficients. We are
specially interested in the ease of some nearly ineompressible subdomains, i.e.,
l/ AJ 1/2.
We construct a non overlapping Diriehlet domain decomposition preconditioner
with local robust multigrid preconditioners, loeal robust multigrid extension ope-
rators and robust Schur complernent preconditioners. The Schur complement _
preconditioners split into a eoarse-grid solver which has to capture the jUIUpS of _
the coefficients and the nearly incompressibility in averaged form, and precondi-
tiones for Iocal trace spaces. The Ioeal trace preeonditioners are realized by scalar
preconditioners and projection operators into the subspace fulfilling J"11 uT nds for
all faces 11 of the domain decomposition.
The result is an optimal preconditioner which is robust with respeet to the jUlnps
of the coefficients, v -+ 1/2, and Korn's constant as long as the coarse grid has
well-shaped elements and the Iocal scalar preconditioners are optimal.
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Multifield formulations and domain decomposition
with boundary elements

Olaf Steinbach (Stuttgart, Germany)

In this talk we discuss boundary element discretizations of Steklov-Poincare ope
rators which play an important role in domain decomposition methods. Beside
the symmetrie approximation by means of the Calderon projection we consider
mixed and hybrid formulations based on Symm's integral equation only. In this
case a BBL-like stability condition is required to ensure the stability.

Parallel adaptive solution of problems
due to approximations on nonmatching grids

Yuri Vassilevski (Moscow, Russia)

For the efficient parallel adaptive solution of symmetrie elliptic problems we apply
the conception of domain decomposition with nonmatching grids. Given a paral
lel computational system with Np processors, we construct an adaptive domain
decomposition, Np being essentially smaller than the number m of subdomains.
The decomposition is a solution-adapted coarse triangulation of the COlllputa
tional domain and refines where future adapted meshes are needed. Then we
generate in parallel quasi-hierarchical adaptive meshes in ~ach subdomain re
gardless of meshing in neighboring subdomains. The subdomain meshes do not
match at the interfaces. We apply the macro-hybrid formulation to discretize
the elliptic problem on the nonmatching meshes. For the solution of the arising
algebraic saddle-point problem we use the generalized Lanczos method with a
block diagonal preconditioner that is in some sense spectrally equivalent to the
sadcile-point matrix. The preconditioner consists of blocks for preconditioning
the: ubdomain problems and the interface problem.
In order to provide an appropriate load balancing, in the parallel implementation
of the method we merge the subdomains into clusters, each of them correspon
ding to a process, and reallocate the subtasks on the basis of known arithmetical
complexity. We measure the arithmetical complexity in terms of subtask execu
tion time.
As an illustrative example we present the results of parallel adaptive solutions of
model potential flow problems.
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Solution of a biomedical problem
by a domain decomposition method

Marina Vidrascu (Rocquencourt, France)

Laparoscopic techniques reduce operating time and morbidity. Students have to
practice this novel technique. One can either use living animals or cadavers or
numerical simulation. A surgery simulator was designed in the project EPIDAU
RE at INRIA (N. A.yache, H. Delingueter, S. Cotin). The geometrical model is
built [raIn medical images. The real time computations are based on a linear
model and include a force feedback. The aim of a present multi-action project _
including several teams at INRIA and medical doctors from IRCAD (Strasbourg) •
is to improve the simulator and to check its accuracy. The aim of our project
MOSTRAI11SN (P. LeTallec, A. Thiriel and myself) is to use the most apprpriate
finite elelnent nonlinear model to compute the deformations of the liver and COID-

pare solutions to those obtained by the simulator. The chosen model is nonlinear
hyperelasticity using Ogden type eonstitutive enrgy for isotropie incompressiblc
materials. A total Lagrangian form is used. The problem is discretized by using
P2-PO element~ and is solved by a Newton-Euler continuation algorithm with au-
tomatie tiIne-stepping. The main step in this algorithm is the solution of a large
seale linear problem which is sparse and ill conditioned. The problem is solved
using a dOluain decomposition method with a generalized Neumann-Neumann
preconditioner. This is a particular case of the additive Sch\varz method and
it ean handle irregular deeompositions using unstructured finite elements. Af-
ter elitninating the internal nodes, the interface problem is solved by a GMRES
precollditioned algorithm. We construct the preconditioner of the initial tangent
stiffness matrix and use it for several Newton iterations. Numerical tests are
performed on a cluster of workstations in parallel. The domain is split into 20
subdomains. The first results demonstrate the ability of this algorithm to salve'
real life problems.

Domain decomposition methods far
subsurface and surface ßow problems

Mary F. Wheeler (Austin, U.S.A.)

In this talk we discuss parallel and accurate algorithms for solving subsurface and
surface flow. Both computationally rough techniques (number of computations
per element changes with space and time) and computationally smooth ones
are presented. For subsurface problems, a locally conservative expanded mixed
finite element method for nonmatching grids is defined and convergence results
are given. This formulation is presented for both single and multiphase fiow.
Numerical results are presented for a multicomponent bio-geochemical problem
and for two-phase flows. The grid partitioning algorithm based on space-filling
curves is also defined and results for a Cheseapeake Bay surface flow problem are
discussed.
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FaSt solvers for groundwater fiow problems

Gabriel Wittum (Stuttgart, Germany)

Efficient soultion strategies are crucial for the simulation of large application
problems. We present a combination of adaptivity, multigrid and parallelisnl
combined in the software package "ug". A special tool for parallelization of
general graph structures, DDD, is presented too. These strategies are applied to
complex application problems in ground\vater flow: flow around a saltdome and
t\vo-phase flow. Both problems are very important for applications. The saltdome
problem has a highly complex geometry \vhich requires millions of norles. The
problem can hardly be resolved, even on the largest available computer. In the
two-phase ßow problem, we were able to compute capillary effects which could
not be computed up to now. This shows the benefit of fast solvers to real-life
problems.

Apriori and aposteriori estimates
and parallelization by two-griddiscretization

Jinchao Xu (University Park, U.S.A.)

A new two-grid technique is used to parallelize finite element computations. With
a coarse grid to capture global eomponents of the solution, the finite element
solution on a much finer grid can be obtained locally without loss of accuraey.
This technique is based on some new loeal apriori estimates for finite element
solutions on general shape-regular non-uniform grids. Some new loeal aposteriori
estimates are also presented and they are used to design a new parallel adaptive
method and efficiently realize the aforement two-grid parallel algorithm.·~,
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Fundamental Groups in Geometry
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Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn F. Bogomolov (Courant), Herrn S. Kol
lar (Utah), Frau M. Teicher (Bar nan) und Herrn M. Zaidenberg (Grenoble) statt. Die
Teilnehmer kamen aus Deutschland, den USA, Russland, Frankreich, Israel und anderen
Ländern. Sie vertraten einen breiten Themenkreis aus dem Gebiet der Fundamental
gruppen in der Geometrie, und es wurde vor allem jungen Mathematikern die Gelegen
heit geboten, ihre Forschungsergebnisse einem interessierten Fachpublikum vorzustellen.
Ein nicht allzu dicht gedrängtes Programm und die angenehme Atmosphäre des Instituts
begünstigten den informellen Ideenaustausch und die angeregte Unterhaltung unter den
Teilnehmern.
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FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS AND GALOIS THEORY

Shreeram S. Abhyankar 1

During my Pb.D. work, my guru Zariski advised me to use Cbevalley's loeal rings to
algebracize Jung's surface desingularization of 1908 for carrying it over from tbe complex
domain to tbe case of positive charaeteristic. In my 1955 American Journal paper, I
concluded that this cannot be done because in tbat case the algebraic local fundamental
group above anormal crossing of the brancb locus need not even be solvable. In my 1957
American Journal paper, by taking a section of tbe unsolvable surface covering, I was led
to a conjecture about tbe structure of tbe algebraic fundamental group of an affine curve.
After some initial work by myself, Nori and SerTe, tbis conjecture was settled affinnatively ~
by Raynaud and Harbater in their 1994 papers in volumes 116 and 117 of Inventiones ..
Matbematicae. A chatty discussion of tbe curve case, including references, can be fOllnd in
my 1992 paper on "Galois tbeory on tbe line in nonzero cbaracteristic" in volume 27 of tbe
AMS Bulletin, and also in my 1996 paper on "Factorizations over finite fields" in Number
233 of tbe LMS Lecture Note Series. In my 1997 paper on tbe "Local fundamental groups
of algebraic varieties" in volume 125 of AMS Proceedings, this 100 me to explicitize tbe
conjectures about higher dimensional algebraic fundamental groups wbich were implicit in
my Ameriean Journal papers of 1955 and 1959-60. Leaving aside the global conjectures
implicit in the 1959-60 papers, here I shall comment on the local conjecture implicit in the
1955 paper.

So let Nf,t represent a neighborhood of a simple point on a d- dimensional algebraic
variety, over an algebraically closed field k of cbaracteristic p, from which we have deleted
a divisor having a t-fold normal erossing at tbe simple point. Also let 1r~(Nttt). be tbe
eorresponding algebraic local fundamental group, by which ,ve mean the set of all Galois
groups of finite unramified loeal Galois coverings of Nt t. Finally let Pt(p) be the set of all
finite groups' G such that G/ p(G) is an abelian group g~nerated by t generators; here p(G)
denotes the subgroup of G generated by aU of its p-Sylow subgroups; in case of p = 0 we
take p(G) = 1. Now we may state:

Local Conjecture. For d ~ 2 and t ~ 1 we have 1r~(N:,t) = Pt(p).

Algebraically speaking, let R be the formal power series ring
k[[X}, ... , X d ]] , let I be the quotient field k((X1 , ••• , X d )) of R, let fi be an algebraic
closure of T, and let n be the set of all JEn such that XlR, ... , XIR are the only height- _'
one primes in R which are possibly ramified in J. We may now identify 1T~(N:,t) with the
set of all Galois groups Gal(J, I) with J varying in O.

In the 1955 paper I proved the inclusion 1r~(Nt,t) C Nt,t and by examples showed that, ...
assuming p to be nonzero, 1r~(N:tt) contains unsolvable groups..By refining these examples,
in tbe 1997 paper I showed that 1f~(N:,t) contains GL(m, q) for every integer m > 1 and
every power q > 1 of p.

I E-mail: ram@cs.purdue.edu
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In a recent discussion, David Harbater has raised the question whether every member of
7r~(N:,t) actually belongs to P:(p), where P:(p) is tbe set of all G in Pt(p) for which p(G)
has an abelian supplement in G, i.e., an abelian subgroup of Gwhich together with p(G)
generates G. To examine Harbater's question, I asked Gemot Stroth to make me some
examples of groups in Pt(p) which are not in pt(p). Here are some of the beautiful examples
produced by Strotb for t = 3, for which I bave been scanning (so far unsuecessfully) the
existenee or nonexistence of suitable loeal eoverings.

The first set of Stroth groups G are for p = 3, and they are G = E * GL(2, 3), where
* denotes central product, and where E is either tbe dihedral group Da of order 8 or the
quaternion group Qa of order 8. Moreover, GL(2,3) can be replaced by its Hat version
GLb(2,3) by which we mean the other group which, like GL(2, 3), is a nonsplit central Z2
extension of PGL(2, 3). Similarly, for any prime power q == 3(4) of any odd prime p, we
get four Stroth groups by replacing GL(2, 3) by the unique group H (or its "Hat version"
H b) such that SL(2, q) < H < GL(2, q) with [H : SL(2, q)] = 2. Tuming to p = 2, we get
Stroth groups G = F * GL(3, 4) where F is an extra-special group of order 27, Le., F is a
nonsplit central Z3 extension of Zl with Z(F) = 23; note that there are two ~~!sions of F,
depending on whether it has only elements of order 3 (quaternion type) or.#so elements
of order 9 (dihedral type); again, instead of GL(3, 4) \ve can take its Hat vers~on GLb(3, 4).

SOLVABLE KÄHLER GROUPS
Donu Arapura

Two related theorems, due to Madhav Nori and tbe author, were discussed. A weak
form of the first theorem states the follo\ving: Let 1r be tbe fundamental groU;P of normal
eomplex algebraic variety and n a positive integer. Let r = 1r/ Dn1r where D~!f is the ntb
derived subgroup. Then if r is solvable and admits an faithful representatiori" into some
GIN(Q), it is virtually nilpotent. For the second theorem 1r is the fundamental group of a
Zariski open subset of a eompact Kähler manifold and r = 1r / Dn1r. If r is polycyclic then
it is virtually nilpotent. As a corollary, it follows that a polycyelic Kähler group must be
virtually nilpotent. The proof of the first theorem is arithmetic, while that of the second
is Hodge theoretic.

AßELIAN CONNECTEDNESS OF COMPACT KÄHLER MANIFOLDS
Frederic Campana

Let g be the class of virtually abelian finitely generated groups (Le. finitelygenerated
with a subgroup of finite index which is abelian). Let X be a compaet Kähler manifold.
Say that X is g -connected if any generic two points x, Y of X are eontained in a compact
complex analytie subset Z of X such that for any irreducible component Zi of Z, one has:
1rl(Zi)X = 1m(7rl(Zi) --+ 7rl(X» is in g (with Zi the normalization of Zi).

Theorem. 11 X (compact Kähler) i3 Q-connected, then 7rl(X) E Q.
3
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This result fails severely in the non-Kähler case and holds for other classes 9 (of fi
nite, virtually nilpotent, virtually polycyclic groups). It was conjectured by Oguiso and
Zaidenberg.

FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS OF DISCRIMINANT COMPLEMENTS
Jim Garlson

What follows is a description of joint work witb Daniel Allcock and Domingo Toledo.
The family of aU hypersurfaces {Xt } in complex projective space of degree d and di

mension n is parameterized by a projective space pN. Let ß be the discriminant locus of
this family: tbe set {t E pN I X t is singular}. Let cI> = 'Ir! (lP'N - ß) be the fundamental ~
group of the space of smooth hypersurfaces. Since the natural monodromy representation ..
p : <I> ~ Aut(Hn(xo)) is nontrivial in almost all cases, say, d ~ 3, we know that cI> is
nontrivial. In fact, a result of Beauville (1986) shows that for d ~ 3, (d, n) :I (3,0), (3,2),
the monodromy group r = p(cI» is a lattice in the group G = Aut (Hn(xo)), whieh is
noncompact. (A lattice is such that G/r has finite volume). Now consider the kernel of
the monodromy representation, whieb we denote by K. Dolgachev and Libgober (1981)
showed that for d = 3, n = 1, the case of eubic curves, that K is a finite group. In
alg-geom/970B002 we prove the follo,ving result:

Theorem. (-, Toledo) For d ~ 3, n :I 0, 1, the kernel 01 the monodromy representation
is large.

By definition a large group is one that admits a homomorphism to a noncompact almost
simple Lie group H with Zariski-dense image. Such groups are infinite and, by a theorem
of rits, contain a free subgroup of rank 2. The idea of the proof is to construct, for each
X tJ a cyclic cover yt of projective space branched along X t • Tbe family of yt's has its
own monodromy representation ti, and we show that nnder the stated hypotheses, ti(K)
is Zariski-dense. In the case of cubic surfaces, d = 3 and n = 2, we can show more: that
K is not finitely generated. This result follows from the main result of alg-geom/970916,
which has appeared in C. R. Acad. Sei. Paris 326:

Theorem. (Allcock, -, Toledo) The moduli space 01 marked cubic surlaces is biloho
morphic to (B4 - H) /r, where B4 is the unit ball in ·complex lour-space, r is a group 0/
complex reflections acting on it, and H is the collection 01 reflection hyperplanes for r.

A cubic surface is marked by a choice of a system of six skew lines. e
Using the above theorem one shows tbat the kernel K is equivalent module finite groups

to 'Ir! (B4
- H): the groups are related by maps with finite kernel and eokernel. Such

groups have tbe same rational homology. Since H is an infinite collection of hyperplanes,
the result follows. The identification of the moduli space with a Zariski-open subset of
the ball quotient is given by tbe period map for tripie covers of~ branebed along a cubic
surface.

Note that the "hyperbolic hyperplane arrangement" H contains points where four hy
perplanes cross at right angles. From this oue sees that K eontains free abelian subgroups
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of rank four. Consequently K, unlike the Torelli group for Riemann surfaces of genus two,
studied by G. l\1ess, is not a free group.

COHOMOLOGY OF FmER-TYPE ARRANGEMENTS
Daniel C. Cohen2 3

An arrangement of complex hyperplanes A is a finite collection of codimension one affine
subspaees of Euelidean space c!-. The cohomology of the complement, M = M(A) =
c- \ UHEA H, with eoefficients in a Ioeal system L, arises in a number of eontexts
generalized hypergeometric functions, Knizhnik-Zamolodehikov equations, representations
of braid groups, ete.-and has been the subject of eonsiderable recent interest (see, for
instance, [1, 9, 5], and see Orlik and Terao [7] as a general reference for arrangements). For
complex loeal systems satisfying certain genericity eonditions, work of Esnault, Scheeht-
man and Viehweg [6] shows that the cohomology of the eomplement is isomorphie to that #,

of the Orlik-Solomon algebra (defined below), viewed as a complex wit.h appropriate differ- :a" ..

ential. It is then natural to ask: What is the relation between the two ~~~homology theones ~.." ~.
should these genericity eonditions faH? I will give an answer to this question for the class, •. ~ -~~: 1

of fiber-type arrangements (and complex IDeal systems of rank one). ," ",.~_J;

Write A = {H}, ... ,Hn }, and choose linear polynomials fj with B j = ker /j. Tbe Orlik- ,:.- ,.)'.t:

Solomon algebra, A = EB~=o Aq, is the graded C-algebra generated by the differential fonns -.' ":~", i'~~:;'?'J

aj = d log(lj). It ist well-known that the algebra Aisisomorphie to tbe cohomology algebra
of the complement M of A, and tbat A is detennined by eombinatorial data, see [2, 7].

Let ,\ = (At, ... , An) E C' be a ''weight'' veetor. Associated to '\, we have a repre
sentation"p: 1Tt(M) -t C* given by p(gj) = exp(-21TiAj) for any meridian gj about the . ~~"~':":~~'~

hyperplane Hj of A, an associated local system of coefficients L on M, and a distinguished
element w = E Ajaj in A1. Right-multiplication by w defines a map JL(,\) : Aq ~ Aq+l. ,.ji-- .~ .;,;.~.)~

Clearly, JL 0 J.L =0, so (A-, JL-(.~» is a complex. As noted above, if ,\ is suflieiently generic, ..~~ -' ~r!

the cohomology H·(M; l,) of M with eoefficients in l, is isomorphie to H·(A-, J.l-(,,\» , '!".1~- .~.,~:.:j

see [6], [8]. For arbitrary '\, it is known tbat

rank Hq(A, Jl) $ rank Hq(M,.c) $ rank Hq(M, C).

The first of these inequalities was communicated to me by S. Yuzvinsky. The second may
be obtained using stratified Morse theory [3, 4]' and resolves a question raised by Aomoto
and Kita [1].

For arrangements of fiber-type, more eao be said. An arrangement A in c'+l is linearly
fibered if tbere is a ehoice of coordinates (x, z) = (x}, .. " Xl, z) so that the restrietion,
p, of tbe projection cl+1 -+ C-, (x, z) ...-t X, to the eomplement M(A) is a fiber bundle
projection, with base p(M(A» = M(B), tbe complement of an arrangement B in C, and
fiber tbe complement of finitely many points in C. An arrangement is fiber-type if sits atop
a tower of linearly fibered arrangements. By a elassical result of Fadell and Neuwirth, the

2Partially supported by grant LEQSF(l996-99)-RD-A-04 from the Louisiana Board of Regents.
3E-mail: cohen@math.lsu.edu; URL: http://math.lsu.edu/-cohen
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braid arrangement Al, with complement the configuration space of i ordered points in C,
is the prototypical example of a fiber-type arrangement.

The fundamental group, G ~ lFd, ~ •.• ~ lFdl' of the complement of a fiber-type arrange
ment A admits the structure of an iterated semidirect product of finitely generated free
groups, and the complement M(A) is a K(G, 1)-space. Given such a group, A. Suciu and
I construct a finite free resolution (C.(G), Ll.) of the integers over the group ring zG in
[5]. This resolution may be used to compute the (co)homology of M with coefficients in
an arbitrary local system.

Let t = (tb"., tn) E (C*)n be a point in the complex torus. Associated to t, we have a
representation p : G -+ C* given by p(gj) = tj (as above, g; is a meridian about H; E A),
which endows C with the structure of aG-module, and induces a local system l, on M. For
any t, the homology of M with coefficients in r. is naturally isomorphie to the homology _
of the chain complex C. (G) ®ZG C.

Denote the terms and boundary maps of this chain complex by (C., 8. (t». The terms
C q = Cq(G) ®ZG C are finite dimensional complex vector spaces. The boundary maps
8q(t) may be viewed as "evaluations" of those of the resolution C.(G) in the following
way. If the matrix of Llq is r x s, then 8q (t) : (C*)n --+ Matrx,,(C) is the (smooth) map
which takes a point t and yields the evaluation jJ(Llq ), where jJ denotes the extension of
the representation p to (matrices with entries in) the group ring zG. Vie\v the differentials
of the Orlik-Solomon algebra complex (A·, IJ·(~» as maps jJq(A) : cn --+ Matrx,,(C). The
complexes C. and A· are related by the following result.

Theorem. Let A be a fiber-type arrangement, and for each q, let 6q(A) denote the deriva·
tive 0/ the map 8q(t) at the point (1, ... ,1) E (C')n. Then the system 0/ vector spaces and
linear maps (CD' 6q (A» is a chain complex, which is dual to the Orlik-Solomon algebra com
plex (A·, IJ·(A» 0/A. In other words, for each q, Aq ~ Cq, and the map jJq(A) : Aq -+ Aq+1

is the transpose 0/ the map 6q+1(A) : C q+1 -+ C q, pq(A) = (c5q+1(A)]T.
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VON NEUMANN INVARIANTS FOR COHERENT ANALYTIC SHEAVES
Philippe Eyssidieux

In order to study the group of L 2 holomorphic sections of tbe pull-back to tbe universal
covering space of an holomorphic vector bundle on a compact complex manifold, it is useful
to have a cohomological formalism, generalizing Atiyah's L2 index theorem [1]. The goal
of this talk is to OlltUne the construction of such a formalism.

To each coherent analytic sheaf :F on an-dimensional complex space x(n) and each
Galois infinite unramified covering 1f : X~ X, whose Galois group is denoted by r, L2

cohomology groups, denoted by m(X,:F) are attached, such that:

1. The H~(X,F) underly a cohomological funetor on the abelian eategory of coherent
analytic sheaves on X.

2. If Fis locally free, m(X, F) is tbe group of L2 holomorphic sections of tbe pull-back
to X of the holomorphic vector bundle underlying F.

3. m(X, F) belongs to a category of r -modules on which a dimension function dimr
with real values is defined. .:

4. Atiyah'5 L 2 index theorem holds:
n n

L(-l)q dimr H~(X,F)= L(-l)~ dimH~(X,:F)
q=O q=O

The L2-cohomology on the Galois covering X ~ X of a eoherent analytic sheaf :F on
X is the ordinary cohomology of a sheaf on X obtained by an adequate completion of
tbe tensor product of :F by the locally constant sheaf on X associated to the left regular
representation of the discrete group Gal(X/ X) in the space of L2 functions on Gal(X/ X).
H~(X,:F) actually belongs to a very nice abelian category of r -modules, in~troduced by

I\1.S. Farber and W. Lück [2] to give a new interpretation of Novikov-Shubin invariants.
We sketch a proof of this fact in the smooth projective space. This enables us to construct,
in addition to Von Neumann dimension, other invariants measuring the non-Hausdorffness
of this topological vector space. Jr.:",
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BOUNDARY MANIFOLDS OF ALGEBRAIC PLANE CURVES AND LINE
ARRANGEMENTS

Eriko Hironaka

Let C c r2 be an algebraic plane curve in the complex projective plane. The goal of
my research is to study the fundamental group and homotopy type of the eomplement
Ee = jp'2 \ C and compare it to eombinatorial and geometrie information about C and its
singularities.

The combinatorial information of C is eaptured in the decorated incidenee graph of C.
The incidence graph is the bipartite graph fc with curve-vertices vc, one eorresponding
to each irreducible curve C C C, and point-vertices vp , one corresponding to each singular
point p E Sing(C). A point-vertex v" and a curve-vertex Vc are attached by edges eb, one e
for each branch b of C at p. The decorated incidence graph (fe, n is the incidenee graph
f c together with loeal information attaehed to the vertiees and edges: if C is an irreducible
eomponent of C, then T(vc) is the genus of C; if p is a singularity on C, then T(vp ) is the '.
link type of the algebraic link associated to (C,p); and if bis a branch of C at p, then T(eb)
is a connected eomponent of the link T(vp ).

Two algebraie plane curves Cl and C2 are combinatorially equivalent if there is an iso
morphism of graphs

4>: f C1 ---t r e2
such that T(v) = T(4)(v)) and T(e) = T(4)(e)), for each vertex v and edge e. The curves
Cl and C2 are topologically equivalent if there is a homotopy equivalence of pairs

(r2
, Cd ~ (r2

, C2 ).

A General problem is to determine when a given deeorated ineidence graph ean be realized,
whether it ean be realized in two or more topologieally distinct ways (giving what is kno,vn
as a Zariski pair), and what properties the realization spaces have.

As a tool for approaching this problem, we study the boundary 3-manifold Me assoeiated
to an algebraic plane curve. The boundary 9-manifold of C is the boundary of a regular
neighborhood of C in IP2• It is not hard to show that the fundamental group and homotopy
type of Me are determined by (fe, 7). Furthermore, Me and its fundamental group ean
be realized as a graph manifold and a graph of groups over rC in the sense of Waldhausen
and Serre.

Dur goal is to deseribe the homotopy type of the complement Ee = p2 \ C explieitly
in terms of Me and extra data. This extra data is necessary because of the existenee of _
Zariski pairs, shown by Zariski and later by several authors. The simplest example is the 
case when C = eisa finite union of planar lines. The eombinatorial type of L, is then
detennined by f.c, since the only singularities of L, are the points of multiple intersection,
and if d lines of C eorne togetber at the point p, then T(vp ) is tbe positively oriented
d-eornponent Hopf link.

Descriptions of the homotopy type of the eomplement of a realline arrangement [, (where
L, is defined by real equations) by Libgober, Orlik, Salvetti and Falk imply the following
result.
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Theorem 1. The homotopy type 0/ Ee is detennined by r L, and an ordering 0/ the edges
emanating jrom each vertex.

Work of Rybnikov gives an example of eombinatorially equivalent complex line arrange
ments wbose complements bave non-isomorphie fundamental group. However, to tbe au
thor's knowledge, there are still no known examples of two eombinatorially equivalent real
line arrangements whose eomplements have different homotopy type.

In arecent preprint, we give a new proof of Theorem 1. We exhibit the boundary
manifold Me as a graph manifold over the incidence graph r.c, then explieitly find a
"lifting"

f: r e --+ Me,
taking eaeh vertex in r e to the eorresponding vertex manifold in Mt:., such that EL, is
homotopy equivalent to the space

Me/ f(r~:),

given by collapsing the image of f(rc.) to a point. Hefe, for e an edge in r.c, -f(e) need
not be homotopic to a path in the edge manifold of Me eorresponding to e. We give the
homotopy elass of the map f explieitly in tenns of tbe ineidence graph r t:. endowed with
orderings on the edges emanating from eaeh vertex of r c.. These orderings depend on the
slopes of the lines and on the image of tbe points of interseetion under al-dimensional
linear projection.

HARMONIe MAPS AND REPRESENTATIONS OF FUNDAMENTAL
GROUPS
Jürgen Jost

(Joint work with Kang Zuo)
-.

Given a representation p of the fundamental group 7rl (X) of a eompaet Käbler manifold
in a linear algebraic group G defined over C or a p-adic field, one eonstruets a p~~uivariant

harmonie map ~~.:.

u: X ~ G/K or ß(G),

where in the archimedean ease,. G/ K is the symmetrie spaee assoeiated to G, and in
the nonarchimedean one, 6(G) is a Euclidean Bruhat-Tits buiIding on whieh G operates
isometrically. The strategy then is to exploit properties of u in order to draw cODclusioDs
about p. u is pluriharmonie by work of Siu and Sampson and defines a holomorphie
foliation by work of Jost-Yau.

In the archimedean cas~, one pulls baek convex funetions form G/ K t'o produce plurisub
harmonie funetions on X, and in the nonarchimedean as well as in the Euclidean case wbere
u is· the Albanese map, one pulls back holomorphie I-forms.

If the representation is generically Iarge, one produees in this manner a semi-Kähler
form on X that is positive definite on a Zariski open set. A vanishing theorem for
L2-cohomology is used to show that in that situation, H22(X, ni ) = 0 for 0 :5 i < dimcX .
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Combined with Atiyah's L2 -index theorem, this implies Kolhir's conjecture that X(Kx ) ~
oassuming that 1Tt (X) admits a generically large representation as described above.

REPRESENTATIONS OF BRAID GROUPS AND MAPPING CLASS
GRCJUPS APPEARING IN CONFORMAL FIELD THEORY

Toshitake K ohno

Geometrically, conformal field theory is formulated as a vector bundle over tbe moduli
space of Riemann surfaces equipped with a projectively Hat connection. Let E be a compact
Riemann surface of genus 9 with marked points PI, ... ,Pn. We fix a positive integer k,
affine Lie algebra g, integrable highest weight modules of level k ll)..j' 1 ~ j ~ n, and
local coordinates at Pt, ,Pn. We denote by M p the space of meromorphic functions
on E with poles at pt, ,Pn, which acts diagonallyon ®j=lll)..j by Laurent expansion at
PI,··· ,Pn· The space of conformal blocks is by definition

1/.>., (p) = HOIDg(p) (®']=l1l>"j' C) ,
which forms a vector bundle over the moduli space of lliemann surface of genus 9 with
n rnarked points. A projectively fiat connection is defined by rneans of the action of the
Virasoro algebra.

In the case 9 = 0, we have an embedding

i· : 1l>.,(p) --t Horng (8)j=1 V>"j' C) ,
and for a section '11 of the above vector bundle over.the configuration ·space of n points, we
can s~ow that .

8w _ LCiIw
8zj -

is again a section. Here L~i denotes the action of the Virasoro operator L_1 on the j-th
component. This construction gives us an explicit form of the connection, whicb is called
the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection.

As tbe monodromy of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection, we get an irreducible unitary
representation of tbe braid group. In the case of higher genus, we obtain a projective
representation of the mapping class group. This representation was used by the author
to give a Heegaard splitting formula of the Witten invariant of 3-manifolds. In the case
g = sl2 (C), we can apply a method of abelianization of the conformal field theory using
Prym variety due to T. Yoshida to show that tbe monodromy group is finite.

10
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ON A CHISINI CONJECTURE
Vik. S. Kulikov

Let B C p2 be an irreducible curve over C with C ordinary cusps and n nodes, as the
only singularities. Put deg B = 2d, and let 9 be the genus of its desingularization. Tbe
curve B is the discriminant curoe 01 a generic morphism 1 : S --+ p2, deg 1 ~ 3, if:

(i) S is a non-singular irreducible projective surface;
(ii) f is unramified over p2 \ B;

(iii) I-(B) = 2R + C, wbere R is irreducible and non-singular, and C is reduced;
(iv) I1 R : R --+ B is the normalization of B.

Chisini's Conjecture asserts tbat for the discriminant curve B of amorphism 1 of deg f ~ 5
this generic morpbism is unique up to equivalence.

We prove that if B is tbe discriminant curve of a morphism f of

4(3d+ 9 -1)
deg f > (2 (3d + 9 - 1) - c) ,

• "~!~i

then, for B, the generic morphism f is unique, i.e., Chisini's Conjecture hol<!s:for B.
This inequality holels for almost all generic morphisms. More precisely, let S be a

projective non-singular surface and L an ample divisor on S, f : S --+ p2 a generic morphism
given by a three-dimensional subsystem {E} C ImLI, m E Q, and Bits discriminant curve.
Tben there exists a constant 1110 (depending on Sand L) such that, for B, tbe generic
morphism f is unique if m ~ mo.

As a consequence we prove that if tbe canonical bundle K s of S is ampie, f is a generic
morpbism such tbat f-l(Pl) == mKs , m E N, then, for B, tbe generic morphism f is
unique.

HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS OF SLOW GROWTH ON COVERING
SPACES OF PROJECTIVE MANIFOLDS

Finnur Larusson 4

Let Y --+ M be an infinite covering space of a projective manifold M C pN of dimension
n ~ 2. Let C be the interseetion with M of at most n - 1 generic bypersurfaces of degree d
in pN. The preimage X of C in Y is a connected submanifold. Let t/> : Y -+ [0,00) be the
SffiO( thed distance from a fixed point in Y in ametrie pulled up from M. Let O~(X) be
the Lilbert space of holomorphic functions f on X such that f2e-~ is integrable on X, and
define O~(Y) similarly. We get a continuous linear restrietion map p ; O~(Y) --+ O~(X).

Theorem. p is an isomorphism lor d large enough.

As an application, we obtain new examples of Riemann surfaces and domains of bolo
morphy in cn with corona.

4 E-mail: larusson@uwo.ca
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In some sense, the Theorem reduees the problem of eonstrueting holomorphie funetions
on Y to the I-dimensional case. There, we have the following result.

Theorem. Let X be a Galois covering space 0/ a compact Riemann surface with a non
elementary hyperbolic covering group. Then either

1. every positive hannonic function on X i3 the real part of a holomorphic function, or
2. if u ~ 0 is the real part of an Hl function on X, then the boundary decay 0/ u at a

zero on the Martin boundary 0/ X is no faster than it.s radial decay.

In case (1), X i3 HP-convex for each p < 00.

The condition in (2) is a geometrie obstruetion to a harmonie hP function being the real
part of a holomorphic funetion, which arises simply and naturally in higher-dirnensional _.
settings. Here, however, it is the only obstruetion. _

How severe is the hyperbolieity restrietion? Olshanskii has proved that almost every
finitely presented group is hyperbolie. Is the same true for fundamental groups of projective
rnanifolds?

Papers are available on the Web at

http://www.math.uwo.ca/-Iarusson.

COHOMOLOGY OF LOCAL SYSTEMS ON THE COMPLEMENTS TO
PLANE CURVES AND POSITION OF SINGULARITIES

A natoly Libgober

The purpose of this talk is to discuss several invariants of fundamental groups of the
eornplernents of plane algebraie eurves and describe thern in terms of the IDeal type and
position of singularities in p2. Let C c Cl be a eurve with r cornponents. Charaeteristic
variety Vi(C) can be defined as a subvariety of the torus of loeal systems on the eornplement
to C (Le. Horn (1fl (Cl-C), ce' )) eonsisting of loeal systems C such that dirn H l(c'l- C, C) ~
i. Characteristic varieties are invariants of 1ft (c?- - C) and ean be ealeulated via Fox
ealeulus. We show that the loeal type of singularities of C and geometry of the subset of
ll"2 consisting of singularities of C determine the characteristie varieties in an explicit \vay.
More preeisely the loeal type of singularities of C defines a natural partition of the unit
eube U C IRr into a union of polytopes (polytopes of quasiadjunetion) so that each face ~
of such polytope defines in a natural way the ideal sheaf I d C Op2 such that the support e'
of Op2/ZA is the singular locus of C. Face 6 ealled i-contributing if: _

1. it belongs to a hyperplane dlXt + ... + d,.xr = i(6) for some integer i(6) depending
on tbe face 6 (here dl , • •. , dr are tbe degrees of eornponents of C);

2. dimHl (IP2,ZA (E di - 3 - i(6))) = i.
i=l

Theorem. Let U --i- (~y be the exponential map

(Sb ... , Sr) --i- (exp 21TSt, •.. , exp 21TSi).
12



Then the closure 01 the image 01 each ~-contributing lace 0/ quasiadjunction is a component
01 charactenstic variety Vi(C). Moreover, all components 01 characteristic variety Vi(C)
can be obtained in this way.

Example. Let C = Cl U C2 be a union of two irreducible nonsingular curves such that the
only singularities of C are ordinary tacnodes. Partition into polytopes of quasiadjunction
contains two polytopes:

1
ßl = {(x,y)IO ~ x,O ~ Y,x + y < 2}

1
ß2 = {(x,y)fx + y ~ 2,x:5 1,Y $ I}

where the face of quasiadjunction is given by x + y = ~. It is contributing if and only if

for some k one has d1 = 2k, d2 = 2k and dirn Hl (I(d - 3 - k)) =F 0 where Z is the ideal of
tbe union of singular points of Cl U C2 •

These results generalize previous description of the Alexander polynomi'~ of plane
curves in terms of ideals of quasiadjunction [Prac. Symp. of Pure Math., 1983, val.
40, A. Libgober, Alexander invariants ofplane algebraic curves].

LIOUVILLE TYPE PROPERTIES AND AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS
Vladimir Lin

Tbe classical Liouville theorem says that cn carries no noneonstant bounded holomorphie
functions. More generally, any holomorphie funetion of polynomial growth on cn is a
polynomial. The same is true for hannonic funetions on Rn. By Liouville type properlie.s
of complex (or Riemannian) manifolds I mean the properties of similar nature. I wish to
explain certain relationship between Liouville type properties of a eomplex (or Riemannian)
manifold X and the "reaehness" of the action of its automorphism group Aut~X.

Tbe following simple fact illustrates the idea: if the natural action of Aut X in X is
2-transitive then X is Liouville (tbat is, it carries no noneonstant bounded holomorphie
functions). The conclusion holds true under tbe following weaker condition: the diagonal
AutX-action ß in X x X,

ß: AutX 3 9 ~ [X x X 3 (x, y) r-+ (gx,gy) E X x X] ,

admits adense orbit r. Indeed, if f: X -+ Cis holomorphic and bounded, tben the function

F(x, y) ~ SUPgEAutX I/(gx) - I(gy)f is bounded, continuous, and plurisubhannonic on
X x X; it is ß-invariant and hence constant on r. Density of r and tbe evident relation
F(x, x) == 0 imply F = 0 and, tbereby, I =eonst.

Consider a subgroup G ~ Aut X (a typieal case wben X comes together with certain
automorphism group G ~ Aut X is the case of a Galois eovering X -+ V). Tbe natural
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G-action in X is cocompact if G(K) = X for some compact K ~ X (this is weaker than
transitivity condition G(a single point set) = X}.

Theorem 1. A complex space (or Riemannian mani/old) is Liouville whenever it admits
a cocompact action 0/ a virtually nilpotent group.

For Rieman'1ian manifolds this theorem is due to Y. Guivarch (1981) and (in more
general form) to T. Lyons & D. Sullivan (1983). Holomorphic version appeared in my
paper (1986).

Example. a) X = nn = {z E C I Im z > O}, G = {z.-+ az+b I a > 0, bE IR} = Aff +(IR) (a
two-step-solvable group). G is transitive in JEn; thus, 1HI carries no nonconstant G-invariant
functions. However, lH[ is not Liouville. Actually, nI is even Caratheodory hyperbolic, that a.
is, bounded holomorphic functions separate points of lHL .-

b) Let A E SL (3; z) be a matrix with one real eigenvalue Ct > 1 and two nonreal eigenvalues
ß, ß. Let a = (ab Cl2, aa) and b = (bI, ~, ba) be areal and a complex eigenvectors of A
eorresponding to (} and ß respectively. Take X = 1H[ x C and consider the subgroup G c
Aut X generated by the following four automorphisms gj: go(z, w) = (az, ßw), gj(z, w) =
(z + aj, W + bj ), 1 '5: j '5: 3, (z, w) E X = nn x c

G is a two-step-solvable polycyclic group, and X ~ X/G is a polyeyclic Galois G-

covering over a smooth compact eomplex surface I ~ X / G, which is one of the [noue
sur/aces.

These examples show that for groups G "bigger" than virtually nilpotent Theorem 1
falls (even in the simplest case of G~lois G-coverings over compact manifolds). However,
certain weaker Liouville type properties are held for relatively big groups even under weaker
transitivity type conditions.

Let X be a complex space (or Riemannian manifold), BO(X) be tbe space of a11 bounded
holomorphic (respectively harmonie) functions on X, and P(X) be the convex cone of all
bounded continuous plurisubharmonic (respectively subharmonic) functions on X. G acts
in BO(X) and P(X) (G 3 9 t-+ [/ t-+ /9]; j9(X) = f(gx). An element 9 E G is a
/ -period if /9 = /. G-action in X is P(X)-ergodic if P(X) does not contain noneonstant
G-invariant functions. (By tbe maximum principle, a cocompact action is P(X)-ergodic.)

Theorem 2 (V. L., 1986). Let G be amenable and G-action in X be P(X)-ergodic. Let
s E G, f E BO(X), and [8, h] = shs-1h-1 be a j-period/or each h E H in somefinite index
subgroup H ~ G, Then s is a / -period. In particular, each s E G whose conjugacy class
sC = {gsg-ll gE G} is finite acts trivially in BO(X), that is, I' = I lOT all I E BO(X). e
Corollary. Let an amenable group G with nontrivial center act on a Caratheodory hy
perbolic complex space X. Then the quotient space XIG (i/ it exists in complex category)
cannot be a Zariski open subset 0/ a compact complex space. In particular, i/ such G acts
in a bounded domain U c ~, the quotient U/G cannot be a quasiprojective variety.

Tbe proof of Theorem 2 involves some special G-invariant probability measure p, (related
to the element sand the function f E BO(X) under consideration) on tbe Stone-Cech
compactification ßG of G, and tben tbe corresponding space L2 (ßG, J.1.}.
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G. Margulis (1986) noted that all statements of Theorem 2 remain true for arbitrary,
not necessary amenable, group G whenever its action in X is cocompact; his argument is
based on a special form of the Harnack inequality related to the G-action.

Some parts of Theorem 2 were recently generalized as follows:

Theorem 3 (V. L. & M. Zaidenberg, 1998). Suppose that either G is amenable and its
action in X i.s 1'(X)-ergodic or the G-action in X is cocompact. Then any FC-hypercentral
element s E G acts trivially in BO(X).

Theorem 4 (V. L. & M. Zaidenberg, 1998). Let X -+ Y be a Galois G-covering over a
compact Riemannian or Kähler mani/old Y. // G is an extension 0/ a Fe -hypernilpotent
group by a Varopoulos group, then X is Liouville.

On the other hand, the following result (strengthening a theorem of T. Lyons & D.
Sullivan) is valid:

Theorem 5 (V. L. & M. Zaidenberg, 1998). Every compact Riemann sur/ace..Y 0/ genus
9 ~ 2 admits a Caratheodory hyperbolic metabelian covering X -+ Y. ".~.
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DEGENERATING FAMILIES OF BRANCHED COVERINGS O';F THE
COMPLEX PROJECTIVE LINES AND BALLS

Makoto Namba 5

1 It is known that a finite branched covering of a given complex manifold M is determined
uniqr ~ly (up to isomorphisms) by its branch locus and (permutation) monodromy repre
senta\lion. However it is a difficult problem to detennine the covering from them concretely
(algebraically, analytically), even if M = pI the complex projective line. We introduce two
kinds of pictures,a Klein picture and aRiemann picture, each of which determines the
covering topologically for the cases M = pt and M = 6(0, a) = {z E C Ilzl < a}, a ball.

Let X ---+ pI be a branched covering of pI of degree d, where X is a compact niemann
surface. We denote by BI = {qt, ... ,qn} and ~I the branch locus and the monodromy

5 E-mail: namba@math.wani.osaka-u.ac.jp
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representation of I respectively. «>, is determined uniquely up to its representation class
[~/]·

Let r be a simple oriented loop in pI passing through the points qI, ... ,qn in this order
surrounding a domain n clockwisely. We regard n and pI - nasa continent and an ocean
respectively. We pull r, n and pI - n back over land get a checked pattern consisting of
d-continents and d-oceans, which we call a Klein picture of I. The Klein picture determines
f topologically.

On the other band, take a reference point qo in O. We take disjoint paths connecting qo
and qj (j = 1, ... , n). Let To be the graph consisting of tbe points qo, qI, ... ,qn and these
paths. We pull To back over f and get a graph T on X. T gives a cellular decomposition
of X, which we call aRiemann picture of f. Tbe lliemann picture also determines I
topologically. The Klein picture and the lliemann picture for a finite branched covering of e
a ball are defined in a similar way.

2 A finite branched covering f : X ---+ Ll(O, a) x pI is called a degenerating lamily 01
finite branched coverings o/rl if (1) every fiber t x pI is not contained in BI and (2) every
fiber t x pI, (t # 0) meets transversallywith BI at n (n : lixed) points {q}, ... , qn}. Put
X t = I-I(t x pI) and It = f : X t ---+ t X pI. f is then identified witb the family {/t}.
Assume for simplicity, a > 1 and (6(0, a) x oo)nB, = 0. Let &= {t = ei8 ) 0 :5 s :5 21r} be
the unit circle. 6 induces a braid 9(&) on {qI, ... , qn} which is called the braid monodromy.
By the theorem of Zariski- van Kampen, tbe equality 4>98(6) = 4>9' where 9 = 11. We show
that f = {/t} is topologically determined by the pair «(4>9], 9(6)), while the central fiber
10 is determined topologically only by (<Ilg ). We can observe the degeneration throngh the
Klein picture. .

We can also define adegenerating family of finite branched coverings of balls and get a
shnilar theory to the case of tbat of pI .

3 Every complex 2-dimensional normal singularity (X, x) can be regarded as adegenerating
family ofbranched coverings ofhalls. We can compute the local fundamental group 11"1 (X 
x,Po) using the Zariski-van Kampen theorem and the Reidemeister-Schreier method. The
Riemann picture is very usefnl to carry out the computation correctly.

This method works for the computation of the fundamental gronp of every 3-dimensional
oriented compact manifold Y. In fact, By the theorem of Hilden-Montesinous, there is a
covering h : Y ---+ 8 3 of degree 3 of the 3-spbere 8 3 branching at a knot Bh whose
monodromy ~h ('Yj), ('Yj: generators of the fundamental group 11"1 (53 - Rh», consist of only
transpositions. •

We may regard 8 3 as the boundary of L\(O, 1) x Ll(O, b) in Cl and the knot Bh as a braid
in 6 x Ll(O, b). Let R be the cone connecting the origin of c?- and every point of Rh. We
construct a topological covering f : X ---+ 6(0, a) x L\(O, b) of degree 3 branching at B
which is an extension of h (X is in fact a cone of V). Then f is a topological degenerating
family of branched coverings of balls and

1rI(Y,PO) ~ 11"1 (X - x,PO).

Thus tbe computation of 1rl (Y, Po) can be done by our methode
16
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To eonstruct 3-dimensional oriented eompaet manifolds is redueed to find pairs ([eil], 0')
such tbat 4>0' = <11, wbere <11 is a transitive representation of tbe free group < "Yt, ... , in >
to tbe 3rd symmetrie group such that every 4.>(')'j) is a transposition and 0' is a braid of
n-strings.

We prove that there are 3 eanonieal forms for [<11]. Tbe braids (j with ~(j = eil form a
subgroup Keil of the n-th braid group Bn of finite index. It is important to analyze the
subgroup K~ for the eanonieal ~.

WEAK LEFSCHETZ THEOREMS
Terrence Napier and Mohan Ramachandran

Joint work with Mohan Ramaehandran on an approach to Nori's weak Lefschetz theo
rem is described. The approach, whieh involves tbe 8-method, avoids moving arguments
and gives much stronger results. In particular, it is proved that if X and Y are eonnected
smooth projeetive varieties of positive dimension and f : Y --+ X is a holomorphic immer
sion with ample normal bundle, then the image of 1Tl (Y) in 1T~ (X) is of finite-.Jhdex. This
result is obtained as a consequenee of the following direct generalization of Norj's theorem:

Theorem. Suppose <b : U -+ X is a holomorphie map /rom a connected camplex man
ifold U into a connected smooth projective variety X 0/ dimension at least 2 which is a
submersion at some point. Let Y c U be a connected cornpact analytie subspace such that
dirn HO (fj, l) < 00 /or every locally free analytic shea/ L on U. Then, for every Zariski
open subset Z 0/ X, the image G O/1Tl(<b-1(Z)) in 1Tl(Z) is 0/ finite index.

Thc idea of the proof is to form a covering space Z -+ Z with fundamental group
equal to G and then to eonstruet L2 holomorphic sections of a suitable line bundle whieh
separate the sheets of the eovering. This construction is a standard applieation of the L2
ä-method (Andreotti-Vesentini, Hörmander, Skoda, Demailly). Pulling these seetions back
to ~-l(Z) by a lifting of <Xl, the finite dimensionality of the space of holomorphie seetions
on the formal eompletion gives abound on tbe dimension of the space of seetions on Z
and hence abound on the degree of the eovering space (i.e. on tbe index of G).

INVARIANTS AT INFINITY OF POLYNOMIAL MAPS AND
SUPERABUNDANCE

Andras Nemethi

Let / = fd + fd-l + ... : ca+l --+ c be a polynomial map, where fi is homogeneous of
degree i. We will assume that Xoo = {fd = O} C pn has only isolated singularities with
Milnor number {J.Li}~=l and loeal monodromy operators {1i}~=1'

Theorem. I/ xoo n {fd-l = O} = 0, then f is quasi-tarne (in particular Clgood at infinity").
All its topological (and discrete Hodge theoretical) invariants at infinity depend only on the
hypersur/ace Xoo C Irn . E.g. the generic fiber has the hornotopy type of V1J8n , where
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J.L = (d - l)n+l - Ei JLi, the characteristic polynomial 01 the monodromy at infinity Ti is
completely determined by the loeal monodromies {1i}äo

The interesting fact is that the Jordan block structure of tbe monodromy at infinity
Ti is not loeal. In order to describe it, we use the following notations: If V is a veetor
spaee and T : V -+ V is an endomorphism, then (V>.., T)J denotes the generalized A
eigenspace with the restrietion of T on it; #,T>.. denotes the number of I x I-Jordan blocks
of T>.., and #T>.. := E, #,T>... We define tbe (equivariant) superabundance of Sing(XOO)
as folIows: ßo := dirn pn(xoo ) and ßs := dim(pn+l (Xn), Galois action)exp(2n-il/d) for 1 :::;
s :5 d - 1, where X d -+ pn is the d-cyclic covering of pn branched along Xoo, and p.
denotes the primitive cohomology. Moreover, we eonsider the local invariants X" as weIl:
XO = - EiJLi + (_l)n+l + [(-1)" + (d _l)n+l]/d, and Xs = xo + (_l)n for 1 :5 s:::; d-l.

Theorem. 1. 11 a = e21ris / d
, s = 0, . - . , d - 1, then:

#1 (Tj)a = X" + 2ßs - E~=I # (1';)a
#2(Tj)a = -ßs + E~=l#l(1i)a'

#,+1 ('rj)o = E~=1#1(1i)o for 1~ 2.
II. lf a d =F 1, then #,(Tj)o = E~=l#, (Ti)ol-d for all I ~ l.

In particular, Ti depends on the position of the singular points of XOO.
Similarly, the limit mixed Hodge structure at infinity associated with f ean be computed

from the Hodge data of X.oo , X d and the loeal (hypersurfaee) singularities of XOO.
The talk is based on the joint work with Rieardo Garcia L6pez. Some of the results

are the global version of the results proved by E. Artal Bartolo, I. Luengo and A. Meile
Hernandez in the loeal situation.

GEOMETRY OF CUSPIDAL SEXTICS AND THEIR DUAL CURVES
Mutsuo Oka 6

Let C be a given irredueible plane curve of degree n defined by f(x, y) = 0 where f(x, y)
is an irreducible polynomial. C is called' a torus curve of type (p, q) if p, qln and f(x, y) is
written as f(x, y) = fn/p(x, y)q + fn/q(x, y)P for some polynomials fn/p, fn/q of degree n/p
and n/q respectively. This terminology is due to Kulikov [K2]. Torus eurves have been
studied by many authors ([Z], [Ol],[K2], [D],[T]).

In the proeess of studying Zariski pairs in the moduli of plane curves of degree 6 with 3
cusps of type y4 - x 3 = 0, we have observed that there exist exactly two irreducible compo- 4tj

nents M,l and .N3,2 which correspond3 to torus curves and non-torus cUnJes respectively.
Their dual curves are sextics with six cusps and three nodes. Starting from this observa-
tion, we study the moduli spaee of sextic with 6 eusps and 3 nades whicb we denote by
M and the moduli of their dual curves. It turns out that M has a beautiful symmetry.
The "regular part" (=Plücker curves) of M is stable by the dual curve operation. On the
other hand, the moduli of 3 (3,4)-cuspidal sextics Na is on the "boundary" of M in a nice

6E-mail: oka@math.metro-u.ac.jp
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way. By the dual operation, this moduli is isomorphie to a "singular" stratum M 3 of M,
which eonsists of 6 cuspidal3 nodal sexties with 3 flexes of order 2. The moduli space M
is a disjoint union of torus curves and non-torus curves. For a curve C E M, the generic
Alexander polynomial ßc{t) of]p2 - C is determined by the type C. If C is a torus eurve,
Llc(t) == t2

- t + 1 and ?Tl (1P2 - C) = Z2 * Z3, while for non-torus curve C, ~c(t) = 1 and
'1TI (lP2 - C) = Zs. Moreover we show that C· is a toros curoe if and only i/ C is a toros
curve.
_In this talk, we study dual eurves and their singularities. We show a lemma which gives

explicitly tbe defining polynomials of the dual curves and then we give a duality theorem
which describes the dual singularity in terms of the original singularity. Then we study
the moduli space M and other moduli spaces which appear- on the canonical stratification
of the "elosure" .M of M. Main Theorem describes the stratification structure and tbe
topological properties on M. Then we compute the Alexander polynomial, using the
method of Esnault and Artal ([E),[A1]). After that, we compute the moduli space of
sexties with 3 (3,4) eusps. We can compute the fundamental groups of the complements
of 3 (3,4) euspidal sexties of torus type and non-torus type. Finally we give a J;.l~w Zariski
tripie of plane curves of degree 12 with 12 (3,4) cusps, as an application of ~1ai~·;Theorem.
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HYPERGEOMETRIC INTEGRALS AND HYPERPLANE
ARRANGEMENTS

Peter Orlik

This talk ,vas an exposition of the Aomoto..Gelfand theory of multivariable hypergeomet
rie integrals with emphasis on the role played by the theory of hyperplane arrangements.
Let C be affine space and A an arrangement of affine hyperplanes. Let N = UHEAH be
its divisor and M = f!- - N its complement. Let UH be a linear polynomial ,vith kernel H
and let AB E C. Define a rank one Ioeal system L, on M to have monodromy exp( -21riAH)
around H. Let I:,v be its duallocal system. Tbe hypergeometrie pairing is

Hp(M, (,V) x W(M, (,)~ c.
In order to interpret tbe result of this pairing as an integral, M is given a smooth, locally
finite triangulation and a holomorphic de Rham theorem is proved

IP(M, 1:,) ~ W(r(M, ~l), V).

Here n- is the holomorphic de Rham complex of M and e
V = d +w), = d + L}.H OOH .

HEA o.H

If (, issufficiently generic, then Esnault-Schechtman-Viehweg proved

lP(M, .cl ~ IP(B', WA)

where B· is the C-algebra generated by tbe logaritbmic forms {do.H/OH IH E A} and

HfJ(M,L.) = 0 for p;j; f., dimHl(M,.c) = le(M)1
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where e(M) is the Euler characteristic of the complement.
Arrangement theory provides a combinatorial calculation of e(M) in terms of tbe char

acteristic polynomial. The nbc set of A is a basis for the algebra B' and a subset called
ßnbc was used by Falk-Terao to construct a basis for H1(M, 1:,)

FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS OF COMPACT KÄHLER MANIFOLDS WITH
NUMERAICALLY EFFECTIVE RICCI CLASS

Mihai"Paun

In tbe paper" Compact Kähler manifolds with numerically effective Ricci class" , the au
thors (J.- P. Demailly, T. Petemell and M. Schneider) raised the following two conjectures:

Conjecture 1. Let (X, w) be a compact Kähler manifold with numerically eJJective Ricci
class. Then 'lr1 (X) is almost-nilpotent. .

Conjecture 2. Let (X, w) be a compact Kähler manifold with numerically eJJ~tive Ricci
dass. Then the Albanese morphism 01 X is surjective. ..,--

In geometrical terms, the hypothesis on the Ricci class translates as follows: there exists
a sequence of Kähler metrics (Wk)k on X such that Wk E {w} and RicciwA: ~ -llkwk (here
we denote by {w} the cohomology class of the metric w).

Now in the setting of complete Riemannian manifolds ,vith Ricci curvature bounded
from below, the following (deep) result was recently proved by Cheeger-Colding:

~heorem (Cheeger-Colding). There exists a positive number 8m such that for each
complete manifold (M,g) with dimM = m and Riccig 2:: -g, the image .. _.

Im ('Ir1(Bp (6m )) ~ 1r1(X))

is a almost-nilpotent group. . ~

By combining this result with the techniques developed by Demaillyetal.iI) the paper
mentioned above, we prove: . . .

Theorem 1. COr:tjecture 1 is true.

Actually, the essential observation is that one can bound the norm of the generators of
1T1 unifonnly with respect to all the Kähler metrics sitting in a compact set of the Kähler
cone.

As for tbe second problem, it has been recently settled by Qi Zhang for X a projective
manifold. In the Kähler case we have obtained the next partial result:

Theorem 2. Let (X, w) be a compact Kähler manilold endowed with a sequence (Wk)k of
Kähler metnes with the following properties:

1. Wk E {w}
2. RicciwJI ~ -l/kw/c.

Then:
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i) bt (X) :5 2n = dimR.(X).

ii) Under the additional hypothesis diam(X, Wk)/v'k 1-+ 0 as k goes to infinity, the Al
banese map 01 X is surjective.

The proof of the first point of this result uses same ideas of Gromov. As for the proof of
ii), it rests on a "Toponogov L2" theorem of Cheeger-Colding and on some ad-hoc Kählerian
arguments. The (undesired) hypothesis conceming the growth of the sequence of diameters
is needed to keep some global estimates of the functions of type x t-+ Iß1~tZ (where ß is a
holomorphic I-form) uniform with respect to k.

Remark. As for the moment we do not know any "honest" example for which the sequence
of diameters goes to infinity, we suspect that for a manifold with nef Ricci class, the
additional hypothesis in ii) is always satisfied for an "optimal" sequence of metrics with e
the properties 1 and 2 of theorem 2. This is actually the case if the anticanonical class of
X is numerically effective and contains a closed positive current with small enough Lelong
numbers.

COMPLETE UNFOLDINGS OF CLOSED POSITIVE BRAIDS AND
OREVKOV'S GENERALIZATION OF THE ZARISKI CONJECTURE

Lee Rudolph

In [1], Orevkov proved a generalization of the so-called Zariski Conjecture (Theorem of
Fulton-Deligne), of which a slightly special case is tbe following.

Theorem. /1 V c c7. C C1P2 is an affine camplex plane curve Buch that the link-at
infinity Loo(V) C St/f is a closed positive braid, and il the only singularities 01 V in Cl are
nodes, then the fundamental group 7ft (c2 \ V) is abelian.

The original Zariski Conjecture is the much more special case .tbat Loo(V) is a link
of deg V components of a positive Hopf fibration S~/E -+ JIPI = 8 2 ; the general case of
Orevkov's theorem allows Loo(V) to be a split SUffi of several closed positive braids, in
which case the conclusion bas to modified a bit.

"Vhile Orevkov's ingenious proof uses the structure of Loo(V) as a closed positive braid
(and of V as a sort of "quasipositive noda! braided surface", cf. [3]) repeatedly and
profoundly, it does not (at least not explicitly: nor implicitly as far as I can tell) use what
is, topologically, perhaps the most salient fact about closed positive braids, namely, that
they are tibered links. In my May 1998 talk at Oberwolfach, I proposed a generalization
of the quoted Theorem to a11 closed positive braids (not just those wbich appear as links
at-infinity). In tbe light of subsequent conversations with Orevkov, Teicher and other
participants at that meeting, I am now emboldened to a further generalization.

Conjecture. If p : (LJ4, D4
\ Int(N(K), K») -+ (D2 , 5 1,0) is an unfolding 01 a fibered link

L C 53 = 8D4 , such that:

1. V = p-t (0) is immersed with no singularities but nodes, and
2. each critical point x 0/ p with p(x) =F 0 is a positive quadmtic singularity,
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then 1r1 (IJ4 \ V) is abelian.

Here ''unfolding'' is to be understood in the fibered-knot-theoretieal sense introdueed in
[2].

The proposed method of proof, in the ease that L is a elosed positive braid, cr more
generally aquasipositive Hopf-plumbed fibered link, is to extend the methods of [4] and
[5] to analyze Hopf-plumbed fiber surfaces from the point of view of unfoldings (which are,
apriori, more general than the Murasugi sums discussed there). As to the general case,
no praof method is proposed at this time; it just seems like a good guess!
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NORMAL CROSSING SYSTEMS OF PLANE ONE-PLACE CURVES
P. Russell

In the study of simple connectedness of certain affine 3-folds, the followingquestion
arose: If G, H are "embedded lines" in c'l meeting normally in T 2:: 1 points, is 1r}(~-GUH)

abelian? The answer is yes, in essence since a line G is a curve with one· place at injinity:
Le. the elosure G in r 2 has a unique unibranch point at infinity. Let G be such'·a curve.
For c E C, put Ge = g-I(C), where G = 9-1(0). Let Loo = p2 - te2. ".':

Put
MNC(G) = exceptionallocus + L'oo

in the minimal normal erossing (MNC) resolution ofG+Loo at infinity. Here, "'" denotes
proper transform.

Fundamental theorem on one-plaee curves (Abhyankar-Moh):
(1) \Je E C, MNC(G) = MNC(Ge);

(2) GJ2 > 0 (G' = proper trans/orm oie after MNC-resolution).

Corollary. // G is smooth, then G is a general /ibre 0/ 9 : Cl ---7 c.

Let G, H be one-place eurves. We define: H < G # the proper transform of H has Ne
with MNC(G).

Lemma. HnG=0#G=g-1(O), H=h-1(O) withh-g=cEC*.
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Proposition. Suppose H n G =F 0 and H < G. Then G f2 > 0 and HI2 ;::: 0, where G', H'
are the proper trans/orms 0/0, H in the M Ne-resolution at infinity 0/G + H + Loo •

By a result of Nori, one has immediately

Theorem 1. Let GI, ... ,Gk be smooth one-place curves in Cl such that GI + ... + Gk is
a Ne-divisor and Gi n Gj '# 0 Vi,j. Then 1rt(c2 - Gt u··· U GI:) i.s abelian, i.e. Zl:.

More generally:

Theorem 2. Let Gn , ... ,GIst ,·· •. ,GI:},·· . ,Gkll: be smooth one-place 'cunJe such that
EGij is a NO-divisor and Gij n Giljl = 0 {::> i = i' . Then

7rl(~ - uGij ) = F't x ... X F,Ic.

(Fs = /ree group on s generators.}

It is an interesting question to what extent these results can be extended to noda! one
pIace curves. There may be a chance with theorem 1, or the "commuting" part 'of theorem
2. This is true, for'instance (again by a theorem of Nori), for generic rational curves
~.vith one place at infinity (they are noda! of finite distance). However,

Example. Let Go = g-I(O) be a generic rational one-place cUnJe with t nodes. Then
9 : Cl ~ c has t additional singular fibres GI,··· ,Gt , each with one node, and U =
~ - UGi ~ d l + t )* is a fibration. So

1 -+ F2t ~ 1rdU) -+ Ft+1 -+ 1

is exact and 1f1 (U) is not generated by one vanishing loop each for each Gi. In case
t = 1, U = c: -(two nodal cubics). The examples show that a conjecture 0/ Orevkov on
the generation 0/ the fundamental group 0/ the complement %ne-place curves needs some
modification.

ZARISKI HYPERPLANE SECTION THEOREM AND CHOW FORMS
I chiro Shimada 7

"Ve extend Zariski's hyperplane section theorem to relative cases and Grassmannians.
Let V be a complex vector space of dimension m, and let U := Grass(T, V) be the

Grassmannian variety of a11 r-dimensionallinear subspaces of V, where 1 :5 r :5 m - 2.
, Let the group G := GL(V) acts on U from left in the natural way. Suppose that we are
given a morphism f : X ~ U from a nonsingular connected quasi-projective variety X, and
a non-zero reduced effective divisor D of U. For 1 E G, let -rJ : X -+ U be the composite of
f with the action / : U ~ U of / on U, and let -rF : -rf-l(U\D) --+ (U\D) x X denote the
morphism given by x !-4 (-rf(x) , x). We put IP.(V) := Grass{!, V), and consider U as the
variety of a11 (r - l)-dimensional projective linear subspaces of lP.(V). For a point pE U,
let II(p) C lP'.(V) denote the projective linear subspace corresponding to p. Let S c r.(V)
be a reduced irreducible elosed subvariety. For a point sES, the Zariski tangent space

7E-mail: shimada@math.sci.hokudai.ac.jp
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T,8 to S at s is regarded as a projective linear subspaee of IP.(V). For a non-negative
integer k, we define the genemlized Chow form crs, k] c U to be the Zariski closure of the
loens

{
there exists a nonsingular point sES }

P EU; such that s E II(P) and dim(T,S n II(P)) ~ k.

When dimS = m - r - 1 and k = 0, the variety C[S, 0] is the classical Chow form of S.
When dirn S = m - r - 1 + k, the variety CrS, k] is ealled a tangential Chow fonn of S,
which was introduced and studied by Green and Morrison ([3]).

Let U· be the Grassmannian variety of all (m - r)-dimensional linear subspaces of
V· := Hom(~C). We have a natural isomorphism

6 : U· .:; u.

For a reduced irreducible closed subvariety S· of IP·(V) := IP.(V·), we have its generalized
Chow forms C[S" k]· c U·.

We consider the following conditions on f: X -+ U and D c U. Let SingD denote the
singular locus of D.

(AI) There is an r-dimensional projective linear subspace M of IP.{V) such that II(f(x))
is contained in M for all x EX.

(All) There is an (r - 2)-dimensional projective linear subspace N of lP'.(V)_ such that
TI(f(x)) contains N for all x E X.

(B) There exists an irreducible component D i of D and a reduced irreducible closed sub
variety S C na.(V) such that D i coincides with the tangential Chow form CrS, k],
where k =dimS - (m - r - 1).

(CI) There exists an irreducible component (Sing D)j of Sing D ,vith codimension 2 in U
and a reduced irreducible closed subvariety S c IP.(V) with dirn S = m - r - 2 such
tbat (Sing D)j = CrS, 0]. .

(CII) There exists an irreducible component (Sing D)j of Sing D with codimension 2 in U
and a reduced irreducible closed subvariety S· C lP'*(V) w:ith dirn S* = r - 2 such that
(Sing D)j = c5(C[S·, 0]·).

Let T be an oriented connected topological manifold, and let Q be an element of lf2(T; Z).
Then there is a topological line bundle L -+ T, unique up to isornorphisms, such that
Cl (L) = Q. Let LX c L be the. complement to the zero section of L. We have the
homotopy exact sequence

--t 1T2{T) ~ 1Tt (eX) ---+ 1Tt (LX) ~ 1Tt (T) --+ 1

such that tbe image of 1TI (eX) -+ 1TI (LX) is contained in the center. Thus we obtain
a central extension of 1TI (T) by a cyclic group Coker 8L , which we shall call the centrai
extension associated with Q E Jl2(T; Z). It is easy to write down the cohomology class of
If2(1Tl(T); Coker8L ) corresponding to 1Tl(LX) in terms of Q (see [1]).
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Let c E H2(U; Z) be the first Chern class of the positive generator of Pic(U). Let
ext E H2 ((U \ D) x X; Z) be the eohomology elass

-(inel 0 prd·c + (1 0 pr2tc,
where prt and pr2 are projeetions from (U \ D) x X to U \ D and X, respectively, and incl
is the inelusion of U \ D into U.

Dur main theorem, whieh contains the classical theorem of Zariski ([4], [6]) as a special
ease when T = 1 and I : X ~ U = r m - t is a linear embedding of a projective plane, is as
folIows.

Main Theorem. Suppose that dimJ(X) ~ 2. Let'"Y be a general element 0/ G. Then .
either one 01 the lollowing holds; _
• the homomorphism

7F. : 1rt(7/-t(U \ D)) ---+ 1ft(U \ D) x 1rt(X)

giues 'TrI C'f-·I(U \ D)) a structure 0/ the centml extension 01 'TrI (U \ D) X 1ft (X) by the
cokernel'of I. : 1T2(X) -+ 'Tr2(U), and this extension is associated with the cohomology class
ext, or
• T ~ 2 and the condition

(1) ( (AI) and ( (B) or (CI») or «All) and ( (B) or (CII) »

is satisfied.

There are examples which shows that the conditions that the condition (1) should not
be satisfied for the desired isomorphisms between fundamental groups to be valid.

This type of theorem has been proved by Goresky-MacPherson's stratified Morse theory
.([2]) for various other situations. Our method is completely different and based on the
monodromy argument of Zariski-van Kampen type. The central idea is the following
observation. Suppose that we are given a family of algebr, .c varieties over an affine space
AN such that, outside a Zariski elosed subset Z c "AN of codimension ~ 2, we have a
Ioeal section. Under certain mild conditions, the triviality ofthe loeal monodromies on the
fundamental group of a general fiber implies that the fundamental group of the general
fiber is isomorphie to tbe fundamental group of the total space. We apply this observation
to the affine space End(V).
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ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS OF
REAL AND COMPLEX ARRANGEMENTS

Alexander I. Suciu

The ktb Fitting ideal of the Alexander invariant of an arrangement A of n complex hy
perplanes defines a characteristic subvariety, Vt(A), of the complex algebraie torus ce-)n.
The characteristic varieties of an arrangement provide rather subtle and effectively eom
putable homotopy-type invariants of its complement. In joint work with Daniel Cohen, we
show that the tangent cone at tbe identity of V,. CA) eoincides with 'Rl(A), one of the eoho
mology support loei of tbe Orlik-Solomon algebra. Using work of Arapura and,Libgober,
we conclude that all positive-dimensional eomponents of Vk(A) are combinatoltally deter
mined, and that 'Ri(A) is the union of a subspaee arrangement in C" , thereby resolving a
conjecture of Falk.

If Ais areal 2-arrangement (in the sense of Goresky and McPherson), the characteristic
varieties are no longer subtori through the origin. Tbe nature of these varieties vividly
illustrates the difference between real and complex arrangements. In joint work vdth Daniel
Matei, we study tbe homotopy types of complements of arrangements of n transverse
planes in ]R4, obtaining a complete classification for n ~ 6, and lower bounds fo~ the
number of homotopy types in general. Furthermore, we show that the homotopy type
of the complement of a 2-arrangement in JR4 is not determined by its cohomology ring,
thereby answering a question of Ziegler.

AN OPEN QUESTION IN FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS OF'=,::
COMPLEMENTS OF BRANCH CURVES . :~-

Mina Teicher

We want to use fundamental groups of complements of branch curves to distinguish
among surfaces lying in different connected components of moduli spaces.

This topic started with Zariski who proved in the 30's that for a cubic surface in 0p3
j

G ~ Z2*Za (see [26]). In the late 70's Moishezon proved that if X is a degn surface in QP3

then G ~ Bn , G ~ Bn/Center (see [5]). In fact, Moishezon's result for n = 3 is thc same
as Zariski's result since Ba/Center ~ Z2 *Za. The next example was V2 (Veronese of order
2) (see [9]). In a11 the above examples we have G :J F2 where F2 is a free noncommutative
subgroup with 2 elements. We call a group G "big" if G :J F2 .

Since 1991 we have discovered the following new examples: 113, the Veronese of order 3:
generalized later to general Vn ; X ab , the embedding of (pI x (jp1 into aN w.r.t. a linear
system lai! + bi2 1; and CI, the complete intersection (see [13], [14), [15], [16), [17), [21]).
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UnUke previous expectations, in all tbe new examples Gisnot "big". Moreover, G
is "smalI" , Le., G is "almost solvable", Le., it contains a subgroup of finite index wbicb
is solvable. During Dur research we discovered a new quotient of the braid group (hy a
subgroup of the commutant), namely Bn s.t. a11 new results give G = Bn-group and
G= G/central element (Bn-group is a group on which Rn act) (See [21], [22]). For Cl, G
is Bn itself. So the old examples were exceptions (\12 ohen turns out to be an exception) and
fundamental groups of complements of branch curves are not "big". They are surprisingly
"smalI" . Moreover, in a11 tbe new examples G, G are an extension of a solvable group
by a symmetrie ODe. In addition, in all our computations the decomposition series had
quotients of tbe type (ztEB zp)q. Thus we can attaeh to the embedding a discrete invariant

coI Dbsislting 0ff
h
(··· ti'P~' qi, .... ) wdbiCh dWill dishtinguish surfaches ~nlldi~erent co~pODents! The a.

g 0 a ity 0 t e new InvarIant epen s on t e answer to t e 10 oWlng question: •

Question. For whieh lamilies 0/ simply connected algebraic surfaces 01 general type is the
fundamental group 0/ the complement 0/ the branch eurve 0/ a generic projection to QP2

an extension 0/ a solvable group by asymmetrie group 'f
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A LOCAL LEFSCHETZ THEOREM
Heinke Wagner

For analytie subsets X, Y S; JEDt with eodim X = q, dirn Y = d, a result of Faltings (1980)
implies, that Hi(~YnX;C) = 0 for i ~ 4f -2, provided Y - YnX is nonsingular. This
bound is sharp. The analogous result for homotopy groups was proved by M_~:~reternell

(1983). We presented a proof cf the Ioeal generalization of this homotopy resuIt: Let
(X, 0), (~O) ~ (cn, 0) be germs of analytic subsets, SE a sphere of sufficiently smaU radius
E > 0 centered around 0 and consider XE := X n SE' ~ := Y n SE' If ~ - ~ n Xe is
nonsingular, then

dimY
1ri(~,~ n XE) = 0 for i < d' X - 2.- co 1m
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VANISHING THEOREMS FOR L2_COHOMOLOGY AND SOME
APPLICATIONS IN ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY

Kang Zuo
(Joint work with Jürgen Jost)

Let X denote a compact Kähler manifold. Suppose that tbe fundamental group of X
admits a big reductive linear representation. A representation is called big if its Shafarevich
map defined by Campana and KoHar is birational (roughly speaking, if it does not factor
through any holomorphic map on X of positive dirn of generic fibre).

Using pluriharmonic map on X we construct a bounded singular Kähler form on the
universal covering of X, which is d-exact of al-form of at most linear growth. Further- _:
more, we use this Kähler form and same important idea due to Gromov and show that .'
all L2-holomorphic fonns on the universal covering except the top forms roust vanish.
Consequently we prove a conjecture of KoHar in tbe representation case, namely, if the
fundamental group of X is big then the holomorphic Euler characteristic of canonical line
bundle of X is non negative.

Edited by: D. Garber.
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~1ATHEMATISCHES ,FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 20/1998

Mathematische Behandlung von Phasenübergängen

10.05. - 16.05.1998

The meeting has been organized by Hans-Wilhel~Alt (Bonn), Stephan Luckhaus (Leipzig)
and Mete Soner (Princeton). A main focus of the conference was thc relationship between
microscopic and macroscopic models for phase transitions. Same of the subjects treated in
the talks are:

• phase transitions in systems ,vith long range interactions,

• models from microscopic statistical mechanics (Ising models, Kac-Ising models, ... ),
..\

• rel~ti.onship between microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic models,

• Stefan problems with Gibbs-Thomson La,v,

• nucleation phenomena,

• mean curvature flo\v,

.' surface diffusion,

• microstructures in martensitic phase transformations,

• Ginzburg Landau models,

• superconductivity,

• phase transitions in multi-phase systems.
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ABSTRACTS

GIOVANNI ALBERTI:
A young measure approach to two-scale problems

When considering certain variational problems PE which arise for instance in the modeliza-
tion of microstructures in martensitic interfaces (with f a small dimensionless parameter),
the analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions UE as f tends to zero may require
different mathematical tools. In this talk I brieHy summarize a Young measure approach
introduced in a joint work with S. M üBer to describe the asymptotic behaviour of the _
minimizers of the one-dimensional functionals IE(u) := J f2ü2+ (ü2 - 1)2 + au2. •

LUIGIO AMBROSIO:
A measure theoretic approach to mean curvature ßow in higher codimension

The convergence as f.J. 0 of solutions uE of the Ginzburg-Landau system

1
uE = 6uE+ -uE(l - lut l2 ) u :Rn ~ BI C R2

t ( f2

can be used, \vith suitable initial conditions, to approximate the (n - 2)- dimensional
mean curvature flo\v. Convergence results before the appearence of singularities have been
proved by Rubinstein-Pismen, Jerrard-Soner and Lin. In a joint work \vith H. ~1. Soner
(which will be published in the Annali of the Scuola Nonnale Superiore) \ve have proved
convergence to a Brakke flo\v for all positive times. The proof is based on a generaliza
tion of the classical theory of varifolds and on a detailed analysis of the gradient Young
measures arising in the limit. Partial results in codimension k > 2 have also been obtained.

(joint work with Halil Mete Soner)
P~t\TRICIA BAUMAN:
A three dimensional superconductor in a strong magnetic field

Prom a mathematically rigorous analysis of the Ginzburg-Landau model, we investigate e
the behaviour of a three-dimensional superconducting material in a uniform magnetic field
of strength h. We show that the material exhibits vortex filaments of normal (nonsuper
conducting) material when it is a type II superconductor and h is sufficiently large but
below the upper critical value. \Ve also describe the nature of the induced magnetic field
and order parameter in a three dimensional ball of superconducting material, which is quite
different from the two dimensional case of a cylinder with fixed cross section.

I·
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GIOVANNI BELLETTINI:
Allen-Cahn type approximation to crystalline motion by mean curvature

Assume that <p : RN --+ R+ is a given norm on ]RN, and let <pO: RN --+ R+
be the dual of <p. We are intcrested to the case in which the two convex sets {<po :$ I},
{<p ~ I} are non smooth and have ßat portions. Let ro = ~a(epO)2 be tbe duality mapping,
,vhere adenotes the subdiffereIitial. Let f > 0 and consider the problem

{

Ut = \1' ~ - ~<p(u) + ~g,
{E TO(\7u),
u(O,') = Uo,

coupied with suitable boundary canditions, where t/J is tbe derivative of a double weIl po
tential, Co is a constant, and 9 = g(x, t) ist given. Considering the asymptotic bebaviour of
tbe solutions of (1) we can prove a comparison principle bet,,,"cen ifJ-regular flo\vs. in N di
mensions and for 9 = g(t). This result includes the comparison principle in the crystalline
case. "Ve next discuss tbe convergence of the solutions to (1) to if> regular ßo~s as € --+ O.
The convergence result is optimal for N = 2, if> crystalline, g = g(t) or g = g(x, t) ':small",
in the sense that no ne'v facets create. "'.je finally focuse thc attention to the case oN = 3,
if> crystalline, g = 0 and show by some examples that, during motion by erystalline mean
eurvature, ereation of new facets is more the rule than tbe exeeption.

(,vork in collaboration \vith M: Novaga and M. Paolini)

ANTON BOVIER:
Phase transitions in spin systems ,vith long range interactions

In 1963, ~1arc Kae proposed a class of models tbat allowed to reeover tbe van der "Vaals
theory including thc !\1ax,vell construetion as an asymptotic result from mieroscopic sta
tistieal mechanies. This was obtained by choosing an interaction of the form J""'I(x - y)
== "'fdJ(,(x - y)) \vhere J is some function of bounded support or rapid decay and , a
sealing parameter allo,ving to send the range of the interaction to infinity. In recent years,
there has bcen renewed interest in such models since they also permit to derive IDeal field
theories (of Ginzburg-Landau type) and to study the connection of such theories to lattiee
theories in a rigorous way. An important que~tion here is to understand to what extend
the properties of thc , .j.. 0 limit reflect properly those of the system at small hut finite 'Y .
In particular, I discuss the issue of tbe continuity of tbe critieal temperature as a function
of'Y at O. This property, which obviously fails in one space dimension, has been established
only recently in the context of the Ising-Kac model in dimension d ;::: 2 [CP,BZ).
In my view these question will be of particular interest in the context of spin systems with
quenched disorder. For such models it is far from obvious to derive ad hoc appropriate
continuum field theories, and the study of Kac versions of such models may he helpful in
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order to understand what is going on here. So far, a few examples have been considered:
the dilute Kac-Ising model [BO], the Kac-Ising model with random magnetic field [COPi],
and the Kac-Hopfield model [BGP). So far, results concern the Lebowitz-Penrose theorems,
and the distribution of typical overlap profiles in the one dimensional case.

[Bo] Th. Borlineau: Interface tor one-dimensional random Kac potentials,
Ann. lust. Henri Pincare 33, 559-590 (1997).

[BGP] A.Bovier, Gayrard and P. Piceo: Distribution 0/ overlap profiles in
dimensional Kac-HopJield model,

the one-

[BZ] A. Bovier, M. Zahradnik: The low temperature phase 0/ Kac-Ising mo- dels, J.
Stat. Phys. 87, 311-332 (1997) Commun. Math. Phys. 186, 323-379 (1997).

[CP] M. Cassandro, E. Presutti, Phase transitions in Ising systems with long but
finite range interactions, ~1arkov Proe. Rel. Fields 2, 241-262

(1996).

[COPi] ~1. Cassandro, E. Olivieri, P. Pieco, Typical configurations tor one dimen-
sional random field Kac model, preprint available at mp-arc (98- 35)(1998)

GERO FRIESECKE:
Thermodynamics from first principles

The relationship between the atomistic (i. e. quantum mechanieal) and the continuum
description of solids is still poorly understood. While workers in physics and materials
science are nowadays succeeding in predieting macroscopic data such as elastic constants
via 'ab initio' numeriea} codes, little rigo~ous \vork is available, \vith the exeeption of an
important paper by C.Fefferman (1985).

The mathematical challenges posed by a diret passage from quantum to continuum me
chanics are deep and numerous. We will describe recent progress (joint with R. D. James, e
University of f\:innesota, Minneapolis) and explain in particular why the common approx
imation of atoms simplified into classical point particles is inadaequate for solids. One
of its spectacular failures is its misprediction of the number of elastie constants ('Cauchy
relations') even when all interaetions between all partieles are retained and the exaet inter
atomic pair potential delivered by quantum mechanics is uscd. This illustrates that unlike
in the kinetic theory of gases, in solids a dominant role is played by quantum, many-body
correlations.
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HARALD GARCKE:
Tripie point evolution in Cahn-Hilliard systems with degenerate mobility

!sot lennal phase separation in'multicomponent systems cao be modeled by a system of
Cahn-Hilliard equations. In such a system the diffusional mobility matrix in general can
be expected to be dependent on the concentration of tbe components. In regions in which
one component is predominant, tbe mobility tends to be much smaller than in regions in
which there is a mixture of different components. This implies that diffusion in interfacial
regions is relatively enhancecl. In particular, this phenomenon becomes more pronounced
at lo\v temperatures where entropy contributions are smaller. Therefore, it is reasonable to
consider systems of Cahn-Hilliard equations in which the mobility matrix depends on the
concentrations of the different components. In particular the mobility matrix in general
degenerates in tbe pure components.

In my talk I will study a singular limit for a system of Cahn-Hilliard equations with a
degenerate mobility matrix near the deep quench limit. \'ia formal asymptotics, this sin
gular limit is .seen to give rise to geometrie motion in ,vhich the interfaces between the
various pure phases move by motion by minus the surface Laplacian of mean curvature.
These interfaces may couple at tripie junctions \vhose evolution is prescribed by Young's
lä\v, balance of ftuxes, and continuity of tbe cbemical potentials. Sbort time existence
and uniqueness is proven for this limiting geometrie motion in the parabolic Hölder space

Cl+~,4+Q 0 l' .. f h' rf. .
t, p ,< Q < ,via parametnzatlon 0 t einte aces.

(joint \vork \vith Amy Novick-Cohen)

In a second part a finite element method to approximate solutions of t.he degenerate Cahn
Hilliard equation is introduced. The numerical method is stable in space dimensions 1,2,3
and' convergence \vill be shown in one space dimension. Finally, I illustrate the difference
in tbe qualitaive behaviour bet,veen solutions of the Cahn-Hilliard equation with constant
and \vith degenerate mobility by some numerical examples.

(joint work \vith John Barrett and James Blowey)

DIETMAR HÖMBERG:
A continuum mechanical approach to the derivatiuon of interface conditions

Starting point for our investigations is the problem of pressure resistance welding, where
electric potential, stress tensor, velocity field and temperature have to be calculated.

Ta this end we discuss the respective interface conditions on tbe free surface between solid
and liquid.
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Beginning with a general balance law, we derive jump conditions for mass, momentum and
energy, recovering thc classicallaws in special cases. We conclude with sorne remarks on
Gibbs-Thomson laws.

(joint work with W. Dreyer, Berlin)

DIMA IOFFE:
Droplet concentration in effective interface models with convex potentials

Rigorous justification of equilibrium crystal shapes (Wulff construction) directly from a
picture of microscopic interactions is a pending problem of mathematical statistical me
chanics, which has been solved so far only for a limited class of two-dimensional models,
e.g. nearest neighbour Ising model. An essential step on thc way to highcr dimensions is
to develope a coarse graining calculus of microscopic phase boundaries. Such a calculus
has been proposed in thc context of thc simplified effective interface model of thc following
type:

Let D C ]Rd be sufficiently nice, and define its discretization DN as D N = D n kZd, The
effective interface {N(X) over D is an interpolation of the scaled randorn surface {hl} over
DN subject to the Hamiltonian

HN(h) = L V(h k - h,),
<kl>

) where tbe summation is over nearest neighbours of kZd, and thc hcights h are assumed to
be pinned outside DN, that is k ft. DN => hk = o. Then, for every symmetrie potential V
satisfying

.! < V" <c - - c,

thc fluctuations of (,N are governed on the exponential scale by the functional

U 1-7 Luv(Vu)dx,

where Uv is the surface tension of the model.

ROBERT JERRARD:
Functions of bounded higher variation

We define t.he class of functions of bounded n-dimensional variation (BnV). These are func
tions u : Km -+ ]RU 1\ (m ~ n) for \vhich thc distributional determinants of every n X n
submetrix of \7U is a signed Radon measure. Such functions "naturally" support singular
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sets of codimension n. As such they can be useful in describing phenomena like vortex
fiiaments ,vhich involve structures of codimension n ~ 2.

We prove that aversion of Federer's coarea fonnula holds in this general context. We also
show that, for u E BnV (am; Rn) such that lul = 1 a. e., the Jacobian measure is an
integer multiplicity measure supported on an m - n dimensional rectifiable set.

(joint work ,vith G. Alberti and M. Soner)

MARKOS KATSOULAKIS:
Multiscale analysis for phase transition problems

In the first part of the talk we diseuss the derivation of macroscopic inteJ~~ evolution
equations from Ising models with Kac potentials and general spin Hip dynami~- (joint work
with P. E. Souganidis). We obtain an anisotropie, curvature-dependent, locallaw for the
motion of interfaces and identify the mobility aod surfacc tension from the microscopic
variables (interaction potential, microscopic dynamicsr of thc Ising System.

Finally, ,ve discuss applications and extensions of thc aforcmentioned techniques to Chem
ical Vapor Deposition (CVD) processes (joint work with D. Vlachos). We obtain from
the surface microprocesses (adsorption, desorption, reaction, surfaee diff:::sion)f mesoscopic
and macroscopic PDEs, and couple them in suitable scales to the continuum models of the
gas phase.

MICHAEL KIESSLING:
Phase transitions in systems with long range forces

This talk is about systems of particles with pair interaction that have such a ,veak decay
at large distances that the traditional thermodynamic limit (bulk limit) does not exist.
Prominent examples of such systems are: classical hard balls with gravitational inter
actions; point particles with Coulomb interactions and 1 sign of charge; point vortices
in an Euler flo,v, having logarithmic interactions and 1 sign of vorticity; Fermious with
gravitational interactions. The problem is to construct a counterpart of the T-limit, where
N --+ 00, such that 1:fS --+ limit, where S is the entropy. Using the example of point
vortices, it is explained that such a limit exists on the energy scale E = N2l, l fixed, thus
-kS(JVll) --+ S(l) the entropy S(l) satisfies a variational principle that leads to a nonlinear
PDE with multiple solutions and, thus, phase transitions.
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HERBERT KOCH:
Large time regularity of solutions to the porous medium equation

We consider the porous medium equation

with m > 1. It is weIl known that solutions which have compact support initially are
compactly supported for all times. We prove that locally nondegenerate solutions have a
smooth pressure up to the boundary of the support. Moreover the boundary ofthe support
is srnooth for those solutions. All solutions under sorne weak restrictions on the initial data e
are nondegenerate for large times and hence smooth. The proof relies on modified Gaus-
sian estimates for the fundamental solution of a linear degenerate parabolic (subelliptic)
equation with measurable coefficients.

WILHELM MERZ:
Dopant diffusioll in homogenous structures
(modelling, analysis and numerical simulation)

We consider a general model for phosphorus diffusion in silicon (homogeneous material)
under extrinsic doping conditions. At such high concentrations ,ve have to include the
charged species and the internal electric field of the crystal t both of which can have profound
effects on diffu::;ion. In principle, this leads to a very large number of drift-diffusion
reaction equations: one for cach charge state of every species, plus one Poisson equation
to describe the internal electric field (in terms of the electron/hole concentration). Tbe
number of equations can be reduced substantially by making additional assumptions on
the distribution of charge states and local equilibrium assumptions concerning the reaction
terms. We consider model

a~o _div{Vo(t/J)[VCo + Qo(t/J)CoVt/Jl} = Ro{C, t/J),

-~ß?jJ + 2nisinh(1/J) = LQQ(t/J)CQ,
e

Q

with appropriate initial- and boundary conditions. The index a = 1, .. ·N, denotes tbe
different species, whereas 'Da (1/J) and Qa(t/J) are the diffusivities and the averaged charges,
respectively. The reaction rates Ra(C, t/J) depend on a11 concentrations aod the electro
static potential as weIl.

We formulate an energy functional for our system of equations and deduce from it aseries
of energy estimates ,vhich form a good basis for further a-priori estimates required for the
fixed point argument to prove the existence of strong solutions.
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The resulting model turns out to be very interesting for -numerieal investigatioD. We solve
the problem numerically in two space dimensions with the adaptive finite element program
KARDOS (J. Lang, ZIB) and present numerical simulations conceming the drift-diffusion
reae JOD problem.

H. MÜLLER-KRUMBHAAR:
The growth oe a nucleus

First order phase transitions evolve through the formation and growth of a supercritical
nucleus. A theory for tbe morphology-diagram of possible struetures in diffusional growtb
is presented [1]. Tbe results were obtained by various numerical and analytical methods.
The main physical control parameters are undercooling ß, anisotropy of surfaee tension €

and the strength of noise. Basic patterns are dendrites and seaweed. The building block
of the dendritic structure in two dimensions is a do·ubion [2]. The transition between these
structures shows a jump in the gro,vth velocity. We also describe the structures and ve
locities of fractal dendrites and doublons resulting from the action of noise..The possible
competition [3] between different gro,ving substructures within a growth-front is shortly
discussed. Finally recent results on thc three- dimen~ional growtb [4] of a supercritical
nucleus are presented.

[1] E. Brener, H. Müller-Krumbhaar and D. Temkin, Phys. Rev.E 54 (1996) 2714

[2J T. Ihle and H. Müller-Krumbhaar, Phys. Rcv. Letters 70, 3083 (1993) ··Phys. Rev.
E 49, 2972 (1994)

[3) H. Müller-Krumbhaar, M. Zimmer, T. Ihle, Y. Saito, Physica A. 224,322 (1996)

[4) Th. Abel, E. Brener and H. Müller-Krumbhaar, Phys. Rev. E 55, 7789 . (1997)

BRITTA NESTLER:
A multiphase-field model and its application to numerical simulations
of moving phase boundaries and junctions

We introduced the formulation of a general dass of diffuse multi-phase order parameter
(ar phase-field) models which include surface energy and time relaxation anisotropy.

In tbe original ,vork (H. Garcke, B. Nestler, B. Stoth, Physica D, 115 (1998), 87-108), for
mally matched asymptotic expansions were used to detennine tbe asymptotic limit when
a small parameter related to tbe thickness of the interface tends to zero. We stated tbe
results that we obtained in the case of anisotropie Allen-Cahn systems. At interfaces the
anisotropie form of the Gibbs-Thomson equation is recovered, ,vhereas at tripie junctions
a force balance can be derived which is known as Young's la,v and which in the anisotropie
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case ineludes shear forces (Herring torque terms) aeting normal to the interface.

Next, we gave explieit expressions for the free energies. In aseries of simulations we have
tested the different choiees of bulk free energies that we proposed in order to find the best
ealibration between numerical and physical parameters. Sinee, in these experiments, a
higher order variant of an obstacle potential has proved to have the best properties, we
chose this potential for our simulations.

Finally, we presented numerieal simulations of isotropie, anisotropie and crystalline phase
systems which support the formal asymptotie analysis relating a multi order parameter _
Allen-eahn system to a multi phas~ interface problem with eurvature dependent evolution •
of the interfaces and angle eonditions at tripie junctions.

We compared our numerical eomputations of phase boundaries and triplejunctions with ex
act solutions. In addition, we numerically studied the symmetry condition of two adjacent
tripie junctions, \ve calculated the stability of quadruple junetions in a four phase system
and finally, \ve sho,ved a simulation of grain gro\vth starting from many grains initially.

(joint work with Harald Garcke and Barbara Stoth)

BARBARA NIETHAM~1ER:

Self-similarity and instability in the LSW-theory of Ostwald ripening

The classical LSW-theory of coarsening predicts asymptotically self-similar behavior for
the size distribution of a dilute system of particles that evolve by diffusional roass transfer
with a common mean field. We consider the long-time behavior of measure-valued solu
tions for systems in which particle size is uniformly bounded, i.e., for initial measures of
compact support.

We establish that the long-time behavior of the size distribution depends sensitivelyon
the initial distribution of the largest particles in the system. Convergence to the classi-
cally predicted sffiooth similarity solution is impossible if the initial distribution function _
is comparable to any finite power of distance to the end of the support. Wealso give a
necessary criterion for convergence to other self-similar solutions, and conditional stability
theorems for some such solutions.

(joint work with R. L. Pego)
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JOHN OCKENDON:
i\1ush and dislocations

The talk began with a deseription of the modelling of asolid superheated by volumetrie
heating. The history of this problem was traced back to a work in 1958 when Oleinik
and Kamenomostskaya proposed a weak formulation of the relevant Stefan problem. Then
earne the realisation that it eouJd predict a mushy region (Atthey 1973) and more recently
there have been speculations about a mieroseopie nucleation model (Laeey/Tayler 1983)
and the possible applicability of the phäSe field model (Fife & Gill 1989, 91 and Radkevieh

_ et al 1998).

Most of the talk eoneemed tbe modelling of dislocation dynamics in an elastic crystal.
Classieal Volterra theory describes a prescribed disloeation as a line singularity in the cud
of a suitable elastie potential. Currently, it is then necessary to use an ad ~:hoe theory of
slip planes and mobility laws to prediet the dynamics. Unlike the ease of vortiees and su
perfiuids, \vhen a eontinuum eore model ean be used to prediet the dynamics 'via matehed
asymptotic expansions, a diserete eore is inevitable for a dislocation. Simple paradigrns for
such a eore were proposed as eandidates for models which eould have a far field eontinuum
limit. However, these models might light the sensitive dependenee on the parameters in
the eore model and, in partieular, tbe diffieulty of determining the small Peierls stress that
is needed to move the disloeation.

ENZA ORLA.NDI:
Results for a non-Ioeal equation with a eonservation Ia"·,
in a phase transition regime

I consider a non-Ioeal evolution equation that deseribes thc evolution of the ·.Ioeal magne
tization in a eontinuum limit of an Ising spin system \vith Kawasaki dynaiitics and Kac
potentials.
I study the evolution at suberitieal temperatures for whieh there are t\VO loeal equilibria,
and prove a loeal nonlinear stability result for the minimum free energy profile for the
magnetization at the interfaces bet\veen regions of these two different loeal equilibrium.
These minimum free energy profiles are denoted fronts. The rate of relaxation to the front
is given, obtaining power-Iaw bounds.
Moreover, rescaling time and space in a suitable way, it is possible to prove that level
surfaees of pollutions of this non-Ioeal evolution equation tend to solutions of Hele-Shaw
problem uuder the assumption that elassical solution of the latter exists.
The results given are based on the following papers.

[1] J. L. Lebowitz, E. Orlandi, E. Presutti: Apartieie model for spinodal
deeomposition, J. Stat. Phys. 63, 933-974 (1991)

[2] G. Giacomin, J. Lebowitz: Phase segregation dynamics in partiele systems
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with long range interactions I: Macroscopic limits, J. Stat. Phys. 87, 37
61 (1997)

[3] G. Giocomin, J. Lebowitz: Phase segregation dynamics in particle systems
with long range interactions 11: Interface motions

[4] E. A. Carlen, M. C. Carvalho, E. Orlandi: Stability of frants for a non
Ioeal phase Kinetics equation with a conservation law, Preprint 1998

[5] E. A. Carlen, M. C. Carvalh0 , E. Orlandi: Convergence to Hele-Shaw
problem for phase Kinetics equation with a conservation law, (in prepa
ration)

FERNANDO REITICH:
Calculation of the overall magnetic properties of magnetorheological fluids

rvlagnetorheological (MR) fluids constitute an example of controllable ("smart") fluids
whose rheological properties vary in response to an applied magnetic field. These fluids
typically consist of micron-sized magnetizable particles, dispersed in a non-magnetic fluid.

The essential characteristic of !\1R fluids is that they may be continuously and reversibly
varied from astate of free flowing liquids in the absence of a magnetic field to that of stiff
semi-solids nnder a moderate field.

In this talk we will present some preliminary results on the calculation of the overall
magnetic response of !\1R fluids. We will show that simple periodic effective medium ap
proximations deliver results that are in good agreement with experimental data at lo,v field
intensities, provided these measurements are taken after aperiod of time that allo,vs for the
structural arrangement of particles. Ta model this transient regime, on the other hand, ,ve
,,~ill present a model for the simulation of the particle dyna;mics. This model, in its present
state, takes into account the full magnetic particle-particle interaction (computed via a
Fast Multipole Algorithm) as is therefore well-suited for the calculation of the magnetic ~
signature of the. fluid. ..

TRISTAN RlVIERE:
A uniqueness result for the minimizers oe the Ginzburg-Landau
functional in dimension 2

We consider the minimizers of the non-gauge invariant Ginzburg-Landau functional

E(u) = {IVuI2+ ~{1 -luI2)210. 2

where u : n ~ C, for large coupling parameters A = 1/(.2, on a bounded 2-dimensional
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simply connected domain n and for a given boundary condition u = 9 : an -t Si whose
degree d is positive. As E tends to zero, it has been proved by F. Bethuel, H. Brezis and
F. Helein that, from auy sequenee of minimizers of E, we can extraet a subsequence whieh
converges to the'limit

d

t4 =rr IZ - a
j

l
exp(itj»

j=l Z - aj

\vhere 1lf/J = 0 in n and 14 =9 on ao. Moreover they proved that the loeation of the aj 's
is given by the following problem: (aj) has to minimize a function W : nd -t :IR whieh
only depends on 0 and g. With F. Pacard we proved that, if two sequences U n = U fn and
Un = Vfn of minimizers of E converge to the same u* as En tend to zero, such that the
eorresponding (aj) is a non-degenerate minimizer of W, then, for n large enough, one has

JACOB RUBINSTEIN:
Phase transition curves in mesoscopic superconductors

We analyse the phase transition curve Tc (4l) for mesoscopic superconductors. Particular
attention is given to the multiply connected domains, where Little Parks oscillations are
pronounced. It is shown that tbe pbase transition diagram and properties are very sensi
tive to variations in the geometry. \Ve also describe some recent work of Sternberg and his
coworkers on tbe Tc(cI» curve in mesoscopic simply connected domains.

(joint work with Jorge Berger and Miehelle Schatzman)

PIOTR RYBKA:
The crystalline version of the planar modified Stefan problem
with kinetic undercooling and its properties

The author studies the modified Stefan problem in the plane for polygonal interfacial
curves. Existence and uniqueness of loeal in time solutions is shown. Geometrie properties
of the flow are studied if the Wulff shape is a regular N -sided polygon and the initial
interface has suffieiently small perimeter. Namely, if the isoperimetric quotient of the
initial interface differs from the isoperimetrie quotient of the Wulff shape by DO more than
41r/ N3, then the interface shrinks to a point in finite time and the isoperimetrie quotient
decreases.

13



REINER SCHÄTZLE:
Global existence for a nonlocal mean curvature flow as a limit
of a parabolic-elliptic transition model

(1)8t 'l/J -IV'IjJIV(~) + cvlV1/J1 =0,
-6.v + v = 2X[t/J>o] - 1,

where X denotes the characteristic function.

We consider the mean curvature flow in its level set fo~mulation coupled with an elliptic
equation

In [3], [5] and [7], mean-curvature flow coupled with a .parabolic equation or an elliptic
equation whose right-hand side depends continuously on 1/J was studied. Then estimates .
of time differences of v are available.

The crucial point for getting existence for (1) is to establish estimates on these time dif
ferences in the absence of a time derivative 8tv. We prove existence of solutions for (1)
and convergence of solutions of a corresponding Allen-Cahn system to (1).

[1] A. Bonami, D. Hilhorst and E. Logak: Modijied motion by mean curoature: loeal exis
tenee and uniqueness and qualitative properties, preprint LMENS 25, (1996)

[2] C. M. Elliott, R. Schätzle and B. Stoth: Viscosity solutions 0/ adegenerate parabolic
elliptie system arising in the mean field theory 0/ superconduetivity, to appear in Archive
of Rational Mechanics and Analysis, Preprint SFB 256 report no. 498, Bonn, (1998)

[3] Y. Giga, S. Goto and H. Ishii: Global existence 0/ weak solutions for interface equations
eoupled with diffusion equations, SIAM Journal on Mathematical Analysis, Val. 23, No.
4,(1992), pp. 821-835

[4] E. Logak: Singular limit 0/ reaction-dijJusion systems and modified motion by mean
curvature, preprint, (1996)

[5] P. E. Souganidis and P. Soravia: Phase Field Tlieory fOT FitzHugh-Nagumo Type Sys-_I
tems, SIAM Journal on Mathematical Analysis, Val. 27,(1996), pp. 1341-1359 ~.

(joint work with Danielle Hilhorst and Elisabeth Logak)
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ALFRED SCHMIDT:
Adaptive finite element method for phase transition problems with convection

Three different problems are discussed, with presentation of (preliminary) numerical re
sults of two dimensional simulations.

(1) The continuous casting Stefan problem, a classical Stefan problem with dominant
preseribed convection (constant in space, but time dependent). It models the industrial
continuous casting of steel. We present the basic idea of an aposteriori errar estimate for
the LI (LI) temperature error. It is based on Loo estimates for the corresponding backward
p~abolic dual problem.

(joint work with Z. ehen (Beijing) and R.H. Nochetto (Col,lege Park))

(2) The classieal Stefan problem with natural convection in the melt. This iS ..part of a
model for thc industrial Bridgman growth of semiconductor erystals. The Stefan problem
is coupled to the Navier-Stoke; equations 'in Boussinesq approxi~ation in tbe liquid phase.
The time dependent domain and the non-slip boundary eondition on tbe moving interface
are implemented in a weak way using a fictitious domain approach. This leads, to a sad
dIe point problem, similar to the incompressibility condition. Special preconditioners are
needed for efficient solution of the system.

(joint work with K.G. Siebert (Freiburg) )

(3) The modified Stefan problelll with under-cooling, anisotropie surface tension and nat
ural eonvection in the melt. It models dendritic growth in a super-cooled liquid under
the infiuence of gravity. Motion of the sharp interface is described by an anisotr9pic mean
curvature fiow equation with temperature as driving force. ,';,

(joint work \vith E. Bänsch (Bremen))

_ GEORG H. SCHMITZ:
Phase-field modelling of solidification phenomena in multiphase systems

The structure of a solid liquid interface is determined by the competition between the
ordering inßuence of structure and the thermal disordering effects. The phase field the
ory reßects these basic ideas in terms of differential equations, where diffusion, ordering
potential and thermodynamic driving force are represented by differential operations of
appropriate symmetry. The solution of the phase field equation describes the shape, the
curvature and the motion of a diffuse interface, such as the solid-liquid interface in a metal
lic system. By coupling tbe phase field equation to the temperature, solute, fluid velocity
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and other external fields, this set of equations offers the prospeet of being able to perform
realistie numerical solidifieation experiments. In this paper, the history and current state
of phase field models and numerical simulations are reviewed. The different aspects of the
theory with respect to different coupling fields are demonstrated by relevant examples:

• coupling between multiple phase fields in multi grain growth

.• coupling .ta temperature or solute and dendritie growth

• coupling between two phase fields and solute in peritectic and euteetic solidifieation

• eoupling to veloeity in a mush with foreed convectiori. ~

The presentation will conelude by some conderations about the thermodynamic roots of
the double-well potential being used in the phase-field coneept.

BEN SCHWEIZER:'
The interface between a viscous and inviscid fluid

We study the physical system of two immiscible fluids, one of them viscous and described
by the Navier-Stokes equations, the other inviscid and described with Euler equations. The
study is motivated by the phenomenon of surface waves on water, generated by,vind. Tbe
coupling of the free boundary to the fluids is via the geometrie conditions and by surface
tension. We read the equations as a free boundary problem for one viscous fluid with ~

nonlocal boundary force, given by the pressure of tbe Euler-fluid. A decomposition of the
pressure distribution identifies hvo contributions, one being eompact and the other ,vith
a sign. This observation is used to derive a short time existence result for the two-phase
problem. TANG QI:

On thin plate G-L models subject to large parallel applied magnetic field

We discusS the evolutionary G-L supereonductivity model on a thin plate domain: n =
0 0 x (-c, c) lvith f20 c R2,

{

~ - iK div A 1/1 + (~ V7 +A)21/J + (11/11 2
- 1)t/J = 0,

~: - boA + Re((~'i7 'IjI + A'IjI)'IjI') =curlH,

~ = 0, A· n = 0, curlA 1\ n = H /\ n,
1/J(x, 0), A(x, 0) =Ao(x).

By applying an c -dependent large horizontal applied field of the form

H = (~, ~,H3)'

we find that as c 4 0, the solutions of (*) converge to the solutions of the follo,ving 2-d
problem
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f'

{

!!Jf - iK.divA1/J + (~ \J +A)21/J

+(11/112
-I + HHl + Hi») 1/1 = 0

':: - .ö.A + Re((~ 'V 1/1 + A1/1)1/1') = curlH3

\vhere A is a 2-d vector.

FinalIy, we investi,ate the pinning effect of the large horizontal applied field and showed

_ that the effect of la(x) = 1 - HH~ + Bi») a(x) in

! I 'V 1/112+ 2~2 (11/112
- a(x)) 2dx

has similar effect on the Ioeation of vortiees as the a(x) in

Ia(x)(1 'V 1/112+ 2~2(11/112 - 1)2)dx.

That is, the vortices are loeated at {y E n} such that

a(y) = min a(x) min.
zEn

(joint \vork \vith K. H. Hoffmann)

FLORIAN THEIL:
A mathematieal model for phase transformation with phase boundary friction

We present a mathematical approach to the theory of martensitic phase transformations
in elastic materials. The theory takes into aeeount quasistatic dissipation effects \vhieh cao
prevent phase transformations until a certain energetie threshold is reached. We use the
following extremum principle to determine the phase configuration at different moments
tk E lR~ when the external loading changes:

Je",(U,Ck-b Ck) = 1 Wc(z)(Vu) + Ck(X) . DCk-l(X)dx - (Gk, u),
zen

where u is deformation of the loaded body, Ck-l and Ck represent the phase configuration
at time tk-l and tk, Dij is the amount of energy necessary to transform a speci~c volume
of phase i into phase j, We,(·) is tbe strain-energy density function of phase i and fit is a
linear functional which represents the external forces at time tk • We show that in general
minimizing sequences exhibit oscillations thus the functional has to be extended to phase
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mixtures. Using results of R. KOHN in homogenisation theory, we shown ho\v this can be
done rigorously in the case of two phases, linear elasticity theory and identical elasticity
tensors.

A. VISINTIN:
About surface tension and nucleation

Surface tension effects occur in several physical phenomena; in particular, they are respon-
sible ror the high undercooling required ror solid ·nucleation in a purely liquid system. e
In a solid-liquid system these effects can be represented by the classical Gibbs- Thomson
law. Evolution is then represented by the law of mean curvature flow with a forcing term:
av = (J + CK on S, where v is the normal velocity of the interface S, and a, c are positive
constants.

Here \ve \vant to account not only for smooth surface motion but also for phase nucleation
and other discontinuities in phase evolution. To that aim we replace the above law by an
equation of the form

a(v) = (J + CK on S

where 0' is bounded, monotone, continuous function R -+ R (with a'(O) = 1).

A mesoscopic model of phase transition in tlvo-phase systems is then obtained by coupling
the latter equation \vith the energy balance equation.

GEORG SEBASTIAN WEISS:
A homogeDeity improvement approach to thc oDe-phase Stefan problem

We present a new approach to semilinear isotropie free boundary problems motivated by
the concept of Liapunov stability. T~e approach is based on an improvement 0/ the solu- a
tion's homogeneity when passing to a smaller scale. _

As model problem we consider the one-phase Stefan problem whicb cau near the free
boundary be reduced to tbe stationary obstacle problem. Here ,,·e use an epiperimetric
inequality in order to derive a decay estimate for tbe energy associated with the equation.
By a monotonicity formula this leads to the homogeneity improvement and to unique
tangent cones.
This makes it possible to decompose the free boundary into a relatively open regular set
and a singular set on which tbe solution is twice differentiable.
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MATTHIAS WINTER:
Stationary solutions of thc Cahn-Hilliatd equation: Spikes and bubbles

We study the Cahn-Hilliard equation as a mathematical model for phase transitions in bi
nary materials. The region oceupied by the material is supposed to be a bouncled smooth
domain and we do not assume any symmetries.

Various types of stationary solutions are eonstructed. These include spike and multiple
spike solutions where the Ioeation of the spike(s) is at the boundary or in the interior of
the domain and interior bubble solutions.

We first use the Liapunov-Schmidt method to reduce the problem to finite dimensions.
. Then a fixed-point technique or a maximizing procedure is applied to obtain the solutions.

(joint work with J. Wei (Chinese University of HongKong))
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Tagungsbericht 21/1998

Regulators

17.05.-23.05.1998

The conference was organized by

Spencer Bloch, Chicago
Manfred Kolster, Hamilton
Peter Schneider, Münster

Vietor P. Snaith, Southampton

The topic of the conference concentrated on URegulators" , which appear in various forms in Arithmetic
Aigebraic Geometry and Algebraic Number Theory. Excellent talks about new research results and \"arious
interesting discussions gave new evidence about the importance of regulators, i"n particular in their relatiolJ
to motives and Galois Module Structure.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

~1. KAROUBI

REGULATORS AND MULTIPLICATIVE K -THEORY
The lecture was based on 4 references (K-theory 2 (198B), p.431-463, K·theory 4 (1990), p.55-87, K-theory
8 (1994), p.153-211, Fields Inst .. Comm. (1997), p.59-77.)

The scheme underlying the ideas is the following geometrie picture
(Algebraic K - theory) -t (Multiplieative K - theory) --+ (Topological K - theory)

i i
(Deligne - BeHinson cohorn.) (Singular cohom.)

In a unon-commutative" framework of a Banach (or Fh~chet) algebra, one- introduces a multiplicative h'
theory Jen (A) which fits into the folJowing commutative l&-term diagram:

K~el(A) ~ Kn{A) -+ K~OP{A) -+ K~~I(A)

~ i i i
HCn- 1(A) -4 K:n{A) ---+ K~OP{A) -+ HCn- 2(A)

i i i ~

BCn-dA) ~ HC;(A) -+ HC:ir{A) ~ HCn- 2 (A)
i J, ,J: i

HCn-dA) --+ H Hn(A) -+ HCn(A) -t HCn- 2(A)

where all HC·groups are variants of cyclic homology (in a topological context) as introduced by A. Connes.
Three main examples are of some interest

1) A =C. Then K:n(C) =C X if n odd and there is acanonieal map Kn(C)--+C x which detects all torsion
elements and from which one can detect the Borel regulator.

2) A = Coo (51 ). Then K2 (C) ~ C X and the homomorphism K2 (A)-+C x defines the well-known Kar
Moody extension I--+C x --+r---+sL(COO (SI))--+l.

3) A (as a sheaf of) holomorphic functions on a compact analytic manifold X. The analog of HCn - 2(A) is
then the following sum fB"H2,.-n(n·(X}/Fr} where F" is the Hodge filtration and O·(X) the deRharn
complex. The group 1\:"(A) (denoted also Kn(X» can be computed thanks to the exact sequenCtt

K~O:I(.X) ~ ft)rH2r-n-l(O·(X)/Fr) ~ Kn(X) ~ K~OP(X) -+ 5,.H2"-"(O-(X)/Fr).

where Hi(O-(X)/Fr):: E9, •••• HP'9{.'<) (Hodge theory). There is a Uregulator" K~O'{X)-+Kn(X).
,.< ..

Many techniques are necessary to construct and prove the previous statements. One feature is the contin·
nation or a modpl of Eilenberg.~lacL;Despace K(C, i) as the simplicial abelian group .'1 ~ Z'(~,) whprp



Z'(A,) is the vector space of closed forms of degree i on the simplex ~,. If G = GL(C), a model of BG
is the diagonal in the simplicial set (EGra)p/Gn where Gn = COO(An : G) and (EGn)p is the set of se
quences (go, gl, ... ,gra) with Gi E Gn. H we put r = E xlcg; 1dg lc , XII: barycentric coordinates in An, and
R = dr + r2 , the trace of Rm is a closed globally defined form on BG and we define a simplicial map
BG---+K(C, 2m) which represents the Chern character.

The homotopy fiber K:(C) of the map BG--+ nm K(C, 2m) is the classifying space of the multiplicative
K.theory of the complex numbers nra(JCn(C)) =: JCn(C). If C6 means G with the discrete topology, it is
deM that there.is a canonical map BG6 ~ ,t(C) inducing the Uregulator map" Kn(C) -. Kn(C) .

.More details can be found in the references for the general map Kn(A) -. ,(n(.4) where A is a Frechet
algebra.

A.GONCHAROV
MULTIPLE POLYLOGARITHMS AND MODULAR COMPLEXES

Multiple polylog's:

We describe the Lie coalgebra G(N)•.• generated by the framed mixed Tate motives corresponding to (.)
when zf' = 1. We introduce a complex Mtm) of GLm(Z)-modules of length m- I such that

where C(I) •.• is the bigraded Lie coalgebra corresponding to (.), and a similar relation for G(N)•.•. When
m = 2, M(2) is the chain complex for the classical triangulation of the hyperbolic plane.

A.HUBER
DEGENERATIONS OF ' ...ADle EISENSTEIN CLASSES
Uoint work with G. Kings, to appear: Inv. Math.)

Let B = Q(J'N), N ~ 3, M the modular curve of elliptic curves with level-N-structure / B. It can be
compactified

M ~ Xl +- Cusps +- 00 = B , M t- 00.

11 the Tate module of the universal'elliptic curve. There is a canonical map, the Eisenstein section

Eis: QdCusp] = HO(Cuspz,Q,) ~ H~\(Mz,SymA:1l(I»G= H~t(M,SymI:1l(1» = Ext~(Ql,Symlc1l(l»).

Prop If f(J E QI[CUSP] with q,(oo) = 0, then i-i.Eis(!;?) E Extk(Q" Q,(k + 1».
We write Dir(",) E BI (B, Q,(k + 1» for this element.

Rem This is a reformulatiOD of Harder's construction of Anderson motives.

Let

PA: : Q, ([EIN] - {O})) ~Q,(Cusps]

={/ e G~(Z/N) ~ Q, 8.t. /(ug) = leg) for u E (~ ~), J( -g) = (_1)1: /(g).}

be the horospherical map. It is surjective.

Tbm For VJ E Q,(E[N) - {Oll with p'(,p)(ind) =0 we have

(_1)1:+1
Dir(EispA:1/J) =~ E 1/J(u,Q)cl:(U) I

uEZ,N
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whcre ck«U) is the Soule-Deligne element of H] (8, Q,(k + 1)).

Cor Dir is surjective.

There is a second version of Dir, the cup product construction, which immediately translates to moti\'ic
cohomology and absolute cohomology. Hence we also get

Cor Conjecture 6.2 in Bloch·Kato is true (Theorem of Beilinson-Deligne, Huber. \Vildeshaus)

The degeneration theorem is proved by relating Eisenstein classes to the elliptic polylog (Beilinson-Levin)
and the cyclotomic elements to the classical polylog (Beilinson, Wildeshaus). So the final proof consists in
studying the degeneration of the elliptic polylog into the classical one as the elliptic curve degenerates into

Gm.

A. WEISS

THE LIFTED ROOT NUMBER CONJECTURE
Let K / k be a finite Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G, S a targe set of primes of K 1 and
denote the S-units by E and the kernel of Z[S] -+ Zt P -+ 1, .by 65. To a G-monomorphism rJ>: 65 -+ Ewe
associate a class Ot,? in KoT{ZG)t t.he Grothendieck group of finite cohomologically trivial G-modules. Thp.
conjecture Uoint work with R. Gruenberg and J. Ritter) is that Olp is represented, in the Hom-description
for KoT(ZG), by X ~ A~L~)WK/k(X) , where Alp is as in Stark's conjecture and. ""\'K/k represents t.he
root number dass. This conjecture, if true, would imply the O(K/k,3) conjecture ~d the Ustrong Stark"
conjecture of Chinburg, and has the technical advantage of being approachable one prime at a time.

l'vluch of the talk was a discussion of the simplest nontrivial example Uoint work with J. Ritter) in which
K /Q is cyclic of prime order I with r ramified primes, all different from I. A special map I{) is construet ..d
which induces an isomorphisffi Z, t&l 65 ~ Z, x E and gives a Tate sequence by pushout of an explkit
sequence. The construction is elosely related to Euler systems: this leads to a proofof the conjecture when
r :5 2.

J. WILDESHAUS

POLYLOGARITHMS AND REGULATORS FROM A SHEAF-THEORETICAL POINT OF
VIEW
Theorem (1) Beilinson INeukireh, Esnault; 2) Deninger, 3) Beilinson, Deligne IHuber, Wildeshaus; 4) Hu
ber, Kings)

d ~ 2, K := Q(lJd), J-ld := {w E Pd primitive}, n ~ 1.

r'N : K 2n - 1(K) ® Q --+ EB C/(27Ti)"R
t1:K ...... C

the regulator in absolute Hodge cohomology. Then 3 maps (unique for n ~ 2)

The larger part of the talk concentrated on a survey of the sheaf theoretic input necessary for the proof of
the above. Special emphasis was put on the elassification theorem for unipotent variations (due to Hain &
Zucker). The second part consisted of a discussion of the logarithmic sheafand the polylogarithmic extension
in a more general geometrie context.
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A. BESSER

p-ADIC REGULATORS AND p-ADIC INTEGRATION

Let [K; Q) < 00, Z/OK quasi-projective and smooth. Then Gros and Niziol define a syntomic regulator

Kj{Z} ~ H;;;i(Z,i) (ealled by other names at other places).

Let C/Cp be projective and smooth with good reduction

(caU the composite rc.p), ddined by

where (f) =L nj{xj) is the divisor of J and fl089 "1J is the Coleman integral of logg· W, which is unique up _
to constant. The main theorem we prove is •

Theorem 1 U Z/O" is projective, smooth, of relative dimension 1, and C = Z ® CP1 then the following
diagram commutes:

K2(Z) ~ H;yn(Z, 2)

.t.
K2(C) 2.t Hom(Ol(C/Cp),Cp)

~ HJR(Z,,/K)
J.

Po~r~ HJR(C/Cp )

The main ingredient in the proof is the theory of loeal indexes at the ends of a (so-called) ubasie wide open"
of Coleman.

This is a complement in C of a finite number of "radius Rn dises, with r ~ 1. The corresponding annuli
are called the ends of U. One can define "local indexes" at the ends: for 2 Coleman functions F, G on
an annulus e, such that dF and dG are analytic forms on e, indt: (F, G) is the unique anti-symmetrie form
extending ReseF dG when this makes sense. We have:

Residue Theorem Ir F is a Coleman function on U with dF analytic on U, and F is analytic on U, then

L inde(F, log J) = Q.

eEEnd(U)

The theory of loeal indexes allows one to define an intermediate regulator 1

p(f.g)(w) = L ind. (log l.j (dlog9F",)).
eEEnd(U)

We show that this is the same as the syntomic regulator, interpreted via the above diagram, and that up to
logs of tarne symbols it is also the same as the Coleman-de Shalit regulator.
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B.EREZ
!}·INVARIANTS FOR MOTIVES
The aim of the talk was to present recent work of D.Burns & M.Flach. This work brings together two Hues
of research: Galois module theory a la Chinburg-namely the study of certain invariants inside class groups
and the theory of special vaJues of L·functions following Bloch, Kato, Fontaine and Perrin-Riou.

The starting point is a motive M over a number field K with coefficients in a (not necessarily commuta·
tive) semisimple algebra A/Q. Under suitable assumptions one defines an element TO(A, A-I) in the group
Ko(A, R) (or Ko(A, Q)), where A c Ais an order /Z in A and Ko(A, R) is the relative Grothendieck group of
projective A-modules of finite generation w.r.t. theta map Z -+- R. This element is defined as being the dass
of a tripie (8(A1)z,8oo ,A) where 8(M)z is an invertible module in the ~~fundamentallinenIAof Fontaine
and Perrin-Riou, and where 800 is defined using the leading term of the .4R-valued L-function L(Al, s); 900

defines an isomorphism between 8(AI)z @ R and A ® R (this is the construction in the commutative caCie;
D. Burns sketched the construction in general in his talk].

The talk emphasized the ways in which TO(A, Al) is related to other invariants and what the consequences are
of the Equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture which says/predicts that TO(Q, M) =O. This eonjeeture
generalizes the Bloch-Kato conjecture, the Kato eonjecture for motives of weight S 1 with coefficients in
ZG (G abelian). Evidence for the ETNC independent of that for these two conjeetures is given by work in
Galois module theory (Greenberg-Ritter-Weiss, Chinburg-Koister-Pappas-Snaith and Burns-Flach). Note
for instance that ETNC # Lifted Root number conjecture (for Tate motives).

C. GREITHER

FITTING IDEALS OF CLASS GROUPS OF REAL CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS

This talk reported on fecent joint work with Pietro Cornacchia. The main result is as folIows: Let K· be a
subfield of Q((,,,)+, G = Gal(KIQ). Let E K (CK) be the group of units (of cyclotomic units, resp.) in h·.
Then

FitZG(EK leK) = FitZG(CL(K»).

Here Fit denotes the first Fitting ideal.

The main points of the praof are an application of the Main Conjecture in Iwasawa theory, and a lemma
which says that HFit" is multiplicative on exact sequences 0 -+- N -+ A -+ B -+ M -+ 0 where the middle
terms A and Bare of finite projective dimension. It is worth mentioning that the modules EIcICK and
CL(K) are not of finite projective dimension in general.

A. LANGER

ON THE IMAGE OF P-ADIC REGULATORS FOR HILBERT-BLUMENTHAL SURFACES

Let Y be a smooth projective variety over a loeal field L with good reduction. Then the image of BI (Y, K 2 )0
Qp in HI (GL, H2(}', Qp(2» under the etale cyele dass map can be controlJed by what Bloch and Kato call
the loeal points of the motive H 2 (l,r)(2). To show that the map BI (Y, K2)~Qp -+ H; (GL, H2(y, Qp(2»)1 H)
is in fact surjective, one has to show the Tate conjecture in char p performed for certain Hilbert-Blumenthal
surfaees ~~ over Qp where p is a split good reduction prime in F = Q(v'Q), q = 1(4) the discriminant of
F. We assume that hF = 1 and that all Hilbert modular eusp forms for the full Hilbert modular groups
SL2 (0F) are lifts of one-variable modular forms. Then the Tate conjecture holds in char p. The idea is to
study the reduction of certain Hirzebruch-Zagier eydes mod p and give a modular description of them. For
each isotypical component 111 in the cuspidal cohomology under the action of the Hecke algebra, one get s in
this way two linearly independent cycles FI, VI, that generate the space of loeal Tate classes.
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J. NEKOvAil

DUALITY THEOREMS IN GALOIS COHOMOLOGY

This talk was about a generalization ofTate(-Poitou) duality theorems foi Galois cohomology over laeal and
global fields to "big Galois representations" .

Let p be a prime, K a number field (totaUy complex if p = 2), S :> Sp :> SCXJ a finite set of primes of K,
1\'8/ K the maximal extension of K unramified outside S, Gs = Ga1(Ks/ K). Let R be a eomplete loeal
noetherian ring with finite residue field k =R/m = FpN of char(k) =p. We define a suitable category
(R[Gs]ad -' Mod) of admissible R[Gs]-modules (which includes R-modules M of finite (resp. eofinite) type
aver R with an R-linear action of Gs, continuous W.r.t. the m-adic (resp. diserete) topology on Al).

One has duality functors D, V

T --E..... T-

~!X!~
A A-

T. TO E D~_rt{R(Gs)ad - Mod). A, AO EDLeort (R[GsJad - Mod), such that, after forgetting the G8.e
action, V( -) = RHamR( -,wR) is the Grothendieck dual and D( -) is the Pontryagin(=Matlis) dual. For a
bounded below complex M of admissible R[Gs]-modules one defines a complex C;ont(GS, M) of continuous
cochains and a complex of eontinuous cochains with compaet support

C;.cont(GS, AI) = Cone(C;ont(Gs,M)~ E9 C;ont(GvIM»)(-I],
vES-Sco

These complexes define funetors Rrcont(Gs, -), Rrc.cont(GS, -}.

Poitou-Tate duality can be generalised as follows: for T, A, T- , A· as in the above diagram, the functors D,
V and 4t interchange the cohomology

Similar results ean beproved over Kv and for suitable "Selmer complexes".

D. BURNS

TAMAGAWA NUMBER CONJECTURES FOR NON-COMMUTATIVE COEFFICIENTS

This talk described a UTamagawa Number Conjecturen (of Bloch-Kato type) for motives with (non-commut
ative) coefficients. Ir M is a motive over a number field K which admits an action of a finite dimension~

semisimple Q-algebra A, and A is a Z-order in A. which is Utame" for M (Le. there is a projectivp. ,
. lattice "in Mn) then we can conjecturally define an element TO(A, At) of the relative K -group Ko(A. R).
The conjecture of Beilinson et.al. implies that Tfl(A, M) E Ko(A, R) and the "Equivariant Tamagawa
Number Conjecture" asserts that Tn(A, M) = O. If A = Q~ A = Z and M has weight :; -1 this is thc
original conjecture of Bloe i-Kato (Grothendieck Festschrift). In other cases the conjecture refines existing
conjectures of Gross, Tate, Rubin, Chinburg etc. We also described same evidenee for the general conjecturp.
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U. JANNSEN

CLASS FJELD THEORY AND FINITENESS RESULTS FOR SURFACES OVER LOCAL
FIELDS
The talk reported on joint work with Shuji Saito, eoneerning properties of the regulator maps

for a smooth projective variety over a loeal or global number field k. Here d = dirn X and Hd(X, JCd+l) ==

Coker( EBrEXl K2(k(x»)~EBzEXo k(x», where Xi denotes the set of points of dimension i of X anel

k(x) is the residue field of x E Xl'" If k is loeal, then H:~+l (X, Z,(d + 1») =:!! 1rdX)8b, the abelianized
fundamental group, and p is the reciprocity map of higher-dimensional dass field theory. The case ofcurves
is weil understood, mainly by work of K. Kato and S. Saito in the 80's. For a surface }( we prove: Assump
that the I\.1i1nor-Kato conjecture holds for Kf' (k(x») and tbe prime 1 (resp. for all primes I) [this is valid
for I == 2 by work of Rost / rvterkuriev-Suslin, or for all I for rational or ruled surf~ces].

Thm.l Let k be loeal. Then

Vv > 0

if X has good reduetion. If X has semistable reduetion, there is an exact sequenee (l ,eresidue eharacteristic
unless X is ordinary semi-stable),

where ry is the simplieial complex associated to the special fibre Y. In general, the family of groups
(ker PI" )v~o has bounded order (resp. the family (ker Pn)nEN is bounded), and similarly (V( ..t)/P')v>o (resp.

(\t'(X)/n)nEN) is bounded for -

V(X) = ker (H2 (X, K(3)~k)() .

Thm.2 Let k be global. Then tbe families (ker PI" )112:0 and (V(X, Z/III) 112:0 (resp. (ker Pn)nEN anci

(V(X, Z/n»)nEN are bounded, where

V(X, Z/n) = ker (V(X)/n -+ ffi CHo(l"'v)/n) ,
vEV

x~U being a smooth and projective morlel of X over an open part U C SpccO., O. = ring of integprs of
k, }'u= fibre of X over v E U.

The proof uses several complexes of Bloch-Ogus type introduced by Kato and requires to prove same of
Kato's eonjeetures on these complexes.

D. DELBOURGO

p-ADIC HEIGHTS

Given a modular elliptic curve, E/Q such that L(E, 1) =0, then it can be shown via Kato's Euler system
that Sel(E/Zp-extension) is eotorsion over the Iwasawa algebra, A, at primes p > 3 such that p2Icond(E)

& p is potentially ordinary. Then one ean find a formula for charA (Sel(E/Zp-extensiOn») if #Wp- < 00.

This formula involves a ubad" p-adie regulator and the usual suspects.
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H.GANGL
REGULATOR CALCULATIONS AND TUE LICHTENBAUM CONJECTURE
\Ve exhibit non-trivial elements in the higher Bloch groups (as defined by Zagier and also by Goncharov)
Bm(F) of number fields F (of degree up to 8 over Qt not necessarily Galois) with the help of a computer.
Since Bm(F) is conjectured to be an explicit model for K2m- 10F (and known for 7n = 2 and to some extent
for m = 3) and one can compute a certain one-valued version of the mth polylogarithm t Cm : C~R,

which plays the role of the Borel regulator map for this model, we obtain conjectural information about thc
regulator.

This in turn enables us to establish numerical evidence for both Lichtenbaum's and Zagierts conjecture for
small m (25m :5 6) and predict orders ofeven K-groups K2m - 20F (at least up to primes:5 m). For m =2,
it is knowu that .c2 (B2 (F» forms a lattice, and the corresponding form of the Lichtenbaum conjecture (wit.h
numerical support) reads:

".lm-1h(;.( -1) = #w:(~) .covOl(.c2(B2(F») .
The computations helped to detect certain superfluous Euler factors in a proof of Lichtenbaum 's conjectureA
for a dass of abelian fields and to give a clue how to get rid of them; a prominent role is played by distribution"
relations for polylogarithms.

J. D. LEWIS

INDECOMPOSABLE MOTIVIC COHOMOLOGY CLASSES
Let X/C be a projective algebraic manifold, and CH"(X,m) = Bloch's higher Chow group. Gur primary
interest is the study of the following objects t using Hodge theory methods:

Definition. 1.) The space of decomposables is given by the image

CH~(X,m)Q:=Im{(BCX)~m@CHk-m(X,O)Q-.CHk(X,m)Q},

where CX is identified with CHI (X, 1).
2. )The space of decomposables is given by

CHi~d(X,m)Q=CH"(Xtm)Q/CHt(..Y,m)Q.

There are cycle dass maps C".m: C H"(Xt m)Q --+Hb"-m (X, Q(k)) , and correspondingly induced ~aps

~.l : CHtnd(X, I)Q--+Hi,"-l(X, Q(k»)/CQ® Hg"-l (X)Q

where Hg"-l(X)Q is the Hodge group), and for m ~ 2

'.t,m : CHi~d(X,m)Q--+Hb"-m(XtQ(k).

By rigidity, Im(~",m) is countable for m ~ 1.

Definition. Level(CH"(X,m)Q) = min{r ~ OICH"(X,m)Qrell~ionCHk(X- Y,m)Q is zero for some

elosed Y C X, where codimx(Y) =k - r - m.}.
Similarly, one can define Level(CH~(X,m)Q) and Level(CHi~d(X,m)Q).

Let s/e be a smooth projective variety of dimension s. We introduce the following 'diamond':

CHIc(S x X,m)

lr..~
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Definition. H{~,I,m}(.x)= C-subspace of Ht-.,t-m(x) generated by the images of CH~{S x X, m), over
all S.
We have the following theorem:
Theorem. Assume either m ~ 2, or for m ~ 3, there exist a projective algebraic manifold B /C of dimension
m -I, and a dass.., E Hm-I(B,R(m -1)) with 1 m - LO #- 0, in the image ofthe regulator map

rm,m : H,M(B,Q(m))R--+Hi)(BtR(m))::: Hm-I(B,R(m - 1».
Then 1. H{~-m,l-m,O}(X) C H{~,l,m)(x)

2. H{k-m,l-m,O)(X) -:F 0 => Level(CH~(X,m)Q) 2: 1- m ,
3. H{k,I,m}(X)/H{k-m,l-m,O)(X) # 0 => Level(CHi~d(X,m)Q) ~ 1- m.

Note. One can show that I - m ~ 1 in 3. implies C Hi~d(X, m)Q is uncountable. Thus, by rigidity, 011('

would have an uncountable number of indecomposables in the kernel of the regulator map C~,m'

FinallYl in joint work with B. Brent Gordon, we have:

Theorem. Let X =EI X ~ X E3 be a sufficiently general product of three mutually non.isogenous elliptic
curves. Then Level(CHi~d(X,l)Q) 2: 1.

T. CHINBURG

GALOIS STRUCTURE OF K-GROUPS AND THE MAIN CONJECTURE OF IWASAWA
THEORY .

Suppose NIK os a finite Galois extension ofglobal fields with G = Gal(NIK), and that 1 ~ n E Z. This talk
was about the application of Wiles' proos of the Main Conjecture of Iwasawa Theory to study an invariant
On(NIK) in the dass group CI(ZG) which measures the difference between the G-structure of K 2n+ 1(ON."';)
and K 2 (ON,S) when S is a large G-stable set of places of N. (For the definition see "Galois structure of
K -groups of rings of integers/' C.R.Acad.Sci.Paris t.320 Ser 1(1995), p.143S·1440.) Conjecturally, On(N/ K)
is equal to a certain root number dass wN/K defined by Fröhlich and Cassou-Nogues. This is knon if N is a
function field of characteristic not dividing #G, and also if n is odd and N is a totaJly real field up to c1asses
. ( @(n+l)}Gal(NINJIn the kernel group D(ZG) and classes ofmodules of2-power order. Let Wn+1 (N) = np # IIp-

and let w~+dN,G) be the product of those primes 1 dividing wn+l(N) for which the l-Sylow of G is not
cyclic. We discussel. how to use Wiles t work to show that if N is totally real, n is odd and G is abeliau, theu
On(N/ K) = wN/K up to classes of modules of 2-power order and classes in D(ZG) represented by finite
modules supported on Wn+ I (N, G).

N. SCHAPPACHER

On K 2(E)

Let F be a number field t E an elliptic curve defined over F and [/OF the regular minimal model of E over
the ring of integers of F. One conjectures (without being able to prove a single instance) that the groups
HO(E,K.2 )/K2(F) and K2(E/OF) are finitely generated abelian groups. On the other hand, there is the
problem of constructing explicit elements in K2(E /Oy )-with a view 10 verifying Beilinson's conjectures for
L(E/F.2)-resp. for the derivative L'(E/F,O).
In the talk. we reported on the elementary proofs given for recent progress on the second problem, obtained
by GoncharovlLevin (Inventiones 132) as weil as Wildeshaus (Duke 87); these elementary arguments were
published in Crelle 495(1998)t by Rolshausen and N. Seh. They rely as much as possible on the c1assical
theory of elliptic functions according to Eisenstein, Kronecker and Weierstrass.

At the end of the talk, we drew attention to Don Zagier's remark about how desirable it would be, in this and
similar contexts t to have a group bigger than E(F), but much smaller than the G(Q/F)-invariant divisors
on E(Q), at one's disposal...
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R.DEJEU

TOWARDS REGULATOR FORMULAE FOR TUE K-THEORY OF CURVES OVER NUM
BER FIELDS
Let k be a number field, and let C be a smooth, proper, geometrically irreducible curve over k. The Beilinson
conjectures give a relation between the image of the regulator map K~~+l)(C)-+HJR(C@Q C; (21Ti)"R)
and L(C,2 - (n + 1»-, the first non-vanishing coefficient of L(C,8) at 8 = 2 - (n + 1), for n ~ 2. (For
n = 1 there is an extra condition on elements of K~:+l)(C) for this.) Based on complexes conjectured by
Goncharov, we construct a double complex M(n+l)(C) in terms of F = k(C) and k(x), where x runs through
the dosed points of C, with maps of the cohomology of the double complexes to the K -theory of the curve,
depending. on same general conjecture for high n. .

For n = 2,3, we can show that after applying the regulator to the image, we obtain a11 of the image of the
K -thcory (K~:+l)(C») under the regulator in HJR(C0Q C; (21Ti)"R), independent of any conjectures. This
provides evidence' for the correctness of Goncharov's conjectures.

S. LICHTENBAUM

REGULATOR PAIRINGS WITH VALUES IN QUOTIENTS OF IDELE CLASS GROUPS

We give two exarnples to illustrate the philosophy that values of zeta-functions should be essentially given
by etale Euler characteristics, involving a regulator pairing into a quotient of the idele dass group.

I. Let F be a number Held, OF the ring of integers in F. Let X = Spec OF, X = the completion of X
obtained by adjoining the infinite primes, l(J : X -+ X. We consider X with the etale site.

We have the formula:

Here
(X Z) - #HO(X,l(J!Z) . #H2(X,cp,Z) . Re _

X ,'P' - #Hl(X,l(J,Zhor #H3(X,l(J!Z)cotor gx'

The regulator is obtained by pairing H 1(X,l(J!Z) with the dual of H3(X,V'!Z) (the units of F). The units
are described as Hom.t(cp!Z,cp!Gm ), and hence we obtained a pairing into Hl(X,V',Gm) which maps to
HI (X, V'!Z). H 1(X, l(J!Z) is dense in the quotient of the idele dass group of F divided by the unit ideles.
The dassical regulator is obtained by composing this pairing with log I'I-+R and then taking determinants.

11. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q with N~ron model E over Z . The conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton
Dyer for E can be rest8ted as saying:

where w is the real period. Here the regulator is the determinant of the pairing from HO(X ,1p!Z) x
Ext~(cp.E,Gm)-+Hl(X,Gm)~R, which is the height pairing on the eUiptic curve.

10
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Tagungsbericht 22/1998

Systems with Multiple Scales

24.5. - 30.5.1998

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von W. Jäger (Heidelberg) und A. Mikelic (Lyon) statt.

In Vorträgen wurden an fünf Vormittagen und drei Nachmittagen Resultate zu folgenden

Bereichen von Mehrskalenproblemen präsentiert: Homogenisierung, Variationsprobleme,

verschwindende Viskosität in hyperbolischen Gleichungen, stochastische Differentialglei

chungen, Hamilton-Jacobi Gleichungen, Bildverarbeitung, ModelIierung von Strömungs

prozessen und Kristallisation von Polymeren sowie numerische Verfahren. In drei Abend

sitzungen wurden offene Fragen und mögliche Entwicklungen diskutiert.

Vortragsauszüge

G. BOUCHITTE
Homogenization of elliptic problems in a fiber reinforced structure. Nonlocal

effects.
We present recent results on the homogenization of t~e stationnary heat Nuation

-div(aeV'u) = f on n

boundary conditions

in two cases:
1) <Pe --+- +00 on subsets Te(n) such that 1Te 1--' o.
2) ,pe --+- 0 on connected subsets Oe = n TE and JTe J-t (J Jn J (0 < () < 1).

In both cases the limit is noolocal and the associated energy cao be \vritten as a Dirichlet'

form on L2(O).
Then \ve consider some extensions of these results to nonlinear elliptic equations and also

to the system of elasticity. Tbe latter case leads to a lot of open problems.
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A.BOURGEAT
Convergence in law of the heterogeneous solution to the homogenized one for
a 1 - D second order operator
We give under various conditions of mixing and under moderate deviation conditions the
rate of convergence in law for the solution of a second order operator with randomly
oscillating coeflicient towards the homogenized solution.

M. BRIANE
Increase of dimension by homogenization in a weakly connected domain
The paper deals with the homogenization of a Neumann's problem in a thin periodice
"weakly connected" domain of R3. Tbe domain On is composed of a large number n of
disjoint periodic connected components linked by aperiodie lattice Wn of very thin bridges.
The measures of On and Wn are such that IWn I<<I On 1= 0 (I / n). The scale of periodicity
en satisfies Cn = o{l/n}. According to the distribution and to tbe size of the linking bridges~

the limit problem as n -t +00 is either a 4d Neumann's problem or a 4d non-Ioeal problem.
The additional term corresponding to the increase of dimension is due to the capacitary
effeet of the bridges.

v. CAPASSO
Frorn stochastic individuals to integrodifferntial mean field models in popula
tion dynamics
A model for a spatially struetured population of N biological individuals is presented,
subject to a density dependent social behaviour. The Lagrangian description is based
on a system of Stocbastic Differential Equations driven by Brownian motions and "long
ranged" aggregation with "sbort ranged" repulsion. The biological motivation comes from
the analysis of field experiments on tbe species of ants Polyergus Rufescens , which exhibit
a clear tendency to aggregate, still avoiding overcrowding. For the Eulerian description
\ve refer to the time evolution of the empirical measure assoeiated with the system of N
particles. For a finite and small number N of individuals the empirical measure suffers
significant stochastic ßuctuations. But a "law of large numbers" proves that for N tending
to infinity the stochastic ßuctuations tend to disappear, so that the Eulerian description.a
may be based on the evolution of a spatial density subject to an integrodifferential equation,.'
in which loeal and nonlocal gradients of the density compete. The mathematical theory is
in the framework of "moderate limit" of interacting partieles. .
(in eollaboration with Silvia Boi, Daniela MoraIe, Kar! Oelschlager).
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T.CLOPEAU
On the vanishing viscosity limit for the 2D incompressible Navier-Stokes equa
tions with the friction type boundary conditions.
Tbe vanishing viscosity limit is considered for the incompressible 2D Navier-Stokes equa
tion in a bounded domain. Motivated by studies of turbulent flow, we suppose Navier's
friction condition in the tangential direction, Le. creation of vorticity proportional to the
tangential velocity. We prove existence of tbe regular solutions for the Navier-Stokes equa
tions witb smooth compatible data and of tbe solution with bounded vorticity for the initial
velocity being only bounded. Finally, ,ve establish a uniform Loo bound for the vorticity
and convergence to tbe incompressible 2D Euler equations in the inviscid limit.

G. DAL MASO
Nonlocal approximations of the Mumford-Shah functional ~~

Let n be a bounded open set in Rn witb a Lipscbitz boundary, let 9 E L~(n), and let
1 : [0, +00[-)- [0, +oo[ be a nondecreasing continuous function such that 1(0) ,= 0, /'(0) =
1, 1(+00) < +00. For every e > 0 let Ue be a minimum point of the nonlocal problem

min {l/e [ /(E J I Vu(y) 12dy)dx + [ Iu(x) - g(x) 12dX} ,
uEL:z(n) in 7B/!(x)nn in

where f denotes tbe mean value (we set JB/!(x)nn IVu(y) 1
2dy = +00 if u rt Hl(Be(x)).

Andrea Braides and I proved that there exists a sequence Ek ~ °such tbat (UEA;) converges
in L I (n) to a solution of tbe Mumford-Shab problem

min {[ I Vu(x) 12dx + f(+00)lln- 1(Su) + ( I u(x) - g(x) 12 dX-} ,
uESBV(n) in 2 in '

wbere SBV(O) is tbe space of special functions of bounded variation, Su'~(~ 'tbe set of
essential discontinuity points of u, 1/.n-l is the (n - l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure,
and V'u is the approximate gradient of u. Anotber approximation of the I\1umford-Shab
problem is based on finite elem= ents. Assume, for simplicity, that n = 2 and that n is
polygonal. Let w(c) be a continuous function witb w(O) = 0 and W(e) ~ 10e, let (Jo > 0,
and let e = TE ( w, 80) be tbe set of all triangulations of nsuch tbat the sides of all triangles
are bet,veen E and w(e), wbile all angles are larger than or equal to (Jo. Let VE be tbe set
of all piecewise affine continuous functions subordinate to one of the triangulations of TE'

and let VE be tbe minimum point of the discrete problem

min {l/c ( I(cl Vu(x) 1
2)dx + { Iu(x} - g(x) 12dx }.

tJEV/! 10 in
Antonin Chambolle and I proved that, if 0 < 80 ~ 15°, then there exists a sequence Ck -+ 0
such that (vE.J converges in L2(n) to a solution of tbe Mumford-Shah problem

min {( I Vu 1
2dx + f(+oo)sin(Jo1l 1(Su} + { lu - 9 12dx}.

uESBV(n) in 1n

3
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H. FREISTÜHLER
N on-uniformities of the vanishing-viscosity limit to hyperbolic systems of con
servation laws
Let se be the solution operator to the parabolic problem

Assurne, it converges to a solution operator 5° of the limiting problem

Ut + f(u)z = o.

This limit may display the follo,ving non-uniformities:
(i) SO may depend on B.
(ii) S° may be discontinuous.
In this talk I present (partly other people's) examples for both effeets, in partieular exam
pIes with direct physical signifieanee.

H.ISHII
Homogenization of Hamilton-Jacobi equations
I discussed periodic or almost periodic homogenization of Hamilton-Jacobi equations

Ut(X, t) + H(x, t, x/c, Du(x, t)) = 0 in n x (0,00),

or
u(x) + H(x, x/c, Du(x)) = 0 in f2.

Here u and H are real-valued funetions and Ut and Du denote 6u/~t and (UZ1 ' ••• , U ZN ),

respectively, n is an open subset of RN, and c > 0 is a constant to be sent to zero. I first
made a quick review of recent developments concerning homogenization of these Hamilton
Jacobi equations. And then I diseussed a little more on a fe,v topics. These topics are:
(1) Hamilton-Jacobi equations on domains with small seale periodic structure, (2) mul
tiscale and almost periodic homogenization of Hamilton-Jacobi equations, and (3) some
observations (or Hat parts) ofthe effective Hamiltonians. These are taken from (1) 'Homog
enization of Hamilton- Jacobi equations on domains with small scale periodic structure'e
by K. Horie and H. Ishii, (2) 'Multiscale homogenizations for first-order Hamilton-Jacobi
equations' by M. Arisawa, and (3) 'Periodie homogenization of Hamilton-Jaeobi equations {~

II' by M. Coneordel.
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s. KNAPEK
Upscaling techniques based on Multilevel subspace splittings
In this talk we present discrete homogenization methods for the pressure equation aris
ing from operator adapted subspace splittings. We utilize ideas known from Multilevel
methods for tbe solution of elliptic operator equations, such as the Galerkin approximation
to compute coarse grid operators and the construction of approximation spaces via opera
tor dependent interpolation. We have to recompute an upscaled diffusion tensor from tbe
coarse grid operator. We give results for the 2- D case. Tbe method gives consistently bet
ter results as for example renormalization, and it is able to deal with nondiagonal diffusion
tensors.

J. LIU
Numerical Methods for Oscillatory Solutions
In order to guarantee a good numerical approximation of an oscillatory solution' of a dif
ferential equation, a fine computational grid is in general needed, but for many practically
interesting cases, we can use large grids, but still be able to capture the homogenized
solution. In this talk I will give a general sampling lemma for multiple scale periodic os
cillation. Tben I will apply tbis sampling lemma to sbow the up\vind scheme, C-N scheme
are strong convergence for linear convection equation with oscillatory coefficient in a prob
ability 1 - h1- o .

E. MARUSIC-PALOKA
The effects of flexion and torsion on a fluid flow through a curved pipe
We consider a curved pipe Pe witb the smooth central curve 'Y and the cross-seetion eS,
where S c 1R2 and c << 1. Tbe curve 'Y is parametrized by its arcb length Yl E [0, 1].
We denote by cp its natural parametrization, In and bits Frenet 's basis, K. its!>'Curvature
(flexion) and T its torsion. We study a flow of a viscous incompressible fluid injected in
the pipe Pe by some prescribed velocity and governed by tbe Navier-Stokes system. Using
the curvilinear coordinates on Pe we find tbe first two terms in the asymptotic expansion,
for the How in powers of the small parameter c (the tbickness of the pipe). The first term
UO in the expansion for the velocity has the direction of tbe tangent t on 'Y and depends
only on tbe Bux generated by tbe injection velocity and the geometry of the cross-section
S. The first term in tbe expansion for tbe pressure drop is proportional to the mean value
of UO. The second term in the velocity expansion contains the effects of flexion and of
the torsion. In fact its tangential part is proportional to the torsion. Tbe second term in
the pressure expansion is proportional to the curvature. Tbe expansion for tbe velocity
gradient is also found. Tbe boundary layers at the ends of the pipe were studied.
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A. MEISTER
Asymptotic Multiple Scale Analysis and Numerical Methods
Recently, Klein proposed a single time scale, multiple space scale asymptotic analysis
in order to gain a deeper insight into the limit behaviour of inviscid compressible fiow
fields. Motivated by these results, a numerical scheme for the simulation of inviscid COffi

pressible fiows based on Godunov type solvers has been extended to weakly compressible
fluid ßows. The performance and applicability of such numerical sehernes depends on the
asyrnptotic sequence, wbicb has to represent a measure of tbe compressiblitity of tbe fluid.
Consequently, if an unsteady flow field is considered, a time-dependent adaptation of tbe
asymptotic sequence is necessary in order to ensure high resolution of the fiow phenomena. _
The talk is devoted to tbe extension of a numerical method to the low Mach number regime.
including a time-dependent asymptotic sequence. -

J. MICHEL
Large deviations estimates for epigraphical superadditive processes in stochas
tic homogenization
Under mild growth hypothesis, we establish an exponential estimate for the law of SA IAI,
where S is a random superadditive process in IR. We apply this result to various problems
stemming from stochastic homogenization, like the estimations of the homogenized con
ductivity. Next \ve give an exponential estimate for the convergence towards the limit in
the context of the la\v of large numbers for epigraphical processes studied by Attouch and
Wets. Finally \ve give some numerical computations of the action in the large deviations
property.
This work is a joint work with G. Michaille and L. Piccinini - University Montpellier 11.

S. MÜLLER
Variational problems with multiple scales
1 discuss joint work with Giovanni Alberti (Pisa) to develop a rigorous variational frame
work for problems with multiple small scales. As an illustration consider the problem of
minimizing

['Cu) =l c:2(U")2 + ((u')2 - 1)2 + a(s)u2ds e
among one-periodic functions. It is known that for a == ao > 0 and sufficiently small c
minimizers are periodic with minimal period pE = Loc1/ 3aQl/3 + O(c2/ 3). Minimizers are
very close to sawtooth functions with slope ±1 but the corners are rounded off at scale c.
Dur goal is to develop methods that allow one to eliminate the fastest scale c, while keeping
tbe c1/ 3 scale. We first define the blow-up REuE, for one-periodic functions uE

: IR " IR,
by R:uE(t) = c-I/3U(S + c l / 3t) and view s ..-+ R;uEas maps from (0,1) into a (compact,
metric) function space K = {v : R " R} measurable = (Loo (R, [-1, 1]), weak* ). Then we
consider the Young measure v E LOO(R; M(K)) generated by (a subsequence of) the maps
REuE and derive a variational principle for v. A typical application is the following

6
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Theorem: Suppose a E Ll(O, 1), a > 0 a.e. and let uE be a sequence of minimizers of [E.

Then {REue}e.lD generate a unique Young measure v and for a.e. s E (0, 1) tbe probability

measure lI(s) is supported on periodic sawtooth functions (with slope ±1) witb period

Lo(a(s))-1/3.
Generalizations to higher dimensions and concentration effects are sketched briefty.

N. NEUSS
On the computation of constants in the Beavers-Joseph law

Recently, a rigaraus derivation of the Beavers-Joseph law was given by Jäger and Mike.lie.

The computation of the constants appearing in this law involves solving a boundary layer

problem of Stokes type in an infinite strip. In my talk I present a method for solving

this problem, and show an error estimate. Numerical results indicate, that in general the

effective pressure is not continous aeross the interface.

B. NIETHAMMER·
Derivation of the Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner Theory of Ostwald Ripening

The theory of Lifshitz, Slyozov and Wagner describes Coarsening of many particles of solid

phase in undercooled liquid by a mean-field model for tbe particle size distribution.

We present a rigorous derivation of this model by homogenization of aStefan problem

with surface tension. We salve the quasi-static case as \vell as the full parabolic problem

and construct approximate solutions by means of comparison principles. The framework

of Young measures is used to identify the limit equation.

We obtain that the crucial quantity is the capacity of the particles. In the caBe that the

limit capacity of particles is zero one gets the LSW mean-field model whereas positive

eapacity yields a coupled system of equations for the particle size distribution and the

temperature of the liquid.

O.OLEINIK
On Homogenization in a nonperiodic structure

Last ye:\rs many papers and books about homogenization in periodic structures appeared.

In tbis lecture we consider homogenization in domain with nonperiodic structures. Let

n c R:' be a b~unded domain with smooth boundary an, G~ c n, j = 1, ... , N(c); G~ n

G~ =I 4>, i :1= j, G~ has a piecewise-smooth boundary aG~; eisa small parameter, e > o.
We set Ge = Uf;~)G~, Oe = n-Ge" S; =8Gt:, Se =s;nn, r e =8ne-S~, Me = annS;.
We suppose that there exist some extensional operators Pt: : Hl{n~,re) -t H1(O) such

that the following conditions are valid:

IIP€ut:IIH1(o) ~ kollueIlHl(o), I/V(PeUe )IIL2(O) ::; kdIVuellL2(O).

1. Tbe Neumann condition: Consider tbe problem: -!:::lue = f in Oe,~ =0 on Se, Ue =0

on re • Let Va be a smooth solution of the problem: -~vo = f in 0, Va = 0 on an. One

7



can prove tbat (ue: - Va) satisfies the inequality

IluE - vOIlHl(Oe) ~ k2 {maxnlfl'IGell/2 + maxnIVvol'IGeP/2} ~ k31Ge11/
2

,

if s; n an = 4>, and
lIue - vOIlHl(Oe) :5 k4 (IGe !1/2 + IM e:1 1

/
2

)

if s; n an ~ 4>, wbere IG I is the Lebesgue measure of G.
2. Tbe mixed boundary condition: Consider the problem: -ßue = J in !Je:, ~+ß(x)ue: =
oon Se:, Ue = 0 on re:, ß(x) ~ ßo > O. We apply the same method which we used to study
the Neumann problem. Then the estimate e

lIue - voIIHJ(Oe) ~ ks1Se:1 1j
2

holds.

R. RICCI
Same thwo phase problems in polymers
There are problems in polymer science showing a deep physical interaction bet\veen the
space scale of macroscopical pbenomena, like heat exchange or fluid motion, and the mi
croscopical (molecular) scale.
In the crystallization process, tbe heat equation has to take into account the latent beat
released from tbe crystallizing polymer macromolecules, and in turn the temperature effects
the rate of growth of the crystall as \vell as the rate of appearence of crystall nuclei on a
wide temperature range.
A possible description of tbe nucleation can be described by means of tbe solution of an
appropriate Fokker-Plank type equation for the distribution function of virtual nuclei in a
parameter space (typically tbe radius). Coefficients of this equation are dependent upon
temperature. Then the complete mathematical model couples parabolic equation ,vith
tbe same time variable but different "space" variable, tbe ordinary space variable for the
macroscopic phenomena (the heat equation) and a "space" variable in a parameter space
for the Fokker-Plank equation.
A similar mathematical structure appears in the model for fluid motion of solution with e
relatively higb concentration of polymer macromolecules. Here the average distribution of
tbe orientation of the moleeules (in a simple rod like model) obeys to a Fokker-Plank type
equation (called Smoluchowski equation) whose coefficents depend on tbe velocity fields
and its gradient at the macroscopical point in space. The fluid motion is then described
in term of mass and momentum conservations. The coupling appears in the consitutive
law for the stress tensor whicb involves, together with the velocity gradient, the averged
orientation and also higher momenta of the distribution function.
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M. SAMMARTINO
Zero Viscosity Limit for Stokes and Navier-Stokes Equations
We consider the problem of the zero viscosity limit for ineompressible fluids in presenee
of boundaries. In this limit the fluid shows two different regimes. Tbe inviseid regime,
away from boundaries, where the effect of viscosity can be neglected, and conveetive (e.g.
Euler) equations ean be used. Tbe viseous regime, in a boundary layer, wbere the viscosity
plays an essential role, and convection-diffusion (e.g. Prandtl) equations must be used.
Some of the most recent results conceming Stokes, Oseen and Navier-Stokes equations are
presented. In all cases we show how the solution can be eonstrueted as a superposition of
an inviscid solution, a boundary layer solution, and a correction term. Tbe main differences
between the linear and the nonlinear case are:

• tbe necessity of imposing, in tbe nonlinear case, analyticity on the initial data;

• tbe fact that, in the nonlinear case, tbe time for \vhicb the construction is valid is
smalI.

Tbe possibility of relaxing theanalyticity requirement is discussed.

D. SERRE
When a shock profile meets a boundary layer, in parabolic systems of conser
vation laws
The vanishing viscosity method, for hyperbolic conservation laws, displays a major diffi
culty, due to the change of the number of scalar boundary conditions. This yields to the
formation of boundary layers. On the other hand, the nonlinea.rity is responsible of tbe
shock formation in the interior of the domain, the counterpart of wbich being the formation
of viscous shock profiles. As a sbock meets tbe boundary, a complex interaction occurs
between the profile and the layer. Its description requires the construction of a solution in
tbe half-space x > 0, but for a11 time t E R.

T. SHAPOSHNIKOVA
On homogenization·problems for polyharmonie equations in domains which are
perforated along manifolds.
In this lecture we consider homogenization of the Diricblet problem for polyharmonic equa
tion. Let 0 be a smooth bounded domain in Jr1; Mn-s is a smooth (n-s)-dimensional mani
fold, s ~ 2 and let P~-s be a point of Mn-s. Suppose that points P~-s(j = 1, ... , N(€, n, s))
are situated in such a way that the balls Bj(j = 1, ... , N(e, n, s)) of radius Co€ with center
at P~_I cover Mn-I. Let Ti,n-s be a ball with radius ae,s and center P~-s, ae,s :5 Co€. We
set G~-s = uf~~,n,s)Tg;~-8. Let us define a partially perforated domain Oe = 0 - Es ä~-s.

In ne consider the boundary value problem

(1) ,Llmue = f, x E ne , [)iue = 0 on aoe, 0:5 j :5 m - 1.

9
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We suppose that Ue E Hm(ne , ane ). We deseribe here some results of the behaviour of
solutions {ue } as c --+ o.
1. Let n < 2m, n = 2k + 1 and s < 2k, S = 21 or s = 21 + 1. Assume that ae,s satisfies the
following eonditions:

lim a2(I-k)+1 e:2(k-I)+1 = 0 if s = 21
e-+O e,s "

lim a2(I-k)c:2(k-l) = 0 if 8 = 21 + l.
e~O e~ ,

Then Ue --+ VasE -7 0 weakly in Hm(n), wbere v is a weak solution of tbe problem:
ßmv = f in f2- Mn- a, 1)iv = 0 on Mn- a,°~ j ~ m-I-1;TJiv = 0 on an, 0 ~ i ~ rn-I.
2. Consider the 'eritieal' ease. Let n > 2m, n = 2k + 1,8 < 2m and P E [0, m - [8/2] - 1].
Suppose that liIlle-+o a~,-;2m+2P€s-n = Ao > O. .
Let us introduce the funetion U E Hm(O, an) such tbat 1)iu = 0 on Mn - a , 0 ~ j ~ p ~ 1
and tbe following integral identity is valid

for any r:/J E Hm(O, an), 1)ir:/J = 0 on Mn - a , 0 :5 j :5 p - 1. Then Ue -+ U as e -+ 0 weakly
in Hm (f2).

G;WITTUM
Multiscale Numerics
In the numerieal treatment of pde's multiseale approaehes are of utmost importanee. In
addition to the different modelling seales, numerics introduee new scales like gridsize and
parallelism. A numerieal multi-seale approach is using" ad 'ptivity, multi-grid and par
allelism. In the talk several aspeets of such multi-seale problems are diseussed and the
simulation results for some eharaeteristie problems are shown.

W.YONG
Boundary conditions for hyperbolic relaxation problems
This work is concerned with boundary conditions for multi-dimensionaIHrst-order hyper- e
boHe systems with stiff souree terms (also ealled relaxation). It is observed that usual
relaxation stability eonditions and tbe uniform Kreiss condition are not enougb for the
existence of tbe zero relaxation limit. To remedy tbis, we propose a so--called generalized
Kreiss condition for initial-boundary value problems (henceforth, IBVPs) of the relaxation
systems. By assuming that tbe relaxation system admits the quasi-stability eondition and
the preseribed boundary condition satisfies tbe generalized Kreiss condition, we derive a
reduced boundary condition, for tbe eorresponding equilibrium system, satisfying tbe uni-
form Kreiss cot;ldition and sho,v tbe existenee .of boundary-layers. Moreover, a elass of
boundary conditions is defined to be weakly reflective witb an easily cbecked inequality.
These weakly refleetive boundary conditions naturally induce energy estimates and are

10



shown to satisfy the generalized Kreiss condition if the relaxation systems admit a more
restrictive relaxation stability condition.
The present results are expected to be used as theoretical criteria to cOnStruct relaxation
approximations for IBVPs of conservation laws, which are of practical interest.

Berichterstatter: B. Schweizer
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Tag u n g s be r ich t 23/1998

Freiformkurven und FreirormBächen

07.06.-13.06.98

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von R.E. Barnhill (Kansas), C. de Boor (Madison,

Wiseonsin) und J. Hoschek (Darmstadt) statt. Im Mittelpunkt der Vorträge standen

Fragen der Konstruktion und Darstellung von Kurven und Flächen im Bereich des

Computer Aided Geometrie Design (CAGD). Dabei wurden unter anderem folgende

Schwerpunkte gesetzt:

- Verfahren zur Rekonstruktion von Kurven und Flächen aus Meßdaten,

- Anwendungen der Differentialgeometrie im CAGD,

- Erzeugung von Kurven und Flächen durch Unterteilungsalgorithmen,

- Gestalterhaltende Verfahren zur Kurven- und Flächenkonstruktion,

- Effiziente Visualisierung umfangreicher Datenmengen,

- Simulation physikalischer, technischer und medizinischer Phänomene.

Neben Mathematikern nahmen an der Tagung auch Informatiker, Ingenieure und

Industrievertreter teil, dadurch kam es zu einem rege gefuhrten interdisziplinären

Austausch. Dank des au(gelo~erten Vortragsprogramms entstand für die Tagung

steilnehmer die Möglichkeit zu vielen individuellen Gesprächen.

Dank einer Unterstützung im Rahmen des EU-Programmes TMR (Training and Mo-

bility of Researchers) konnten zusätzlich einige jüngere Mathematiker zu der Tagung

eingeladen werden. Die&'ist einerseits eine hervorragende Förderung des wissenschaft

lichen Nachwuchses und gibt andererseits den etablierten Kollegen die Gelegenheit,

besonders begabte junge Mathematiker kennenzulernen . .



Vortragsauszüge

G. Albrecht
Quadric triangles
Tbe topic of this talk are rational triangular Bezier patches of degree two. In tbe first part of
the talk we are concerned witb analyzing a given patch ~itb respect to quadric surfaces. First,
by means of the related Veronese surface in five--dimensional projective space, we determine
wbether a given rational triangular Bezier patch of degree two lies on a quadric surface. Then
we establish the quadric's affine type by means of the quadric's intersection with the plane
at infinity after having determined tbe quadric's projective type.

In tbe second part we construct rational quadratic quadrie triangles in threedimensional
projective space without prescribing an underlying quadric. First we prescribe the three cor- e
ner points of the patch which determine a plane E, then we specify a conic k througb them
and finally we choose a point p outside the plane E. The point p and the conie k determine a
cone K, and the cone K together with tbe double plane E span a pencil of quadric surfaces
which all touch each other along k. The remaining three inner control points on the intersec-
tion lines of the tangent planes in the corner points of the patch result to depend on three
parameters, e.g. their affine positions on these lines. The rest of the original unknowns, e.g.
the three inner weights, are then determined such that the patch is guaranteed to He on a
quadric surface. Every such patch induces seven complementary patches on the same quadric
which are eonnected to each other by certain harmonie cross ratios.

C. Bajaj
Scalar (and Vector) Topology for Modelling and Visualization
Scalar and vector fields arise in several scientific applications. Existing visualization tech
niques require that tbe user infer the global structure from what is frequently an insufficient
display of information. We present a combination of robust numeric and symbolic techniques
to detect the affine invariant structure at all sca1es, removing frorn the user the responsibil
ity of extracting information implicit in the data, and presenting the structure explicitly for
analysiS. Topology preserving, finite element approximations form a crucial and necessary
step in this structure determination, as does the accurate solution of systems of polynomial
equations. We further demonstrate how scalar and vector topology computation prove u~ful

for several multi-scale modelling and visualization applications.

R.E. Barnhill
Free Form Curves and Surfaces - Introduction to the meeting
The participants were welcomed to the 7th Oberwolfach meeting on Free Form Curves and
Surfaces, also known as Computer Aided Geometrie Design (CAGD). The first such meeting
was held in April, 1982, and the meetings have continued in two or three year intervals since.

These meetings are examples of international collaborations which advance science and
engineering and, in turn, everyday life. A statistic often cited is that during the past 50 years,
approximately half the increase in human productivity is due to scientific research. Much of
this research is performed in universities such as those represented at these meetings. In 1898
examples of significant inventions included sewing machines, farm equipment, and bicycles.
In 1998 primary growth areas include biotechnology, computers, and new materials. A future
list will include such fields as nanoelectronics, nano-scale biological computing devices and
materials for space exploration.
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The relationship of CAGD with these modem activities is that the mathematics of free
form curves and surfaces, together with the availability of modem computer graphics equip
ment, enables one to "see" trends, solutions that would not be detected from stacks of numbers
and words. CAGD is crucial to the present and future critica1 technology of high performance
modelling and simulation. CAGD, modelling and simulation permit the scientific approxima
tion of reality in complex situations such as the detection of difficult diseases and the design
of complicated physical objects.

The history of CAGD as a named discipline began with the conference at the University
of Utah in 1974. The new discipline required meetings and a scholarly journal at high levels
of quality. The Oberwolfach meetings were the first systematic meetings in tbe new discipline
and so the Mathematics Institute has a special place of recognition in the history of CAGD.

At the present meeting we celebrate the 70th birthday of Professor Wolfgang Boehm, one
of the pioneers in CAGD, who has particularly emphasized the 'G', geometry, in the discipline.

G. Brunnett·, F. Isselhard, T. Schreiber, M. Vanco .~~-~'=

Triangulation based versus direct segmentation of discrete surface data-
In this talk recent results of two different approaches (triangulation based or direc~) towards
the segmentation of discrete surface data are presented.

In tbe first part, we report on a graph based method to obtain a polyhedron with triangular
faces interpolating tbe given data. This metbod operates on tbe dual of tbe tetrahedrization
of the point set. Tbe polyhedron is constructed by an iterative procedure that successfully
approximates a spanning Voronoi tree tbat is minimal with respect to a certain cost functional.
Based on this triangulation we discuss different strategies to group the triangles into segments
appropriate for tbe surface fitting phase.

In tbe second part, a procedure is presented that allows the segmentation of tbe surfacc
data without use of a triangulation. Here, an efficient algorithm is needed to sol~e thc prob
lem of k-nearest neighbors computation.Our approach uses a recursive space partitioning
together with a bashing method. Finally, we present different methods to estimate surface
properties as normals and curvatures based on this structure. -'~1~~',

M. Daniel· and E. Malgras
Intersection Problems and Marching Techniques
As our study of marching is based on a surface-surface intersection method, we should outline
its main steps. A loeation stage is first available for B-spline or NURBS surfaces. We
obtain on both surfaces, without subdivision, a set of corresponding regions where potential
intersections can be found. For each couple of regions, checking for normal vector collinearity
provides .us information about closed intersection curves or any singularity like tangency
or identical patches. For this test, normal bounding volumes have been constructed and
optimized. Surfaces are subdivided until one of the following conditions occurs. 1) Thc
bounding volumes do not overlap. Only open curve segments have to be fouod. 2) A singular
point is found (intersection point having the same normal vector on both surfaces).

Tbe open curves are determined by marching, wbich remains the longest step. It is why
we carefully studied it. Both prediction and correction must be considered in order to define
the mo~t efficient and reliable global method: a prediction on straight lines in the parametrie
domains and a correction witb a 3 x 4 Newton method.

We also developed a simultaneous contral of intersection curves so that thcy are obtaincd
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with thc best number of points. Estimating the curvatures of thc curves in the parametricdomains is required. These curvatures are evidently used for a more accurate prediction.We finally proposed an algorithm which determines the common boundary of two partiallyidentical patches, a first point being given.

W.L.F. Degen
Geometrie Continuity and Order of ContaetThe order of contact was introduced during the early period of differential geometry; lateron a second version of this notion became familiar. While research in differential geometrydid no longer persuade these questions a new interest arose with CAGD in order to smoothlyjoin curve and surfaces segments.

After some more historical Dotes the relations between the order of contact and geometrieoontinuity were pointed out and a praof of the equivalence of both versions of the former wasgiven for hypersurfaces in IRd by means of loeal coordinate systems and tangent parameters.Furthermare, it was shown that the order of contact "is invariant under parameter transformations as well as under differential mappirigs of the surrounding spare, whereby the notionsof jet (of order k) and the connection matrices arising from the iterated chain rule play acrucial role.
These mcthods were applied to tbe case where one hypersurface is given implicitly, theother in parametrie representation yielding a simple criterion for Gk-continuity. Further applications cancern among others rational curves and the control points of Bezier curves; explicitformulas for thc connection matrices were given in both cases.

N. Dyn
Hermite subdivision schemes on triangles for the evaluationof the PS-12 split element
It is observed that tbe Powell-Sabin 12-spüt triangle is refinable, namely tbe same split of the4 subtriangles of a triangle contains the lines of split of the original triangle. This propettyof the split is tbe key to tbe existence of a subdivision scheme, fOt the evaluation of the Clquadratic spline on the split which interpolates function and gradient values at-thc 3 verticesof thc triangle, and normal derivatives at thc midpoints of the edges. Explicit formulae forthc Hermite subdivision step are given. For rendering the interpolant it is suggested ta usethc triangulation and thc function values at thc vertices obtained after a small number ofsubdivision iterations, and to use tbe known values of tbe gradient at tbe vertices to obtainthe normals to the surface at tbe vertices of thc triangulation. The shading of the 3D tri·angulation can then be done by Gouraud shading. It is further suggested to perturb theCI-Hermite subdivision scheme which evaluates the above interpolant on tbc Powell-Sabin12..split triangle, to obtain other Cl schemes with a shape parameter.

G. Farin· and D. Hansford
A Permanence Principle for Sbape ControlWe analyze the discrete version of the bilincarly blended eoons patch wbich crcates a rectangular contra! net from four input boundary polygons. We note two properties: a) tbe discreteCoons patch creates subquadrilaterals that are as close as possible (least squares sense) toparallelograms. b) consider a sub-control net. It has four contral boundary polygons. If weapply tbe eoons patcb to it, we create a contral net which is identical to the one obtained
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from thc original boundaries.

Applying b} (the permanence principle) to all 3x3 subnets, we see that each interior

control point is a certain linear combinations of its eight neighbors. Writing out all these

relationships (masks) , we have a linear system thc solution of which is the discrete Coons

patch. By varying the coefficients of the masks we obtain significant improvements over tbe

shape of the discrete eoons patch.

We then apply the same principle to Bezier triangular control oets, surface fairing, and

to mesh optimization of irregular triangular meshes.

M.S. Floater
Shape Properties of Tensor-Product Bernstein Polynomials and B-splines

In this talk I will review recent work on conditions for monotonicity and convexity of tensor..

product spline functions, including Bernstein polynomials as a special case.

A simple condition is to demand monotonicity or convexity, respectively, of the (piecewise

bilinear) control oet. While monotonicity of the control net could be a useful copdition in

practice, convexity of the cootrol net can oo1y be satisfied by trivial, so called 'traPslational',

spline functions. The Iatter deficiency has motivated the development of weaker, more practi..

cal convexity conditions. Such conditions, both linearand nonlinear, have been used to effcct

in constrained least squares scattered data fitting.

I will also discuss some very recent progress towards chara.cterizing tensor-product sys..

tems of functions which preserve monotonicity. It has been shown that a necessary condition

is that both the univariate systems which form thc tensor-product system mllst prcserve lin..

earity, unlike in the univariate case. Using this fact one cao show that total positivity does

not imply preservation of monotonicity, again in contrast to thc univariate case. ,A set of

sufficient and necessary canditions for monoton~city preservation of a tcnsor-product system

bas not yet been found and remains an interesting research problem.

R. Goldman
Complex Contour Integration and B...splines of Negative Degree ..:~-'

B-splines of negative degree have been introduced recently by tbc author, who has extended

thc de Boor recurrence to negative degrecs. Although these negative degrcc D-splines are

rational functions rather than piecewise polynomials, tbey share many properties with their

polynomial kin: they are linearly independent, form a partition of unity, obey a de Boor re

currence, and satisfy a Marsden iden,tity. There is also a novel theory of blossoming associated

with B-splines of negative degree.

The standard B-spline have other interesting properties. For example, tbe divided dif

ference of a differentiable function can be expressed as a real integral involving B-splines of

positi~ degree. Here we show that' for B-splines of negative degree and arbitrary analytic

functions the analogaus divided difference identity involves complex contour integration.

Divided difference expressions far the coefficients of an arbitrary analytic functian relative

to the B-splines of negative degree are then derived from the Marsden identity for B-splines of

negative degree by invoking the complex contour integration farmula for the divided difference.

SimiIarly, divided difference expressions fOI the dual functionals for tbc rational basis functions

that appear in the Marsden identity juxtaposed to tbe B-splines of negative degree are derivcd

horn tbe Marsden identity by invoking a contour integration identity for tbe B..splines of

negative degree. These dual functionals are tben applied to derivc a divided difference formula
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for the B-splines of negative degree.
We close with some observations concerning the origins of the axioms for the multiaffineand multirational blossom and we explain how these axioms are related to complex contourintegrations formulas and to axioms for the divided difference.

T.N.T. Goodman
Variable degree splines
Spline functions of degree n are generalised to allow different degrees on different interva~. Asthe degree on an interval goes to infinity, the spline on that interval converges to a polynomialof degree n - 2, thus providing a tension parameter. Tbe theory of blossoms fOt splines whosepieces lie in Chebyshev systems is extended to cover the above case and applications to shapepreserving interpolation by spline curves is mentioned.

G. Greinet
Efficient Visualization of Volume Data Based on Finite Element TechniquesWhen visualizing volume data, which are either generated by measurement (e.g. CT or MR)or resulting from a numerical simulation (e.g. CFD), one faces tbe problem to handle anenotmous amount of data. In order to da this in an efficient way, data reduction is necessary,leading to an approximation problem. Moreover,·a multitesolution representation of the datawill allow a tradeoff between speed and accuracy.

Dur method to generate multiresolution representations of volume data uses a hierarchicalbasis representation, based on adaptive multilevel finite elements. For a given data set asequence of nested approximating spaces is supplied. The hierarchy of finite element spacesis generated iteratively by adaptive refinement of the underlying mesh with the help of an apostenori error estimator. The error estimator and the approximation itself can be based onvarious nonus. Besides the standard L 2 norm we also use Sobolev norms. Thc latter thoughonly slightly more complicated than the standard L2-norm allows for bettet approximation.This is in accordance with the errar estimates we obtain. For example, for Sobolev normapproximation Loo-estimates are possible.
The triangulation sequence has to be stable with respect to same measure of degeneracy.Dur algorithm which combines regular (red) and inegular (green) mesh refinement. We usea hybrid mesh which consists of tetrahedra and octahedra. There is ooly one regular refinement rule for tetrahedra and for octahedta respectively. Thus each cell of the initial meshonly produces two congruence classes. The Ioeal rules are combined and rearranged inta a

global refinement algorithm which guarantees for stability and conformity.
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M. Gross
Finite Element Procedures rar Surgery Simulation
Surgery simulation bas become an attractive and challenging research area, which combines
methods from various disciplioes including robotics, graphics, vision, and CAGD. This talk
addresses some of tbe modeling aspects in surgery simulation.

We present two Finite element models which can be used in tbe eootext of eranio- and
maxiUo-facial surgery. The first model constructs a globally Cl continuous variational surface
over unstructured triangle meshes describing the initial facial geometry. The underlying soft
tissue is represented by springs attached to the .facial surface and seull. The postsurgical
facial surface is computed by solviog the variational problem for giveo boundary conditions
using Galerkio FE projections.

Tbe second model eomputes the underlying governing equations for linear elasticity in
volumetrie settings. We start witb a tetrahedral decomposition of tbe facial soft tissue and
suggest CO tetrahedral Bezier elements as shape functions for the finite element approach.
Nonlioear material behavior ean be approximated. by iteration of the linearized model.

We diseuss some of the eurrent problems and sketch future work comprising- hierarchi
cal solvers and Cl cootinuous volume modeling. Further information can be fouod on:
http://vvv.int . ethz. eh/department/IS/eg.

H. Hagen
Simulation Based Modeling
In this talk, we present new approaches for the modeling, animation, and visualization with
skeleton-based implicit surfaces. As a general base for our investigations, we provide a math
ematical definition of implicit primitives, serving as a starting point for a eomprehensible
explanation of tbe terms skeleton-based implicit primitive and skeleton-based implicit SUl

face. As an approach to solving tbe problem to efficiently model animated implicit models
with possibly varying topology, we introduce a method for thc dynamic polygonization of
skeletoo-based implicit surfaces, which combines the high performance of particl~basedsam
pling with a closed surface representation in thc form of an adaptive triangulation. Foeusing
00 the application of skcleton-based implicit surfaces, we dcveloped new techniques for ftow
simulations, and for modeling of virtual humans.

B. Jüttler· and C. Mäurer
Rational Approximation of Rotation Minimizing Frarnes
with Cubic Pythagorean Hodograph Splines
The talk is devoted to spatial cubic Pythagorean Hodograph (PH) curves which enjoy a
number of remarkable properties, such as polynomial arc-Iength function and existence of as
sociated ratiooal frarnes. Firstly, we derive a construction of such curves via interpolation of
GI Hermite boundary data with PH cubics. Based on a thorough discussion of the existcoce
of solutions we formulate an algorithm for approximately converting arbitrary space eurves
into eubie PH splines. Secondly we diseuss applications to swcep surface modeling. With
thc help of tbc rational frarnes that are associated witb PH curvcs we construet a rational
approximation of thc rotation minimizing frarnes of space curvcs.
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P. Kaklis· and G.n. Koras
Convexity-Preserving Fairing of Parametrie Tensor-Product B-spline Surfaces
A frequently occurring shape constraint in the Computer-Aided Geometrie Design (CAGD)
of surfaces is that of the loeal convexity of a surface. It is thus desirable to possess conditions,which secure the convexity of the surface under processing and, moreover, are handy fromthe computational point of view. We would also prefer these conditions to be of discretecharacter, depending only on tbe control points of the surface, the knot-vectors being kept
fixed. In the first part of tbe talk we have presented four alternative sets of conditions for 10cal convexity. The first condition-set is obtained by adapting the technique of Floater (1994)to parametrie tensor-product B-spline surfaces of degree m x n. The resulting condition-setconsists of 2m(m+l)n(n+l)(mn-l) cubic and 16(m-l}m(m+l)(n-l)n (n+l) sextic, with _respect to the coordinates of the associated contral points, inequalities. In order to reduce .,the size of this condition-set, we develop two variations of the generalization of Floater's tech-nique. The first variation appeals to an identity due to Mßrken (1991), while the second oneuses tbe Bezier representation of the quadratic and bilinear polynomials encountered in tbecourse of Floater's technique. Combining these two variations, we get a considerably smallercondition-set, consisting of 6(3m-2)(3n-2) cubic and 9(3m-2)(3n-2) sextic inequalities.Wc discuss thc relative weakness of the derived condition sets and the possibility of improv-ing their weakness by knot insertion. The second part of the talk summarized our numericalexperience with fairing of parametric tensor-product B-spline surfaces under convexity andtolerance constraints. Fairness is measured in terms of the so-called "thin-plate energy" func-tional, convexity is imposed via any of tbe four condition-sets, derived in the first part of thetalk, while toierance constraints are expressed as bounds on the deviation Crom the controIpoints of tbe patch that has to be faired. Tbc talk ended with presenting and discussing tbcnumerical performance of the so-formed fairing scheme for three industrial surfaccs, two ofautomotive and one of ship-building interest.

L. Kobbelt
Free form modeling based on polygonal meshes
During the last years the concept of multi-resolution modeling has gained special attentionin nlany fields of computer graphics and geometrie modeling. In this paper we gencralizcpowerful multi-resolution techniques to arbitrary triangle meshes without requiring subdivision connectivity. Our major observation is that the hierarchy of nested spaces which isthe structural eore element of most multi-resolution algorithms can be replaced by thc se-
quence of intermediate meshes emerging hom the application of incremental mesh decimation. ePerforming such schemes with Ioeal frame coding of the detail coefficients already provideseffective and efficient algorithms to extract multi-resolution information Crom unstructuredmeshes. In combination with discrete fairing techniques, i.e., the constrained minimizationof discrete energy functionals, we obtain very fast mesh smoothing algorithms which are ableto reduce noise !rom a geometrically specified frequency band in a multi-resolution decomposition. Putting mesh hierarchies, loeal frame coding and multi-level smoothing togetherallows us to propose a flexible and intuitive paracligm for interactive detail-preserving mesh
modification. We show examples generated by aur mesh madeling tool implementation to
demonstrate its functionality.
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R. Krasauskas
New applications of real toric varieties in CAGD
We propose tbe extended definition of toric varieties with non-standard real structures. It
appears tbat the dass of real toric surfaces includes Bezier surfaces (with control points
in general position) and also other important low-degree rational surfaces in 3D spare: all
quadrics, cones over rational curves, quartie Dupin (also generalized) cyelides etc. New contral
point nets for latter surfaces are constructed.

We explain how the recent coneept of global coordinates for torie surfaces is related to
tbe universal parameterization coneept (earlier introdueed hy the author). Also this leads to
implicit equations of curves on torie surfaces and simple formulas of their intersection indices.
One application of splines on torie surfaces is presented: GI-blend of two natural quadrics
using patches of rational canal surfaces.

Finally, in order to define blossoming we introduee a gener~l eoncept of torie maps 
common generalization of Bezier consti'uetions and torie varieties.

Main conclusion: Torie Geometry is a natural field for free-form modeling, since:it includes
most classical eonstruetions and is based on elementary convex geometry. The additional ad
vantage is Bexibility: product, cone, linear join, torie blowing up/down of torie varieties are
also torie.

A. MeEntee and H. MeLaughlin*
The shape of noisy discrete data
The shape of noisy diserete ordered planar data is defined by counting the number of in
fleetions in an associated polygonal curvc. Except for thc first and last data points, each
point of the data is grown ioto a chord-gate. Thc process eosurcs that 00 two eonsecutive
chords intersect. The first and last points are point gates. Among all polygonal curves that
interpolate the gates in order there is exactly one with minimallength. It is computed and
is called the optimal path. The number of inflections in tbe optimal path is assigned to the
original noisy discrete data as a shape descriptor. ~,_t~.

For noisy data, t~en from a smooth eurve that crosses its normal line everywherc, tbe
assignment of infleetions is consistent with human pereeption provided thc noise is "reason
able".

Computing the number of infiections in the optimal patb is considered a preprocessing
step in fairing algorithms. The number is used as a cODstraint in sevcral existing fairing
algorithms in order to control tbe number of inßections in the faired curves. Experiments
show tbat this also works well.

B. Mulansky
Constrained Interpolation with Boundary Conditions
Direct methods for shape preserving interpolation frequently require thc solution of weakly
coupled systems of inequalities. It is advantageous to interpret such systems of bidiagonal
structure as a chain of relations. An algorithm based on tbe composition of these relations
is presented and applied to tbe problem of convex interpolation by cubie Cl splincs with
boundary conditions. .
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S. Morigi and M. Neamtu·
Some Results for a Class of Generalized Polynomials
A elass of generalized polynomials is eonsidered consisting of the null spaces of eertain differ
ential operators with constant coefficients. This dass strict1y contains algebraie polynomials
and appropriately scaled trigonometrie polynomials. An analog of the classical Bernstein op
erator is introdueed and it is shown tbat generalized Bernstein polynomials of a continuous
function converge to this funetion. A eonvergenee result is also proved for degree elevation of
tbe generalized polynomials. Moreover, the geometrie nature of these fUDeti~ns is discussed
and a connection with certain rational parametrie eurves is established.

J. Peters
Curvature Continuous Surfaeing
At the Oberwolfach meeting 1995, U. Reif and H. Prautzsch each presented a novel ap
proach to building Ck surfaces of unrestricted connectivity based on what I call regional
reparametrization. The presentation reviews regional parametrization and eontrasts it with
Ioeal and global parametrization by relating it to the analytic chart-and-atlas based defi
nition of surfaces in a 4-1evel diagram that reconciles the classical mathematics view witb
tbe CAGD view of surfaces and tbeir eontinuity. Based on theory and experiments, the talle
points out limitations of the regional reparametrization approach to curvature continuous sur
facing, and presents two modifieations that (a) inerease tbe Bexibility to avoid Bat spots and
other shape restrictions (b) decrease tbe polynomial degree of the surface construction to bi-4.

H. Pottmann
Approximation with kinematie surfaees ror reverse engineering
or geometrie models
New results on the reconstruction of special kinematic surfaces from scattered points and on
tbe approximation of surfaces by kinematic surfaces are presented. Basis of tbe work is an
a1goritbm for reconstruction of rotational and helical surfaces using line geometry. There,
tbe following well-known result is used: Cylinders, surfaces of revolution and helical surfaces
are characterized by the property that their normals lie in a linear line complex. Thus, a set e
of estimated normals at the data (or a subset) is approximated by a linear complex, which
yields tbe generating motion of the surface and, in tbe second step, the reconstructed surface
itself. Tbis technique is useful for segmentation-based reverse engineering of geometrie mod..
eIs. Combining tbe rotational surfaee reeonstruetion witb region growirig and modification
algoritbms, we can approximate or reconstruet general moulding surfaces. A moulding sur..
face is traced out by a planar eurve, whose plane is rolling on a developable surface. Witb a
straight line or a circle as profile curve, one obtains a developable surface or a pipe surface, re
spectively. Of special interest is tbe approximation of doubly-curved surfaces by developable
surfaces, since this problem arises in the design and manufacturing of ship bulls. Finally, we
brieBy address a generalization to the reconstruction of spiral surfaees and the approximation
by ruled surfaces.
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M.J. Pratt
On a Class of pythagorean-normal Surfaces with
Planar Lines of Curvature
Surfaces are sought that have planar lines of curvature and rational parametrizations. Thc
approach used is a classical one, based on tbe use of the Gauss map and tangential coordi
nates. Two such classes of surfaces arise; only one of them is examined in detail here. This
is shown to include two subclasses:

1.) rational parametrie surfaces witb denominator 1 + u2 + 1)2 and numerator of arbitrary
degree ~ 2 (with the exceptiOD of 3, which is excluded);

2.) integral surfaces of arbitrary odd degree ~ 3.

It is believed (though not yet fully proved) that 00 other such subclasses exist. Subclass
1 includes as its simplest case the cubic Dupin cyclide, wbich has a rational biquadratic
parametrization and algebraic degree four. The simplest surface of Subclass 2 is" Enepper's
surface, with a bicubic parametrization and algebraic degree nine. Ao explicit representation
is given for surfaces in the first subclass, and a method outlined for generating surfif~ in thc
second subclass. These surfaces have a combination of properties making them suitable for
use in computer-aided design.

H. Prautzsch
Control net based modeling
In 1995 I presented a simple method to construct regular Gk-spline surfaces ofbidegree 2k+2.
In the meantime I proved the validity of this method for all k and improved it ta obtain
"fair·shaped" surfaces. These splines form a' linear spare and minimize certain quadratic
fairness functionals. The code is published uuder netlib (http://netlib.bell-1abs.com/
netlib/a/index .html, file: FreeFormSplines).

In the talk I showed several pictllreß ofth~ splines and comparisons with other methods.
The main reßult is that this and ather low degree constructions are useful to represent "well
behaved" free form surfaces but are too stiff far "wild" forms. I also presented res'ults of a
method that works well in all cases.It is similar to Jörg Hahn's approach giving Gk surfaces
whose bidegree is 2k2 + 2k + 1.

The G-splines I presented are useful in geometrie modelling applications. For example, a
blend between two such spline surfaces can be obtained by blending their contral nets and
computing the spline defined by the blended con~rol net. I showed examples of such blends
computed by a program package developed by Lars Linsen.

U. Reif
Analysis of"subdivision algorithms for meshes of arbitrary topology
A survey on the analysis of of subdivision algorithms for meshes of arbitrary topology is given.
Among others, we present tbe following results:

- There exist five classes of subdivision matrices, characterized by their Jordan form, which
achnit the constructian of li'near stationary Cl-subdivision algorithms.

- If the subdivision matrix belongs to one of theses five classes, and if tbe characteristic map
of the algorithm is regular and injective, then the subdivision surfaces generated by the algo
rithm are C1-manifolds lor almost all initial data.

- Using special suflicient conditions for symmetrie subdivision schemes, tbe classical algo-
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ritbms of Doo-Sabin and Catmull-Clark are verified to be Cl.

- Necessary and sufficient conditions for Ck-algorithms are given. In particular, if tbe algo
rithm generates Ck-limit surfaces of polynomial degree d, tben it can be 2r-flexible only if
ihe degree estimate d ~ 2r(k + 1) holds.

- Topologically unrestricted rational B-splines (TURBS) provide a simple tool for construct
ing subdivision algorithms for arbitrary topology, ßexibility and smoothness.

R. Sarraga
A Variational Method for Fitting a GI Surface to Scattered Data
Triangulated in m.3 with Arbitrary Topology _
This talk presents amethod for generating GI surface fits to input data points triangulated in .,
m.3 witb arbitrary topology. The shape of a surface fit is obtained by minimizing an integral
defined globally over the entire surface to be created. Tbe theory of manifolds is used to
express this global integral as a Sum of integrals evaluated independentlyover each individual
patch. Tbe integral over each patch is computed by locally approximating the integrand with
a function that is quadratic in the patch-defining function. Standard GI smoothness con-
ditions are imposed between adjacent patches. Tbe method is applied to data points taken
from a sphere, a ball-nosed corner, a hexagonal corner, and a tube-like surface. In all cases,
tbe method yields moderately good results, whose quality sooms to be largely independent of
the arrangement of input data points.

H.-P. Seidel
Spline Approximation and Data Reduction for CNC Programs
Convcntional eNC machines use linear interpolation for geometry description. This kind of
geometry representation exhibits several problems. For example, to describe a curved sbape
accurately, a huge amount of data is necessary. Another drawback is that the speed of the
milling process is strongly restricted because the single segments are very short.

Since tbe latest generation of CNC machines can directly deal with spline data, there is
a need for conversion of linear path descriptions to splines. Hereby the &im is to generate
splines with relatively long polynomial segments and to reduce the data as much as possible.
User specified tolerances have to be met, and sharp edges have to be detected and preserved
automatically.

This talk presents the design and implementation of tbe spline translator reduce which
has been developed jointly with Siemens AUT in the context of thc SINUMERlK 8400 control _
unit and has meanwhile boon patented. The program is based on knot removal and realizes .,
substantial gains over previous methods. Aseries of real data examples demonstrates the
effectiveness of the methode

T. Varady
Special Blending Surfaces
Blending surfaces in this context are smooth transition surfaces, which connect adjacent
primary surfaces and thus replace sharp edges of intersection. In this talk the interference of
multiple blending surfaces is investigated in two situations.

The first problem is vertex blending, i.e., how to generate smooth transition surfaces be
tween edge blends meeting at a vertex. The s<rcalled setbaCk-type vertex blends are analyzed.
These are broadened patches with 2n sides, being capable of resolving difficult configurations,
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which would occur otherwise in the case of vertex blends without setbacks. Avertex biending
ooncept, based. on a few simple rules, is proposed, according to wbich it is possible to handle
30Y number of convex, concave and smooth edges with uneven magnitude of radii in a uniform
manner. Exarnples how to solve problems of tenninating cdge blends, shape imperfections,
incomplete blends and independence of tbe blending sequence are also presented.

The second problem aims at constructing s<rca1led overlapping blends, where adjacent
blends may cover or intersect each other. Instead of this, such a construction is needed,
which preserves the non-interfering parts of thc blends, but at tbe same time it provides
smooth transition between them. After investigating the topological structure of overlapping
blends two solutions are shown. The first is based on double rolling balls, which touch each
other during their sweeping motion. The second is the union of two free-form patches, which
satisfy the initial boundary constraints.

M.G. Wagner
Lossy Compression of Polygonal Meshes
In this talk we present a simple and higbly efficient approach to the continuous streaming of
animated quadrilateral polygon meshes (morphs) in a low bandwidth environment.-.In order
to reduce tbe number of frarnes for transmission we choose a sequence of I-frames which,
along with velocity and acceleration vectors, allow to reconstruct an approximation of thc
morph on tbe client side. We then apply a lossy compression algorithm based on an cnergy
minimizing subdivision scheme that enables us to compress thc I-frame mesh data down to 5%
of its original size without significant visualloss. Thc rcsillting multi-layered data structurc
provides robust and scalable transmission as weIl as real time encoding and decoding.

J. Wallner
Global Results on Collision-Free Milling and General OfFset Surfaces
A surface X is to be milled by a .cutter E whicb rotates around its axis while undergoing a
2-parameter translational motion. During tbe milling process tbe tool 4 sbould not interfere
which an already finished part of tbe surface. It is not an essential' restrietion if we re
fonnulate the problem as follows: Given are a surface X and a strictly convex body E, which
undergoes a 2-parameter translational motion wbose envelope is precisely X. Both surfaces
are piecewise C2 , and convex edges are allowed.

It is easy to formulate conditions on the curvature of botb X and E which imply tbat
tbere are 00 collisions locally. By defining the general otrset surface r of X with respect to E
and showing that tbe self-intersections of r correspond to unwanted collisions in same cases,
we are able to reduce tbe problems to showing that r has DO self-intersections. By a bit of
global analysis this is done in several cases, including the case of a star-shaped surface X and
the case that X is the graph surface of a function defined in a domain D which has an outer
parallel curve free of self-intersections.
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A.J. Worsey
Curve approximation and shaping using Greville abscissae
We consider a problem related to tbe design and manufacture of turbine blades for aircraft
engines, where the surfaces are constructed by lofting through planar sections curves. These
section curves are designed as a composite Bezier curve with two segments of degree 7 or
higber. After the initial design, tbe geometry must be analyzed and processed for manu
facturing. This involves, for example, the operation ~f offsetting the planar section curves.
Engineering and system constraints demand that the original design curves roust in fact be
approximated within a specified tolerance by cubic B-splines. Moreover, the approximation
must not contain spurious inHection points that are not present in the original design. The
problem arises, therefore, in trying to develop an approach for curve approximation that
addresses the "competing" concepts of "shape fidelity" and "accuracy".

We present a method for approximating high degree Bezier curves with cubic B-splines
that accommodates both issues. It is based on taking a CODveX combination of the methods
of interpolation and thc classical variation diminishing approximation. Tbe combination is
locally modifiablc and hinges upon using tbe Greville abscissae as points of interpolation,
rather than thc knots of the B-spline .approximation. We present examples showing how tbe
method resolves the issues that other curve approximation schemes faH to address for tbe
specific geometry related to turbine blades.

·Vortragender (bei mehreren Autoren).

Berichterstatter: B. Jüttler
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g 8 b e r ich t 24/1998

Algebraic Geometry

14.06-20.06.1998

The conference was organized by Da,,;d Eisenbud, Joe Harris and Frank·Olaf Schreyer with an emphasis
on topics around the moduli space of curves, quantum cohomology, and Gromov-\Vitteni1ivarlants. In
selecting the speakers (as well as the participants) precedence was gjven to the bright YOllng people in the
field, for example Kai Behrend, Carel Faber, Barbara Fantechi, Lothar Goettsche, Brendan Hassett, Rahul
Pandharipande, Michael Thaddeus, and Ravi Vakil.

The number of talks was kept to four per day, each of 50 minutes- t'o allow plenty of time for discussion
and to encourage questions at the end of the talks. Perhaps partly because of these policies, the attendance
at the talks was very high. There were also many lively discussions among the mernbers between the talks,
and several research projects moved forward in this time.

The enthusiasm of the participants, the level of activity in discussions among thern, and the quality of
the talks, made us feel that this was a highly successful conference.
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Abstracts of talks

MICHAEL THADDEUS

On the quantum cohomology of asymmetrie product of a curve

The dth symmetrie product of a eurve of genus g ia a smooth projective variety. The lecture is concerned
with the little quantum cohomology ring of this variety, that is, the ring having its 3-point Gromov-Witten
invariants a.s structure constants. This is of considerable interest, for example as the base ring of the
quantum category in Seiberg-Witten theory. The main results give an explicit, general formula for the
quantum product unless d is in the narrow intervall [~g,g - 1). Otherwise they still give a fonnula modulo
third order terms. Explicit generators and relations can also be given unless dis in [!g -I, 9 - 1).

( The talk is areport on a joint paper with Aaron Bertram).

\VILLIAM FULTON

Eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices and Schuberl calculus (after Klyacbko) e
A. Klyachko has shown that if A and B are Hermitian n x n matrices, and C =A + B, the eigenvalues

0: 01 ~ ... ~ On of A, ß: ßl ~ •• , ~ Pn and 1': 1'1 ~ .•• ~ 'Yn of C satisfy the inequalities

L ')'k ~ L Gi + L ßj
IeEK iEI je)

for subsets (I, J, K) of {I, ... ,n} of cardinaJity r such that the Schubert dass uK appears in (ll . u J in the
eohomology of the Grassmannian of r-planes in Cn ; here (11 corresponds to the partition (ir - T,."•• ,it -1),
where I = {il < i 2 < ... < in}. Together with the equation E "'(k = E Oi+E ßit these equations completely
characterize whieb (0, P, "y) can arise as eigenvalues.

If (0, ß, 1) are integral, there are eorrespolJding representations ya, yß, y'" of GLn(C) with these highest
weights. Klyachko shows that yN,.. C V Na @ V Nß for sorne positive N exact1y, when the above inequalities
are valid.

The saturation problem asks if yN,.. C V Na l8> V Nß implies y'" C ya @ yß. H this is true, it raises the
challenge to algebraie geometers: to show that Schubert caleulus for n-planes in rn-space - at least as far as
the question of whether produets are zero or not - should be controlled by Schubert ealculus for r-planes in
n-space, for 1 ~ r < n.

CARELFABER

Identities for integrals on Alg

Consider the following tautologieal c1asses on AIg,n: 1Pn (1 $ i :$ n), the first ehern classes cf the
neotangent line bundles; K.j = 1rn+J,n.(~~~) (with 1rn+l,n:Afg,n+l -+ Afg,n forgetting the last point);
Ale =cle(E), the k th Chern dass of the Hodge bundle, pulled back from Alg •

The intersection numbers ofthese classes can be computed: for those involving 1/1i and Itj, this is \Vitten's
eonjecture = Kontsevich's theorem; to inc1ude the Ale, use Mumfords's formula for ch(E) and recursion (see
alg-geom/9706006 for details). .4A

In joint work with R. Pandharipande v.-~ prove the following explicit fonnulas for same of these numbersW
Define ZIe(t) E Q[k][t) by

Theorem. 1) ZIe(t) = Z~+I(t), 2) Zo{t) = 'i~('i2)'

In the talk, we outlined proofs of Z-l (t) = 1 resp. Z-2(t) = 'i~~t'2) using global generation of the line
bundle ,pI ~most every where resp. a calculation on the h~llipticlocus. 1) is proved using localization
on Mg,l(P ,1).
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KRISTIAN RANESTAD

Abelian surCaces OD Calabi·Yau J.Colds

(work in progress with Klaus Hulek). Abe1ian surfac:es of small degree are often contained in Calabi
Yau 3-folds, similarly Calabi-Yau 3-folds of small degree often specialize 10 Calabi-Yau 3-folds with abelian
surfaces on them. The first assertion is intimately connected with the fact that the moduli space of abelian
surfaces 01 smaIl degree is uniruled: An abelian surface on a CY 3-fold moves in a linear pencil, and therefore
gives rise to a line in the moduli space of abelian surfaces. This idea was taken up and explored by Gross
and Popescu starting with a very singular CY \'ariety, the secant variety of an elliptic normal curve. The
translation serolls inside the secant variety a.re degenerate abelian surfaces and form a line on the boundary
of the moduli of abelian surfaces. They show that the secant variety defonns 10 CY 3-folds with only isolated
singularities and with a pencil of abelian surface as lang as the degree of the elliptic cur\"e is less than 11. This
limit is related to the DeI pezzo bound for the possible smoothing of minimal elliptie surface singularities:

\Ve explore a similar setting. ~ a p2 seroll over an elliptic cun'e any anticanonical divisor, if there
is one, is a possibly degenerate abelian surface. Hone can glue two p2 scrolls over elliptic eun'es along
an anticanonical divisor, the union is a singular Calabi-Yau 3-fold. H furthermore the anticanonical divisor
rno,·es in a penell on (at least) one of the two serolls, then we are. in a position like above.

\Ve start by asking for smooth abelian surface with two pencils of plane cubie eurves on it. The
two pencils would then define p2-scrolls whose union is Calabi-Yau. It turns out that purely numerical
eonsiderations bounds the degree of these abelian surfaces to 18. The bound is obtained by abelian surfaces
which form the complete intersection «0,3), (3,0)) in p2 x p2 with its Segre ernbedding. For each degree
d, 10 ~ d $ 18 there are numerical possibilities which are easily realized. For this talk we-study the case
d = 12, i.e. the case of abelian surfaces embedded linearly normal in pS.

\Ve find and deseribe the abelian surfaees of degree 12 and the two serolls defined by their pencils of
plane eubic eurves. The union of the two serolls ia a nonnormal Calabi Yau 3-fold of degree 12.

In a separate approach we construct via projected Del pezzo 3-folds, nonnormal CY 3-folds in degrees
10,11,12 and 13. This construetion gives a characterization of these CYs which we use in the final sections
to identify the union of two ellipic serolls eonsidered earlier as a specialization of the nonnormaJ CY 3-folds
of degree 12. The talk concluded with a proof using Reyes results on webs of quadrics and apolarity we
deseribe the nonnormal locus of the Dei pezzo 3-folds.

BRENDON HASSETT

Limiting Plane Curves and the Minimal Model Program

Let Pd denote the smooth plane curves of degree d up to isomorphism. One natural question is to
deseribe the closure of Pd in the moduli space .·\..1g(d) where g(d) = ~(d - l)(d - 2). The corresponding
curves are called limiting plane curves.

\Ve approach this question locally. Let Co be a germ of an isolated plane cun·esingularity. For each
smoothing C -+ 6 of Co~ we can consider the loeal stable reduction ce -+ Ä. The centraI fiber C8 takes the
form

CöUp1 ••..•P• CT·

where Cö is the normalization of Co and (CT,PI, ... ,Pb) is called the tail of the stable reduetion. The locus
of such tails is denoted Tco' and is a closed subvariety of the moduli space of pointed stable curves.

We replace the family of curves with a farnily of log surfaces (S, Cl, where S =SpecC[[x, yJJ x A is a
trivial family of surface genns. We then apply local stable reduction for log surfaces 10 obtain (se, ce) -+ .6..
This stable reduction is computed using the log minimal model program. Thus our limiting curve C8 sits
naturally in some (singular) surface 88.

These surfaces may be used to describe components of 100 for certain types of plane curve singularities.
The singularities we consider are of toric type, Le. topologjcally equivalent 10 xl' = yq. We show that
certain weighted plane curves CT C Pcp, q, 1) naturally occur as elements of Tco' and conjecture they are
dense. We apply these results 10 describe certain boundary divisors oE Pd.
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DUCO VAN STAATEN

Grassmann-like varieties and mirror symmetry

(Report on joint work with Klaus Altmann.) A ßag-like quiver Q is an oriented graph with one saurce,
I sinks and at other nodes as many arrows coming in as going out. The torie variety P(Q) associated to the
flow polytope V(Q), which is always reflexive (Altmann-Hille), has many structural properties in common
with the torie degenerations of Grassmannians (I == 1) and partial ßagmanifolds that were considered by
Stunnfels, Lakshmibai-Gonciulea, which in fact can be realized by very special quivers. The Picard group
of P(Q) is Zl t the singuJarities sit in eodimension ~ 3 and the codimension 3 strata corresponds 10 (certain)
nodes with two incoming and two outgoing arrows. The spaces of infinitesimal deformations and obstructions
Tl and T2 can be understood in terms of Qt and although T2 #- O. in general, it can be shown that P(Q) is
smoothable in eodimension 3. This means that the 3-dimensional noda! sections of P(Q) can be smoothed
and in this way one gets new Calabi-Yau threefolds, for which one ean perfonn (conjectural) mirror symmetrie
caleulations for the rational cun-es using the hypergeometrie series~of the quiver Q. E.g.

tI = f (2m)!m!( L (b) (c) (c) (m) (m)2)qm
m=O (m!)3 Q.b.c~O a b abc

is period of the mirror of the (1 , 2) section of the deformed P(Q), where

LOTHAR GÖTSCHE

Couoting curves 00 surfaces

1--+
I

Q= I
1--+
1/

-+1
·1
t

-+1
'\,1

I present a conjectural generating function for the numbers of cun'es of given genus in linear systems
on surfaces. Let S be an algebraic surface, L a sufficiently ample line bundle on S, and b ~ O. Let ti(L) be
the number of cun'es in ab-dimensional sub-linear system of ILI which have b nodes as only singularities.
I give a eonjectural generating function for the ti(L) as polynomials in the intersection nurnbers L2, LKsl
K~, and C2(S).

Here X(L) is the holomorphic Euler characteristic, G2 and A are the well-known (quasi)-modular forms
and D = q-J;. BI, B2 are (unknown) universal power serles. There is an algorithm for determining their
coefficients. The conjecture is checked in many cases: it gives the formulas ofVainsencher and Kleiman-Pien~
for 6 :S 8; it has been partially proven by Bl1'an-Leung for K3-surfaces and abelian surfaces; it is checkecw
against the recursions of Caporas~Harrisand Vakil for P2 and rational ruled surfaces.

EDUARD LOOIJENGA

Stable cohomology of 1.19

The results discussed reflect an approach 10 the conjecture of Mumford that says that the stable coh~

mology of Mg is generated by the tautological classes 1'1, "2, ....
Given a compact connected oriented surface of genus g, S, then the mapping dass group ro :=

'1foHomeo+(Sg) admits a natural arithmetic quotient Jg that is obtained as an extension of the symplectic
group Sp(Vg) (here Vg := H l (Sg; Z» by the lattice ASVg/wg" Vg (here w9 e A2Vg is dual to the intersection
form). The projection r g ~ Jg induces H~(J9; Q) 4 H~(rg; Q) and the latter map is known to stabilize as
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9 -+ 00. Kawarumi and Morita have shown that in the stable range the image of this map is just the subalge
bra generated by the "j6. So Mumfords conjecture asserts the stahle surjectivity of Ht(Jg ; Q) -+ H'(rg; Q).

Our approach is 10 introduoe a moduli space Mg (in the analytic setting) of what we call irrational
trees of genus g; these are weakly normal curves C with only smooth irrational components of positive
genus such that the nonnalization C -+ Cinduces an isomorphisrn on H I. This is a quotient of the moduli
space Afl1 of goad curves of genus 9 (these are stable curves C such that the nonnalization C-+ Cinduces an
isomorphism on HI • One can show that the orbifold fundamental group of }./g is isomrphic to Jg and that it
maps isomorphically ento the 'stacky' fundamental group of Mg. It is known that Ht(Afg;Q) -+ H"(Afgi Q)
is onto in the stable range and a recent theorem cf U. Tillman (that says that the stahle mapping class group
is an infinite loop space) suggests that even:

Coojecture 1. H"(A/gi Q) -+ H'(Afg;Q) is onto in the stable range.

The period map Afg -+ Ag extends to a proper morphism Aig -+ Ag which in fact factorizes through a
morphism ifg -+ Ag. Now over Ag v..oe have a natural bundle Jg,o -+ Ag (in the orbifold sense) by Kummer
varieties of tori such that Jg,o is a virtual classif}ing space for Jg. Hain~s universal normal function is a lift
vg: Alg -+ Jg,o of the period map. \Ve prove

Theorem. vg extends to a morphism ilg: A{g -+ Jg,o and ilg js injective and l-connected.

\Ve offer the following

Conjecture 2. Given k E N. then ilg is k-connected [or 9 suHiciently large.

This conjecture is strong and much harder to prove (hence easier to disproye) than conjecture 1. In fact
conjecture 1 and 2 together imply Mumfords conjecture.

RAHULPANDHAIDPANDE

Methods of computing Gromov-Witten invariants

Gromov-'Vitten invariants are integrals of natural c1asses over the moduli space of stahle maps. Already
in 1990 three methods of detennining G\V invariants were known to the physicists: via the splitting axiom
("·DVV), mirror symmetry, and Virasora constraints. 1 talked about the conjectural Virasora constraints
of Hori and Xiang (and Katz) and explained joint work \\;th E. Getzler in which we derh'ed consequences
of these formulas for certain ehern dass integrals over the moduli space of curves.

BARBARA FANTECHI

Obstruction calculus for functors of Artin rings

This is joint work with ~Iarco Manetti. Let K be a field t art the category of local artinian K-algebras
\\;th residue field K. \Ve study good deformation functors: Le. cO'äriant functors

s.t. UF(K) = 1 and Schlessinger:s (Hl), (H2) hold. \Ve introduce the notion of obstruction for such functor
as a pointed set. We prove that universal obstruction exists and is unique and complete, Le. an elemant
a E F(A) lüts to F(B) (for B -+ A -+ 0 in m:t) iff it's unobstructed. \Ve give explicit conditions for
the obstruction 10 be linear, i.e. 10 have a natural vector space structure. As applications, we generalize
Ran-Kawamata's TI-lifting criterion and prove that group good deformation functors in char 0 are smooth.

NICK SHEPHARD-BARON

Lang extremal rays and symplectic resolutions

A symplectic singularity is a complex space X with a resolution J: X -+ X, where X possesses a nowhere
degenerate holomorphic 2-form. The motivating question is whether, locally on X, this can be modelled
in an algebraic group, as was shown by Steinberg, Springer and Brieskorn when dimX = 2. It turns out
that, under same teclmica1 assumptions, this is true for isolated singularities: if dimX ~ 4, then the only
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possibillity is that X -+ X is the collapsing of the cotangent bundle T·pn of projective space. A main tool
in the proof is the following characterization of projective 8pace (sharpening an earlier reault of Cho and
Miyaoka): if Z is a nonnal projective variety such that every maximal family of rational curves through a
fixed general point covers Z, then Z is projective space.

KAI BEHREND

Mod~fying Gromov-Witten invariants ror varieties with h2,o "I 0

Ooint work with Barbara Fantechi). H you try to apply Gromov-Witten theory to count rational curves
on a K3 surface X, you discover that the expected number of Mo,o(X,ß) is -1. According 10 G'V, rational
curves should not exist. But, in fact, they do. Hone de(onns X, ß) in such a way that ß does not remain of
type (p, p) then one gets obstructions to defonning stahle rnaps of dass ß. Hone restriets to defonnations
such that ß stays of type (p, p), all obstructions that actually occur are contained in a subspace of the
G'V-obstruction space Ht (C, f·Tx ). This subspace is the kernel of the natural map

Thus we may modifl the usua} G\V-obstruetian theory E = (R1r.j·Tx)* by HO(X, O}) to get a modified
obstruction theol)' E. H, for all stable maps J: C ~ X in Alg ,n(X,ß) the map HO (X, fix) ~ HO(C, I-fix ®
w) is injective, Eis I-perfect and gives rise to modified G\V-invariants. Examples of X for which this theory
applies are irreducible complex symplectic varieties. In case 1C is K3 the modified expected dimension of
Al0 ,o(X, ß) is zero. U ß is primitive, then deg[AI0,o(X, ß)]t1ir = n(h) where E~o n(h)qh == ~ And

2h - 2 == ß2, by arguments of Fantechi, Göttsche, van Straten, Beauville, Yau and Zaslow. Note that there
is an alternative approach (in eertain cases) by Bryan and Loung.

ANDRE HIRSCHO'VITZ

Moduli of perfeet complexes

Joint work with Carlos Simpson (Toulouse). Let us fix a natural integer e E N and consider, for a E N,
the affine (k- )scheme A/a of matrices of type (a, a + e). It is nicely stratified by the rank of the matrix.
For b larger than a, a large open subset 1.1: in Alb has (Ioeally) smooth maps to Ala compatible to the
stratifications. So what about glueing these Ala together into a single (Ioeally?) algebraic stack? Just as the
stack of vector bundles on p i glues together the versal deformation spaces of these bundles.

After inspection, it turns out that the right object is a 2-stack, and not an ordinary stack. And the
similar problem for complexes of length r leads to a (r + 1)-stack.

\Ve introduce a hopefully convincing nation of Segal stacks suited for such purp05es, and abtain, for
boundecl perfect complexes, the natural descent and algebraicity results.

RAVI VAKIL

Stable maps and characteristic oumbers of plane quartics

A characteristic oumber problem is an enumerative problem of the following fonn: Given a dimen-~
sion D family of plane curves (or curves in a larger projective space), how many pass through a general~

points and are tangent to D - a general lines? The algebraic geometers of the last century were able to
compute the characteristic nurnbers of curves of degree d S 4 (and genus S (d2'I), culminating in Zeuthen's
detennination of characteristic numbers of smooth quartics. The arguments were not rigaraus, and one of
Hilbert's problems was thus to put the computations of Schubert, Zeuthen et al. on asolid foundation. We.
complete this verification by computing the characteristic nurnbers of plane quartics in a manner somewhat
reminiscent of Zeuthen, and incidentally give a quick method for conies and cubics as weil.

These are really problems in intersection theory. Classically, the philosophy was to construct a good
(hopefully smooth) compaetification of the space of smooth curve&, where the divisors A (corresponding
to curves through a fixed general point) and TL (corresponding to curves tangent to a fixed generalline)
are hopefully Cartier, and AOTLD-a gives the characteristic numbers of the family. The space of complete
conics work for d == 2, and Alufti '8 "space of complete cubics" works for d =3. We use the space Mg (P2 , cl).
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(9 = (d;l), d == 2,3,4), which is the camponent of the (Deligne-rvlumford) moduli stack of stable maps
generically corresponding to smooth plane cun~. Although the machinery is heavy, the method itself is
naive and straightforward. After defining A and TL correctly,

2(d - I)A = TL + boundary.

'Ve find the boundary divisors and multiplicities, and intersect this relation· v..;th one-parameter families
AOTLD-l-o (0 :S a $ D - 1).

The fact that such a naive approach works shows the power of Kontse\ich ~s moduli space of stable maps.

HUBERT FLENNER

Atiyah class and semiregularity map Cor modules

Let X be a complex algebraic manifold and Y y X locally a complet intersection. Then the tangent 
spaee of H, the Hilbert morluli space of X at [Y] is given by HO(Ny/-'d whereas the obstructions are given
by H 1 (Ny!.'<). In particular, if H I (Ny!x) = 0 then His smooth at [Y]. There are many situations~ where H
is smooth although BI (Ny/x) ~ O. In the 70's S. Bloch introduced a map u: Hl (Ny!x) -+ HIc+1 (n~-l) and
showed that the injeetivity of this map already implies that H is smooth at [Y). Another typical example
where the ~natural' obstruction module does not vanish is given by the trace map of Artamkin-~Iukai. In
this talk, which described a joint work with R.O. Buchweitz (Toronto), we propose to intr_Qduce a whoIe
bunch of semiregularity maps for deformation of modules, say [ E Coh(X), as folIows. Firstone has the
Atiyah dass of E which is an element in Ext l

([, E ® n\). The obstructions for deformation q( modules are
just Ext2 (E, E). ~lultiplying by the power at"(E)/k~ E Ext"(E,E<8l n\) of the Atiyah class at(E) we obtain
am~ ~

u,,:Ext2(E,[) -+ Ext"+2(E,E@O\).

Again one has the result, that the injectivity of u = ffi">ou,, implies that [ has a smooth '·ersal deformation.
~·Iore generally, if (8,0) is the base space of the semiu~i\"ersal deformation, then dimS ~ dimExt1(E,E)-
dimKeru. The map uo is just Artamkin's map. l\-Ioreover, Bloch's semiregularity map is the composition

( k := codimY ), and so one can define such map more generally for the case of subspaces Y Y )( (without
the assumption, that Y is a loeally complete intersection). Finally, a similar construction using Atiyah
classes leads to a new description of the infinitesimal Abel-Jacobi map for deformation of m(~)(~ules and gh-e
a description of its tangent map. . .

E~nLIA ~IEZZETTI

On threeColds which are covered by a Camily of lines oC dimension 2

This is a joint work with Dario Portelli. 'Ve study the problem of the classification of projecti\"e ,"arieties
X of dimension three, which are coyered by a fannl)" of lines E of dimension 2, but not by a larger family. If
Pisa general point of X, then there is a finite number of lines of E passing through P: call JJ this number.
If E is reducible and EI, ... ,E, are its irreducible eomponents, let lJi denote the number of lines of Ei passing
through P. In this case, we have JJ =JJl + ... + JJ•.

If l' = 1, then X is birationally ascroll over a surface: the eomplete classification of serolls seems to be
hopeless, so from now on we assume JJ ~ 2.

Dur point of view is the following: it is enough to classify hypersurfaces in p4 having a family of lines
with the requested properties, because every threefold can be birationally projected inta p4 to a hypersurface
having the same degree.

\Ve prove that such a hypersurface X either is birationally a quadric bundle or it belangs to one of the
following farnilies, which are characterized by the \"alues of s and Jli:

1. X is a cubic hypersurface, IJ =6, E is irreducible if X is smooth;
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2. X ia a projection of a cornplete intersection of two quadrics in pS, JJ = 4 and in general E is
irreducible;

3. X is a projection of a quintic threefold, general section of the Grassmannian G(l, 4} with a p6, 11 =3
and in general E is irreducible;

4. X is a projection of a threefold of degree 6 contained in p7, hyperplane section of p2 x p2, E has
two irreducible cornponents ",ith 111 = JJ2 = 1;

5. X is a projection of pI x pI X pI, E has three irreducible componens ",;th JlI = JJ2 = 113 = 1.

CHARKES \\~ALTER

Non-pCaffian subcanonical subschemes

A subscherne Z C X is subeanonical if it is Ioeally Gorenstein, and its canonical bundle is the restriction
of a line bundle on X.

One way of construeting subcanonical suhschemes of codimension 3 in X is to take a vector bundle E
of odd rank 2n + 1 on X, a line bundle L, and an alternating map r/>: E· ~ t(L} such that the degeneracy
locus Z(t/J) := {x E X I rk(f/>(x)) < 2n} has the expected codimension 3. Such a Z(q,} is subcanonical and
is called a pfaffian subscheme beeause its ideal sheaf is generated loeall)" by the submaximal pfaffians of rP.
This construetion is due to Buchsbaum and Eisenbud.

In this talk I ga\'e several examples of nonpfaffian subcanonical subsehemes of eodimension 3 in pn+3.
They included nonclassical Enriques surfaces in pS in characteristic 2, a union of ten 2-planes in pS in
characteristie 2, and a 4-fold of degree 336 in p7 in any characteristic. The basic method of construction
was as a degeneracy locus where t\\'o lagrangian subbundles of a t",isted orthogonal bundle ha\'e intersection
of dimension more than 1.

Joint work with D. Eisenbud and S. Popescu.

ZIV RAN

On Nagata's problem

The problem states: Let PI,'" I Pr E p2 be generic points. Then any plane curye C satisfies

r

L multp,(C} :5 y'rdeg(C}, r ~ O.
I

The case when r is a square was done by Nagata himself. In this talk we discuss sorne recent progress on
this problem culminating in a praof that the inequality holds provided the fractional part of '" is not 'tao
close' to !.

Report by Frank-Olaf Schreyer
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Geometrie Analysis and Singular Spaces
Oberwolfach. 21. bis 27. Juni 1998

The int.ernat.ional confercJlc(~ Oll Ge071tf~t,.it: Analysis and Singlllll7' Spaet:s was lIPid fnHIl
.11111(' 21st. t.o JUIW 27t.h, 1998, in ()berwolfach. Thc organizillg cOllulliu.(,(' (,ollsistpd uf
.1.-:\'1. ßi~fUllt. ()rsay), .I. ßriining (ßcrlin), and R..-ß. l\1clrose (Bost.oll).

Followillg an alrcady est.ablishccl t.radit.iou, t.he r.onfcrcncc prescntcd a very lilllit('d IlUIIlIH'r
of sd}(~duled talks, alllong thrnl three survey prrscntations, anel cvcning talks orgallizpd
hy t.h(' partieipants upon rrqllcst.. ~1()st. of t.he talks causcd a vcry livdy discussioll alld
fruit.flll int.eract.ioll anlong t.he part.icipallt.s showing, in part.icular, t.hc v('r~,' act.i\'P st Clt.P ur

_ t.lu' ·suhjPct..

__ Tlw sllrvp,Y t.alks (by Alt.schll1f~r, Lcjan, and "oussin) \\,('r(' dirpctpd at. t.p('hlliquf's
which wen' uot. prps('ntcd Oll fOrJIH'r Illcet.ings of t.his kiucl anel I(~ss fauliliar t.o Illost of t tU'
part.idpant.s: t.lwy werp v(~ry wpll n'c:eived.

TIH' IIlaiu t.opics (:oIlIJlIUnicat.cd ill t.hp, ot.her t.alks cOll1d hp, ~rollp('cl illt 0 a f(l\\' an'as.
Ilat.urally wit.h SOUH' overlap. Thps(~ wen'

D(~f()nufltion. lo(:alization, and .Qluing te(:hniq1le.'i (ßiSIllllt., I,ühl('r. ~\'leillr(,Hk('n. Port i. Hl1
luin, Sin~('rL

G'071tlJ1ltatio1!."i 07' C.';ti1Tutl(~.'; for slwr:t7"al invariants (Dai, (;O('It.p, Gllillopc,. Lott, ~Iüll('r.

:'\icolapscu),

huLr::I: th(~(Jl't~1Tt.') (ßiSlllllt, I\i)hkr, Lt'sch, Lott, ~1p.inrrJlkcll, ~vlosc()vi('LSalolllollSPIl. Zhall~).

(:(nllpl('lt~ lUJ1U'Ol1LlHLCt lnlLllifulds. t:07ll1)(u:tifit:llti()7t.~. and hanuo1tü: tl1ttLlY."ii.'i (Bulikp. Far
IH'L .Ji. ~lpilln'Hk('Il, \Iiillf'r, Paradall, Shuhill, Sjalllaar).

:\ 1I part.icipant s n'~ard(!d th(' nlP('t illg as vpry inforJllat.iv(' anel st irll111at illJ!.: uuauilllousl,v.
t.1U' participants askpcl t.lu' orgalJizprs 10 appl.\' for a followup Ill('ptilJg iu two ,,'('ars.

Dank einer Unterstützung im Rahmen des EU-Programmes TMR (Training and Mo
bility of ResearChe~s) konnten zusätzlich einige jüngere Mathematiker zu der Tagung
eingeladen werden. Dies ist einerseits eine hervorragende Förderung des wissenschaft-

~ichen Nachwuchses und gibt andererseits den etablierten It'ollegen die Gelegenheit,
-besonders begabte junge Mathematiker. kennenzulernen. I



Scheduled talks

Name: IJANIEL ALTSCHULER

Title: (,'oujiY1lTnlio1L Sl)(l(;(~S, FeY7L1IlUn diu!/rll1Tls, and knol inv1l1'ianls (joint. work with
L. FHEIDEL)

Abstract: This t.alk was hasc~d on a joint pap~r with L. Freiclel, Va88ilitv knot illV(l.1·ianls
fl7Ld (.'It"Til-SÜIt01l,,"t ]wrtu1"batio7t theory to aU ()1'd~r,'i, CornnHlll. Ylat.h. Phys. 187, 261
( In!)",),

'ru any t.rivalpllt. graph f with a distinguished cyde thcrc corrcsponds a fUllct.ion I(f)
Oll t IU' spa('p of SIJ100th C'lllbeddings of 51 in IR3

. This corrcspondcncc is duc to Koutsevich
aud Bot t.-TaulH's. 11. is oht.ailwd hy integrating a topfonll over a cOJllpactified confignrat.ion
spa{'('~ whi('h is a c'oillpact. Illanifold with corners. ßoth t.hc topfonn and the cOllfigurat.ion
span' an' SIH'C'ifipcl by t.hp graph. Definc t.hC' dcgrpc of a graph to he (half) th(' 1l11lllher of
vf'rl in's. \"C' pr{)\,('d t.lw followillg:

• SllllllllillJ.!. 1.lu' (,(Hlt.rihu1.inns I(f) ovcr t.hc ~raphs f of a givcll dcgree lV leads t.o kllot.
iJlvariant s for all~~ iV,

• Thc'sc' kllots iJl\'arianls an' Vassilicv (or finit.e type) invariallt.s of degrpe N.

• :\11 \'assili('v kllot ill\'ariants arc~ linear ccunhillat.ions of tlwsp invariants.

Name: iv111\IIAEL FARBER

Title: IVitl,'1l d,'!onuuti(J1L (lnd partial diffen"'.ntial !orrn.'i (joint work wit.h E. SHUSTIN)

Abstract: \\"co ('ollsidpf t.hf' \Vit.f.(~n deforrllat.ion on a 1l0nCOInpact Inanifold and restritt it.
10 diff('rPllt ial fonlls whidl )H'have polYllcHuially Ilpar infinity. Such pol~'Il()lllialdiffpn~llt.ial

fonlls lIalllrall.\' appC'ar Oll IlHlllifolds with cylindrical strtlctlln~. \Ve provc~ t.hat. t.hC' c:o
hOllioloJ!:.v of I tU' \\'ill('11 dpfoflnation, dh : actin~ Oll t.hc COJllph~x of polylloJlliall,v p;rowing
fUrlllS nUl b.' ("()lUput pd as t he' ('uholliology of thc negative rClllotc~ fihc'r of h.

Name: LAliHEi'T C:liILLOPE

Title: Th" wallt' tnu'f' ou Rit'71Ullllliull ,~ur!ur:e,'; (joint work wit.h M. ZWORSKI)

Abstract: For a Hif'llliUllliall sllrfacr 1\1 = IHIjf, r t.orsion ff('f' and of finit.e' t,vp('~ t.1H'
n'sunillU'(' sp('(·t nUll R.\t1 is dpfilu..d as t.hc' sPt. of polC's of t.1lf' llH'rolJ1orphic C'xtPllsion to
C of th.. n'suln'lIt (~,\I - J- .,\'1)-1 : L;ornp(l\-1) ---1 L~)c(l\I), dpfillC'd as an f....:l-hOlllldpd
'op"rat ur fol' hl1 ;\ < O. Eadl J'('solliU1C(' is giv('11 a con\'C'ni""llt. Illuitiplicity 111 ((') w!li('h is t Iw
si Hlldard OIH' \\'11('11 tllC' f('SOUaIH'(' is all L1-cig('Il\'ahlC'. 'rhe llllllsual ...\-paraIlH't pr ('hoil'C'
ind,H'C's a fOl"luulat.iull of t h(' ('oullt.illp; rcsult. sitnilar t.o t lu' Elldiclc'an frallu'work.

\\'(' lilllit. ours..l\'e's lu'I'(' to t.he disCllssioll of 10\\'C'r hounds whidl an' haspel Oll t IU'
.si.ll~nlarit.i('s of thc' \Va,,(' tra('('~ IU'llcp t.h(' titl .... of this talk. TIlC' Poissoll fOrlllllla

~I' ~ 1, ()II",I() - r c'os f V~M - ~ = :2 ~ '" IJ (' r ••

1'~' R .\1

I:,lU

~i\'('s, I hruu~h I tU' silort t iUl(' WiH'(' aS.'"lllpl ut i('s. IIH' lu\\'''1' hOlllld

.)



This is valid for anLcompaet perturbation M of the constant eurvature surface M, pro
vided the 0 - val (M) is non-zero. That the lower bound is a strip

is obtained by following an argument of Ihawa and using the Selberg wave trace formula.

Name: LIZHEN JI

Title: Analytic structures of compactificationa of symmetrie and loeally symmetrie spaees
(joint work with ARMAND BOREL)

Abstract: Given a semisimple algebraic group G def1ned over Q, there are four natural
spaces:

1. G = G(lR), a pseudo-Riemannian symmetrie spaee indueed from the non-degenerate
Killing form on g, the tangent space at tbe identity element.

2. X = GIK, a Riemannian symmetrie spaee, where K is a maximal eompa.e~ subgroup
ofG. ";'

3. r\X, a loeally (Riemannian) symmetrie space, where r C G(Q) is an. arithmetie
subgroup.

4. r\G, a loeally (pseudo-Riemannian) symmetrie spaee.

These spaces arise naturally from many different situatoions. The spaces G, X are noo
compact, and for many natural r, the quotient spaces r\X, r\G are also non-compact.

Problems which were eonsidered in the talk were how to construct compaetifieations
of these spaces and how to understand their properties and relations. Compaetifieations
of X, r\X have been studied for a long time, and we are interested in their analytic
structures. Compactifications of G, r\G have not been studied in detail before, and we
construct their eompaetifications and study their analytic structures. Results on com
pactifications are presented in the order: X, r\X, G, r\G.

Name; KAI KÖHLER

Title: Localization 01 equivariant torsion: A Lefschetz fixed point theorem in Arakelov
geometry Uoint work with DAMIAN ROESSLER) .

Abstract: We eonsider algebraic varieties (Hat schemes over Spec Z with some regular
ity eonditions) endowed with an action of the group scheme of n-th roots of unity aod
we define an equivariant arithmetic Ko-theory of equivariaDt bundles equipped with her
mitian metries for these varieties. The direct image in this Ko-theory is provided by the
equivariant complex analytic torsion and equivariant Bott-Chern currents. We show that
the direct image localizes on the fixed point scheme, which implies aversion of Bismut 's
conjecture of an equivariant arithmetie Riemann-Roch theorem. As a corollary ODe gets
th.e explicit calculatioD of the heights ~f certain arithmetic varieties.

3



Name: YVES LEJAN

Title: (,'(~(}tl(:8ir: i1Ltf~gntls aud stablf~ pr()(;es.'H~S (joint work with N. ENRIQUEZ an<!
.1. FRANCHI)

Abstract: Lpt. M hp Cl g('oIIlPf.rically finite hypcrbolic surfacc with infinit.e VOlUIIH\ havillg
at I..ast OIlP CllSp. \V<, obtaill the liluit law under thc Pattcrson-Sullivan 111easun~ Oll TI M
01" thp wirl(lill~s of t.hp g('ocl('sics (jf M arollnd thc. cusps. This lilnit law is st.ahlr with
pararul't.('r 2t5 - 1~ w}l(~n~ c5 is t.h(~ Hausdorff dill1cnsion of the linlit set of thc suhgroup r of
\Ii)hius isoIrH't.rips associat.pcl wit.h M, Thc norrnalization is t~ , for gcodpsics of 1(~llgt.h
I. ()ur 1IH't.hod r('lips Oll a pn'cisp cOlnparison bctwecn gcodesics and ßrowllian pat.hs, for
whidl Wp Il(~pd t.o approach thc\ Patt.erson-Sullivan mcasure mcntioned above hy Ineasurcs
1haI arp rpgular along t.he st.ablp lcaves.

Name: .loHN LOTT

Title: 8iy1tflt'ILn~,~'(lud hiY}U)7' si!Jnat1tn~s o/SI-quotients
Abstract: 1..('1. J/ hr a SIllool h COtllpact oriented manifold of dilncnsion 4k + 1, wit.h
an ,~'I-a('tioll. \\'(' cl('firu\ si~l1at ures anel hi~hcr signat.urcs of thc quotient. spa(:(~ 8 1\1\1.
Tlw si~Ilalun' (1 ...,'1 (1\1) E Z is an oricntcd SI-hornotopy invariant of A4, Lpt A1s1 hc t.hc
fix('d-poillt s('1 of t hp SI-act.iOIl. Acid an SI-invariant Ricmannian Illct.ric to Al. If tlw
S'l-acl ion is s('IIlifn'(', WP provc

(1,~'I(Af) =1 L(T(SI\Al)) +71(1\/,4)1).
SI\M

(1)

TIlC'J'(\ is an e'xl('llsiOI1 or (1) t.o p;encral SI-actions.
Tu cl('fiJH' higll('r siJ.?;uat.ures of Si \1\1, wc usc a noncolnmlltative eta-foTln t.u define an

analog uf t tU' rig;hl-hand-siclp of (1), wit.lt valuc in thc nonc:ornrIlut.at.ivc de Rhatn hOIllolo~y

ur an appropriat (' alge'bra, \Vp show thc Illct.ric invariance of t.hc object. t.hat. WP COIlst.rllcl.

and ("{mjC'('t.urp 1hat it is an oripnt.(\d SI-hotIlOt.Opy invariant..

Na"me: ECKIlAIlD MEINHENKEN

Title: IAJl'uli:;uti(}7t f07' llrnnilto7tia7l {oop grollp action.,; (joint. work wit.h A, A LEKSEEV

alld (~, \\'O()D\VAH.D)

Abstract: Ll't (M, vJ, (j') })(' a Haluiltonian LG-spac.c with proper IJlOIIl('Ut. rnap t" :

.M -~ L9-. C'qui\'ariant with f('SIH'Ct. t.o thc gall~c actioIl on Lge = nl (8 1~ g). Ir 0 is a .a
rt'J.?,1I1ar "alu(' of c. thl' s~'lllpl(,(·t.i(' quot.ip,llt. Mn'd = ,tj,--I(O)/G is Cl ('olupact s.vlupl('('lic ..
orbifold. In t his 1alk \\'P dl's('ri})(' t.llP sYluplC'('tic ,"oluln<', iut.rrs(\ct.ion pairings alld (in 1h('
pn'(!1lflnl.izablc\ cas(') t})(' Hi('IllallIl-HoC'l1 ntllnhC'r of M n •ci in t.c\flIIS of fix('d point fOI'Illlllas.
111 our C'xnullpl(' M is th(' Hloduli spac(' of Aat. G-COI1PCt.iOIlS on a sllrfa('(' ~ wit h hOlilldar~·.

))ossihl,\' with a finit" IlUIIl})('r of tuarkpd points, In t.his ('asp Mn"it is tliP rllodilli spa('"
ror ll1p sllrfa('" ~ oht aiIH'd h~' cappinp; off t.}u' hOllndar~', and our 1hporPIII J'('('o\'('rs (allel
C'xtc'llds) \\"itl('Il'S forrlllllas for intf'rs(\('t.ion pairin~s,

Name: IIE~IlI l'v1()SC()VICI

Title: TIt" lnLllSm.,...'t· ;nd,'r th"o'-"71L (joint \\"ork with A. C~()l':~ES)

Abstract: '1'11(' ralk was d('\'olc·d to th(' solution of a IOIl~stalldillg inl('rllal prohl('rn (Jf
IH .nC'4 HI1II1111 al i\,(' g('C Hlwt r,\"' ncul1ply t h(' nHllplll at iOIl of t1)(' illd('x of t rans\'c'rsall,\' ('llipt ie'
o)H'ral C1rs Oll foliat ions,

·1
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111 prC'ViOliS work of t.IH~ authors a gf'l1r.ral solution was givf'1l 1.0 thp ("OBst rud ion
or t ralls\'c~rsal ('llip1.il" opflrat.ors for foliatiolls, The first step cOllsists in passing hy a
Thonl isolnorphislll 1.0 t.he total spare of the hundlc of transversal Illct.rics. Thp sPcoll<l
st.ep COllsistcd ill rcalizing t.hat. while the standard theory of elliptic pscudodiffprellt.ial
oJH'rat.ors is too rest.rict.ivc t.o allow thc construction of t.he desirf'd I{-hornolog,\' ('~'dp. it
suffic.cs t.o replacc it by its rcfinenH~nt. ta hypoelliptic operators, This was 115('<1 in or<!C'r
to COllstrucl. a diffp.1'ential (hypoclliptic) operator Q, solving the general const.ruct.iOll of
t.hc l\"-eyde, ()IlP thCll arrives at a weil poscd general index problelll, Thp indpx dcfiuC's
a tHap: I\"(F/F) -+ Z whieh is SiUlplc to cOInputc for thosc clelllents of 1\"(\"/ f~) in tl)('
rall~e of the assel11bly Inap, The prühlenl is to providc a gf'ncral fornlula for t.hr c~'dice coeyclc ch.(D), which comput.es t.hc index by t.hc equalit.y

(ch.(D),c.h·(E)) = Indcx·D,.; V E E f\"(F/FL

wlwrc t.lw Clwru charac:ter dl·(E) belon~s to the cydic hOlnolo~y of \(If~. \V(~ show«,d
in pn~vious work t.hat. t.hc sJ)('et.ral tripie givcll by thc al~chra A of t.he f!:)liat.ioll! t.o1!;pt.hpr
wit.1t t.hC' opprat.or D in thc Hilhcrt. spaee 'H.. act.ually fulfills t.he hypot.lwsis of a gC'Hf'ral
ahst.ract. in(h~x t.hporenl , holding at thp operator theorctic: level. It. gives a, alocal" fonrnala
ror t.lw ('ydic coc:yde eh. (D) in tenns of ccrtain residucs that. (~xt.(,lld t.lu' idpas of t.hp
\'Vodzicki-(~llillplnin-~1anin residuc as weil as of the Dixlllicr t.racc. How('"pr, alt.houJ,!;h
t.hp getlPral illd(~x fOrIllula casily rcdur.es to the loeal form of t.he Atiyah-Singer iIlcl<~X

t.1lPOI'('1II wlwll [) is say a Dirar. operat.or on a manifold, t.he ac.t.llal c~xp1icit cornput.at iOIl
of all t.hp tf"rIllS illvolvcd in t.he coc.yde eh. (D) is a rat.hcr fonuidahlc t.ask.

The Inain t.hrllst. of t.he talk was to prescnt a Hopf algehra that. providC's ('xaet.ly t llP
Inissillg organizillg principlc t.u perforIu t.hc cornput.at.ioJl for t.hp illde'x fonlltlla. This Hupf
algphra 11.(11.) aet.s Oll t.hc C·-algchra of t.he t.rallsversc [ranle bundle of an." eodirncllsioll
11 foliat.ioll (\'. f") allel t.he illd(~x cOluplll.atioll t.akes placc wit.hill t.lw ('."di(' ('OhOIiIOlo~~'

of 11.(11), \Vp (·olllput.e t.his ('ydic COhOJllOlogy explic.it.ly as GC'lfalld-Fuchs ('OhOlllolo~~',

\Vhih, t.!lp link h('t.wP(~n cydic COhOlllology anel Geifand-FuC'hs cohonloloR\' was alrc'ad~'

kno\\'Il, t hC' IlU\'plt.y consist.s in t.he' fact. that. t.hC' C'nt.irc diffpf('llt iahl«! tralls\'('rs(' st fllC't.ttrC'

is no\\' capt.l1n'd h.Y thC' action of t.llC' Hopf algebra ll(n),

Name: WE[l~EH MÜLLERe TitIe: On IIt" -'/)('I:/nLTII 0/ [l1p/lu'itm-, Im [ot:lllly ,~ymnll'/,·it: "IJ1lt:l'.• of fini/l' vo[uml'

Abstract: 1..('1 C; IU' a ('OIlIlPC·tpcl sptllisirnplc (rrduC'1.ive') Ije' grollp. AsstlllW t hat G' has
uo ('Ofllpacl fa('tors. \re' fix a rllaxirnal (·olllpaet. stlb~r()up J\" of G. LC't r hC' a latt ie(' in
(;, i.c'. r is a disen'tC' slIhl4rOllp ur C' with Vol(r\c,') < oc. B~' Rr w(' elf'uut(' t hc' rigllt
r('~ular n'pn'sc'utatioll or (; Oll /}(r\C) ,wlaieh is d(~fill('d b.Y

(RrCq)/) (.fI') = /(Y'!J), / E [}(I"\(").

(hlC' of flIC' Illain prohlf'IIlS ill t tU' t Iwor.\· ur autorllorphic forrlls is to st ud.\' ,1lC' SIU'(" ral
re'sohn iun or Ur. It is kno\\'J) IIlat L'2 ( r\(~') d('('(JlIlpOSC'S in t 1lC' din'c't SIlIII or twCJ iu\'arialll
sllhspan's

.'.f"

<.. ;~ "~

"'-~.. '~:~
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W}lf'1"(' I~j( {,\C') is ,}w dospd suhspacp SpalllH~cl by all irn~ducible SUhSPiU'PS of U", i.c',

L~(r\G') =: EB 1Tl.r('rr)1l n .

nEG

H.\' Lall~latHls' t.}l('ory ()f Eisc~llst.eill s('rics, t.he ort.hogonal cOlnplelnellt L;(I-;\Cn of J..j(I'\G')
('all lH' dc'sC'rilH'd in tPrlllS or Eisellst~in scries associated to the discrctc sppctnllil of Lpvi
nJlllpOlll'llts I~/' of ctlspidal paraholic suh~roups P of G, .This ilnplies t.hat. t.hc' kllowlc·clge
tlr t 11(' lllllit ipli('it i('s 111.1' (7T) fur all Levi cOlnpollent.s LI', induding G, cktertnillp.s t.}U' spec
t ral clc'c'otllposil ion ('olllplc·t.ply, Thc~rc'forel t.he nlajn issuc is 1.0 st.udy the Illttltiplicit.ies

/1I1'(ii).

( )IU' "r 1111' I>a~i(' Iool~ 10 gain information ahout thc multiplicitics is t.1U' Art.hnr-Scll)(~rg e
Iran' fl)l"Illttla. (;i\'PI1 f E ('jf'(C'), I('t.

Iir(J) = l. f(g)Rdg) ILg.

Ir t 11(' I"('al ral1k or C,' is ('(lila) 1.0 OIlC~, it was provcd hy Se1bcrg t.hat t.he restrict.ioll Il~~(f)

I tf UI" (f) lot})C' d iSCT('t I' SIl bspacp is a t.rac:(~ dass operat.or. Tlwn

. TrRf(f) = L "'lr(1r)(~)1T{f),

trEt;

wtH'I"C' (-) ,. dt'IH tt I'S t IU' R('tl(~ralizpd charartcr of 1T', and t.lw t.racC' fOfltlula is t.hC' pvaillatioll
nf t his SUtll in a diff('n'lIt tlliUlIWr. 'Ihr fOflllula is a Stlln of dist.rihut.iolls at.t.adwd t.o
t}1f' c·{)II.iu~aC".\' dassC's or r phIS a contrihllt.iol1 ('oluillg frOlll t.hr intprt.\\'iuinJ.{ o)wrat.ors
assu("iat ('cl t () I} ... Eisc'lIst c'in serips,

111 1~)R!) il was pro\'C'd h.\' t hp aut.hor t.hat., for gPIH'fal G, Rf(f) is a tran' dass opc'rat.or
fur all /\'-fillit(, f E Cl (en, WIH'f(, t.hC' latter spa('(~ dpllot.es Harish-Chauclra's Sdlwart.z
spac'(' 01' illt c'grahlP rapidl~' d('('fpasing funet ions Oll G'. TllP Illain n'sult disc'usspd in tlu'
'alk is tlw C'lililinat iOIl of t lU' /\. -finit.('tlc'SS assUlllpt iOll,

Theorem 1. For c'\'('r~' / E Cl (e;). t.hf' opC'rat.or R1· (f) is of dU' t fan' dass.

111 ,('nIlS of t tU' S)H'C't nUll of rhe Casiltlir opC'rat.oL t.his IIlf'anS t hat w(' ('an considc'r t 11('
S)H'(" rutil in all 1\' -t.\'IH'S silllUlt flll('otlsly, Tlwof('1l1 I follo\\'s frotll an C'stilllal iOIl uf t 11('
~rtJ\\"t h of ,lU' 11111111)('1' or ('ig('lIvaltH's of t.h(' Casintir opprator iu a fixc'cl /\' -1.\')(' \\"11('n'
t}w cll')H,tlCIPIU'(' Oll t}H' /\. -t~·))(, is IIladp c'xpliC'it, GivPIi (1 E 'A:. Ipt /\n hc' 11u' Casilllir
l'i).!,"C'I1\'alu(' of (1. Silllilarl~', for rr E G! let. Air IH' ttu' Casilllif C'i~(,Il\'alllC' uf iT. Dt·l1ot(· h.\'
'\'n(A) dU' IIUIIlIH'r of C'i~c'Il\'ahlC'S lpss thall A of thp BodllH'r-Laplan' npc'ra'or a("till~ Oll

sC·(" ious of ,Ilf' I()('all~' hOlllogC'IH'OI1S \,('('t.or btludlc' f:n asso('iatf'd tu a ~i\'«'1l (1 E h:. 'rhf'1l

'1'114'01'1'111 1 is a ('ClIlSf'quc'I)('(' uf

Theorem 2. TI)('1"(' «'xis' C0l1S1 auts .V E N aud (. > () such Ihai

Ci



Name: LIVIl; I. NICOLAESCU

Title: Etlt inl1lLrifL7tf.s. s]Jer:tnii jlrHI1.r.; lind Seibr.7~q- Willen eqllat.io7ls

Abstract: Tht' talk is dp\'ot.pd to finit.<, ('n('r~y Seih('r~- \Vitt.pn 1l1odll1i span's on ·1
Illanifolds hOllllcliug Seifprt. fihrat.ious. \lon~ prpcise'ly, I d('scrihp ho\\' t.o ('OlllplltP t hp
\'irtual dilllPusiolls of t.1H's(' spaces. Thf' cOllcret.e conlpu1.ation rdips on t.h.. At i~'ah-Pat odi
Sing('r illdpx t Ill'ormn whieh r<'quires 1.hf' explicit knowlcdge of 1.1H' ('t.a invariants of souw
Dirae t.ypP opprat.ors alld sorrw spec:tral flo\\'s, Csing; t.hese ('olllpllt.at.iolls aud a ('{'rt ain
adiahat ic proc:ess \\'(' derivC' explidt. ann often optinlal upper hOllUds for t h(' Froysho\'
iuvariant.s of ßripskorn h()IIl()lo~y splH'rcs wit.h t.hrce sin~ular fihprs.

Name: PAUL-EMILE PARADANe Title: Tlw Fourier' tnl1ls!o771t of se7lli-si11l1J/e c(J(uljoint orbit.~
Abstract: Lpt AI he a elose'c1 coacljoint. orbit. of areal conuectecl sellli-silnpl(' Lip p;rOl1p G.
and l('t FM E Coc,(g(") hc it.'s Fourier transfornl. In our work \\,p COlllPllt.<~ t hf' n'st.riction
of FM t.o 1.hp Lip algebra t of a nlaxirnal cOIJlpact subgrollp h" of G. Csin~ a t.(\('hlliqlW
of localizat.ioll in t'quivariaut ('ohoillology: \\'(' ext.(~llCl pn~vious n~sult.s h~' DUFLO. HECK

MANN~ VERCNE and SENGUPTA,

Name: .IOAN PORTI

Title: G(~rJ7nd.7·i;;tLlinnof .7-orbijoltls of r:yclir: lY]Je (joint. work wit.h M. BOILEAU)

Abstract:
Theorem (Thurstoll 81), L(~t. Ar'. be a ('los(~d~ oricnt.able, irreduc:ihle anel at.oroidal 3
1l1anifold. ASSlIlll .. t.h('n~ is a diffeolllorphisill rt> : "~t[3 ~ Afl of finite' ordpr t.hat presprves
t.he ori(~n1.at.ion aud has nOIH'1I1pty fiXfld point. set.. Then A{I has a d>-invariant. Spif('rt
fil)rat.ion or a d>-itlvariant. hyperholic st.ru(:t.Uf(~.

rrhis is c:allC'd Uw orhifold thcor(,llI~ h('causc a 4>-invariant. st.ru('t.ure Oll 1\(1 is p<{ui\'alellt
to a st.ru('t.llH' ()Jl t hC' orhifold l\fi I c/J. Thllrst.on 's iclca consist.s in allal~'zing sin~lllar st ru('
tun~s Oll t.lw qu()t.iC'n1. :'fi I f/J: call('d hypt'rholic (one structurps. ()ur Illain ('Ollt ~j)ut ion is
to illt.rodu('p silJlpliC'ial voltltll(~ Co st.lld,\" t.1H' collapsf's of such siJl~ular structllf('S.

Name: MICHEL IluMIN

Title: !lÜ:71UL1I.71:ia71 li7lLil of tlt(~ ."i]wf:lnl11t of coul(lct 7fuLuifoLds
Abstract: \YP st.lJ(I~·· t ht' hphavior of t tu' sp('c1.rlll11 of Laplacians on fDrIIlS ..d + h, and t h('

_ signal 11 ... ' opl'rat or. on ("01.11 ;\('1 ~nanifolds 1'1\(\0\\"1'<1 \\"it.I.1 a fallli!~' of III1't.ri("s IhaI hlo\\'s IIp
al()llg a t ralls\"('rsp H{'pb fH'ld, fhf'SP span's ('oJlvprgp In t.1H' C rOlllo\,- Hallsdorff spnsp t ()
wards a suh-H iPlllHllllian IIIPt rit' spac('. This lilllit. is in SOHlt' S('IlSP opposit (' t () t hp dassic'al
adiahatit' OIH' wlU'f(' t)u' lllH'xplodpd din'('fiolls IlP('cl to 1)(' illtt'~rahl('. :\u~·wa~·. a ('outaet
illt rillsie SIH'c't ral SPqlU'IJ('P C)('('urs tWf(' ill a silllilar wa~' t IH' L('ra,v's Oll(' Oll fihrat ions c10ps
in t h(' adiahat ie casp, This SIH'('t ral SP(I'll'IlC'P d('gC'nprat PS iu fact in su('h a way 'hat il
Ipads ,() t 1)(' so-('allpd dp Hhaul-c'olll at'l ('oillplpx (.Jf)(; !J-I). This al~phraic' st fllC't urt' prp
dids dU' diff(')'('JlI lIatll)'('S aHd lH'ha\'iors of parts of tl~p SIH'C'fflllll that di\'prg(' 01' collapsp
al d if[('fl'Ht SI H'('ds, \ \,p show Ihat t tat' n'sol \"('111 s of r tw Hi('IUillllliall opprat ()rs ('ollsicl('rpc!
IWff' at'tllall,\' C'oll\'prgp to ttwir c0I11acl-c'oulltt'rparts, 111 particlliar. all illtpf('stiJlg infillit(,
clillH'lIsiollal {'ollapsillg of pig('II\"ahU's (tu 0) cHTlIrs ill ··Iuidcllp·· c1pgn'C's. ",hidl is pn'c'ist'l.v
df'S(Tilu'd wit h dlC' 11l·lp of tllC' s('('oud orelc'r diffc'f('nt ial J) or rIlt' (,(JIlt af'l c'ol11pl(')(, :\sid('
frolll t tll' alJ!.f·J)J·aiC" SI 1'11('1 UI'«', Ilw Illain anal."1 ic tool \\,(' tlsf'd 10 uht ain t his is SOHlt' a



priori ('st iluatp ('Olllillg frOll1 a Bochner te<:hniqu(~ adapt('d t.o our sit.uat ion (t lw B i(~IJlall

Ilian ('ur\'at 'In' hlows up h~r('). Thesp res()lv(~Ilt. cOJlvergenecs cau t.lwll 1)(' illlprov<,d (hy
a ('ollllllutator t(·('hniqu(') t.O ohtaill glohal an<! loeal convergellccs of heat. kPfllds or et.a
rllHet ions t.owards t.h(' COIlt.act. Olles, for Ilon sinall Ülncs,

Name: MIKlIAIL SHUßIN

Title: 8(:hn)(tin!lf~T' ()TJ(~nLt()T's Ort Tlon-COmTJlLct rnanifolds: qualitative re81llt,,;

Abstract: Coull('et.iolls h(~twe(lll classical anel quanttltll c.oluplctcncss for t.he S('hr()dill~er

opC'rator Oll a Rif'IIHlIluian tllanifold wcrc discusscd. In particular, a short. proof of
I. ()('illik's t.h('On'lll was giVPIl which providcs thc lllost general sufficient. condit.ioll of
('ss('lItial sdfadjoint.ucss (in ahs(~nce of sin~ularitics). A ncccssary anel sufficicnt. condit.ion _
rur t IU' sJ)('('trulll 1.0 t)(~ dis{TPt.C was fonuulatcd. •

Name: MICHAEL SINGEn..
Title: {,·luiu.tJ t!tf'01'('lILS fOT' aTtti-self-du.alrnet7'ir;s
Abstract: This talk~ which was hased Illaillly on joint work with Alex(~i Koval('v, was
atJolit t lU' prohll·tll of fit)(lill~ an ant.i-self-dual (ASD) nlctric on a COlllwetccl Slllll of ASD
fOllr-lllflllifolds, ()ur approach follows a st.ratcgy sugp;cst.cd by Flocr, in that all t.lu' anal,\'
sis is carri('d out Oll IIHluifolds with cylilldrical cnds (anel in wcightcd Soholev spa('("\s). As
sJH'('ial ('as('s ur our Illaitl I.11('0n'lII one oht.aills rather gCIJ(lral gluing t.hCOf('IIlS for ('olnpacl.

:\Sn orhifolds. This V;lllill~ problplll has been considcrcd by other allt.hors (Dollaldsoll

alHl Frif'chntlll. and Lf'Brull and ('o-allthors), using conlplcx (twist.or) IIwt.hocls. ßut our
n'sldt san' ('prt flinl,v IHon' gPlwral than thosc ohtaincd by twistor ITlcthods,

Name: HEyr:n S.JA~'IAAR

Title: /'-iunl,. iU(·I/1tulil:i,' .... fUtti Schube1't cycles
Abstract: This is joint wnrk with Arkady ßcrcnstcin. Considpr a cOlllpaet. conllect('d

Lic' group and a dosc'cI (,olItH'ct<,d suhgroup. GCIlC'raliziup; a r('sult. of Klyachko, wc give a
III'C'('Ssar.\· alul suffil'i('lIt l'ritpfiou for a coadjoint. orbit. of thc suhgrollp tu bp cOIlt.ainpd in
t}lf' proj('('1 iOIl uf fl gi\'('ll ('oadjoint. orhit of t.hp alnhicnt. grOllp. TIll' ('rit.priou is cOllchcd
ill t f'l'tns of t1)(' .. ["('lat in"~ S('hHt)(~rt calclllus of t.h(' fla~ variC't.ips of t.lw t.wo groups.

Name: BOlus '{OUSSIN

Title: AftJ7Loluiul n',... olut.itJ7Ls of si71ytlla,.itit~s .-
Abstract: L(·t ii : .\' -t .\ t)(, Cl r('solution of singularit.i('s of an al~('hrai(' vari(,ty .\ of •
clifllf'Usiull 11. aud Ipt I:' bp its ('x('ppt.ional divisor. ThC' n~soluti()11 ;r is ('all('d a 71HJTI.fJ11tial

""soltttio1L if t Ilf' divisor E == U.~ E.~ is nOflllal crossing, allel 1r has t.ll(' f()ll()\\'iu~ addit iDual
prnj)('rty. Cousidl'r t Iw ptlllha('k ('ot.alll:'!ptlt. slll'af rr·T·.Y (it is a ('ohC'f('ut sllbsh('af or t.1U'
('ot flllg('ut slH'af T- .\'): t llc'u w(' n'qllif(' t hat at any point !) E .\' t 11(' sh('af ir-T-.\ has t hp
fullo"'ing s,"st ('111 (Jf "IIlOIlOllliar' ~('tl('rat.ors:

tI(.ro.) for i == 1. .... k. aud d(J· rI
) 11)) for j == 1., .. ,11 - k,

wlll'J'(' W(' l1an':

.1'1, .... .1'1,-. 11, ..... "J, A: is a lo('al anal,". i(' (or (;t al(') ('oordi Ilat (' S.\·st ('tu Oll .\' at /).

t IU' ('oordiuatps .1'1, ...• .rl,- an' 10l'al ('quat ious at /) of t husf' ('oIlI)HJIU'llt si:'" that pass

t hroll~h 1',



lu addit iOll 1 t.1H' c'xpOl)cnts 01 : O"k are required to he linftarly indc'pend('Ilt. an<! t.hc' s('t
of 1l10UOluiais :r.U1 ~ ••• ~ x()" 1 :r.(li ~ ~ :rf1n - l ' is reqllircd to bc t()t.al1~· order('d hy di\'isihilit.~·

(t.hc' ord('r Inay possibly br. differf'nt fronl tlw one writt.rn).
:'\otP tltat. t.he (~xp()ncnt.s 0'1"" 1 0k E z~ (wherc Z+ is t.hc set. of llollllPgati\'(' illtpgprs)

an' rpclllirf'd t.o Iw linearly indc~pClldeI1t.~ and benec, t.hey gellPratp t.he ('nt irp V('c't.or spa('(l
Qk; WC~ shall ccmsidc~r au addit.iollal rpqlJin'IJlcnt that cach ,lJj is a linear cOlllhinat ion o\,('r
Q of ouly those 0', t.hat. sat.isfy Oj ::; jij (i.c., of such Oj .t.hat. :r.0l divides :r/

I
)).

Such resoillt.iolls are kllown t.u exist for any algcbraic variet.y .Y o\'t'r a fipld of dlara('
t.erist.ic Zt'ro in t.he following low-<liIncllsional caS(ls: 11. = 2 allel 11 == 3.

e :nll' p;l·'.Il:ral ar~lIII1Cl~t [ spmll 1.0 have. app('ar~ (.0 be very diffirllit. as it IISI'S ill\'aria.lIls
of sluJ?;lllant.u\s 1110r(' ckltcat.f' t.han t.lU' OIlPS llscd 111 t.lw proof of the usual (1l01l-1I10110flllal)
n~soilltioll of sinl-{ularit.ips. For t.his reasoll I hcsit.ate to claiul it. ullt.il it is wriltPIl up in
Juli det.ail.

:'vl~· original illt.erest. in such resolut.ions was duc 1.0 its possihlc\ appliratio-Ils to J}
coholllology: if t.he pullba('k c'ot.allgpnt. sJu~af is gen(lrat.c~d by t 11(' 1I1ollolllials as dpscrihC'c1
ahovc\ tlJ(~1l t.l](~ pullhack t.o ~y of tht' Fl1billi-St.udi nH~t.ric Oll .\ (assulIlillg .\ projf,(·ti\'t~)

is ql1asiisolllPt.riC" in a Ileighhorhood of (Ul~' point PE.\" to t.ltC\ IIwt.ri('

k n-k

Lr'(./;tll)d(:rur ) + L d {:r[j)1!j)d(:r:J)lI.
J

) .

;.= I J'= I

Latf~r I f(~aliz('d thaI. thpsc' n~soluti()lIs \\"('rp not hdpful wJwrc~ J IH\f'df'cl t tH'HL allel I post
p(HI(~d t.lu\ ('olnpl(,tiol1 or t his projC'd. I hop(\ that 1I1ollol11ial rf\soJut ions will 1)(' hplpful
in proving that an.\" hirat.inllal isolllorphislll ('an h(' d(~(,()lllp()s(\d int 0 a ('oJllposit ion of
hlowups alld hlowdowlls. .:

In addit.ioll. I n\(,('Jltl\' lU1ard froHI nidlarcl \'lC'1rosp t.hat. t.hp 1l1o]JOJllial n'sohlt.iolls Illa\'

1)(\ hdpful to f~xtPlld his' h-calculus 1.0 sillgttlar alg('hraiC' varic'l.ips. J - ,

Name: WEI-PINC ZHANG

Title: S'1lh-Si.fJ1tfll1lrr: o]J(~rlLl()1".'·i fLud .'i1lh- !Jirur: o]JrTfllo7's

Abstract: 111 this talk~ W(I df's('rilH'd our ('Ollslru('t.ioll of what WI' ('all suh-sigl1atufC'
eOppralOrS assol"ialpl! In snb-\"P("(or bllllc!lps of lall~Pllt !Hllldips of lIIallif"lds. 111 SOli 11'

SC'llSP. thC'sl' o}H'ralors \1nif~· elw Hirzc'hr\l('h si~Battlrt\ opc'rator allel tlw dt, HhaJIl-II()d~"

oJH'ra'or withollt rc'fcTillJ,!; to Spill-strtwtlll"f'S whiell Jlli14ht not f'xist. \\'1)('11 thf' slllt-\'(I('tur
hllUdlf ' l11('n' iOIH'd alto\"{' d()f's ('arr.\' a spill st ruC"tllJ"P. Ihf'1l Wt' ('all ("cJI1st nwt t 1)(' assof'iatf·c1
sult-Dira(' op('rator (Iltis {'(HISt nJ('t ion was dOllP joint I.\' wi.t h I,. Liu).

:\s fnr appliC"aliolls, \\'C' stalf\ a Hif'lllartrt-Hoeh t.\'P(' tl)('ofC'lll fur ('I'rlaill J..!,f'llI'raliz(ld
:\ti.\·ah-Patodi-Sillgt'r ill\'ariallts for ftat hUlullt's. \"(' also illdif'alP that tllC' BislIlllt-I.otl
allal.,·ti(' lorsioll fonll ('all })(' SC'('1l frolH ttlf' adiahalif' lilllil or n'rtaill SIH,(·tral ill\'ilriallt~

asslI('ial('d In sllh-si~llat1Jfl'opl'rators IIrt tiluoff',) Jllilllifolds.

:\s allllllwr ;lpplif'iltiol1. WI' d.'SCTilwd 11111' j.tiJll work wilh 1\. I.in. ill whidl Wt' ~a\"C' fl

cl inTI g('OIIl('1 rie proof of Colllll's'S \'anishillg tllC'nf('1I1. ",hiel. 4'xII:lld~ ttll' das~ieal Lif'h
J14'rowit"z \'tllli~hill~ 11won'1l1 1.1 Illallif(lld~ wil h Spill ill({'J.!.rahl.· sllh-lalll.~.·111 IHlIull..s. fur
wltal \\"C' I';all 1114' alruusl Bif'lJlalilliall f.. liati"f1~.



Evening talks

Narne: .JEt\r\-~vlICIIEL ßISMUT

Title: ."'Yl/1.plt'cf.jt' qt~(111tf~f.7'Y fLnti lh(~ V~rlind(~ !or1flultl,'; (joint work wit.h F. LABOURIE)

Abstract: Tlu' plH)JOS(' o[ t.lw talk was t.o f(~view joint. work wit.h F. Lah(Hlrip (FonIt1lIf~.'i d~

\."T/ind,' pn'IL1' I".'i .'11"0 ILp"S Si1flJJlt~l1tf~1Llco7L7tf~1;eScl .tJ(~oTn~lrie8?J1Tt]Jlec:tiq1tt:. C. R. Acad. Sei.
Paris. 325~ Sc"ril' L 1()O~J-l()14 (1997)). Lpt. G lw a ('oIllpact ronIlP('tC'd siIuply coulwct.pd
siruplc' Lic' g;rollp. lA" ~ tH' a RiflIllcUIIl sur[acp with rnarked points. Lpt M bp t.lH' Iuoduli
span' lJr (,'e S('lllist abh' bllUdlC's on 1: (wit.h paraholic condit.iollS at t.1H' Inark('d points).
Fur fl g;in'lI fJ E N 1 M carric's a liu(' }lllIlcll(' )l, The Verlilule [oflBula is a fOflllula for
dirn IllJ(M. ,V').

B.\· \arasirnhall-StH'shadri, it is 1(~git.iIllat.<~ t.o f(~plac(~ M by t.ht' s('t. 1\1 jc,; of Hat c,"
hlllldlc's (}II~. For ~('IH'ric c:hoi('{'S of hol()norllics~ AI jG is an orhifolcl, t.o which thp
Tllf'un'Ill ur Hiprllilllll-Bo('h-Kawasaki rau h(~ applied. This applicat.iofl was alrpady giv~1l

1).\' SZ4'UC'S (L~IS I.c'('t11n' \otps Spries 208, Canlbridge Cnivprsit.y Pn'ss 1995) ror C' =
Sl'(:q aru) h.\· .Jc'lrn'.\·-I~irwafl (aIg-g('(Hllj9GOB029 (1996)) in t.lw case' (; == SL:(n): in such
c-aStts ,\/ j(~' is g.('ll4'riC'ally srlloot h.

\\'c' show ho\\' t 0 1["('at t 11(~ casc~ of a gPlwral group G. OU(' possihly t.o t.11(~ lack 01' vall
ishing; 01' hig.lH'1" c'(tholll()log.\'~ Wp prove thaI. only [01' largc p, t.hc Rielnann-lloC'h 1I11(111)('r
uf .\1 j(; is gin'il b.Y t)1(' V('rlindp [onnulas. Thc pquality is also valid for an.\" fJ iu ('(lses
\\'114'1'<' \'ilnishillg uf highc'r COhOlllolog,v holds. W<, also tf(~at. t.hp 1I0fl gPIlPric cas(' hy a
lH'rt urbat ion arg;urllf'llt.

Natne: l;LHICIl Bl.:NKE

Titlc: (:n]IIpulfll,ioll of hiy!tfT tt1tlllytic torsioTl

Abstract: '1'1)(' c'q1livariallt hi~her analyt.ic torsion (dC'fillC'd hy Lott.) ()f a dosf'd (,'
Illanifold :\1 is au in\"ilfiallt. fOflnal po\\'('r scrips T(1\1) E 1((;) Oll rhf' Li(' alJ.,!;C'hra of (;.
\r(, gin' a fortllllia for '1'( ,\/) in t.f'rrIlS of thc pquivariant. Elll(~r charaet.c'rist ie of ;\1, Csillg
t his re'sl11t \\,p C'tnllpllt(' t tu' Bislllut-Lott. highpr analyt.ic t.orsion [onn or fibn' blllldips wit.h
c'olllpaC't sI I'1wt ure' g;rOllps.

Name: XIA:-ZIIE DA) e
Title: :t lltllyf.it· IOI'S'iOU (lud Uf'itl"11tt:i,'ilp.T· tOT.';io1t on 1ILlLnifnld,..; wil.h bouudtl1'l}

Abstract: \r(, pro\'C' a fonuula I'('lat ill~ t h(' allal~·t ie torsiCHl alld Rf'idf'l)lC'ist ('r lorsioll Oll
IlJilnifolds wit h hOllIular.\· ill t lH' g('IlC'ral cas(' \\'h(,ll thC' IllC't.rir is llot np(·c'ssaril.v a produ('f
w'ar t 111' IHHllular.\'. TllC' procitlC't ('asp has h(,C'1l ('sI ahlishpd h.\' \\'. Lii('k and S. ~]. '"ishik.
\\"C' lind t hat t lw ('XI ra tc'nu t hat COIU('S in hpf(' in t h(' llonprodll('t ('as(' is t lll' Iralls~n's-
siOIl ur Ihf' Eulc'l' dass in 'lu' ('\'PB dillH'Ilsional ('ase' alld a sliJ.,!;ht I,v IIlon' 111.\·SI ('riOllS tc'nll

ill\'ol\'ing t hc' S('('olld fUlldalllC'ut al forrll uf t tu' hOllllclar.\" anel t tH' ('ul'\'at ure' tf'IISOI' (Jr t 11('
luanifolcl in eil(' ndd dirrwllsiollal ('asp.

Nanle: SEBASTI:\:\, C;OETTE

Title: J';(/llilltll:iillll 1/-i1I1'tl1'Ü171f" (lud J/-!01'1IlS

Abstract: "rhc' ('qlli\'ariilnt I/-ill\'ariant of a OiraC' opC'l'atflr J) ()II Cl IIlilllifold .\1 apP('flr~ a~

a houudar.\· ('OlTf'C'fioll tl'nll ill ))oIHwl.\''s fixc'tl-point fllrrllllia. whill' tlll' I/-fonll ilpP('ar~ in

I()



Bislllnt-Chl'('g;('r~s falllily indpx t.hCOfl'Ill. ßot.h iu\'ariant.s v/'tu'raliz(' t.hp APS lI-invariant.
In 1.lw cas(' of a faluily wit.h conlpact s1.ruct.nrc Kronp G act.inp; isolllpt.ritally on tlw t.ypi('al
fibn' At, we show 1.hat hot.h invariant.s are rplat.('d via Clll'rll- \Vpil theory~ up 1.0 correet ion
t.PrlIlS t.hat. can be COluputecl locally on AI, 'fhis forllllrla not. only C'xplains singularitil's
of t.IH~ equivariant. '1-invariant a~ a fun('t.ioll on G, hut. also l11ak('s ll-foflllS exp}ieit.ly nHIl

pUl.abl(~ in c:ert.ain cases.

Name: MATTHIAS LEseH
Title: ()n bOll.ndary value problems f07' Diru(; tYTJ~ opr.rtllors (joint. work wit.h .J. BRÜNING)

Abstract: I reportcd on a rcc(~nt joint. projcC't. with Joc:h"n I3riillinp;. I pr:psl'ut.pd a IlP\\,

approach t.o hOllndary value prohlclllS for Dirac t.ype operat.ors in a funet.ional Clllalyt ie
fralltework. 'There are sevcral applicat.ions wc have in Blind: in asprips of papprs W('

will givc an elclllcntary anel unificd treat.IJ}(~lIt of a vari(~t.y of fC'sult.s Iike t.1U' Cohorc1isru
Theoreul für Dirac operators, the Ralnachanelran index t.IH\()n~lll~ a gf'npralizat.ioll of t.lw
.\granovich Dynin fornlula

l
anel thc spcct.ral ftow fOflllula. Fut.ure topics arc:JH'at. frac('

aSylnpt.ot.ics allel t.hC' st.udy of t.hc functional det.f'rUlinallt as a fu net.ioB of th('. houllclary
<:oudit.ioll.

Name: PAOLO PIAZZA

Title: A hi.fJhf~T APS index theon~Tn f07' thf~ signlLlun~ ()lJ(~nLtor (joint. work \vit h E. LEICHT

NAM)

Abstract: Let. IV hp a dosed cOJllpacl Illanifold. \Vp aSSHIlW t.hat. 1Td lV) is of polyuo
luial Rrowt.h wit h f(~Spcct t.o a worcl nwt.ric. \V(~ denot.e hy A == C; (1T) (IV)) t hp H'du(,('<J
(.'. -al~phra of Jrl (N) and hy ß the sllhal~f'hra of rapidly cle("n~asing fUJH"t.ioIlS, \\Tl' fix

a Jllct.ric g Oll lV auel wc considcf 1.hc' l1uiV(~rsal cover N wit.h t.}l(' Jift('d 1I1f't.rie .q. The'
si~nat.lIn' 0JH'rator Oll Iv scicloJn adruit.s a gap in it.s l}.sp('('tnuH. For this !"('(lSOIl tlw
illt.('~ral cl('filliug Lot t.'s hig}wr ('t.a invariant. is nof. kllOWll to he cOllv('rK('uL In this t.alk I
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Quantum and Classical Integrable Systems

28.06.1998 bis 04.07.1998

Introduction

By now, integrable systems have had an impact on many different areas of mathematics
and physics. The purpose of this meeting was to bring together researchers from a wide
variety of horizons.

Discrete versions of elassic geometrie objects turn out to be integrable, whereas eertain
matrix integrals are related to coloring problems of random triangulations and graphs.
Kähler manifolds lead very naturally to a non-linear Sehrödinger equation. Integrable
systems are also related to ä-operators. Moreover, there is a mysterious link between
integrable systems and hyperbolic equations satisfying the Huygens' prineiple. Along
more geometrie and physieal lines, quantized supersymmetrie gauge theories lead to new
phenomena, not known in dimension two; it provides improved elassifications of four
manifolds. Approximate solutions to the U(N)- valued Skyrme model (in dimension 3)
lead to a good classieal descriptions of a nucleon.

Tbe notion of symmetries of an integrable system has led to new equations, which are
related to isomonodromie deformations. The study of random matrices relies very heavily
on those symmetries, including vertex operators. Tbe latter are disguised Bäcklund trans
formations, which have Quantum mechanical versions, hut also have higher dimensional
generalisations, called the duality symmetries; they playa role in M-theory. Extensions
of six-vertex models are related to the representation theory of Uq(SZ2).

Hypergeometrie solutions to certain versions of the bispectral problem were discussed.
Another related vein of research is eoncerned with the representations of kemels for the
study of the spectrum of random matrices, already mentioned above, especially the or
thogonal and symplectic ensembles.

Other topics lectured on in this meeting were the Calogero-Moser system for ADE- root
systems. Along more algebraie-geometrical lines, algebraic desciptions of integrable sys
tems were given, which are linearizable on Jacobians; they capture well-known integrable
systems (Gaudin model, ete... ).



Vortragsauszüge

M. Adler, Waltham, USA

Symmetries in integrable mechanies üoint work with P. van Moerbeke)

The subject of my talk is the use of symmetries as a tool in mechanics. In tbe context of
integrable mechanics, symmetries are an extension of the commuting algebra of integrable
mechanics in such a way that tbe commuting vector fields play the role of a Cartan center
and as a whole form a closed Lie algebra of vector fields. In many problems one is able
to deforrn a situation so as to introduce an integrable system and the symmetries in
effect enable one to compute the tangent space of the deformation in a very effective way.
Random matrix tbeory is a wonderful example as tbe effect of the symmetry algebra is tA"
effect tbe range of the integration variables in a Virasoro type way. This procedure is als.'
effective in studying tbe role of tbe Bäcklund transformation on the tridiagonal operator
associated with orthogonal polynomials. Tbe so-called bispectral problem is yet another
application of this technique.

H. Aratyn, Chicago, USA

Ghost symmetries

We propose a new infinite set of eommuting additional abelian ("ghost") symmetries in
the setting of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) type integrable hierarchy. These ghost
symmetries are generated by squared eigenfunction potentials and admit their own Lax
representation in which they are realized as standard isospectral ftows. This setup of
the standard one-component KP hierarchy endowed with a special infinite set of abelian
additional symmetries is shown to be equivalent to the two-component KP hierarchy.

Alexander I. Bobenko, Berlin

Discrete Affine Spheres Ooint work with Wolfgang Schief)

Integrable discrete versioDS of affine spheres are constructed. Affine spheres with indefinite
and definite Blaschke metric are discretized in a purely geometrie manneT. The technique
is based on simple relations between affine spheres and their duals which possess naturA
discrete anaIogues. Cauchy problems are posed and shown to admit unique solutionP
Particular discrete definite affine apheres are shown to include regular polyhedra and
some of tbeir generalizations. In tbe case of indefinite affine spheres it is shown that the
underlying discrete Gauss-Codazzi equations ·reduce to an integrable diserete Tzitzeica
system. The interpretation in terms of loop groups is presented.

E. Corrigan, Durham, GB

A new formulatioD of Caloger~Mosersystems

This talk describes 80me very recent work in collaboration with Bordner sod Sasaki, the
full details of which can 'be (ouod in [1]. There are two main themes. The first is a
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formulation of the Lax pair for Calogero.Moser models based on the ADE root systems
within the class of 'minimal' representations. These Lax pairs capture tbe previous work of
Calogero and Moser, Olshanetsky and Perelomov, and D'Hoker and Phong [2,3,4,5,6]. The
minimal representations are a restricted set of fundamental representations comprising aH
the fundamental representations for members of the A serles, tbe vector and two spinaT
representations for the D series, the two 27s of E6 , and the 56 of E7 • However, there
are 00 minimal representations for Es. Tbe matrices of tbe Lax pair are labelIed by the
weights of tbe representation but da not themselves form (part of) a representation for
a Lie algebra (88, for example, they do for Toda sytems). The special properties of the
minimal weights are used extensively, particularly the fact that they form a single orbit
under the Weyl group, a happy circumstance they share with the roots themselves. These
Lax pairs work for all three of the Calogero-Moser potentials (1/(0· q)2, 1/ sinh2 (o . q),
aod p(o· q)).

The second theme is motivated by adesire to examine the Es case for which the previous
formulation eannot work because there are Da minimal representations. It is suggested
that a Lax pair can be set up in which tbe matrices are labelIed by roots but, as before(do
not form part of a representation. (Indeed they eannot, because the adjoint representatlon
would have to inelude a rank's worth of zero weights). The technicalities of checking the
claim are given in [1] but there is a surprise. This time, there is an additional Cunetional
relation which must be satisfied by tbe potential aod it is satisfied only by the quadratic
choice, 1/(0· q)2. It remains to be seen if there is a further modification waiting to be
fouod which will permit the ather potentials. However, at least fOl the quadratic potential'
there is now a Lax pair for Es, and that is astrang indication of its integrability.

It is possible to recover Lax pairs for root systems based on the other Lie algebras whose
root systems are not simply-Iaced. The principal tool is the concept of 'folding' - which
ean be used to obtain the roots of non-simply-Iaced systems from those of the ADEseries
by capitalising on symmetries of the Dynkin diagram.

Refereoces

• [1] A. Bordner, E. Corrigan and R. Sasaki, 'Calogero-Moser models: A new formu
lation', preprint, hep-th/9805106.

• [2] F. Calogero, 'Solution of the one-dimensional N-body problem with quadratic
and/or inversely quadratic pair potentials', J. Math. Phys. 12 (1971) 419.

• [3] J. Maser, 'Three integrable Hamiltooian systems connected with isospectral de
formations', Adv. Math. 16 (1975) 197.

• [4] M.A. Olshanetsky and A.M. Perelomov, 'Completely integrable Hamiltonian
systems connected with semi-simple Lie algebras" Inv. Math. 37 (1976) 93.

• [5] M.A. Olshanetsky aod A.M. Perelomov, 'Classical integrable finite-dimensional
systems related to Lie algebras" Phys. Rep. Cl (1981) 314.

• [6] E. D'Hoker aod D.H. Phong, 'Calogero-Moser Lax pairs with spectral parameter',
preprint, hep-th/9804124.
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L. Dickey, Oklahoma, USA

Zakharov-Shabat Hierarchy and Isomonodromic Deformations

The Zakharov-Shabat (ZS) hierarchy incorporates all the integrable systems of the ZS
type: the zero curvature equatioDs with connection matrices rationally depending on some
spectral parameter. Additional symmetries ofthe ZS bierarchy are constructed; along witb
the main symmetries th ~y form an extended ZS. It is shown that some restrietions of the
extended ZS coincides with tbe isomonodromic deformations fOllnd by Jimbo, Miwa and
Ueno. Also a very simple praof of tbeir isomonodromic ·property is given which does not
require tbe study of asymptotic behavior of solutions of ODE's with rational coefficients
near poles of coefficients, i.e., the study of Stokes lines, Stokes matrices etc. which makes
the known praofs so awkward and hard to comprehend. Meanwbile, it is clear tbat if one
needs, he can prove the preservation of Stokes matrices and connection matrices as wee
with the same easiness.

Ph. Di Francesco, Chapell Hill, USA and Paris, France

Folding and coloring problems in mathematics and physics

I formulate various (planar) lattice folding problems arising in the context of statistical
physics of surfaces. A folding is a map from the lattice to the d-dimensional space pre
serving its faces. 1'11 show how one can define thermodynamical quantities such as the
folding entropy, 88 suitable limits involving the number of distinct folded configurations of
the surface, and present the case of the two-dimensional folding of tbe triangular lattice,
aod many more. Most of these problems may be mapped onto an equivalent vertex/face
or edge coloring problem for tbe lattice.

In a second step, laddress tbe folding problem of random surfaces, in the form of graphs
with arbitrary connectivity. In particular, 1'11 show how the vertex tricoloring problem of
random triangulations is solved by a simple matrix integral.

Fina11y, I'll address the folding of one-dimensional (polymer) chains. I'll describe the
underlying algebraic structure of the problem, and suggest a general scheme to investigate
the case of arbitrary dimensional objects.

A. Grünbaum, Berkeley, USA

The bispectral problem and some applications

I discuss several aspects oftbe bispectral problem mainly in its discrete-continuous version.
This part of tbe talk ja joint work with Luc Haine. Tbe main result is that tbe "lowest
order instances" , when botb tbe differential and the difference operator are oforder two are
completely classified by 3 complex numbers a,b,c aod the entire contruction can be made
explicit in terms of solutioDB corresp9nding Gauss hypergeometric equation. This shows
that this version ja richer tban tbe continuous-continuous one, when the corresponding
examples are ooly Bessel and Airy.

I also see bow tbe classical ideas of Stieltjes giving an electrostatic interpretation for
the zeros of the classical orthogonal polynomials can be modified when one applies the
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Darboux process to these "basic" solutioDs of the bispectral problem and obtains new
solutions.

J. Hurtubise, Montreal, Canada

Integrable systems and algebraic surfaces

Locally, an algebraieally integrable Hamiltonian system is a Lagrangian fibration of Abe
Han varieties over a base, which we eau take to be a ball U in eg• The information
describing such 8 system is then a map from U into the Siegel upper half plane, which
mnst satisfy some constraints for the symplectic form to exist; in suitable coordinates,
this constraint just say that the period matriees Zij(U) , u E U are a matrix of second
derivatives.

When one restriets to the case when the Abelian varieties are Jacobians, one has rather
more. Indeed, ooe can consider the Abel map A from the family of curves S over U iota
the family of Jacobians, and eonsider the rank of the pull-hack of the symplectic form.
If the rank is two, then one ean quotient the null foHation on S to obtain a symplectic
surface Q; one can then show that the original integrable system is birational to thc
Hilbert scheme of Q. Most frequently studie<! integrable systems (Gaudin model, Hitchin
systems, Sklyanin system, and others). fall into this rank two eategory.

For integrable systems of Prym-Tyurin varieties oDe has a similar invariant, and one
obtains, when the rank is two, some quite restricted types of manifolds, instead ofsurfaces.

Referenees

• [1] Integrable systems and algebraic sur/aces, Duke Mathematical Journal 83, 19-50
(1996); Erratum, 84, 815 (1996)

• [2] Rank 2 integrable system3 0/ Prym varieties {with E. Markman)~·~rAdv. Theo.
Math. Phys., 2 (1998), 633-695. (alg-geom preprint math.AG/9804059)

B. Julia, Paris, Francee Superdualities and twisted self-duality

I reviewed a systematic doubling procedure tbat allows a manifest implementation of dual
ity symmetries of field theories of differential forms of various degrees. Invariant (twisted)
seld-duality eonstraints reduce the number of degrees of freedorn to the original ODe. Du
ality symmetries are higher dimensional generalisations of Bäcklund transformations, they
are extremely important in modern theories of particles and extended objects including
strings, in M-theory for instance. The subgroup of duality symmetries of a particular
Lagrangian depends on the choice of one particular half of the doubled set of fields. This
has been studied in great detail on supergravity theories, where a compact descriptioll
of gauge symmetries is obtained by considering them (locally) inside finite dimensional
supergroups of usuperdualities". These ideas are of general applieability and are being
extended to reexpress gravity as weil as the other interactions as instanton models.
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V.A. Kazakov, Paris, France

Two-Matrix model with ABAB interaction (in collaboration with P. Zinn
Justin)

Using recently developed methods of character expansions we salve exactly in the large
N limit a new two-matrix model of hermitian matrices A and B with the action

S = !CfrA2 + TrB2
) - ~(TrA4 + TrB4

) - ~2Tr (AB)2.
2 4

This model can be mapped onto a special case of the 8-vertex model on dynamical planar
graphs. The solution is parametrized in terms of elliptic functions. A phase transition is
faund: tbe critical point is a conformal field theory with central charge c=l coupled to
2D quantum gravity. e
B. Konopelcbenko, Lecce, Italy

Integrable systems far D-bar operators of non-zero index (joint work with
L.Martinez Alonso and E.Medina)

Integrable hierarchies associated with D-bar operators of non-zero index, or equivalently,
with the singular seetar of tbe KP hierarchy are discussed. They arise as the restrie
tion of the standard KP hierarchy to submanifolds of finite codimension in the space of
independent variables. For higher D-bar indices these hierarchies represent themselves
families of multidimensional equations with multidimensional constraints. The D-bar
dressing method is used to construct these hierarchies. Hidden KdV, Boussinesq and
hidden Gelfand-Dikii hierarchies: are considered too. -

V. Kuznetsov, Leeds, GB
Quantum Bäcklund transformations

We construct several new Bäcklund transformations (BT's) for finite-dimensional inte
grable systems and find their quantum analogs. As application, same new integral equa
tions for tbe associated multi...variable special functions are derived. A connection to the
problem of quantum separation of variables is discussed.

Suppose that L(u) and M(u) are two representations of the Sklyanin algebra: e
{L1(u), ~(v)} =[r(u - v), L1(u)L2(v)).

Making use of tbe co-multiplication property, we define an integrable system with two
different Lax matrices, LM and M L. Let us now define a map B':

..J
\'

B:LHi,

through the following matrix equation:

ML=LM.

On several examples we show that such map amounts to an automorphism of the Sklyanin
algebra, thereby being a Poisson map.

6



The next step is to make the following reduction:

M=M,

so that we get the "discrete-timen
. Lax equation of Bä.cklund transformation for an inte

grable system with the Lax matrix L:

ML= iM.

The corresponding map stays Poisson.

This approach was applied to get oew BT's and their quantum analogs for several finite
dimensional integrable systems. Main examples are 812 Heisenberg and Gaudin magnets.

e T. Miwa, Kyoto, Japan

Alternating vertex models (ajoint work with J Hong, S-J Kang and R Weston)

·v....~:
We consider the Z invariant vertex models with alternating spins. In the six-vertex model,
the spin is 1/2 everywhere. We consider the lattice consisting of lines with sp"ins, e.g., 1/2
and 1. We show that the Z-invariance, which implies the independence of the one-point
function on the spectral parameters, does not imply the equality of the one-point function
of the alternating lattice with that of the pure lattice because a mixing of the ground states
occurs. We also give the exact formula of the mixing by using the representation theory
of Uq(;L2)' in particular, the deformed version of the Goddard-Olive-Kent decomposition.

D. Olive, Swansea, GB

Introduction to Electromagnetic Duality

Progress in fundamental particle theory has been inexorably linked to an increased under
standing of symmetry and its role. Quantum integrability is emerging as another example.
Its mode of operation in space-time of four dimensions differs from that familiar in two
dimensions yet involves quite old ideas concerning an interchange of electricity aod mag
netism. The feature that extends from two to four dimensions ia of an integrable field
theory being a certain deformation of a conformally invariant theory. Apparently the Lax
pair/zero curvature concept does not extend.

Certain supersymmetrie gauge theories possess soliton solutions carrying magnetic charge.
When quantised, these states are symmetrically related to the electrically charged states
whose fields enter the original equations of motion. This idea has no known counterpart in
two dimensions. Important mathematical tools are provided by the Atiyah-Singer index
theorem, hyper-Kähler geometry and the theory of modular functions. The ideas extend in
many different ways: an explanation of quark. confinement, the consistent unification of all
the forces including gravity in superstring theory (requiring space-time of ten dimensions),
and an improved classification theory of four manifolds.

c. Terng, Princeton, USA

Geometrie integrable systems and their symmetries
t

l,------;~
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In this talk, I explain some joint work with Karen Uhlenbeck. Many soliton equations
arise in differential geometrie problems. 1'11 use ODe example to explain the interplay.
betweeD soliton theory, differential geometry and symmetries. Let (M, 9, J) be a Kähler
manifold with Kähler metric 9 and eomplex strueture J, and E : Co(R, M) -+ R the
energy functional, where C(R, M) is the space of a11 smooth curves 'Y : R -+ M. The
complex structure J on M induces a symplectie strueture on Co(R, M). The geometrie
non-linear Schrödinger equation (GNLS) on M is the Hamiltonian ftow defined by E:
'Yt = J.,(K.,.1':z:). Using the embedding of Gr(k, n) as an adjoint orbit of u(n), we eonstruct
a development map t/> from C(R, M) to the linear space C(R, 9l(k, n - k» such that the
GNLS equation eorresponds to tbe Fordy-Kulish equation qt = i(q:z::z: + 2qq·q), where
gl(k, n - k) is tbe space of all k x (n - k) matriees and q. = if. There is a sequenee
of Poisson structures for each equation, and we show that tbe map 4J maps the order k
structure to order k + 2 structure. We also explain the relation among the loop groue
action, Bäcklund transformations and scattering theory of this equation.

A.P. Veselov

Multi-dimensional Baker-Akhiezer functions and Huygens' Principle (joint
work with O.A.Chalykh and M.V.Feigin)

A nation of rational Baker-Akhiezer (BA) funetion related to a eonfiguration of hyper
planes in C n is introduced. It is proved that the BA funetion exists only for very special
configurations (loeus configurations), which satisfy a eertain overdetermined algebraic
system. The BA functions satisfy some algebraically integrable Schrödinger equations,
so any locus configuration determines such an equation. Some results towards the elas
sifieation of a11loeus configurations are presented. This theory is applied to the famons
Hadamard's problem of description of al1 hyperbolic equations satisfying Huygens' Prinei
pie. We show that in a certain class all such equations are related to loeus configurations
and the eorresponding fundamental solutions can be eonstrueted explicitly from the BA
funetions.

H. Widorn, Santa Cruz, USA

Random matrices

For the unitary ensembles of N x N Hennitian matrices associated with a weight functioe
w there is a kemei, expressible in terms of tbe polynomials orthogonal with respect to '.1
the weight function, which plays an important role. In particular one has formulas for
the correlatioD functioDS and spacing probabilities in terms of them. For the orthogonal
and symplectic ensembles of Hermitian matrices there are 2 x 2 matrix kerneis, usu-
ally constructed using skew-orthogonal polynomials, which play an analogous role. The
derivatioDS in the literature of the various fonnulas are somewhat involved. We present
a direct approach, joint work with Craig A. Tracy, which leads immediately to the sealar
kernels for the unitary ensembles and matrix kerneis for the orthogonal and symplectic
ensembles, and the representations of the correlation functions and spacing probabilities
in terms of them. We indicate how the entries of the matrix kernel can be expressed in
terms of the scalar ~emel for the associated unitary ensemble. If w'/w is rational then
one of the entries of the matrix kemel (from which the others are eomputable) is equal

8
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to the eorresponding sealar kernel plus a surn of terms whose number equals the order
of w'Iw. Thus for the Gaussian (w(x) = e-:r') and Laguerre (w(x) = xQ e-:r) ensembles
there will be one "extra" term because of the poles of w'Iw at 00 and 0, respectively.

W. Zakrzewski, Durharn, GB

Skyrmions and Harmonie Maps

In this talk I have discussed recent ideas of how to find approximate solutions of the U(N)
valued Skyrme model in 3 spatial dimensions. The model itself provides a good classical
and phenomenological description of a nucleon and other low lying nuclei; unfortunately
its equations are too complicated to be solved analytically.

The recent idea, based on numerical observations, is to use polar coordinates and approx
imate the angular dependence of U(N) fields by harmonie maps of 8 2 inta U(N).

The talk described the results obtained in this approach and concentrated on spelling out
the differences in the shapes of equipotential surfaces for different N (i.e., for SU(2) and
SU(3)). ._

Berichterstatter: Pol Vanhaecke
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Tagungsbericht 27/1998

Variationsrechnung

5.-11.07.1998

-Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von L. Ambrosia (Pavia), F. Helein (Cachan) und S. Müller
(Leipzig) statt. Die Teilnehmer repräsentierten ein breites Spektrum aktueller Entwicklun
gen der Variationsrechnung, und die Tagung bot ein ideales Forum zum Austausch von Ide
en zwischen unterschiedlichen Teilgebieten. Ein Schwerpunkt waren geometrischen Varia
tionsprobleme, wobei der Beweis von Hawking-Penrose Vermutung zur Entropie schwarzer
Löcher einer der Höhepunkte war. Anderen Schwerpunkte waren Variationsprobleme der
Kontinuumsmechanik und der mathematischen Physik, Variationsmethoden in der Bildve
arbeitung und Probleme des optimalen Transports.
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G.Huisken· and T.Ilmanen
Inverse Mean Curvature Flow and Mass in General Relativity
Let (M 3 , g) be a Riemannian 3-manifold which is asymptotieally flat, i.e. M3 \ K ~ IR.3 \ K',
K, K' compact, with estimates for the differnee to the Euclidean metrie 19 - 01 ~ elr,
lV'gl :$ c/r2 , and Ric(g) ~ -c/r2 . The total (ADM)-space mass of the 3-manifold is a
geometrie invariant given by the flux integral at infinity

mADM = -16
1

lim f. (9ij.j - gi; i)vi du.
1r r-+oo JSr t

Ir 8M3 = E~U· . ·UE~ consists of minimal surfaces, M3 contains no other minimal surfa_
. and has nonnegative scalar curvature, we prove the Penrose inequality for the total in~

namely
161rm2 ~ m~ IEil.

,I

It has the physical interpretation that the total energy of an isolated gravitating system is
bounded below by the size of the ,largest black hole contained in the space. The proof uses
a weak formulation of the inverse mean eurvature flow : a Lipschitz continuous function
1L : M 3 -+ IR is required to minimize the fuoctional

Ju(v) =1 IDvl + vlDul eNol,
M3

m (N2 ) = _1_IE2 11
/

2 (161r -1 H 2 du)
H t 641r3/ 2 2"-

N,

is monotone under tbe weak flow as long as Nt remains connected.

with respect to all compactly supported variations v and Dirichlet eondition u = 0 on someEr The Euler-Lagrange equation is div(Du/IDul) = IDul, aod the minimization property
ensures existence, regularity, and uniqueness. The family Ni = 8{u < t} is the generalized
solution of inverse meao curvatur~ flow. The result uses the fact. that the Hawking quasi
IDeal mass

.-

Felix Otto
Fingering instability of Bill" ftow down an inclined plane: an intrinsic linear
stability analysis
The lubrication model oe the f10w of a thin film of a viscous fluid down an inclined plane
leads to adegenerate parabolic (second and forth order) equation for the film height h.
Experiments show that tbe initially horizontal front of the thin film breaks ioto fingers and
that the emerging finger pattern haB a characteristic transversal wave length. Hence the

-reader
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goal is toestablish the instability of the I-dimensional traveling wave solution and to show
that the wave length of the fastest growing perturbation is finite.

Bertozzi aod Brenner pointed out that there a parameter regime where the traditionallinear
stability analysis predicts stability, although instabilities are observed experimentally. The
reason is that the differential operator which defines the linearization is not normal, say,
with respect to L 2 • Hence small perturbations may grow transiently - enough to trigger
nonlinear effects - before they eventuall v decay. What is the right measure of the size
of these infinitesimal perturbations? Considering the L2-norm yields the unsatisfactory
result that the infinitesimal perturbations with maximal transient growth rate have inifinite
wavelength.

We claim that there is a more natural measure of the size of infinitesimal perturbations.
Physically speaking, it measures tbe minimal dissipation of kinetic energy required to creatc
this perturbation. Mathematically speaking, it defines a Riemannian structure such that
the nonlinear dynamics are the gradient flux w. r. t. the natural energy functional. \;Ve
perform a linear stability analysis in this framework, which requires some understanding
of the nontrivial intrinsic geometry (geodesics, parallel transport). It predicts that the
infinitesimal perturbations with maximal transient growth rate have finite wavelength.

Massimo Gobbino
Gradient Flow Cor the one-dimensional Mumford-Shah Functional
In order to introduce a notion of gradient ftow for the one-dimensional Mumford-Shah
functional MS(u), we consider a family {Ft } of regular functionals, defined in spaces of
piecewise constant functions, which converge in a variational sense to M S(u).

Moreover, given an initial datum uo, with M S(uo) < +00, and ~ family {uo t } of
piecewise constant approximations of Uo, we consider the evolution problems

We show that for large classes of initial data, the family {ut:(t)} converges, as € -+ 0+,
to a limit u(t), which does not depend on {uot:}. This unique limit u is the ooly candidatc
to be the gradient ftow for the Mumford-Shah funetional with initial datum Uo. Roughly
speaking, u(t) ean be obtained by evolving Uo, out of its singular set, aecording to the
(rescaled) heat equation with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, and restarting
the evolution (with the new initial datum) whenever a singularity "disappears".

On the other hand, we show that for some special choices of UQ, the family {ut(t)} has a
continuum of possible limit points. However, only one of these limit points has the property
that the function t -+ M S(u( t)) is non-increasing, and this limit ean be characterized a.c;

in the preceeding case.
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With the same teehique (using finite differenee approximating funetionals introdueed
in [1]), it is possible to define the gradient ftow for the Mumford-Shah funetional also in
the n-dimensional ease; however apreeise eharaeterization of the possible limits seems to
bc a ehallenging problem.

1) M. GOBBINO; Finite Difference Approximation 01 the Mumford-Shah Functional,
Comm. Pure Appl. Math., 51 (1998), 197-228.

2) M. GOBBINO; Gradient Flow for the .one-dimensional Mumford-Shah Functional, to
appear on HAnn. Seuola Norm. Sup. Pisa".

Yuxin Ge
Harmonie maps or degree 1 into the unit 2-sphere
It is weil known that there are 00 harmonie maps of degree 1 from a torus to a 2-sphere.
Here, we will consider such harmonie maps fram a elosed Riemanr' surfaee of genus 9
greater than 2 to sphere. Because of eoncentration phenomena, t,he classical minimizing
nlcthod faBs. But the energy level sets near the minima have a nontrivial topology, which
allows us to look for a eritieal point with the help of a topological method. We will establish
the existence result of harmonie maps of degree 1 on a11 Riemann surfaces deseribed byan
open subset in Tg , the Teiehmüller spaee of genus 9 ~ 2.

K. Grosse-Brauckmano·, aod R. Kusner, J. Sullivan
Constant mean curvature surfaees with three ends
Almost embedded constant mean curvature (CMC) surfaces of finite topology are classical
with less tban three ends (52 or tbe Delaunay unduloids of revolution), and known to exist
for eaeh number of eods larger than three with any genus by work of Kapouleas. The c.
of surfaces with three ends and genus 0 is particularly interesting in view of the trou.
decomposition of CMC surfaces. Also, by the generalized Alexandrow reflection method of
Korevaar, Knsner, Solomon, tbere is always have a symmetry plane present. We exploit
this property to clas.c:ify these surfaces with an open 3-ball, using theorems of Lawson and
Karcher. With the help of a suitable maximum principle, we show that there is at most
one surfaee in the preimage of each point of the 3-ball. We also have an approach towards
proving existence of the entire moduli space component; the key tool is the real analytic
variety structure of tbe moduli space as proven by Knsner, Mazzeo, Pollack.

-reader
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F. Pacard
Construction of constant mean curvature surfaces in Euclidean 3 space

In this joint work with R. Mazzeo and D. Pollack, we present a desingularization procedure

for constant mean curvature surfaces in JR3. For example, given E., 1:2 two nondegeneratc,

constant meao curvature = 1 surfaces with boundaries and given any points Pi E Ei! wr

may assume that, up to rigid motioos, PI = P2 = 0 aud that T,.. E i is the x y plane. \Ve

then construct St:, for c E (0, co], a one parameter family of surfaces satisfying :(i) SE has

constant meao curvature = 1; (ii) aSE = 8E1 U 81:2 up to rigid motions; away from 0,

the sequence of surfaces S~ converges in Coo topo)ogy to EI U 1::2 ; on every compact, thc

rescaled sequence 1/e Se converges in Coo topology to a catenoid of vertical axis.

Moreover, we prove that "generically" , the surface Se is also nondegenerate, for smalJ E.

F.Bernatzki
On the existence of almost invariant surfaces {ar field-line flows ~

We consider a mathematical model for a physical problem which arises in' the context of

plasma confinement. Let 'lI' c IR3 be a solid torus in which the plasma (a ionised gas) movcs

confined by magnetic field B: 1r ~ R3 . To analyze tbe physical properties~of thc plasma

it is userul to find a family of nested tori to which B is tangential and whose union is 7.

However, when B has a chaotic field line structure one cannot find such a family. Instead,

here we show the existence of a continuous farnily of 2-dimensional rectifiable varifolds

(St)tE(O,l} which \ve obtain from minimizers of a functional E((B)(·) (f > 0 is an arbitrarily

small parameter). For an embedded surface S C ]R3 this functional is given by

where nS is a unit normal vector of 5, HS is its mean curvature and cp is a convex function.

M.Esteban and E.Sere·
The Dirac-Fock equations
The Dirac-Fock equations are the relativistic analogue of the well-known Hartree-Fock

equations. They are used in computational chemistry, and yield results on the inner-shell

electrons of heavy atoms, that are in very good agrement with experimental data. By a

variational method, we prove tbe existence of infinitely many solutions of the Dirac-Fock

equations, for Coulomb systems of electrons in atoms, ions or molecules, with Z ~ 124,

-reader
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N $ 41, N $ Z. Here, Z is the sum of the nuclear eharges in the moleeule, N is the
number of electrons.

G. Friesecke
Existence theorems for quantum many·body systems via variational methodsQuantum systems are traditionally studied without reference to their variational struc
ture but using this structure leads to new results, or simpler proofs of classical theo
rems. Quantum mechanics describes an N-e.lectron system in an ~xternal.p.otentialV (eAV"(r) = L:~l Ir=~f' the Coulomb potentIal of clamped nuclel at pOSItIons Ra E~
by an N-electrons wavefunction 1/J : (JR3 x Z2)N ~ C subject to the Pauli principle
1j;(x I, ... , XN) = f7/J(X C7(J),"" XC7(N») where Cf is apermutation with signature c. TheHartree-Fock approximation, instead, describes the system by N one-electron wavefuncti
ans t/J : 1R3 x Z2 -+ C.

The corresponding variational principles are:
QM: (interpret ?/J : (JR3 x Z2)N --+ C as t/J : R3N -+ ClN

) Minin ize

EQM(tJll = L'N (~IVfW +t V(ri)ltJlI
2
+ fu Ir; ~ rj/ltJlI

2
)

subject to JR3N 11/;12 = 1.
HF: Minimize

E"F [1/Jl •... ,1/JNl = L.(~IVt/Jd2+V(r)IWd2)

+ ~L. Ir ~ r'l (lt/Ji(rWIWj(r'W - (t/Ji(r) '1/Jj(r»)(Wi(r' ) .t/Jj(r'»)
t<)

subject to fR3tP{t!Jj = dij. (FoT such tPl' ...,WN, EHF is the quantum energy EQM of the
associated Slater determinant t/J = (N!)-1/2W1 A ... A tPN')

The main structural differencesjsimilarities are: :,A
QM: linear Euler-Lagrange equation; E not weakly lower semi-continuous on the spJl'H 1• HF: nonJinear Euler-Lagrange equations; E weakly lower semi-continuous on H 1• (The

lack of weak lower semi-l~ontinuity in QM appears to have escaped previous notice, and isimportant in understanding the relationship between EQM and EHF on the weak closure
of glater determinants, where the functionals are different.)

For QM, Zhislin proved in 1960 that if N < Z + 1, Z = L:~I ZQ' the infimum isattained. His analysis crucially exploits the linear structure and is not applicablc to HF. For
HF the analogous statement was proved by Lieb and Simon in 1977, using the variationalproperty of weak lower semi-continuity; but their analysis is inapplicabJe to Q~'l.

Using a new approach based on

6
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• the direct methods of the calculus of variations, in particular Lions' concentration
compactness theory

• density functional theory

• geometrie methods from N-body scattering theory ( V.Enss t B.Simon) translated
into a nonlinear, variational setting

• Löwdin's theorem

we obtain a unified proof of the above results, which also applies to other models such as
Configuration-Interaction (CI) which despite its natural algebraic structure had remained
inaccessible to previous methods.

.~.:

G.Dal Maso ,
A variational approach to softening and fracture
In a joint paper with Andrea Braides and Adriana Garroni we study same discrete models
of particles subject to nearest-neighbour non-linear interactions and we use them to ap
proximate one-dimensional continua allowing for softening and fracture. We examine the
qualitative properties of all continuous variational models obtained in this way and wc
carry out a detailed study of the properties of their IDeal minima and stationary points.
Finally we discuss same seale effects exhibited by these models.

G. Dei Piero
Structured Deformations as Energy Minimizers in Some Models of Material
Behaviour
The minimization of an energy funetional eonsisting of a bulk and a interfacial term is
considered. Depending on the form chosen for the interfacial energy, solutions reproducing
a variety of material responses are obtained. Such responses include subtile and brittle
fracture, yielding, and the oscillations observed in tensile tests performed at very slow strain
rates. In fact, two different models of yielding are obtained. In the first model, a periodic
interfacial energy is assumed, and yielding. is identified with sharp transitions between
stable branches of equilibrium solutions. In the second model, the assumed convexity of
the interfacial energy in a neighbourhood of the origin determines the loss of existence
of energy minima for certain values of the data; however, weak minima are provided by
generalized solutions, characterized as limits of sequences of discontinuous Cunctions, with
discontinuities of decreasing amplitude and diffusing throughout the body. A precise way

7



of defining such limits is provided by the theory of structured deformations (0. & Owen,
1993).

S.Conti
Asymptotic self-similarity in a model of branching in microstructured materialWe consider a sealar 2D model whieh has been proposed to describe microstructure inmartensitic phase transformations, consisting in minimizing the bulk energy

E(u) =ll h

u~ + tlul/lIl

\vhere Iuy(= 1 a.e. and u(O,·) == O. Kühn and Müller (R. V. Kohn and S. Müller, Comm.Pure and Appl. Math. 47, 405 (1994)] proved the existence of the minimizers for € > 0,and obtained bounds on the total energy which suggested self...similarity of the minimizer.Building upon their work, we derive a loeal upper bound on tbe energy and on tbe minimizeritself, and show that the minimizer 'U is asymptotically self-similar, in the sense that thesequence
ui (x, y) = 8-2j / 3U((J1 X, 02j /3 y )

(0 < 9 < 1) has a strongly converging subsequence in W 1t2•

J.Ball, B.Kirchheim·, J.Kristensen
QuasiconvexiflcatioD and Differentiability
We develop a method showing that for a CI-function f : llF xn -+ IR fulfilling suitablegrowth conditions the lower quasiconvex envelope /qc is continuously differentiable again.
It is essentially based on fine properties of separately convex functions and the use ofGradient Young measures, whieh aHow an integral representation of V jqc.

This approach provides also information about Cl·Q-regu]arity and applies as weIl_other convexity notions from the calculus of variations. •

T.Riviere
Minimizers of the Complex Ginzburg Landau Equation in high dimensions andAres Minimizing corrents
In an joint work witb Fanghua Lin we consider bounded regular domains n in an and

-reader
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maps 9 from an into Si such that 9 admits no finite W 1•2-energy extension from n into
SI. ODe ean define a elass ~ in Hn - 2(n, sing(g)) such that for any current T representing
~ 9 admits a regular extension from n \ suppT iota Si aod such that for any surfacc E
with aE c n \ suppT

deg(g, a1:) = intersection number(T, E).

ODe relax the constraint to take value ioto Si and considers minimizers of the Ginzburg
Landau Fuoctional

E.(U) = In IVul2+ 2~2(l-luI2)2

among aH maps from n iota C with u = 9 on an. From any sequence U Ck of minimizcrs
of ECk as Ek tends to zero one can extract a subsequeoce which tends to an harmonie mal'
u. into SI but from n \ suppT where T minimizes the area in 9;. The union of u. and T
is a "natural" generalization of harmonie extension of 9 when it does nöt~exist from thc
calculus of variations point of view. '-~.

G.Buttazzo
Monge-Kantorovich equation in shape optimizatioD problems
We consider the optimization problem

max {E(11) : 11 nonnegative measure, Jdll =m } ,

where E(J1.) is the energy' associated to J1.:

The datum f is a signed measure with finite total variation and zero average. We show
that the optimization problem above admits a solution which is not in LI (Rn) in general.
This solution comes out by solving a Monge-Kantorovich equation of the form

{
-div(J1.D~w) = f .
w E LiPl (Rn), ID~wl = 1 p.-a.e.

where LipdRn) is the class C?f all Lipschitz functions on Rn with eonstant 1.

1) G. BOUCHITTE, G. BUTTAZZO, P. SEPPECHER: Energies l\'ith respect to a
measure and applicatioßs to low dimensional structures. eale. Var., 5 (1997),37-54.

2) G. BOUCHITTE, G. BUTTAZZO, P. SEPPECHER: Shape optimization soJutioIJS
\-ja l\Jonge-Kantoro\'ich equation. C. R. Acad. Sei. Paris, 324-1 (1997), 1185-1191.
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Mikhail Feldman
Optimal mass transfer in the presence of an obstacle
This is a joint work with Robert McCann. We consider Monge-Kantorovich mass transfer\vith cost function equal to the distance in the following cases:

(a) In Rn \ 0, where {l is an open convex set with smooth boundary - an obstacle.
Distanee is the shortest path in Rn \ n. .

(b) On a smooth Riemannian manifoJd M;
(c) On a smooth Riemannian manifold M with smooth boundary r, assuming that r

satisfies tbe geodesic convexity condition. r is an obstacle. ~,

In each case we prove existence of an optimal map.

F.Cao
An Axiomatization or image interpolation theory
We present an axio"matization of the theory of image interpolation in image proeessing.
~torc precisely, we look for elliptic differential operators satisfying some natural geometrieinvariance assumptions. A partieularly interesting operator is the Absolutely MinimizingLipschitz Extension (AMLE) introdueed by Aronsson and Jensen. The results are verygood for interpolation between level lines. That is useful for the reeonstruction of digital
i~ages that have initially ooly a few number of level Iines. We also explain why this modelis not satisfying for singular interpolation by giving the behavior of the AMLE when theboundary data contains some diseontinuity.

Andreas Gastel
Symmetrie Harmonie Maps l,>etween Spheres
One way to obtain harmonie ~aps between Euclidean spheres in nontrivial homato.classes is to reduce tbe effective dimension of tbe problem by imposing certain sym~try conditions. Several situations where this reduction leads to ODE problems have been
discussed, beginning with Smith '5 paper about harmonie joins. In this talk, examples aregiven where the redu\.:ed problem is of higher dimension.

We minimize energy in Sobolev spaces of mappings between spheres whieh are equivariant with respect to certain torus actions. Doing so, we get weakly harmonie minimizers.It is now a matter of regularity theory to deduce conditions under which these minimizers are actualJy smooth harmonie maps. These conditions imply existence of harmonie
representatives of each element o( the following homotopy groups: 1Tn+l (5") ~ Z2 (n ~ 3),11'"n+2{sn) ~ Z2 (n 2: 5 odd), 1I'n+3(5") ~ Z24 (n ~ 6), 1Tn+6{sn) ~ Z2 (n ~ 9 odd), and
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7Tn+7(sn) ~ Z240 (n ~ 10). rvloreover, each of the classes in this list contains infinitely many

harmonie maps of arbitrarily high energy.

P.Topping
Towards the Willmore Conjecture
Given a torus, immersed in ]R3, the Willmore conjecture states that

where H is the main curvature.
We desribe a variety of partial results in which the value 21T2 arises in terms of vol(§3),

vol(SO(3)), vol(G2,4) or the length of shortest non-trivialloops in 50(3), 50(4) etc.

B.White
Partial Regularity for Mean Curvature Flow
Consider a compact smooth embedded hypersurface in IRn+l, and let it evolve by its mean
curvature (so that the velocity of each point is equal to the mean curvature at that point).
The surface necessarily developes s!ngularities in a finite time, but presumably the singu
lar set must be rather small. In particular, I conjecture that the singular set (as a subset
of spacetime) can not have parabolic Hausdorff dimension greater than n - 1. (Parabo
He Hausdorff dimension in lRn +1 X IR is Hausdorff dimension with respect to the metric
d((x, t), (x', t')) = max{lx - x'l, It - t'jI/2}.) In same cases I have been able to prove the
conjecture, namely:

(1) If the initial surface is mean convex, i.e. if its mean curvature is everywhere nonne
gative. (This is for any n.)

(2) if the initial surface is a smooth emhedded two-sphere in 1R.3 that is Hnon-fattening"
for the level set flow. (Non-fattening is known to hold for generic initial surfaces.)

Result (1) is sharp in that a thin rotationally symmetrie torus is mean convex and flows in
finite time to a cirele of singularities. In the lecture I deseribed various ingredients of thc
praof.

11
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R.!\·I. Hardt
Higher Dimensional Singularities for p-energy Minimizing Maps
In joint work with F.H.Lin (Courant), we consider the behavior as p approaches a critical
power of a p-energy minimiziog map up : W ~ Sk . For p ~ dimJ.1.1 = k + 1, the singular
set Singup separates ioto a topologically minimal number of separated points. "in ease
thc p-energy of U p approaches infinity as p approaches m < dirn IV - 1 , the sets Singup

subconverge to the .support of an area-minimizing current plus a lower dimensional set.
Spccific exanlples are considered. The precise asymptotics of the energy are unknown, but
should involvc the curvature of the support as weil as the mass of the current.

K.Smoczyk
Existence of solitons for the Lagrangian mean curvature ftow
'A'e derive an integrability condition for the existence of Lagrangian mean curvature soli
tons and characterize them as solutions of a fully nonlinear ellipitic PDE. Using the action
of U(n) on cn we then prove that Lagrangian rnean curvature solitons in cn locallyappe
ar in abundance. The same techniques can be used to prove loeal c=-..stence of selfsimilar
solutions.

S-rvlasnou and J .-M. Morel*
Regular and singular interpolation in image processing
""'e show why nonlinear pertubations of the image generation process in digital devices leads
to t\\'O interpolation problems of a different kind. The first one, interpolation of under- or
ovcrexposed images leads ooe to interpolate between level lines by solving adegenerate
elliptic PDE introduced by Aronsson, the "Absolutely minimizing Lipschitz extension".
The second interpolation problem consists in restoring instead cliscontinuity struetures in
the image. It is solved by minimizing an energy which turns out to be the relaxed version of
I Icurv(u)IQ, u subject to boundary conditions of Dirichlet/Neumann type on the boundary
of the destroyed part of the image. e

. S.Hildebrandt· and F.Sauvigny
Minimal surfaces in a wedge
Consider a boundary configuration < r, Y> consisting of a cylinder surface La x IR = .9
and a Jordan are r with endpoillts P1 ,P2 on Y. Undcr suitable assurnptions on < r, ..9'>

-reader
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this configuration bounds exactly one freely stable mininlal surface ..\ of the type of t.he
disk provided that Eo·is smooth. If Eo is piecewise smooth we still have uniqueness among
Creely stable surfaces X whose projection f = ?Ta 0 X to the plane TI containing Eo yiclds a
monotonie map of the boundary of the parameter domain B to the boundary of a donlaill
Be in n.

At convex corners we prove that X intersects edges transversally. 'vVe give an example
showing tat at nonconvex edges the trace of X on !/ may be edge crawling in gel)eral.
FinallYJ \ve present a Bernstein theorem fo" nonparametrie minimal surfaces in a sectorial
domain.

The proofs of these results can be fOllod in the papers "Minimal Surfaces in a Wedge" I
(Calc.Var. 1997),11 (Archiv der Math. 1997),111 (Preprint 1998), IV (Calc.Var, to appear
1998).

ivl.Stru\ve
A variational problem in Chern-Simons gauge theory
In joint \\rork with G.Tarantello we show that tbe equation

-ßu == ). (_e_u
, _ 1)

In eudx

on the torus T 2 = IR2 /71} with fundamental domain n admits noh-trivail solutions for aoy
A E]81r, 41r2 [, which are related to multi-vortex states in a self-dual model for Chern-Simons
gauge theory. Solutions are obtained as saddle points of the functional

using variations of ). to obtain a-priori bounds on suitable Palais-Smale sequences.
Ref.: Boll.UMS 1(1988).
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Tbe organizers of the meeting were Wulf-Dieter Geyer (Erlangen) and Moshe Jarden (Tel
Aviv). The 26 talks that were given during the conference fall (roughly) ioto several
categories: /

1. Fundamental groups and covers in characteristic p (Bouw, Harbater, Ihara, Lochak,
Pop, Saidi, Stevenson, We,vers).

2. Aigebraic number theory (Müller, Schmidt, \Viesend, Wingberg).
3. Consequences of the Riemann existence theorem (Dettweiler, Magaard, Völklein).
4. PSC fields, Hilbertian fields, and absolute Galois groups (Geyer, Haran, Jarden,

Koenigsmann, Razon).
5. Groups, profinite graups, embedding problems (Black, Brandis, Herfort, Ware,

Zalesskii) .
6. Arithmetic geometry (Chatzidakis).

e Abstracts (in chronological order)

Safarevic's theorem on solvable groups as Galois groups I

Kay Wingberg (~eidelberg)

In the first of two talks on tbe famons theorem of Safarevic "Every finite solvable group
occurs as a Galois group over aglobai field" this result was composed with the related
theorems of Schoiz, Reichardt, and Neukirch and the idea of a simplified proof was pre
sented. In particular, a short proof of tbe 5<rcalled "shrinking lemma" was given and its
applications to group cobomology were indicated.



_. ~ ~Safarevic's theorem on solvable groups as Galois groups 11

Alexander Schmidt (Heidelberg)

We continue the last talk and give a more detailed description of the proof. The essential
step is tbe proof of the 'following theorem.

Theorem: Over aglobai Jield, every splil embedding problem with finite nilpotent kemel
has a proper solution.

Quaternionie Galois Extensions

Roger Ware (Pennsylvania State University)

Let F be a field of characteristic # 2. A theorem of Witt is used to determine when the
quaternion group, Qs, of order 8 occurs as a Galois group over F.

Let n be tbe class of all pr~2 groups with generators {Yi' x }iEl and relations YiYj = YjY,
and XYiX-1 = yl+l where.q = 0 or q = 2", n ~. 2. Let GF (2), GF 1r be, respectively,
the (pro-2) Galois groups of the quadratic closure and Pytbagorean closure of F. Let
1=0 = {Zj2Z} U n and, inductively, let

.ri+l.= Fi U {Z~)4 HI HEFt, H contains an involution}

U {Gi *2 G2 1 Gi, G2 E :Fi , Gi is generated by involutions}.

Theorem: // F has a finite number n 0/ orderings, n ~ 0, then the /ollowing statements
are equivalent:

(i) Qs does not occur over F;

(ii) G F (2) E Ui~i F,; and

(iii) G F1r E n.

The ingredients of the proof include techniques from the tbeory of quadra~ic forms
and Witt rings (a theorem of R. Bos), some constructive valuation theory, and Neukirch's
theorem on free pr~p products and cobomology groups.

P SC Galois extensions of Hilbertian fields

Moshe Jarden (Tel Aviv)

Definitions: 1. A field K is Hilbertian if for each irreducible polynomial f E K[T, X)
there are infinitely many a E K such th~t f(a, X) is irreducible in K[X).

2. k (resp., K,) is the algebraic (resp., separable) closure of K.
3. G(K) = Q(K,/K) is the absolute Galois group of K. For eacb positive integer e

we equip G(KY with a Haar measure.
4. For each a E G{K)e let K,(C1) = {x E K,I (JiX = x for i = 1, ... , e}. Then let

K,[a) be the maximal Galois extension of K which is contained in K,(a). One knows
that for almost all a E G(K)e (in the sense of the Haar measure) tbe field K,(a) is PAC
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over K (assuming K is eountable and Hilbertian). This means that for each separable
dominant rational map <p: V ~ Ar of absolutely irreducible varieties over K there exists
X E V(K,,(a)) such that ep(x) E Kr.

5. A local prime of K is an equivalent elass p of absolute values of K such that
the eompletion Kp of K at pisa loeal field (thus, Kp is loeally eompact in the p-a<lic
topology) and Kp/ K is a separable extension.

6. Let S be a set of loeal primes of K. For each PES let Kp = Kp n K". Then let

KtottS = n n K:.
PESO'EG(K)

It is the maximal Galois extension of K in which each pES splits eompletely.
7. A subfield N of Ktot,s which eootains K is PSC if eaeh absolutely irredueible

algebraic variety V over N satisfies tbe following eondition:

~imple(Kp) :/: 0 for all PES ==> yeN) # 0.

One eao deduee the PSC property of a field N between K and Ktotts from a 'loeal
global prineiple' for the ring of integers of N. The later has been proved on two·oecasions.
As a eonsequence we have the following result:

Theorem A: Let K be aglobai Jield and let S be a finite set 0/ loeal primes 0/ K.

(a) (Green-Pop-Roquette) Ktot,s is PSC.

(b) (Jarden-Razon) I/ K is a number Jield, then ((Cu) n Ktot,s is PSC tor almost all
U E G(KY.

It is known that if N is a subfield of Ktot,s which is PSC and if N' is a field extension
of N whieh is cootained in Ktotts, then N' is also PSC. So, Theorem A is a consequenee
of the following result:

Theorem B: Let K be a countable Hilbertian jield. Let S be a finite set 01 loeal primes
0/ K. Let e ~ 0 be an integer. Then, for almost all tT E 'G(K)e, the field K,,[u] n Ktotts is
PSC.

Theorem B is tbe main result of a joint work with Wulf-Dieter Geyer.

Very ample divisors and stahle functions on curves

Wulf-Dieter Geyer (Erlangen)

This talk explains two methods which are used in a joint work with M. Jarden on which
he reported above.

1. Let C be a projective curve over an algebraically closed field K, let S be tbe set of
singularities and 0 be the S-local ring· of S, Le. 0 = npESOc,p. Let f be the conductor of
o and 9 be the genus of C. Then the K-vector spaee, associated to a divisor Q, prime to
S, .co(a) = {I E 0 I div(f)+a ~ O} = E?:o Kfi gives rise to a rational map <Pa: C~ Pn,
X ~ (/o(x) : ... : In(x)).
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Theorem: dega > 29 + 2 . degf => <Po is an isomorphism 0/ C onto its image. .

2. This theorem is applied to curves Cover an arhitrary field K, Kinfinite. Fur
thermore: A function t E K(C) is called stable, if K(C)jK(t) is a separable extension---of degree d such that the geometrie monodromy group Gal(K(C)jK(t)) is maximal, Le.
the full symmetrie group Sd. To construct enough stahle elements we use a construction
of Konrad Neumann: Replace C by a birationally equivalent curve C' which is smooth in
n-space up to the following singularities: cusps at the primes whose local rings become
singular under constant field extension (only in characteristic p) and a special cusp of
high prime multiplicity at a chosen separable prime. Further, assurne in characteristic p
that a plane projection of C' has only finitely many double tangents, inßection points and
no strange point. Then t = E::o O-iXij E:=o biXi is stable for almost all (a, b).

Solvable absolute Galois groups are metabelian

Jochen Koenigsmann (Konstanz)

Let GF denote tbe absolute Galois group of the field F. The main result presented in this
talk is that if GF is solvable (Le. admits a finite subnormal series with abelian quotients)
then there is an exact sequence

1 --t A --t GF --t Cl X C2 X Z --t 1

with A torsion-free abelian, Cl, C2 finite cyclic and Z torsion-free procyclic. In particular,
GF is then metabelian. Moreover, ifGF(R) is non-projective, but solvable, then F admits
a non-trivial Henselian valuation.

A survey of Grothendieck-Teichmüller theory

Pierre Lochak (Paris)

I presented a survey of recent advances in the ne\v-born Grothendieck-Teichmüller theory
which aims at an explicit description of the absolute Galois group of Q in terms of its
outer action on the geometrie fundamental groups of Q-varieties, particularly the moduli
spaces of algebraic curves. I especially discussed ho\v in collaboration with L.Schneps and _
A.Hatcher we extended tbe theory from the case of genus 0 to the general case, Le. an •
explicit description of the outer action of the Galois group on the profiilite Teichmüller
modular groups of any genus (and any number of marked points).

Referring to the report of F. Pop below, one may describe tbe goal of the theory - sug
gested by A. Grothendieck - roughly as folIows: find a category M such that M ~ VarQ
(perhaps tbough using more general objects than varieties properly speaking) such that
GO ~ AUt(1fl (M» and tbe right hand side can be given a fairly "explicit" description.
Grothendieck singled out moduli spaces of curves as important ~ects to be included in
M. In the past few years, starting with Drinfeld's definition of GT (the ':Grotbendieck
Teichmüller group"), a group with indeed an explicit description, one has buHt BUCCes

sive refinements of the 'Teicbmüller tower" T, consisting of the fundamental groups of
the moduli spaces of curves (the so-called Teichmüller modular groups). These groups
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are connected by homomorphisms coming from the geometry of the moduli spaees. So
one can view T as if} (n for same T and Aut(1f} (n) = Aut(T) can indeed be explieitly
described (as a refinement of Drinfeld's original (]T). The task remains of determining
M - starting from QQ and T - satisfying the above.

Ramification of primes in the field of moduli
of covers of curves'

Stefan Wewers (Essen)

Let G be a finite group and I: X -4 Pb a G-Galois-cover of the projeetive line. The
G-cover I is determined (up to isomorphism) by the branch divisor

DJ := {x E Pt 11/-1(x)1 < #G}

and the Nielsen class [g] E n~ (G) of I induced by a standard representation 'Ir} (Pb- DJ) =
(I},'" ,Ir Ini li = 1). Here

...;.

ni~n(G) = {(g}, ... ,gr) IG = (gi), Il9i = 1, 9i # 1 }/Inn(G).
i.

Assurne that DJ is Q-rational and let K = KJ be the field of moduli of the G-cover I.
Then K is a finite extension of Q.

Theorem: Let p be a prime not dividing #G and p = p11
•••••' P:· the splitting 01 p in K.

Then there is a finite (unordered) tuple Ep(DJ, [g]) which is 'computable' from DJ and
[g] such that (eI, ... ,es) is contained in Ep(Dj, [g)). Moreover, suppose the component
01 the Hunvitz space H:n(G) corresponding to the braid orbit 0/ [g] is defined over Q.
Then Ep(Dj, [g]) = (eI, ... ,es) lor infinitely many G ..covers f: X -4 p~ with associated
NieLcJen class [g]. .

The proof of this theorem uses the Harris-Mumford compactification and good models
over Z[l/#G] of the Hunvitz space H:n(G).

Formal Patching and Embedding Problems with ~ocal Conditions .

David Harbater (University of Pennsylvania)

We consider problems of the following type: Let Y -4 X be a connected Galois cover of
affine varieties over an arbitrary 6eld k of charaeteristic p. Assurne that Gal(Y/ X) is of
the form r /N, where N is a p-group. Is there a connected Galois cover Z -+ X with group
r that dominates Y -4 X and is etale over Y? Moreover, given X' -4 X, if the pullback
Y' -4 X' of Y -4 X is dominated by a (possibly diseonnected) r ..Galois cover Z' -4 X',
then can Z ~ X above be chosen so as to puB back to Z' over X'? If X' is taken to be
a elosed subset of X, we show that the answer is yes if Y -4 X is of degree prime to p
or is etale; or if X is a eurve and Y -+ X is tamely ramified. It is also true for eurves
if X' is a union of finitely many spectra of loeal fields of X. These results are proven
eohomologically. Combining them with patching methods, we obtain stronger results in
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the special case that X is an affine curve and k is algebraically closed. If N is an arbitrary
quasi-p group (i.e. generated by its Sylow ,rsubgroups) and Y -+ X is tamely ramified,
then the above problem can be solved (strengthening a result of Pop). Moreover if N is
any finite group, then there is a r-Galois cover Z -t X dominating Y -+ X and having
rankr1p(N)Njp(N) additional branch points. (Here p(N) C N is the subgroup generated
by the Sylow p-subgroups of N, and rankDE is defined to be the smallest number of
elements of E C D which, together with any supplement to E i~ D, generate D.)

Tarne covers of curves

Irene Bouw (Padova)

Let X be a nonsingular irreducible projective curve, defined over an algebraically closed A
field k of characteristic p > o. Let S be a nonempty set of k-points and U = X - s. •
Put 9 = g(X) and r = ISI. We would like to get some information on 7r~(U). The prime
to p part and the p part of 7r~ (U) are known, therefore we are interested in quotients G
which are extensions of prime to p groups H by p groups P. It is 00 restrietion to suppose
that P is elementary abelian. The problem translates to finding the lFp [H]-Galois module
structure of H 1(y, Oy)F, for Y -t X an H-cover unbranched outside S. There is abound
on the p-rank a(Y) of Y, coming from the k[H]-structure of H 1(Y, Oy), which is known.
It only depends on the monodromy a and g. We denote it by B(a,g).

Theorem: Suppose 9 = 0 and either r ::5 4 or p == ±1 mod i or p ~ f(r - 3). Then

a(Y) - a(X) = B(a, 0)

in case the branch points are sufficiently general.

The analogous statement for non-abelian groups does not hold, in general.

Fundamental groups of projective curves

Katherine F. Stevenson (College Park)

Let X be a smooth connected projective curve over an algebraically closed field k of
characteristic p. Let 7rl (X) be the algebraic fundamental group. The maximal prime-to-p
quotient and the maximal p-quotient are both known, so we consider finite quotients of e
7rl (X) of the form P ~ H, where P is a p-group and H is a prime-to-p group. By modding
out by the Frattini subgroup ~(P) of P, we may assume that P is an elementary abelian
p-group.

Theorem (Pacheco, S-): 7rl (X) -t p)4 H {:> there exists an H -Galois cover Z -t X such
that P '-+ Jz(P] as an Fp[H]-module.

For any irreducible H-character X defined over k, let Vx be the corresponding irre
ducible k[H]-module. Then
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(Note: 1)( = r)(nX is the generalized Hasse-Witt invariant; 1)( ~ { (g -gl)n~

Corollary: /1 Z --+ X is an H -Galois cover 0/ ordinary euroes, then

1Tl(X) - P )0 H # "IX mx ~ { (g -gl)nx ~ ~ ~.

x # 1 )
X=1.

Such ordinary covers exist in many cases, however Raynaud has recently shown that
they do not exist for all H's.

p-rank of semi-stable models of cyclic covers of curves of degree p

Mohamed Saidi (Bonn)

Let R be a discrete complete valuation ring, with fraction field K of characteristic 0, and
residue field k algebraically closed of characteristic p > o. Consider a smooth and proper
relative curve X over R with geometrically connected generic fibre X K = X L~.R K. Let
f: Y --+ X be a finite Galois covering of group Z/pZ, with Y normal. Assume,:~hat there
exists abirational morphism Y -+ Y such that Y is semi-stable. If the branch Jocus B C

X K of tbe morphism f is empty, Raynaud proved that the p-rank TYt C?f the special fibre
Yk = Y XR k of Y is equal to the p-ran.k TXIc of X k = X xRk, under the assumption that
the morphism fk: Yk --+ X k between the special fibres is purely inseparable. Under tbis
latter condition we generalize this result to the case where B = {Xi}~l is not ·empty. Let
B = {Xj}j=t be tbe specialization of B with n :5 m. Let h := #{1 :5 j :5 nl mj is odd},
where mj is the number of points among {Xi}~l which specialize in Xj. We prove that
the p-rank of fi is bounded by TXIc + (m;h)(p -1). In particular, Yk has maximal p-rank
if and only if 2gx - 2 + h ~ 0 and X k is ordinary.

A combinatorial description of GQ

Florian Pop (Bonn)

Let VarQ be the category of a11 Q-varieties and morphisms of such varieties. Taking the
fundamental group functor we get

1TI: VarQ --+ g, X H 1Tl (X)

into the category 9 of a11 profinite groups and outer homomorphisms. Let QQ be tbe
image of VaTQ under 1fl. For every X there exists a canonical representation Px: GQ --+
Out(1Tl (.X)) = Aut'(1Tl (X)) which behaves functorially. Then we get a homomorphism

LQ: GO ~ Aut(QQ), a H (px(a))x.

We gave a positive answer to the question of Oda-Matsumoto, asking whether LQ is
an isomorphism. In particular we have a geometric/combinatorial description of the ab
solute Galois group of the rationals in the tradition of Grothendieck-Teichmü11er theory
(nevertheless \vith VarQ instead of M = (category.of a11 the Mg,", connecting homomor
phisms)). See also the report by P. Lochak above.
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[H]

Virtually Free Pro-p Groups

W. Herfort and P.A. Zalesskii

We obtain the following results.

Theorem 1 [HRZ2]: A pro-p group G containing a nonnal open fre.e pro-p subgroup F 0/
index p is 0/ the /onn G = (U%EX(CP x Hz)) 11 H, where Cp i.s a cyclic group of order p
and H%, H are fre.e pro-p groups.

Theorem 2 [HZ): A cyclic p-power extension G 0/ a fre.e pro-p group F is a /ree pro-p
product G = llzEx Nc(Cp,z) 11 H, where, lor x E X, Cp,z ~ Cp, Nc(Cp,z) denotes the
no~alizer of Cp,z in G and H is fre.e pro-po

Theorem 3 [HRZl): Let G be a finite extension 0/ a free pro-p group F 0/ rank B. Then
G is the fundamental group 0/ a finite connected graph 0/ finite p groups. An explicit e
description 0/ such grou.ps is included.

Theorem 4 [HZ): A cyclic p-power extension G 0/ a /ree pro-p group F can be presented
as the fundamental group 0/ a connected graph of cyelic p-groups 0/ bounded order (see
[HZ)).

Theorem 5 [HZ]: Let F be a free pro-p group.

(i) There exists a dense abstract free subgroup Fabs ~ F such that eaeh conjugaey class
of automorphisms 0/ order pn in AutF interseets precisely one eonjugaey class 0/
automorphisms 0/ order pR in AutFabs.

(ii) The conjugaey elasses 0/ automorphisms 0/ F having order q coprime to p are in
one-to-one correspondence with the conjugaey classes 0/ automorphi.sms 0/ order q
0/ F/~(F).

Theorem 6 [HZ]: There-exists an example showing the /ollowing:

(i) Not every virtually free pro-p group can be described as in 2) /rom above;

(ii) A pro-p analogue 0/ the Kurosh subgroup .theorem along the lines 0/ Haran [H] and
Melnikov [M] does not hold /or arbitrary closed subgroups.
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Arithmetic aspects of Galois actions on fundamental groups

Yasutaka Ihara (Kyota)

This is about one particular Lie algebra 1) over Z and its connection with number theory,
esp. with the Galois action on 1rfro-P(Pl - {O; 1,00}). Tbe algebra 1) is the Lie algebra of
"special symmetrie outer derivations" of '+ln (which is stable for n ~ 5), where '.lln is the
graded Lie algebra assoeiated with the lower central series of the pure braid graup on n
strings. It may be regarded as a Lie version/Z of ':GT" .

For each prime p, 1) l8> Zp contains a Lie subalgebra Dp arising from the~...qQ-action
on 1rrro

-
p (pl - {O, 1,00}). The three basie nations related to TJ are "weight';' "depth"

and "beta-map", which correspond to "Tate twist" ':meta-abelian rankjQ(~oo)" and the
"Soule character". V cantains a certain set of elements Dm (m ~ 3,odd) of weight m,. and
conjecturally, 1) ® Q is freely generated by the Dm 's as Lie algebra/Q(whieh would also
imply V ® Qp = gp ® tfJ\,.) But tbe structure of 7) seems more delieate, and as interesting
as modular forms/Z . For example, there is a congruence 2[D3 , D9 ] - 27[Ds, D7] == 0(691)
in weight 12, and for each even m ~ 12, there is associate to D a certain module whose
rank is equal to the dimension of modular cusp forms of weight m on S L2 (Z). 1t seems
likely that 1) ® Zp and Dp eoincide in weight m < p, but possibly not so whe~ m » p.
Some results, examples and conjectures are discussed.

Hilbertian Fields
under Separable Algebraic Extensions

Dan Haran (Tel Aviv)

We exhibit a quite general sufficient conditian for an algebraie separable extension M of a
Hilbertian field K to be Hilbertian. The precise criterion, that uses the nation of twisted
wreath product, is:

Theorem: Let M be a separable algebraic extension 0/ a separably Hilbertian field K.
Suppose that for every 0: E M and every ß E M8 there exi3t:

(i) a finite Galois extension L 0/ K that contains ß; let G =Q(L/ K);

(ii) a field K' such that K ~ K' ~ Mn Land K' contains 0:; let G' = Q(LjK');

(iii) a Galois extension N 0/ K that contains both M and L,

such that for every finite nontrivial group A and every action 0/ G' on A there is no
realization K, K', L, F, F 0/ AwrG,G with F~ N.
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Then M is sepambly Hilbertian.

The criterion is general in the sense that it cau be used to prove essentially all hith
erto known instances. Furthermore, it provides a new large class of extensions that are
Hilbertian. Tbe main result is:

Corollary: Let K be a Hilbertian field and let MI, M2 be two Galois extensions 01 K. Let
M be an intennediate field 01 MI M 2 / K such that M ~ Mt and M ~ M2 . Then M is
Hilbertian.

Relative embedding problem

Elena Black (University of Oklahoma)
Joint work with John Swallow, Davidson College

Let K be a field. Let G be a finite group, A anormal subgroup and Q = G/A. Let B
be a subgroup of A which is normal in G. Suppose K t / K is a Galois extension of K
witb a group Q. Consider three embedding problems given by the following commutative
diagram:

1 1
B -- B

1 1
1 ------+ A ------+- G -+ Q ~ 1 (*). .

1 1 11

------+- A / B ------+- G/B -+ Q ~l (**)

1 1 11

Gal(K1/K)

(* * *)
Tbe relative embedding problem data consists of G-Galois extension L/K which is a _

proper solution of (*) and EB/K which is a proper solution to the embedding problem •
(**) such tbat L n EB = K I . Tbe relative embedding problem asks if there is a (proper)
solution to the embedding problem (* * *), where Gal(EB/K) = G/B..

Theorem (Reduction): Let (G,A,B,Kt/K,EB/K,L/K) be as in relative embedding
.problem above. Assume A i.s abelian. Let Ko be a fixed field in L 01 Zo(A), the cen
tralizer 01 A in G (equivalently, K o i3 a fixed field in E B 01 Zo(A)/B). Then

(a) E H / K coTTesponds uniquely to a solution Fo/ K 01 the embedding problem associ
ated to the split exact sequence

1~ A/B --? A/B X1 G/Zo(A) --+ G/Zo(A) ~ Gal(Ko/K) -+ 1.
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Here GIZa(A) act3 on AlB via the·action ofG on A; and
(b) the proper solutions E / K of the relative embedding problem which are linearly

disjoint from Lover K1 are in I-to-l coFTe3pondence with the proper solution3 RIK 01
the embedding problem associated to the split exact sequence

1 -+ B ~ 1 -+ A ~ G/Za(A) -+ AlB ~ G/Za(A) ~ Gal(Fo/K) -+ 1,

which are linearly disjoint from Klover Ko.

Tate-Shafarevich groups of finite Galois modules
over function fields over local and global fields.

Götz Wiesend (Erlangen)

Let F be a function field of one variable over the p-adic field K. For a finite CF-module
M define

rn9(F, M) := Ker(H9(F, M) ~ II Hq(Fp , M»).
PEP(FIK) ~-~..~

Theorem: There is a canonical pairing

rn9 (F, M) x m4
-

q(F, M V (2» -+ Q/Z

which gives a perfect duality 01 finite abelian groups (q ~ 1,2,3).

Under various conditions tbe groups rn4 (F, M) can be explicitly determined. This
depends on the reduction behaviour of F.

Now let F be a regular function field of one variable over tbe number field K. For a
finite GF-module M define

rn:ea (F, M)

m:"(F, M)

Ker(Hq(F, M) ~ II Hq(Fp , M»)
PEP(FIK)

Ker(H9(F, M) ~ II Hq(FKQ , M»).
Qep(K)

These groups need not be finite.

Proposition: m~eo(F,M) = 0 (Hilbert Irreducibility Theorem)

m~(F, M) = rn1(K, MGFf<) (Inßation-Restriction sequence).

. Let E / F be tbe trivializing extension of M (- 2). Define M· by tbe short exact se
quence

o~ M· ~ Inrg~M -+ M -+ o.
Theorem: For every finite GF-module M there are exact sequence.s

EI)XQ -+ III:r(F,M) -+ EI) III3(Fp ,M) ~ III~(F,MV(2))V~o
Q PEP(FIK)

EI)XQ ~ 1II:eo(F, M) -+ EI) 1II3 (FKQ , M) -+ 0,
Q QEP(K)
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where X Q is the homology in the complex

rn 3(FKQ, M·) --+ rn 3(EKQ , M) -+ lli3(FKQ , M).

This vanishes at places Q, uihere E has good reduction. Hence EBQ XQ is finite.

Results of Hrushovski on the Manin-Mumford Conjecture
over a number field

Zoe Chatzidakis (Paris)

The Manin-Mumford conjecture states: if C is a curve of genus> 2 defined over a field
of cbaracteristic 0, embedded in its Jacobian J, then C n Tor(J) is finite. Tbe following
result was proved by Raynaud (see also results by Hindry and McQuillan):

Theorem (char. 0): Let A be an abelian variety, X a subvariety 0/ A. Then there are
group subuarieties At, ... ,Am 0/ A, and elements CIl ... ,Cm E A such that

m

Tor(A) n X = UTor(A i } + C;.

i=t

In this talk we show bow· some tools of model theory allowed Hrushovski to prove
this theorem for A a commutative algebraic group defined over a number field K. His
proof gives an (almost) explicit bound of the form: m ~ c(deg(x))e, wbere c and e are
constants depending on A and on two primes of good reduction of A.

Some results in the model theory of difference fields reduce tbe problem to finding:
an element 0 E Aut(Q/K), a polynomial /(T) E Z[T] having no roots of unity among
its roots, such that the endomorphism /(O') vanishes on Tor(A). The existence of such
objects follows from a result of Weil, with bounds on the degree and the absolute surn of
tbe coefficients of f (T). From this data one obtains the desired bound for m.

On the density property of PSC fields

Abaron Razon (Essen)

Let S be a finite set of primes of a field K such that Kp is a local field, separable over _ ~ )
K, and K p = K!I n Kp is eitber a Henselian closure or areal closure of K at p. Let G(K) •
be the absolute Galois group of K and Kt.ot.,s = npEs naEC(K) K;. A field M is P AC
over a subset R if for each absolutely irreducible variety V of dimension rand for each
dominating separable rational map cp: V --+ Ar over M there exists a E V(M) such that
cp(a} ER!. A subextension M of Kt.ot,s/K is PSC if each absolutely irreducible variety
over M which has a simple Kp-rational point for each PES also has an M-rational point.
M has the S-density property if every absolutely irreducible variety V over K has
an M-rational point in each npEs naEC(K) U:, where Up is a nonempty p-open subset of
Vsimp(Kp) for eacb PES. We have two results.

Theorem 1: Let M be PAC over K ~ Then M is PAC ouer each nonempty S-open subset
0/ K. 1/ K is global, then M is PACover each separable Hilbert subset 0/ K.
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In a forthcoming paper, Geyer and Jarden use Theorem 1 to prove that if M is PAC
over K, then the maximal Galois extension of K inside Mn Ktot,$ is PSC.

Theorem 2: Let M be a subextension 0/ Ktot,s/K. I/ M is PSC, then M ha3 the S·
den3ity property.

On linearly rigid tuples

Helmut Völklein (Gainesville)

Definition: Let 91, ... , 9r E GLn(K) with 91 ... 9r = 1. We say they form a linearly rigid
tuple ifthe following holds: For any h lJ ••• , hr E GLn(K) with hl ••• hr = 1 such that ~ is

. conjugate 9i for each i, there is 9 E GLn(K) with 9i = 9hi9-1 for all i. Furthennore, we say
the tuple (91, ... , 9r) is (absolutely) irreducible if the group (9h ... , 9r) acts (absolutely)
irreducibly in V.

In the case K = C, the following theorem is due to N. Katz, Rigid local systems,
Princeton Univ. Press 1996. The praof given there uses the cohomology of sheaves on the
sphere which become locally constant after deleting finitely many points.

Theorem: Let (gI, .··,9r) be an absolutely irreducible tuple in GLn(K) with 91'" gr = l.
Let di be the codi;nen3ion 0/ the centralizer 0/ Bi in Mn (K). Then

(1)

If

(2) dl + ... + dr = 2(n2
- 1),

then the tuple i3 linearly rigid. In case K is algebraically closed, the tuple is linearly rigid
i/ and only ij (2) holds.

Rigid local systems and realizations of Galois groups

Michael Dettweiler (Erlangen, Gainesville)

This talk is about a joint work of Stefan Reiter (Heidelberg, Gainesville) and myself. We
prove the .

Theorem: The linear groups GL2m+1(q) and the unitary groups U2m+1(q) occur C13 Galois
groups ouer the mtionals ijq is an odd prime power and ~(q -1) :5 m, resp., ~(q + 1) :5 m
in the unitary case (ib denotf3 the Euler /unction).

This theorem is proved by studying two new classes of rigid generators of the corre
sponding groups. These satisfy the product relation and have m + 1 perspectivities and
two unipotent elements with a maximal number of two-blocks in the Jordan fonn in the
type A ·case, resp. have m perspectivities and two unipotent elements having one three
block and a maximal number of two-blocks in the type B-case. We then demonstrate how
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one can find those rigid generators using Katz' Existence Algorithm. This algorithm ean
be found in N. Katz: Rigid Ioeal systems, Prineeton Press, 1996.

The GuralnickjThompson conjecture for groups of bounded genus

Kay Magaard (Detroit)

In 1990 Guralniek and Thompson published tbe following Conjecture: For every non
negative integer gthere exists a finite set of finite simple groups E(g) such that , if L/C(t)
is a finite exteTl3ion of genus :5 9 and i the nonnal closure 0/ L, then the composition
factors 0/ Gal(L/C(t») are either cyclic, alternating, or in E(g).

Recent work of Daniel Frohardt and I settles the eonjecture in tbe affirmative.

Relative conditions for the splitting of finite groups
over normal subgroups

Albrecht Brandis (Heidelberg)

Notations: Let G be a finite group, A anormal subgroup of G. Tben G//A means: G
splits over A. CpIG(A):= {L :5 G, LA = G, Ln A == E, tEl = I}. Let A :5 H :5 G and
g.c.d([G : H], lAI) = 1.

Question: _ Under which conditions does

(*) H//A*=>G//A
hold?

The following theorem (Gasehütz 1951) is weH known: 1/ A is abelian then (*) holds.
This theorem does not remain true even if A is metabelian (5. Huppert I). Ir A is not
abelian the embedding of H in G plays a fundamental role.

Lemma: // K E CplH(A) then there exi8ts L E CpIG(A) and K :5 L iJJ
(**) Vg E G 3a E A: HnK9 $ Ka holds.

As a consequenee one has the following examples:

Theorem: 1/ A is metabelian than (*) holds iff there exists K E CplH(A) such that e
property (**) hold3.

Theorem: /f H ~ G and A i8 solvable then (*) holds iff there erists K E Cp1c(A) such
that property (**) holds.

If H is a p-Sylow subgroup of G then one ean apply the theory of fusion by Alperin.
In this case criteria are given such that Nc(H)/ /A <==:;0 G//A holds.

14
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The rational function analogue of a question of Schur

Peter Müller (Heidelberg)

In 1923 Schur considered tbe following problem. Let f E Z[X] be a polynomial that
induces a bijection on the residue fields Z/pZ for infinitely many primes p. His conjecture,
that such polynomials are compositions of linear and Dickson polynomials, was proved by
M. Fried in 1970. Here we investigate the analogue for rational functions, also the base
field may be aoy number field. As a result, there are several classes and some sporadie
cases of functions which fulfill the analogous property. The infinite series, besides the
polynomial ones, corne from rational isogenies of elliptic curves.

The classification of these series proceeds a.s folIows. First we translate tbe arithmetic
hypothesis to apermutation group theoretic property of the pair of arithmetic and ge
ometrie monodromy group. The complicated analysis of this property is based on the
classification of the finite simple groups. Then we use arithmetic arguments to either role
out many candidates, or to actually prove existence. This part is based on Mazur's results
about rational points on the modular curves Xo(p) and Xl (p), results about tbe Galois
images in G~(p) coming from action of the absolute Galois group GQ on p-torsion points
of elliptic curves, the tbeory of complex multiplication, and the techniques used in tbe
inverse regular Galois problem.

Tbe work is joint with Robert M. Guralnick and Jan Saxl.

Author: Aharon Razon
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Einleitung

The aim of this conference, organised by R. E. Boreherds (Cambridge) and P. Sl~
dowy (Hamburg), was to bring together researcbers from various areas interested in
generalisations of Kac-Moody algebras. Tbus, tbe 22 talks presented covered ma
terial from the theories of Lie algebras, super algebras, algebraic groups, quantum
groups, modular forms, from algebraic geometry and theoretical physics. In addi
tion, and conforming with tbe intentions of tbe 'Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut
OberwoIfach ' numerous discussion groups, from an ad boc basis at tbe meal tables
to separate talks, formed themselves during the conference. All participants, among
them many young people from various countries visiting Oberw'olfach for the first
time, enjoyed the atmosphere of conference and place.

For details on the talks presented compare the abstracts below.
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Vortragszusammenfassungen

BRUCE N. ALLISON

The structure of exteoded affine Lie algebras

In this talk, we survey recent work on tbe structure of extended affine Lie algebras
(EALA's) and tbeir root systems. An EALA by definition is a Lie algebra 9 with a
finite dimensional self-centralizing abelian diagonalizable subalgebra H and a non
degenerate invariant form satisfying 3 natural axioms including tbe ad-nilpoteney
of all elements in root spaces corresponding to nonisotropic roots. EALA's were
introduced in 1990 by H0eyh-Krohn and Torresani as higber nullity generalizations _
of affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras. .,

Herein an EALA 9 with root system R, the quotient root system R, modulo the
isotropie roots, is a finite (possibly nonredueed) root system, wbose type is called
the type of g. If the type of 9 is reduced and gistarne, the structures of 9 and
R have been determined combining the work of several authors. For example, if 9
has type C, (1 ~ 4), the core of 9, modulo its centre, is the sympleetie algebra of
21 x 21-matriees over a quantum torus with involution, and the root system R is
described in terms of a semilattiee determined by the quantum torus. The result
was proved recently by Y. Gao and the speaker.

VLADIMIR BARANOVSKY

Sheaves 00 surfaees and geometrie action of Heisenberg algebras

Let S be a smooth projective surfaee from the following list: p2, ruled surfaces
(and blowups of these), K3, abelian. Choose a polarization H such that HK $ O.
MG(r, n) - Gieseker moduli space of stable sheaves with C2 = n.
MU (r, n) - Uhlenbeck moduli space of stable bundles.
All bundles/sheaves are with fixed Cl such that Cl . H is eoprime to r.
Theorem 1: There exists a stratitication oEMU (r, n) S.t. thenatural map MG(r, n) --?

MU (r, n) is strictly semismall.
Let Pt stand for the intersection homology Poineare polynomial.

Corollary 2: e
00 k G (~k U .) 00 (1 + t2rl-lq')bl (1 + t27"I+lql)b3E q Pt(M (r, n» = L q ~(M (r, n» .rr (1 _ t2rl-2q')bo (1 _ t2r1ql)'" (1 _ t 2rl+2 ')b.

k=O k=O 1=1 q

Following Nakajima's work for Hilbert schemes we define correspondences for any
cycle Q on S
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These correspondenc~ define convolution maps:

Pa[i]: ffiH·(MG(r,n» ~ ffiH·(MG(r,n - i».
n n

Theorem 3: One has the following relations

[Pali], P,8(j)) = (_1)i-1i . r(a, ß)6it- i

where the commutator above is to be understood in the graded sense.
Corollary 4: EBn H·(MG(r, n» is a tensor product oE an irreducible representation
oE an oscillator algebra constructed !rom H·(S), with aspace

ffi 1H·(MU (r,n».
n

GEORGIA M. BENKART

Lie algebras graded by Finite Root Systems

Let 9 = ~ E9 EBaE6 go be a finite-dimensional split simple Lie algebra over "a field
F of characteristic 0, with reduced root system ß. We say a Lie algebra Lover F
is 6-graded if

~ [] {La+,8 if a + ß E ß U {O},
1. L = WOE6U{O} La, where La, L,8 ~ (0) otherwise.

2. L ~ g.
3. La = {x E L I [h,x] = o:(h)x Vh E ~}.

4. La = LaE6[La, L_a].
The 6-graded Lie algebras are a natural generalization of the finite-dimensional
complex Lie algebras and include such important examples as the affine Kac-Moody
algebras, tbe toroidal Lie algebras, finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras containing
an ad-nilpotent element x :f: 0, and many more.

We survey the classification of Ll-graded Lie algebras and describe their deriVa
tions and central extensions.

For tbe non-reduced root system 6 = BCr , we say L is a ß-graded Lie algebra
if (1) (3) (4) and (2') L ::> 9 (a split simple Lie algebra of type Br,er or Dr) hold.
We discuss the recent classification of BCr-graded Lie algebras.
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DAVID BEN-ZVI

K-dV and Algebraic Geometry
Uoint work witb Edward Frenkel)

Tbe KdV bierarchy is an infinite collection of commuting ßows, on the space
of n th order differential operators L = 8" - 'Q1an-1 - q2an-2 - ••• - Qn in one
variable. It is wen known that these ßows, for special operators L, become straight
line ßows on Jacobians: Le. one can construct such L from line bundles L, on Riemann
surfaces, which are n-fold branched covers of pI so tbat the Jacobian action on
line bundles translates into KdV Bows on differential operators. Dur aim in this
talk was to explain a new algebro-geometric construcÜon which extents the above
correspondence L, ~ L to cover all n th order operators, as weH as all generalized _,
Drinfeld-Sokolov hierarchies. •

The construction is based on the following general picture: Given algebraic groups
K c G ::> H, the double coset space K\GIH has two natural structures:

1. A tautological G-bundle with Teductions to K, H.
2. An action of any subgroup L c N(H)IH from the right.

Combining these structures, one finds the L-action lifts to the K- and G-bundles
but not to H. Pulling tbe structures back to L under orbit maps, one obtains
an equivalence between the double coset space K\GIH and a moduli space of G
bundles on L, equipped with: 1. reductions to Hand K, 2. a Bat connection having
" tautological" interactions with the reductions.

The interest in this construction lies in i ts application to double coset spaces of
loop groups, \vhich are known to have interpretations as moduli spaces of (principal
G-)bundles on Riemann surfaces. In particular we are led to consider the double
coset space LG_ \LGIA+. Here LG is the formal Ioop group around a point 00 on
aRiemann surface X, LG_ are Joops extending hoIomorphicalIy to all of X \ 00,

and A+ = A n LG+ is the positive half (the part extending to (0) of a Heisenberg
subgroup of tbe Ioop group. One now interprets this space in two ways. First it
can be identified \vith the moduli space of G-bundles on X equipped witb a Cartan
reduction (" principaI Higgs field") near 00. It tbus consists of bundles having a
spectral cover description, but onIy near infinity. This is a g~neralization of the
Kriehever data, where we have thrown away most of tbe spectral curve. Tbat this is
the relevant generalization follows from the second interpretation of the double coset _
space, provided by the above general construction. This identifies LG_ \LGIA+ with •
a spaee of flat connections on a fonnal subgroup of A/A+. These connections are
then easily identified with tbe Drinfeld-Sokolov connections. The zero-curvature
formulation of the KdV flows becomes transparent, and they are identified with the
simple action of AIA+ on the double coset space. This provides the desired algebro
geometrie construction of tbe entire phase space of KdV and its Drinfeld-Sokolov
extensions, as weIl as suggesting many new integrable systems.
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YULY BILLIG

Representations of Toroidal Lie algebras and an extension of the KdV
hierarchy

The proper framework for the representation theory of the Kac-Moody algebras,
affine in particular, is given by the highest weight modules. However in the toroidal
case these modules have infinite-dimensional weight spaces. In this talk we explain
how to construct a large family of irreducible representations for the toroidal algebras
with the weight spaces of finite dimension. A special role is played by the "rank n
Virasoro algebra" that is made up of the center of the toroidal algebra and the
algebra of outer derivations. In fact, we have a functor from the direct product
of category 0 of the representations of affine algebra and a certain category of
representations of "rank n Virasoro" to the category of modules for toroidal'algebras.
We give explicit realizations for our modules via the vertex operator approach.

Finally we obtain a hierarchy of PDE's associated to the "basic" representation of
the 2-toroidal algebra sI2(Qtg=l, tri)) E9 K, EI' I> and construct their soliton s~!~~ions.

This hierarchy is an extension of the KdV hierarchy. The equations of the small
degree that appear here and not in the KdV hierarchy are: -
(1) [D~Do+ 2DoD3 - 6Dt D2](r 0 r) = O. .-
After / = 8~1 In r becomes: /z(6/t - /Z%f} - 6/z / y) - /yz = 0

and
(2) [~D2 - D~DoD3Hr 0 r) == Q. After 9 = In T becomes: 9zzzt + 69zz9zt - 9z%yz 
4gzy9z% - 29zz9yz = o.

Here x == XI, Y = xo, Z = X3, t = X2.

ALEX FEINGOLD

Minimal Model Fusion Rules from Elementary 2-groups

The usua! approach to fusion rules comes from using any ordered triple~of irre
ducible modules, (U, V, U'), to label each space ofintert'Yiningoperators, I(U, ~W).
The fact that dim(I(U, V, W)) can be greater than one could be interpreted to mean
that more parameters should be used to label the intertwiners. Evidence for this
can be given in the case of the Virasoro algebra minimal models, ,vith labels given
by certain elementary 2-groups. I will discuss this, and how it may correspond to a
specific construction of the minimal models by vertex operators.



YUN GAO

Vertex operators arising from the Fock space for 9l
N

and applications to
EALAs

The homogeneous vertex operator representation for affine Lie algebras of the
simply-laced type was developed by Frenkel-Kac, independently by Segal.

In my talk, I will use the underlying Fock s~ace for the homogeneous vertex
operator representation of the affine Lie algebra 91N to construct a family of vertex
operators. More precisely, given a pair (A, q), where q is a nonzero complex number, .
A is a subset of R containing zero and elosed under addition, we define vertex
operators Xij(r, z) depending on tbe parameter q, for 1 ~ i, j ~ N and r E A.
These vertex operators together with the Heisenberg algebra form a Lie algebra _
V(A, II), which is proven to' represent an aflinization of the matrix algebra with •
entries in a skew-polynomial ring.

Tbe case A = {O} is trivial as V(A, II) represents tbe affine Lie algebra 9l
N

for N ~ 2. However, if (A, q) is generic, by enlarging tbe Fock space, the case
A = Z will provide an irreducible vertex operator representation for an extended
affine Lie algebra of type AN _ 1 coordinatized by a quantum torus Cq of 2 variables.
Consequently, a character formula for the basic module of the extended affine Lie
algebra is obtained. Also, if N = 1, we get a representation for a q-analog of two
dimensional Virasoro algebra studied by Kirkman-Procesi-Small.

VICTOR GINZBURG

Principal Nilpotent pairs and Representation theory

Let 9 be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, and G the corresponding adjoint
group, i.e., the identity component of Aut(g).

An element x E 9 is called regular if Zg(x), the centralizer of x in g, has the
minimal possible dimension, i.e~, dimZg(x) = rkg. The most interesting, in asense,
among regular elements of 9 are regular nilpotent elements, ealled "principal nilpo
tents". These elements form a single Ad G-orbit in g.

We would like to "double" the above setup and replace the Lie algebra 9 by
Z C 9 EB g, the set of all pairs (XI, X2) E 9 Ei' g, such that [Xl, X2] = 0, called
the commuting variety of g. It turns out that there is aremarkable "doubled"
counterpart of the notion of a principal nilpoteot, that we call a principal nilpotent
pair. The set of principal nilpotent pairs does not form a single orbit under Ad G
diagonal action on Z, hut it consists of ooly finitely many such orbits.

In the case 9 =gin, for instance, the conjugacy classes of principal nilpotent pairs
are parametrized essentially (up to transposing matrices) by Young diagrams with
n-boxes. This comes about as folIows. Given a Young diagram, we enurnerate its
boxes in sorne order, and label the standard base vectors in cn by the box with the
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eorresponding number. We now define an endomorphism el E gin by letting it aet
"along the rows of the diagram" , Le., by sending the base vector labelIed by a box
to the base vector labelIed by the next right box, if this box belongs to A, and to 0
otherwise. Similarly, we define e2 E gin by letting it aet "along the columns" , from
bottom to top. It is easy to see that the operators el, e2 thus defined eommute, and
form a prineipal nilpotent pair. Note that if A consists of either a single row or a
single eolumn, then the eorresponding prineipal nilpotent pair is either of the form
(e,O) or (O, e), where e is a prineipal nilpotent in gl in the ordinary sense. Moreover,
any principal nilpotent pair for 9 = gIn is assoeiated to a Young diagram in the
above way (up to eonjugation and transposing matriees).

To each principal nilpotent pair in an arbitrary semisimple Lie algebra 9, and each
simple finite-dimensional g-module, we associate a certain two-variable analogue of
Kostant's partition function, and prove the corresponding (8, t)-weight multiplicity
fQrtnula. Furthermore, we wish to express our two-variable weight multiplicity in
terms of intersection cohomology of a double-Ioop Grassmannian, similar to the way,
the q-analogue of weight multiplicity introdueed by Lusztig is related to perverse
sheaves on the loop Grassmannian. : ~:~,'

We also associate to a principal nilpotent pair in 9 abi-harmonie polynomial
on the Cartesian square of a Cartan subalgebra of g. This polynomial has very
interesting properties, in particular transforms under an irredueible representation
of the Weyl group. In the special ease 9 = gIn the irreducible representation' of the
symmetrie group generated by the polynomial turns out to be parametrized by the
Young diagram labelling the principal nilpotent pair. Our eonstruction is closely
related to the theory of Springer representations.

VALERY GRITSENKO

Some coincidences in the theory of generalized Kac-Moody Lie algebras

I) Automorphic Lorentzian Kac-Moody algebras. ~.~::'

.Let g be a generalized Kac-!\1oody (GKM) superalgebra (without real odd roots)
,vith the root lattice M of signature (1, n - 1). We consider the Weyl-Kac-Boreherds
denominator function of g as a funetion of the complex homogeneous domain (of
type IV) associated to M,

c/>g{Z) L det(w) (e(w(p),Z) - ~ m{Q)e(w(P+O),Z»

wEW oE,6,m

e(p,z) II (1 - e(o,z») mult(Q)

QE~+

(see Boreherds, J. of Alg. '88; Grit~enko-Nikulin, Am. J. Math. '97).
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Definition: g is called automorphic KMA if 4>g(z) is an automorphic form with re
spect to a group offinite index in an integral orthogonal group OZ(M2~n) of signature
(2, n).
Theorem: JE aLlim =0 (or ,l:1,m is nnite) then 4>,(z) is not automorphic.

The first example of an AKMA was found by R. Borchercls. Tbis is tbe famous fake
monster Lie algebra (n =26, ,r = 0). Some exampies of AKM algebras are given by

11) Automorphic discriminants of moduli spaces of K3 surfaces
with a condition on the transcendental lattice. Such AKM algebras are related to
the arithmetic mirror symmetry for K3 (see Gritsenko-Nikulin, Math. Res. Let. '96).

111) Classification. a
A theorem of Nikulin says that if rank(M) ~ 3, then there are essentially a finite •

number of AKM algebras (Nikulin, Jzv. Math. '96). Tbe two papers of Gritsenko-
Nikulin in Int. J. Math. '98 are devoted to the classification for n = 3. We proved
that there are only 12 elliptic (Le. ,l- > 0) Lorentzian Cartan matrices of rank 3:
Aatb where a = 1, 2, 3 and b =0, I, 11,111. The corresponding automorphic forms
are 3-dimensional generalizations of Dedekind 7]-functions.

IV) Canonical differential form on a Calabi-Yau 3-fold.
The AKM algebra with the Cartan matrix (or the real simple roots) A3,/1 (this

is a 6 x 6-matrix) is given by a Siegel modular form of weight 1, which we denote
byß1•

Theorem (Gritsenko-Hulek): ßl (Z)3dZ generates the space H3,O(Ä\~~), where Ä~~~

is a smooth compact model oE the moduli space A~~l oE (1,3}-polarized abelian

surfaces with a 2-level structure. Ä~~~ is a Calabi-Yau 3-fold with Euler nurnber
= 80.
Conjecture: The L-function LA~(S) of tbe form ß~ is related to tbe Hasse-Weil

L-function of tbc 3-fold .Ä~~J.

V) The second quantized elliptic genus (SQEG) of Calabi-Yau manifolds.
Tbe SQEG was introduced in the papers of R. Dijkgraaf, G. 1\10ore, E. Verlinde,

H. Verlinde (see bep-th). We proved:
Theorem (Gritsenko-Nikulin): Let Md be a Calabi-Yau manifold oE complex di- ..
mension d =2, 4, 6 or 8. Then SQEG(Md, Z) is given by a product oE d/2 modular •
(arms which are powers oE denominator Eunctions oE AKM algebras. For d = 2, 4,
6 these algebras have elliptic Cartan matrices (oE real simple roots) Aa,b mentioned
above. For d = 8 AKMA with parabolic root systems (Le. p2 = 0) appear in the
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formula. In particular

SQEG(Enriques surface; Z)

SQEG(K3 surface; Z)

SQEG(CY;,; Z)

ß S1(Z) related to A I ,// = (-~ -~ =~)
-2 -2 2

ß S (Z)-2,

.62(z)4xo -e/6ßi;XO ,

where Xo = arith. genus(CY4), e = Euler number(Cl'4), ßs(Z) is the product 01
all even Siegel tbeta-constants, ß 2(Z)4 is the first cusp form for the paramodular
group r 2 C Sp4«(J) and ßl1(Z) is the tirst cusp form for r 2 ofodd weight (tbe index
denotes the weight ofthe modular form).
Corollary: Let MJ~o,e) be a Calabi-Yau 4-lo1d with lixed arithmitic genus Xo and
Euler number e. Then

SQEG(MJ2,48» = ~l1(Z)-2 related to A2,o = (-; -; -~) ;j:~~
-2 0 2 :-

(

2 -2 -4 . 0 )
2 -2 2 0 ~4

(6 11 /62 )- related to A2,1 = -4 0 2.:..-2 '

o -4 -2 - 2

(O±12) 2 (-; -; =~ =~)SQEG(M4 ' ) == Ll~ related to A2,11 = -6 -2 2 -2 ..

-2 -6 -2 2 -

Theorem (Gritsenko-Nikulin): SQEG(CY3) is a power oEa Siegel automorphic form
of weight 0, which is the denominator function oE an AKM superalgebra with areal
root system, which has a fundamental polygon oEhyperbolic type. (This is the third
possible type oE root systems after elliptic, p2 > 0, and parabolic, rr =0, ones.)

GERALD HÖHN

Elliptie genera of symmetrie products and generalized Kac-Moody Lie
algebras

In the first part of my talk, I gave a survey of the different types of elliptic genera.
They are defined fonnally as the Sl-equivariant index q;(q, LX) of hypothetical
elliptic operators on the loop 8pace {,X of a manifold X (de Rham, Dirac, Dolbeault,
signature complex), generalizing the "elassical" genera. They map the bordism ring
to some ring of modular functions.
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For a finite group G acting on a manifold X, tbe orbifold elliptic genus of the
quotient space XIG is defined by

cp(q, l.(X/G» := I~I L cp(h; q, .cgX).
g,hEG
[g,h] = 1

Here, cp(h; q, L,gX) is given by formally applying the equivariant Atiyah-Singer in
dex theorem to TL,gXlx(g,h" where L,gX = {o : R ~ X I o(t + 1) = go(t)} is the
g-twisted loop space. Let snX = (X X X X ••• X X)/Sn be tbe n-fold symmetrie
produet.

Theorem:

TI TI (l_. ypmqn)-c<nm,I),

m>On~O,1

(a) L e(q, C(S"'X))pm
m~O

(b) L Xy(q, C(S"'X))pm
m~O

00TI (1 - pm)-e(X).

m=l

(HirzebruchjHofer)

where Xy(q,l,X) = L c(n,l)ylqn.
n~O,1

(c) L A(q, l(smX))pm = TI TI (1 - pmqn)-a(n~),
m~O m>OnEZ

00

wbere A(q, L,X) = q-dimX/24 A(X, ® SqnTcX) = L a(n)qn; 24 Idirn X.
n=l nEZ

Part (b) was obtained by Dijkgraaf, !\1oore, Verlinde and Verlinde in a more
physieal formulation.

Produet expansions ofthis kind have been studied by Boreherds in connection with
character formulas of generalized Kac-Moody algebras. The above produets together
with an extra eorrection faetor are automorphic forms on 80(8 + 2,2)/(80(8) X

50(2)) for some arithmetie subgroup of SO(8 + 2,2). They ean be obtained by
some singular theta correspondenee from r.p (q, lX).

For X a K3 surfaee, it is a conjeeture of the pbysieists mentioned above, tbat
Xy(q, lx[m]) = Xy(q, L,(8m X». Here, x[m} is the Hilbert seheme of dimension zero .-
subschemes of length m, which is a smooth resolution of smx. More generally, _
B. Totaro made tbe conjeeture that XII(q, L,X) ean be defined for arbitrary singular
varieties over C.

It is tbe idea of Hirzebrueh, that there may exist a 24-dimensional manifold X 24

on whieh the Monster group aets, such that for 9 in the Monster the equivariant el
liptie genus A(g; q, L,X) equals tbe Thompson series Ln tr(gIV~)qn ofthe Moonshine
module V~. Assuming the existence of such a manifold, weobtain an induced action
on smX and an equivariant version of Theorem (e) gives one side of tbe equivariant
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denominator identity of the Monster Lie algebra - suggesting tbe possibility that
this generalized Kae-Moody Lie algebra ean be obtained in a new geometrieal way.

VICTOR KAC

Highest weight modules over Kac-Moody superalgebras

Let ] be an index set, TC] a subset, and A = (asj)iJEr a matrix over C. To this
data one assoeiates a Lie superalgebra g(A, T) as follows. Denote by g(A, T) tbe Lie
superalgebra on generators ei, li' hi (i E I), the e; and fi with i E T being odd,
all other generators even, subject to tbe usual relations: [hi , hj ] = 0, [ei,lj] = 6ijhi ,

[hi , ej] = D.;jej, (hi , fj] = -ai;!j. Let Q be a free abelian group on generators Qs

(i EI), and introduee a Q-gradation of g(A, T) letting deg ei = - deg fi = Qs,

deg hi = o. "Let J(A, T) be the maximal Q-graded ideal of g(A, T) intersecting
trivially the Cartan subalgebra Ei Chi. Then

g(A, T) = g(A, T)/J(A, T).

The Lie superalgebra g(A, T) is ealled a generalized Kae-Moody superalgebra if its
even part is a generalized Kac-Moody algebra whose representation on odd part
is integrable. Tbe talk was a survey of results 00 the denominator and character
fonnulas for finite-dimensional and affine Kae-Moody superalgebras. At the end a
free field construction of all integrable highest weight sl(m, n)"-modules of level 1
was brießy discussed Uoint w'ork in progress with Wakimoto).

Literature:
1. V.G. Kac, Lie Superalgebras, Adv. Math. 26 (1977), 8-26.
2. V.G. Kac and M. Wakimoto, Integrable highest weight modules over affine super
algebras and oumber theory, Progress in Math. 123 (1994), 415-456 (and referenees
there). .

SEOK-JIN KANG

Crystal bases for Kac-Moody superalgebras

Let A = (aij )iJE I be a Cartan matrix satisfyiog the following conditions:
I = leuen u [odd, T = [odd

1. aii = 2 for aB i E [even,

2. aii = 0 or 2 for i E ]odd,

3. if aii = 2 and i 1: j, then aij :5 0,
4. aij =0 <=> aji =o.
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Consider the Kac-Moody superalgebra 9 = g(A, T) associated with (A, T), and let
Uq(g) be the quantized superalgebra which is adeformation of the universal en
veloping algebra of g. Let Oint denote tbe category of Uq(g)-modules satisfying tbe
conditions: If M E ObOint , then:

1. M=e~epM~,M~={UEMlqhtJ,=q~(h)u VhEPV}.
2. dirn M~ < 00 V~ E P.
3. Vi E /even, M is locally Uq(gi)-finite.
4. Vi E Jodd, ~i = 2, M is locally Uq(gi)-finite.
5. If MIJ # 0, then J.&(hi) ~ 0 for i E Jodd, aii = O.
6. If Mp =F 0, aii = 0, p(hi) = 0 => ~MIJ = fiMp =O.

Then we develop tbe crystal base theory for the ·Uq(g)-modules in Oint, generalizing
the corresponding theory for Kac-Moody algebras. In particular the tensor product
role was generalized to this case, and for the general linear Lie superalgebra gl(m, n),
the crystal bases for the irreducible highest weight modules in Oint were realized as
tbe set of semistandard (m, n)-hook Young tableaux, which are given the crystal
structure by admissible readings of tableaux.

OLIVIER MATHIEU

On modular representations of affine Lie algebras at the critical level

For an affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra, we set

M(-p) the Verma module with highest weight -p,
L«(P - l)p) = the simple module with highest weight (p - l)p,
ß«p - l}p) = r(G/ B, l:(l - p}p}" where p = characteristic of the field.

We investigate these modules.
Theorem 1:

chL«P - l)p} = e(p-l)p TI
1- e-a

oEd;1!

In particular L«p - l)p) =F ß«p - l)p), \vhich is different from tbe finite dimen
sional case (and Steinberg theorem).
Theorem 2: Set A = EndaL«p - l}p}. Then A is commutative, and SpecA is
~aturallyidentified with the space oEl!v -valued [orms 0, a = (~+ Li>O hizi)dz such
tbat Co = a, wbere C is the Cartier operator. -

Now we investigate Ä = Ende(M (- p)). Accordingly to Feigin-Frenkel philoso
phy, Ä should be aspace of functions on aspace of connections or V-modules. In
characteristic p, tbe p-curvature is in some sense a map on the space of connection.
So we expect the existence of an endomorphism of Ä. Indeed we prove:
Theorem 3: Ä is commutative, and isomorphie to A®A®···. The tensor product
decomposition depends on the choice oE coordinates, but the shiEt Ä -+ Ä, al ®
Cl2 ~ ••• ..-+ 1 ® al ® a2 ® ... is canonical, and corresponds with C.
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GREGORY MOORE

Some Remarks on BPS Algebras associated to Calabi-Yau Manifolds

String theory in a black box: For this talk, astring theory T is a map
from a collection of manifolds X; S.t. dimX ~ 9, X eompact, Riemannian, admits
covariantly constant spinors, to a set of data; ineluding:

• umoduli of groundstates" MT{X)
• "Hilbert space of I-particle states" llT (X, Jj), I' E Mr(X)
• "S-matrix" Sr : El'n>O snllT --+ EBn>O snllT
• "supergravity tbeory" -

Here llr is a (bighly reducible) unitary repn of a superpoincare algebra SP(.N1(I, s)
with N real supereharges, s = 9 - dimX. There are 5 known examples : IIA,IIB,
I, HE, HO. If X admits "enougb" covariantly constant spinors then sp(N') (1, s)
admits "BPS" or "sbort" representations wbich enjoy special rigidity properties.
Under tbese eondition~ there is a distinguished subspace 2lT (X, Jj) C llT (XJj) de
fined by the BPS states. Using analytic continuation of S-matrix elements we define
the algebra structure ~r(X) ® 2lr (X) -+ 21T (X) by tbe residue of the BPS pole.

Two examples: Let p, q E Z+, P ~ q, P - q == 0 (8).
Notation: ßP,q := {projections IP,q ®:IR -+ RP'o .l }RO,q}, IP,q := even unimodular
lattice ofsignature (-I)P{+I)q, Np,q:= O{IPtq)\ßP,q. If P E IP,q the projection
gives P = PL + PR·

Example 1. ("Trivial ease" c. 1985) T = HE, HO; X = (51 )d.

• superalgebra: 81'(16)(1,9 - d)
• MHE(X) = Nd+16,d X 114
• 2lHE (X, J1.) = JRd+16,d ® 1rv (O) ffi El'PElld+18,d 2l~E ® 1rv {m{P, J1.))

where m2 (p, Jj) = ~PÄ;
1Tv (m) = BPS vectormultiplet representation of 8P of mass m.

2l~E iso expressed in terms of vertex operators and, in partieular, dim 2l~E =
P24(~P2 + 1).

The BPS algebra structure on 2lH Eisa generalization of a Lie algebra. Along en
hanced symmetry varieties ~ C Nd+16,d associated to a Lie algebra g, 21HE (X,JJ) =
9 ® 1rv(O) Ei) [ massive repn'-8] and the BPS algebra structure is computed to be of
the form (x ~ SI) . (1/ ®~) = [x, y] @ 812 , [x, y] = Lie bracket on g.

Example 2. T = IIA, X = K3 surfaee.

• superalgebra = SPI6{1, 5)
• M 11A = N20,4 X R.t
• ~IIA(X, IJ) = R20,4 @ 1rv (O) e EBPEH-(X.z> H~2(Mp)® 1r1l (m{P, Jj».

M p := moduli of simple coherent sbeaves E ~ X with chEVTdX = P; this
description follows from the theory of "D-branes".
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J.t E Mcplx.(X),
str.

String Duality: Is tbe idea that IIA(K3) ~ HE(Sl)4).
Some checks are nontrivial and involve automorphic fonns on domains of type IV.
Also, ~l1A(X,JJ) ~ 21HE (Sl)4,j.l).

GeneralizatioDs to Calabi-Yau 3-folds (Not given, for lack of time):
The spaces 21l1A (X), 21l/B(X) for X a smooth Calabi-Yau 3-fold have tbe struc

ture:
2111B (X, J.t) = gab ® 1rv (O) E9 Ef) 21118 ® 1rh(m.,)

,.EHodd{X,Z)

gab E9 (gab). S! Hodd(X; lR)

21J1A (X, J.t) = gab ® 1rv (O) EB Ef) 2111A ® 1fh(m,.)
,.EHe1len(x~)

J.t E M c~lJ[fied (X), gab E9 (gab). ~ Heven(x; lR)
Kahler

211/A' 211/B are cohomologies of certain moduli spaces. Same results on tbe di-
mensions of these spaces ("root multiplicities") may be derived using supergravity.
In particular

1. Let 'Y E H3(X, Z). Suppose X admits a complex structure so tbat

.:y = .:y3,O + 10,3 ( ttattractor equation")

wberei is tbe Poincare dual. If IZ·12 » 1, where

Iz 12 = IJ,., 01
2

n = a nowhere zero holomorphie (3, O)-form on X,
• - IJx n Anl'

then 211 i= {O} and log(dim 2(1) "J 1fIZ.12•

2. If J,., n = 0 defines a nontrivial.divisor 'D,., c Mcp1x(X) not eontained in tbe
discriminant loeus, then 211 = {O}.
Literature:
1. J. Harvey and G. Moore, "On the algebra of BPS states," hep-th/9609017.
2. G. Moore, "Arithmetic and Attractors," hep-th/9807087.

SATOSHI NAITO

Character formula of Kac-Wakimoto Type for Generalized Kac-Moody
Aigebras .

Let 9 = g(A) be a symmetrizable GKM algebra over:IR. This means that 9 is the
real contragredient Lie algebra associated to a real square matrix A = (aij )i,iE1 such
that

{

(Cl) either ail = 2 or O-ii ~ 0,
(C2) aij ~ 0 if i :F j and O-ij E Z if aii = 2,
(C3) aij =0 <=> aji = O.
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Assume #(1) < +00. Let Km.g. ={;\ E ~. I 2(;\ + pla) ~ (010.) for 0. E ß~},

(Km.g. :J Kg). Here ~ is a Cartan subalgebra of g, ~. = HomR(~, R), Ll~m is tbe set
of positive imaginary roots, (. I .) a nondegenerate symmetrie bilinear form on ,,
which is W-invariant. In addition pisa Weyl vector (p E ~. s.t. p(ai) = la.i for
i E I, {Or}iEI simple eoroots). Then we have:

Theorem: Let;\ e Km.g. be such that (;\ + p)(OV) > 0 for 0 E A>" n ~+. (~>.. =
{Q E ~re I ;\(aV

) E Z}. L(;\} is the irreducible h.w. module with ;\ E "-.) Then

" det() w(>..+p)-p
chL(;\) = L,.,wEW~ W e

no
E

.6.+ (1 - e-o)mult(o) ,

where W>.. =(ra I a E ßA), mult(a) = dimR go, o.V coroot oEa.

HIRAKU NAKAJIMA

Blowup formula for moduli spaces of sheaves on surfaces

I am running tbe following project: "Study homology groups of moduli spaces of
sheaves on surfaces by using the representation theory of affine algebras."

We do not have enough understanding to make a precise conjecture yet, but we
da have lots of interesting examples. We would like to add one example, the blowup
fonnula in tenns of tbe character of the representation of 94 with level 1.

Let X =Cl and X = blowup at tbe origin. We consider moduli spaces of sbeaves
on both X and X.
MX (r, 0, C2) = the framed moduli space of sheaves E on X with rank E = r,
Cl (E) = 0, C2(E) = C2.
MX (r, Ch 1:2) = the framed moduli space of sheaves E on X with with rank E = r,
Cl = (E) = CI1 ez(E) = C2°
Here "framed moduli" more precisely means tbe set of isomorphism classes 'of pairs
(E, f/», where Eisa sbeaf 00 tbe eompactification X u 100 = Cp2, and- f/>" is an

isomorphism 4>: Ehoo ~ 01:.
Using torus actions on moduli spaces, we find üoint work with Yoshioka)

E Pt(MX(r, Cl, C2)}q.6. /EPt(M X (r, 0, C2»q~
Cl t C2 C2

r-l
(ll = C2 - --~)

2r

{n 1 }r '" tL a;(r+l-2i)(t2rq)LaU2 ,

= ~1 1 - (t
2r

q)d . (a.....,~(~Zl19.

where Pt is the Poincare polynomial. If we set t = -1 (i.e. generating fuoction of
the Euler numbers), we get the character of tbe basic representation of gir .
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HERMANN NICOLAI

Kac-Moody Symmetries in Gravity and Supergravity

Dimensional reduction of (super)gravity theories leads to theories of matter cou
pled gravity in lower dimensions with "hidden symmetries" . More specifically, tbe
scalar sectors are govemed by G/ Ho-models with G noncompact and H tbe max
imal compaet subgroup of G. For d ~ 3 (d is the dimension of tbe reduced space
time) we bave dirn G, dirn H < 00 wbereas for d = 2, G is tbe affine extension of tbe
eorresponding group in d = 3 and H again the maximal compact subgroup. Tbe
eoset space in tbis ease is tbe moduli space of solutions of the bigber dimensional
field equations with certain commuting Killing vectors. Tbe reduction to d = 1 sug-
gests tbe emergence of hyperbolic KM symmetries (in accordance with a conjecture a
by B. Julia) whose Dynkin diagrams are obtained by adding an A2 = sl3 diagram .,
(where tbe sh aets on the vierbein) to the Dynkin diagram of tbe d =3 tbeory. The
corresponding (buge) eoset space for the dimensionally reduced maximal (D = 11)
supergravity may be relevant for M -Tbeory.

See e.g. 1. B. Julia & H.N., Nucl. Phys. B482 (1996) 431;
2. H.N.: heP'"th/9801090.

URMIE RAY

A characterizatioD of a certain class of Lie superalgebras

As tbe definition of GKM superalgebras via generators and relations is difficult
to use in many situations, it is wortb finding different ways of eharacterizing them.
Borcherd's eharacterization, wbich roughly says that the Lie algebra is a GKM
algebra if it is graded and has an almost positive definite invariant symmetrie bilinear
form, only holds for Lie superalgebras of finite dimension when the odd part of the
superalgebra is non-trivial.

Also it makes little sense to define real roots as those conjugate to simple roots
of positive norm under tbe action of tbe Weyl group, as is shown by tbe following
example: When the superalgebra 9 is of type B(I, 1) ~, it has roots of norm 0,
negativ~ norm, and positive norm and dirn 9 < 00. We show that: .

Theorem Let 9 be a Lie superalgebra satisfying tbe following eonditions:
1. 9 bas a non-degenerate symmetrie, invariant bilinear form (., .).
2. There exists an even subalgebra ~ ~ g, wbicb is self-eentralizing. Tbe eigenspaces

for ~ are fulite dimensional and 9 is tbe sum of tbe ~-eigenspaees. Tbe eigen
values ::/: 0 are called roots.

3. 3 h E ~ such tbat Cg(h) = ~ and "Ir E R, tbere exists only finitely many roots
Q s.t. la(h)1 < r.

4. A root Q is called of finite type ifV roots P, na +P is a root for only finitely
many integers n.
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A root 0 is called of inlinite type either if 101 = 0 and 0 is lJot of finite type
or iEV root fJ s.t. (0, {J)(o, 0) > 0, 0 + ß is a root Ullless IßI = 0, {3 is of liIJite
type and Q - (J is a mat.
All roots are af fi.nite or inlinite type.

5. Let Q, ß be positive roots of infinite type or oE norm o. Suppose that V roots
'Y s.t. 0 < 'reh) < aCh), [x, S-y] = 0 for x E 90. Then (0, {3) = 0 implies
[x,gp] =o.

Then 9 is a direct sum of GKM superalgebras, ßnite dimensional simple classical
Lie superalgebras and affine Lie superalgebras.

KVOJI SAlTO

Non...negativity of Dirichlet coefticients of elliptic L-functions

Let C(R,G) be the Coxeter element for a marked elliptic root syste~ (R, G) and let
us decompose the characteristic polynomial det(AI -C(R,G» in the form n(A~';~ l)e(i).
The elliptic eta-product '1(R,G)(r) attached to (R, G) is n1](ir)e(i), where 1](r:} is the
Dedekind eta-functioD. Using m =24/(24, Lie(i}), the eta-product gets th~~Fourier

expansion 1J(R,G)(mr) = Lnezc(n)q". So we define the elliptic L-function L(R,G)(s)
attached to (R, G) by L(R,G)(s) := L~=l c(n)n-'. The main result of the talk is:

Theorem: Tbere exists a Kummer extension E(R,G) := Q«m, XY
,"-) for the cy

clotomic fjeld (!((m) (m = exp(21rA/m») and representation(s) p (ar p(±» :
Gal(E(R,G)/Q) -+ G~(Z[Al) such that the elliptic L-function is one oE the fol
lowing {arms:

{

L(p, s),
L(R,G)(s) = t(L(p(+), s) - L(p(-), s», or

~(L(p(+),s) - L(p(-), s»

where L (p, s), etc. are Artin L-functions attached to the representations. p, etc.,
respectively. ... ~

As a consequence, one gets explicite formulae for the Dirichlet coefficients c(n).
Then, one verifies the equivalence : c(n) ~ 0 Vn E Z+ {:> 1J(R,G) is not cuspidal <=>
(R, G) is of type either D~ltl), E~l,t), E~l,t) or ml,l)." After the talk V. Kac pointed
out strange coincidence of the eta product for the above 4 cases with sorne finite
algebras of rank 2.
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CHRISTOPH SCHWEIGERT

Twining characters and orbit Lie algebras
(based on joint work with J. Fuchs, U. Ray and A.N. Schellekens)

We consider some algebraic structures associated to a class of outer automor
phisms of generalized Kac-Moody (GKM) algebras. Tbe twining character is defined
as a character-valued index, Le. tbe trace of tbe action of tbe outer automorphism
on certain irreducible highest weigbt modules.

The main theorem states that tbe twining character is essentially the ordinary
character of some other GKM, the orbit Lie algebra.

Applications to moduli spaces of flat bundles,. to two-dimensional rational con
formal field theory bave been presented. A conjecture for the Verlinde formula for
non-simply connected structure groups has been proposed.
Refs.:
J. Fuchs, A.N. Scbellekens and C.S., Commun. Math. Phys. 180 (1996) 39.
J. Fuchs,.U. Rayand C.S., J. Algebra. 191 (1997) 518.
J. Fuchs, A.N. Schellekens and C.8., Nucl. Phys. B 473 (1996) 323.
J. Fuchs and C.8., Tbe action of outer automorphisms on bundles of chiral blocks,
preprint bep-th/9805026.

ERle VASSEROT

Hall Aigebras and quantum groups at roots of 1

Notation:

exp(2i1T/n)
Ue(sI (d) ) restricted specialization

~(A) simple module

We(/J) Weyl module

Theorem (Kazhdan, Lusztig, Kashiwara, Tannisaki):
[W(J.') : V(A)] is given by tbe value at 1 of same Kazbdan-Lusztig polynomials of
type A~~l.
Goal: We explain an altemative approach via global basis of the Hall algebra of
tbe cyclic quiver acting on the Fock space.
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WEIQIANG WANG

Dual pairs and infinite dimensional Lie algebras

Let w:a,l:, m E ~ + Z, k = 1, ... , 1 be the generators of a Clifford algebra Cl:
{-4t~tP, -4t;,q} = 0, {W~dJ, '1I;;,q} = Öp,qÖm,-n. We denote by ~Dl tbe Fock space of Cl
with a highest weight vector annihilated by q,~,.t, m > 0, k = 1, ... , I.

On F DI one has the natural action of an infinite dimensional Lie algebra 9100. 9100
admits Lie subalgebras of B, C, D types, denoted by boo , Coo, doo respectively. There
is also a natural action ofthe affine Lie algebra;;(2i) (and gi{i) on F DI . The action

of the horizontal ~ubalgebra 80(2l) (resp. 9l(l) of;;(2i) (resp. gl(l}) can be lifted to
the orthogonal group 0(21) (resp. GL(I». The actions ofGL(I) and gloo (maximally)
commute with each other, and ihus fonn a dual pair in the sense of R. Howe. We
also show that 0(21) and doo form a dual pair, and present an explicit decomposition
of F DI into the isotopic subspaces of 0(21) and docH which admits many favourable
properties. We also indicate that there are several variations which produce many
other clua! pairs between classical Lie groups and infinite dimensional Lie algebras.

Furthennore, one has 8 natural Lie algebra homomorphism from W1+CXl"Oto 9100'
where W1+00 is the central extension of tbe Lie algebra of differential operators on
the drele. We show that oDe can replace 91CXl (resp. doo ) by W1+CXl (resp. same natural
Lie subalgebras of W1+OO ) in the above discussion. The W1+oo and its subalgebras
are most natural from the viewpoint of vertex algebras.

Berichterstatter:

GERALD HÖHN, Freiburg
CLAUS MOKLER, Freiburg
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SPECTRAL THEORY AND STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS

27.-31. Juli 1998

M. van den Berg (Bristol)
organized by M. Demuth (Clausthal)

J. van Casteren (Antwerp)

The link between spectral theory and stochastic analysis was landmarked by the papers of
Mark Kac "Can you hear the shape of a drum" , Frank Spitzer "Heat ßow, Brownian motion
and electrostatic capacity" and Edward Nelson "Dynamic~ theones of Brownian motion"
in the 60's. The subject was diversified considerably over the last three decades and
inBuenced the development in quantum mechanics and quantum field theory: Schrödinger
operators with randorn potentials are used to describe models of amorphie substanees,
evolution equations can be solved by running an appropriate stochastie pr6Cess, the spectral
theory for boundary value problems can be treated quantitatively via strong ~1arkov and
martingale properties.

The conferenee brought together experts of both fields. The main subject covered by
the talks include

- random Schrödinger operators

- spectral properties for generators of diffusions

- differential geometry and scattering theory

- Dirichlet and Neumann problems

- Feynman-Kac and Feyman-Kae-Ito fonnulae

- Feiler properties for Markov semigroups
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Abstracts:

Some pseudodiHerential generators: Spectral problems, infinite
dimensional processes and quantum fields

S. Albeverio

We discuss examples of pseudoditferential operators in finite and infinite dimensions, rfA
lated spectral problems and stochastic analytic questions. We mention that the study~
tbe negative spectrum of the Hamiltonian describing N particles with 2-body point interac
tions (heuristically also arising from the non-relativistic limit of a q,4 quantum field model)
is related to the one of the bound state spectrum of N-body Schrödinger operators with
nice potentials, in the situation of "zero energy resonances" (accumulation of eigenvalues
En --+ 0, Efimoveffect). We discuss a conjecture (by S. Albeverio, R. Hßegh-Krohn, T. T.
Wu) concerning the asymptotics-~ --+ universal constant, showing how it is related to

~+1

an extension of the theory of Alchieser-Kac-Szegö for the asymptotics of determinants of
certain integral operators in the ease of meromorphic symbols (recent work by Albeverio
and K. Makarov). We also show how this study is related to the one of the self-adjoint
realizations and spectra of relativistic Hamiltonians of tbe form J -6 + m2 - ~ in L2(R3),
especially in ..the case A > 2/1r. We briefly mention work on pseudodifferential operators
(hy Albeverio and P. Kurasov) and prohabilistic aspects of proeesses associated with pseu
dodifferential operators. We then pass to the discussion of infinite dimensional differential
and pseudodifferential operators. We show how certain partial pseudodifferential equations
arise in connection with the construction of homogenous and Markovian random fields. In
particular we discuss constructions starting for Gaussian and non-Gaussian (Levy-type)
white noises. The latter lead to interesting examples, even in spaee-time dimension 4, of
relativistic loeal quantum fields of gauge-type, satisfying all Marcbio-Stroechi-Wightman
axioms and leading to a non-trivial S-matrix (the first known non-trivial models having
these properties, work by S. Alheverio, H. Gottschalk and J.L. Wu).

Applications of spectral theory to global regularity and decay

M. Ben-Artzi

Consider the self-adjoint extension H of -6 'and note that, if {E(A)} is the associated
spectral family,

(E(A)j, g) = r j(~)g(~)~,J1(12:$A
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(where i is the Fourier transform of I), hence,

which defines a continuous bilinear form< A(;A)/, 9 > on H3(JRR) x H3(r), for any s'> ~.

Here H8(]R'l) is the Sobolev space of order s. In particular, A(A) E B(L2 t 3, L2,-6), A > 0,
where

L2
,fI = {f1 l (1 + IxI 2 )6If(x)12dx < oo}.

Rn

Using suitable trace estimates, one can prove that IIA(;A)1I8{L2.• ,L2.-.) :5 C3,nA-!, A > 0, s >
~, for n ~ 3, and IIA(A)IIB(L2.1,L2.-1) ~ C. Using the representation e..,-itH = Jooo

eit>. A{A)d"\
and the above estimates, a duality argument leads to the estimate

(1)

where u(t, x) = exp(itH)uo. In fact, using the A-l decay one can throw deri~~tives into
the estimate (1), obtaining, with a suitable gauge invariance, ..

1
Q' < 2'

with a slight modification (due to Ben-Artzi-Klainerman) for 0 = 4, and, for 0' = 0,

sup 11 lu(t, x)1
2

dxdt ~ CIIUoII~i
e,tlERn Rn Rn Ix - a - vtl 2

(with "best constant" due to Simon).

In the above considerations, the operator H can be replaced by appropriate functions
j(H), for /, say, smooth and increasing. Specifically, the case f( - V) = (-~ + I)l is the
"relativistic Schrödinger operator" (equivalently, the Klein-Gordon Eq.) and the estimate
(I) is still valid in this case.

The Hölder eontinuity of A(;A) leads, in view of R(z) = (H - z)-l = J~dA and the
Privaloff theorem, to the "Limiting Absorption Principle", namely,

(2)

Using more refined traee theorems for noncompact manifolds ODe ean show that (2) holds
for general simply charaeteristic operators, thus yielding apriori estimates for solutions of
the wave equation or tbe Klein-Gordon equation in space-time.

Also, LI ~ LOO heat kerne} estimates ean be obtained, using the representation e- tH =

3



Je-U A(..\)d..\. As in the smoothing (Schrödinger) case, one proceeds by duality, proving
first an L I --t L 2 estimate.

A clumping process connected with Ruelle's probability cascades

E: Bolthausen

We describe a continuous time Markov process on the set of partitions of the natural.
numbers. The only transitions allowed are clumpings of classes. This process appeaI"&9
naturally in connection with Derrida's generalized rando~ energy model in the ~ormulation

of Ruelle. Several key features of the cavity method in spin glass theory have natural
interpretations in an abstrC:lct framework.

Remarks on the Neumann heat kerne1

K. Burdzy

The "hot spots" conjecture of J. Rauch (1974) says that the second Neumann eigenfunction
in a Euclidean domain attains its maximum on the boundary of the domain.
Theorem. (K. B. and W. Werner) The "hot spots" conjecture is [alse.

Recent progress in quantum KAM methods

P.Duclos

We extend, improve and simplify previous works, (1), (2), on global pure pointness of Flo-e
quet Hamiltonians, with a non necessarily smooth time dependent potential. In particular
we have bypassed the use of the adiabatic regularisation which greatly reduces the required '"
regularity of the potential and we give explicit quantitative estimates in terms of the rele-
vant (physical) parameters for the method to work.

[1] J. Bellissard, Stability and instability in quantum mechanics., in "Trends and Develop
ments in the Eighties", Albeverio and Blanchard oos., World Scientific, Singapore 1985,
pp. 1-106
[2] P. Duclos and P. Stovicek: Floquet Hamiltonians with pure point spectrum, Comm.
Math. Phys. 177 (1996), 327-347
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Existence and completeness of scattering systems by using the theory of
operator ideals

. S. Eder

There is a very deep interplay between operator ideals and scattering theory. The basics
for showing this are Pearson'8 theorem and the theory of p-8umming operators.

First Pearson's theorem is improved. Then by passing to L 2-operators we show how tbe
assumptions in Pearson'8 theorem can be verified by using the theory of operator ideals~

One of the main achievements is that Pearson's estimate can be fonnulated in such a
way that the Loo --+ LI norm of a sandwiched difference determines tbe behaviour of
the difference between the wave and identification operator. As a byproduct we obtain ~"

existence and completeness of scattering systems (H2 , J, H1) for wide classes of operators .'~

H2,J,H1•

Spectrum and scattering for complete Riemannian manifolds

K. D. Elworthy

One of the nicest class of examples of the relationships between the behaviour of diffusion .~'f~. ~~".' .'1;".' .
processes and the spectral properties of Schrödinger operators comes from Nelson's stochas- ".... ~'.~?.~
tic mechanics. The starting point was a 1980 paper by Shucker showing that stochastic . ~:."

mechanical diffusions in Euclidean spaee corresponding to states of a free quantum mechan-
ical evolution have an asymptotic velocity which is given by the inverse Fourier transfom
of the initial state. This was extended in the mid 80's by Carlen to more general systems
and Carlen and I considered versions for Riemannian manifolds using his approach. The
special case of quantum mechanics on hyperbolic spaces appeared in 1993: We showed that
for hyperbolic 3- space Shucker's result holds with the Fourier transfonn replaced by the
Fourier Radon transform. In unpublished \\·ork we showed that for "quasi-free" systems
on simply connected negatively curved complete manifolds, under minor technical condi-
tions stochastic mechanical particles still have an asymptotie velocity (which is non-zero).
With some other teehnical conditions this velocity was described by a scattering transform
which partially diagonalizes the Hamiltonian. This transform is described analytically and
exists in more general situations. Again with technical assumptions which do not have
an obvious geometrie significance, except that tbe related classical mechanics should have
trajectories emanating out to infinity from some subdomain (e.g. as the geodesics leaving
a point .in hyperbolic space in the free case). This was taken up more recently and refined
with Feng-Yu-Wang. The range of the scattering transform described above should be
all scattering states. With Wang the related essential spectrum was described in terms
of tbe behaviour near infinity of the Laplacian of certain exhaustion functions on M e.g.
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the distance from a point, submanifold, or suitable domain~ This led to results for the
Laplace-Beltrami operator improving existing ones by Kumura (which in turn generalised
earlier results of Donnelly, for negative curvature, and by Li for non-negative curvature).

[1] E. Carlen and K.D. Elworthy, Stochastic and quantum mechanical scattering on hy
perbolic spaces, in "Asymptotic Problems in Probability Theory: Stochastic Models and
Diffusions on Fractals", Proc. Taniguchi Symp 1990, K.D. Elworthy and N. Ikeda, OOs.,
Pitman Research Notes in Maths. 283, pp. 3-14
[2] Elworthy, K.D. and Wang F-Y.: On the esssential spectrum ofthe Laplacian on Rieman
nian manifalds. Warwick Preprint 30/1997 Maths Dept. Warwick University, Coventry
CV47AL e

Dia- and paramagnetism far nanhomogeneous magnetic fields

L. Erdös

Diamagnetism of the magnetic Schrödinger operator and paramagnetism of tbe Pauli op
erator are rigorously proven for nonhomogeneous magnetic fields in the large field, in tbe
large temperature and in the semiclassical asymptotic regimes. New counterexamples are
presented which show that neither dia- nor paramagnetism are true in a robust sense (with
out asymptotics). In particular, we demonstrate that the recent diamagnetic comparison
result by Loss and Thaller [Comm. Math. Phys. 186 (1997), 95-107] is essentially the
best one can hope for.

On the essential spectra of Neumann Laplacians on domains and
associated trees

D. Evans

Let n be adomain in }R2, r an ordered tree of finite degree which is mapped into n by a
locally Lipschitz function u, and 'T a locally Lipschitz function which maps n onto r. A
typical candidate for u(r) is the skeleton of 0, that is, the set of points in n which have
more than ODe near point on the boundary an: Fremling has proved that if n does not
contain a halfplane, its skeleton is connected and expressible as the countable union of
paths of finite length. Examples satisfying our requirements include horns, spirals, raoms
and passages, snowfl.akes, etc. In the lecture, recent joint work with Y. Saito was presented,
the objective in this being the determination of the spectral properties of the Neumann
Laplacian - ßn,N on n in terms of the geometric and metric properties of O. Specifically,
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the relationship between essential spectra of -ßn,N and a natural differential operator of
Sturm-Liouville type on r was investigated.

Wegner estimates for randorn operators

P.D. Hislop

Localization of electron wave functions and classical waves is an expected result of random
perturbations of background media. If the background is described by an operator Ho
exhibiting a spectral gap G, the localized states are expected at energies near the band
edges of G. A key step in the proof of localization is the proof of a Wegner estimate for
various models. Let VA be the restriction of Vw , the perturbation, to a region A eR'. Loeal
Hamiltonians have the form Ho + VA for electrons and HA = (1 + VA )-1/2Ho(1 + VA )-1/2
for classical waves. A Wegner estimate states that the probability that HA has eigenvalues
near Eo E G, say in [Eo - Tl, Eo + 11], is bounded above by Cw11IAIO', a ~ 1. We discuss
a proof of this estimate for (J = 2 following the work of Kirsch, Stollmann, .Stolz. This
result is used to establish band-edge localization for the breather model. The~ proo! uses
estimates on the spectral shift function and estimates on the localization of eigenfunetions
of HA Uoint work with J.M. Combes).

Pseudodifferential operators generating Markov processes

W. Hoh

\Ve consider generators of ~1arkov processes with jumps. It is well-kno\vn that the genera
tor of.such a process is a Levy-type operator. We use another equivalent representation as
a pseudo differential operator -p(x, D). The symbols p(x, {) of such operators are charac
terized by the property that { t-+ p(x, {) is a continuous negative definite function for all
fixed x. We consider the problem which growth behaviour of the symbol with respect to x
is allowed such that a corresponding process remains conservative. Le no explosion accurs.
It turns out that the maximal growth is determined by the behaviour of the symbol for
small values of {. In particular, if the {-dependence of the symbol is controlled in terms
of the negative definite function I{IQ of a symmetic Q-stable process, then an estimate
p(x, {) :5 c(l + IxIQ) 'I~IQ for the synibol implies conservativeness.
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Correlation structure of intermittency in the parabolic Anderson model

F. den HoUander

Consider tbe Caucby problem

8u
EJt (x, t) = Au(x, t) + {(x)u(x, t)

with initial condition u(x, 0) == 1, where A is the discrete Laplacian and {{(x) : x E Zd} is
an i.i.d. field of R-valued random variables. Let (.) denote expectation w.r.t. tbe {-field
and let H(t) = log(el{(Ol) < 00 Cor all t ~ O. Under the condition e

lim tH"(t) = p E (0,00),
t-.oo

we prove that

lim kt(x, y) = -111
112

L Wp(X + Z)Wp(Y + z),
t-+oo Wp 2 zEZd

where kt(x, y) = (u(x, t)u(y, t»/(u2(O, t» is tbe correlation coefficient of tbe u-field, and
wp = v:d witb vp tbe ground state of the I-dimensional nonlinear difference equation

6v(x) + 2pv(x) logv(x) (x E Z),

provided this ground state is unique module translations. For large p ,ve can prove unique
ness. A numerical analysis suggests that uniqueness holds for a11 p, hut tbe proof is open
(joint work with J. Gärtner).

Error bound estimates for Kac's transfer operator and the Lie-Trotter
product formula

T.lchinose

Kac 's transfer operator is an operator of tbe kind

K(t) = e-tV/2e-tHoe-tV/2,

where V(x) is a real-valued continuous function in R d bounded from helow and Ho is the
nonrelativistic / relativistic Schrödinger operator - ~A / vi- A + 1 - 1 with mass 1. When
t > 0 is smalI, K(t) can be regarded as a transfer operator for some lattice models in
statistical mechanies studied by M. Kac [1966 Brandeis Lecture] to discuss a mathematical
mechanism for a phase transition. It is important to see \vhether the first eigenvalue of
K(t) is asymptotically degenerate as t .J. O. Such a spectral information may be obtained

8
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from that of the Schrödinger operator H = Ho + V, if we can show a nonn estimate like
IIK{t) _e-tHII = O{t1+o ) for small t > 0 with a > O. We have given such a kind of estimates
in Y operator norm, 1 :5 P :5 00, and in trace nonn. As another application tbe result
yields tbe Lie-Trotter product formula in V operator norm and in trace nonn with error
bounds O{n-O) as n ~ 00. Tbis extends tbe result obtained by B. Helffer in L2 opera
tor norm for the nonrelativistic Schrödinger operator H = -~ß + V witb potential V{x)
satisfying Iß'tV{x)1 :5 Co (X){2-!ol)+ to the case for the relativistic as weH as nonrelativistic
Schrödinger operator H with more general potentials V(x).

The present lecture is based on recent joint works with Satosbi Takanobu and Hideo
Tamura.

Fraetional derivatives, non-symmetrie Diriehlet forms and the drift form

N. Jaeob

Using fraetional derivatives we show that the drift form J~oo u(x)~dx ean be approxi
mated by non-symmetrie Diriehlet forms. A similar result holds for tbe drift fonn in R"
with variable coeßicients if the coefficient functions satisfy certain regularity and commu
tator eonditions. An abstract result on fractional powers of Markov generators. a110ws to'
extend this observation to generalized Dirichlet forms. Another consequence is that the
bilinear form indueed by an arbitrary Levy process is tbe limit of non-symmetrie Diriehlet
forms Uoint work ,vith R.L. Schilling).

A "dominated-type" eonvergenee theorem for the Feynman integral
defined via the Trotter produet formula

G.W. Johnson

It is known that under conditions sufficiently general to include the standard potentials
of nonrelativistie quantum mechanics, the FI (Feynman integral) via the Trotter product
fonnula, the modified FI (defined via a product fonnula involving imaginary resolvents),
and the analytic in time operator-valued FI a11 exist and agree with one another and with
the unitary group arising from the usual Hamiltonian approach to quantum mechanics.
Further, rather satisfactory stability theorems are known for the 2nd and 3rd approaches
to the Feynman integral mentioned above. A recent result of G.W. Johnson and J.G. Kim
completes this picture by giving astability theorem as described briefty in tbe title above.
We now state this result taking tbe space dimension equal to 3 for convenience (all of the
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results mentioned above are included in tbe forthcoming book, The Feynman Integral and
Feynman's Operational Calculus by G.W. Jobnson and M.L. Lapidus, Oxford U. Press).

Theorem. Let ~ Vm, m = 1,2, ... be Lebe3gue measurable, R~valued functions on R3.
Assume that Vmconverges to V "dominatedly" in the following sense:

(a) Vm ~ V Lebesgue~a.e. in R3,

(b) Vm,+ :S U for some U E L~oc(R3),

(v) Vm,- :S W for same W E L~oc(1R3)u' .

Then .1}P(Vm) -+ :Ffp(V) in the strong operator topology, uniformly in t on compact e
subsets of R (J=}p(V) denotes the FI via the Tratter product formula a.ssociated with the
potential V at time t).

Added Note: The proof given by G.W. J. and J.G. Kim is rather easy and depends on
thc dominated-type convergen<;e theorem of Lapidus and the theorem in the book of G.W.
J. and Lapidus sbowing agreement (nnder quite general conditions) of tbe modified FI,
PM(V) of Lapidus and .1}p(V). As discovered during the conference, an even easier proof
can be given using a result of Jürgen Voigt [J. Operator Tbeory 20 (1988), 117-131]. See
also the paper of Vitali Liskevich [J. Funct. Anal. 151 (1997), 281-305].

Time Asymptotics for the Burgers' equation

W. Kirsch

We consider tbe initial value problem for tbe (viscous) Burgers' equation witb a periodic
force term, Le.:

for a periodic potential V and
u(O, x) = uo(x) e

Ya.G. Sinai [J. Statist. Pbys. 64 (1991), 1-12] proved that for "typical" Uo tbe solution
u(t, x) converges to a periodic function Vo as t -? 00. '"

We give a new proof of Sinai's result which uses methods from spectral theory to
investigate the Schrödinger semigroup e- tH for tbe operator H = -~Ll + V. In fact tbe

limit function Va turns out to be ~ for the (periodie) ground state of the operator H (joint
work with Almut Kutzelnigg).
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Cohomology of loop spaees and Hoehschild eohomology

R. Leandre

We do a ealeulus on an algebraie model (Hochschild spaee), a ealeulus on tbe Brownian
bridge and define a stochastie eohomology of tbe based loop spaee. We sbow tbat the two
eohomology groups are equal, by using Driver's flow.

Bounded and L2 Harmonie Forms on Universal Covers

Xue-Mei Li

This is based on joint work with K.D. Elworthy and S. Rosenberg [1]. We r~l~te eertain
curvature eonditions on a complete Riemannian manifold to tbe existence of bo.unded aod
L2 harmonie fonns, using a probabilistie representation of beat semigroups on forIns. In the
ease where tbe manifold is the universal eover of a eompaet manifold, we obtain fopological
and geometrie information about tbe eompaet manifold. ..

Let h be a smootb function, 6h the adjoint of the exterior differential d on L2(M, e2hdx)
and Ilh

,q = (d + 6h )2 the Witten Laplaeian on q-forms. The Weitzenbock term 'R,h,q on q
forms is given by 1?,h,q = Ilh ,q + traceV2 withthe convention 'R,h,-l = 'R,h,n+l '= 0 and we
identify nh,q with its adjoint operator on q-vector. Let Rh,q(x) be the infimum of 'R,h·q(V)
over a11 q-vectors of norm 1 and set

~(xo) = 10''''' Eexp-H:1lh
•
O

(:>:•.>d8 dt.

Here {xs } is a Brownian motion starting from Xo with drift Vh.

By a Cl h-hannonic form (ar harmonie form if h = 0) we mean a form ifJ such that 6h t/J = 0
and difJ = O. Let Hk(M), BHk(M), and L2Hk(M) be respeetively tbe spaee of h-barmonie,
bounded h-harmonic and L2 h-harmonic k-forms.
Proposition. Let 0 :5 k i= 1 :5 n. Assume the Witten heat semigroup i3 conservative. Sup..
pose 'Rk- 1 and'Rk+1 are boundedfrom below with both SUPZEM lR.t~1 (x) and SUPZEM lRt-l (x)
finite. Then BH"(M) = {O} if L2H k (M) = {O}.

Recall that a funetion f is strongly stochastic positive if

lim sup! sup log E (exp-! J; !(Z.)d.) < 0
t~oo t zoEK

for each compaet set K [3]. For eompact manifolds strongly stoehastie positivity of f is
equivalent to tbe spectral positivity of the operator ß + f. If M is an infinite universal
cover of some compact manifold M with a non-zero harmonie form and such that Rk±l
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are strongly stochastie positive (k i= 0,1), then by tbe above proposition there is a nOD
zero L2 harmonie fonn on M. The eorresponding result for k = 0 given in [2] yields a
finite fundamental group result sinee 1 is a bounded harmonie funetion and L2 harmonie
functions only exists if M bas finite volume. There is a corresponding result for k = 1.

[1] K. D. Elworthy, Xue-Mei Li, and S. Rosenberg. Bounded and L2 hannonic forms on
universal covers, Geom. and Funet. Anal. Vol ß. (1998), 283-303
[2] Xue-Mei Li, On exten3ion 01 Myers' theorem, Bull. London Math. Soe. 27. (1995),
392-396
[3] K. D. Elworthy, Xue-Mei Li, and S. Rosenberg, Curvature and topology: spectral posi-.. j
tivity, in: "Methods and Applieations of Global Analysis", Voronezh series on new devel- •
opments in global analysis), Voronezb University Press, Voronezh 1993 ,.J

On LP-theory of Markov semigroups

V. Liskevich

We prove some general inequalities for the generators of Markov semigroups; as a
consequenee tbe sbarp sector of analytieity is obtained. Perturbation tbeory by form
bounded Markov generators is developed. Tbe uniqueness problem is diseussed.

The seeond part of the talk was devoted to the ease of non-symmetrie operators of tbe form
- V . a . V + b· V witb measurable coeflieients, on LP(O), 0 c r an open set. It is shown
that, nnder tbe assumption that b· a-1 • b is form bounded w.r.t. -V . a· V witb bQund
ß, tbe extension generating a semigroup of quasi-eontractions exists on V, pE [2-\m' ,00].
In all eases wben tbe semigroup is eonstructed it is proved tbat tbe speetra of generators
are p-independent. The examples showing the sharpness of the results are diseussed.

Spectral bifurcations and multiscattering phenomena

S.A. Molchanov

Diseussions around Anderson's conjecture: Tbere is a transition from Epp to Eac for
d ~ 3 in tbe spectral problem H1/J = 6.t/J+ (1{(x, w)1/J = }..1/J, ({(.) i.i.d. r.v.), as the coupling
eonstant (1 tends to O. This transition is proven for several inhomogeneous models:

(a) 10 Schrödinger operators witb sparse random potentials (soliton gas potentials)

(b) Multidimensional sparse potential (a.c. spectrum is typieal)

12



(c) Surface waves (random potentials on the boundary of half-space)

The spectral analysis of self-adjoint Jacobi matrices

S. Naboko

e Unbounded Jacobi matrices J with power-like weights are considered. The main question
here concerns when the absolutely continuous component of the spectrum of J covers the
whole real axis. Some sufficient conditions for this are given. Also we present explicit
formulae for the asymptotics of the generalized eigenvectors of J. To obtain these results
we used the so-called "grouping in block" method for tbe large product of the transfer
matrices associated to J. Beside this the detailed analysis of this product is based on the
Gilbert-Pearson subordinacy theory, generalized Behncke-Stolz lemma, Kiselev's ideas for
the discrete Schrödinger operators with decaying potentials, Harris-Lutz-Üke transforms
and some facts from hannonic analysis. Also some constructive examples of embedded
eigenvalues have been presented (joint work with J. Janas). -

Capacitary estimates for the bottom eigenvalue of self-adjoint operators in
abstract Hilbert spaces

A. NoU

The nation of capacity in abstract Hilbert spaces is used to prove ne\v capacitary upper
and lower bounds for the spectral shift of a self-adjoint operator which is subjected to a
domain perturbation. This leads, among other results, to a generalization of Thirring's
inequality. Moreover, it is possible to obtain the following estimate for the spectral shift
).,'->+.:

Ct rd- 2m ~ )/ _ ;\ ~ C2rd- 2m ,

valid for certain differential operators of order 2m which are perturbed by imposing addi
tional Dirichlet boundary conditions on some ball of radiusr.
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Heat kernel b-ounds for multplicative perturbations of elliptic operators

EI-M.Ouhabaz

Let (X, d, IJ) be aspace of homogenous type and consider on L2(X) an operator A which
<has a heat kernel Pt(x, y). Let b E LOO(X) bounded below by a positive constant. Denote
by kt(x, y) the heat kernel of the multiplicative perturbation bA. Gur aim is to show that
Gaussian upper bounels (Le. Ipt(x, y)1 ~ Cv(x, v't)-lexp-etPpZ,v) where v(x, r) denote the
volume of tbe ball of center x and raduis r ), Gaussian lower bounds and Hölder continuity
carry over from Pt (x, y) to kt (x, y). In order to achieve this, a key idea is to show that Hölder _
continuiy of heat kernels ean be character~zedin tenns of aversion of Gagliardo-Nirenberg ,.
inequality.

Pointwise convergence of generalized Fourier-Bessel series

M.<A. Pinsky

L "= .:!:...- + ß'(r) !:... ß'(r) 20 + 1 1
. dr2 ß(r) dr where ß(r} "" -r- (r .!. 0), a > -2

Eigenfunctions tPn(r) are defined by the singular Sturm-Liouville problem:

L4>n(r) + An4>n(r)
cos ß 4>n (a) + a sin ß tP~ (a)

o (0< r < a),
o for some ß E [0,1r).

Without lass of generality, normalize so that tPn(O) ~ 1. The formal Fourier expansion of
a piecewise smooth function is written

< n = 1,2, ...

We decompose / as follows: I = I1 + 111, where

/1 is identically zero for 0 < r < a - ö, for some 6 > 0 (boundary trouble)

I11 is identically zero for a - 6 ~ r < a, for same Ö > 0 (internal trouble)

Theorem o. The expansions lOT II(r), 111(r) converge fOT all r E (0, a).

Theorem I. The expansion fOT 11(0) converge3 as lollow3:
(Dirichlet BG): 11 ß = 0, er < 1/2, then the serie3 converge3.
11 ß = 0,2k + l ~ er < 2k + ~ for some k = 0, 1, . "., then the senes converges ilJ
I(a) = 0, Lf(a) = 0, ... , Lt f(a) = O. (Neumann-Robin Be): 110 < ß < tr,O < 3/2 then
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the series converges. 11 fJ > 0, 2k + I :5 Q < 2k + I lor same k = 0,1, ..., then the senes
converges iff cos ß/j(a) + asio ßlj(a) = 0 lor j = 0, 1, ... k where /0 = / and Ij = Lif for
j = 1, ... ,k.

Theorem 11. The expansion lor /1/(0) converge3 as folIows:
11 Q < 1/2, then the serie3 converges. 112k + i :5 Q < 2k + I/or same k = 0, 1, ..., then
the senes converges iff r ~ f(r) ja smooth 01 class C Ic •

Remark3: Ii.(r) =r20+I corresponds to classical Fourier-Bessel series. Tbe dimension
. parameter is d = 2a + 2.

Limiting absorption principle for singularly perturbed feller operators

W. Renger

We establisb the stability of a limiting absorption principle for Feiler operato~ under sin
gular perturbations. Here a FeUer operator is an operator which is defined as the generator
of a strong Markov processes witb the FeIler property, tbe process being defined by its
transition density.

On an abstract Hilbert space level the resul~ is the follo,ving:

Suppose a limiting absorption principle (LAP) holds for a self-adjoint, semibounded oper
ator BI in a Hilbert space 11.1• That is, suppose there is a dense subspace X' c 1{,1 and
an open set a eRsuch that Rr(A) := liIlleJ,o R(A ± iE} exists in the norm topology of
8(X, X·) (the space of bounded operators from X to X·) for all A E ß.

..-

Let H2 be a densily defined, self-adjoint and semibounded operator in the Hilbert space 11.2
and J a bounded operator from 11.1 to 11.2 with J J. equal to the identity on 11.2 • Suppose
that H2 is a small perturbation of H1 in the sense that the difference between some powers
of the resolvents Rj(a} is compact: J* R2(a)m J - R I (a)m E Boo(X*, X) for some m E N.
On this abstract level we sbow that (except for possibly a discrete set of eigenvalues) a
LAP holds for H 2 •

This theory is then applied to study potential and especially domain perturbations of FeUer
operators. Assurne that a LAP holds for the unperturbed operator H1 on L2(M) (M some
appropriate measure space) and consider a perturbed operator H2 = (BI + V)E that is
produced by restricting H I + V to a set E c M via Dirichlet boundary conditions. We
give sufficient conditions in terms of V and the equilibrium potential of the set r = M \ E
to ensure tbat a limiting absorption principle holds for H2• If, for instance, BI is tbe
Laplacian this theory allows to treat the usual short range potentials, but it also allows
domain perturbations by sets r which may be unbounded - the condition imposed on r is
slightly stronger than requiring that its capacity is finite.
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V-analysis of finite and infinite dimensional diffusion operators

M. Röckner

Oriented towards applications to problems in Stochstic Analysis, more precisely stochastic
differential equations in infinite dimensions, we discuss the analysis of (finite ud) infinite
dimensional singular diffusion operators in V-spaces w.r.t. suitably chosen measures. As
an important case study we consider the differential operator coming from the stochastic
quantization of Euclidian field theory in finite volume. In particular, we present our re-
cent uniqueness result (obtained in a joint work with Vitali Liskevich) in this case. More
precisely, this result states that the closure of the corresponding singular diffusion opera- e
tor in V(/J), where JJ is the Euclidian finite volume quantum field, generates a strongly
continuous contraction semigroup for a11 p ;::: 1. This immediately implies the uniqueness
of all solution Markov processes to the underlying stochastic differential equation whose
transition semigroup consists of contractions on V(J1.}.

Bochner's subordination far processes, semigroups, and infinitesimal
generators.

R.L. Schilling

Subordination (in the sense of S. Bochner) is a technique that allows to construct new
processes and semigroups from given ones. Probabilistically it is a time-change w.r.t. an
independent one-sided Levy process, from an analytic point of view it is given by a Bochner
integral1t "'-'+ Jooo T. J.Lt(ds) where {/Jt} ia a convolution semigroup of measures carried on
the half-axis. We prove a new representation of the generator of a subordinate semigroup
as a limit of bounded operators. Our construction yields, inparticular, a characterization
of the domain of the generator. The generator of a subordinate semigroup can be viewed
as a function of the generator of the original semigroup. For a large class of these functions
(the operator monotone or complete Bernstein functions) we show that operations at the _
level of functions have their counterparts at the level of operators. . .,
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Non commutative struetures and quantum dynamical semigroups

K.B. Sinha

Tbe tbeory of classical Markov processes begins with a given transition probability satis
fying Chapman-Kolmogorov equation or equivalently witb a given Markov semigroup and
then one constructs a Markov process so tbat its expectation gives back tbe semigroup one
had started with. In quantum (or non-commutative) theory, ooe starts with a semigroup
of completely positive maps on a suitable unital von Neumann algebra A (the algebra
of observables) and tries to construct a (non-commutative) stochastic process so that its
(vacuum) expectation gives back thc CP-semigroup.

First, starting with tbe unbounded version of the formal Lindblad generator (a sort of
non-commutative Laplaeian) a "minima}?' CP-semigroup on A is constructed and a few
equivalent criteria of its conservativity (Le. preservation of tbe identity afA= are estab
lisbed. One also studies a large class of conservative extensions of tbe minimal semigroup.
This part is analogous in spirit to tbe self-adjointness problem in a Hilbert space. Next,
having constructed the semigroup, one chooses and fixes a -k-representation 1r of A in a suit
able Hilbert space. Then tbe basic (non-commutative) stoehastie processes are constructed
on a Foek space, closely related to tbe representation space, and using tqese processes as
(stocbastic operator-valued) integrators, tbc stochastic ßow on A is constructed such that
the expectation semigroup w.r.t. thc fock vacuum is precisely the CP-semigroup one had
started with.

Eigenvalue gaps and conditioned processes
-

R.G. Smits

If one considers the ergodie process which solves the stochastic differential equation

where cPl (x) is the ground state for tbe Dirichlet Laplacian on a domain n, tbe mixing
rate for such process is "exponentially fast with exponent A2 - Al 1 tbe spectral gap. We
examine tbe geometrie inßuence the domain has on the gap, payiog particular attention to
tbe special class of convex domains where extremal domains are given by tbin rectangles
and seetors of eircles. We also consider analogous questions for the Neumann and Robin
boundary value problem whose eigenfunctions/values are solutions to

-ßu =Au in 0,
auan + QU = 0 on boundary of n
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whicb serves as an intennediary between reflecting and killed Brownian motion.

Recent developments in the spectral theory of random operators

P. Stollmann

In this talk we start with a survey on recent results about localization for typical random
operators, including models from solid state physics and models for acoustic waves. We e
tben discuss in some detail a specific feature entering in tbese proofs, known under tbe
name of Wegner estimates. Roughly speaking, Wegner estimates establish at least same
spreading of eigenvalues for random operators. After presenting a simple proof for a very
general Wegner estimate, we point out tbe difficulties arising in one of the most prominent
examples, the Bernoulli-Anderson model in higber dimension. For this model tbere is no
proof of Wegner estimates so far, and therefore the occurence of localization has not been
established.

Understand Non-Monotonicity in Random Operators!

G. Stolz

At tbe current time the amount of rigorous knowledge about localization pbenomena for
random operators is heavily model dependent. M1ich more is known for Anderson-type
models than for other physically important models as for example tbe random displacement
or Poisson models. Mathematically this is caused by a lack of monotonicity in the latter
models, Le. tbe operators do not depend monotonously on the basic random parameters.
Monotonicity, however, crucially enters most known methods to establish localization by
being used in the proofs of Wegner estimates as weH 88' in spectral averaging.

In the talk same recent ideas to overcome tbe problem of non-monotonicity are discussed.
They include the use of results from inverse spectral theory and the new metbod of two
parameter spectral averaging. Applications of these ideas include tbe prüof of exponential
localization at all energies for tbe one-dimensional random displacement model and Poisson
model. Witb the exception of a result by Klopp for a quasiclassical version of the random
displacement model tbe corresponding problems are open in higher dimension.
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Dirichlet forms and geometrie analysis

T. Sturm

In this talk, a probabilistie approach to generalized harmonie maps f : M ~ N with
values in the metrie space N is presented. Classieal harmonie maps between Riemannian
manifolds are eritieal values of the energy funetional E(f) = IM tldf1l2dm.

In probabilistic terms, this can be expressed as Ern (f(X)h, the mean of the quadratie
variation of the N-valued process f(X) where X denotes Browni~ motion on M.

Nowadays for several reasons one is also interested in harmonie maps witb values in singular
target spaees N. For metrie spaees (N, d), an approprlate way to define E(f) is as the limit
(for t.~ 0) of et(f) = tEmd2(J(Xt), J(Xo». However, as illustrated by an example, tbis
limit will not always exist. We diseUBS eonditions on M or on N which impl~. (monotone)
eonvergenee. We also present continuity results for maps with finite enefgy as weIl as
Hölder eontinuity results for harmonie maps. :

Quantum symmetries and stochastic analysis

J.C. Zambrini

We prove the theorem of Noether in quantum mechanics, whieh provides richer informa
tion about quantum symmetries than the usual method in Hilbert spaee (i.e. essentially,
the theorem of Stone). Generically, the assoeiated quantum constant of motion are time
dependent.

The result has been found via a probabilistie analogy with quantum theory using two heat
equations (adjoint with respect io the time parameter) instead of the Schrödinger equation.
The stoehastic version of Noether's theorem provides martingales of the class of underlying
stochastie proeesses. The whole framework can be formulated on a Riemannian manifold.e The probabilistic counterpart of quantum mechanics underlying the method "Euclidian
Quantum Mechanics" can be regarded as a probabilistic reinterpretation of Feynman's
strategy.
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Mathematical Methods in Tomography
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The conference was organized by F.A. Grünbaum (Berkeley), A.K. Louis
(Saarbrücken) and F. Natterer (Münster).

Mathematical problems arising from medical imaging or of possible future
impact in this field were in the center of interest. The different kinds of
tomography the speekers dealt with are

• X-ray Computerized Tomography (2D, 3P)

• Vector Tomography

• Ultrasound Tomography

• Optical Tomography

• Impedance Tomography

• Positron Emission Tomography

The conference was attended by 44 participants and 30 talks were given. The
pleasant atmosphere in Oberwolfach inspired many valuable discussions that
will give impulses for future research.



VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE - ABSTRACTS

s. Arridge

Optimisation methods in optical tomography

We consider the problem of Optical Tomography in the diffusion domain.
Given y = M[4»] and q on the boundary of a domain n where M is a measu- _
rement operator and q a boundary source with () the solution to _

-v .1t(z)Vi) + (77(Z) + ~) i) = q.

Problem: Recover It(x), 11(X) in !l.

Conjecture: Recovering two eoefficients requires two measurement maps.

We consider temporal filtered transforms of C)(x, t)lao and propose iterative
non-linea.r ~gorithms for the inverse problem.

Y. Berest

Huygens' principle and lacunas for hyperbolic operators with va
riahle coefficients

Lacuna of a linear hyperbolle differential operator L is a domain inside the
propagation cone where the principal fundamental solution of L vanishes
identieally. The study of lacunas for hyperbolie operators of arbitrary order
was initiated by I.G. Petrovsky (1945). Atiyah, Bott and Gärding (1970-73)
extended Petrovsky's results to the ease of hyperbolie operators with eon
stant coeffieients and multiple char'acteristics. In fact, they developed a pro
found and complete theory of laeunas for such operators. By eontrast, mueh
less is known about lacunas for variable eoefficients. In our work we study
the question of lacunas for some remarkable elass of differential operators
with singular coefficients related to finite root systems (Coxeter groups). In
fact, we give a generalization of the Petrovsky-Atiyah-Bott-Gärding theory
in this ease. We obtain, in partieular, the analog of the ~lassieal Herglotz
Petrovsky-Leray formulas that express the fundamental distribution (loeally,
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outside its singular loeus) as an Abelian integral over a certain analytic cycle
in the complex projective space cpn-l. This allows us to employ the Pe
trovsky topological eondidtion to study its lacunas. We discuss a number of
illustrative examples as well as same relation of the theory of lacunas to the
problem of classification of commutative rings of partial differential opera
tors.

J. Boman

Injectivity for generalized X-ray transforms

We consider an X-ray transform

Rpf(L) =Lf(z)pdz)ds, L E Y,

where f E Ce (IR3
), Y is a 3-dimensional manifold of li~~s in lR3

, and
(z,L) H PL(Z) is positive and real analytic. The manifold Y is assumed
to be admissible in the sense of Gelfand; for example, Y can be the set of all
lines intersecting areal analytic eurve 7. It was proved by Todd Quinto and
myself (Trans. A.M.S. 335 (1993), 877-890) that if 7 is not a plio,ne curve,
n is an open snbset of fR!J not intersecting '1, and l'O is an open connected
subset of Y eontaining at least one line not intersecting 0, then / E Cc(O)
is uniqueley determined by Rpf(L) for L E }'O. A new, simplified proof of
this result is presented together with an analogous theoreTll for 4-dimensional
families of lines in JR4.

c. Börgers

Non-uniqueness of optimal radiation treatment plans

We study the nullspace, and more generally the small singular values, of
the mapping from radiation intensity distributions to dose distributions in
radiation therapy planning. We discuss semi-discrete (finitely many beam
directions, al1 else continuous) and fully discrete model problems with con
stant attenuation. We also discuss the stability of the nullspace with respect
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to small perturbations of tbe dose operator, as introduced for instance by

slight spatial variations in the attenuation coefficient or a small amount of

scattering.

A.V. Bronnikov

Numerieal solution of the identifieation problem for the attenuated e
Radon transform

The identification problem for tbe attenuated Radon transform is to find the

attenuation coeflicient, which is a parameter of the transform, from the values

of the transform alone. Previous attempts to solve this problem used range

theorems for the continuous attenuated/exponential Radon transform. We

consider a discrete version of transform and make the use of results for the

range of finite-dimensional operators. The numerical identification algorithm

proposed is based on variable projection minimizütion using a regularizing

Gauss-Newton-type method. The singular value decomposition is applied to

compute the orthogonal projector and its derivative. Numerical examples are

considered.

Y. Censor

Dykstra's algorithm with Bregman projections far projecting a

point onto an intersection of convex sets

We show that Dykstra's algorithm with Bregman projections, which finds

the Bregman projection of a point onto the nonempty intersection of finitely _

many closed convex sets, is actually tbe nonlinear extension of Bregman's •

primal-dual, dual coordinate ascent, row-action minimization algorithm. Ba-

sed on this obserVation we give an alternative convergence analysis and a

new geometrie.interpretation of Dykstra's algorithm with Bregman projec-

tions which complements recent work of Censor and Reich, Bauschke and

Lewis, and Tseng.

3
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E. Clarkson

The effects of positivity on regularized and unregularized tomogra
phie reconstruction methods

When the positivity constraint is used with maximum likelihood, or similar
unregularized, tomographie reconstruction methods, the result is often an
image with many bright spots on a dark background. We find that these
'night-sky' reconstructions always exist for any given data vector, and often
unavoidable. When the likelihood maximizing reconstruction is not unique,
which is often the case, the data vector nevertheless determines a unique ma
ximal support set for all reconstructions compatible with it. This creates an
interplay between smooth reeonstructions and local consistency conditions
for the system. With maximum apriori, or other regularized reconstruction
methods, we show how the regularizer, together with the positivity cons
traint, determines the form of the reeonstructed function. To be specific, the
reconstructed function is the result of a nonlinear operator, whieh is .deter
mined by the regularizer, applied to a natural pixel function. The number of
free parameters is therefore equal to the number of detectors. We find that
the statistical properties of the reeonstruction may be determined by using
this result.

M. Defrise

New developments in cone-beam tomography

We summarize new solutions for the inversion of the 3D X-ray transform with
truncated cone-beam (OB) projections. These new solutions are based on a
generalization of Grangeat 's formula, which allows to calculate the derivative
of the 3-D Radon transform for a plan 1r as a sum of partial contributions
provided by the X-ray sources lying in 1r. Using this result, exact image re
construction is possible from helica1 CB data when the data are known in the
region B that is bounded in the detector by the CB projections of the up
per and lower turns of the helix (Tam, Edholm et al.). An alternative exact
algorithm is proposed, which reformulates reconstruction as a 3D filtered
baekprojection. We show how the shift-variant filter in this algorithm can be
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reduced to a 1-D ramp filter in the case of the helix. Furthermore, using an
elegant property of the helix (Edholm), we produce modified CB data which
vanish on BB. This all leads to an effident algorithm for truncated helical
CB data.

A.S. Denisjuk

On reconstruction of a function by spherical means

Let I(z), supp f C {Zn> O} C mn be an unknown function. We consider
the problem of reconstruction of f hy spherical mean, known for all spheres
whith the centers at {zn = O}. This problem appears in seismic tomography,
in the synthetic aperture radar image processing, in the inverse problem of
determination of velocity from observed back-scattered data.

We will show that this problem is equivalent to Radon transform inverse pro
blem. This equivalence permits to apply to spherical means inverse problem
most of results obtained to Radon transform: inversion formulas, Plancherel
equations, range conditions. Incomplete data problem is considered as weIl.

A. Faridani

High-resolution algorithms in local and global parallel-beam tomo
graphy

This research is motivated by the high demands on resolution and the use of
loeal tomography in Micro-CT. The problem of efficient data sampling and
high-resolution reconstruction is in~estigated using Shannon sampling theory.
A new method for estimating the aUasing error in multidimensional sampling
is presented. A characterization of the practicaIly suitable sampling lattices
confirms the standard and interlaced lattices as being most advantageous for
X-ray CT. Error estimates for the filtered backprojection algorithms are ex
tended to include loeal tomography. Local reconstructions from real-life data
sampled on the interlaced lattice are presented and the r~lative advantages
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of standard and interlaced sampling are explained.

D. Finch

Microlocal analysis of cone beam tomography

In joint work with my student Ih-Ren Lav we have obtained simpler proofs
of some of the results of Greenleaf and Uhlmann on the restricted x-ray term
in the specific setting at the cone beam transform with sources on a curve. In
particular we obtain explicit expressions for the principal symbols of both the
pseudo-differential and the Fourier integral operator parts of P; 0 Pc~~where

Pe is the restricted line integral transform. ." -
... l'....·-

P. Grangeat

Highlights on fully three dimensional image reconstruction in ra
diology and nuclear medicine

Fully three-dimensional (3D) image reconstruction is an inverse problem that
solves for 3D image information from integral measurements. It provides both
localization and contrast enhancement between neighboring struetures that
are ladcing in the ~cquired projection data. In this talk, we will present
highlights on fully 3D image reconstruction algorithms used in 3D tomogra
phie imaging techniques such as 3D X-ray Computed Tomography (3D-CT),
3D Totational Radiography (3D-RR) for angiography or radiotherapy, Single
Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), Positron Emission T<r
mography (PET). Three-dimensional quantitative reconstruetion algorithms
that compensate for image degrading effects for accurate 3D imaging will not
be diseussed.

We will review the general class of reconstruction algorithms associated with
transform methods also called filtered backprojection algorithms (FBP). For
a specific fully 3D image reconstruction problem, eaeh aequisition line cros
ses several tomographie slices and dedicated fully three-dimensional image
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reconstruetion algorithms are often required to solve this cross-over effect.

The main challenge is to define dUect inversion formulae or indirect inversi

on sehemes via intermediate transforms that take into aeconnt the new data

acqusition geometry. We will give an overview about the state of the art FBP

algorithms for the different 3D tomographie techniques using either direct in

version, indirect inversion via line rebinning or indirect inversion via plane

rebinning.

Finally, we will present the special case of 3D Rotational Angiography with ..

digital subtraetion. A major issue is the restricted number of views that can -

be acquired during the steady state infusion of the contrast material. Here,

the transform methods described previously are not applicable. This results

in a highly ill-posed inverse problem in the sense that even if the acquired

data were perfeet , there are too many unknown image data. As one can see

at least partially the structures on the projections, pattern recognition re

construction algorithms can be derived. An alternative approach is the use

of algebraic reconstruction technique (ART). We will present results from

a prototype MORPHOMETER device. In this partic1l1ar example, apriori

information related to the sparse structure of objects such as vascular trees

can be introducted by entropie or half-quadratic constraints. These ean be

used to derive, from the Bregman algorithm for constrained optimization,

a generalization of the ART algo~ithm which is more robust for the limited

number of projections than the standard ART algorithm.

P. Gritzmann

On the reconstruction of finite lattice sets from their line sums in

few directions

A new technique based on high resolution transmission electron microscopy e
can effeetively measure the number of atoms in a crystalline structure lying

on each line parallel to a given set of directions. The goal is to reconstruct

the cristal from this data. Mathematically this leads to the discrete problem

of (approximately) reconstructing a finite set of points in the integer lattics

]l3 from measurements of the number of its points lying on each line par-

allel to one of a small number of directions specified by nonzero vectors in

7



71.3 • The talk surveys recent results on this and related problems in discrete
tomography with a special emphasis on uniqueness results, on the computa
tiona! co~plexity of the problems and on algorithms that have recently be
developed and analysed for such tasks.

P. Hähner

An inverse imhomogeneous medium problem in an exterior domain

We consider the inverse problem for the Helmholtz equation

8(11,1 + u') + ,,2n(U1+ u') == 0 in an exterior domain D e C m2!.>~·,.,.

together with the Dirichlet boundary condition u1 + U' = 0 on oDe and
the Sommerfeld radiation condition for u', where " > 0 denotes the ·wave
number, n is the refractive index, and 11,1 is an incident wave. .

Assuming D e to be known and that 1 - n vanishes in the exterior of a large
disk B, we prove that the Cauchy dat'a (11,1 + U')18B, /;(11,1 + 11,') on 8B
for sufficiently many incoming waves 11,1 and an interval of wave numbers "
uniquely determine the refractive index n.

To this end we use the limit " ~ 0 and a conformal mapping to reduce the
uniqueness proof to the question whether

span {u. v : Llu = 0, Av = 0 in A, ulr = 0, Vjr = O}

is dense in L2 (A). Here, A.denotes the annular domain A := {z E JR2, 1 <
Izi < p} and r is the unit circle. A positive answer for this latter question
can ~e established with the help of separation of variables.

M. Hanke

Reconstruction of an unknown inclusion using electrical impedance
tomography

In electrical impedance tomography currents are applied to a two-dimensional
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body and the resulting voltages are measured on the boundary. The goal is to

use these (overdetermined) boundary data to reconstruct information about

the distributed conductivity coefficient Cf within the body.

It is known that these boundary data (Le., the Neumann-to-Dirichlet ope

rator) uniquely define the conductivity coefficient provided that Cf is, for

example, piecewise analytic. This may correspond to the practical situation

that the body consists of a number of inhomogeneities (organs) in a homoge-

neous background medium. We present a theoretical characterization of the e
domain of these inclusions (yet, nnder some restrietions in (J' ) which is easily

translated into a very cheap numerical algorithm for the reconstruction of

their domain. Preliminary numerical results will be presented.

This is ongoing work with M. Brühl, A. Kirsch, and M. Piicock.

I. Kazalitsev

Tomographie reconstruction from arbitrary directions using ridge

functions: applications and numerical experiments

In this work tomographie reconstruction based on the concept of ridge func

tions (Logan and Shepp) is cODsidered. We derive a formula (based on some

results of Davison and Louis) to calculate the ridge fnnctions from the set of

arbitrary projections.

In the case of equally spaced projections formulae for the analytical inversion

of matrices encountered in the calculation of ridge fUDctions are obtained.

Some applications of suggested approach are discussed. Results of numerical

experiments are presented. .
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P. Kuchment

A general 'exponential X-ray transform

A new transform of the X-ray type is introduced. This transform provides
a unifying approach to all exponential transforms arising in emission tomo
grahy (SPECT). It has much more invariance built in than the individual
exponential transforms, which makes its study more transparent. In particu
lar, a range description in terms of F. John equation is obtained. This range
description is related to the S. Bernstein's separate analyticity theorem. This
study also leads to new relations of the exponential transforms with hyper
geometrie functions.

P. Maaß

Bilinear integral equations and applications to emission tomogra
phy

Bilinear equations arise frequently in tomography, e.g. in ultrasound and
emission tomography. However so far no convergence analysis - taking into
account date errors - exists for any numerical algorithm.

Based on the theory of regularizing non-linear inverse problems with Tikho
nov-functionals, we show that the attenuated Radon-transform can be solved
with optimal eonvergence rates.

This result requires some smoothness assumptions on the solution which has
to be ref1ected in the numerical implementation by an additional smoothing
step. Results from elinical data show the efficiency of this methode

c. Mennessier

Doppler imaging invertibility

Doppler imaging is an imaging technique in· astrophysics to reconstruct the
flux on the surface of a rotating star. This inverse problem can be expres-
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flux on the surface of a rotating star. This inverse problem can be expres
sed as a rotation invariant generalized Radon transform. Thus, using the
same.' approach as the one developed by Quinto, w.e deduced the existence
of some radial functions in the Doppler imaging operator kerne!. Then we
focused on the sampling geometry in Doppler imaging. Again we extended
some well-known results of effieient sampling in elassical tomography to the
rotation-invariant generalized Radon transform with polynomial weight func-
tions. This result can be applied on two extremely cases in Doppler imaging. e
R. Model

Numerical methods in optical tomography

Generally, therecognition of struetures in random media such as human tis
sue by means of optical tomographie methods is of g~'owing interest. Potential
applications are given as a tool for medieal diagnostics. The resolution is be
en expected to be lower than for other tomographie methods because of the
highly light scattering. Consequently, there is a pres:,ing demand for effective
-reconstruction methods.

As mathematical model of the description for the light propagation (for
ward problem) the diffusion approximation of the Boltzmann equation with
boundary conditions of the third kind is used, in time domain a parabolic
differential and in frequency domain an elliptic equation. The inverse ima
ging problem then appears to be an identifaction problem with distributed
parameters, the absorption and the transport scattering. Some image recon
struction methods are known. In the talk they are outlined and an iterative
reconstruction algorithm based on a FEM forward solution and a least squa-
res minimization strategy with regularization is introduced in more detail. ..
Generally, the calculations are time consuming. One possibility of saving the •
computational eifort consists in exploiting apriori information such as the
search for single inhomogeneities (absorbers or/ and scatterers) within a rela-
tive homogeneous object, a typical situation for breast cancer d·etection. For
this case pertubation approaches for the optical parameters and the light pro-
pagation may be introduced. The calculations are performed by a 2D FEM
algorithm, however, as a time-dependent correction factor is applied, the 3D

11
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situation is well approximated in cases of interest.

V. Palamodov

Reeonstruetion of a funetion from limited data of are means

We eonsider the problem of recovering a function f with compaet support
in the unit half disc H from the knowledge of integrals of f over halfeircles
that are orthogonal to the diameter of H. An explicit method will be given
as wen as a mierolocal analysis of stability ·of the econstruetion.

S.K. Patch

Extrapolation of cone heam CT data

To improve image quality and deerease reconstruction time for volumetrie CT
reeonstructions we explore data extrapolation. CT data eollection maps the
linear attenuation coefficient of an imaging object to its set of line integrals

X: P{Zt,Z2,Z3} t-+ X p (et,e2;1]1,'72)'

The inverse map is overdetermined. In 1938 F. John showed that

(ae~~'12 - ae:~'1J X p (6, 6; '11'12) = o.

We explore the possibility of solving a boundary problem for John's equati
on to extrapolate unmeasured line integrals from a minimal set of me~sured
data. .

E.T. Quinto

Spheres are fun, and industrial tomography

This talk encompases two of the author's research areas, both of which were
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motivated by research with Allan Cormack, one of the pioneers in tomo
graphy. The author first presents same of bis theorems about the spherer
transform (including one theorem with Mark Agranovsky). This includes a
precise microlocal regularity theorem and a new support theorem for the
transform, both of which have theoretical relevance to loeal SONAR and
geophysical testing over both planar and nonplanar source surfaces. The mi
crolocal regularity theorem is related to a neat result on visible singularities
presented at this conference by Dr. Palamodov. Strengths and limitations of
the author's ideas for reconstructions are discussed.

The second topic involves the author's exterior reconstruction algorithm for
nondestructive evaluation. The algorithm is outlined and inverse bounds are
given. Reconstructions are provided from Perceptics, Ine., industrial exteri
or and limited angle exterior data. Limited angle exterior reconstruction is
done for a 1350 angular range and a 300 angular range. A reconstruction is
shown from 1/32 of the original data set. These results were first presented
in (Inverse Problems, 1998].

A.G. Ramm

Partial differential operators a~d local tomography .

A necessary and suflicient condition is given for a PDO to be a loeal tomo
graphy operator. Let

Bf:= P-l[b(:c,e)i], j:=! e'~·"'f(:c)d:c I

f( z) is a compaet1y supported piecewise-smooth .funetion. Let

i(a,p)=l f(z)ds, lap={zEIRn a:.:t=p}.
lap

It is proved that

4,

Bf Ai := R·(ae * i) ,
f g(a,a-z)da,

Jsn-l
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o(z, a,p) +o(z, -0, -p)
a e .- 2

/

00 dt tn-t .
a(z,o,p).- (21l')" b(z,t,o) e-,t

p
,

o

ea:=W·

j t-+ B f is ealled a loeal tomography operator if

a) sing supp Aj = sing supp f·

b) supp Ge C [-p,p] wh~re p > 0 is a small number, p does not depend
on z and a, and the support is taken with respeet to the p-variable.
Define t+ = max(t, 0), t_ = (-t)+. ~.~.~

Theorem: If b(z, e) is a hypoelliptie symbol and tf.-tb(z, t, a) + t~-tb(.z., t, a)
is an entire funetion of exponential type ~ p, then A is a loeal tomography

operator.

Remark: Usually b(z, t, a) = b(z, t, -al. In this ease

t~-tb(z, t, a) + t~-tb(z, -t, -al = Itln-tb(z, t, a).

Example: n = 2, b = Itl, Itln-tb = Itl2 = t2
• This is an entire funetion of

type O. The eorresponding Oe = const d"(p) generates the standard loeal
tomography funetion Ai = -1; J jpp(a,a. z)da.

51

A. Rieder

The approximate inverse in computerized tomography: a mathe

matical foundation

The approximate inverse is a general seheme to obtain stahle numerical in
version formulas for linear operator equations of the first kind. Especially, it
applies to semi-discrete (under-determined) systems.

Yet, in some eonerete applications a erueial ingredient, the so-called reeon
struction kerneI, can be computed neither numerically nor analytically. To
eure this dilemma we propose and analyze a technique whieh is b~ed on a
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eure this dilemma we propose and analyze a technique which is based on a
singular value decomposition of the underlying (infinite dimensional) opera
tor.

Finally, the abstract results are applied to the reconstruction problem in 2D
computerized tomography.

E.L Ritman

Use of X-Ray micro-CT to develop and/or evaluate a number of
novel CT approaches

The primary goal is to. provide 3D images of anatomie structure and asso
ciated function, throughout intact rat or mouse organs (or comparably sized
biopsies from larger animals ' organs, at a resulution sufficient for the quanita
tive description of the characteristics (e.g., size, location, paeking, perfusion
and drainage) of organs' basic functional units (approximately 0.1 mm3 ).

A major issue in this CT imaging approach is the ~nechanism of contrast of
structures of interest. The traditional use of X-ray attenuation as the signal
results in limited contrast between various tissue components. To overeome
this limitation, high-contrast agents are added to selected anatomie spaces
such as the vascular tree. Other warkers in this field use miero-CT, especially
those who use a synchroton X-ray source, to measure other aspects of X-ray
whieh result in greater eontrast. These methods include phase delay of X-ray
and ßuorescence of selected atomic species. These methods still involve the
need to know local X-ray exposure within the object so that the seattered
or emitted X-ray from that loeatjon can be quantitated appropriately. In the
interest of sean speed, concurrent' exposure of multiple locations is desirable
but does require inverse solutions. With these methods, therefore, a variety _
of reconstruction algorithms need to be used to generate the tomographie .,
images of interest.
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T. Schuster

An eflicient solver for 3D vector tomography

The idea of vector tomography is to use the Doppler effect for reconstructing
velocity fields of moving fluids. For this we send continuous ultrasound waves
along lines to the object which ~s assumed to be a bounded domain. H the
signal runs into an obstacle the frequency of the reßected part of the signal
is increased or decreased by the Doppler shift. By measuring the reßected
part we get by some signal processing the mean value of the velocity com
ponent parallel to the test beam. The geometry is the weil known parallel
geometry of 2D-CT, hut with source and detector at the same positio~. We
describe the obtained data by the Doppler transform of the field ~d app
Iy the 2D case to the 3D ease for getting the 3D Doppler transform~_Thus,
the veetor tomography is mathematically deseribed by an operator equation
of first kind with the 3D discrete Doppler transform as operator. To solve
this inverse problem we apply a modified form of the approximate inverse.
We compute the reconstruetion kerneis for a special mollifier and reeonstruct
both, the curl of the velocity field and the solenoidal part of the field itself by
only changing the reconstruction kerneIs. By using translation invariants of
the Doppler transform we get a very efficient algorithm for the vec~o! tomo
graphy, whieh ean be parallely implemented. Numerical results for a straight
flow through a cylinder are presented.

V.A. Sharafutdinov

Inverse problem of determining a connection on a vector bundle

Dealing with the inverse forward scattering problem, G. Uhlmann arrived at
the following tomographie problem.

Let '1 be a veetor bundle over a eonvex bounded domain D c /Rn, and V be
a connection on i. Let Tz,y : lZ ~ 1'1/ be the parallel transport in the sense
of the connection V along straight line segment with endpoints z, y E D. To
what extent is a eonnection V determined by te parallel. transport Tz,'I/ that
is known for all boundary points z, y E an ?
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The main result is the following Iocal version of the conjecture.

Theorem: Let '7 be an Hermitian vector bundle over a convex bounded do
main D c JR", and V be a connection on '1 compatible with the metric.
Assume the curvature form n of V to satisfy the inequality

Iy-zi

f t IIn(tz + (1 - t)y)1I dt < ~Jn - 3/2
o

for any points z, y E D. There exists a C-neighbourhood U of the connection
V such that for every two connections \1', V" E U the following statement
is valid: if the parallel transport T;,y and T;:y of the connections 'V' and V"
coincide for a·l boundary points z, y E 8D, then there exists a gauge trans
form A E Aut('7) such that AV'· = V" and AI8D = Id.

H. Sielschott

New applications of waveform inversion: acoustic pyrometry and
breast cancer detection

Acoustic pyrometry is a measurement technique for gas temperature via
speed of sound c(z) and gas velocity v(z) in large scale furnaces. Acoustic
transducers are fixed at the walls in one horizontallayer. For each measure"'"
ment one transducer 'fires' and the others receive.

Looking only at the time of flight we get a scalar tomography problem for
l/c(z) and a vector tomography problem for v(z). Reconstruction from si
mulations and measured data are shown.

The whole signal measured by the rilicrophones can be used via waveform in-
version which means the solution of an inverse problem for the wave equation. e
Here c(z) and the source term in the wave equation are to he reconstructed.
A propagation-backpropagation algorithm similar to Kaczmarz's method is
proposed and numerical results are presented.

Natterer has considered acoustic inverse scattering for hreast cancer detecti
OD. Trus is translated into time domain and treated with an algorithm similar
to the one for waveform inversion in acoustic pyrometry. Numerical results
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indicate that tumors can be found via time resolved acoustic measurements

when c(z) and the attenuation coeflicient are reconstructed.

G. Uhlmann

On the inverse backscattering problem

In this talk we discussed thc inverse backscattcring problem whichconsists,

roughly speaking, in detcrmining a potential by measuring thc reflection pro

dueed by the potential on incident plane waves.

It is an open problem in dimensions n ~ 2 whethcr one can uniquely determi

ne the potential from backscattering information. For thc case of a p'otential

having jump type singularities aeross a submanifold in dimension n ~ 3. A.

Greenleaf and the speaker proved that we can determine from backscatte

ring the Ioeation of tbe singularity and the jump of thc potential aerass the

submanifold. We outlined in the talk a proof of this result the Lax-Phillips

theory of scattering and microlocalanalysis. We also discussed bricßy the in

verse backscattering problem for tbc acoustic equation.

Berichterstatter: T. Schuster
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The conference was organised by Alain Connes (Paris), Joachim
Cuntz (Münster), and Mare Rieffel (Berkeley).

There were 27leetures altogether. Emphasis was put particularly on
the exchange of ideas between mathematicians and physicists. There
fore, many of the lectures were related to problems in quantum pbysics.
Some lecturers investigated the possibilities of quantum field theories
over "non-commutative spaces" like defonned Minkowski space or non
commutative tori. The non-commutative tori also have become of
interest beeause they arise as ucompactifications"· in l\1-theory. One
should also mention bere tbe study of deformations associated to Pois
son manifolds. A great breakthrough seems to be the discovery due to
Dirk Kreimer and Alain Connes of two closely related Hopf algebras
that underly tbe combinatorics of renormalisation of path integrals in
physics and of the index theorem for transversally elliptic operators on
foliated manifolds, respectively.

Another topic of great interest was v;ork related to the Baum-Cc~nes

conjecture. This conjecture concerns the K-theory of the (reduced) C·
algebra associated to a locally compact group. Tbe lecture by Vincent
Lafforgue describes a proof of tbis conjecture for a large class of groups,
includiog also same with property (T). Moreover, Guoliang Yu explores
the relation to tbe coarse geometry of metric spaces to prove at least
the strong Novikov eonjeeture for a large elass of diserete groups: There
are 00 groups knowo not to satisfy the necessary condition for his proof
to work. Besides tbe proof of tbe conjeeture, also applieations of it have
received some attention.

The leetures of Michael Pusehnigg and Ralf Meyer contain major
advanees in our understanding of entire and asymptotic cyclic eoho
mology theories. It is now known tbat they also have six term exact
sequenees like periodie eyclic cobomology. Even for seemingly simple
algebras like tbe algebra of smooth funetions on the cirele, the entire
cyelic eohomology was previously not eomputable. This is possible now
due to excision.
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Submitted abstracts in chroDological order

Twist Positivity

ARTHUR JAFFE

In this talk I annOUDce a new positivity property that arises in consider

ing quantum tripies and that appears related to tbe existence of a func

tional integral representation for the tripie. The tripie {H, U(g), 1l)

consists of a Hilbert space 11. and a self adjoint, 6-summable Hamil

tonian H acting on 1i, so that Tr1(e-ßH ) < 00 for all /3 > Q. Also,

U(g) is a unitary representatioD on 1[, of a symmetry group G of H, so

U(g)H = HU(g). We also assume that lIe-ßHIl is a simple eigenvalue .

of e-ßH with eigenspace spanned by nvac , and we normalise U(g) so

that U(g)Ovac = nvac .

In numerouS examples we find that for all 9 E G and a11 ß > 0,

3(9, ß) = Tr?t(e-PHU(gr) > 0,

a surprising condition that I call twist positivity. Furthermore, we find

in these examples that the functional

Tr1( (U(g)· e e-ßH )
w(e) - -~---~

giJ - J(g, ß)
\"

has a representation, when restricted to coordinates,

w(e)gtp= f .dj.Lg,ß
1s'

as an integral on a probability space S' with respect to a countably

additive, Borel, probability measure dp.g,ß.

Mapping Surgery to Analysis

NIGEL HIGSON

(joint work with John Roe)

Let V be a closed, aspherical, smooth manifold, 1r = 1T1 (V). The

Baum...Connes assembly ~ap

J.l: K.(V) -+ K.(C~ 1r)

fits into a lang exact sequence

.,. -4 Kj+{(D;(V)) ~ Kj(V) -+ Kj(C~1T) ~ K;(n;(V)) -4 ...

We relate this to the surgery exact sequence, canstructing geometrically

(and after tensoring by Z[1/2]) a commuting diagram relating the two.
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The Jones-Goodwillie map is the (uni)versal map

GUILLERMO CORTINAS

Tbe talk foeuses on the Jones-Goodwillie map which goes from alge
braie K-theory to negative eyelie homology. By a theorem of Good
willie, this map induees an isomorphism of tbe relative groups eor
responding to a nilpotent ideal. We present a general eonstruetion
whieh produces, for each funetor going frorn algebras to spaees-such
as tbe K-tbeory space--a eharaeter whieh induces an isomorpbism of
the relative homotopy groups associated to a nilpotent ideal and is
(uni)versal with such a property. Then we show tbat, for tbe ease
wben the funetor is the K-theory space, the versal eharacter agrees
with Jones-Goodwillie's.

Excision in Cyclic Homology Theories

MICHAEL PUSCHNIGG

A modified version of tbe proof of excision in bivariant cyelic eoho-"
mology by J .Cuntz and D. Quillen is presented. This modified proof
has the advantage of working also in the framework of entire cyclie and
asymptotic cyclic cohomology or more generally in the framework of
cyelic and loeal eyclic cohomology of Ind-algebras \vith supports. As
applieations we derive an estimate for the behaviour of the dimension'
of a cyelie coeycle under tbe boundary map; calculate the entire cyelie
cohomology of the algebra of smooth funetions on a compact mani
fold; and eonstruct abivariant Chem-Connes character on Kasparov's
bivariant K-theory.

Harnessed algebras and Excision in Entire Cyclic
Cohomology

RALF MEYER

It is not suflicient to define cyclic homology for topological algebras
because this does not cover interesting examples like the convolution
algebra C~(r) of a smooth group(oid), where the multiplication is not
jointly continuous. If instead of a topology we specify a bornology,
we get more continuous bilinear map. I eall the corresponding class of
algebras hame.ssed algebras. Cyclic type homology theories can be de
fined on this class of algebras. This gives a common framework for the
existing theories for algebras without structure, Frechet algebras, and
the cyclic and Hochschild homology of C~(r) as defined by Brylinski
and Nistor.
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Connes's definition of entire cyclic cohomology carries over immedi
ately to our framework. But oow we cao rewrite it concisely in the
X-complex picture of Cuntz and Quillen as HE·{A) = H·(X(TA)),
where TA is a certain completion of tbe tensor algebra of A; it is a
harnessed algebra but not a topological algebra. For a suitable notion
of "analytic nilpotence", TA is tbe universal nilpotent extension of A.
Using this, (differentiable) homotopy invariance and excision for lin
early split extensions can be derived by universal algebra techniques.
For a special class of Frechet algebras, this was previously obtained by
Michael Puschnigg.

KK and elliptic operators

PAUL BAUM

(joint work with Alain Connes)

Let G be a locally compact topological group. The Baum-Connes
conjecture asserts that J.L: K?(~G) ~ K.(C~ G) is an isomorphism.
Here C~ G is the reduced C·-algebraofG and K.(C~G) its K-theory.
E..G is the universal example for proper G-a~tions and K? (~G) is
the equivariant K-homology of ~G in Kasparov's sense and with G
compact supports. This talk takes up the issue of whether every ele
ment of K? (~G) can be obtained from G-equivariant elliptic operators.
When G is totally disconnected (e.g., G can be a discrete group or a
p-adic group), "geometrie cycles" are eonstructed for K?(~G) which
are somewhat more general than those obtained from elliptic operators
on manifolds. This gives some inciication of what an" elliptic operator
on aspace with singularities should be. This joint work witb Alain
Connes will be published as an appendix to our paper "Geometrie K
theory for Lie groups and Foliations" (written sixteen years ago and to
be published soon).

Bivariant K-theory far Banach algebras

VINCENT LAFFORGUE

Tbis talk is tbe first announcement of the following resul t: The Baum
Connes conjecture (without coefficients) is true for p-adic reductive
groups and for discrete cocompact subgroups of Sp(n, 1), SI3(R), and
Sh(Qp).

The praof goes in tbree steps.

1. Construction of abivariant K-theory for Banach algebras whieh
is analogous to Kasparov theory, aets on K-theory, and admits a
descent homomorphism.



2. Construction of a homotopy between '1 and 1 in this Banach alge
bra K-theory for any boHe group G satisfying an additional tech
nical condition, where , is the element eonstructed by Kasparov
and Skandalis.

3. Construction of a variant of the Schwartz space for p-adic reduc
tive groups and tbe fact that cocompact discrete subgroups of
Sp(n, 1), Sh(lR), and Sh(Qp) satisfy property (RD).

Morita equivaleoce for ooo-commutative tori

MARC A. RIEFFEL

(joint work with Albert Schwarz)

An n-dimensional non-commutative torus can be specified by an anti
symmetric real nxn matrix 8. We define a (partial) action ofSO(n, n;-Z)
on the space of anti-symmetric matriees and show that, generically,.
matrices lying in the same orbit for the action give Morita equivalent.
non-commutative tori. We give some indications of applieations Ü>
physics ("matrix theory eompaetifieations"). -

Morita" equivaleoce and duality

ALBERT SCHWARZ

I introduee a notion of complete Morita equivalence and elassify multi~.

dimensional tori up to complete Morita equivalenee. 1show that com
pactifieations on eompletely Morita equivalent tori are physically e~uiy~>

alent. This means that there exists a new kind of duality in ~1(atrix)

theory related to the group SO(n, n; Z).

Duality-symmetric actioos 00 ooo-commutative tori

GIOVANNI LANDI

Goint work with F. Lizzi and R.J. Szabo)

We eonstruet a bosonie and fennionic action on '~wo copies" of a non
eommutative torus in d dimensions. The basie speetral data is dietated
by vertex operator algebra aod in partieular consists of two ehiral Dirac
operators. A gauge connection is introduced. via two gauge potentials.
The eovariant Dirae operators eombine in a unique manner to produce a
bosonie action whieh is nonloeal due to the deformation of the product.
One remarkable fact is tbat tbe action is explicitly invariant under an
SO(d, d) duality transformation. A natural fermionic action is also
eonstructed whieh is also duality invariant.
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DifFeomorphism Groups and non-commutative analytic
torsion

JOHN LOTT

We state an index theorem conceming tbe pushforward of Hat 2J
vector bundles, where ~ is an appropriate algebra. We construct an
associated analytic torsion form er. If Z is a smooth closed aspherical
manifold, we show that er gives invariants of 1r.(Diff(Z».

Non-commutative combinatorial topology

NICOLAE TELEMAN

The talk has to basic components. Tbe first is to present a general
procedure for the computation of the Hochschild homology of alge
bras with local multiplication.The second is to associate with any
simplicial embedding X -+ ]RN a pair (A(X), P) consisting of an al
gebra A(X) on X and an idempotent P E A(X). The purpose of
defining such a pair was to prodnce combinatorial invariants of X via
the ehern character of P. The algebra A(X) is related to an algebra
previonsly introduced by Kasparov and Skandalis. This second part
needs snbstantial furtber research. In the first part of tbe talk tbe
microlocalization procedure published very recently in a C.R. Note is
illustrated for tbe algebras of smooth functions on smooth manifolds.
This procedure has numerous applications as, e.g., the computation of
the Hochschild homology of tbe algebra of piecewise differentiable fnnc
tions on simplicial complexes, part of a joint ,vork ,vith J.P. Brasselet
and A. Legrande.

Anomaly cancellations in the spectral action

ALl CHAMSEDDINE

A non-commutative space defined by a spectral tripIe (A, 11., D) and
endowed with areal structure J and spectrum E can have an action
associated with it. Tbe dynamics of tbe metric is govemed by tbe
spectral action principle with action given by Tr F(D2 )+(w, D'P). Tbe
presence of chiral fermions in tbe standard model of partich~ physics
implies that the trace is projected over the cbiral states. This projection
is not invariant under chiral rotations unless certain conditions are
met. These conditions are related to the gauge anomaly cancellation
conditions and mixed gauge gravitational anomalies.
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Non-commutative integrability

CTIRAL KLIMCIK

Tbe concept of quantisation of tbe de Rham complex of some Kähler
manifolds is introduced. Tbe coboundary operator d is generated (at
tbe classical level) by certain odd elements of tbe superalgebra into
wbich tbe de Rham complex is naturally injected. d tben acts by
taking tbe (super) Poisson bracket of these odd generators with de
Rham farms. After quantisation, the Poisson bracket is replaced by tbe
commutator in tbe quantised superalgebra, tbus allowing to enlarge the
action of the Hamiltonian vector fields on non-commutative manifold
also to the non-commutative de Rham complex. It turns out that
tbe superalgebra into which the standard classical de Rham complex is
injected coincides with tbe algebra of superfieids of the supersymmetrie
field theories. Tbe elements that are not in the image of the injecti~n

turn out to be the so-called auxiliary fields of the supersyminetric fiel~

theories.

Equivariant homolo~

PETER SCHNEIDER

Uoint work witb Paul Baum)

For a locally compact aod totally disconnected group G acting continu-"
ously on two locally compact spaces Y and X we define tbe (compactly
delocalized) bivariant equivariant cohomology by

HG,c(Y' X) = ExtSl)c(Go) (RcPy!<C, Rif>xIC).

For this we introduce Go = {g E G I 9 compact}, as ,vell as X =
{(9, x) E Go x X I gx ='x} togetber witb tbe projection </Jx: X --+. X.
On the right hand side in the above definition we form the higher direct
images with proper support on .Go of the constant sheaf on Y, resp. X,
then we form tbe higher Ext-groups in the categoryof G-equivariant
sheaves on Go.

It is explained how this definition generalises aU previous construc
tions in special cases. Some examples are camputed. Finally, it is
explained how this new tbeory is tbe recipient of a ehern character
isomorphism from equivariant K-homolagy.

The coarse Baum-Connes conjecture for spaces which admit
a uniform embedding into a Hilbert space

GUOLIANG Yu
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I present the proof of the coarse Baum-Connes conjecture for spaces
which have bounded geometry and admit a uniform embedding into
Hilbert space. This result implies the strong Novikov conjecture for
finitely generated groups which admit a uniform embedding into Hilbert
space as a meirie space with word length metric. The elass of finitely
generated groups which admit a uniform embedding inta Hilbert spaee
contains a subclass of groups closed under semidirect product and
containing word hyperbolic groups and amenable groups. It is an
open Question due to Gromov whether every separable metric spaee
(or finitely generated group) admits a uniform embedding into Hilbert
space, although it is easy to prove that every separable metric spaee
admits a uniform embedding into a separable Banach space.

The K-homology classes of the Euler characteristic and
signature operators

JONATHAN ROSENBERG

As is well-known, an elliptie operator D on a manifold M defines a
K-homology elass [D). A fundamental problem is to determine what
geometrie infonnation is encoded in [D) when D is one of the standard
geometrie operators. We study this problem for both the Euler charac
teristic and the signature operators. Both of these operators are given
by d + d· aeting on differential forms, but \vith different grading data.
Rationally, the K-homology class of the Euler characteristic operator is
tbe Poincare dual of the Euler class, and the K-bomology class of tbe
signature operator is the Poincare dual of the Atiyah-Singer .c-class.
In tbis talk we consider tbe additional information eontained in tbe
torsion part of [D).

Hermitian non-commutative spaces

OLIVIER GRANDJEAN

We show how the nations of Riemannian and Kähler non-eommutative
spaces emerge from superconfonnal field theory. It turns out that
these spaces are characterised by spectral data consisting of a Hilbert
space 11., a unital .-algebra A acting faithfully on 11. by bounded oper
ators, a set of supercharges (Dirac operators) aeting on 11., and a Lie
algebra of symmetries commuting with the elements of the algebra A.
Concretely, confonnal field theories with N = (1,1), N = (2,2), and
N = (4,4) describe Riemannian, Kähler, and Hyper-Kähler spaees, re
spectively. We explain a possible procedure to produee N = (1,1) data
starting from a spectral tripie (also called N = 1 data), in the sens of
A. Connes. As an example, we show how to get successively N = (1,1)
and N = (2,2) spectral data for the non-commutative 2-torus Tl for
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irrational (J, starting from tbe usual N = 1 data. Tbe complex struc
ture on Ti obtained this way coincides with that originally found by
Connes. Tbe nice feature of the notion of Kähler space emerging from
superconfonnal field theory is that it does not rely on the equivalence
of conformal and complex structures in two dimensions.

Bopf algebras, Cyclic cohomology, and the transverse
fundamental elass

ALAIN CONNES

(joint work witb Henri Moscovici)

In this talk tbe solution of tbe transverse index formula is presented.
Tbe solution involves several ingredients. First, tbe loeal index for
mula valid for any spectral tripie with discrete dimension spectrum.
Secondly, the computation of tbe entries in this formula for the hy
poelliptic operator associated to the transverse structure of a foliation
gives rise to a Hüpf algebra 1l(n) only depending on the dimension n of
tbe foliation. Tbe general structure of 1l(n) is given by a c~nstructio~

of G. Kac from the decomposition of any diffeomorph.ism 9 of R" as a
product 9 = 9192 witb 91 affine and 92(0) = 0, 9~(O) = id. _~.

Thirdly, one gets the general notion of cyclie cohomology of Hopf
algeb~as. It is dictated by the above computation and gives the proper
substitute of Lie algebra cohomology in this generality. It comes from
a quite subtle eyelie strueture on the eosimplicial space assoeiated to
the Hochschild eomplex of the coalgebra. . -

FinaÜy, one shows that that the computation of the cyclic eocycle
occurring in the local index formula takes place in the cyclic cohomol
ogy of tbe Hopf algebra. The latter is computed to be Gelfand-FUchs
cohomology, ,vhieh allows to solve tbe above problem. There is an ex
citiog relation of the Hopf algebra 1l(n) to' the Hopf algebra found by
Dirk Kreimer.

Hopf algebras and quantum field theory

DIRK KREIMER

(joint work with Alain Connes)

This talk explains bow perturbative quantum field theory upoo the
process of renormalisation gives rise to a Hopf algebra of rooted trees.
The antipode in tbis Hopf algebra captures tbe combinatorics of Zim
mennann's forest fOmlula. responsible for the renormalisation of path
integrals.

This Hopf algebra is shown to be related to the Hopf algebra fouod by
Connes aod Moscovici, in the sense that tbe commutative subalgebra
11.0 of the Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebra is a Hopf subalgebra of the
Hopf algebra occurring in quantum field theory. Both Hopf algebra can
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be generalised to the same Hopf algebra 1-ln maintaining the algebraie
results of Connes and Moscoviei.

Quantum Fields on non-commutative spaces

JOSEPH C. VARILLY

Uoint work with Jose M. Graeia Bendia)

It is proposed to construct quantum fields directly on non-commutative
spaces, understood as spectral tripies satisfying Connes' geometrie ax
ioms. Quantisation of Weyl fermions is carried out on a smooth OOD

commutative 3-torus, using the Segal-Shale-Stinespring formulation. It
is explained why the ultraviolet behaviour of this quantisation is gov
erned by the classical dimension of the spectral tripie.

Formality conjecture for chains

BORIS TSYGAN

By tbe formality theorem of Kontsevich, there is an Loo quasi-isomorpbism
between tbe differential graded Lie algebras of multivector fields on a
manifold M and "tbat of Hochschild eochains of Coo(M). As a con
sequenee, tbe set of equivalence classes of defonnations of COO(M) is
bijective to the set of equivalence classes of formal Poisson structures
onM."

Consider a Poisson structure 'Ir on M and denote by A(1T) the de
formed algebra given by Kontsevich's theorem. We make a conjecture
that Hochsehild,cyclie, ete., theories of this algebra are isomorphie to
the corresponding versions of Poisson homology of (M, 'Ir). As a eon
sequence, \ve obtain a characteristic class A(M, 1r). If 1T is regular, this
is equal to A(Ta), \vhere Ta is tbe (symplectic) tangent bundle to tbe
foliation of symplectic leaves of 'Ir. We make another more general eOD
jecture. It is weil kno\vn that the algebra 9s(M) aets on f2"(M) and that
gG(A) acts on the Hochschild, cyclic, etc., complex of A. Thus, by the e
formality theorem, both f2"(M) and C.(A) are Loo-modules over 9s(M)
if A = COO(M). We eonjecture that there is a Loo-quasi-isomorphism
of these Loo-modules. The same should be true if we replace 9s by
(SS[f), BIBf) , f2 = 0, Ifl = 1. In other words, we conjecture that
the well-known quasi-isomorphism of Connes is 9s[f)-equivariant. This
question is related, in particular, to various versions of the equivariant
index theorem.

Non-commutative Minkowski space

JULIUS WESS
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Adeformation of the Heisenberg algebra based on a q-deformed Lorentz
group is introduced and tbe construction of tbe corresponding alge
bra explaioed. Hilbert space representations are coostructed and tbe
problem of finding selfadjoint representations discussed. Among tbe
irreducible representations of tbe deformed algebra, there are 00 rep
resentations in tbe fonn of selfadjoint operators. Selfadjoint repre
sentations can be obtained by composing irreducible representations
suitably. Tbe question arises what tbe general structure of such repre
seotations is. The spectrum of tbe position and momentum operators
forms a q-Iattice with accumulation points on tbe ligbt cone.

Continuous deformations of symplectic structures

RVSZARD NEST

Given a compact symplectic manifold (M,w) and a formal defonna
tion AI1(w) of COO(M)[(Ii]] witb an associative product *1l we construct
(nnder tbe condition tbat 1T2(M) = 0) a continuous field of C*-algebras
[0,1] 3 t .-+ At such tbat Ao = C(M) and tbe asymptotics of tbe! .
product at t = 0 in the algebra of sections of tbe field (Ae) is identical.
witb the formal *11-product. The first non-trivial esse is when M is a
closed Riemannian surface of genus 9 > 1 witb tbe standard symplectic
structure. Tbe construction amounts to tbe eonstruction of tbe con~.

tinuous field of C·-algebras t 8 At, wbere -'it is tbe algebra of compact
operators on tbe Bergman space HIlt, Ho = Co(ll))) , ID> the open unit
disk; and a continuous projection valued section et in .Ilt >I r, wbere
r = 1ft(M) acts via the natural projective representation on lD. Tbe:
resulting field et (Ji, >I r)et provides an example of tbe construction. t",'i

Quantisation on non-commutative Hardy spaces

HARALD UPMEIER

We consider Hardy spaces. H2 (S) of holomorphie functions in several
complex variables, associated with a compact symmetrie space S and
a suitable domain ~ in its complexification. Depending on Sand
any polybedral cone A in its Cartan subspace, there is a Peter-Weyl
decomposition

H 2(S) = E (K)o
oeknA*

under tbe isometry group K, where A# is the dual cone of A. Tbe cor
responding Toeplitz C·-algebras T(S) is analysed in detail. Tbe main
result is a composition series with subquotients given by foliation C·
algebras C·(K/K), wbere K is a non-closed subgroup of K associated
with a face Xof A. Special cases include symmetrie domains/Reinhardt
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domains and the non-symmetrie Hardy spaces occurring in the well
known Gelfand-Gindikin program.

Towards a quantum index theorem for superselection sectors

ROBERTO LONGO

A way is proposed to incorporate sorne geometry into algebraic quan
tum field theory.

We view superselection factors as analogous to (equivalenceclasses
of) elliptic operators. In conformal quantum field theory on 'SI, we
have the fonnula

(e-21rKp f!, n) = d(p)
where Kp is the generator corresponding to special confonnal transfor
mations and p is an endomorphism 10calise<;lln an interval.

By restricting a black hole spacetime QFT on the horizon we have

d(p) = exp(-kj21rF(q,p, l/»)

with </>, tPP thermal states and k the surface gravity.
We propose the fOfDlula

rP(ao, ....' an) = r(p(ao) , ... ,p(an»
with r the JLO cyclic cocycle in the thermal state as a cohomology
class associated to p.

This report \vas written by Ralf Meyer, Münster.
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The Ineeting was organized by

Ludwig Arnold, Bremen

N. Sri Namachchivaya, Urbana

Werner Schiehlen, Stuttgart
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There \vere 19 talks altogether, which leIt ample time for discussions, both after

the talks and otherwise.

Summaries of the talks

The stuumaries are listed in the order of the talks at the meeting.

Same aspects of the computation of stick-slip vibrations in
mdof systems
Dirk H. van Campen, Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands

This presentation deals with the computation of periodic solutions of mdof dy

naDlic systems experiencing dry friction. In a first attempt, a linearization has

been Dlade to autonomous systems, where as a smooth approximation of the dis

continuous friction forces is applied. Using the shooting method with a numerical

integration scheme suitable for stiff differential equations as a periodic salver in

combination with a path following algorithm, branches of periodic solutions can

be followed for a varying design variable. In an alternative attempt the disadvan

tage of stiff differential equations is removed by integrating so-called 'alternate
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friction 1110dels' 01' 'switch ITIodels' in the periodic solver. Für problems exhibit

ing stick-slip phenolnena this results in a more efficient computational procedure.

The ahove Cot11putational procedures are tested for severall- and 2-dof mechan

iea.! systelns~ nalllely, a 1- and 2-dof block-on belt model and a I-dof simple drill

string Jl1odel.

Life expectancy of chaotic behavioul
Gabor Stepan, TU Budapest, Hungary

There are several exalnples in engineering vibration problems w4ere chaotic os

cilla.tions Inay appea.r. However, these mayaiso disappear suddenly - this phe

nOlllCllOII is also refferred to as transient chaos. For engineers, it is important

t.o chara.ctcl'ize sonlehow the length the life expectancy of the transient chaotic

behaviour, in a silnilar way as they do with the help of conventional damping

fact.ors in case of ttregular" Inotions. Since similar initial operation of a machine

Inay produce very"different time period of transient oscillation the expected value

of this tra.l1sient tilne is an important and characteristic value.

Three exanlpJes are presented where transient chaotic behaviour is observed even

experilncnt.ally. One is the motion of the t'shimmying" wheel of supermarket

trolleys, another is t.he JTIotion of the machine tool under regenerative cutting

cOllditions, thc third is the digital control of unstable equilibria in mechanical

sYS1.C'll1S, like t.he stabilization of inverted pendula.

SiJllple, one-dinlensional discrete maps can be constructed for a certain class of

1I1ec.hanical probleIlls inclllding the above examples, these approximate, piece

wise lineal'ized nlaps (and ·sometimes their higher dimensional versions) can serve

as a basis for allalytical probabilistic estimation of the life expectancy of transient

chaos. The calculation of the expected values require the application of Lebesgue

integrals sillce t.he required number of iteration steps is defined above a fractal 

like set. Its an introdllctory exercise, prove that the expectancy of the number of

transient chaot.ic iteration is 6 in the case of the modified Il chaos (micro-chaos)

lnap.
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Random vibrations with impacts
Michael F. Dinlentberg, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, USA

WhiIst· motions of systems with Iumped parameters under random excitations

are governed by stochastic differential equations (SDE), rigid barrier impose im

pact/rebound conditions of the form iJ(t. +0) = -riJ(t. - 0), y(t.) = h, where h

is the barrier's coordinate, and 0 < r ~ 1. As long as impact instants t. aren't

known in advanced, but rather governed by the equations of motion, the sys

tem may exhibit (strongIy) nonlinear properties. Several stochastic vibroimpact

problelus are considered using the following transformation of variables (due to

Zhieravlev): y - h = lxi, iJ = x sgn x, which completely removes velocity jurop

in case of elastic impacts (r = 1), 01' at least reduces it for the new state variable

x(t). The following problems had been solved analytical1y. 1.) Subharmonic

response of a SDOF system to narrow-band random excitation - mean square

response predicted by llsing averaging over the period and method of moments.

1t is shown that increasing bandwith of the excitation reduces peak response am

plitudes for any order of the subharmonie. 2.) Exact solution for the response

power spectral density, obtained via autocorrelation f - n of x(t), ilJustrating

peaks at even integer multiples of the natural frequency of system without bar

riel'. Results applied to analysis.....of response oE a (linear) secondary structure

via cascade approximation. 3.) Analysis of a certain model problem with white

noise excitation aud T < 1, made by method of moments, lead to a formula for

"equivalent" viscous damping, which permits to incorporate impact lasses iuto

random vibration analysis.

Unstable periodic orbits (UPOs) in biological systems
Frank Moss, University of Missouri - ST. Louis, USA

Collaboration: H. A. Braun, U. Marburg, Germany

Dissipative chaos is built upon a skeleton - a countable infinity of unstable peri

odic orbits. The lowest periods of this set are experimentally detectable. Periods

- 1 through 3 UPOs have been found in a variety of neurons. There have in com

nlon that they have an underlying oscillation. In the case of a periodically forced
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nonlinear oscilla.tor, UPOs can he generated. There bave been found (1 ~ p ~ 4)

in the candal photorecepton neuron of tbe hydrodynamically densitive crayfish

nlechanoreceptor systen1. I'he probability of occurrence decreases exponentially

wi th 1.J. V/e have also found temperature controlled bifurcations between stahle

periodic orbits and UPOs in several temperature dependen neurons, e.g. cat

fish electroreceptors, rat facial cold receptor. The UPOs are detected in a time

preview of time interval between neural action potentiale by looking for this sig

nature on the 2-D Poincare plane. The signature is a sequence of points whiche approach a.nd depent along stable and unstable manifolds.

Stochastic stability and bifurcations
S. T. Ariaratnam, University of Waterloo, Canada

The cOllcepts of dynamical (D-) and phenomenological (P-) bifurcation~ are il

lustrated through the example of the stochastically disturbed Rayleigh-Van der

Poloscillator described by the stochastic differential equation

where (71, (72, (13 are intensity parameters, and ~t, 7Jt, (t are independent 'physical'

white noise prücesses of zero mean values. The equation is interpreted ·in the

sense of Stratonovich. When (71 = (72 = a, the Fokker-Plank equation'for the

systen1 possesses the exact stationary sülutions

where C- l

where (1- 1

c( 2+ 2)-"" [_ß(X~+X~)]
Xl X2 exp a 2 '

2a
7ra2-4'"rß...,-lr(l - ')'), 2j = 1 - 2

a

C' [ 2( 2+ 2) + 2] -..., [ß(X~ + X~)]a Xl X 2 0'0 exp 0'2

7ra2- 4
'"rßl-""r(1 - '"Y, ßa~/a4 )exp (- ßa~/( 4

) .

Fronl these, it is faund that qualitative changes to the prob. density occur for

(\' = -02/2 (D-biful'cation) and für special 0' (P-bifurcation). These values are

verified by eva.lua.tion the max Lyapunov exponent and the moment Lyapunov

5



exponent of the linearized system. The stability of the inverted pendulum nnder

narrow ba.nd support excitation was also discussed.

Stochastic bifurcation in dimension one
Hans Crauel,. TU Berlin, Germany

Bifurcation iu a fanlily of stochastic differential equations (SDE)

depending on a. pa.rameter 0' E R (for simplicity) is discussed. Using the Marko

vian approa.ch, the concept of phenomenological (0':. P-) bifurcation means a

change of the shape of the invariant probability distribution - the solution of

the associated Fold,:er Planck equation - from unimodal to multimodal. A cor

responding notion of stuctural stability has been given by Zeeman. 'Invoking the

rand0111 dynanlical systelus approach, a dynamical (or D -) bifurcation means

a. change of stability in a brauch of invariant measures, with another branch of

invariant 111eaSUres bifurcating from the original one in the bifurcation point. Für

SDE on the realline R, the simplest case, one get

• for any brauch of ergodic invariant measures such that the associated Lya

punov exponent depend continuously on 0, a change of sign of the Lyapunov

exponent on 0'0, say, implies O'ao(a) = bao(a) = 0 for same fixed a E R, so

(*) Blust have a deterministic equilibrium point. In particular, there is no

D-bifufcation in case of "additive noise" Ga(x) = (j "# o.

• Assulning bo = 0'0(0) for all a, and O'a(x) f; 0 for x "# 0, D-bifurcation of'

invariant measures from the equilibrium 0 can be completely characterised

in tenns of the speed measures of the SDE (*) and its time reversal on the

(invaria.nt) half-lines R+ and R-.

The results described in the lecture come from joint work with Peter Imkeller

('rU Berlin) and Marcus Steinkamp (TU Berlin).
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On the numerics for the top Lyapunov exponent of a _non-linear

non-elliptic stochastic system

Volker vVihstutz: University of North Carolina at Charlotte, USA

Given t.he non-linea.r stochastic differential equation together with its lineariza

t.ion~

tU

d:l: t .Yo(=1~ddt +L Xk{xd 0 dWt
k

k=l

dVt = D.Yo(:z:dVtdt +f: D}(k(xdVt 0 DW/'
k=l

(1)

(-~·o~ -\·1: ... , ."tM S11100th vectorfields on Rd ), an approximation of the associated

top Lyapunov exponent ....

A = lim log IIvT(xo, vo,w)1I
T-oo

is represented, in order to compute ,\ numerically. It is shown that the follow

ing nun1erical scheme,.suggested by Talay and Grornd and Talay for a strongly

ellipt.ic situation, (an he applied with same accurarcy also under the weaker nOD

degcneracy condition where only the restricted Hormander condition holds. For

h == ü.t. allel iid random variables U~ with compact support containing a~ open

lleigltborhood of 0 one con1putes:

·-Ii

i::~ + .\o(x~)h +f Xk(X~)JhU~, x~ = Xo

k=l

. [I + DXo(x~)h +~ DXk(X:)v'hU:] 5:, s~ = so,

8:1+1/IlS~+l" , M: = 1 + DXO(X~_lh +L DXk(X~)),

1 N

NI! log'?; IIM:s:1I

(2)

Dlle to t.he properties the discretized process (2) inherits from the continuous

iitne diffusion process (1) we have

1· 1 ~ 11 h -h J' - h
1m Nh LJ log Mn sn-l 1=..\

N-oo n=l

exists C\. s. for all initial conditions and JA - Xhl = O(h).
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Null-recurrent diffusion andthe limiting behaviour of solutions for
parabolic equations
R. I~hasnlinskii~ Detroit, USA

(2)

(1)

L(x)v + f(x}; v(O,x) = c.p(x)

L(x)u; u{O,x) = tp{x)

and

Close connection between behaviour of solutions of parabolic equations and qual

it.ive behaviour cf corresponding diffusion processes is weH known. This connec

tion is studied very weH for the case of transient and positive recurrent diffusion.

We study the less studied case of null-recurrent diffusion. For same assumptions

concerlli{lg the behaviour of coefficients of generator we study the limit hehaviour

for solutions u(t, x) and v(t, x) of equations

Du
ßt
ßv
8t

Here:r ER', L(x) = a(x)d~2 +b(x)f;. For tp(x) with compact support we prove,

in particular, that

for T -+ 00
1 [T
T~ Jo u(t,x)dt -+ C,

ancl find exact va.lues for a and C. The case of more general <p{ x) is considerecl

too. Analogous results are proven for the problem (2).

Qualitative behaviour of dynamical systems under perturbation
Gopal K. Basak, I<owloon

Unstable dynamical systenlS have been of great concern 1.0 scientists for a long

tüne. Kolnl0gorow observecl that the flow is more viscous if a noise is added to

the systeln. This idea has caught on recently and being used to study dynamical

systenl with arises in many physical system. Prohahilists perturb the dynamical

stystelTI wi th a small noise and study the large deviation behaviour of the per

turbecl dynalnical systenl as the noise decays to zero. Here we would discuss, the

effect of noise on a dynamical system driven by a ODE, SDE 01' random SDE. It

will be further observed how much noise a stahle system can absorb while remain

ing stable and how nltlch noise is required to make an unstahle system stahle. In
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this way~ it can be characterized the threshold level of the noise beyond which

(i) a stable system will become unstable, 01', (ii) an unstable system will become

st.able, anel one cau observe stochastic bifurcation of certain kind.

The computation of Lyapunov exponents via spatial integration
1\1ichael Dellnitz, University of Bayreuth, Germany

V'Ve propose a new method for the numerical approximation. of the largest Lya

punov exponent. This method is based on the computation of spatial averages

with respect to a.n underlying (natural) invariant measure - say, an SRB-measure

- l'ather than on a long term simulation of the dynamical system. The measure is

obtained by a llnl1t.ilevel subdivision algorithm. This approach is particularly ad

va.ntageous for the detection of so-called blowout bifurcations of a synchronous

chaotic state, and this fact is illustrated for a system of two coupled Duffing

osc.illators. This is joint work with Philip Aston (University of Surrey).

Vibration of tube bundles nnder cross flow with turbulence
Ka.r! Popp, Uni\;ersity of Hannover, Germany

The leciure reports on investigations of turbulent buffering in heat exchanger

t.ube bundles snbject for cross flow as weH as on the stability behaviour undel'

varied turbulence. Apressure test tube has been developed, that provides the

pl'essure distribution on the surface of a flexibly mounted tube in an otherwise

fixecl array. The tube n1otions due to turbulent buffering and fluidelastic insta

bility ca.n be nleasured together with the corresponding fluid forces for different

tubes. rrhe al11plitudes due to buffering are calculated as a function of reduced

ga.p velocity using the covariance method. For this, an excitation model based

on the power spectral densi ty of the measured fluid forces has been developed. A

c0I11parison of calculated and measured amplitudes has been given. Further ex

pcrilllental investigations show the unexpected inftuence of increased turbulence

Oll the stability behaviour. A disturbation of the flow channels between the tubes

9



is achieved by application of thin Prandtl-trip-wires on the top anel the bottom

01' each tube. In l110st of the investigated cases this leads to a shirt of the stabil

ity bounelaries to higher reduced gap velocities or even to stability in the entire

paranleter region. By using turbulenee grids with variable geometrie properties

it is possible to produce isotropie turbulence with variable turbulence intensity

and different scale lengths at the inlet of the bundle. The investigations show

clearly a. stabilizing effect with in~reasing turbulenee. Für better understanding
r

a flow visua.\ization based on the laser light-sheet method has been carried out. e
IVloreover, rel11arks on modelling have been given and results for the simple wavy

wa.ll channel nloclel have been presented.

Stability of relative equilibria of tethered satellite systems
M. l~rupa~ lVI. Sc.hogerl, A. Steindl and H. Troger, TU Wien, Austria

By foul' l11ethods we study the stability of trivial anel nontrivial configurations

of tethered satellite systems on cireularorbits around the earth. These methods

are: (1) Linearized stability analysis, (2) Method of Routh, (3) Energy momen

tU111 111ethod, (4) R.edueed energy momentum method. We compare advantages

anel disadvantages of these lnethods anel show that the new methods are compu

tationally very effective but basically they are based on the classical method of

R.out.h.

Non-linear stochastic structural dynamies - A Benchmark study
Gerhart I. Schueller, University of Innsbruck, Austria

Over the last half of this century a considerable amount of literature has been

devoteel to luethods for analyzing, i.e. predicting the response of structures and

struetural systelns undel' random excitation. These research developments have

now reachecl the stage where they are becoming applicable for the solution of

iluportant engineering problems. In this context a comparison of the various

nlethods available with respect to their accuracy, effieiency and limitations is
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presented i.e. in ternl of a Benchmark study. Within this study the dynamic

stochastic response of non-linear structural systems (SDOF, MDOF) under ran

dOll1 externa.I excitation were analysed. Eight examples, described in detail, have

been solved independently by participants of this study by appIying either their

own Inethod 01' the lnethod of their preference. The system as suggested consist

of several types of nOlllinearities (strainhardening, strainsoftening) and loading

conditions (white noise and filtered white noise) respectively. The numerical re

sult.s were compared and their respective differences discussed. It turned out that

the aualytical procedures are applicable only for problems of (very) low dimen

sion anel/or for weak non-linearities, while numerical procedures, such as weight

controlled sinlltlation techniques could also handle larger MDOF-systems.

Parameter identification of :Q.onlinear multibody systems using
correlation techniques
B. Hu anel W. Schiehlen, University of Stuttgart, Germany

Qua.nt.ita.tive dyna,l11ical analysis of mechanical systems requires mathematical

lilodels. The nltlltibody system method has been applied successful for model

illg of 1l1cchanical systeu1s and symbolic equations of the motion can be obtained

l1sing software package such as NEWEUL. Some physical parameters in the equa

tions of the lllotion can be measured directly, other parameters, however, must

be identified fron1 experin1ents. For estimating unknown parameters the least

square lnethod is most commonly used due to its simplicity and wide applicabil

ity. However, its major disadvantage is that it yields biased estimates uniess the

noise in lneasurelnents is white Gaussian. To overcome this disadvantage, a pa

ralneter identification method for nonlinear multibody systems using correlation

techniques is presented in this contribution. This method takes advantage of the

property that the measurement noise has smaller correlation times compared to

those of signals. It considers the whole correlation functions of the model errors

instead of only variances of the model errors as in the least-square method. In

this contribution, first a numerical simulation of the Duffing system and then

a hardware-in-the-loop simulation of an automobile suspension system with a

hardware shock absorber are used to compare the least-square method and the
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111ethod presented. It turns out that the applicability of the presented method is

as wiele as the least-square method hut it gives bettel' estimation results.

The effect of noise on experimental nonlinear dynamics
Daug Binks, Tonl ~1ul1in, University of Manchester, UR
f\1att Nochals, David Broumhead, UMIST, UK

R.esults are presented of noise-induced behaviour in two different experimental

systenls. 80th systenls are investigated around a qualitative Hopf-bifurcation

with added noise.

The investigation was lTIotivated by results from a fluid-flow problem in a liquid

crystal. Here, the small scale of the system (~ 200ttm * 200ttm *"50ttm) and

the "orientational ordering" allows the ever-preserit thermal fluctuation to have

a nlacroscope effect, thus altering the dynamies.

In a.ddition we use a model system, an electronic oscillator with added noise, to

test techniques anel measurements which can be compared with computations

or theoretica.l predictions, as here we have accurate models of the system. Preli

Inarary·results a.re presented of a simple measure, the probability density function,

whieh we are ahle to measure with a two-degree of accuracy and repeatability.

Homoclinic chaos and Melnikov functions for stochastic systems
l\1atthias Guncllach, University of Bremen, Germany

In eertain parame~er regions the Duffing-van der Pol equation exhibits a Hüpf

bifurcation. The dynamical behaviour changes in the presence of multiplicative

white noise. Simulations using Dellnitz' subdivision algorithm suggest the exis

tence of astrange attractor for the stochastically perturbed Duffing-van der Pol

equation. On the basis of the simulations we conjecture that the random attrac

tor is the closure of the unstable manifold of the fixed point 0 and its structure is

due to the existence of a homoclinic point. For invertible discrete time random

dynalnical systellls we descrihe random transversal homoclinic points and their
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influence on the dynamics. In particular we sketch a proof of a random version

of the Snlale-Birkhoff theorem. Then we present a way of reducing the problem

of randonl transversal homoclinic points in continuous time random dynamical

systenls to the previous one. It is based on the construction of a suitable Mel

nikov function. This construction is sketched, the conditions for it are discussed.

Finally we illustrate it by applying it to a random perturbation of the Duffing

equation.

Explieit deseription and global properties ofthe Lyapunov expo.nent
of the noisy damped harmonie oscillator
Peter hnkeller, HU Berlin, Germany

(joint work with C. Lederer, RU Berlin)

The Lyapunov exponents of the linearization

of a. two-dinlensional noisy Duffing-van der Poloscillator are key quantities in

the investigation of the staochastic Hopf bifurcation of this system. We drive a

silnple equation exhibiting than explicitly as functions of the fourth moment of

the invariant measure of an associated linear diffusion with drift given by a po

tentia.l flll1ction and additive noise, and, consequently, in terms of hypergeometrie

flll1ctions. This representation leads to different kinds of complete and explicit

asynlptotic expansions, ~ weil as a rather complete account of global properties

of the Lyapul10v exponents as functions of ß and 0'.

Nonstationary period-doubling bifurcations
Huw G. Davies~ K. Rangavajhula, K. Karagiosis, University of New Brunswick,

Canada

Aspects of lilnit cycles of systems can be studied from the fixed points of asso

ciated Olaps. We show how to find an approximate power series return map for
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a. genera.l systelU. This prompts study of a general one-dimensional unimodal

1118p. \Ve. look in pal'ticular at slow passage through a p-l / p-2 bifurcation as

a. control paralneter is varied sinusoidally. Uniformly valid matched asymptotic

expansions are obtained. A triple-deck expansion d~scrihes how trajectories are

repelled fronl a.n unstable p-l manifold and attracted to the stahle p-2 manifold.

report: Alfons Ams
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Mechanics of Materials

23.08. - 29.08.1998

rrhe International Conference on Mechanics of Materials was held from 23 to 29 August
1998 at the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oherwolfach (MFO), Black Forest, Ger
nlany. The organizing committee was composed of G. Herrmann (Stanford), R. KienzIer
(Bremen), H. Lippmann (Munich) and E. Werner (Munieh). U. Nordbrock (Brenlen)
served cheerfully and efficiently as secretary of the meeting. The meeting was attended
by 48 participants from 15 countries.

Although the conferences on Mechanics of Material have a long tradition, this meeting
was organized completely different from the previous ones. The organizers followed the
recommendation of the director of the institute, Prof. Dr. M. Kreck, to reduce the
number of talks and leave more time for discussion and research activities.

At former meetings, almost every participant delivered a talk, the program was, there
fore, quite dense and the atmosphere was rather conference-alike than workshop style.
This time, every participant provided the institute and the organizers with a two-page
report about his recent research, without knowing in advance whether he will be asked
to present a lecture or not.

The organizers arranged the abstracts under the following headings: Fracture, Phase
Transformations, Eshelbian Mechanics & Elasticity, Damage, Special Materials, Micro
structure and, finally, Rational Mechanics.

For each topic, a three~hour session was scheduled and most experienced collegues were
asked to act M coordinators o( a session. Each group met with their coordinators the
day before and discussed how to organize the session. In this way, a variety of different
ly organized sessions arose, some with a few but extended talks offering an interesting
overview over a particular field of research, some with smaller talks like a prepared dis
cussion focussing on different point of views on a subject, some proposing an uncommon
approach in order to provoke lively discussions.

In any case, every session stimulated active discussions that continued during the breaks
and evenings. Especially younger collegues had the opportunity to present their most
recent results.

During the whole week the two-page abstracts frojn the participants were at display at
a pin board in the hall in front of the lecture room. The pin walls were frequented quite
regularly and an mutual exchange of scientific ideas and fruitful discussions started from
that area.

After serving aS conference organizers for many years, George Herrmann and Horst Lipp
mann invited Reinhold Kienzier and Ewald Werner to join the organizing team this time
and take over the responsibility for organizing the next conferences. The participants
corroborated this proposal and combined the thanks to the resigning team with good
wishes for the new one.



At the open-discussion session on Friday afternoon, the participants agreed upon the
statenlent that the newly organized conference was very successful and should proceed
in this manner. Everybody expressed his deepest appreciation for the opport.unity to
spend a most stimulating week in the inimitable atmosphere of MFO and asked the Of

ganisers to extend their gratitude to the director and the staff.

On wednesday afternoon a short excursion through the black forest was organized with a
break in St. Ronlan for teatime. During this excursion lively and relaxed conversations
between all thc participants took place. It also was an opportunity to come to know
each other.

()n Thursday eveni ng, an informal conference gathering took place at the rearranged
confcrence roonl. It wa."i a special pleasure to all of us that the Research-in-Pairs fellows
accepted our invitation to join uso The evening began with a wonderfuI cello concert e
given by Mrs. Brauckmann-Haupt. Horst Lippmann proceeded with an edifying dis-
course on thc history of i\1FO in general and the Mechanics-of-Materials Conferences in
particular. He presented an entertaining video from the last meeting in 1994. Later,
Rudolf Heuer, as nlagician, astonished the complete audience by his amazing conjuring
tricks. The cvening f'nded with lively conversation in a friendly and cordial atmosphere.
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SESSIONS

Session No. 1
Coordinator:
Preliminary discussion:
Further participants:

Phase transforrnations

I"

Session No. 2
Coordinator:
Preliminary discussion:
Further participants:

Monday afternoon
E. Werner
Sunday evening
V. J. Levitas
E. R. Oberaigner
G. Reisner

In modern high-temperature applications, two- or multiphase materials are employed.
The thermodynamic transformation conditions in a dissipative material have to be ex
plored first and, in turn, analytical and numerical concepts have to be developed to
siIllulate the progress of phase transformation fronts under thermal and mechanical con
tro1. Three lectürers dealing with these most actual research topics were given. G.
Reisner reported on: l1Some aspects of transformation induced Plasticity". V. I. Levi
tas gave an extended talk on: "Competition between some mechanism of inelasticity"
and E. R. Oberaigner lectured about: "On Cross-Effects of Phase-Transformation and
Plastification in Polycrystalline Materials" .
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Eshelbian Mechanics Elasticity

Session No. 3
Coordinator:
Preliminary discussion:
Further participants:

Tuesday morning
G. Herrmann
Monday noon
D. Gross
R. J. Knops
K. C. Le
G. Maugin
G. Saccomandi

Session No. 4
Coordinators:
Prelilninary discussion:
Further participants:

After a vivid introduction given by G. Herrmann on Mechanics in Material Space, the
audience was prepared to listen to the keynote lecture: "Mechanics of materials" offered _
by C;. f\1augin. Thc following discussion was so animated that it took not only the •
break but even so much additional time that some of the lecturs had to be postponed
to the aftcrnoon session. Shorter contribution, however, still with extended discussion,
\\"ere offered by D. Gross on: "Equilibrium morphologies of inhomogeneous precipitates",
hy K. C. Le on: "Variational problems of crack formation and crack growth" , by (i.
Saccornandi on: "Universal results in continuum mechanics" and" by R. J. Knops on
"Aspects of spatial stability in continua" .

Tuesday afternoon
M. Chrzanowski, J. Najar
Monday noon
H. Altenbach
L. V. Nikitin
M. Ostoja-Starzewski
V. Silberschmidt

J. Najar gave an overview over the broad but still increasing field of damage mechanics. e
The difficulties that arise from the necessity of working with different length scales were
introduced by M. Chrzanowski who added some deep personal remarks that induced
a different way of thinking about the subject. The keynote lecture was given by M.
Ostoja-Starzewki on: "Mesoscale continuun1 models in elasticity, plasticity, damage and
wave propagation" . Short contributions were offered by H. Altenbach on: "On the
application of phenomenological and mechanism-oriented material laws to probleIns of
structural mechanics", by L. V. Nikitin on: "Creep and damage of thin structures" and
by V. Silberschmidt on: "Stochastic modelling in mechanics of materials" .
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Video Session

Tllesday evening

On Tllesday evening, K. P. Herrmann showed a video in order to provide more inside
into thc numerical results of his talk "Fracture mechanical assessnlent of interface cracks
in thennally seJf-stressed 2-D and 3-D elastoplastic bimaterials" . In addition, H. St.iiwc
prcsented a video that showed instabilities in torsion experiments. The audience, pxten
ded by accompanying persons, gave thanks to the contributors with applause.

Special Inaterials

Session No. 5
Coordi nators:
Prelirllinary discussion:
Furt.her participants:

Wednesday morning
H. Lippmann, G. Szefer
Tuesday noon
N. Aksel
J. Dual
R. Iankov
W. Winter

A variety of aspects of the mechanics of special materials were covered by four very
interesting short contributions with extended time for discussion. N. Aksel lectured on:
~,On the influence of dewetting on the mechanical behaviour in filled polymers". J. Dual
showed with his contribution: "Dynamic methods of experimental material characte
rization" extraordinary skills, hoth experimentally and numerically, to analyze micro
structures. Crack sizes are monitored with resolution down to 10 nm! R. Iankow repor
ted on "Residual stresses in thermo-coupled cold wire-drawing process" and W. Winter
lectured on: "Mechanics of Bones - Strength of bones and bone-remodelling" .
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Microstructure

Session No. 6.1
Session No. 6.2
Coordinators:
Preliminary discussion:
Further participants:

Thursday olorning
Thursday afternoon
E. Krempi, P. Perzyna
Tuesday noon
H.-J. Böhm
I. Doltsinis
R. Heuer
D. L. McDowell
M. B. Rubin
S. Schmauder
P. Steinmann

rrhe modelling of materials by consideration of microstructural effects is a most actual
field of research today. This fact is reflected by the number of participants performing
research in this area. A mixture of extended and short contributions was arranged by this
group leaving a lot of time for discussions. H. J. Böhm lectured on: "Computational mo
dels für the thermomechanical description of high-speed tool steels" , S. Schmauder on:
"Colnposite Mechanics" , R. Heuer on: "Micromechanical Modelling of Grain Boundary
Sliding and Creep in Polycrystals" , 1. Doltsinis on: "Modelling distributed fracturing
in brittlc solids with microstructure" , M. B. Rubin on: "On the Treatment of Elastic
Defortnation in Finite Elastic- Viscoplastic Theory" , D. L. McDowell on: "Applications
of crystal plasticity" and P. Steinmann on: "Theory and numerics of higher gradient
softening rnaterials allarge slrains" .

Itational mechanics

Session No. 7
Coordinators:
Preliminary discu~sion:

Further participants:

Friday mornihg
O. T. Bruns, P: Haupt
Thursday noon
A. Bertram
Z.Olesiak
C. Sansour
B. Svendson

The session focused on recent developments in the field of thermodynamically-consistent
fornlS for the constitutive and evolution·balance relations to describe thc mechanics of
materials in a rnathematically precise manner. Z. Olesiak reported on: "Delamination
of thin layers and fracture of composites generated by thermodiffusion" , A. Bertranl
on: "Finite Plasticity" , B. Svendson: "On the continuum thermodynamic modelling
of materials with internal degrees of freedom" and C. Sansour: "On the formulation of
elastic viscoplastic theories of continua with micro structure" .
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Open discussion

Session No. 8
Coordinator:
Preliminary discussion:
Further participants:

Friday afternoon
O. Mahrenholtz
Thursday noon
all

On friday 28th, the afternoon section was used for a final discussion about the oew
style of the conference and about tbe progress of mechanics in general. Three topics of
discussion were established concerning a summary of the conference's organisation of this
year and an outlook for the next conference, a discussion about current scientific aspects
of nlechanics and finally about the meaning of mechanics for other scientific subjects and
its reJationship to the social development.

Conference aspects

The 1998 meeting of "Mechanics of Materials" was organized in colJabo[.ation of thc
"old" pair of organizers, G. Herrmann & H. Lippmann, and the "new" pair; R. KienzIer
& E. Werner. The latter will take over the task of preparing and coordinating future
111eetillgs. This team of organizers tried to scope with the recomnlendations of the
director of the· MFO, Prof. Dr. M. Kreck, who had developed the idea of a different
lneeting concept. No langer there should be fixed lectures. Instead of this a workshop
like structure was established. The final discussion showed that most of the participants
were very satisfied with the new format and encouraged the organizers to continue along
that line. The new concept has lead to a more flexible planning of topics and timetable
anel scientific discussion has become more vital. Beside of this it was stated that the
specific atmosphere of the Oberwolfach-meeting is still present and weil known all over
europe and even in the USA. In comparison with other conferences the intimate character
and the opportunity of a get together between experienced and young scientists was
mentioned to be positiv. Nevertheless for the further improvement of the meeting some
suggestions were made:

• The topics of the sections should be of general interest since too special topics would
sort out people and make them stay away.

• Offered talks should be made public to the participants by .internet before the
meeting.

• A "speakers corner" at the beginning or the end of each section with 5 minutes
time of free speech without any further discussion for anyone who likes to should
be established.

• From the organizers it was reminded that lecturers should tell their required time
early to ensure a good time planning.

• l'hc planning of the meeting is flexible enough to incorporate special wishes of
participants even during their stay at Oberwolfach.

'fhe discussion on this topic was closed by thanking the new organizers and the old
chairrnen which have resigned by own wish.



Scientific progress in rnechanics

A discussion about the limits of continuum mechanics for the prediction of deformati
on and fracture of materials and its uncertainties was opened. It was pointed out that
quantuunl nlechanics and the knowledge of atomic lattice behaviour is neccessary for
th~ understanding of material mechanics. G. Maugin presented his understanding of
interaction between time and length scale of physical properties on one hand and forces
and energy on the other (see figure below).

forces, energy

coupled fields
/

dissipation
.......~

length scale,
e = kl

........

fracture, phase transitions
time scale,
De =wr

Interaction between tilne, l~ngth and energy (G. Maugin )

H. Lippnlan added that there are large fluctuations of experimental results aimillg at
verification of non-elastic constitutive behaviour of continua or of generalized continua,
also of crystal plasticity approaches like those by Taylor, Sachs ete. and that there is a
nlathematical and physical inconsisten~y of elassical tools of continuum mechanics like
stress, strain or strain rates if they are e.xtended to microstructures. Furthermore, he
ohserved shortconlings of generalized continua, containing additional fields to represent _
special features of the discontinuum at meso- or microscale as for instance grain rotation •
(Crosscrat) or dislocation and slip dynamies. He reports that initial conditions or other
input data for (nulnerical) procedures consciously based on generalized continua are
genarally unknown. Therefore, nlore experiments should be carried out to verify mecha-
lIical theories. According to same participants an unhealthy developnlent in mechanics
is seen in the devclpoment of theories without the motivation of practical relevant pro
blelns. Furthernl0re, the usage of computers in science was discussed. A danger is seen in
a numeric.al dominated research since in a growing number of publications, the physical
background of numerically obtained results is not present. Moreover, it was mentioned
that mathematics should be developed along with the meehanics and that there should
be a doser cooperation with material science. The interdisdplinary interaction of this
three fields of research could give important inputs to each other.
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Polit.ical and social aspects of Inechanics

Essential it.enlS of the discussion were the financial support of research and its acknow
ledgelnent by the society. In the monetary support of investigation programnls, national
organisations become more and more substituted by organisations of the European Com
1l1unity (EC). 1'he flux of infornlation between EC-administration and universities should
bc in1provcd. In some countries (e.g. Italy) special bureaus are established by universities
to propose nlotions of financial support. Ta get financial support from the EC, resear
chers should set up collaborations between partners of different nations and different
disciplines. ~1ultinationa]ity and interdisciplinarity are the keywords of future research
activities. ~/loreover applied research in cooperation with industrial partners nUlst be.
ext.ended. lt was proposed that a European network of applied mechanics researchers
should be cst.ablished like the ones already existing in other scientific discipl;nes. Applied
lnechanics scientists must strengthen their efforts in convincing politicians anel public of
th(' lJsefulness of mechanical research especially to other technical branches.

9
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht35/1998

Komplexe Analysis

30.08.-05.09.1998

Die diesjährige Tagung Komplexe Analysis fand unter der Leitung von J.-P. Demailly
(Grenoble). K. Hulek (Hannover) und T. Petemell (Bayreuth) statt. Insgesamt nahmen
41 Mathematiker aus 8 Ländern an der Tagung teil und es wurden 19 Vonräge gehalten.
Einige der Schwerpunkte der Themen waren: Klassifikationstheorie. Mirrorsymmetrie und
Calabi-Yau-Varietäten. Gromov-Witten Invarianten, Abbildungen von Mannigfaltigkeiten.
Verschwindungs- und Dualitätssätze sowie homogene Räume und Gruppenoperationen. Das
Tagungsprogramm ließ viel Zeit für Diskussionen und für die Zusammenarbeit der Tagung
steilnehmer. was auch ausgiebig genutzt wurde.

Dank einer Unterstützung im Rahmen des EU..Programmes TMR (Training and Mo
bility of Researchers) konnten zusätzlich einige jüngere Mathematiker zu der Tagung
eingeladen werden. Dies ist einerseits eine hervorragende Förderung des wissenschaft
lichen Nachwuchses und gibt andererseits den etablierten Kollegen die Gelegenheit.
besonders begabte junge Mathematiker kennenzulernen.
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Abstracts

K. Amerik: Morphisms between smooth projective threefo/ds

(Partly joint work with A. Van de Ven (Leiden»

Theorem: If X. Y are smooth projective 3-folds such that b2(X) == b2(Y) == I andf: X 
Y is amorphism. then degj is bounded in tenns of the discrete invariants of X and Y
(Conjecturally this should be true for any dimension when Y i= IPn or an elliptic curve.)

The case where Y is of general type is trivial and the case where Y is Fano is proved using
the classification of Fano 3-folds. In the case when Y has trivial canonical class. there is the
following general result:

If X. Y are smooth projective of dimension 1l. if NS(X) =' NS(Y) ~ Z and if CI (y).== 0 in
H2(y~ IR). then the degree of a morphism j : X -+ Y is bounded unless Y is flat. i.e. is a
quotient A/ G where A is abelian and G is a finite fr~ely acting group.

In dimension 3. we prove that such a quotient Y == A/G cannot have b2(Y) == I. This result
is elementary for dimension 2 and 4, and we hope that. according to the conjecture. it should
be true in general.

D. Barlet: Transferring ampleness of the normal bundle to the incidence divisor

We present our recent joint work with Jon Magnusson (Iceland) on this subjecl. Dur motiva
tions for this problem came from

I) M. Kaddar: loeal construction of the relative fundamental class in Deligne cohomology
for an analytic family of n-cycles in a complex manifold Z. which allows to associate a line
bundle on Cn(Z) (cycle space of Z) to any codimension (n + I)-cycle in Z.

2) the problem to try to pass from positivity of the nonnal bundle in high codimension to a
codimension I analogue.

[) Incidence divisor: We explain how to build up a functorial Cartier divisor structure on
the incidence set in the following situation: Y C Z is a local complete intersection of codi
mension " + I in the manifold Z. (Xs )SES is an analytic family of ll-cycles in Z such that
p-I (Y) ~ S is finite and with an empty interior image (here t c S x Z is the graph of the
family and p : Z-. Z and 1t : Z -. S are the projeclions).

11) Integration of meromorphic cohomology classes. The main result is to huild up a func
torial map J.: Hl~il (Oz) -+ H(~YI(Os) in the previous setting. wh~ch is a filtered Inap (here
HI~I denotes the algebraic pan of the local cohomology. the filtration is given hy the inlagc

on the Ext~)l( Oz/ I;. -) where IA is the defining ideal of A and where v E N·). Wc dcnote
by 1:y the (Canier) incidence divisor constructed in I.

111) Transfer of ampleness. We explain that for Sand Y compact and Nr ..z ulnplc. \\'c are
able to build up a lot of sections of Nr.rl;. so with suitable hypotheses on tllc way thc l:YL'lcs
(XJ)SES meet Y. we get that the Kodaira dimension of [1:rl (as a linc bundlc in S) is Inaxifllal.
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IV) Transfer of metric. We explain how in our previous situation (but now conlpletely loeal
again) it is possible to define, in a natural way, a singular continuous metric on N!.rls f~om a

C2 metric on Ny /z and to get a rather precise control about the curvature.

A. Beauville: Camplex manifolds with splil tangent bundle

Let X be a compact Kähler manifold. We expect that any direct sum decomposition Tx =
ffiiE/Ei of its tangent bundle comes from a splitting of the universal covering space of X as a
product OiEI Vi, in such a way that the given decomposition Tx = ffiEi lifts to the canonical
decomposition Tnu; = EaTuj' We prove this assertion when X is a Kähler-Einstein manifold
or a Kähler surface. Simple examples show that the Kähler hypothesis is necessary.

M. de Catalda: The Douady space ofa camplex analytic smooth surface

(Joi!!t work with L. Migliorini (Florence»

Let X be a quasi-projective nonsingular complex surface. Göttsche computed'a generating
function for the Beui numbers of the Hilbert scheme x[n] of n-points on X. Nakajima used
this result to endow the vector space Ean>O H· (xln], Q) with a structure of irreducible highest
weight representa~ionof a certain Heisenberg I Clifford algebra associated with X.

Göttsche proved his fonnula using the Weil conjectures. Later, Göttsche-Sorgel proved the
same fomula using the Decomposition Theorem of Beilinson-Bemstein-Deligne( -Gabber)
and Saito.

We prove such a decomposition theorem for every complex analytic smooth surface (i.e.
not necessarily quasi-projective, e.g. non-Kähler) directly, i.e. using the geometry of thc
symmetrie producls of X and avoiding lhe methods of perverse sheaves.

In this more general context, the Hilbert schemes are replaced by the Douady spaces. More
over, choosing as incarnation für the constant complex on the Douady spaces the complex of
currents, the Decomposition Theorem is proved, not as a statement in the derived category.
but directly via a concrete morphism of complexes.

As consequences, we can prove the analogue of Göttsche's formulas and of Nakajima's
theorem for X an arbitrary complex analytic smooth surface.

In addition, it has been noted that the dimensions of the topological K-theory of xl"j (Q
coefficients) coincide with the corresponding equivariant K-theory KSn (X"). Bezruka\'niko\'
Ginzburg prove that this is realized· by a natural isomorphism. We propose a similar natural
isomorphistn by a different method which sterns from the Decomposition Theorem.

f: Catanese: Singular bidouble covers and the construction of inleresting alKebraic
surfaces

I descrihc work in progress motivated by the foUowing problem raised by Enriques:



Problem: Construct surfaces with Pg == 4, birationaJ canonicaJ map 'PI. and K2 high,

Franchetta constructed such surfaces with K 2 == 6~ ... ~ 10 (K2 = 5 being obvious). Burniat
obtained the vaJues K2 = J I.... ~ 16. Enriques had conjectured that K2

=: 24 shoukJ be (he
maximum possible.

Theorem: There exists such a surface with Pg == 4, <1>1 birational, K2 == 28.

The result is based on a systematic study of bidouble covers, that is, finite flat Galois covers
with group (71/2)2. A basic model is as folIows: consider the equations

(

XI WI W2)
rk WI X2 W3 == 1

W2 W3 X3

describing the cone over the Veronese surface V. V ~ IP2, and if we take coordinates (Yi) in
1JD2 such that Xi = yf, "\.'k = Yi)'j, then the projection 7t: V ~ IP2 given by the diagonal entries is
the standard model of abidouble cover p2 ---. p2, (y;) 1-+ (Xi == y7). There is indeed a structure
theorem for bidouble covers, which, in case where the base is smooth, stales:

Structure Theorem (Catanese, Hahn-Miranda): Let Y~ X be a finite flat (Z/2)2 cover. wirh
char k i- 2. Then there exist Hne bundles L; on X, with coordinate W;. and divisors Dj on X.
with equation (Xj) such that Y is defined, in the total space of the vector bundle LI ft L2 -+ L.~.

by equarions (*).

A basic formuJa is that. since Y is C-M, 1t.(1)y = Olx EB EBiOlX(L;}.

One observes that Y is smooth if the divisors Dj are smooth and transversal.

Bur one can relax on this assumption, and then take a minimal resolution S of Y. One studies.
in the case of surfaces. how a tripJe (PI ~J12~J.l3) of multipJicities at a point p (of the respecrive
divisors Di) affect K2 and X. One has a small lable

( l, I, I) K 2 1 I X= same,
(3,1,0) K 2 1 J X1 J,

(2.2.0) K2 14 X1 I,
(2,1,0) K 2 1 1 Xequal.

Therefore. if we want to wive weil in surface geography. the first two singuJarities are very rA.
good. For instance. P. Bumiat used In (1,1,1) points and 3 (3.1) points to construct surfaces .,
with p~ = 0 and K~ = 6 -111 (0::; nl :::; 4). He chose for Dj 3 lines through a point in p2.

A. Gathmana: Gromov-Witten- aad degeneration invariants

The goal of degeneration invariants is to determine numbers of curves in a smooth COlllpkx
projective variety X satisfying incidence conditions with given generic suhvariclies of X. anti
in addition satisfying certain multiplicity condilions to a fixed hypcrsurface Y C X, WC will
restriet our aUcntion (0 curves of genus zero.

To state ehe idea of (he degeneration techniques.let Y c X hc given and considcr thc cxanlplc
that one wants to count rational curves in X (with givcn homology cJass) inlc:rsc:c(ing gen~rü:
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1",

points PI . .... P" EX. One then moves one Pi after the other away from its generic posilion
such that it now lies in Y. In each such "degeneration step", some of the curves satisfying the
incidence conditions will become reducible. splitting off an irreducible component conlained
in Y. The other components will in general have higher multiplicities to Y at the point wherc
they meet the component contained in Y. The number of these reducible curves can then be
calculated recursively by the same methods. similarly to the Gromov-Winen case.

R. Vakil has developed these techniques for the case where X = 1FT and Y is a hyperplane. If
one wants to generalize these methods to the case of arbitrary X and Y. one needs a theory
of virtual fundamental c1asses for the moduli spaces under consideration. This has heen
established so far in the case where X = 1FT and Y is an arbitrary (possibly non-convex)
smooth hypersurface. In this case. one can use the Veronese embedding of degree deg Y.
such that Y becomes a hyperplane section in X. This embedding can be used to deflne virtual
fundamental classes on the moduli spaces considered. and to carry over the results of Yakil to
the hypersurface case. As a result. one gets relations between the Gromov-Witten invariants
of X and Y and the degeneration invariants of Y C X.

M. Gross: Mirror symmetry and special Lagrangian librations

We gave a refined version of the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow mirror symmetry ~onjecturc.

Roughly putt this says that mirror pairs of Calabi-Yau manifolds X and X possess special
Lagrangian T"-fibrations f: X -+ Band J: X-+ B which are "dua)"'.

The refined version of this conjecture gives a hint as to how to construct symplectic and conl
plex structures on the mirror. The complex structure on X is determined by a holomorphü:
n-form Q. and the symplectic structure by the Kähler form <.t> of a Ricci-flat metric. Thc
form (l) along with a B-field!1. E H 1(B~ R1f/R/7l) should determine the complex s"tructurc on
X, while Q should determine the symplectic form ö> on X. We gave a detailed explanation
of how the lauer is accomplished. along with some suggestion of how the former might hc
accomplished.

s. He/mke: Global generation of iJdjoint linear systems

In 1985 T. Fujita raised the following

Conjecture A: Let X be a smooth projective variety over C and H an anlplc divisor on X.
Then IKx +nlHI is base point free if 111 > " = dimX or if 111 =" and H" > ].

The case X = 1P" with a hyperplane section H shows that the bound on '" is optinlal. Latcr
this was generalized to the

Conjecturc B: Let (X.~) be KLT, projective and L a nef divisor on X such that L" > ,,'1 and
Kx + ~ + L is Cartier. If x E Bs(Kx +.~ + L). then there is a subvariety Z 3 x such that
LtlZ< "c/. \\'here cl = dimZ.

Clearly conjccture B implies conjecture A. In the talk I explained sonle tcchniquc \\'hich
leads to a proof of conjecture B at least if X is smooth of dimension ~ 5.



y. Ka wamata: Deformations of canonical singularities and invsriance of plurigenera

I reported some reeent progress on the extension problem of plurieanonical forms from a
divisor to the ambient space. The main theorems are as folIows:

Theorem I (Siu, K., Nakayama): Let f : X ~ S be a proper ftat morphism of algebraie
varielies. Assume that the fibers /-1 (5) = Xs have onl)' canonieal singularities und that the
gene~ic fiber Xll satisfies (he abundance condition: K(Xll ) == v(Xll ). Then the plurigenera
Pm (Xs) are eonstant on s far aJI m ~ O.

Theorem 2 (K., Nakayama): Let f : X ~ S be a flat deformation of singularities. Assume
that a fiber Xs has only canonical (resp. terminal) singularities. Then so have all the nearby
tibers.

The proof uses a trieky induetion on multiplier ideals developed by Siu.

S.. Kebekus: Quasihomogeneous projective t~reefolds

Let X be a smooth projective threefold and G a connected algebraic group acting alge
braically on X. In this context all steps of the minimal model program are equivariant. If one
assurnes additionally that G acts almost transitively, Le. that the G-aetion has an open orbit.
then [he minimal model program always leads to a contraction of fiber type over a base Y.
i.e. 10 a Mori fiber space. In this talk we cJassify these varieties in the case where G is linear
algebraic and not solvable.

The assumption ulinear algebraie" is made to rute out vacieties which are bundles over their
Albanese torus.

The following are the main examples which occur in the classification. Here a "linear bun
dIe'" is a variety of the form IP(E). where E is a vector bundle. Call IP(E) "splitting'" if E
iso

• The special Fano vacieties Vs and Vt2'

• The weighted projective spaces P(I, 1.2.3) and P(l.1. J,2}'

• Varielies over Y ~ IP'I which are locally isomorphie 10 adeformalion of a quadrie e
surface, and eertain quotients of these varieties.

• Singular varieties arising as very special quotients of splitting linear IF'I-bundles over
y ~lF'2.

• Linear lPt-bundles over Hirzebruch surfaces Y whieh are constructed froln a trivial1F 1

bundle by repeatedly perfonning cenain welJ-described elementary transfonnations.

c. Laurent: Same new separation theorems (ar the Dolbeau" cohomo/ol!Y

(Joint work with Jürgen Leiterer. Berlin)
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We use Serre duality for cohomology with support to prove the following theorem:

!heorem: Let X be an Il·dimensional complex manifold which is q-concave-q* -convex. I :s
q ~ 11 - I and I ~ q* :s 11. and E a holomorphic vector bundle over X. We denote by <I>
the family of closed subsets of X which are compact at the concave end of X, then the dual
family <1>* of <I> consists of all closed subsets of X which are compaet at the convex end of
X. The following three statements hold:

(i) If max(q + I. q*) ~ r ~ 11, then dimH~r(X ~ E) < +00.

(ii) IfO ~ r ~ min(n -q~ll-q*+ I), then H~·:(X.E·) is separated.

(iii) If 0 S; r ~ min(n - q - I, II - q*), then dimH~·:(X, E*) < +00.

From this theorem we deduee the following results:

Corollary I: Let X be an n·dimensional complex manifold. 11 ~ 3, which is q-concavc
(n - q)-convex, I S; q ::; 11 - I. If q < ~, then for any vector bundle E over X. Ho.lJ-q(X. E)
is separated.

Corollary 2: Let Y be a compact complex space of dimension Il, whose singular s~t S consists
of a finite number of points. Set X = Y\S, let some subset So of S be fixed and q~note by <1>

the family of aJl closed subsets C of X such that Y\C is a neighborhood of So.. Then for any

holomorphic vector bundle E over X, H~n-I (X ~ E) is separated.

R. Lazarsfeld: Vanishing theorems and the effective N~lIstellensatz

In recent years. there has been a great deal of interest in the effective NulistelIensatz for
homogeneous ideals in C[To~ ... ~ Tn ]. In joint work with L. Ein, we prove a statetncnt which
strengthens in several respects and clarifies the geometrie underpinnings of results of Brow
nawelI and Kolhir and others. The result is the following:

Theorem: Let X be a smooth complex projective variety of dimension Il. let L Oe an amplc
line bundle on X. and let DI . ... ~ Dm E ILI be divisors in the corresponding linear serie~.

where for simplicity we suppose that the Dj have no common eomponents. Set B == 1JI n
... nD", (scheme-theoretic intersection). Z = Bred, and) = lOx( -D;) C Ox the ideal shcaf
of B. Then there exists a canonical decomposition Z = U~= I Z; of Z as a union of I irreducihle
and reduced subvarieties, plus integers r; > O. such that one has:

(i) Lr; degL(Z;) ~ d~gL(X) = fxc,(L)".

(ii) Jlrdll+llj n··· nJ!r,(II+I)! c J. where )Irl = r-th symbolic power of)' (so )i,.j is the sheaf
ZI Z, z, z, z,

of germs of funetions vanishing to order ~ r at the general point of Z;).

(iii) if A is a line bundle on X such that A (9L -(11+1) is ample. and if.\" E r(x. (Jx(Kx +A))

is a section vanishing to order ~ r,(" + I ) on Z;. then we can write J == 1.\")"). where J, E

r(x. ~(Dj)) is the section defining Dj. and hi E r(x. (Jx(Kx +A - L}).

Previous work corresponds (0 the case X = IP".

1\-'. 1\1ella: Applic8tions of L~LC minimal centers to projecth'e 2eomelr.\'
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A nlorphism f : Y ----. X with conneeted fibers between normal varieties is called Fano-Mori
ir -Kr is f-ample. To such a morphism is naturally associated a line bundle Land a rational
number r. and the holomorphie sections of L help to understand the geometry of f : Y - X.

Using the' Kawamata Base Point Free teehnique and the notion and properties of CLC mini
mal centers we answer some problems coneeming seetions of L for special values of r.

In particular we prove the Mukai conjecture, concluding in such a way the Mukai classifica
tion. and the Andreatta-Wisniewski conjecture about relative base point freeness of L when
dimF(f) ~ r+ l.

Y; Miyaoka: On the canonical degree ofcurves on a surface ofgeneral type

Let X be a smooth projective (or compact Kähler) manifold over C and C c X an irreducible.
possibly singular. curve of geometrie genus g. Then we can show

Theorem: Ir Kx is oef. then the "canonical degree" KC is bounded from above by a function
in 'R{C). ci(X) and C2(X).

In particular. if X is a surface of general type, we have

Corollary: The number of rational I elliptic curves on a surface of general type is bounded
by a function depending only on the diffeomorphism type of the surface.

The proof of the theorem is obtained by closely looking at the symmetrie tensors of nk and
their restrietion to the eurve C. which are highly unstable whenever C has large canonieal
degree compared to the genus.

\it: Oxbury: SO(8)-bundles and trigonal curves

Let (C.g~) be a trigonal curve and G(C) = {(P!q) E C x<c Ig~ - p - q effective} the associ
ated Galois S-,-curve over pi. A Galois Spins-bundle (on C) means a Spinx-bundle F - G(C)
such that for all R E S.~ one has g. F = FK. where FK denotes the triality action on the structure
group.

The talk described recent work with S. Ramanan (TIFR. Bombay) in wh ich we construct a
moduli space Me of such (semistable) bundles with propenies: e
(i) SUc(2) ~ Me as semistable boundary (SUc(2) = moduli space of semistable rank 2
veetor bundles E ----. C with det E := 0).

(ii) Me is smooth of dimension 7g(C) - 14 away from SUc(2).

8
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Prym(C.ll) - Recillas

(iii) for all 11 E Jc(2]\ {O} non-trivial 2-torsion point there exists a commutative diagram

Jac(R)

I
SUR(2)

I
SUc(2y'------- Me·

I explained the motivation for these constructions from the case x(C) = 4. where we expect
Mc~ unique Heisenberg-invariant quartic in 1201 ~ pl5 singular along the image of SUc(2).

s. Usui: Partial compactification ofarithmetic quotients of class;fy;ng spaces of Hodge
structures -. ~;. < .

(Joint work with Kazuya Kato)

This work is an attempt to add "points at infinity" to the classifying space of polarized Hodge
structures (PH for short) of arbitrary weight. It bases on the following two ideas~ ..

(I) We introduce the notion of upolarized log Hodge structures" (PLH for short). PLH is
defined by using the theory of logarithmic structures of Fontaine-lIlusie and it works weil
in the analysis of degenerations of PH. Dur principle is that we can enlarge the dassifying
space of PH as D := (classifying space of PH) c (classifying space of PLH) == (spacc of
nilpotent orbits). --

(2) We introduce the notions of "generalized analytic spaces" and "generalized fs log ana
Iytic spaces". In fact, our extended space f\Dr :> r\D is not in general an analytic spacc.
Sometimes. it is like the space S:= {(x.y) E C2

1x:l O} U {(O.O)}. The space r\l)r and th~

above space S are "generalized analytic spaces" or even "generaJized fs log analytic spaccs".
A crucial point is that. to endow a structure of "generalized analytic space" on such aho\'c
set S. we endow it with the so-called "strong topoJogy" which is strictly strongcr than thc
topology as a subspace of C2•

Dur main result says that the "generalized fs log analytic space" r\/Jr. is a nloduli spacc 01'
polarized log Hodge structures. This reaJizes one of the dream.'i of Griftirhs in Bull. AMS 76
(1970).

This work is a continuation of the study (Usui. Töhoku J. Math. 47 (1995)) on a pan 01' r\/)r.
and is also a continuation of the study (K. Kato and C. Nakayama. Prcpuhl. Uni\'. Tokyo
UTMS95-16) on logarithmic complex gconletry. We use Schmid's thenry in the proofs.

Remark: In the case D being a Hermitian symmetric domain. our r\/Jr (oincidcs with a
toroidal compactitlcation of Mumford et al. So ours are generalizations of thcirs.

c. Voi.~;n: The Griffith... 1!roup of a 1!eneral (~a/abi- }'au threefold ;.~ nol finilely 1!ener
sted



If X is a smooth projective complex variety. dimX = 11. one defines the intermediate Ja
cobians of X as folIows: j2k-I(X) = H2k-I(X.C)/(FkH2k-I(X)ffJH2k-I(X.Z)). where
F kH2k-1 (X) = ff:),,?:k HP.2k-l-p(X).

The AbeJ-Jacobi map <I1 is defined on [he group B1,om (X) of eyeles homoJogous to zero.
with values in )2k-1 (X) ~ Fn-I<+ 1H 2n - 21<+ I (X)j H2n-2k+1 (X! Z). It assoeiates to Z =ar the
element Ir E F"- k+ 1H 2n - 2k+ 1(X). which is well-defined up to the periods.

One knows that if the eomplex torus J 2k - 1(X) does not eantain any non-trivial complex
subtorus with tangent space cantained in Hk-J.k(X) C TJ2k-1 (X). the AbeJ-Jacobi map fac
tors through the countable group Grifr(X) = B~()m(X)jB~'$(X). This is the case if X is a
general Calabi-Yau threefold and k = 2. We prove the followlng, whieh generalizes theorems
of CJcmens and Griffiths.

Theorem: Let X be a non-rigid CaJabi-Yau threefoJd. Then (Im <1>x,) 0 Q is infinite-dimen
sional over Q für a general defonnation X, of X" In particular, Griff(X,) 0 Q is infinite
dimensional over Q.

J. Winkelmaßß: Compact manifolds with large automorphism groups

'For areal Riemannian differentiable manifold M of (real) dimension 11 the dimension of
. the group of isometries is bounded by ~. If this bound is reaehed. then M Inust be
isomorphie to ooe of the foHowing: Hn, Rn, lPn(lR), sn. By [he theorem of Bochner und
Montgomery for every compaet complex inanifold X the automorphism grüup Aut(X) has
the structure of a finite dimensional complex Lie group. In view of the above nlentioned fact
on Riemannian manifolds it is natural [0 ask whether there exists abound on the dinlension of
the automorphism group whieh depends only on. the dimension of X. For arbitrary compact
eomplex manifolds this is wrong: Easy counterexamples are provided by the Hirzebrueh
surfaees. On the' other hand. results of Borel and Remmert imply that dirn Aut(X) :S 11

2 + 211
for every Kähler compaet homogeneaus eomplex manifold X and that this bound is achieved
only for X ~ IPIl (C). Remmert raised the question whether the Kähler assumption in this
statement is reaHy neeessary. Akhiezer proved that there is some function f : N ~ N such
that dimAut(X) ~ j(dimX) für every compact eomplex homogeneous manifoJd X. In an
article which is accepted for publication in the Inventiones mathematicae. we (D. Snow and .1
J. Winkelmann) show lhallhere is a sequence of compacl complex homogeneous manifolds e
Xt with dim(Xt) = 3k+ 1and dimAut(Xk ) ~ 3k+3k

• Thus (he bound f(l1) für rhe dimension
of Aut(X) eannot be hetter than exponential in dimX. ~

J. Wolf: Complex ßag manifolds and double libration transforms

Let G be a eomplex semisimple Lie group. Qa parabolic subgroup. Z = G/Q Ihe correspon<.J
ing complex flag manifold. and Go a real form of G. There are only tinitcly Inany Go-orhils
on Z. Cenain of these orbits give a geometrie construetion of. and lead to analyti<.: infornla
lion on. the tempered representations of Go. Those are the irreducihle unirary rcprc:scntalions
that occur in the Plancherel fonnula for Go. in other words that are invol\'ed in the kft regular
representation of Go on L2( Go). ~~wever there are many other irreducihle lInitary rcrr~sen-
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tations. Those others occur in interesting situations but are not yet weil understood. Here I
indicate an approach that may be useful.

Fix an open orbit D = Go(z) in Z. If Ko is an appropriate maximal compact ~ubgroup of Go
then Y = Ko(z) is a complex submanifold of Z. That done. the '"linear cycle space" Mn ==
component of Y in {gY Ig E G and gY contained in D} is aStein manifold. Also. D is (s +
I )-complete where Y has complex dimension s. So one expects cohomology only in degree
s for negative vector bundles E -+ D. Now consider the double fibration v : WlJ = {(:.'. y') E

D x MD Iz' E Y'} -+ Mo, J.I: Wo -+ D, and a sufficiently negative homogeneous holomorphic
vector bundle E -+ D. For various reasons one expects to capture certain representations of .
Go in the fonn of Frechet space representations as its action on HS(D: O(E)). But estimates
on the subquotient space HS(D; O(E)) are not so easy. so one tries to carry that analytic
problem over to a problem of estimating functions on the Stein manaifold M/). For this one
wants

(a) a natural injection j: HS(D; O(E)) -+ HS(WD.; O(J.l"'E)) by pul1back and tensor over the
structure sheaf of WD,

(b) a natural injection HS(WD; O(J.l·E)) -+ HO(Mo; RS
( O(Ji*E))) by the Leray spectral se

quence of the proPer holomorphic map v, and

(c) explicit description of the image of the composite map P : HS(D; O(E)) - HO(Mn;
RS

( O(J.l·E))). .

Thai composite map is the double fibration transform. The most famous casc is the Penrosc
transform, where Go =: SU(2~2). In any case the description should be in terms 01' a systclll
of PDE from which one can make good apriori estimates.

Here I describe what I know about these double fibration transforms in the case whcre Goi Ku
is a bounded symmetrie domain. This is joint work with Roger Zierau (Oklahonla).
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The conference \\··as org'anized by RH I\:irby (ßerkeley), \\l. LÜc.k Uvliinster)
aud E.C;. R,ees (Edinburgh). There were about 50 participants frOll} all over
the \\"orld alld 19 talks on new developlnents in different. brauches of tOI ology.

Tonl Farrell gave aseries of 3 talks Oll topological rigidity, \vhere he
calculated \Vhitehead groups and reported on the state of the art concerning ,
the Borel eonjecture and related questions. (Hher talks dealt for exanlple .
with 3-Jnallifülds anel orbifolds. gTOUp actiülls. (higher diInellsional) knot
theory. concordance theory and foliations.

C~ratefullyackllowleclged \\~a.C) the pleasent atlnosphere created by the statt·
of the Institute. It helped to stiJnulate lively discussions and exchange be
t\veen thc participants.

Dank einer Unterstützung im R,aluuen des EU-Prograuuues T!vIR. (Train
ing alld ~:Iobility of R,esearchers) konnten zusätzlich einige jüngere ~1athe

11latiker zu der Tag'ung eingeladen werden. Dies ist einerseits eine hei'voITa
gende FClrderung des wissenschaftlichen ~achwtlchses und gibt allderer~eits

den etablierten Kollegen die Gelegenheit. besonders begabte junge ~lathe

luatiker kennenzuJernen.
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Abstracts of the talks

Alejandro Adern
Groups, Actions and Cohomology Calculations

In this lectltre we describe a nlethod for constructing free actions of finite
grOtlps Oll a product of two sphen~s. as a hy-produet of a general n'sltlt ahnllt
G'-C\V COlllplcxes with rank onf> isotrop~' subgroups.

\Ve prove t.hat a finite p-group acts fred~' on such a product if (lud ollly _.
if it does not contaill a subgroup isolllorphic to 7l/p x 'Z/p x Z/p. ,.

\Ve also show that allY rank 2 silnple group acting freely Oll such n space
cannat act via a product action on each factor, and ,ve explicitly construct
1'ree actions 1'01' the simple groups A;-), L;,(2), (ia(3) and [i:,(4}. An approach
for general rank 2 silnple groups \\ras also outlined. it involves using the Iocal
structure 01' the grollp. This is joint work with .Jeft· Sluith.

Michel Boileau
Geon1etrization of 3-orbifolds of cyclic type

'This a joint work with Joan Porti. \\Te glVf~ a conlplet(· pronf 01" t 11('
followillg Theorelll:

Theorem. (Thurstoll's ()rbifold Theorelll) Let 0:' be a cotnpncL COll

llected~ oriented~ irreclucible. anel boundary incolnpressible 3-orbifold 01' cyclic
type. If 0:' is topologically atoroidal anel anannular, Jhen er' is geolnetric
(i.e. O:i adlnits either a hyperbolic. a Euclidean, 01' Seifert fibered strncture).

·This Theorelll was anllollllced b~,' Thurston in 1982 and lu:.leetllred aholl't
it. but 110 c:olllplf'te proo1' has beeIl '''Titten hefore. A different proof 01' this
Theorelll is also allnounced by D. Cooper. C~. Hodgson aud S. Kerckhoff.
Here is an applicatioll of this Theorenl to the geoluetrization 01' 3-luanifolds
\Vi th nOB trivial synllnetries.

Corollary. Let 1\1 he a conlpact orientable i~Teclllcible 3-luanifold.
Let G' be a finite group 01' orientation preserving diffecJlllOrphislllS actillg
on 1\1 with non-trivial allel cyclic stahilizers. Then there exists a (possibly
eUlpty) G-invariant fanlily of disjoint incolnpressible tori which splits lvf into
C;-invariant gecl111f'tric pieces.

Definitions. Thc orbifold O:i is said to be of cyclic type if its ralnifica
tioll locus Eo is a non-elnpty 1-dilllensional subluanifold of thc llllderlying
JnanifolclIO:'I. which is transverse to the boundary Dlertl.

Idea of the proof: TIH' Inain .tool is Inetrics of constant. CllrvatuH' with
COlle siugularities.
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Definition. \\Te define a cone tna71ifold 0/ curvat71re /\- to be a SBlooth
Inallifold equipped with a singular Inetric of COllstallt Cllrvature !{ so that the
:-;inguJar set is a }·ditllensional subillanifold and the singularity is 01' COlle typP
described by an angle. A hyperbolic stl"llcture Oll the orbifold erl iuchlces a
cone Inanifold struclure of curvature !\" = -1 on the llnderlyiug' 3-lnallifold
lerll· .

The first step is to lllake SOUle topological reductions so that one CUll
aSSU))le that the coulpJenlent oE the ratnification locHs '0:1

1 - Eo achllits a

eOlllplete hyperbolic structure of finite voluBle. Next, \ve cOllsider hyper
balie cone structures on (0:·' 'with singular locus LOJ and sInall cone angles.
Such structures are provided by Thurston 's hyperbolic Dehn filling Theorenl.

l\·1oreover tl~e cone angles. of hyperbol.ic eone structures :all be perturbed U.:~;

the space ot rOlle allgles tor hyperbohc rone struct ures IS open). Thus \\,p tl:.Y
to increase the allgles aud look at all po~siblt' accidellts that cau uceur. Tl'{:~
tool f01" studyillg sequences of cOlle luanifolds is: '.

Theorem. (COll1pactness TheoreIn) Let ((·,I . .r"),,EN be a sequellce 01'

pointed rone 3-tuanifolds (cone 3-Il1anifolds with base point) such that

• the curvature of C'n is COllstant allel contained in [-1 ~ OJ ~

• the injectivit.'y radius of ~r.n is ~ a > O.

• the COlle ung]es are in lw. iTL \vith iJ.,' > 0

Then (('n. ;l:n) has a convergent subsequence for the pointed bi-Lipschitz
topology.

ßy using this theOrC111 we prove that any scquence of hyperbolic cone
luanifolds güing to the limit of hyperbolicity collapses (i.e. the injectivÜy
radius goes to zero). If we rescale this sequence, then either it converges to
a cOlupact Euclidean cone ßlanifold, or one .can prove that there is a Seifert
fibration on the orbifold. To prove it; the main tools are:

• Tllt~rston ~s classification of nOn-COl1lpact Euclidean cone nlanifolds with
COlle angles .$ 1r

• Hanliltou's Theorenl Oll the Rjrci ftow on 3-1llanifoJds of HOB-negative
R.icci curvature.

• (;r0I110V'S voIunle and ideas related to (~ronl0v's Isolation Theoren1.

• Standard techniques of 3-dimensional topology: Ilonahon-Siebelunann 's
characteristic splitting of a cOJnpact irreducibJe 3-orbifoJd, Dunbar's
construction of astrang hierarchy für an irreducible sufficiently large
cornpact 3-orbifoJd without essential turnover. ...
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Anand Dessai
Synlmetries of homotopy complex projective spaces

The talk covers extensions given in [DeDS] 01' SOHle parts of tny thesis (cf.
[De!JG)). Let Af he a hOlllotopy C,plll. i.e. j\l is a stllooth elosed 111anifold
hC)}l1otopy equivalent to the 'IIl-dill1ellSiollal c01l1plex projeetive space. \Ve
c:onsider the followillg question:

\Vhat..call olle 5ay about 1\4. e.g. its Pontrjagill elasses, if At Clthnits an aetioll _
of a conlpact Lie group by orientation preserving diffeoIllorphislllS'! •

K.H. Dovennann and 1\'1. 1\·1asuda have sho\vn that infinitely tnany hOlllotopy
Cp:1 's achni t an effective Z / pZ-actions for every odel prinle p. In the foII(nving
we will concentrate on 81nall cOlnpact Lie groups of positive ditncnsioll. in
partic\tlar on SI. Pin(2) and S:J. \Ve asstune a11 actions are ahnost etfec:tivf-'.
i.e. tht:' hOlllolllOrphis111 to the diffec)Jnorphislll grou}) has finite kernel.

In [Pe72] ·T. Petrie conjectured that. if AI achnits an action hy SI. tltf'

tot.al Pontrjagin dass of 1\1 has the standard fonn p(J1) = (1 + .,.1)"1+1 (.,. is
a generator 01" H'l(A!f;Z)). ·This conjecture is kllown to be tnw if In Ol' tlw
nll~nbf:!r of connected cOlllponcnts of the fixed point Inanifold AI·,,·J is lt~ss t.hall
5. Hattori (cf. [Ha78]) proved the conjecture if j\1 acltnits an Sl-equivariallt
stable ahllost cOlllplex structure with first ehern dass <'1(1\1) = (In + 1) ..,..
()ur Inain resul t is the following

Theorem.IDe9a] Let AI be a honlotopy cpm \vith Pt (1\'1) = b· .r2 . As
SUI1H' Pin(2) aets Oll i\tJ \\'ith fixed point and aets trivia11y Oll the integral
COhoIllology ring. Thell b ~ln + 1 and

pdAJ) = (nI. + 1)· .r2 => p(Al) = (1 + .r~)'n+l.

If the Pin(2)-action extends to S:l and lH is even the conditiolls oli thc actioll
are ilutolnatically satisfied.

Corollary. Thc Petrie conjecture holds if lv/ is a hOlll0tOpy CP'u, with _
S:\-action and pdAf) = (111. + 1)· ;r~. .,

In part.ictl1ar if k' ~ 3 there are infinitely Inany h0I110tOpy Cp~k'S \Yith stall-
dard first POlltrjagill class which da not acltnit an S:J-aetion. The proof of tlw
theorenl uses ascries of indices of twisted Spinc-Dirac operators y( At. V. I'F)
whieh generalizes the elliptic and the \Vit ten genus to Spi nl.:-llli.\llifolds (\,.
and Bi are veetar bundles üver lvI).

The idea is thc follüwing: Consider SI '--+ Pin(2). ()ne can show that tllt~

SI-action lifts to any fixed Spill c -structure of 1\,1. For the right choiccs of F
and 1:V the 5 1-action also lifts to these bundles. Using the- Lefschetz fixf~d
point fonnula in equivariant j(-t.heory üne shows that the equivariant index
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~'''''I (Al~ I'P, Hi) extends to a holoI110rphic Jacobi fnllction F of negative index.
TI is illlplies that Fand also ",,(1\1, V, H/) vallish identir.ally. The v3njshiug of""t .\,f, l;. I'V) gives relations for the characteristic nUlllbers of i\-I. 'The 1l11111bl~r
of relations depends on b. If b ~ /11 + 1 there are t.oo lllany relations alld Olle
derives a cOlltradictioll. If b = 111 + 1 thell there are cllough relation':') to force
p(Jl) = (1 + ;r:l)m+l.

This technique Illay be used to study Pin(2)-action Oll luanifolds other than
hOJ))otopy epm 's~ e.g. homotopy complete intersections or 4-IuanifoJds (for
details see [De9S] ).

[DenG I A. Dessai: R.igidity theorenls for Spin':-lnallifnld:-; and applications~
thesis Univ. of ?\1ainz (199G)

(DdJS I A. Dessai: Spin"-Illanifolds with Pin(2)-aetioll, ~lIblllitted (1998)

[Ha7S ] A. Hattc)!'i: Spin('-structures anel Sl-actiolls./uvcnt. Matlt. 48 (1978).,
7-31

(Pf'72 ] T. Petrie: Snlooth Sl-actiolls on hOIllotOpy COlllpJCX projective spaces
allel rcJated topics, Dull. Math. Soc. 78 (ID72), 10[)-103

F .T, Farrell
Topological Rigi~ity I - 111

\Iy firf':it t.wn talks reported Oll joint work \Virh LowelJ J01H.'S. T'alk 1 gfl\'~:,
SOHle caleuJations of \Vhi tellead groups.

Theorem 1. Let i\1 be a cJosed non-positively curved R.ielnannian lllau
ifokL thell l,tJh( irl A1) = O.

Addendum. If '~closed" is replaced by "coIl1plete anel A-regular" , then
the eoncJusion is stiJI true.

Theorem 2. Let ir he a eliscrete cocoJ))pact subgroup of a (virtual1y
conllec.:ted) Li(;~ grOll}) allel r he an arhitrary snbgroup ur ir. 'Thcll there is Cl
spectraJ sequeuce wi th

cOllverging to H1hp+q(f).

Remarks. Here E i8 a universal f-space with rcspect to the c:iass of
virtually cyclic subgroups: :rl' is the isotropy subgroup of ~r. E E; ltVhq is a
bi-infinit.e sequcnce 01' functors related t,o I\-q ,vith ll·h I = H/h.

Theorem 3. I/Fh(f) = () where r is allY Diallchi grollp.



Theorell1 3 is joint work of myself with E. nerkove~ D. .Tuan-Pilleda. alld
1(. Pearson. It is proved using an extension of Theorenl 2.

Talk 2 gave partial results on Borel ~s COlljecture; SOtne applications or
these restllts~ anel a discussion of a snl00th aualogue 01' Dorers Conjeeture.
Let Q be the class consisting 01' the funclanlental groups 01' cOlllpletc. A
regular. llon-positi'vely c\lrved InCllli1'olds.

Theorem 4. A Inani1'old j\tl (possibly llon-cOlnpact and possibly DA! =I
~f)) is topologically rigid provided

1. iTn (1\1) = 0 for n ~ 1

2. iT.(A1) E Q

3. di1n( 1\1) i= 3,4.

Cor lllary 1. Let AI and lV be closed cOInplete affine Hat Inalli1'olds with
iSOl110rphic flludalnclltal grotlps aud diln(lv/) ;/= 3.4. thcll Al is hOnH~()]llOrphi('

to iV.

Corollary 2. Let lvI be a elosed aspheri('~d Inanifold \vith 711 C\.J) E 9
and let F be a finite subgroup of ()ut( ir] J.1). Then F is realizecl by a group
of self-hCHlleOl110rphisms of }\1 provideel

1. 7r1 (!\1) has trivial center~

2. the llnique group extension of F hy ;Tl (Jll) is torsion-free:

3. diln( A1) i= 3.4.

Theorem 5. Für every integer n ~ 6, there exists a pair of closed nega
tively curved n-diluensional R.ienlannian tuanifolds I'v! ancl jV anel a hC)Jl1eo
lllorphislll f : 1\4 -+ lV such that the unique harnl0nic lllap .i hC)Jllotopic to
f is not univalent. Furthennore. LV has COllstant -1 sectional curvatures.

Theoreln ,:) is joint \\:ork of Lowell .Iones. tnyself ancl Peclro ()lltanecla.
Talk 3 gave an application of a variant of Theorenl 2 (due to Lo\vell

.Tones and tnyself) to the pure braid group C',. on n strings. Altliough it. is
unkllown \vhether Cu E Q. C.S. Aravinda, S.I~. R,oushon and 1l1yself proved
the followillg result.

Theorem 6. Hih(Cn ) = () for all n. Also ](·o(Zln) = () and b':i(ZC'II) = ()
for all i < O.

John Jones
Circle actions on symplectic manifolds and the signature

G
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P H.Kropholler
Classifying spaces relative to the fanlily of finite subgroups of a
group

In joint work with ~'lislin we stndy algehraic criteria "'hieh illlply th<.'
existcllce of finite dilnensional classifying spaces relative to the faJuily of
finite suhgroups. ()ur results can be regarded as a variation on thc classical
fact that a group achnits a finite dirnensiollaIEilenberg-~1acLanespace if and
only if it ha.'5 finite COholuological ditnension.

()ur construction Inakes use of thc poset of non-trivial finite sllbgroups
A(G) of a Rroup C;. whieh has the property that for each H E A(Cr'). the
sllbpos(·t .\{C)JI is contrac.tible.

As au applicatioll W(, show that HF-groups of typP F P:v and alsu those"
HIF-gr()llp~ with diuIA < ·Xi always adlllit nuite diJnellSioual classifyillg
spaCl'S.

Constrllctions using A( G) are closely relateel to techniques using the
posets Sp( C;) anel ..4p(G) in the representation theory of finite groups. It
is an open <{nestion for which groups G. A( G) is equivariantly hOlllotopy
equivalcllt to a finite dinlensional cOIllplex, allel also for which groups it is
cOlltractible. There are exalllples of groups with infinite dilllellsional A(G)
,~~hich ucvertheless have finite dilllellsiollal cla~sifyillg spaces.

Martin Lustig
Heegaard splittings of 3-manifolds

Ever.y Heegaard splitting of genus g of a 3-Iuanifolcl A1 ean be stabilizetl
canonically to give a Heegaard splitting of genus 9 + 1. A.ny two Heegaard
splittings of 1\1 becoIne isotopic after sufficiently Inany stabilizations. Thus
thc set of Heegaard splitting of 1\1 (up to isotopy) carries a natural structure
as a l-ended tree, with vertices stratified by the genus of the corresponding
splitting.

In the talk "'e discussed thC' structure 01' this tref' for various dasses
of 3-111anifolds. In particular we considered irreducihle Heegaarcl splittiugs.
i.e. vertices of the tree with valence 1 (assunliJlg :\1 is irreducible). \Ve
exhibited large nUlnbers of 3-manifolds with such splittings of arbitrarily high
genus. However! \\'e ean sho\\r that for all 3-manifolds where such irreducible
spli ttings are known which are not of minimal genus, then these have distance
1 frolll the '~trunk" of the tree. This brings us to the follo\\·ing open probleIn:
Question: 00 there exist vertices of the Heegaard tree on the sanle strat tun,

which havp distauce bigger than 2 ? It follows frOJ11 0111' results that exalnples

01' this type will. if (~ver. Jll0St likely O(TUr onl~~ at tlle .' rnout of tlle tn~e.
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\,,.(~ have senne Ilecessary conditions for the occurellce 01' such exalnples. and
know of SCHne likely candidates. .

Andrew Ranicki
Algebraic L-theory and n1anifold structures

The first 7;J(J(, 01' the talk was an exposition of the surgery classification
01' fhe hOlllotopy types of high-dimensional luanifolds. frOll1 thc algebraic
surgery point of view of the book

A1gebraic L -theor1} and topological rnanifolds (Canlbridge~ 1902)

The abstract only refers to the relnaining 25(10 of the talk. This was au
exposi t ion of t he applications of aSYlllllletric L- theory to uHulifold strucl-ures,
taken fr )In thc book

High-di7ncnsional knot theory (Springer. 1998).

Definition. (i) An n-di1/tcns'ional aSY11unetric Pnincare COUt]Jle:l: ((f, ..\) ovC'r
a ring with involution A is an n-dilllensional f.g. free A-Inodule chaill CeHllpl(.>x
(. t.ngp.ther with a chain equivalence ,\ : [.11-- ....... (.,

(ii) 'The n-di7nensionaL aSYl1t1netric L-group LAsyU(A) is the cobordisln grollp
of n-dilllcllsional aSYllllnetric Poincare c01l1plexes aver .4,

'The aSylllll1ctri" L-groups LAsy-(..4) are t.hllS allalogues of the quadratic
L-grnllps (= surgery obstruct.ioll groups) L.. (.4) of\Vall anel the sYlllllletric
L-~roups L -( A) of \lishchenko. There are forge·tful lnaps

Theorem 1. Tlu: fLsY71unetl'ic L -yTOUpS are 2-perindic~ with
LAsy~I.·(A) = Witt g1'OUp of nonsingular asym1netric fonns over .4
LAsy:·n·+I(A) = O.

An n-dinlcnsionallllanifold lvJ deternünes an n-dinlensional aSVlll111etriC'
Poincare COlllplcx (Cf,,\) over A = Z[iidA4)], with C: = ('(XI) flw "hain

cOlllplex of the universal cover ;\1 allel

the Poincare duality chaill equivalence. ()f course. this A : ('"_. -+ (' is
sylll111etric (i.e. chain hOJl1otopic to its transpose T..-\ : (.11-- -+ C'). hut
synll11etry is not llsed in :

Definition. The aSYl1unetric siynaturc of J'1 is the asynlluetric. Poillcari·
cobordislll class

8



Example. The aSYlnlnetric signature for iid J/) = {I L n = 4k is just the
ordiuary sigllature

(1-(A/) =signature(A1) E L4$.·(Z) == Z

C LA.sy4k(Z) = EB Z EB EB Z2 EB EB Z4 .
ov

.\n open book decomposition of an n-diluensional Inallifold 1\1 is a codi
1l1ellsion 2 fralned subluanifold !V C lvl such that 1\;[\1V tibres over SI.
Theorem 2. The asymtnetric signa,ture is thc Winkelnkc1nper.Qttinn open
book invariant. with er- (1\1) = 0 1/ (and fOT 11. ~ 0 only i:f) A.f has an O]Jen

baok df:co71l]Jositi.on. '

All n-dilllellsionalluanifold At is a twisted double if it is of the fonn J,t-:::;
JY Uh IV for SCHne Illanifold \vith boundary (iV. DiV) alld a hOllleOlllorphisl;i
h: IV ~ ;\T.

Corollary 1. The asynunetric signature is (1- (lvJ) = () if (and for n ~ ~.

only if) j\4 is CL twisted double. .

There is also an application tothe Schneiden und Kleben (Sl{) groups
studied in the 1970's by !(arrass. Kreck. ()ssa aud ~eUlllallll. Dy definition.
tlw bonlis71t S!( -yroups of aspace ..\" are t he qllot iellts of t he bordisllI ~roups

Corollary 2. For n ~ [) the asyrn11let1ic signature defines an isornorpltisrTl
between the lkdirnensiona.l bordisl1~ S!{ -group and the irnage 0/ the aSYl1~1ne.t;

ric L - theory asse1nbly map

with iT_(n..,·(Z)) = L"(Z) ancl A the c01nposite

Holger Reich
HOlTIological properties of group von Neumann algebras and re

. lated algebras

Given a discrete grou)) r (für exalnplf~ the fundall1(>Jlta] group of SOJJH'

topologieul space) one defines the grou}) von ~etlJl1anll algebra N( r) as the
algebra of those bounded operators which (:Ol1l1nllte with the obvious right

9



action 01" r on the Hilbert space l~(r). A.dlnitting also eertain unbot1nded
operators leads to the algebra U(f) of operators affiliated to N(f). Für
arbitrary 1110dulcs over büth rings there is a notion 01' (real valued) di1nension.
,,,,hieh was successfully applied in stud.ving L~:.holnology (= hOlnology 01' tl1('
cC)Jnplex of square sUlnlnable cellular chains on the universal 01' any other
nonnal covering of SOlne C\V-conlplex). ()ne of the lllaill open (luestions in
the fieId is the follo,ving conjecture:

Conjecture. Let X 1 .X" be a BOrInal r-covering of the C\V-coJllplex .~

with compact skeleta, then the [2-Detti-numbers e
b~:n(..,\) = dinlA'(r) H;'CX;N(f)) E IR

are rat.ional nUlnbers anel beCOlne integers ,,:hen 111ultiplied hy the least COlll
111011 lllultipie of the orders of finite subgroups of r. Especially if r is tor
sionfree one experts these dilnensions to be integers.

Tl1i~ conjectuH~ iUlplies the zero divisor c:olljecture. stating that tll(' ra
tional group ring Qr contains 110 zero divisors if r is torsionfree. P. Linllell
introduced certain intenllediate rings V(r). such that <cr c V(r) c U(r)
and used 11lethods fro111 ring theory to prove bot.h conjectures für a large dass
of groups.

\Ye stl1dy hOlllological and K-theoretical pruperties of the rings cr. V(r).
N( r) and U( r) anel their interplay. Vv"e investigate the rela tionship bet.weell
the above lnentioned conjecture anel the isoInorphisIl1 cOlljecture in algebraic
K-tlt(·ory. As an application we show. that the Euler-characteristic: of a grcmp
,vhich is an extension of a free group by an elenlentary alllenable group is
llonllt.~gative if defiued.

Justin Roberts
Classical 6j-SYl11bols and the tetrahedron

A classical GJ-sytnbol is areal llluuber which can be associated to a la
helling oi' thc six edges of a tetraheelron by natural nUlllbers. It is clefilled
using the represelltation theory of SU(2) as follows.

Let \!~ (n. =O. 1.2.... ) denote thc (a + 1}-dil11cnsional irreducible repre
sentatioll. The SU(2)-invariant part of the tripIe tensor product ,/~ ® \11, ® l':.
is nou-zero if auel ouly if

a :5 b + c. b:5('+o. (' :5 Q. + b. a. + b + c is even,

in wh ich case Olle Inay pick (ahnost ) canonically a basis veet.or f.0"'·.

Ta cach face of a labelled tetrahedron. associate the f.-tensor corrcspolld
ing to its edges, or zero if these three llulubers do not satisfy tht.! abovf'

10



conditions. Then contract these foul' tensors together to ohtain a scalar: this
is the G.i-s'ylnbol~delloted by a picture or a hracket as helo\\'.

The tetrahedral picture is traditionally uspd siluply to express the sy1n·
71letry of the 6j-sYlnbol (which is a purely algebraic object). However~ it
has a deeper geometrie significance. Suppose oue can construct a Euclideall
tetrahedron with sides li = Q.; b, c; d, e, f; let Bi be its corresponding exterior
dihedral angles anel \; be its voltune. Then if Olle rescalp.s all six labels by
a natural Iluluber k anel lets k -+ 00, there is an asynlptotic fOrIllUla for the
Gj-sYlnbol:

~ {"'" 8; il}V~cos ~(kl;+1)2+4 .

'This fOrIllUla wac-; conjectured in 19G8 by the physicists Ponzano and R.egge.
buildillg on \"pork of V/igner: they produced 1l1uch evidence to support it but
did not prove it. It is the purpose of the talk to prove apreeise version
01' t.his fornlula by using geolnetric quantizatioll. auel to explain the relatioii
between 5[1(2) representation theory and the gec)]netry 01' /R:i. Astrange
corollary is a way oi' associating. to any Eudideall tetrahf~droll. eleven ather
lloll-congruent hut scissors-congruent tetrahedra.

Damian Roessler
Analytic torsion for cubes ofvector bundles and Gillet's Riemann
Roch theorem

Vv·e present an analytic prüof of Gillet 's R.ielnann- Roch theorenl for thc
ßeilinson regulator in the ease of cOlupact fibratiolls, thcreby cxtcnding to
higher I{-theory the allalytic approach to the C;rothendieck-R.iclnanll-R.och
theon'l1l. {)ur proof depends cr-;sentially on Ollrgos- \Yallg·s desc.:riptioll of the
regulat(lr alld on thc" propf'rties 01' ßisnlut-I~i)hl(:lr's hight'r allalyt.ic tursiC.)]l
fonn8. :\'loreover. our proof shows how to dpfiJlf." all(llog~ (lf t.hese iiualytic
torsion i'OrJ1l8 for cubes 01" vector bunclles.

John Rognes
Cohomology of the smooth Whitehead spectrum

The sll100th \Vhitehead spectrUJl1 HfhoIFI"(1\1) of a 811100th Illallifold 1\,1
is a sUIll1ualld of \Valdhausen's algebraic K-theory spectnlll1 A( AI). anel is
rela ted to the spaces 01' 811100th cOllcordances. resp. diffeOl110rphislllS 01" Al.

I COJllPUtf:" the Illod 2 spectnllil eohcHl1ulog,v nf H ·,,011"/"( *) as a Illod
Hit: over t he St.eenrod algebra. as ,,"eil a:i its 2-priuHlr.\· hOlllotop~r grnups in
dillH:"llSiolls * ::; 21. This detenniues H··hJ)J1'·/"(Jf)~ Hp to diJll<~I1Si(l!l 11 1'01'

n-COllneetf.'d llltluifolds 1\1.
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Thc-' ·pl'C')of llSeS work 01' \~oev(Jdsky. Suslill. ßloch. Licl}f-~Hhtlll111. \\'c'ilwl
aud 11lyself to lluderstand Quillen ~s J{(Z) at the prinle 2, aud resnlts nhon t

topologieal cyclic hCJ)1l01ogy eIne to ßökstedt. Hsiung, ~Iadsell. \1c:Cart.h~r,

DllllC.las aud Inyself to cOlnpare .4(*) to [«(Z).

Corollnry: Lo<;alized at 2 thc Hatcher \Valdhauscll Inap

is precisely 7- or 8-couneeted.

Vladimir Turaev
A cOlllbinatorial formulation for the Seiberg-Witten invariants
cf 3-lnanifolds

The Sciherg- \Yittell invariant of a closed c:onueeted orientc.'d 3-lnauifold
:\-1 is an integer-vailled futictiou SvV = SH1(l\4) on the set of Spillf'-!';trllctllrcs
S( J/) Oll J/. ·-fhis fUILctioll is dcfined under tlH~ assuluptiollb l(Al) ~ 1 \vlw]"C'
h, is tlw first Dptti llllillher: in the caSt" bd:\-l) = 1 the fllllction Sll" dl'pellds
oll tlw c.:hnicc' 01' il gellera tor 01' t.ht" groll p H' (Al: Z) = Z. T'h4' de'ti II it ie 111
ur SlV l"1111~ paralId to tlw dt.-tinitioll üf tlw Seihr-rg-\Yittf'll in\'ariallt 01' -1
lllilllifolds.

It was observf'd b.y :\:leng anel Taubes that a weaker fUllctioJl Sl,F( J/)
is t'ssf'lltially cquivalent tn the Alexalldcr PolYllolnial 01' AI, ·Thc"ir prnnf
ur this r('lnarkable theorcnl i~ based on the interpretation of the Al('x:lud("r
polYllonlial as n n.eidenH~ister-t.ypc torsion.

In 1989. tltc.> aut.hor introdlH'('d so-called Euler struct ures Oll Inanifolds
;lud t lu-ir ('cHuhillatorial torsion invariallts, In diluensioll 3, t ht· Elllt~r st r\l4"
t lln'S an' e«llinll(,llt. to S/J;n'·-stnH.:tllres. CCJlllbilling tlH'Sf' faets wit h t Ilt'
('(Jllstnwti()lIS of torsions introd'H:t'd in tlu' iluthor's t'arlit'r pap~'rs. Oll«' 01)

tains a ("()lnbillatorially detilled fUllctiou T = T(.\.J) : 5(.\.1) - Z. orbis
fuuetioll is weIl dC·till('d for b1(l\J) ~ 2 and dr"pt'nds on th(' t:hoin' ur a g~'ll

c'rator of H 1(Al: Z) = Z for b.{ J/) = 1. Tlte. fUllction T dett~nl1illt'S t 11('
Al(:'xalldc~r polYlletlllial of ;\1, Tlt<'sf' facts ;lud t.he :\'lp,ng-Taul)f,"s th('on"lll
strollgly suggest a ('lose' rc-latiollship hntween the functions SlF (lud T.

Th(' following theorelll is 0111' lnain result.

Theorenl. Fol' ltny cln..;;ctl couu,;cted nr1.entcd ,'1.11Utni!old Al 'lIrith bl (1\1) ~ 1.

'IJ1t: "a'l1t: S\·V( .\l) = ± T( J1).

Alain Valette
Two-dinlensional gr?ups and the BaUnl-(;onnes conjecture
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.-\ J.!,rotlp r is l'll1()-dillH:lI''''';OHttl if it is t'lassitied h.,' a tillitc' 2-(·Ulllplc·x. 'Tlw
~ovikov (,Ollj('et ure for such Cl ~T()UP is all lllLpublished resllit hy A. COllllCS.
\1. C~n.JlJ10V :lnd H. \'loscovici. \-re foeus hen:' Oll the ßalllll-Colljeetllrc fnr
such a group f: thc allal~:tiral asselnbly Inn))

~ltoHld tH' all isol110rphislll. \\'(' firsr SlllTC'.~' f·lass.·s 01' r,,"o-dilllC'llsiUlla l :~rollps

for "'hielt thc~ ßalllll-ClllllWS ('Olljf·.·tllrl' is kllO\Yll to hold (('.g. tfH'si(lll-fn'('
olH'-n')atur g;roups. kllot groll ps. tf,rsiOll-frt' ... lattin·s ill PG'L:dIQ)p)).

:\ spc'cial f(~atlln' 01' 1~-hnlll()log.\" fur a 2-t:t)11lp)('X .Y is that

(I}

(2)

mit/und tr~lls()rillg b,v Q. This sllgJ~'('sts tn defint· I\-thf~nr.\' df'lllf'llts nf ('/:r'
din·{'t).\' uut of grollp hnlllo)nK\' dassf's. at kast ill Slllcd) dt'g:'('l', \\'ir h lU,"
PhD Srlldf~llr Hcda IJf·t laie·h. \\"C' slto\\"('d that. for .i = 0.1.2 alld r tillitf.'I,v
~"lll·rat(ld. riten' (~xists hnUIOJIlUrpltisJllS:.Jt : H.i(r.Z) -- l\'j(JJr) alld da :
rl.,( r. LZ) -lo h·o(c'/:r) such that d/ is rat.iOllalJ.\' a right iuv('rsf' tn fit«.! CIH~rll

l"lJaractf.'r in I~-hf)]llO)Ogy. tlud da = 1,1" o.d,. Für 2-dinH~Jlsi(JJlal grollpS. this
allo",s for au eqllivalellt fOrJlllllatioJl 01' the ßaullI-COl1Ues conj('ctllre ",hen'
t!lf' lt.'rt hand sid(' is replaced by group hOlllology with integer e(Jcfiielf'uts.

~-.

Elnlar Vogt
Für foliatiol1S of codilllension 2 on cornpact. 1l1anifolds olle nOI1

cOlnpact leaf ilnplies ullcount.ably lllany.

L{·t lIy hf' th(' (:ardill~d (Ir the St·t uf llUJl-('c I111P(\('t kan'~ ur t 11f' foliat iflll

F. IH 1aa2 5t ..v(· Hllrd..r nskc·d ",Iwt]lf'r tlH'n' ('xist foliar iOllS :F Oll c;(J'ln}J,u:l

JJlilllifolds with 11:F = 1 or \\'itIt 1 ~ /lF < '.X' ur witll 1 ~ Hf S No.
-"fhf' ('xp(>ct(~d answer is "Nl)" t.(J all uf these".' ql1estiollS, This is kllO"'1I to

h..• t rue for l'oliatioJls of codil11ellsioll 1 (Ha('tligl'r 1aG2) alld fnr sllsp('nsioll
foliations (Folk Thf·orcln).

III tlu.' talk Wf' exteut.'lt'd the rilllgt· fit' foliatinns for \\'hic:h t]){~ anS\\'f'r is
HU" ill two w:t."S:

Theorelul. Lpt:F tH' a ('tI-fo)iat iOIl (lf f"odilll"llSioll '2 Oll a ('oIlIP:lf"t Illallifnld.
'fIJt"'1l :F is a St'if('rt fit.rati(lll (i,c'. Cl fnliatifJI1 with a)) lpav('s (,oJllpaC"t \\"llf'rt, a))
)('a\"e's han' nuitt· huloI1011l.V) ur:F {'O]ltiliIlS 1I11("01l11ta1.t.\, 111 a 11.\' HOJl-("o111P:Wt

!..an's,



Theorclu2. Let F he Cl C'!-foliatioll Oll a (:oIJlpact luauifold aud aSSlllJlt'

that tltt:re t'xists Cl closed diluF fOrIl1 ;.JJ S.t. JL"J.,' > () for ('ver," ('olupaet
}t'af L uf F. Thcll :F is a Seifert tibration 01' :F eOlltaillS ll11Collut.ahl,v lllallY
1l011-COlllpact leaves.

()llf> input for fhe proofs of the above theOrp.1l1S is tlH' appropriatp ('x
tensioll of t.hp notioll of Epstein hierarchy of bad sets in tlw prpSf'JH'P nf
JlOll-COlllpüct leaves. Then one adapts the earlier proofs 01" Edwllnls-:'\'liJld t
SnJlivan alld \rogt that in the absencf:' (11' n0l1-c01l1pact leaves :F is a S('ifert

öbratioll to the situation allc}\\"illg at ]110St l'olllltably lllallY IlOIl-{'OIll)Jtl('t

leav('s.

Michael Weiss
The derivative of secondary concorda~1ce theory

This was a talk on joint work with TCHll C~oodwillie. inlproviug Oll C;llO\\"ll
~lellg's 'Thesis (ßrown Universit.v. 1993). with tht~ followiug goal: C;dClllatf'
the derivat.ive of the functor ';secondary concordance t.ht:'cll'.v··.

Meaning of "derivative" Let F b(' Cl f:ulctor fronl span's tu poilltl'cl

~pacf.'~. Suppose that F takes hOlllotopy f.'qll~valellces tn hOlllotoP.'" ('ql.li,·
alellces : we say t.hat F is hOlnotopy invarit:.nt. .-\SSlllne that }. is Cl :-:;pac(:'
",hieh bas heen obtained fronl another space .Y by att achill~ a Sillgk n ceIl.
" » O. \Ve ask for a description of hofibf'r [F(A·) ~ F(}·)] . tlw hOlnotupy
fiber of tlle inclusioll induced IIlap. C;oodwillie's fttn('tor calc1l11ls gives tlw

following: a hOlllotopy invariant fUBetor F' frOlll pointed spaccs t.o Spf'l:tra.
t IH.' derivat ivl:' of F : anel Cl 111ap

where.ll E)· is chosen SOBle\vhere insidt~ the ("('1I }" - .Y. Ulld('r lllild ("nndi-
tiOllS Oll F . that Illap is (2'11 - c) conll(~cu:'d. wht'H' (' is a COllstant dC.~IWl1(.Iillg _
on Fonl,v. _

Meaning of "secondary cOl1cordal1ce theory" For Cl Slllont It ("0111 piWt

Inanifold Alll . let ('(Al) be thE' span:' uf sUlooth concordances ur Al . that iso
the space 01' t hosE' dift"eC>lllOrphislllS Al x I ~ XI x 1 w hieh agn '(-~ wi t h id ,\I i 11

a neighborhood 01' (Al x 0) U (DJI x I), 'Tll('n' is a wdl kllO\Yll stahilizatinu
Illap C'(!\}) ~ ('(1 x Al). Let D(A/) lH~ its hOlllOt.Op.\· fihf·r. (llld ('all that t]ll'

sl'coudar.y cOllcordallce space 01" Al. It turns out t hat secoudar,Y f:ollcnrdaI1("f'

theory is largely analogous to (prilnary) concordallce t.heor,\·. For f'xalnplc':

• There are stabilizatioll Inaps D(Af) ~ S~D( I x Al) . allalop;olls tn tlt(,
st.abilizatinu Inaps ('(Al) --t ('(I x JJ).

l-!



• "There is an action of (){2) on D( lVI) ~ analogons to a weIl known action
of ()( 1) Oll C'( 1\1). ivlodulo SOHle nonnalization. these actions COIlllnute
with stabilization.

• "The (wenk) hOlllOtopy type of DX>{A1) :=hocolinlkO,,+A'D(I" x lvI) as a
spaC(1 with ()(2) actioll dep(-'uds only on the (w('ak) hCtlll0topy type of
At as a space oV~'r /J(). (List' tlle t:lassifyillg'lnap for the stable tangent
bUlldlt.' to Blake Al into a spaC(1 O\"f~r B(). In t he presellt context. a
weuk hOIHotOpy equivalence het\veen spates with additional structure
is a structure rcspecting lllap illducing an isolnorphislu on hO.I110tOpy
grollps.) ~ote that the (weak) hOlllotopy type of

C''XJ(Al) := hocolinlA.C'(]A' x Al)

as aspace ,vith ()( 1) action also depends only on the (weak) h01110tOpy
type of Al as a SpRCf> over [J(). .

"Thes(' properties Blake it possible tn detine a weak hOIllotOpy invariant fUllc
tor D froin spaces ()ver lJ() tospaces \Vi th _an action of ()( 2) such tha t
D( Al) ::::=' DXJ( Al) (weak hOl110tOpy equivalence of spaces with ()(2) action)
for every At. The derivative D' is then a weak homotopy invariant functor
I'rol11 pnilltp.d spaces over [J() to spectra \vith an action of ()(2). i'v1en~ ealcu
lat('d it \VitltOllt thc action (unpublished and never cOlupletely \\Titten up).
C;oodwille aud I can calculate it ,vith the action. and we think we c:an write
it up.

Simon Willerton
Same algebraic properties of the Kontsevich integral

Introduction. An interestillg object of study is the so-caIled I(ontsevich
integral:

Z: Zknots -+ A ..

wllere knots is the lllonoid 01' oriellted knots in three-spacc with the operation
01' COllIlect-sulll and A is a certain graded Hopf algebra of '\liagra1l1S~~ (see
[ 1]). Thc actual value of the I\ontsevich illtegral is But kllown für allY nOll
tTivial kllOt. hut call be calculat.ed to dl'gree six 01' so.

Utility. R.easons why the I\ontsevich integral is of interest include the fol
lowillg:

• it is universal (in a certain sense) with rcspect to knot invariants cOlning
froHl quantnnl groups:



• it. is universal with respect to Vassilipv knot invariantf;;

• it is related to constructions of thn?e-lnanifold invariants.

Philosophy. "Tlw I\olltsevich inte~ral See1l1S to fit weil iuto th(' da~sical

fralllf.'''·ork (lf characteristic dassE'~: Zknots is a set of illtf~n~sting topolngical
nbjects (cf. K-theory): aud .A is au inter<:>stillg and rieh algl'hraic obj('("t whidt
naturally occurs as the zeroeth COhOlllOlogy grOll}) of a graph cOluplex (l [ti.

I{ontsevich.

Same algebraic properties. In accordance with the philosoplly.' sl-!veral
topological properties 01' knots are reftected in the algebraic structure uf A.
For installce. the I(olltsevich integral is a 111ap of hialgehras which llH~all:':\

that it behaves weil uuder COllucct-SUlll of knots:

Z(]{#L) = Z(I\").Z(L).

Further. the Kontsevich integral cau be naturally extellded to a lliap. IZ. of

fralued knots which takes vaiues in a Hüpf alg"bra of diagrallis JA := A[[(-)]]
this extra diagranl corresponding to precis"ly the fraluing illforlnat ion. A

luore subtle property is the behaviour uuder <:abling descrihed next.
C~iven a fralned knot, [{~ anel coprillle integers '111 and p. Olle tau f01"111

the (nL p}-cable. [{(m,p), which "Taps ln tüues round [( longitndinally (lnd p
tilues round Ineridiaually (accordillg to the franüllg).

()u thc Hüpf algebra JA. ther(' is Cl set of co-algehra Inap~ {IY"} l/IEN

the so-called Adanls operations these are Hot alge'bra 111aps hut th<:'Y du
satisfy lj)'lI(tP = lj)IIIP. There is also a distinguished invertible dCllH'llt Z E A
\vhich c:olljecturally [2] has an explicit fortn in tenns of eigenvectors ur tlw
A.danls operations. The follo\ving beautiful fonnula conjeetured by lllC [3]
and proved by Le [uupublished] "' uses these objects to relat.e the Kontsevich
integral of a cabled knot to that of the original knot:

This cau be used. for instance. to algehraically calculate the I~olltsevich

integral of torus knots (provicled one knows enough about the stru<.:tllre ()f

J.A).

(1 ] D. ßar-Natan, ()n the Vassilicv knot invariants. Topology 34 (U)!)G).
110. 2. 423 472.
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[2 ] D. I3ar-Natan. S. C~aroufalidis. L. R.ozansky, and D. P. Thurston.
lJ\lhceLs: wheeling, and the Kontsevich integral 0/ the 1tnknnt. q-alg/9703025.
:\!Iarch 1997.

[3 ] S. \VillC'rtoll. ()n universal Vassiliev invariants. c(LbLin.lJ~ and tn71tS

J~:n()tfi. Universit.," 01" \'Ielbourne preprint. 1998.

Berichterstatter: Holger R,eich
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The meeting was organized by Mike Hopkins (~nT), Karlheinz Knapp (Wuppertal), and Erleh
Ossa (Wuppertal). 48 participants horn Europe, Japan and the USA attended. There were 20
lectures and three contributed talks about a wide variety of topics in homotopy theory, such as
stable hornotopy theory, equivariant homotopy theory, elliptic cohornologYr Hopf rings, localization,
and algebraic K·theory. Several talks presenting details and extensions cf unpublished work on
chromatic theory aroused particular interest. Some other talks focused on applying homotopy
theory 10 problems in geometry. .
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Mark Mahowald

Finitely presented spectra and Brown Comenetz duality

This talk represents joint work with Charles Rezk.

Brown and Comenetz introduced a notion of duality into stahle hornotopy. Hopkins and Gross
showed that this notion, in certain situations, is closely connected with Spanier~Whitehead duality.
In this talk I wish to explore this connection and investigate it in connection with the Adams
spectral sequence. In particular I will study a dass of spectra, called fp-spectra. These are
connective, p-complete spectra whose mod p cohomology is finitely presented over the Steenrod
algebra. This dass of spectra include BP{n), connective K -theories, and sorne spectra whose Ln
localization is the Ln localization of sorne finite spectra. An interesting example is a connective
cover of L2 SO at p> 3. e
Andrew Haker

Isogenies of elliptic curves and operations in elliptic cohomology

U k is a commutative ring, an oriented elliptic curoe (!,w) over k is aI-dimensional irreducible
abeJian variety E equipped with a non-vanishing invariant I-from w. A rule which assigns to each
equivalence dass of oriented elliptic curves (G, w) a section F(!, w) of 0 1 (!)@k is called a modular
lorm 01 weight k over k if it transforms under a morphism of abelian varieties VJ: EI --+ E2 under
which VJ·W2 = Äwl according to the rule

U k contains 1/6, then oriented elJiptic curves are classified by the graded ring of modular forms
Eil. = Z [1/6][Q, R, ß -I]. Elliptic homology and cohomology are defined using Landweber's
Exact Functor Theorem and an associated genus by

Eli.( ) = Eif.. ® AIU.(), Eil·() =Eil. ® MV·().
M~ M~

An isogeny CI': (EI, wd --+ (!2, W2) consists of a finite degree rnorphism of abelian varieties
VJ= GI --+ [2; on I-fonns it induces VJ·W2 = A:pWI for same A:p E k. H Ä:p = 1 then VJ is astriet
isogeny. An isogen)' VJ factors uniquely as

where the first arrow is a strict isogeny and the second is an isomorphism.
The category of oriented elliptic curves over C and their isogenies can be used to describe _

a large part of the stable operation algebra Eil-Eil, and the dual object Ell.Ell is a certain •
algebra of functions on this category.

Hecke operations are defined in elliptic (co)homology by symmetrizing over all isogenies of a
fixed degree n in the universal case. One application of these operations is to computing part of
the E2-term of the Adams spectral sequence for apheres in elliptic cohomology.

Using a theorem of Tate we define a certain cornpletion of the category of separable isogenies

between supersingular elliptic curves over Fp , Se;I;;g". A certain dass of functions on this
category can be identified with part of the, dual operation algebra of supersingular elliptic cohom
ology and this is used to identify the supersingular Adams E2-term, using a topological splitting

of Se;I;;gsa'

2
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Goro Nishida

Ring spectra maps from BZ/V to the Morava K{n)-spectrum

Let IK(n) be the spectrom of Mora'va K{n)-theory with 7T.IK(n) = IVF
p

" [t, t-1
] where IVFp " is the

ring of \Vitt vectors and deg t =2. Let K be the fraction field of IVFp '" For a finite extension L of
K let OL denote the ringofintegers in L. Let lKot. be the spectrum representing { ,IK}· ~Wr .. OL·
Let BZ/pr be the classifying space of Z/pr. Since BZ/pr is an H-space, the spectrum Bzip,+ is
a ring spectrum. Then the set of alI ring spectra maps

f : BZ/p,"+ --+ IK(n)OL

turns out to be a group under the cup product.

Theorem 1 There exists a finite ramified extension L 0/ K such that the group 0/ ring speetra
maps is isomorphie to (Z/pr)n.

~ '-.:~ .. '

In the Hopf algebra lK(n) (BZ/pr) 0w'pft OL, an element u co~esponds to a map of ring
spectra if and only if u is grouplike, i.e., ~u = u @ u. Using the self-duality of a bicommutative
finite dimensional Hopf algebra over an algebraicaUy closed field, we can reduce our problem to
determining the dual group structure

Homalg(K(n)o (BZ/pr) , OLl ,

but this is known by local class field theory.
As an application, we consider the rnod p reduction K(n) with K(n). = lFp " [t, t- J]. Then

K(n)O«BZ/p)m) is regarded as a representation of GLm(lFp ) over Fp '"

Theorem 2 As elements in the representation ring RFp .. (GLm(lFp », we have K{n)O«BZ/p)m) =
lFp " [A/n,m(lFp )], where the right hand side is the group ring ofthe additive group of(nxm)-matrices
with the natural GLm(Fp)';'action.

Dominique Arlettaz

Homotopical properties of the K-theory space of the ring of integers

(joint work with C. Ausoni, M. Mimura, K. Nakahata, N. Yagita)

The algebraic K-theory of a ring R ia the study of the hornotopy type of the infinite loop space
KR = BGL(R)+. The purpose of this talk is 10 investigate this space in the case of the ring
of integers R = Z. The recent calculation of the 2·torsion of the groups Ki (Z) by J. Rognes
and C. Weibel (based on Voevodsky'a work) implies the following relationship between KZ and
Bökstedt's space J K{Z,p) after 2-completion.

Theorem. Let p be any prime == 3 or 5 mod 8.
(a) There is a homotoPrI equivalence KZ; ~ JK(Z,p);.
(b) There is a commutative diagram

1 l/p 1
u; ~ (KFp ); ---+ BU;,

where rows are fibrations and where f p is induced by the reduction mod p.

3
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This enables us to deduce precise results on the homotopy type of KZ;. For inatance, we can
completely detennine the Hurewicz homomorphism Ki(Z) -+ Hi(GL(Z); Z) at the prime 2, for
all positive integers i, and eompute the 2-part (Pih of the order Pi of the Postnikov k·invariants
ki+l (KZ) E Hi+l(KZ[i - 1]; Ki(Z» (where KZ[i - 1] denotes the (i - 1)-st Postnikov section of
KZ): for all positive integers i,

- {2«i-;I)!h ifi =1 mod 4and i ~ 5,
if i =2 mod 8 and i ~ 10, or i =3 cr 7,

(Pi h = 16 if i =3 mod 8 and i ~ 11, or i = 15,
2(i + 1h if i =7 mod 8 and i 2: 23,
1 otherwise.

The following calculation of the mod 2 cohomology of the space KZ also follows from the above e
theorem.

Theorem. There is an isomorphism 0/ Hop/ algebrns and 0/ modules over the Steenrod algebra

H*(KZ;Z/2) S!! H·(BO;Z/2)® H·(SU;Z/2).

Therefore, H·(KZ; Z/2) ~ Z/2[wI, W2'."] ® A(U3, us,···), where deg(wi) = i and deg(u2k-t> =
2k - 1. For all k ~ 2, the exterior generators U2k-l are inductively defined as follows by using the
homomorphism f; :H·(KFp ; Z/2) --+ H*(KZ; Z/2) for any prime p =5 mod 8:

t-2

U2A:-l = f;(ek) + L WJU2A:-2i-1 ,

. i=l

where the ek's are the exterior generators (of degree 2k - 1) of H·(KJFp ;Z/2). Ir one wants to

study the space KZ at an odd prime I, one can again consider Bökstedt's space JK(Z,p)~ for
suitable prirnes p and prove the following statement.

Theorem. //1 is a Vandiver prime, then J K(Z,p)~ is a direct /actor 0/ KZ;.

This irnplies in particular that the I-part (Pi)' of the order of the Postnikov k·invariant ki+1(KZ)
satisfies (Pi)' 2: « ';1 )!), for all integers i =1 mod 4 (with i 2: 5).

Bob Oli"er

Fixed point free actioDS on Z-acyclic 2-complexes

The talk centered around"the following theorem, proven in joint work with Yoav Segev.

Theorem A finite group G has on essential oction on 0 2-dimensionol Z -OCllclic CW complex e
without fixed points i/ and only i/ Gisisomorphie to one 0/ the simple groups P8L2(2") /or .
k ~ 2, PSL2(q) for q =±3 (mod 8) and q ~ 5, or 8z(2") /or odd k ~ 3.

Here, a G·complex is called essential if there is DO normal subgroup 1 # N <J G with the
property that for each H ~ G, the inclusion X H N -+ X Hinduces an isomorphism on integral
homology. (Otherwise, X H is a G/ H -complex with "essentially" the same homologica1 properties.)
One can show that a 2·dimensional G-complex is essential if and" only if there is no 1 ~ N <I G
for which X N 1:- 0.

There is a classical example of an action of As =PSL,(4) on an acyclie 2-complex without
fixed points: the onJy such examp]e already known. It is easy to see that this is the srnaUest
dimension where such an action is possible, since any I-dimensional Z-acyclic complex is a tree.
In an earlier paper, Aschbac.her and Segev showed that the ooly finite simple groups which could
possibly have fixed point free actions on 2-dimensional Z-acyclic complexes are groups of Lie type
and Lie rank one, and the sporadie group J1 • \Vhat Segev and I did was to detennine which of
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these remaining groups da have such actions, and show that no non-simple groups have essential
actions.

Paul Goerss

Ropf rings, Dieudonne modules, and E. 0 25 3

Let E be a commutative ring spectrum and ER = n;)QE-nE. Then the cup product on E. gives
the graded collection of Hopf algebras H.~ = {H.En}nez the structure of a Hopf ring; that is,
a eommutative ring object in the category of colagebras over lFp . The study of such goes back to
~Iilgram and plays a role in the study of unstable cohomology operations for E·.

There is an equivalence of categories D. : 'HA -+ V due to Schoeller from graded bicommutath'e
Rapf algebras over Fp to the category of graded Diedonne modules. The functor D. turns the Hopf
ring H.~ into a graded E· Dieudonne algebra D.H.~. The functor on spectra X ..-+ DnH.fl;)QX
is part of a homology theory represented by a spectrum B(n), the BrownaGitler spectrum. The
spectra B(n) are stable retracts, by the Snaith splitting, of 0 25~ and one obtains a surjective
homomorphism of E. Dieudonne algebras

E.n25~ --. D.H.~

which is an ~omorphism in favorable cases, such as E Landweber exact and eoncentrated in
even degrees. Since BP.n2S~ has been calculated by Ravenel, one can recover the calculation of
D.H.~ in the Landweber exact case due to Hunton, Hopkins, Thrner, and others.

John Hunton

Applications of homotopy theory to quasicrystallography

joint work with Alan Forrest and Johannes Kellendonk

A pattern in Rd is taken to be a locally finite arrangement of compact subsets. We say- that it
is quasiperiodic if any finite portion of it (i.e., the pOart of the pattern visible in some spherical
window) repeats infinitely often under translation, with only bounded gaps between occurrences,
but the whole pattern has itself has no global translational symmetries. A weIl known example is
that of the Penrose tiling.

From a quasiperiodie pattern (q.p.p.) P we can construct a topological space - we take the set
of all translations of the pattern and metrise it essentially by saying that two patterns are "dose:'
if they almost agree on a "large~ ball about the origin; this ean be made rigorous in a variety of
equivalent ways. Done correctly this gives a precompact space which we complete to the space
M P associated to the q.p.p. P.

We consider in detail the q.p.p. 's which arise by the "strip and projection~ method. This
takes as data an irrationally sloped subspace R cl in a larger space RN, 0 < d < N, together with
a chosen neighbourhood K x Rd of the subspace. The projection of the integer lattice points
ZN n K x Rd lying within the strip onto Rd givs a q.p.p. of points on Rd.

\Ve can then ask about the topological invariants (cohomology, K atheory etc.) of the associated
space AlP. These can be shown 10 provide important geometrie information about the underlying
pattern. For example, work of Bellissard shows that its K -theory contains infonnation about the
spectrum of the Schrödinger operator on a "quasicrystal" fonned by atoms sitting on the points
of the original q.p.p. (such struetures seem 10 oeeur in nature). The rational cohomology of AlP
provides an invariant for discussing sel! similarity properties of the pattern.

We give techniques that interpret the topological invariants in terms of group homology and
this is used to show that for large ranges of initial date projection method patterns do not display
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self-similarity (arising from a substitution system). The same conclusion is also shown to hold for
generic projection patterns. The group homological descriptioD is sufficiently practical to allow
for complete computation of the homology groups for specific patterns and we illustrate this by
describing the computation for the Penrose tHing.

Takuji Kashiwabara

Homological algebra Cor coalgebraic modules and Morava K -theory of infinite loop
spaces

Given a generalized h9mology theory h and a spectrum E, what can we 5ay about h.(~)? There
have been many case by case computations, but very few systematic phenomenon iB known so far. a
Ravenel and \Vilson computed h.(!1E..) and showed that it has nice properties. For BP-module •
spectrum Al, using the knowledge of h.(l!E..) and the BP·-module structure of Al\ one can
construct a natural algebraic model h. U!E.)~he[BpeJh.[M·]that comes with a natural map to
h.(A/.). Now it is natural to ask when this map ia isomorphism. Hunton and Hopkins showed
that it is isomorPhism when AI is Landweber-exact (although the notion of ~ didn't exist at the
time). .

However, the theory of coalgebraic modules (module objects in the category of coalgebras)
de,·elopped by Hunton and Turner suggests that this could he proved using the derived funetor of
0. As a matter of fact we have the following:

Theorem 1 Let h = K(n}, HZ/p, arHQ, and AI a reasonable BP-module spectrum. /1
CTar~·[BP-](h.(1Le.), h.[Al·j) vanishes lor i > 0, then the natural map
h.(HE.)@h_[BP-Jh.[Af·j --+ h.{.M..) is isomorphism.

From this point of ,·iew, the result of Hunton and Hopkins is a cODsequence of the following:

Theorem 2 Let h = HZ/ p. /1 (P, VI , ••• V n , ... ) is a regular sequence on M, then
CTar~-[BP-](h.(llE.),h.[A/J} vanishes lor i > o.

Recently \Vilson and the author computed K(n).(BP < q >.), and showed that the map in
question is isomorphism for q ~ n - I. This, tagether with the above motivates the following
conjecture:

Conjecture 3 Let h =K (n). 11 (p, VI, ... vn - disregular on AI, then

vanishes lor i > o.
As a matter of fact, we have

Theorem 4 The conjecture holda iJ n = 1 or Al i.s ln-oomplete.

This result and a detailed analysis on the functor

CTort«l). [8 pe](K(1).(~),K (1). [MD

Cor i = 0,1 (as a matter of fact it vanishes if i > 1) lead 10 the determination of K(I).(M.)
when AI is not necessarily p-torsion free, notably one can recover the Hopkins-Ravenel-\Vilson '8

theorem for K (1 )-case.
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Sarah Whitehouse

Operads and Gamma Homology oe Commutative Rings

Joint 9w"Ork with Alan Robinson on gamma homology is described. This is the natural homolog)·
theory for Eoo-algebras. It specialises to give a new homology theol)· for discrete commutative
rings. The motivation for this theory is that the obstructions to an E::JO multiplicative structure on
a spectrum He (under mild hypotheses) in the r-cohomology of the corresponding dual Steenrod
algebra, just as the obstructions to an A::JO-structure lie in the Hochschild cohomology of that
algebra.

Cyclic operads and algebras over thern are introduced, in order to desttibe a 'realization: of
an algebra over a suitably cofibrant eyclie operad. For an EX)-operad and an algebra over it,
this realization is called the gamma cotangent eomplex of the algebra and its homolog)· is gamma
homology. There is also a cyclie version of realization, which gives rise to cyclic gamma homology.

A useful check on the constructions is given by caleulating the AX)- analogues; 'we~g~-t Hoch
schild and cyclie homology. A natural filtration of the cotangent complex gives a spectral sequence
for the gamma homology of a commutative algebr:a A with coefficients in an A-module.A/:

E~_J.q E!! Hq(Ep;Vp 0 A@P l&l AI) => Hfp+q_1 (Aj Al),

where Vp is the tree representation of the symmetrie group Ep • This is used to show that rationally
gamma homology agrees with Andre/Quillen homolog}·. In general the theories are different. Other
properties of the theory include Bat base change and transitivity theorems.

Finally, we discuss tWQ spectral sequences which relate to caleulating the gamma homolog)· of
the Eilenberg-~lacLanespectrum for F 2 over the sphere.

~lartin D. Crossley

Conjugation Invariants in the dual Steenrod Algebra

\Ve study the canonical conjugation or anti-automorphism, X, in the dual Steenrod algebra, A.,
with a view to calculating the subspace of invariant elements, A}. This problem arises in \Vhite
house:s "'·ork on Gamma homolog)·.

It is well-known that the dual Steenrod algebra is POlYIlOmial on generators ~lt ~2, {3, ... in
degrees 1,3, 7, . .. and that X is a multiplicative map defined using the product and coproduct in
A•.

It is trivial that A} is a subalgebra of A. and that in each degree its dimension is at least half
that of A•. Up to degree 42 it is minimal aubject .10 this constramt. In general, however:

Theorem 1 (dimAd-d/2:5 dim(X - I)(Ad) :5 (dimAct)/2 and hence

(dim Ad)/2 :5 dim(AX)d S dim Ad - (dim Ad-J)/2.

For example, in degree 42, where dirn Ad = 92, dirn Ad-J = 86, so the theorem says 46 S
dim(AX)d :5 49. In fact dim(AX)d = 47. So the bounds are not perlect, but they're not bad.

The lower bound on dim(AX)d comes from the above lemma. The upper bound hinges on the
following curious result.

Lemma 2 The monomials ending in 1, i.e. things of the foma {rl~;2 .. ·{:~11{~ have linearly
independent images under X-I.

To get from the lemma 10 the theorem one simply counts the monornials endin~ in 1.
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QuestioD 3 What's the first degree eontaining an invariant which involves !n?

Weil, it is at least 2'1 + ~, by:

Lemma 4 {'I is not a summand in any invariant, nor is ~I!n'

But the proof of this lemma falls for elen and in fact, for 3 ~ n ~ 7, we know that this is the
leading term of an invariant, e.g. for n = 3, (X - 1)({2{3) is divisible by {I and the quotient has
{l{n as its leading term. .

Conjecture 5 For each n ~ 3 there exists an invariant dn E A~"+l with {~{n os its leading term.

These elements are important because they are easily seen to be indecomposable, Le. necessary _
algebra generators of A~. ..

Assuming this conjeeture to be true, we make the following generating eonjecture:

Conjecture 6 AX is genemted as an algebm by :- {I, an = {nX{n Jor n ~ 2, bml ,... ,m..

(X - l)({ml ... {m,,) where 2 :5 ml < ... < m n, n ~ 2 and sequences (2, n) are excluded, and dn

/or n ~ 3, taking the place 0/ ~,n.

Again we know that these elements are all indecomposable so A~ is not polynomial - it has far
too many generators. So the following result came as a great surprise to us:

Theorem 7 A{{il]X = AX{{ä J
] = k{f2,f3,"'] where k = lF2{{t,{i l], f2 = {2X{2 and, /or n 2: 3,

f n = (X - 1)({2{n).

The proof reHes on classifying which monomials oeeur as leading tenns of invariants. One easy
result shows that all such monomials must have a eertain property (even {2 exponent) and then one·
obseryes that al1 monomials with this property do actually occur as leading terms of monomials
in the fn:S ",hieh are ,;sibly invariant and algebraically independent. One then proeeeds by a
transfinite induetion.
(Joint work with with Sarah \Vhltehouse)

Franklin P. Peterson

The Global Structure of the DicksOD Algebra

The follov,ing gives the global structure as an unstable A·algebra for the Dickson algebra on k
,-ariables. Let IVIe be the free u~stable A-module on one generator U of dimension 2(Ic-l) modulo
the left ideal generated by Sq2J (u) for j =0, ... ,k - 3. Then Die is isomorphie to U(WIc ) with'
one more relation, namely Sq2('-" Cu)· U = Sq2('-HSq2('-2l (u). e

To ealeulate Hom(DIc, -) in the eategory of unstable A..algebras is now an easy corollary. -
The main step in the proof is to find an A-submodule of Die which is isomorphie to Wie. This

is the eyelie A-module generated by the bottern Dickson invariant. An additive basis fo Wie is
given by the elements wen) = E x~1 .. : x~', where E ij = n and each ij is either 0 or apower
of 2. This symmetrie BUro is invariant under GL(k, Z/2) Ü and only Ü 21e - a (n)ln and it is those
elements which are in Wie. The proof is somewhat eomplicated.
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Tibor Beke

Loca1ly presentable categories and topos tbeory with applicatioDS to abstract homo
topy theory

Add the following hypotheses 10 Quillen's axioms for a (closed) model category: that the under
lying C&tegory be locally presentable, and that the full subcategoI'}° of its category of morphisms
with objects the weak equivaJences be accessibJe. This extra set-theoretic handle makes it possible
10 prove theorems on the existence and loca1ization of model categories more easily and more
functorialJJ!. An added advantage is that the theory of accessibJe Cunctors and categories applies
to sheaves of structures (ie. algebraic objects in a topos) equally \\--eU. (The current theory of
accessible categories is mainly due to ~Iaklcai, Adamek and Rosicky, hut it is rooted in work of
Grothendieck, Gabriel and Ulmer. conceived precisely for such purposes.)

Our main theorem gives a sufficient condition for a category and subcategory as abo,oe to be
part of a model category; a very similar result has recently been announced by J. Smith. Either
makes it possible to give a proof of the existence of f-loca1izations (in the sense of Dror-Farjoun
and Bousfield) in simplicial sets that generalizes almost verbatirn to the analogous cOftstruction
for simplicial objects in a topos; this is the technical ingredient needed for the "homotopy theory
of site with an interval"", due 10 Voevodsky and l\-Iorel. As another application, there exists a
model structure on sirnplicial a1gebraic objects in a topos, created by the forgetful functor into
simplicial "sheaves". (Here" a1gebraic" means the single-sorted, finitary equational theories of
universal algebra.) This generalizes the "sA" model structure developed by QuilIen, an~ answers
a question he left open at the end of ttHomotopical Algebra".

Carles Casacuberta

Implications of large-cardinal principles in homotopical 10calizatioD

A funetor E in the category of simplicial sets is called homotopy idempotent if it preserves
weak equivalences and comes equipped with a natural transfonnation Id -+ E inducing weak
equivalences EX ~ EEX (or all X. For any map f: A -+ B there is a homotopy idempo-
tent funetor LI' described by Bousfield and Farjoun, with the property that, for each X, the
rnap X -+ L,X is homotopy universal among maps X -+ Y where Y is fibrant and satisfies
f·: map(B, Y) ~ map(A, Y). Farjoun has asked ü every homotopy idempotent functor is weakly
equivalent 10 LI for same map I.

ln ajoint article with Dirk Scevenels and JeffSmith, we prove that the answer to this question is
aflinnative if Vopenka's Principle holds, yet it is impossible to prove that the ansl\-"er is affirmath'e
using the ordinary ZFC axioms of set theory (Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms with the axiom of choice).
Vopenka's Principle (VP) states that no locally presentable category contains a large discrete
subcategory, that is, given a proper dass A of objects in a locally presentable category, there is a
nonidentity arrow A -+ B for same A and Bin A. This statement cannot be proved using ZFC,
aince its truth implies the consistency of ZFC.

H VP holeIs, then every fuD subcategory S closed under filtered colimits in a locally presentable
category has a set X of presentable objects such that every object of S is a filtered colimit of
objects from X. From this fact we infer that the loca1 complement of any (possibly proper) dass
oi fibrant simplicial sets is the class of LI-equivalences for same map I. This has two irnportant
consequences:

Theorem 1 /1 VP holels, then for every homotopy idempotent functor E there is a map f such
that LI ~ E.

Theorem 2 1/ VP holds, then h· -localization ezists for every cohomology theo'll h·.
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It is not known if the statement of Theorem 2 can be proved without using VP. On the
other hand, we show that it ia impossible to prove the statement of Theorem 1 using ZFC, with
out VP. Indeed, assurning that measurable car<Jinals do not exist -this assumption is consistent
with ZFC- we exhibit a homotopy idempotent functor in the category of reduced simplicial sets
which is not equivalent to LI for any map /. To this aim, let A be the dass of groups Z"/Z<"
for all regular cardinals It, where Z" denotes the ahelian group of all functions It ~ Z, and Z<" is
the subgroup of functions whose support has cardinality lower than It. Let PA be the idempotent
functor in the category of groups which sends every group G onto its largest quotient admitting
no nontrivial homomorphisms from groups in A. Let EX =W(P,A 7t"t(X», where W denotes the
classifying space funetor. Then EX is homotopy idempotent, yet, if it is equivalent to LI for
sorne map J, then we infer that Hom(Z'" /Z<", Z) = 0 for some cardinal It. This implies that It is
measurable, eontradicting our assumption.

Stefan Schwede

Formal groups and stahle bomotopy of commutative rings

\Ve diseuss properties of a certain (A:x>-) ring speetrum DR t functorially associated to any com
mutative ring R. DR is characterized by the property that its modules have the same hornotopy
theory as spectra of commutative simplicial R-algebras.

\Ve present an explicit construction which associates to every I-dimensional commutative for
mal group law over R a map of ring spectra from HZ to D R. This way the homotopy classes of
ring spectrum maps HZ -+ DR can be identified with strict isomorphism classes of formal group
laws. \Ve also express the space of ring spectrum maps in terms of formal group data and the
homotopy units of DR.

Hal Sadofsky

The homotopy type of the K(n) localization of the Brown-Comenetz dual of LnSO

In joint work with Mike Hopkins we calculate En•• (ILnSO " X) aB a module over the Galois
extended stabilizer group. Here I is the Brown-Comenetz duality functor, X is finite type n, and
En ,_ is the homology theory based on Johnson-\Vi1son theory such that

En ,. = WFp 9t [[1.11,. .. ,un-t]][u,u-1j,lul = -2.

This calculation is motivated by Gross and Hopkins's result identifying the dualizing module
for Sn - E",. modules. 'Ve calculate that En.• (ILnSO A X) is En,.+n~(X) tensored with that
dualizing module. _

This formula has the corollary that LK(n)IL"SO E PiCn, and allows one to deduce the result .,
announced by Hopkins and Gross in the Bulletin of the AMS relating I L"X to a suspension of
LnDX in case X is finite type n and annihilated by p (DX is the Spanier-Whitehead dual of X).

Dur calculation uses standard results about the cohomology of profinite groups, together with
results of Hopkins and Miller that provide an action of the Morava stabilizer group on the spectrum
En , and results of Devinatz and Hopkins that provide a construction of homotopy fixed points
with respect to this action.
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Stefan Stolz

Positive scalar curvature metrics and the Baum-Connes Coqjecture

According to the Gromov-Lawson-Rosenberg Conjecture a smooth closed spin manifold AI of
dimension n ~ 5 with fundamental group 1T admits ametrie of positive scalar curvature if and
only if an index obstruction er(A!) E KOn (C·1T) in the K-theory of the real group C·-algebra C·1T
vanishes. This conjecture has been verified for groups 1T with periodic cohomology in joint work
with Botvinnik and Gilke)"; but last year the conjecture turned out to be too optimistic when
Schick produced a counterexample for ir = Z4 x Z/3 and n = 3. However, there is a "stable:'
version of the conjecture according to whieb the vanishing of o(J\f) should imply the existence of
a positive scalar cun~aturemetric on the product AI x B X ... x B of AI with enough copies of the
"Bott manifold=' B: whieb is an)" simply connected 8-dimensional spin manifold l\;th A(Af) = 1.

The stable conjecture can be refonnulated by saying that the kernel of the "assembly map:'
A: KOn(Bir) -7 KOn(C*1r) is equal to the subgroup KO-:;(B1T) consisting of elements of the
form I.{N], where N is a spin manifold admitting a positive scalar cun-ature metric, {N] is its
KO-fundamental class, and J is a map from N to Brr. Joint work with R05enberg led to a proof
of the stable conjecture for finite groups 1T; it is based on an "Artin~ induction argument ""hieb
shows that elements in the kerne! of the assembly map corne from elements in the K -~heory of
cyclic subgroups of 'Ir. .

For general groups, it is useful to factar the assembly rnap in the form

where E7r denotes the universa.l1T-space with finite isotropy groups, and K01r is a suitably defined
equivariant KO-hornology whieb for finite groups 'Ir agrees with the usual equivariant theory. The
Baurn-Connes Conjecture claims that ß is an isomarphism ror all groups. The author showed
that injectivity of ß (which has been been proved for quite a Cew groups~ unlike surjectivity) implies
the stable conjecture for iT. The proof again in\"oh"es reducing down to the cyc1ic subgroups 9f rr.

Katsumi Shirnornura

The Adams-Novikov differentials on the mod 2 Moore spectrum

In the same \Vay as the case p > 2~ we study the Adams-No\'iko\' differentials in the Adams
Noviko\' E2-term E;'(L2 AI2) for the homotopy groups ir.(L2AI2) of the mod 2 ~Ioore spectrum
A12 through the Bockstein spectral sequence Ei(L2 Al(I,4)) ~ Ei(L2A12)' Here BP.(Al(l,4)) =
BP./(2,vt). The Backstein EI-tenn Ei(L2A1(1,4)) is the direct surn ofmodules AI and N, where
AI is :'generated:'l b)' h 10 and hu , and N by (2. The Adams-Novikov differentials on AI can be
read off frorn Hopkins and Mahowald's calculation of 1r.(E02 ). In order to consider differentials
on N, we consider a spectrum XJ 5.uch that BP.(XJ) = (BP./(2,v[»){tl]/(t~+1). Note that
X~ = A/(l,4). Then 'we know the E:o-term E~(L2Xr), in fact, E~(L2Xr) = E;(L2Xj)l
which irnplies immediately that E;'(L2X)5) = E;(L2XJ5) for i :5 4. By the cofibrations XJ ~
XJs ~ ~t6XJ and Xj ~ XJ ~ E8 Xj, we obtain E~(L2X;) {or i =3,7 and j :5 4. In particular,

Theorem. The EX)-term /or 1f'. (L2X:) is the tensor product 0/ A(h30, 1'2) and a K(2).~module

(2K(2).[h20Jl(~O) mK(2).[h20J/(h;62)

/or some integer r ~ 9.
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Christian Nassau

An improved algorithm for the computation of a minimal resolution of the mod 2
Steenrod algebra A .

So far minimal resolutions of A have only been computed with the straightforward 'brute force:
method which does not take any nontrivial structural results about A into account. In this talk I
describe how same easy vanishing lines for ExtB(F2) - where B C A = is a finite sub Hopfalgebra
of A - can be used to speed up the computation considerably.

Nobuaki Yagita

Highly homotopy non-commutativity of Lie groups

Lie groups are highly non-commutative. This fact folIows, for example, from the structure of Lie
algebras. Even when we consider in the homotopy category, highly noncommutativities also holds.
However the Pontrjagin ring structures of the mod p ordinary homology are not sufficiently highi)"
noncomrnutative. For example the Pontrjagin ring of H. (G; Z /2) for the exceptional Lie group
G =G2 or F4 , is commutative. The Pontrjagin ring of ordinary mod p cohomology of each finite
Lie group is nilpotent, because it is finite dimensional.

V. Raa first notieed that the ~lora,"a K-theory K(n).( -} is a powerful theory to show this
homotopy non-commutativity. He showed that for an adequate n, K(n).(SO(2m + 1» is as non
trivial as possible. I\-foreover, he proved that if a Lie group G has p-torsion in homology, then
for some n, K(n).(G) is not nilpotent. In this paper we study the Pontrjagin product structure
of K(n).(G) for smallest n such that K(n).(G) e!! K(n). ~ H.(G; Z/p). Note that if n is large
enough, then the product"is induced from that of H.(G; Z/p}. Of course K(n).(G)/(un = 1)
is addith-ely isomorphie to H.(G; Z/p}. However its Pontrjagin ring structure is quite different;
indeed, the Pontrjagin ring K(2).(G2)/(U2 = 1) is not nilpotent but H.(G2i Z/2) is commutative.

The Pontrjagin product of K(4).(Es) for p = 2 has a ver)" interesting structure, namely the
Pontrjagin ring is generated by one odd degree element and six even degree elements so that odd
degree primitive elements are expressed as vertices of a cube and the adjoint actions of even degree
generators are expressed as oriented edges on the cube.

\Vojciech Chach61ski

An A-complication and an A-Blanc-Stover resolution

Let .4 be a finite cornplex.. For an A-ce1lular space X we define its A-cornplication l(X) by
induction. \Ve say that I(X) =0 if X is a retract of VEiA. \Ve say that l(X} :5 n if X is a retract
of a pointed homotopy collmit hocolimjF, where F : I -+ Top. is a pointed diagram such that,
for all i, F(i) :::; (n - 1). Thus spaces of A-complication 1 are th05e A-cellular spaces that can be
built using only primary infonnation about A, i.e., only maps between wedges of suspensions of
A.
Example 1. Let A =sn_Stover proved that, for any sn-cellular space X, I(X) :5 1.

Example 2. Let A =AI(Z/p,n}. Tben lim r -+X>I(AI(Z/p",n + 1») =00.

Example 3. Let A = V,.>o M(zr /p, n). For any A-cellular space X, I(X) :::; 1.

Proposition. Let A be a finite, p-torsion complex. Assume that A ~ EB_ I/ there exists N, such
that, /or an A-cellular spare X, l(X) < N, then the Bousfield dass 0/ A is equivalent to that 0/ a
Z/p-Moore space.

In vie".. of the above Proposition and Example 3, the way to obtain spaces of arbitrary A
complication is either to playa:' game:J with torsion or higher type.
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The main theorem is as follows:

Theorem. Let B be finite, and

d == (dimension 0/ top cell in B) - (dimension 0/ bottom cell in B.)

Let A = I;dB. For any A -cellular space X, there is a natural map X'. -+ X such that:

• I(X')::; 1,

• // F =Fib(X' -+ X), then map.(A,F) is a d-PolyGEM.

(Joint work \\;th \V.G.Dwyer, ~'I.Intermont)

John Greenlees

Equivariant bordism and equivariant formal groups

This is a report on joint work with 1\1. eole and I. Kriz.
Let A be a finite abelian group. One may consider tom Dieck's equivariant homotopical bordism,
AfUÄ, and more generally, equh-ariant complex oriented cohomology theories. ':~.;.

The idea of an equivariant formal group law is to model EÄ (CP(U» where CP(U) iS.a clas
sifying space for equivariant line bundles. Thus (i) CP(U) is a group object in the homotopy
category (ii) the components of the fixed point set cp(U)A has components corresponding to the
dual group A· and (üi) we need an orientation.

Definition An A-equivariant formal group law (A/gl) is a topological k-algebra R such th~t

(i) R is a Hop/ k-algebro

(ii) there is a map 8 : R --+ k A• 0/ Hop/ algebras, and the topology 0/ R is defined bythe kernel
0/8 and it 18 complete Jor the topology and

füi) there is a regular element Y(f) in R which generates the kernel 01 R -+ kA • -+ k fprojection
anto the f 'th lactar}.

The examples at and away from the Euler dass ideal were discussed, as were multiplicative Afgl's
and the representing rings identified. In fact one may find an additive basis of R, and henee deduce
there is a representing ring LA for MgI's.

As for AfUA" one may show (i) that AlU is topologically universal in the sense that if E is
complex oriented there is an equivariant ring map AlU -+ E and (H) the map LA -+ AIUÄ is
surjecth-e and the kernel is dh'isible, torsion and nilpotent in suitable senses. This shows (iii) that
AfUÄ represents Mgl's over any Noetherian ring. It is conjectured that the map is injective. The
strategy of praof was described.

Ethan Devinatz

On the non-existence of the Toda V (n) 's

This is areport on work of Lee Nave of the University of \Vashington. RecaU that a p-Iocal
finite spectrum is said to be a Toda V(n) if its Brown-Peterson homology is isomorphie to
BP.!(P,1Jl, ... ,un ) as a BP.BP-comodule. Nave proves that, for any prime p ~ 7, the spec
trum V(~) does not exist. (One can of course do better for p < 7.) The proof makes use of the
Hopkins-Miller spectrom E:~l' where G 9! Z/(P) )tJ Z/(p - 1)2 is a maximal finite subgroup of the
Ivlorava stabilizer group Sn' The main step is to prove that if V (r - 1) exists, r = ~, then the
element v~ in HO(G, Ep - t • Ver - I» does not sun;ve to 1r.(E;9t " Ver - 1». This is achieved by
proving that if it does survive, it must be in the image of 1r.(E:~1 A V(2» --+ 1r.(E;~1 "V(r -1».
However, one can prove that v~ is not in the image of HO(G, Ep - t • V(2» -+ HO(G, Ep - t • V(r-I»,
a contradiction.
Berichterstatter: Bjöm Schuster
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Inverse Wave Scattering Problems and Applications

20. 09. - 26. 09. 1998

The conference on Inverse Wave Scattering Problems and Applications ,vas organized by
Ralph Kleinman (Newark) and Rainer Kress (Göttingen). After Ralph Kleinman's death
in February 98 his position as organizer was kept open in order to emphasize on his impact

. on the theme and the selection of tbe participants of the conference. Tbe spirit in wbich
the conference was held paid tribute to Ralph Kleinman's scientific achievements.
41 participants from Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy,
Ne,v Zealand, Russia, Spain, Sweden, and the USA the invitation. In 24lectures of 40 min
utes duration, followed by lively and stimulating discussions, both theoretical and applied
aspects of inverse wave scattering problems were presented. In particular, new insights in
uniqueness and stability for inverse problems and new numerical reconstruction proceduteS
were provided. The time before, between and after the talks was used for intensive ~cien

tific discussions in small groups and, thanks to the beautiful sunshine, for hiking in the
surrounding of the institute. The conference clearly exhibited that inverse v;ave scattering
is a lively and challenging area in applied mathematics. .
A special note of thanks is given to tbe people at tbe Obenvolfach institute for the friendly
and pleasant atmosphere during the whole week.



Abstracts

Mikhail I. Belishev

Tbe BC-method as a triangular factorization

The talk gives some a vie\v point on the BC-method which is an approach to the Inverse .'
Problems based upon their relations to tbe Boundary Control Theory. We clarify that •
to reconstruct a Riemannian manifold via dynamical Dirichlet-to-Neuman map (response
operator) is to solve a problem of continual triangular factorization. On tbis way a continual
operator analog of a matrix diagonal is introduced. A factorization problem is solve<! with
the help of a special operator construction (operator integral) which generalizes the classical
~1.Krein - M. Livshits - M. Brodskii integral.

Martin Brühl

Reconstruction of an Unkno\vn Inclusion Using Electrieal Impedance Tomography

In electrical impedance. tomography currents are applied to a two-dimensional body and tbe
resulting voltages are measured on tbe boundary. The goal is to use these (overdetermined)
boundary. data to reconstruct information about the distributed conductivity coeffieient
q within the body. It is known that these boundary data (i.e., the Neumann-Dirichlet
operator) uniquely define tbe eonductivity eoefficient provided that u is, for example,
pieeewise analytic. This may correspond to the practieal situation that the body eonsists
of a number of inhomogeneities (organs) in a homogeneous background medium. ~Te

present a theoretical characterization of the domain of these inclusions (yet, nnder some
restrictions on q) which is easily translated into a very cheap numerical algorithm for the
reeonstruction of their domain. Preliminary numerical results will be presented.
(Ongoing work with M. Hanke and A. Kirsch.) e
Simon N. Chandler-Wilde

Inverse scattering by rough surfaces : uniqneness results

We consider the problem of seattering of an aeoustic wave by a sound soft, unbounded, one
dimensional rough surface. We review recent results on the unique solvability of the direct
problem, for both plane and cylindrical wave incidence. We show that, in the cylindrical
wave ease (but not tbe plane wave case) the solution has a well-defined far-field pattern
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and we prove a mixed reciproeity result. We then establish two uniqueness results for tbe
inverse problem: tbat knowledge of the scattered field for a single meident wave is suffieient
to identify tbe rough surface if the rough surface is apriori known to lie in a strip of width
less than half a wavelength; and that, without apriori information, the rough surface ean
be identified by the response to sufficiently many cylindrical waves.

Margaret Cheney

An Asymptotic Wave Interpretation of Sonar Images

This talk considers tbe inverse problem of determiniog the shape aod medium parameters of.
tbe sea800r from sonar data. First we review beamforming techniques and the Kirchhoff. 9

(high-frequency) approximation. Next we carry out a stationct:ry phase calculation (qr"
various measurement configurations associated with side-scan sonar and pencil-beam sonar~· ?' -;..

These results provide an interpretation of the information content of sonar images. Th_e
pencil-beam sonar, in particular, allows reconstruction of the shape and acoustic impedance
of the seafloor.

Klaus Giebermann ~ -:...

On the Numerical Solution of Three-Dimensional Inverse Scattering Problems in Homoge-
neous and Inhomogeneous Media ":>-'~-.":--;.~-

::;;:: .... ,..~- .. "1~ ~

We consider tbe numerical aspects of the inverse obstacle scattering in R 3• The goal iS, - ~. '~:::i.';'

to recover the shape of one or more obstacles by the measured farfield uoo, where the"·:'.;:-~·:~t·;

corresponding wavelengtb is of the same order of magnitude as the diameter of the obsta~"'- - ",-:1.--'.. 

eIes. Using the point SOUfce or the linear sampling method leads" to an efficient and fast;-·,··
algorithm for this task. We present an adaptive algorithm based on the linear sampling
method and show numerical examples for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous media.

Natalia Grinberg

Inverse Scattering Algorithm for tbe Elastic Layered Medium

The ISP (inverse scattering problem) for the normally incident time-hannonic plane wave
(longitudinal or transverse) is reduced to the ISP for the 10 wave equation (=ID-Helmholtz
equation). This, in its turn, is decided by the method similar to the Zacharov-Shabat
method for their system (or Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko method for the Schrödinger equa
tion). The main singular integral operator is, in case of wave equation, not only Fred
holm, but can be estimated in the Hilbert space: its L2-norm does not exceed the value
tanh(~Var log cl~oo) (hyperbolic tangence of the total variation of the logarithm of the
wave velocity). Since this value is strietly less then I, we can guarantee, that the series
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wbicb gives tbe solution to tbe GLM equation, converges fast in L2 • Hence, tbe ISP can be
solved explicitly (for P- and S-waves). It gives two independent relations for tbree unknown
elastic cbaracteristics: p, A and JJ.
Tbe scattering operator, which maps (definition) tbe function Je - ~ to tbe scattering

data ~ is the nonlinear generaIization of tbe Fourier transform. Tbe functions v'C - ~
and ~ satisfy a sort of uncertainty relation. As variation of tbe logaritbm of velocity
tends to zero, this relation tends to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.

Peter Hähner

Uniqueness of tbe Shape of an Anisotropie Medium

We consider an inverse problem related to the following transmission problem for a pen
etrable, inhomogeneous, anisotropie obstacle D C ]R3: given tbe domain D, a positive
constant "'t, a positive definite matrix-valued function A, and an incident field v (Le., a
solution to Llv - v = 0 near 15), find fields u in D and w E L2(De } in tbe exterior De of D
satisfying

div(AVu) - "'tu = 0 in D,

UIOD - WIOD = VIOD,

Llw - w = 0 in De ,

8u/8vA - 8w/8v = 8v/8v o~ 8D

(aU/8VA := v· AVu, v is tbe ontward normal vector).
'Ve prove for the corresponding inverse problem, namely to recover the domain D from
Dirichlet data of the reßected fields WIOB on a latge sphere 8B, tbat tbe Dirichlet data WIOB

for all possible incident fields uniquely detennine D provided "'t > 1 and ~ . A(x){ ~ "Y1{1 2

for all { E IR3, X E D.
The main ingredients for the proof are tbe well-posedness of the direct transmission prob
lem, a regularity theorem for solutions of tbe direct problem, and the well-posedness of
the follo\ving interior transmission problem: given data fand 9 on 8D, find u and v in D
satisfying

div(AVu) - "'tu = 0

UIOD - vt8D = /,
.6v - v = 0 in D,

aU/OVA - ov/8v = 9 on 8D.

Assuming "y > 1 and { . A(x){ 2: 71{12 for all { E ]R3, X E 15, this interior transmission
problem ean be transformed inta an equivalent fixed point equation which ean be solved
by the Banach fixed point theorem.
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Frank Hettlich

A Second Degree Method for Inverse Obstatle Scattering Problems

The nonlinear inverse problem of recovering a scattering obstacle from" measurements of
the far field pattern is considered. As a possible improvement of known iterative schemes
a ne,v method is discussed based on tbe second degree Taylor expansion of this operator.
The existence and a representation of tbe second domain derivative of the operator is shown
for a certain scattering problem. The performance of the method is illustrated by several
nurnerieal examples.

Thorsten Hohage

Convergence of iterative regularization methods in inverse scattering

We considered the" problem of reconstructing the shape of a scatterer from far" field mea
surements of the scattered field corresponding to one incident plane ,vave and looked at thc
application of iterative methods to solve this problem. First we presented a simplification
of an approach by Potthast to compute the boundary values of the derivative of the scat
tered field. Then we gave an interpretation of a logarithmic source condition as a closeness
condition in Sobolev spaces. Such conditions are sufficient and almost necessary to obtain
convergence rates that are logarithmic in the data noise level. "Finally ,ve presented and
compared theoretical and numerical results for various methods such as Landweber itera
tion, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, Newton-CG method and the iteratively regularized
Gauss-Newton method.

Victor Isakov

Inverse Problems in Acoustic Noise Detection

_ The problem of detection of acoustic noise in aircrafts can be posed as the linear integral
equation

Ir K(x, y)f(y)dl'(y) = F(x), x E 'Y

where r is a boundary of a domain and 'Y of its subdomain where one can actually imple
ment acoustic measurement. K(x, y) is a fundamental solution to the Helmholtz equation
~u + k2u = 0 in this domain. We will discuss uniquencss, stability of f given F and
numerieal solution of the above integral equation.
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Andreas Kirsch

Characte~zationof tbe shape of tbe scattering obstacle by the spectral data of the far field
operator

In this talk we study the inverse obstacle scattering problem for time harmonie plane waves
under Dirichlet boundary conditions. We derive a factorization of the self-adjoint part of
the far field operator F in the form -~(F+ F·) = GSG·. Here, G is the solution operator
of the exterior Diriehlet problem and S tbe real part of tbe single layer potential operator.
vVe prove tbat the ranges of J-! (F + F·) and G coincide and use this result to give an ~
explicit charaeterization of tbe scattering obstacle which uses only tbe spectral data of •
!(F + F·) .

. Gerhard Kristensson

Direct and Inverse Scattering for Transient Electromagnetic Waves in Nonlinear Media

This paper presents the solution to an inverse seattering problem in nonlinear media for
electromagnetie waves. Specifically, the constitutive relations tbat model tbe nonlinear
response to tbe electromagnetic field is assumed to be

D(x, t) = foF(E(x, t», B(x, t) =J.toH(x, t)

Here, the funetion F : R -+ R. The inverse problem is to recover the function F from
scattering data. Tbe reconstruction algorithm that is presented is model independent.
Moreover, two standard models for the nonlinearity are discussed-tbe Kerr and tbe satu
rated Kerr models. In this paper we prove that the use of incident and transmitted fields
suffiees to reconstruct tbe function F. A uniqueness theorem for asymmetrie 2D nonlinear
hyperbolic system is presented.

Yaroslav V. Kurylev

Moments' methods for the inverse boundary problem for the acoustic and heat equation _

This is a joint work with A. Starkov, K. Peat, M. Kawashita, and H. Saga. We consider
an inverse spectral boundary problem for the acoustic operator Apu = p-16u, Ul8AI = 0,
M E lRm , m ~ 2 (in tbe talk m = 2) and inverse boundary problem for tbe heat equation
frU, - b.u = 0, ult=o = 0, U8Alx(O,T) = f· Tbe inverse data used is a finite set of first
eigenfunctions on tbe boundary, t8nl/J1c18M' k = 1, ... , N for the acoustic case and tbe
values of 8n uJ IBM X [O,T) for a ~nite number of sources f for tbe beat equation.
We develop algorithms of an approximate reconstruction of p fro~ these data, analyze tbeir
stability (assuming same measurement errar) and discuss same numerical implementation
of the scheme for tbe acoustic case..
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Christophe Labreuche

On tbe stability of several ill-posed inverse scattering problems

Tbe most challenging aspect in inverse problems comes from tbe fact tbat these latters are
generally severely ill-posed. This implies tbe use of regularization techniques in order to
numerically recover satisfaetory reconstructions. Rougbly speaking, regularization meth
ods consist in approximating an ill-posed problem by a \vell-posed one (for instance by
adding a term in tbe defect wben tbe inverse problem ean be turned into an optimization
problem).
Yet, there is another way to remove the ill-poseness. By adding some a-priori information
about tbe inverse problem, it can become stable. In this talk, we focus on tbc follo\ving
two inverse problems: the recovery of tbe sbape of a sound soft obstaele, aod tbe recovery
of the surface impedanee on a known obstacle, from a knowledge of tbe far fiel~. pattern for
tbe seattering of incident time-harmonie aeoustic plane waves. In eacb case,~ao accurate
and detailed study of stability must be carried out to determine tbis a-priori -information
that is sufficient to get stability. To this end, one has to examine bow the error in the data
propagates up to what we wish to recover. In' these estimates, a particular eare must be
given on what is the dependency of the eonstants (involved in these estimates) .upon ,vhat
",·e wish to recovcr. We finally obtain same sharp estimates by using Carleman inequalities.

Paul A. Martin

Waves in wood: an inverse problem for telegraph poles

Tbe title problem refers to the use of stress waves to inspect \vooden poles for:etecay. The
main part of tbe lecture was concerned with the modelling of tbe problem. Thus, it is
usual to model wood as an orthotropic elastic solid. Tbis gives a good loeal description:
for example, at any point in a tree, tbree principal directions can be identified, namely lon
gitudinal (along the grain), radial and tangential. Much is known about wavc propagation
in such solids.
However, tbe most obvious feature of the cross-section of a tree is the presence of annual
rings. So, this structure should be taken into aeeount if wave propagation througb a tree
or wooden pole is to be modelIed properly. For this reason, tbe tree is modelIed as a
cylindrically orthotropic elastic solid, giving aglobai description of tbe wood.
Tbe governing equations were given and simple explicit solutions for motions in a cross
sectional plane were presented. No explieit solutions for non-axisymmetric in-plane mo
tions bave been found to date, but ascherne using a generalized Frobenius metbod (using
expansions as series of Bessel functions rather tban powers) was outlined.
Finally, some remarks on the inverse problem were made. Thus, a cross-section of tbe pole
can be tbougbt of as annular, with the rotten region in tbe centre. So, tbe basic question
is: what is tbe radius of the eore?
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This work was motivated by discussions with a small company in Manchester which has a
stress-wave device for assessing the strength of decayed poles. However, it does not bave
aoy uoderlying theory, so it would like to understand why tbe device works!

Christine De Mol

Wavelets for inverse problems

~\Ve analyze under ,vhicb circumstances and to what extent it is possible, in imaging exper- •
iments, to get "super-resolution", Le. to supersede tbe classical Rayleigb resolution limit
of half a ,vavelength of the probing radiation. Ta discuss this problem, we use tbe simple
example of the so-called inverse diffraction problem from plane to plane.. In the case of
near-field imaging, we show tbat the use of tbe information conveyed by evanescent waves
allows to increase considerably the classical far-field limit and we assess the achievable
resolution as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio and of the distance between the SOUfce
and measurement planes. In the case of far-field imaging, we sbo,v that super-resolution
cao be achieved tbrough the use of prior knowledge about the solution and in particular
about its support. We demonstrate, however, tbat a significant resolution improvement cao
only be obtained when the space-bandwidth product is very smalI, Le. for subwavelength
sources. We recall some regularized inversion algorithms which cao be used to compute the
corresponding solutioos and \ve propose a wavelet-based generalization of the Gerchberg
Papoulis algorithm, ,vhich is expected to have enhanced super-resolution capabilities for
spatially inhomogeneous objects.

Adriari I. Nachman

Numerical inversion using eigenfunctions of the scattering operator

We describe a numerical procedure for reconstructing tbe variable speed of sound from
scattering measurements at fixed frequency. A regularized version of the problem leads, .
by a Lagrange multiplier calculation, to an expansion in terms of products of retransmit- ..
ted fields of eigenfunctions of tbe far-field operator. Wben linearized around a constant
background tbis expansion yields a fast inversion procedure analytically equivalent to tbe
filtered backpropagation fonnula of Devaney and Beylkin. We show quatitative imaging of
inhomogeneous media, nonlinear inversion when tbe Born approximation fails, reconstruc-
tion from data corrupted by noise, as weil as from experimental data.
(Joint work with T. D. Mast, R. C. Waag, C. Drager, F. Lin.)
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Petri Dia

Recovering Singularities from Backscattering in R,2

Consider the Schrödinger operator

H 8 ~ > 2s~ + 9so+ 3
q},Q2'E 6°, u

2so - 1

and they have the same backscattering data {Aj «(), -(), k); k E R, () E 51}, th~_~;(

Let u(x, 8, k) = eik(9,z) +C(2)lxl-1/ 2A(x, (J, k) +o(lxl- l / 2) be an outgoiog solution of Hqu =
ocorresponding to plane wave eiA:(9,.). We prove the following theorem:
Theorem: If

'Hmin{l,~} BC(R2 )
Ql - q2 E loe + .

The praof relies on an recent characterization of W l ,p(lR2)-functions due to Jlajlasz (96)
(1 < p :5 (0) and Triebels's maximal inequality. : .- -
(Joint work with L. Päivarinta, and V. Serov.)

Micheie Piana

Regularized Sampling Method for Solving Inverse Scattering Problems in the Resonance
Region

The regularized sampling method is a fast and simple algorithm for the solution of non
linear inverse scattering problems. The application of the method requires no low- 01; high
frequency approximation and 00 apriori information about the number or the nature of
the scatterers. The method provides an estimate of the support of the scatterer and not
the point values of the refractioo index. The implementation of the algorithm is based
00 the solution of a linear Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. Since this is a
severely ill-posed problem Tikhonov regularization method with generalized discrepancy
principle is adopted 10 reduce the numerical instability. An interesting feature is that the
regularization parameter can be used as reliable indicator of the support of the scattering
object.
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Roland Potthast

On mixed reeiproeity relations in inverse scattering.

Reeiprocity relations are of great irnportance in the treatment of direct aod inverse scat
tering problems. Mixed reeiprocity relations relate tbe rar field pattern of incident point
saurces witb the scattered field for incident plane waves. Here we derive mixed reeiprocity
relations for SOrne acoustie. and eleetromagnetic scattering problems and sbow tbeir appli
cability to solve inverse abstacle scattering problems. Questions of uniqueness, stability
sod reconstruction are investigatecl.

Walfgang Rieger

Inverse eleetromagnetic medium scattering: recoostruction of two-dimensional inhomoge
. neous anisotropie objects

'Ve eonsider thc inverse scattering problem of reconstrueting tbe permittivity aod eOD
ductivity tensors of inhomogeneous anisotropie or biaxial cylindrical objects. Tbe ma
terial properties are reeonstructed using seattering data from time-harmonie electromag
netie plane ,vaves with the electrie field vector perpendieular to the cylinder axis (TE
polarization). The inverse scattering problem formulated as nonlinear optimization prob
lem is numerically solved using a variable metric method. This method involves exact
first-order gradients. Sinee the inverse scattering problem is severly ill-posed, a regular
ization term is used to ensure stability and uniqueness of tbe solution. We apply either
the total variation penalty method as regularization functional or Tikhonov regularization.
Numerieal examples were presented for both the biaxial and anisotropie case.
(Joint work with Günther Lehner and Wolfgang M. Rucker.)

Erkki Somersalo

Dynamical Inverse Problems

The talk is a review of joint works ,vith D. Baroudi, J. Kaipio snd M. Vauhkonen. The
problem considered here is to solve inverse problems where the parameters to be determined
change in time during tbe measurements. Two examples are discussed in more detail:
In electrical impedance tomography (EIT), one seeks to estimate tbe internal impedanee
distribution of a body by current/voltage measurements on tbe surface of the body. Tbe
typical procedure is to apply a full set of linearly independent current patterns on the body
and measure tbe corresponding voltages (this set of measurements is a full frame). If tbe
number of electrodes is Iarge, the body may change during this measurement proeedure.
As an example, one can think of heart beats in medical imaging applications or fluid ftow
is process tomography.
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The second example deals with temperature distribution monitoring by impedance mea
surements: A set of electrically conducting wires are spanned across the space whose
temperature is being monitored. The temperature changes of the wires cause changes in
the resistivity and so the impedance measurements can be used indirectly to temperature
monitoring. The dynamical nature of this inverse problem comes from the possibly rapid
temperature ehanges in tbe room as \yell as from the heat diffusion along the wires.
In the proposed approach, the time evolution of the target is modelIed as a stochastic
differential equation that leads in the time diseretization to a l\1arkov model. The indirect
measurement is modelIed as a noisy linear observation model. Put together, 'we have a
Kalman-Buey model where we ean apply elassieal KaIman filtering teehniques to estimate
the state of the system. A. novel feature in our applieation is a spatial regularization
method of the KaIman filtering.

David Wall

Signal Restoration after transmission through an advective aod diffusive medium

The human bodies response to metabolie stress is by the release of glueoeortieoids. One
of thc measurements earried out in an attempt to understand more about the hormonal

. path\vays is to measure adrenoeortieotrophic hormone (ACTH) release from thc pituitary
gland.

· Some interesting inverse problems involving advcction diffusion cquations aris'c from this '
measurement. "Ve discuss one of these problems and thc methods we are using to solve it.
\Ve consider in particular an inverse problem assoeiated \vith mass transport of material
concentration down a tube \vhen the fiowing medium has a two-dimensional velocity profile.
The concentration is measured do\vnstream aod from this the temporal variation of the
concentration upstream is to be estimated.

Frank Wübbeling

Numerical schemes for Time-Harmonic acoustical inverse scattering in three dimensions

We consider the time-harmonic \vave equation in t\VO or three dimensions. Dur goal is to
reconstruct tbe scattering potential q(x) in the HelmhoItz- equation

~u + k2(1 + q(x))u = 0

from measurements of tbc wave field u = ui + u' that is produced by different incoming
plane waves u i

. u is measured on the boundary of same subset nwhich is kno,vn to contain
tbe support of q.
In the application of breast cancer detection, thc objects are of size 80..\ where ..\ is the
\vavelength, assuming standard ultrasound devices. Because of this, \ve need a solution to

11



the nonlinear problem. Also, sinee tumors and cysts ean only be identified by comparing
their attenuation, the imaginary part of q also has to be recovered.
We propose an algorithm for this problem that is numerically manageable in 3D and de
livers the expected resolution of >../2. It is based on a nonlinear version of Kaczmarz'
algorithm and employs a technique for solving the initial value Helmholtz problem. Nu
merical experiments for two and three dimensions are shown.
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MATHEl\1ATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 39/1998

Geometry

27.09. - 03.10.1998

Organizers: Victor Bangert, Freiburg
Yurii D. Burago, St. Petersburg
Ulrich Pinkall, Berlin

::;:.... The meeting has been attended by 48 geometers from England, Prance, Germany, Greece,
Russia, Switzerland, USA. The talks covered a large variety of topics, 'with sorne emphasis
on relations between surface theory and complex analysis. Th~ style of the meeting differed
in several respects from its predecessors:

• There were only a total of 20 talks leaving more time for informal collaboration.

• This interaction was facilitated by the posting of the research reports.

• There were two mini series of three and two one-hour talks, one on 'Quaternionie Line
Bundles over Riemann Surfaces and Differential Geometry of Surfaces', the other on
'Characteristic Invariants of Hyperbolic Manifolds'.

Abstracts

FRANZ PEDIT

Quaternionie Line Bundles over Riemann Surfaces and Differential Geometry
of Surfaces I, 11, 111
We present a new approach to the differential geometry of surfaces in R3 and R4 that treats
this theory as a "quatemionified" version of the complex analysis and algebraic geometry of
Riemann surfaces. (A reprint cao be'obtained from the documenta mathematica webpage
www.matbematik.uni-bielefeld/documenta under tbe ICM volume.)



ISKANDER A. TAIMANOV

Non-formal simply connected symplectic manifolds
(Joint with I.K. Babenko)
We present tbe following result:
Theorem For any·· N ?:: 6 there exists a non-formal simply connected symplectic rnanifold
of dimension 2N.

CHRISTIAN BÄR

The Dirac Operator on Hyperbolic Manifolds
We study the Dirae spectrum of hyperbolic mani(olds. We show that jf M = H"Ir has
finite volume, then the spectrum is either discrete or all of R. It is a topological propertye
of the spin structure which decides which of the two cases occurs. We see

• Ir dirn M = 2 or 3 and M has exactly oue cusp, then the spectrum is discrete.

• dirn M = 2 and M has at least two cusps, then there is a spin structure such that
spec =R.

• If M = 83 - K is a link complement, then there exists a spin structure with spec
= R iff K has two link components with odd linking number.

• If dirn M = 2 or 3 one can always choose the spin structure such that the spectrum
is discrete.

In dimension 2 or 3 one cao approximate open hyperbolic manifolds offinite volume by COffi

pact ones. In 2 dimensions the eigenvalues accumulate towards the continuous spectrum of
the limit manifold. In 3 dimensions there is no accumulation because tbe spin structures
with spec = R are not limits of spin structures on compact hyperbolic 3-manifolds.

TIM HOFFMANN

A Discrete Smoke Ring Flow
Uoint work with U. Pinkall)
There is a strong link between integrable discretizations of surfaces described by integrable
systems and their Bäcklund transformations. In particular, elementary quadrilaterals of_
the discrete surfaces arise in tbe Bianchi permutability for the continuous ODes. .,

Out of a Bäcklund transformation for curves that is linked to the classical tractrix con
struction, we derive a discrete smoke ring flow for closed discrete curves. This leads to
discrete Hashimoto surfaces. Moreover it is possible to view its spectral curve as the set of
all closed BäckluDd transfonns of it.
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JÜRGEN BERNDT

Cohomogeneity One Aetions on Riemannian Symmetrie Spaces ofNon-Compact
Type
The eohomogeneity of an isometrie Lie group action on a eonnected Riemannian manifold
is tbe eodimension of a prineipal orbit. We study the the classifieation problem up to
orbit equivalenee on Riemannian symmetrie spaces of non-eompaet type. Tbe only such
spaee where a complete elassification is known is the real hyperbolic space. We suggest
the following approach.
Consider the Riemannian symmetrie space M =G/ K of non-compact type as a solvable Lie
group S = AN equipped with some left-invariant Riemannian metric. Such a realization
eomes from the Iwasawa decomposition of the connected component G of tbe isometry
group of M. Any eohomogeneity one action on M has either only principal orbits or
exactly one singular orbit. Each Lie subalgebra with eodimension one of the Lie algebra
s = a+n of S leads to a eohomogeneity one action on M without a singular orbit. Examples
are provided by taking the orthogonal comiJlement of any non-zero vector in .Q or in the
root spaee g~ of same simple root ...\, or of a eombination of two such vectors. Examples of
such actions with a singular orbit arise from taking tbe orthogonal complement of a linear
subspace V of g~, ...\ simple, dimension of V ~ 2, such that the centralizer of Q in K acts
transitivelyon unit vectors in V. For instanee, in the case of SU(l, n) one may choose any
linear subspace with constant Kaehler angle in g~ = en-1. This provides many examples
of eohomogeneity one actions on complex hyperbolie space for whieh the singular orbit F
is not totally geodesie, for whicb the image nnder tbe exponential map of any normal spaee
of F is not totally geodesie, and for which F has globally fiat normal bundl~.. ~

ANDREAS KOLLROSS

The Classification of Hyperpolar and. Cohomogeneity One Actions on Compact
Symmetrie Spaces - .
An isometrie action of a eompact Lie gronp on a Riemannian manifold is ealled byperpolar
if there exists a flat section, Le. a closed eonnected fiat submanifold that meets all orbits
orthogonally. .
Examples for such actions are the isotropy actions of Riemannian symmetrie spaces, whieh
are a special ease of the following construction. Let Hand K be two symmetrie subgroups
of G. Then H acts hyperpolarlyon the symmetrie space G/ K. Another type of example
are eohomogeneity one actions on spheres and projective spaces whieh can be constructed
from isotropy representations of rank two symmetrie spaces.
We present a elassifieation of the hyperpolar actions on tbe irreducible symmetrie spaces
of tbe compaet type. The result is that, apart from tbe two types of examples mentioned
above, there are seven exeeptional hyperpolar actions of eohomogeneity oDe. Tbe proof
uses mainly the representation theory of eompact Lie groups.
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WILDERICH TUSCHMANN

Diffeomorphism Finiteness, Positive Pinching and Second Homotopy
We prove the following finiteness theorem: For any given numbers m, C and D, the class
of simply connected rn-dimensional closed smooth manifolds with finite second homotopy
groups which admit a Riemannian metric with sectional curvature bounded in absolute
value by IKI :5 C and diameter uniformly bounded from above by D contains only finitely
many diffeomorphism types. This implies that for given m, C and D, there exists a finite
nUIVber of closed smooth manifolds Ei such that any simply connected closed rn-dimensio-
nal manifold M admitting a Riemannian metric with sectional curvature IK(M)I :5 C and
diameter diam(M) :5 D is diffeomorphic to a factor space M = Ei/Tk i , where 0 :5 ki = _
dim Ei - m and T"i acts freely on Ei. We show that for each natural oumber ~ and any • I

o< (, :5 1 there exists a positive constant io = io(m, 6) > 0 such that the injectivity radius
of aoy simply connected 6-pinched compact m-dimensional Riemannian "manifold 'with fi-
nite second homotopy group is uniformly bounded from below by io(rn, 6). We sketch a
proof of the fact that this last result is also true under the more general curvature assump-
tions of uniform Ricci instead of sectional curvature pinching, Le., under the condition
o< 6 :5 Ricc and K ::; 1, and show by example that this result is optimal. Finally, by con
structing sequences of uniformly pinched 7-dimensional Eschenburg spaces which collapse
to a 4-dimensional Alexandrov space, we disprove a conjecture of Fukaya saying that any
Hausdorff limit.of a sequence of uniformly positively pinched simply connected manifolds
with fixed dimension has codimeosion at most one.

ULRICH BREHM

A Universality Theorem for Realization Spaces of Maps
A map is a polyhedral complex on a closed orientable 2-manifold. A polyhedral embedding
·of a map M with vertex set Visa mapping / : V ~ R3 such that each (abstract) polygon
on M corresponds to a strictly convex polygon in JR3 and no selfintersections occur.
Let W = {VI, ..• , VS, WI, ... , wn }. A mapping f : W 4' ]R3 is called standard if VI, .•. , Vs

are mapped onto a given fixed projective basis.
A semialgebraic set in Rn is a finite boolean combination of sets of the form
{x E R" I/(x) = 0, g(x) < O}, where /, 9 E Q[xt, ... ,xn ], x = (x}, ... , xn ).

Theorem For each semialgebraic set P S; R3n there exists a map M which contains only
triangles and quadrangles with vertex set V :2 W such that for each subfield K ~ R holds: e
An injective standard mapping f : W -+ K3 can be extended to a polyhedral embedding
of M with f(V) ~ K3 if and only if (/(W1), ••• ,/(Wn )) E P.
Corollaries
1. For each proper subfield K of the field of real algebraic numbers there is a map which
can be polyhedrally embedded in R3 but not in K3.
2..The realizability problem for maps in R3 is polynomial-time equivalent to the 'existential
theory of the reals' and thus NP-hard.
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PETER BUSER

Numerical Methods in the Theory of Riemann Surfaces and Algebraic Curves
For compact Riemann surfaces S of genus 9 ;::: 2 the Koebe Poineare Uniformization
Theorem states that there always exists a eonfonnally equivaIent hyperbolic metrie on
S. It is also well known that S is confonnally equivalentto an algebraie eurve C. The
lecture is about Dumerieal methods allowing to go from C to S using the computation of
the confonnally equivalent constant curvature -1 metrie by solving PDE. Inversely tbe
conformal capacities of hyperbolic geodesie polygons are computed numerieally to obtain
the algebraic curve via tbe period matrices and theta characteristics. The numerical tests
lead to tbe discovery of numerous new exampies in genus 2 wbich can be unifonnized in
exact form.

CONRAD PLAUT

Geometry and Groups ~;.:' ..
(Joint with V.N. Berestovskii and C. Stallman) _.
We present the notion of a "geometry" on a topological group as a semigroüpof open
neighborhoods of tbe identity with certain natural properties. Examples include the word
metric on finitely presented groups, Camot-Caratheodory metrics on Lie groups"and valu
ations on fields. As a way to find geometries with curvature bounded below, we introduce
a nation of covering group for a topological group - the construction of a uni~~rsal cover
involves an inverse limit of Malcev groups Gu. For locally compact, conneeted, locally
connected metrie groups, tbe universal cover factoTS as L x GI X ••• x RW, where L is a
Lie group, Gi is a compact simple, simply connected group and w is finite or countably
infinite. Using suitable metrics on tbe Lie groups and a Hilbert space metric on a suitable
subspace of R"', we can take the product metrie and pass to tbe quotient G to get an
invariant metric of curvature bounded below. We also presented same of the.geometry of
a weakly Hat infinite torus.

RUTH KELLERHALS

Characteristic Invariants of Hyperbolic Manifolds I, 11
In this miniseries areport on the state oe tbe art concerning the computation of charac
teristie invariants and especially volumes of hyperbolic manifolds is given.
In part I, we survey known results about minimal volume, volume estimates, covolumes of
Coxeter simplex groups etc. in arbitrary dimensions ~ 2.
In part II, we present new developments initiated by A. Goncharov, Neumann-Zagier,
Bloch, Dupont and others. In this context, the volume of an oriented hyperbolic manifold
of odd dimension 2n - 1 can be interpreted througb the top-dimensional Borel class ~n-l

restricted to SO(2n-1, 1). Using diflieult techniques Goncharov eould find a representative
for the Borel class in dimension 5 in terms of certain modified trilogarithms which 100 to
a new structural result about the spectrum Vols of 5-dimensional hyperbolic manifolds.
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IVAN STERLING

A Symplectic Inertial Principle for General Relativity
This is joint work with G. Martin and P. Hewitt. We generalize special relativity to general
relativity. The new ideas needed to salve tbe longstanding problem include: use space-time
momentum-energy as fundamental object, foeus on the torsion of connections on this space,
use symplectic geometry, extend the notion of a coordinate system via D9n-Heisenberg
transverse foliations. Martin's Inertial Principle is R(Xl' X2)Y = K[PT(Xl)' PT(X2)]Y (Le.
Mathematical Holonomy = Physical Holonomy). The PT's are boosts and commutators of
boosts yield Thomas Precession. Tbe equations yield the no preferred observer condition.
For Einstein-de Sitter spaee we obtain a Doppler formula with a conneetion function.

THOMAS PÜTTMANN

Optimal Pinching Constants of Odd Dimensional Homogeneous Spaces
We compute tbe pinching constants of a1l homogeneous Riemannian metrics on the Berger
space M13 = SU(5)/(Sp(2) X Z2 SI) and of all U(2)-biinvariant homogeneous Riemannian
metrics on the Aloff-Wallach space Wltl =SU(3)/Slt1 • We prove that the optimal pinching
constants are precisely iT ~ 0.0270 in both cases. So far M13 and W 1,1 were ooly known
to admit Riemannian metrics with pinching constants 2;.~7 ~ 0.0149.
We also investigate the optimal pinching constants for the homogeneous metrics on the
otber Aloff-Wallach spaces Wt,l = SU(3)/Sl,. In fact, our eomputations cover the class
of T2-biinvariant homogeneous Riemannian ~etrics. This class contains all homogeneous
Riemannian metrics unless k/i = 1, however, in the case of W1t1 it does not represent the
entire moduli of homogeneous metrics. It turns out that the optimal pinching constants
are given by a strictly increasing function in k/i E (0,1]. In particular, all the optimal
pinching constants are :5 fr·
In order to determine the extremal ~ues of tbe sectional curvature of a homogeneous
Riemannian metric on Wt,l we employ a systematic technique, which can be applied to
other spaces as weIl. The computation of tbe pincbing constants for M 13 is reduced to
the curvature computation for t,vo proper totally geodesic submanifolds. One of them is
diffeomorphic to CP3/Z2 and inherits an Sp(2)-invariant Riemannian metric, and the other
is W1tl embedded as recently found by Taimanov. This approach explains in particular the
coincidence of the optimal pincbing constants for W1,1 and M 13.
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ROB KUSNER

Parabolicity of Minimal Surfaces in R3
A finite topology Riemann surface is parabolic if its eods are conformal to punctures. This
is equivalent to a Liouville property, and also to the fact that Brownian motion is recurrent.
A classical theorem of Ossermann asserts that a complete, finite total curvature minimal
surface in three space is parabolic. A more recent result of Collin shows that a properly
embedded minimal surface in three space with finite topology aod more than one end has
finite total curvature; thus it is also parabolie.
For Riemann surfaces with infinite topology (infinite genus or an infinite number of eods)
the various notions of parabolicity are da langer equivalent. Nevertheless, it turns out that
properly embedded minimal surfaees with more than one end are again parabolic, in the
sense that Brownian motion is recurrent. In a eertaio sense tbis result is sbarp.
We shall discuss some of the geometrie aod topologieal cons'equences for minimal surfaces
in our talk. (Tbis is joint work with Bill Meeks, Pascal Collin and Harold Ro§,~nberg.)

WILHELM KLINGENBERG

Real Hypersurfaces in Kähler manifolds
We investigate tbe geometry of. tbe maximal complex subbundle H N of the r~~ tangent
bundle of areal hypersurface N. In particular we prove that strict pseudoconvexity and
the condition that the surn L of those eigenvalues of the second fundamental form of N in
C" tbat correspond to H N is constant imply that N is tbe metric sphere. In joint work
witb G. Huisken, we consider an evolution of N in tbe direction of tbe real normal and
with speed L. This gives rise to a weakly parabolic system of PDE for which we prove
local existence and a result that is particular to Cl: If N3 is a hypersurface in Cl , co~pact
aod weakly pseudoconvex, than the evolution immediately leads to strictly pseudoconvex
hypersurfaces.
References:
W. Klingenberg: Real hypersurfaces in Kähler manifolds, 1997. .
G. Huisken, W. Klingenberg: Flow of real hypersurfaces by the trace of the Levi form,
1998.

CHRISTOPH HUMMEL '

Convex Hulls in Singular Spaces of Negative Curvature
(C. Hummel, U. Lang, V. Schroeder)
We give a simple example of a complete CAT(-l)-space containing a set S with the following
property: Tbe boundary at infinity 8ooCH(S) of tbe convex hull of S differs from 800S by
an isolated point. However, if eH is replaced by some notion CHa of 'almost convex hull',
the we have that 800S = 8ooCHa (S) for any subset S of a complete CAT(-l)-space.
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HANS-BERT RADEMACHER

Twistor Spinors
This is areport on joint work with Wal/gang Kühnel (Stuttgart). We eonsider Riemannian
spin manifolds carrying twistor spinors with zeroes and we assume that tbe manifold is not
conformally fiat.' These twistor spinoes are conformal analogues of parallel spinors outside
their set of zeroes. Based on the Berger-Simons holonomy elassifieation we characterize
these manifolds. In partieular the dimension n of tbe manifold is even or n = 7. Outside tbe
set of zeroes of the twistor spinor the metric is conformal to a Ricci flat and asymptotieally
Euclidean metric. We give examples in all even dimensions.

KARSTEN GROSSE-BRAUCKMANN

Constant mean curvature surfaces with three ends
(K. Grosse-Brauckmann, R. Kusner, J. Sullivan)
Almost embedded constant meao curvature (CMC) surfaces of finite topology are classical
with less tban three ends (tbe 2-sphere or the Delaunay unduloids ofrevolution), and known
to exist for each number of ends larger than three with aoy genus by work of Kapouleas.
Tbe case of almost embedded C!\1C surfaces with three ends and genus 0 is particularly
interesting in view of tbe trousers decomposition of surfaces. Tbe generalized Alexandrov
reflection method of Korevaar, Kusner, Solomon, shows these surfaces always have a plane
of refiection. We exploit this property to classify their moduli space with an open 3-ball,
using methods of Lawson and Kareher. Dur classifying map is in terms of asymptotic
data. As a further result we show no two surfaces cao have the same asymptotic data.
The maximum principle gives this uniqueness statement.
Dur main theorem is that the moduli space of tbe CMC surfaees with three ends and
genus 0 is homeomorphic to the open three-ball.' Essentially, we use a cootinuity method
to derive this result. While closedoess follows from koown apriori estimates, openness is
a consequenee of our uniqueness result and tbe strueture of real analytie varieties. In fact,
io general the moduli spaces of almost embedded CMC surfaces form real analytic variety,
as ,vas proven by Kusner, !\1azzeo, Pollack.
Exeept for cases accessible to ODE methods, \ve are not aware of many other geometrie
variational problems which allow a similar complete analysis.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 40/1998

A-rbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema:

The Nilpotence Theorem in Stahle Homotopy
Theory

04.10. - 10.10.1998

Organizers: Hans-Werner Henn (Strasbourg)
Wilhclm Singhaf (Düsseldorf)

Thc aim of t.his Arhei tsgemeinschaft was to understand thc pHJof of thc
t'Nilpotencc rrlworcm" in stable homotopy theory whieh had beeil conjec
tured by Ravencl around 1976 aod was provcd by Devinatz, Hopkins and
Slnith in 1988. It describes one of the rare oceasions where an important'
geometrie property is faithfully refleeted in algebra by means of a homology
thcory.

A gcncralized homology theory is a funetor h. from a topologieal category
(for cxample thc catcgory CW of CW-spaees and continuous maps betwecn
them) to an algebraic category (for example the eatcgory AB. of graded
ahclian groups). Such a funetar is required to have a number of properties
falniliar fraIn ordinary homology: in partieular, if a map I : X ~ Y is
homotopic to a constant map, thcn the indueed map h.1 : h.X ~ h.Y
is trivial, and if EX denotes the suspension of X, then I incluces a map
EI : E ..\' ~ EY, alld h.(E/) coineides with h.1 up to a dimension shift.

Cornplex bordism theory MU. is a generalized homology theory which is
. important for a number of reasons: it is eonceptually interesting becausc of

its closc relation with the theory 9f formal groups, and eonerete calculations
with this theory are often possible.



,." ~

Consider a map J : ~d~\ ~ X from the d-fold suspension of X to X;
any such map is called a self-map of X. We can "iterate" I; thcn we write
Ir := J 0" • 0 ~(r-2)dJ 0 ~(r-l)dJ : ErdX ~ }{ and call this thc r-th power of

J. We say that f is nilpotent if a sufficiently high suspension of a sufficiently
high power of f is null homotopic. .

The following striking theorenl is what is commonly knowll as the "Nilpo
tencc Thearern" (or at least olle form of it):

Theorem 1. Let f : EdX ~ X be a sel/-map. Then' f is nilpotent i/ and
only il M U. (I) is nilpotent.

()nly one special casc of this theorem was known to be true befare the
proof of the general result by Dcvinatz, Hopkins and Snlith, namely Nishida's
Nil potence Theorenl (1 ~73):

Theorem 2. Let f : Edsn == sd+n ~ sn be a self-map 0/ the n-sphere with
d ~ 1. Then / is nilpotent.

An inlportant thcorctical conscquencc of the general Nilpotencc ThcorcrB,
Theorenl 1, is thc Thick Subcategory Theorcm.

Definition. A Juli subcategonj C 0/ CW i.~ callcd thick i/ it satisfie.s the
/ollowing (;onditions:

1. If,j\ i.') in C and }' is h07notopy equivalent to X then Y is in C.

2. 1/.1\ V Y is in C, then X and Y are in C.

•Y. I/ X ~ Y ~ Z i.'l a cofibre .sequence and if two 0/ the spaces "t ,}" and
Z are in ethen so is the third.· '

Thc Thick Subcatcgory Theorem gives a complete classification of the thick
subcategories of the stahle homotopy category of all p-Iocal finite complexes,
where p is a prinle number. (A CW-space is called p-local finite if it is
thc p-Iocalization of a finite complex.) These subcategorics adnlit a siInple
deseription in terms of what MU. does to the spaces belonging to them.

The Thick Sn bcategory Theorem is one of the tools needed to prove
the Periodicity Theorem, which was the second of thc two nlain theorenls
to which the Arhcitsgenlcinschaft was dedicated. This theorem asserts the
existence of periodic self maps (which are very far from being nilpotent )
and is best statcd in terms of thc Morava K-theories K(n). For a fixed
prinle number p there cxists a sequence of periodic homology thcories /{(n).,
n == I t 2, ... which in SOfTIe sense generalize complex K-theory; in fact /((1).
is vcry dosely relatccl to conlplcx K-theory. It is convenient to definc K(O).
to bc equal to rational homology for every prime p. The Periodicity Theorenl
rcads a.'; folIows:
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Theorem 3. If X is a p·local finite CW-complex and n is minimal among
tho.5e non·negative integers such that K(n).X =I- 0, then /or some $uitable d
there exists a stable seI! map f : EdX -+ X with the following properties:

1. f induces an isomorphism K(n).! : K(n).EdX -+ K(n) ...\.

2. For any m > n the map K(m).! : K(m).Ed"y ~ K(111).X is trivial.

MOT'eover, up to taking sufficiently high powers thi.'J map is stably unique..

Before this theorem was proven, ooly very few pcriodic self ntaps wcre
known. They had been discovered by Adams, Toda and Larry Smith. Each
of them had led to an infinite family of non-trivial elements in the stable
honlot.opy groups of spheres. Although thc periodicity theofenl has no~ pro
duccd so far further families, it providcs some new systcnlatic insig'ht ioto
thc stahle homotopy groups of spheres and thc stahle homotopy catcg~ry of,"
finite C,W-complexes.
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ABSTRACTS OF THE TALKS PRESENTED

WOLFGANG K. SEILER, MANNHEIM:

Introduction

First some classical results on homotopy g~oups of spheres wcrc summarized:
Hurewicz's theorem, the Hüpf map, Serre's finiteness theorem, Freudenthal's
suspension theorem. _Stable homotopy groups were defined, Nishida's theo
rern rnentioned, Whitehead's J-homomorphism from the stable homotopy of
S()n to thc stahle homotopy of sn constructed and its inlage describcd.

In the second part of thc talk, nilpotent and periodic self-rnaps were dc
fincd, and the Nilpotence Theorern and thc Periodicity Theorerll were statcd.
Finally, thc classical examples Q, ß and 'Y of periodic maps were describcd and
applied to the construction of infinite families {Q't}tEN, {ßthEN and {,tltEN
of nontrivial elements in the stahle homotopy of spheres.

HENNING KRAUSE, BIELEFELD:

Spectra

In rny lecturc I introdllccd thc stable homotopy catcgory of spcet,ra. First I
cxplaincd thc Spanier-Whitehcad category as stabilization of thc usual ho
Illotopy eatcgory of CW-spaccs and listed a number of basic properties, c.p;.
the triallgulatcd strllcture and the smash product. To introducc thc cate
gory S of all spcctra, I followcd Margolis' exposition and listed five propcrties
which dctenninc S 11p to phantorn maps. I also gavc \ sketch of the construe
tion of S, following Adarns' c1assical exposition. Finally, I discusscd SOllle

cxarnples (suspension spectra, Moore spectra t Eilenberg··-Mac Lane spcc
tra) anel presentcd thc reprcscntability theorems of Brown and Adams for
(co)holllologieal functors frorn Sinto the category of abclian groups.

DAGMAR M. MEYER, PARIS:

Localization of spectra

First we discu~cd lo\;alization of spectra at a sing~e prime p, which is given
siluply by thc slllash product with thc Moore spcctrum M(Z(p)), whcre Z(p)
dcnotes thc intcgers localizcd at p.

Thcn thc coru:ept of localization in an arbitrary category C with respcct
to a dass of 11lorphisIllS W in C was introduccd. Wc specialized to the casp
wherc C = S aud W = {f E rnorS IE./ is an isomorphisrll } für a fixccl
spectrulll E. Following thc approach presented in Margolis' book "Spcctra
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and the Steenrod algebra" I sketched a proaf of the existence of a functorial
localization with respect to W in this specific case.

Next we looked at same of the more important properties of this U E.
localization". I also introduced the class A(S) of aH Bousfield classes of
spcctra and described the partial ordering on A(S).

Finally, E.-localization in the special case E = M(G) was discussed.
Here M(G) is the Moore spectrum corresponding to the abelian group G.
I introduced types of acyclicity of abelian groups and presented Bousfield '8

explicit descriptiön ~f the localization XM(G) for an arbitrary spcctrum X.

BERNHARD HANKE, MÜNCHEN:

The Adams spectral sequence

In this talk I explained thc construction aod some of thc propertics of the
Adams spcetral sequence, which is an important tool in thc calculation of
homotopy groups. Starting with two spectra X and Y and a commutativc
ring sp~ctrum E one constructs a "fibre tower" over Y which, after applying
thc functor [...\", -], gives rise to an cxact triangle. Thc associated spectral
sequcllce has an E2-term which in many cases can bc described in purely
algchraic ternlS involving E. E, E.X and E. Y allel using derived fllIlctors in
thc catt~gory of comodules over an Hüpf algebrüicl with certain flatness prop
ertics. Convergcnce of tbe Adams spectral sequence was discussed relying
on thc results in Bousfield's paper on localization of spectra with respect
to hOlllOlogy, where fairly general convergence statenlcnts are givcll. Un
der favol1rable circuffistances one can expect the Adanls spectral se( iuence
to convergc to [X, VB}, where YE denotes thc Bousfield E.-Iocalization of
Y. Multiplicative structures of the Adams spcctral sequence werc bfiefly
Inentioned.

MARKUS SZYMIK, GÖTTINGEN:

The Steenrod algebra

Thc Stecnrod algebra A· was dcfined as thc endonlorphisln algebra of elas
sical cohomology with coefficicllts in IF2 • To show I.lon-triviality of A·, the
Stecnrod squares fiJi were constructed via the dcscription of cohomology
classes as Ißaps ioto Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. Thc Sqi are generators of
A· a~ an algebra. Thc so-called Adern relations wcre used as a motivation
for the description of a basis of A· given by Cartan and Scrre. Th~ Cartan
fOrInula is rclated to the fact that A· is a Hopf algebra. Thcn Milnor's results
Oll thc rnultiplicatioll and cÜlnultiplication in thc dual Hüpf algebra A. in
tenns of the dCluents ~i wcn~ descrihcd. Although thc situation at th(~ prilne



two is ernphasizoo, thc results for odd prinles wcre also mcntioncd in thc end,
so that thc Margolis elements could be defined in the general setting.

MANFRED LEHN, GÖTTINGEN:

BU and AlU - definitions and basicproperties

The classifying spaces BU(n) werc introduced and identified as colimits of
conlplex Grassmannians. BU was defined as colimit of BU(n)'s and its
cla'isifying property for K -theory was statcd. We sketched a proof of how to
reducc the K-theoretic version of Bott pcriodicity to the statement that an
explicitly (in terms of matrices) given map Si x BU -+ SU is a honlotopy
equivalcnce. Thc Thom spaces MU(n) and the classical Thom spcetrum
MU wcrc introduced. FinaIly, we proved the Pontryagin-Tham isornorphisnl
n~ ~ rr.MU.

THOMAS LEHNKUHL, GÖTTINGEN:

The (co-)homology of BU and MU

Theorem(a) H*(BU; Z) is the polynomial ring Z(c., ... ]. Moreover it !Las
fl. cflTtonical Hopf algebr"a structure.
(b) H.(BU; Z) is jUBt the dual 01 H*(BU; Z).
(c) H.(MU; 76) is isomorphie to H.(BU; Z) as an algebra and H·(MU; Z)
is isomorphie to H*(BU; Z) as a coalgebra.

Wc also give an explicit forrnula for thc cooperation of thc dual Stecnrnd
algehra. on H. (AlU; Z/p).

HOLGER REICH, GÖTTINGEN

Computation of 1r.A1U

Using rcsuJts of thc previous lectuf{~ we determined thc structure of H.(MU)
as a cOIJlodule over thc dual Steenrod- algebra. We computed the E 2-tcrnl
Ext~~CZ/p, H. (MU» of thc corresponding Adams spectral sequencc and fi
nally proved that rr.(MU) is a polynomial ring with ODe generator in each
(!vcn degrce.

VICTOR V. BATYREV, TÜBINGEN:

tvfU aud formal group laws

Lp.t E bc a ring spectrunl. Using the canonical classifying Inapping
Cpoo x Cpoo -+ Cpoo, one defines a forrnal group law F(x, y) == L aiJ:J:iyi E
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1T.(E)([x,y)) over 1T.(E), if an orinetation XE E E·(CP OO
) has been cho-

-2
sen. Ir E = MU and the orientation x MU E MU (Cp OO

) is defined by
w : cpeJ:> = BU(1) -t MU(l), then one obtains a formal group law FMU(x, y)
over 1r.(MU). There is a universal group law over the lazard ring L so that
oue obtains the homomorphism (J : L --+ 1T. (MV). The theorem of Quillcn
says that 8 is· an isomorphism. Moreover, ODe gets an embedding L '--+

Z[b., ... ,bn , ... ] which can be identified with the homology ring H.(MV).
Thc variables b1, ~, ••• ,bn may be considered as coefficients of a forntal power
series Li>O bi x i + 1 = cxp x. One obtains the logarithm of the formal group
Fft,JU as lög y= Ei>O miyi+l, where the m, cao be cxprcssed using thc coef
ficients bio The ring MU.MU == 1f.(MV A MU) cao be considered (tagether
with thc structure map 1r.MU ~ MU.MU) as a Hopf algebroid, whose
structure mappings l, C, 17R, '7L, and ß can be explicitly detcrmincd in· tenns
of thcir values on {mi} and {bi}'

FLORENCE LECOMTE, STRASBOURG:

Brown-Peterson theory BP; properties of MV.MU and nU.BU co
modules (part I)

TI)(~ t.alk deals with the localizatioll at the printe p of thc Lazanl ring L
and 1\4V -thcory introduced in previous lectures. Wc dcfinc p-typical farnlai
group laws and show that they are classified by a direct sumln~·!td v: of
L(p). We introduce thc Brown-Petcrson spcctrum BP as a retract of MU{p)
verifying 1r.(BP) = V and clcscribc the Hüpf algcbroid (BP., BP.BP). We
finally statc two theorems by Landweber; Olle which lists all invariant ideals
of HP. and the filtration theorem which describes the structure of BP.BP
cOIHouulcs which are finitcly prcsentcd as ß P.-modules.

MICHAEL JOACHIM, MÜNSTER:

Brown-Peterson theory BP; properties of MV.MV and RU.HU co
modules (part 11)

Wc pres(~nted applications of thc Laodwebcr filtration theorem. In particular
we provcd the Landweber exact functor theorenl on C, the category of co
modules ovcr BP.BP that are finitely presented as BP.-modules. Thc latter
was used to definc a family of full subcategories en in C. These subcategorics
are thick, Le. if 0 ~ M' ~ M ~ M" ~ 0 is a short cxact scqucnce in C
thcn M is in the subcategory if and ooly if M' and M" are. Wc thcn showcd
thc Thick Subcatcgory Theorem for C which says that thc Cn and thc trivial
sllhtategory tonsisting just of the zero lnodulc are actually aB non-trivial
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thick subcategories in C. After that wc turned to applications for spaces anti
spectra. We used thc Landweher cxact functor theorem to define homology
theories E(n)., and wc discussed thc counterpart of the Thick Subcategory
Theorem for the category F H of ])-olocal finite CW-complexes. The lattcr
led us to a tower of rnaps

whcrc X E F H alld Ln denotes thc Bousfield localization of X with respect
tu E(n) •. Wc then presented the Chromatic Convergence Theorem saying
that X ~ holim LnX for all X E F Hand concluded the talk with the defi
nition of the algebraic chromatic filtration on 1r.(X) ..

NORA GANTER, DONN:

Morava K -theories, the Nilpotence Theorem in terms of Morava K
theories, and the _Thick Subcategory Theorem in stable homotopy
theory (part 1)

()ur first aizlJ is to COllstruct a tower of BP-quotient spectra, Le. BP-rnodulc
sp(~et.ra t.hat arisc via a towcr of cofibrc scquenccs

BP =: P(O) ---+- P(l) --. P(2) ----. P(3)~ ...

vo=pt / v'l / 1
P(O) P(l) P(2)

\Vh(~re the vcrticaJ arrows are givcn by ßluitiplication with generators of B P•.
Sinec these fonn a regular sequencc, the corresponding coefficiellt rings have
thc fornl

P(n). = HP./ < Vo,.·., Vn-l > .
The constfuction uscs Baa.Ci··Su)Jivan thcory of bordism with singularities,
whieh gives risc to a simiJar tower of MU-module spectra. Locali7.ing at 1)
gives thc abovc tower.

Thc cxauIplc of dividing out hy onc bordism dass of MU.( -) is discusscd
in detail.

Spanier- Whitehead duality anti its basic properties are briefly introduccd.

BIRGfT RICHTER, BüNN:

Morava K -theories, the Nilpotence Theorem in terms of Morava 1(..
theories, and the Thick Subcategory Theorem in stable homotopy
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theory (part 11)

After we have seen how to construct quotient spectra of B P via the Baas
Sullivan method wc provc some properties of P(n) aod of thc conllective
spectra for Morava k-theory, k(n). We prove that the mod p cohomology
of a Quotient spectrum of BP is a quotient of thc Steenrod algebra by Icft
ideals generated by elements corresponding to thc renlaining generators in
the hornotopy of the quotient spectrum. We sketch a proof that thc spectra
P{n) are ring spectra: Shimada aod Yagita constructed a pairing for quotient
spcctra of MU which yields a pairing on P(n). We givc arguments why thc
phantorns that could be an obstruction to a ring structure vanish in this ease.
Similar arguments'show that the P(n) and thc k(n) are BP-module spcctra.

Thc construetion of tbe spectrum K (n) is done by an cxact funetor the
arern for the P(n} duc to Yagita.

Thc K(n) with eoeflicients K(n). = F p[vn , v; I] are BP-module sp~etra,

aod they have a ring strueturc. The Bousfield class of K(n) is the same as
the one for B(n). This is used to prove that thc Bousfield class of P(n) is
the sarne as that of K(n) V P(n + 1).

TILMAN BAUER, BONN:

Morava K -theories, the Nilpotence Theorem in terms of Mnrava K
theories, and 'the Thick Subcategory Theorem in stable homotopy
theory (part 111)

rfhc third part eOllccntrates Oll thc derivation of the Morava K -theoretic
fonnulation of thc Nilpotence Tbeor~m frorn the MV version and the proof
of thc Thick Subeategory Theorem. First, we introducc tbc nation of fields in
thc category of spectra with Morava K-theories as examples. Wc show, that
thc Künncth theorem holds for fields. Then, using thc universal eocfficient
spectral sequence for thc module K(n + 1) over E, where E.(Y) := E(n +
1). ®ßP. P(n).Y, wc prove that for finite spectra X, thc vanishing of the
(n + l)st Morava K-theory implies tbe vanishing of the nth. Thc Nilpotence
Theorem states that if f is a map from thc sphcre spcctrum to any spectrunl
which induces the zero morphisnl in 8:11 Morava K(n)-theories then it is
smash nilpotent. We reducc this problem to the MU-theoretic version which
is provcd in later talks.

Thcn wc show that any thiek subcategory of the'category of p-Iocal finite
spectra is onc of a countable set Co 2' Cl 2' ... of subcategories detcrmincd
hy thc vanishing of K(n)-theory.
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ANTON DEITMAR, HEIDELßERG:

The Periodicity Theorem (part I)

Thc Periodicity Theorctn anSWCff; thc question for which spectra the period
icity of the nth rvIorava K-homoJogy K(n). given by thc eleUlent Vn cau be
rcalized by self-nlaps.

A self-Inap v of a spectrum is called a vn-map if some power vi of v gives
SOllle power of Vn on K(n).X and Vi gives zero on K(m) .. X for all rn -# n.

At first it is shown that such tnaps are essentially unique, Le. given two V n 

rnaps 'lJ, UJ Oll X there exist i, JEN such that Vi = wi . Next the Pcriodicity
Theorcßl is statcd. This thcorern says that for a p-local finite spcctrunl X
thcrc is a Vn-Iuap if and only if X is annihilated by K(m). for rn < n. The
"ollly ir' part is shown allel the fact that the category of all X adrnitting a
Vn-Iuap is thiek. By the Thick Sllbcategory Theorem this reduccs thc proof of
thc Pc'riodicity Theorem to thc construction of one particular vn-map. This
(:onstruetion is perfonncd in the next two talks. Finally abrief diseussion of
the Telescop~ Conjp.cture is given. It is shown that the Tclescope Conjectllre
inlplies tlH~ partial coincidence of the geometrie and the algcbraie chr01Hati,

filtratioll.

ALEXANDER SCHMIDT, HEIDELßERG:

The Periodicity Theorem (part 11)

In the first part we introduecd the notion of an N-endonlorphism of a sub
eateg;ory C ~ Co, where Co is thc catcgory of p-loeal finite spectra allel C is
assulHcd to bc closed under suspensions. Wc presented a ciassificatioll th~

orelu for tlJ(~sc JV-endonlorphisms and explained shortly how to dcrivc this
froln thc Thick Subcatcgory Theorem.

In thc second part of the talk we explained how to construct a so-called
vn-self-Inap Oll a spectrum ",\, which is "strongly type 0" after Ravenel. \Vc
gaVf! ascries of teehnical lcmlna~ around thc Adanls spectral scquencc whieh
are Jlf~cded in the constrllction process and we tried at least to indicatc why
thp. cOllstructed sclf-lnap has thc required properties.

RAPHAEL ALBRECHT, BONN:

The Periodicity Theorem (part 111)

The thcofClll is eOllduded hy exhibiting a p-locaJ finite spectrurl1 ..\' E Cn , i.(~.

of type n. Therc are thrcc steps (in thc exposition I'vc restrictcd myse1f t.o
thc c;asc p = 2):
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(i) A partially type n-spectruru ..\ is constructed, i.c. such that thc Margo
Hs elcrllcnts P,O, for all 0 < t ~ 11, aet nontriviallyon H· (X; lF'l)' P2+ I

eloes act triviallyon H* (..\; 1F2 ), and rk F2 H·(..Y; lF'l) = rkJ((n),,/((nt(J'Y).

(ii) For any 1n we find intcgers 0 < km ~ km-I ::; ... ~ k] such that for
k == L k i there cxists a nontrivial idcmpotcnt Cm in thc ring Z(2)[Ek ).

rvl()rc{)v(~r, we show that for a' vcctor spaee \l over 1F2 thc sllbspacc
(~m \l0k is Ilontrivial if and only if dinlF2 \1 ~ 711..

(iii) Let ..Y he partially type n, thCll for all 1 > 0, H*(XI\I) contains a
nontrivial direct sllnlmand which is a frce rnodulc over th(' algehra
J!;eucrated hy thc ivlargolis elCHlents Pt for 0 ~ s < t ~ n. \Vc use
(ii) aud an appropriat.e choicc of l, m, k such that H·(em .\;l\lk) is a
Ilontrivial free rnodllle over this algebra. (Here cmJ'yl\lk is the hOl110topy
coliluit of thc infinite iteration of thc Inap indllced by em .) Fillally
w(~ eOllcludc hy noting that this nlodulc occurs as a direct sUlllnlall<1.
}' := (~ut}\l\lk is t.hus strongly of type n anel by thc results of part Ir~~f

t.ype '11..

DON STANLEY, ßERLIN:

The proof of the Nilpotence Theorem (part I)

"V(~ illt.rodllced the .Ialnes construc;tioll J ..Y which is a rnodel for flE ..\. Thc·
.JaulPs-Hopf luaps hk : ./S'l.n --* .JS'lnk werc cOllstructcd. Thc fihres of
h,J' \Vprp ShOWll t,o he .Jp ' -I S'ln. vVe introduced the configuration spa<:cs
G'(!Ru

, 4Y)' which are Illodels for nnEn"X". C(IRn, X) == colillljFjC(JRn, X),
w}Wf(! FjC(]Rn,.\) denotes the union of thc configurations of at rnost j
point.s. Let Dj",Y = FjC(IRn, X)/ Fj_1C(JRTl, X). We showed that staoly
nnEfl,,\ ~ Vj?-o Dj .\; (Snaith splitting). We described H.(n2s 2n + l

; IFp ) allel
the iluagc H.(Dj S2n-l; IFp ) c H.(n'lS'ln+l; IFp ) under thc inverse ofthe Snaith
splitting Inap. We constructcd a Inap D j 4 HZ/p and showcd that this Inap
ha.t.; conllcctivity whic:h iUCTcases with j. '

VOLKER EISERMANN, OONN:

The proof of the Nilpotence Theorem (part 11)

Thc cornposit.ioll, the slllash.prodnct anel the ring spcctrum version of thc
Nilpot.cllc:e TIH~()rClll havc heen illtroduccd. It has been shown how the other
t.wo vc~rsions follow frolll t.lw ring spectrurn version. Two sequcnccs of spcctra
havf' I)(!(~n dpsc:rihc!c1 which wp.rc us~c1 in the proof. The sp.qucnc(! #\ (n) has tllP
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propcrtics .<\(0) == S, X(oo) := hocoliITlnX{n) == MU. Thc sequellce Gi{n)
has thc properties Go{n} == X{n}, Goo{n} :== hücolinliGi{n} == ..Y"(n + I}.
'rhe two Inaill steps in thc prüof of thc Nilpotcncc Theorenl (ring spectrunl
vcr!jion) have been olltlined. The first (minor) step has been carried out.
For this the Adanls spcctral sequence für Gi{n} based on X(n + 1) has beeil
discussed. The crudal step was thc existencc of a vanishillg linc für this
spectral sequencc.

DAVID J. GREEN:

The proof of the Nilpotence Theorem (part 111)

In IHY talk I cornpleted thc proüf of thc Nilpütence Theorenl by showing that
thc Tholn spectra Xpk_dn) and Xpk+l_l (n) havc thc salne Bousficld dass,
following thc lecture notes of Hopkins and Ossa. This involves a scqucnce of
Thom spectra Y:.{ going from Xpk_1 (n) (r = 0) to .<Ypk+I_1 (n) (r = p - 1).
Thc space Yr is dcfined to bc a covering of thc rth space Jr in thc Janlcs
rnodel for nS2np;' +1. A self-map b of Yo{ is constructed in a way analogons
to the construction of thc Wang sequellce of a fibration over a sphef(~. TIl(·~

dcsir<~d rcsult is cquivalent to thc telescope of b bcing eontractiblc.

Tu show this, an action of n2S~npk+l on }~{ is constructcd, and b is shown

to bc nlultiplication by a homotopy class Q of n2s~npk+l. This double loop
space has a multiplicative Snaith splitting, n factors through thc weight 1J
piece, and the N -fold sInash product of 0' factors through thc wcight N TJ
piece D Np . HCllce bN + 1 factors through DNP.(b). But the D Np are asyrnp
totically Eilcnberg-MacLane spectra, and b is zero in hOIllology, proving the
contractability of thc tclescope.

Report writtcll hy Daglnar rvl. fvlcyer
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MATIiEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 41 I 1998

History of Mathematics: Mathematics in the Americas
and the Far East, 1800-1940

18.10 ~ 24.10.1998

The meeting was organized by Ivor Grattan-Guinness (Bengeo, Herts),
David E. Rowe (Mainz) and Erhard Scholz (Wuppertal), who decided to
concentrate on rather neglected developments in the history of mathematics,'
which, however, are the subject of interesting ongoing research. Tbe 47 par
ticipants carne from 16 different countries, including 3 participants from the
Far East (China), 8 from Latin Arnerica, and 6 from North Arnerica. Apart
from sessions devoted to these·different geographical areas, discussing both
the transfer of Western rnathematics and indigenous developments, two spe
cialized sessions were devoted to foundations and applied mathematics in the
USA.

Among the topics discussed, the following may be mentioned here:
- processes of transference, adaptation, and translation of ''Western''
mathematics;
- iostitutional developments aod the traosference of institutional mdels;
- indigenous traditions, mainly if not exclusively in the Far East;
- emergence of indigenous, modem traditions of research.
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As expected, it was found that the actual processes of rnathematical mod·
ernization in the Americas and the Far East show great div~rgences. They
range fcam the existence of an indigenous mathematical tradition having little
comrnon ground with the "Western" tradition, with subsequent difficulties of
translation and adaptation (in the cases ofChina and Japan), to the hazardous
developments, due to political instability and at limes cultural isolation, that
hampered greatly the introduction of modem mathematics in Latin America.
The talks underscored the (frequently taken for granted) social, political and
cultural requirements behind the emergence of an autonomous community of
rnathematicians. In the general discussion, emphasis was laid upon the role of
military confrontations as an inunediate triggering factor for the emergence
ofup·to·date mathematics education. This seerns to have been one ofthe few
common factors behind the different processes of modemization.

Only in a few cases, especially the USA, was it possible to talk about actual
research and a mathematical research conununity. In most of the regions
covered, conununities of research mathematicians were only established
around the mid·2Oth century.

\
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Abstracts of taIks

Annick Horiuchi (Universite Paris VII)
The Unaturalization" o/Westem ntßthematics in Japan (1850-1890).

The analysis of the subject rested on the basic idea that the introduction of Western mathe..
rnatics into Japan is a broad and complex process which requires careful examination of the
gradual transformation of both the mathematical community and mathematical knowledge. The
talk began by outlining the situation of Japanese rnathematical knowledge and education at the
dawn of the Meiji Revolution, through tOO particular example of the school of Hasegawa, in..
cluding an analysis of the related community of rnathematicians. Then, we tumed to an analysis
of three rnathematical textbooks written during the transition period: I) Okamoto Norigumi's
First steps into geometry [Kika shoho] (1876); 2) Tanaku Yatoku's Treatise 0/algebra [Daisu
kyokasho] (1882); 3) Kikuchi Dairoku's Treatise 0/elementary geometry (1886). _..._.
The first text shows an interest in mathematical pedagogy which can be traced back to the Wa ..
san schools that Norigumi had attended before coming to Western mathematics. The second
points to the fact that algebra was quite easily received in Japan because of its relatiönship with
traditional Wasan rnathematics. But tbis introduction raised a number of difficulties linked to
mathematical terminology: the wealth of the legacy also hurdled the creation of a definitive
terminology. The third example sheds light on a new type of discourse on mathematics devel
oped by a mathematician trained in British universities, granting mathematics a specific role in
the intellectual training of the young Japanese.

Guo Shirong (Inner Mongolian Nonnal University,Huhhot, China)
Chinese mathematics at the end 0/ the 16th century: The background to the transmission 0/
European mathematics to China.

From t"e mid-14th century on, rnathematics in China changed greatly its research fields. By the
end of th~ 16th century, important mathematical results of the Song and Yuan periods (960
1368) were lost or not understood. Translation of the first six books of Euclid's Elements in
1607 established a new period. In the present talk, the background for the transmission of
Western mathematics to China is examined: an outline description of Chinese rnathematics in
the 16th century is given, the status of rnathematics toward the end of that century is analysed,
and finally the background for the transmission is discussed.
During the later Ming dynasty, the most important and popular mathematical work was the
Suan Fa Tong Zong [Systematic treatise"on arithmetic], written and published by Cbeng Dawei
(1533-1606) in 1592. Therefore, the book is paid particular attention, analysing its contents,
textual structure, material resources, as weIl as its dissemination and influence. On that basis,
the characteristics and tendencies of "practical mathematics" are discussed. Because of the
practical characteristics and of the "decline" of mathematics in tbe Ming dynasty, both Jesuit
missionaries like Matteo Ricci and some Chinese inteUectuals, such as Xu Guangqi and Li Zhi-
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zao, seized the limitations of Chinese rnathematics and took advantage of them to successfully
establish a reputation of advancement and exactness for Western matrematics and scienee.

Roger Hart (Stanford University, USA)
Translating worlds: lncommensurability and problems 01 existence in seventeenth-century
China.

J. Gernet, in bis sophistieated study of the introduction by the Jesuits of Christianity into ,17th
century China, adopts the philosophieal theory of eonceptual ineommensurability between
Western and Chinese thought as a basis. l-C. Martzloff adopts linguistie ineornmensurability
as the framework for bis analysis of the translation of the Elements into Chinese. Both base _
their claims on the assertion of E. Benveniste that language struetures thou~ht, and on the as- •

. sumed absence of the copula "to be" in elassical Chinese. This talk first re-examined the philo
sophical issues of translation, relativism, inconunensurability, and the copula, foUowing argu
ments of Derrida, Quine, and Davidson. I analyzed how the asserted radieal differences be
tween China and the West are imagined: by Martzloff as an artifact of bis translations, which
purport to demonstrate the very impossibility of translating; by Gernet as a result of bis selec
tion of pairs of opposing Chinese and European viewpoints. Their framework of inconunensur
ability renders history incomprehensible: it collapses the complex interaction of individuals and
subcultures to two mutually exclusive poles, 'China' and 'the West;' the Chinese converts,
belonging to neither, ean only be effaced as transparent, passive translators.
In historical context, the problem for the Jesuits and the Chinese converts was not the lack of
the copula, but rather debate over the existenee of spirits and God. Problems in translation
served as a crucial patronage strategy for the eonverts: by introducing ambiguities in the
translation of teom such as "sovereign on high" (shangdi), they produced documents that
eould be read by both the Chinese court and the Jesuits as expressions of allegiance. Transla
tion was not an obstaele to dialogue but a crucial resouree; the converts were active agents.
Gernet's and Martzlofrs claims of a radical difference between Europe and China represent a
translation of the missionaries' own claims of the radical uniqueness of Christianity into a dis
course of modem secularized philosophy.

Wann-Sheng Homg(National Taiwan Nonnal University} e
DissemiTUlting mathematics in late nineteenth-century China: The case with Wang Kangnian
and the Shi Wu Bao.

In this talk, I discuss briefly Wang Kangnian's eareer as a journalist and bis concern about dis
seminating mathematics inthe eontext of the refonn movement (Wei Xin Yun Dong, 1890
1898). By then the institutionalization of mathematics was destined to consolidate thanks to
the founding of new (Western-style) schools in the period: not ooly the Imperial College,
founded in tbe 18605, but also educational institutions at the primary and high-sehoollevels,
which created a job market for mathematics teachers. Even so, rnathematics as rhetoric for an
intellectual change, presented via the mechanism of newspaper pr.ess at the time, deserves due
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study simply because mathematics was still the major component of Western knowledge to
which the refonnists paid much attention. The features of popularized mathematics reflect in
many ways how rnathematical knowledge was perceived by political reform activists. Wang
Kangnian (1860-1911) served as manager of the Shi Wu Bao Press and had an enonnous cor
respondence with intellectuals of the time (totaling 748 persons). Upon these lellers, we can
reconstruct a network by which he operated as an intellectual broker for Western knowledge in
general and elementary mathematical knowledge in particular. This in turn helps shed light on
the relationships between the USA (main source of influences upon mathematics education at
the time) and China in the case of mathematical knowledge transmitted through the institu
lional basis of newspaper press.

Andrea Breard (Groebenzell, France)
On mathematical terminology in the late 19th century.

Zhu Shijie's treatment of series in bis lntroduction to Mathematics [Suanxue qimeng, 1299]
and the lade Mirror 0/ Four Unknowns [Siyuan yujian, 1303] is ODe of the most-·celebrated
cases in the history of Chinese Yuan mathematics. His terminological approach to "Series" was
revisited in various contexts by later mathematicians and historians of rnathematics; in particu
lar during the late 19th century after rediscovery of Zhu's text. Thereby the creation of a new
or extended semiotic set for finite arithmetical series during Qing times raises several ques
lions:
1) Was there any conceptual boundary between 'symbols' and 'names'1 It seems that the op
erational and denominative nature of Chinese characters since early times was a preliminary to
the fusion of both kinds of signs.
2) Was there a difIerence in the development of tenninology in writings continuing the An
cients and in translations from Western mathematical works? Li Shanlan's treatment of series
seems to have been conducted within two different conceptual frameworks: (a) "finite series
[Duo ji] using traditional tools of triangular tables and the medieval tian yuan (a Japanese in
fluence on the nomenclature1) (b) infmite series [li shu] with a syncretic symbolism for equa
lions, interspersed with discursive algorithmic fonnulations.
3) What can be deduced about tOO absence of discursive "names" [wu ming] for rnathematical
objects (cp. the jie suan in the root extraction algorithm, that obtains its significance equaUy
through its relative position)? Isn't tbis .precisely a feature similar to the semiotics of modem
algebraic symbolism?
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Xu Vi-Hao (City University of New York)
The introduction 0/ the calculus into China in the second part 0/ the nineteenth century in
social, political and cultural contexIS.

In the 18505 the English missionary Alexander Wylie and the Chinese mathematician Li Shan
lan collaborated in translating a work by the V.S. rnathematician Elias Loomis, Elements 0/
Analytic Geometry and 0/ the Differential and Integral Calculus, whieh.appeared in 1859.
This proved to be of considerable signifieance in the transmission of Western modern rnathe
matics into China. Most eakulus books written by Chinese rnathematicians between 1860 and
1905 were devoted either to solving problems, elucidating diffieult issues, or eorrecting mis
takes in the translation.
Why translate a basic work on the calculusin tbe mid-1850s? On the one hand, Chinese intel- e
lectuals were forced to aeknowledge the superiority of Western military power by the defeat in
the two Opium Wars, and soon realized that Western scienee and rnathematics were essential
to China's military future. On· the other, .Wylie.foUowed the example set by Matteo Ricei of
seeking to conven the Chinese to Christianity by impressing them with the superiority of
Western science. As for Loomis's book, it was a very popular textbook, designed for begin-
ners, and had sold 25,000 copies by 1874.
Traditional Chinese rnathematics influeneed the translation of Western tenninology and even of
the notation. E.g., Wylie and Li rendered "differential" and "integral" by terms that ean be
found in Liu Hui's eommentaries (ca. 263 A.D.) on the Nine Chapters. The selection was
based on a deep understanding of traditional Chinese methods. A peculiar notation was
adopted for the signs of derivation and integration, which looked awkward to Western eyes
OOt would have seemed familiar to the Chinese (and was as easily manipulated as the usual
Leibnizian notation). This faeilitated adoption of the new ideas and their application to practi
ca! problems such as detennining projectile trajectories.

Jean-Claude Martzloff (CNRS, Paris)
Review 0/ the history 0/Chinese and Japanese rnathematics.

Tbc talks we were given show that Chinese and Japanese rnathematics are both rieh, intrieate
- and compIex traditions, still awaiting further studies trom many angles. From what Horiuchi e
explained~ it appears that Japanese mathematics mainly relied on private studies and schooh;
needless to say, we would be happy to know more about these schools, their relations with
temple schools [terakoya], their economy, etc. As Guo Shirong has noted, Chinese mathemat-
ics also had its private side with the diffusion ofpopular arithmetical books, but another aspect
was as imponant: dependence on astrology and astronomy praeticed at an officiallevel for the
needs of the imperial authorities.
From the 17th to the end of the 18th centuries, translation of Western rnathematieal books was
a consequence of missionary proselytism. This aspect of the question is extremely important
and reveals that religion was the motive power of the diffusion of mathematies and scienee in
China, but not in Japan where Christianism was forbidden.
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From this it results that discussing Chinese mathematics during this period involves discussing
the problem of translation of European books and textbooks--hence the problem of
'1nconunensurability" discussed by Roger Hart. He concludes that we should historicize the
presentation of the translation process itself. I wholly agree with him on tbis point. It should be

notOO that the Chinese classicallanguage has been replaced by modem Chinese as the result of
the language revolution from 1918. This involved not ooly the creation of numerous neolo
gisms, but also a drastic modification of syntactic structures in a way which has made Chinese
much closer to European languages.

Ubiratan d'Ambrosio (Universidade deSäo Paulo, Brazit)e The transfer ofmtJthemtJtical knowledge to the colonies: social. political and cultural factors.

Although the pre-Columbian civilizations in the Americas had considerable rnathematical de
velopment, now identified as Ethnomathematics, after the Conquest this was ignored and the
effort was to transfer European knowledge to the new world. This condition of consumers of
knowledge produced elsewhere prevailed during the colonial times and the first century after
independence. The kind of mathematics transferred served the immediate interests of the colo
nizers and, after the independence, of the dominating elite. Tbe insertion of the new countries
in the political and economical scenario of the world demanded the establishment öf an intel
1ectual elite capable of absorbing and producing knowledge, and creating their own institu
tions. Thus, in the second quarter of tbe 20th century we see the establishment of a few
mathematical research groups in Latin Am(fica.
In the talk, the dynamies of knowledge transfer and the creation of research groups was ana
lyzed as a cyele of knowledge-with phases of generation, inteUectual and social organization,
and diffusion. The analysis is guided by what I call "the basin metaphor," with the producers of
knowledge as the mainstream and the peripheral nations as aftluents. Some examples of the
dynamics of transfer and production of rnathematical knowledge in Latin America were given
which point to the roles played by the military, by cultural imperialism, by new elites, and by
European emigres.

Elens Ausejo & Mariano Hormigon (Universidad deZaragoza, Spain)
Mathematical connections between Spain anti Latin America: From textbooks 10 the Revista
Matenuitica Hispano-Americana (1820-1938).

Tbe history of rnathematical relationships between Spain and Latin America is largely unex
plored, so that ho synthetic approach can be ofIerai. !bis paper studies two different precise
moments in this relationship. In the first one, right after liberating movements at the· beginning
of the 19th century, exiled Spanish liberals produced a peculiar kind of rnathematical textbooks
for the new Republies, the cateehisms. This was an enterprise launched by the London-based
editor Rudolf Ackennann, with the noteworthy collaboration of lose loaqufn de Mora. In the
second one, after the lost of the last Spanish colonies (Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines)
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in 1898, the Revista Matenuilica Hispano-Americana established by Rey Pastor represents an
attempt to establish some kind of mathematical relationship in the field of research.

Adrian Rice (University of Virginia, CharlottesvilJe, USA)
Maximum efforl, minimwn effecI: De Morgan anti his Indian protegee

In a recent article (Mathematical Intelligencer , 1993, No. 3, 47-51), C. Muses has drawn
attention to a persistent problem facing rnathematicians and historians of mathematics at the
dawn of the new millennium: the continuing erosion of the West's awareness of its cultural
rnathematical heritage. Although the 20th century has witnessed much important work on the
history of non-Western mathematics, much of this scholarly activity has focused on pre- e
modern (i.e., ancient and rnedieval)developments in those cultures. So, for example, while
much fme work has been undertaken on the history of the mathematical scienees in the Indian
subcontinent, historians are virtually silent on activity in that area after 1600.
Of course, seme explanation for tbis is that very little of substance is known to have been pro
duced by Indian mathematicians in the modern period. But, by using the speciflC example of an
obseure 19th-century rnathematician, Ramchundra (1821-1880), this paper puts forward an
other hypothesis for this lack of historieal attention. It will be argued that, despite the best ef
forts of the British mathematician Augustus de Morgan (1806-1871) to publicise Ramchun
dra's work, the overall effect was minimal due to the apathy of the European mathe~tical

community at the time.

Amy Dahan (CNRS, Paris)
The school 0/ Andronov in non-linear oscillation and its transmission to the United States
through Minovsky and S. Le/schelZ.

The talk addresses the question: to what extent can we speak of a (oDe) theory of dynamical
systems throughout the works of Poincare, Liapunov, Andronov, Lefschetz, Smole, etc. I de
seribe the inteUectual, technieal, institutional and political context in which Andronov, from the
Iate 1920s until bis death in 1952, developed a research program on non-linear oscillations, and
what were the principal results of these works. He rransferred Poincare's results for hamilto- e
nian systems to dissipative systems and worked on problems with a small number of degrees of
freedom (electric currents, triodes, empty tubes, ete.) whieh presented self-oscillations.
I study the role of Minorsky, naval engineer in the USA, and bis David Taylor Basin Report
which contains references to these results and methods of the school of Gorki Same years
later, S. Lefschetz launched a new program ofresearch at Princeton.

Gen Schubring (Universität BielefeJd, Germany)
Aframework/or the comparison o/transmission processes o/mathematics to the Americas.
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The talk elaborated structural patterns pennitting the comparison of transmission processes of
mathematics from different European metropolitan countries to those emerging at the periph
ery in the Americas, and the eventual transformation of some of them to new, even metropoli
tan centers.
Different structural models for the organization of educational systems, from the secondary
school to the university level, were analyzed. The reception of the French model of profession
alized Beoles Sp6;iales and of the Prussian research. imperative was discussed and docu
mented.

Karen V. ParsbaU (University of Virginia, Charlottesville, USA)
Historical contours 0/ the American mathematical research community.

This talk presented abrief overview of the analysis presented in Parshall and Rowe's book The
Emergence 0/ the American Mathematical Research Community, 1876-1900. In that wor~
we provided at least a partial answer to the question: How did research-level mathematics de
velop in the Uoited States from the colonial period to the outbreak of World War tIJ The dis
cussion here was framed in tenns cf three developmental periods suggested by our, study:
1) the hundred years from 1776 to 1876 during which rnathematics existed, but~ within the
context of the emerging US scientijic community;
2) the quarter-century from 1876 to 1900 when a rnathematical research conunurrlty per se
emerged in the United States; and
3) the four decades from 1900 to the outbreak of World War 11 which marked a time of con
solidation and growth of that community.
OuTing each of these periods, a variety of mathematical and extra-mathematical factars com
bined to create an environment conducive to and supportive of a high level of mathematical
research.

Tbomas Archibald (Acadia University,Wofville, Canada)
British and Continental norms and Canadian mathematics, 1880-1930.

This paper surveys the advent of an institutional infrastructure for mathematics in Canada,
giving abrief account of the development of primary and secondary schooling in response to
British structural changes, and then noting the major universities and their original roles and
curricula. The central roles of McGill (important in Montreal, and with outposts in British Co
lumbia) and Toronto (which united colleges of several religious denominations in order to aI
Iow high quality academic courses) was emphasized. The adherence of pre-l900 writers to
British models dictated a very limited research activity, while later writers-notably lC. Fields,
Coxeter & Bravier, Webber & C. Krieger-followed a mixture of continental and. British pat
terns to anive at an early version of ilternational mathematics.

Sergio Nobre (UNESP, Rio Claro, Säo Paulo)
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Joaquim Gomes de Sousa (1829-1863) anti Brazilian TIUlthematics in his time.

Joaquim Gomes de Sousa, nicknarned "Sousinha," is known as the most important Brazilian
mathematician of the 19th century and so we have chosen him to discuss the rnathematics of
Brazil's Imperial Period (1822-1888). Scientific institutionalization began in Brazil in 1808,
with the coming of the Portuguese Royal family fleeing from the Freneh invasion. Advanced
texts in mathematics, mostly French, were subsequently introduced and translated; doctoral
studies began at the Royal Military Aeademy in 1842. Sousinha, bom in the province of Ma
ranhäo (northeast of the country), went to the capital Rio de Janeiro when he was 15. Four
years Iater, in 1848, he presented bis doctoral dissertation at the Military Academy, entitled
"Disserta~ao sobre 0 modo de indagar novos astras sem auxilio das observa~öes diretas"
(Dissertation on the manner of searching for new stars without the hetp of direct observations); _
he was inspired by the discovery of Neptune some years before. His rnathematical work ex- .,
tends to "Solution of numerical equations," "Definite integral rnethod of integral partial differ
entials," "General methods of integration," "A work on sound," ete. A book of bis, Milanges
de calcul integral, was posthumously published at Leipzig by Brockhaus. This book eontains
texts that were submitted to the Academy of Paris in 1855 and to the Royal Society of London
in 1856. Sousinha bad strang lies to the Emperor and the Brazilian governrnent, which help
explain his quiel brilliant eareer.

Clara H. Sanchez (UniversidadNaeional de Colombia,Bogota)
Mathematics in Colomhia in the 19th century.

Tbe training of rnathematicians at the National University in Colombia began in 1950. Before
this, the history of rilathematics is directly related with two institutions: the Escuela de Inge
nierra at Bogota (founded 1867) and the Sociedad Colombiana de Ingenieros (founded 1887).
A brief sketch of the history of the antecedents and the foundation of both institutions was
given, referring to the chan- of mathernatics of Jose Celestino Mutis at the end of the 18th
eentury and the foundation of the Colegio Militar in 1848. At the Colegiot devoted to the
training of civil and military engineers, fonnal studies of mathematics at a high level begant
introduced by Lino de Pombo. Aperiod of civiJ wars, political disturbances, and institutionaI
weakness followed.
Tbe Escuela de Ingenieda was inspired in the Ecole Polytechnique, training civil engineers with
a strong emphasis in rnathematics. This 100 to the creation of the chair "Profesor en Ciencias
Matem4ticasu at the Universidad Nacional in 1888. One of the requirements for graduation
was to write a dissertation; we have fouod 34 manuscripts written between 1891 and 1903.
These dissertations and the articles of the journal Anales de Ingenier{a t edited by the Soc.
Colombiana de Ingenieras and the most important journal of scientifie interest, constituted the
central part of the talk. Biographies of Pombo, Lievanot Rueda and the influential Garabito
were given.

Mario Otero (Universidad de laRepublica, Montevideo, Uruguay)
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On the origins ofthe Uruguayan school ofmathematics (1903-1942).

Tbe paper covered:
1. An introduction on the present state of mathematics, and on developments in the colonial
period and after independence.
2. The contribution of E. Garci'a de Zuiiiga (trained in BeTlin, 1903-05) to

1. mathematical programs of modem mathematics (1915), contrasting with the previous
backward situation
2. the mathematical Iibrary, which included sources andtistoriographical material
3. bis studies of the history of mathematics
4. his mathematical research

3. A comparison of the Uruguayan polemics with the UHUK discussion concerning mathe
matics for engineers.

Angel Ruiz (Universidad de Costa Rica)
Mathematics in Costa Rica: 1800-1940.

In tOO talk we offered a general outline of the history of rnathematics"in Costa Rica from 1800
to 1940, and analyzed some of its most important charaeteristies:
1. institutions where rnathematies was developed, from the Casa de Enseiianza _(1814), trans
formed into a university in 1843, through the Escuela Normal (1915), to the Universidad de
Costa Riea (1940);
2.. programs, influenees, and foreign professors, emphasizing the role of Spanish, Gennan,
Swiss and Italian intellectuals; and
3. the general soeioeconomie and politieal eontext of the eountry.

Eduardo L. Ortiz (Imperial College, London)
Roosevelt's ugood neighbour" inter-American policy and its impact on the development 0/
the exact sciences in lAtin America.

Tbe Good Neighbors poliey inaugurated by president Roosevelt found a response among a
group of Harvard professors in the early 1940s. With tbis poliey as a background to their ini
tiatives, several professors made efforts to establish a more direct contact with theil' coUeagues
in the until-then offieially neglected Inter-American network. Their activities atfected most
signifieantly Mexico,Peru, Chile, Argentina and Uruguay.
This is a ease in which some of the most powerful US aeademic institutions and private foun
dations, but not the State Department, played together to gel the project slarted, and for some
time supported its continuation. Two distinguished Harvard mathematicians, George D. Birk
hoff and MarshaI H. Stone, together with the astronomer Harold Shapley, played a leading role
in the development of these eontaets.
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A1ejandro Garciadiego (UniversidadNacional Aut6noma de Mexico)
Dirk Struik in Mexico, J934.

In this talk I discussed Struik's early life before he visited Mexico in the summer of 1934. This
trip provided an opportunity to personally witness the effec,ts of a social revolution. I also
commented on same of the reasons why it was not possible, at the time, to attempt to establish
a professional school ofmathematics in Mexico. There was then no mathema~ical society, nor a
mathematics department in Mexico. The physics and rnathematical societies were established in
the 1940s thanks to the activities and fmancial support of VaUarta, who had previously expent
teD years in the USA.

Umberto Bottazzini (Centro LinceoB. Segre, Roma)
Italian I1Ulrhentllricians in LLlrin America in rhe 1930s.

In the talk the influence of Italian rnathematics on Latin America was discussed by referring to
the main examples: the work done by Fantappie and Albanese in Brazil, by B. Levi and Ter
racini in Argentina.
80th of these cases are related to political circumstances: in 1934, foUowing an agreement
between the Italian and the Brazilian government, Fantappie was invited to Sao Paulo and
rnainly contributed in establishing the rnathematics department there. Albanese joined him in
1936 and remained in Sao Paulo until 1942, whiieFantappie left for Italy in 1939.
Quite different was the case of B. Levi and Terracini, who were forced to leave Italy in 1938
because of the raciallaws which prevented lews from teaching and having academic positions.
EventuaUy Levi and Terracini succeeded in finding a position in Argentina, in Rosario and Tu
cuman resp. B. Levi established there for the rest of bis life and contributed heavily to ereate a
mathematical center at Rosario. Terracini returned to Italy in 1948 and became one of the
prominent figures of post-war Italian mathematics.

Circe Mary Silva da S.i1va (Universidade Federal do Espirito Santo, Vitoria, Brazil)
The conrriburions 0/a Portuguese marhel1Ultician to the development ofmathemarics in Brazil

and Argentina. e
Ant6nio Aniceto Ribeiro Monteiro, born in Angola (1907), studied rnathematics in Lisbon and
got bis doctoral degree in France under the direction of Frechet (1936). Monteiro was not only
an outstanding rnathematician, he also cooperated in Portugal and in bis countries of adoption
to the formation of researchers and mathematics teachers. Back in Portugal he founded the
journal Portugalia Marenuitica, the first devoted exclusively to tbis discipline. But he was not
admitted to any university because of bis left-wing political beliefs; the same would later 'hap-
pen in Brazil, where he had no working opportunities and was sacrificed for his political ideas.
Fleeing from Salazar's dictatorship, Monteiro arrived in Brazil in 1945 recommended by Ein-
stein, G. Beck and von Neumann. In the context of cultural isolation provoked by the war,
there was in Brazil enthusiasm for physi~s and rnathematics. Tbe work of Monteiro and his
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Brazilian students in topology culminated in Arithmetique des espaces lopologiques, a book
presented in 1950 in bonor of Frkhet. His student Leopold Nachbui reaehed international rec
ognition as a mathematical logician.
In 1949 Monteiro traveled to Argentina, where he stayed until bis death. Flfst he created a

Mathematics Institute at tOO Universidad Nacional in Cuyo; from 1957 he organized and
headed the Instituto de Matematica at Bahfa Blanca, where he implemented teaeher's training.
His research was now devoted to algebra and non-elassical logics, and he formed a group of
researchers in algebraie logie.

Ivor Grattan-Guinness (Bengeo, Herts, UK)

Mathemalicallogic antI set theory in the USA, 1900-1940.

When the USA finally, and rapidly, becarne a major eountry for math~matics from the 1890s
(or so) onwards, foundalional studies quickly became popular. In this lalle I shall ~ace the de- .
velopments of mathematieal logie and set theory, whieh were deeply intenwined" ihrough the
Iogicism of RusseU & Whitehead. The father-figures were E.H. Moore (Chicago) "and the phi
Iosopher Josiah Royce (Harvard). Their foUowers and students eontributed especially from the
19108 (Royce students Wiener, Sheffer, Lewis) through new figures of the 19205 (Changer,
Langford, Church) to the new stars and irmnigrants of the 19305 (Carnap, Quine, Gödel) and
the founding of the Association 0/ Symbolic Logic in the mid 1930s--by another Royce stu
dent.

Michael Scanlan (Dregon State University, Corvallis, USA)
American postulate lheorislS and model theory.

Tbe talk outlined the foundational work of a group of US rnathernaticians caUed American
Postulate Theorists, and their influence on Tarski's work founding model theory in the 19305.
American Postulate Theorists were influenced by European foundational work of the period
around 1900, such as that of Peano and Hilbert. In the period 1900-1940, they developed an
indigenous Ameriean approac~ making free use of interpretations .of precisely fonnulated
axiomatic theories to prove sueh metatheoreti~properties as independence, consistency, and,
in some cases, completeness ofaxiom sets. This approach to foundations was in many respects
similar to that of Tarski, who frequently cited their work. The work of American Postulate
Theorists can be viewed as providing a paradigm of the theories and concepts investigated in
model theory.

Tbe talle also examined the possibility of a more specific impetus to Tarski's model-theoretic
investigation, arising from bis study in 1927-1929 of a paper by C.H. Langford proving com
pleteness for various axiom sets for linear order. This used the"rnethod of elimination of quan
tmers. Tbe talk concluded with an examination of one example of Langford' s methods to indi
cale how their eorreet fonnulation ealls for model theoretic concepts.
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Moritz Epple (Universitäten Mainzund Bonn)
Some remarks on topology al Princeton.

In the talk, the question was discussed whether and how fragments of 19th-century knowledge
about problems in analysis situs were transmitted to the modern environment of topological
research at Princeton during the first decades of tbe 20th ceiltury. As the conceptual frame
work of ''modem,'' combinatorial topology was ralber different from the intuitive, geometric
approach' to Riemann surfaces, etc. in tbe Iate 19th century, such a transfer of knowledge,
mathematical objects and techniques was not unproblematic. By analyzing an example-1W.
Alexander' s "Note on Riemann Spaces" of 1920---1 tried to show that
(a) a substantial reception of 19th century topological knowledge took piace. e
(b) in the reception, a substantial transfonnation of the respective objects and techniques hap
pened;and
(c) parts of the received knowledge remained "silent," i.e., were not presented in printed texts.

Reinbard Siegmund-8cbultze (Berlio)
The transfer ofthe ideal ofapplied nwthematics to the USA, 1900-1950.

Tbe talk traced particular and selective lines of influence of the Gennan ideal of applied
mathematics in the USA. With respect to the mathematical context, Hilbert's spirit, as revealed
in the direct methods of the calculus of variations and in integral equations, as wen as rnathe
matical modeling, as exemplified in aeronautical research, proved most influential. Reception
was promoted by early and later immigrants to the US and implied-to a certain extent-a
recurrence to classical analysis and partial differential equatioos, traditions which were not
particularly weU represented in the USo Different social and ideological conditions in the US as
compared to Germany did not facilitate the reception of the Gennan example either. Tbe Ger
man book publishing system (CourantIHilbert 1924/37) was stiß dominant. The crucial topic of
diverse traditions in education could not be fuUy dealt with in the talk, but Courant's policies
were shortly examined.
Emigr~ Richard Courant supported the idea to skip the particular German example of a sepa-
rate institute for applied mathematics. At the same time, he recurred to the "principle of com- _
bined teaching and research" which should help overcome the divide between ''man education" •
and (partly German-inspired) elitist research. Grasping that cleavage around 1950 Courant
could, once again and mutatis mutandis, draw on Klein's experiences in Germany around 1900,
however substituting ''man education," which bad not been a pbenomenon ofKlein's times, for
''technicaI'' or "professional" education.

Skuli SigUrdssOD (Max-Planck-Institut, Berlin)
Mathematical modemizalion aN! lhe mathematical-physicisl emigres.
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Having ShOWD a cartoon depicting Alben Einstein at the blackboard, the talk began with a
quote from Roland Barthes's 'The brain of Einstein" (Barthes, Mythologies): '7hrough the
mytbology of Einstein, the world blissfully regained the image of knowledge reduced to a for
mula. ParadoxicaDy, tbe more the genius of the man was materialized under the guise of his
brain, the more the product of bis inventiveness came to acquire a magical dimension, (...) Tbe
historie equation E =mc2

[.], by its unexpected simpticity, almost embodies the pure idea of
the key, bare, linear, made of ODe meta), opc?ning with a wholly magical ease a door which had
resisted the desperate efforts of eenturies.n Having thus set the stage I illustrated the theme of
simplicity (and harmony [.]) by discussing what another emigre, HermaM Weyl, weole in
Raum - Zeit- Materie (Dover ed., p. 23).
The lecture was then devoted to exploring what modernization (modernity) and emigration
meant to theorists such as Einstein and Weyt. Attention foeused on: -modernizationl moder
nity: simplicity or complexity; -pure vs. fundamental research; -pragmatism (US) vs. hierar
ehy (Gennanyllnstitutes); -technology alld the engendering of eomplexity. The lecture ended
citing Weyl's lecture at the Bicentennial Conference at Princeton University in 1946. There
Weyl rejected G.H. Hardy's distinction between real and duU mathematics (see Weyl, Nach
lass, ETH Archive Zürich, Hs 91a: 18).

Patti W. Hunter (Naperville, IL, USA) .
An unofficial community: American tnathematical sratisticians before 1935.

In 1935, a group ·of mathematical statistieians in the United States announced the founding of a
new professional organization, the Institute of Mathematical Statistics. While_ lhis event
marked an important stage in the pro~ss of the formation of the US mathematical statistics
community, those who initiaDy participated in the Institute constituted a small, loosely organ
ized, but weU-linked group within the broader scientiftc world even before they joiil~ together
formally to promote their discipline. The character of this proto-community was shaped in 00
portant ways by European, partieularly British, statiSticians, and by the orientation of the
American matbematieal research eommunity toward pure mathematics. Paying particular at
tention to these influences, the talk examined same aspects of their education, employment and
interests in order to detennine how mathematical statisticians in the US set themselves apart
from other scientists and worked to define their discipline before the community acquired its
official status.

Jens Httyrup (UniversiteitRoskilde, Denmark)
Mahavira's geometrical problems: traces 0/ unknown links between Jaina and Medite"anean
mtlthematics in the classical ages.

The practical rnathematical tradition that we know best from its reflection in the Babylonian
text material falls into a "traditional" and an "innovative" type, the lauer becoming visible fust
in Seleucid and Demotie sourees. Greek theoretical mathematics seerns to be inspired exclu-
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sively by the fonner type. whereas tbe ill-known "low" Greek tradition also borrows from the
latter.
Mahavira turns out to know about both types. and distinguishes explicitly between them by
putting them under different headings. A connection elose to Mahavira's own times (9th cen
tury CE) seems to be excluded; instead bis treatise appears to present us with evidence of con
nections between Jaina mathematics and the "Iow" tradition(s) ofthe Mediterranean during the
ages which became "elassical" bolb from theJaina and the European perspective.
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Tagungsbericht 42/1998

Modeltheory
October 25 - October 31, 1998

This conference was organized by J. Ershov (Novosibirsk), A. Prestel (Konstanz) and M.
Ziegler (Freiburg). There were 19 plenary sessions, most of the talks belonging to one of
the following topics:

• Local Global Principles for. Fields and Rings

• Fields .of finite Morley Rank and Bad Fields

• Valuation Theory and p--adic Fields
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A. Baudiseh :

A free pseudospace

(by Andreas Baudisch and Anand Pillay)

We construct a non CM -trivial stahle theory in which 00 infinite field is interpretable. In
fact OUT theory will also be trivial and w-stable, but of infinite Modey rank. A long term
aim would be to find a non CM -trivial theory which has finite Morley rank and does not
interpret a field. Tbe construction is direct, and is a "3-dimensional" version of the free
pseudoplane. . e
Building the "free pseudospace" turns out to be a little less of a trivial matter than we
had first thought, although it is Quite naive. Hrushovski has pointed out to us that our
example is related to an unpublished example due to himself of a stable non-equational
theory.

L. Darniere :

Local-Global Principle Cor rings

Let us say \that a ring A with fraction field K satisfies the Local-Global principle with
respect to its henselisations (L GPH) if and ooly if:

i. For every non zero a in A, the set of all maximal ideals of A wich do not contain A is
Quasi-compact (with respect to Zariski's topology).

ii. Every variety defined over K having a smooth point in the henselisation of each valu
ation ring centered at a maximal ideal of A, has a smooth point in A.

It appcars that this property is first order and provides a general and very flexible frame-
work for the model..theoretic study of rings. Specializing this general study to same par
ticular cases leads to natural nations of PAC, PRC or PpC rings, which applies to various
"concrete" examples of rings with fraction fields algebraic over Q or Fp[T). Let us give two A\
exemples of applications, among others: ..

a. The ring of all absolutely p-aclic integers - that is those algebraic integers which belang
to Qp and such that alJ their conjugates aver Q still belang to Q" - has a decidable complete
theory.

b. A PAC domain A of positive characteristic, that is a domain satisfying (LGPH) with a
PAC fraction field of positive characteristic, has a decidable theory if and only if its fraction
field has so. If moreover tbe theories of tbe fraction field and the residual lattice of Aare
model-complete (the residual lattice associated to any ring is an interpretable structure
which bas been introduced by Prestel and Schmid, it plays a key role for tbe model theory
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of rings satisfying (LGPH)) then so is the theory of the r-domain (A, $A), and this last
resultremains true in zero characteristic.

J. Denef:

Motivic analogons of the Poincare series associated to the p-adic
points on a varietye (Joint work of Denef and Loeser)

In this talk we introduce, for any algebraic variety X over C , two power series P geom and
Parithm , whose coeffieients are in the Grotbendieck ring of motives. They are analogons of
the Poincare series Pp , associated to tbe p-adic points on a variety ove~ 4"J,.

For this we study the scheme of formal ares on an algebraic variety and its images under
truncations. These were first considered by J.F.Nash. The Poincare series of these images
yields P geom • For p big enough, replacing the eoeflicients Ai of Pgeon: by #Ai(Fp ), does
not generally yield Pp. However, we eonstruet Parithm so that this is nevertheless true. We
prove that Pgeom and Parithm are rational power series. The maiD tools which are used are
quantifier elimination for valued fields and pseudo-finite fields, and motivic integration (a
notion first introdueed by Kontsevich). Geometry and motivic integration on the seheme
of formal ares is used to obtain several new geometrie invariants of singularities (c.g. the
stringy Hodge numbers of Batyrev). These methods also yield a ne\v approach tq the study
of the Hodge spectrum of a singularity.

J. Ershov :

Nice loeal-global fields

A valuation ring of a field of a characteristic 0 is ealled quasiclassical if its henselisation is
elementary equivalent to a ring of p-adic integers for some prime p or to an ultraproduet of
such rings. A field is called nice local-global if the family of all quasiclassical valuation rings
of the field fonns a boolean family satisfying (LGP) (Ioeal-global principl) and (CLEP)
(continuity of the Ioeal elementary properties).

For three classes - mNLGF, INLGF and uNLGF - ofnice IDeal-global fields (defined by
tbe properties of the enriched absolute Galois groups: minimal, free or universal) a decid
ability of the elementary theory was proved and natural necessary and suffieient conditions
for elementary equivalence or embeddings was found.
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B. Green:

On the geometry of order p automorphisms

Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring dominating the Witt ring W(k) of an alge
braically closed field k of characteristic p > o. The aim of this talk is to discuss new results
(obtained jointly with M. i\1atignon) on order p automorphisms u of tbe formal power
series ring R(Z] and the geomctry of their fixed points.

Let Fu denote the set offixed points and VO be the minimal model oftbe p-adic disc in wbich
tbe points in Fu specialize to distinet smooth points. Tben by studying tbe differential _._e

data assoeiated to the irreducible components of the special fibre of VO we show that if •
IFal ::; p the fixed points are all equidistant in the p-adic norin. By studying tbe Hurwitz
data associated witb tbe fixed points in tbe above situation, we obtain a cbaracterization
of order p automorphisms of the disc, provided there is no inertia at 1T.

The study of order p automorphisms of the p-adie disc is motivated by the lifting problem
for galois covers of smooth eurves from characteristic p to cbaracteristie O.

[G-M 1] B. Green, M. lvlatignon: Liftings 0/ Galois Covers 0/ Smooth CUnJes, Compositio Mathematica,
Vol 113 no. 3 (1998), 239-274.

[G-M 2) B. Green f M. Matignon: Order p automorphisms 0/ the open disc over a p-adic field, to appear in
the Journal of the American Mathematical Society.

w. Henson

Model Theory of L1-spaces

"Ve diseuss the model theory of Banacb lattices of tbe form LI (J.t) where J..L is an atomless
measure. This is done ,vith respect to the logie of positive bounded formulas and approxi
mate satisfaction. Let T be the theory of this class of structures in this logic. T is complete
and its models are exactly thc dass of LI (J-L)-spaces described above. T admits quantifier
elimination and is categorieal for separable models. T is stable (in tbe sense of Iovino);
indeed, T is w-stable with respect to tbe topology on its type spaces that is given by the
d-metric. (Tbe d-distance bet,veen n-types measures how close tbeir sets of realizations are
with respect to norm- distance in models.) QE plus separable categoricity yields a strong
form of near-isometrie homogeneity for LI. Tbe key mathematieal idea behind these re
sults are those in the abstract strueture tbeory of measure algebras, including espeeially
Maharam's theorem in its relative form. The stability result strengthens results of Krivine
and Maurey (by ineluding lattice operations) and of Haydon (hy showing separability of
the type spaees in a fioer topology than tbe strong topology). A different set of ideas leads
to the same results for tbe class of atomless LI (J.')-spaces as Banach spaces.
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M. Jarden :

Local global principles for large algebraic fields

We consider here a field K with a finite set S of loeal primes. Each 11 E S is an equivalent
elass of absolute values such that the completion KfJJ is a loeal field, i.e., loeallyeompact.
Let K'iJ = K, n Krp and let K t4t,s =rl,es rlaEG(K) K~. Here G(K) is tbe absolute Galois
group of K. We equip it witb a Haar measure. For each u = (Ul' ... ,ue ) E G(K)e let
K,(u) be tbe fixed field of u., ... ,Ue in K, and let K,[u] be tbe maximal Galois extension
of K wbich is eontained in K.(u).

Theorem (Loeal global principle ror fields, Geyer-Jarden): Suppose that K is a countable
Hilbertian field. Then, K,[u] n K totts ts PSC for almost all u E G(K)e.

Let 0 be tbe ring of ~ntegers of K. For each algebraic extension L of K lei~' 0 L be the
integral closure of 0 in L.

Theorem (Loeal global principle for rings, Jarden-Razon): Suppose that K is aglobai field.
Then, for almost all U E G(K)' the following holds: Let Fo = K$(a) n KlOltS,· Denote the
maximal purely inseparable exten8ion of F by Fins' Consider an affine absolutely irreducible
variety V over fins. Suppose that ~imp(OF~) # 0 for each 11 E SF and V(OF~) # 0 for
each'.P E PF \ SF. Then V(OF) # .0.

J. Koenigsm~nn :

Elementary characterization of fields by their absolute Galois group

A field K is said to be elementarily characterized by its absolute Galois group GK :=

Gal(Ksep
/ K) if the fields with isomorphie absolute Galois group are exactly those which

are elementarily equivalent to K. Examples of such fields are real closed fields, certain
p-adically closed fields (e.g. a1l finite abelian extensions of Qp) and fields elementarily
equivalent to power serles fields over those p-adically closed fields with exponents from
Z(q). There is very strong evidence that these are all fields elementarily characterized by
their absolute Galois group.
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F.-V. Kuhlmann

Rational place = existentially closed?

Take FIK to he a function field and Pa place of F ·which is trivial on K. If FP =K then
Pis called a rational place. \Ve say that (FIK, P) is weakly unilormizable if there is a model
of FIK on which P is centered at a smooth point. The following is well-known: 11 K is
existentially closed in F, then FIK admits a rational place which is weakly· unilormizable.
For the converse, one has:

Theorem 1: Assume that K admiLs a henselian valuation W (or, more genemlly, that K _
is a "large /ield"). Assume lurthe~ that FIK admits a rational place P. •

a) 11 K is perleet, then K is existentially closed in F.

b) 11 P ~s· weakly unilormizable, then K ~ existentially closed in F.

Part b) is well-kno\vn. Which places are weakly uniformizable? Loeal unifonnization is
not known in positive characteristic, hut we can give 8 partial answer:

Theorem 2: (K. 1997) Rational Abhyankar plaees 01 rank 1 and rational discrete places
are weakly unijonnizable.

\Ve call a place an Abhyankar place if it satisfies equality in the Abhyankar inequality, i.e.,
if trdeg FIK = rr vpF + trdeg FPIK, where rr vpF is the rational rank of the value.group
of P.

Theorem 3: (K. 1997) // K is perleet and Pisa rational place 01 F)K, then there is a
finite extension FIFand an extension 01 P ta F such that Pisstill a rational place 0/
FIK and (.1'IK, P) is weakly unijormizable.

Since K is existentially closed in F if it is existentially closed in F, this proves part a) of
Theorem 1 via part b). .

For Vp denoting the valuation associated with P, we demonstrate that a eertain kind of
existential sentences which hold in (F, Vp ow) will also hold in (K, w) (although in general
it cannot be expected that (K, w) be existentially closed in (F, vpow». To·prove this by an _
embedding lemma, we use a result ahout the density of certain "niee" places in the space of .,
all rational places of FIK, \vith respect to an "existentially constructible topology". Part
b) of Theorem 1 ean be proved in a similar way, also in the case of large fields.
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s. Kuhlmann :

The Exponential-Logarithmic Power Series Fields

In tbis talk we describe tbe Don-archimedean models of tbe elementary tbeory of an 0

minimal expansion of tbe reals. We focus on models of tbe expansion of the ordered field
of tbe real numbers by tbe real exponential function. Tbe notion of o-minimality was
introduced by van den Dries, who observed tbat sets \vhich are parametrically definable
in an o-minimal expansion of tbe reals share many of the geometrie properties of semi
algebraie sets.

Inspired by tbe theory of real piaces and real elosed fields, and seeking the analogy to the
semi-algebraic case, we systematically develop an exponential analogue for all important
notions and methods. We use this abstract machinery to describe explicitly ~~e algebraic
structure of the models, and to give eoncrete constructions. These constructioö~ use power
series fields. If a field has a place onto an orderoo residue field, then thc 'öhler can be
Iifted up to tbe field tbrough tbe place. It is not surprising tbat exponentials 'eannot be
Iifted through arbitrary places. Indeed, we showed (ef. [K-K-S)) that po\ver..series ficlds
never admit exponentials, but that every power series field R«(G)) carnes a prelogarithm.
We give an explicit formula for the basic pre-Iogarithm 10& on power series fields with
any given value group of tbe form Rro , where r 0 is a totally ordered set. Going to tbe
union over an increasing chain of power series fields, we make this logarithm IO&l surjective.
We call tbe so-obtained field tbe exponential-logarithmic power series field and denotc it
by R((r0) )EL. The logarithm 10& does not satisfy the gro\vth axioms, and we. develop a
method modify 10&. We sbow how to use aoy increasing automorphism a of r o to twist
10& as to obtain a logarithm lo&, baving tbe rigbt growth rate. Its inverse expu yields
a model of real exponentiation (and restricted analytic fUDctions). This metbod enables
us also to construct exponential fields with arbitrary prineipal exponential ranks (cf. [K
Kl). In this way, our construction exhibits the relation between order automorphisms of
the value sets and the growth rates of the constructed exponentials. We also sho\v that
R((ro»EL admits countably infinitely many exponentials of distinct exponential ranks, for.
Qny r o• This contrasts tbe impression of rigidity which is given by the notation lR((ro))EL
(cf. [KS] chapter 5).

[KS] S. Kuhlmann: Orrlered Ezponentiol Fields, Habilitationsschrift, submitted.

[K-K] F.·V. Kuhlmann, S. Kuhlmann: The exponential ronk, to appear in: Proc. ofthe Special Semester on
Real Algebraic Geometry and Ordered Structures, Amer. Math. Soc. Contemporary Mathematics Series.

(K-K-S] F.·V. Kuhlmann, S. Kuhlmann, S. Shelah: Exponentiation in Power Series Fields, Proc. Amer.
Math. Soc. 125 (1997), 3177-3183.
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A. Macintyre :

Elementary Aspects of Weil Cohomology Theories

At first glanee, the nation of Weil Cohomology Theory is not first-order, involving as it
does nations of fnnetor, finite-dimensionality, Poineare Duality and interseetion theory.
However, it turns out to be first-order. To see this, one first has to develop intersection
theory in a eonstruetible way. This is not straightforward, as the basic' equivalenee relations
involved in defining the intersection ring are not known to be first-order (and, indeed,
there is evidenee that some , e.g rational equivalenee, are not first-order). One has to
proceed in a mueh more "logieal" way, unwinding (in Kreisel's sense) the eonstruetions _
done in Fulton's book. This done, one gains certain uniformities, and then, exploiting the .,
axiomatie development of the Lefschetz Trace Formula from Weil's axioms, and using the
Weak Lefsehetz axiom one derives uniform. bounds (within eonstruetible families) for the
dimensions of the eohomology groups. Thereafter it is fairly routine to give a first-order
rendition of Weil's axioms.

T\vo eansequenees \vere mentioned in the talk. Firstly, ODe ean form ultraproduets of Weil
theories, to ereate new ones. Seeondly, if oDe interprets tbe Standard Conjectures as being
about arbitrary Weil theories, ooe eao show that they imply very strong uniformities. In
partieular, they imply that oumerieal equivalence is constructible.

D. Marker:

Intersecting Varieties with Tori

We prove tbe following theorem of Boris Zilber aod indieate how it is related to the coo
struction of bad fields. By a torus I meao a eoset of an algebraic subgroup of (K*)n.

Theorem: Let K be algebmically closed, let W c Kn be an irreducible variety and let T
be the smallest torus containing W. There i3 a finite set 01 lamiliesol proper subtori 01 T
such that if S is a proper subtorus 01 T,

dim(W n S) > 0 lind dim(W n S) > dimW + dimS - n, then

S is contained in one of the tori in one of the families.
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F. Point:

On p-rninimal groups

In collaboration witb F.O. Wagner, we have obtained tbe following results (see [PW]). Let
L be a language containing tbe language of totally ordere<! groups, let G be an L-strueture
wbich is a (not necessarily abelian) totally ordered group. The L-structure G is p-minimal
if every L-definable (possibly with parameters) subset of G is a finite union of cosets of
subgroups of G intersected witb intervals with end points in G U {±oo}.

We characterize tbe pure group structure of a ,rminimal group G. Namely G is abelian,
has finitely many definable convex subgroups (say d) (Go = {O}, ... , Gd = G). In case
d=l, if tbe order is discrete, (G, +, 0,:5) is elementarily equivalent to (Z, +, O,~) and
if tbe order is dense, G is divisible and its theory is o-minimal (for a defi~ition of 0

minimality, see [KPS]). So a ~minimal group belongs to a elass of groups·!.:described by
V.Weispfeinning [WJ, namely the elasses Lo,d aod Lb,d' where Gi+I/Gi is:·elemeotarily
equivalent to (Z, +, O,~) for all i = 1, ... ,d - 1 and GI is elementarily equivalent to
(Z, +, O,~) or (Q, +, 0, ~). Those are decidable classes in the language of ordered groups
augmented by the congruences and finitely many constants interpreted by tbe smaIJest
positive elements in each discrete quotient.

In tbe esse the order is discrete, we show that there are proper p-minimal. expansions of
p--minimal groups, e.g. (Z x Z, +, ~,It, 12, I), where! : (x, y) ~ (O,x) is the shift function
(see [BPoW». Tbis pbenomenon does not happen in the case d=l, by a result of Michaux
and Villemaire [MV]. In tbe dense ease, the question is still open whether there exists an
o-minimal expansion of «(1, +, <,0).

We don't know wbether p-minimality is preserved by elementary equivalence, ~!1t essential
periodicity is preserved; it is defined as follows: for every definable non-trivial eonvex
subgroup H and every definable Bubset X of G, there is some interval I = [h, h'] with·
h E Hand h' > H, such that X n I is equal to the intersection with I of a finite union of
eosets of subgroups of G. We show that a definable function in an esseotially periodic group
G is piecewise linear and that tbe L-definable subsets of G" are locally periodic. Moreover,
if tbc theory of G is p-mini.mal, we obtain tbat tbe definable funetions are piecewise linear.

Quasi-o-minimality has been introduced in [BST] and studied in [~PWJ. One ean show
that a group G is essentially quasi-o-minimal iff its theory is ,rminimal (here essentially
means that it becomes quasi-o-minimal after adding some new eonstants).

[BPW] o. V. Belegradek, Y. Peterzil, F. O. Wagner: QuasiooO-minimal structUre.9, to appear in J. Symb.
Logie.

[BPoW] O.V. Belegradek, F. Point, F.O. Wagner: A quasi-o-minimal group without the exchange property.
MSRl preprint series 1998a051.

[BST) O. V. Belegradek, A. P. Stolboushkin, M. A. Taitslin: Generic queries ouer quasi-o-minimal do
maifU, in: Logical Foundations oe Computer Science (Proc. 4th International Symposium LFCS' 97,
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Yaroslavl, Russia, July 1997) S. Adian and A. Nerode, eds., Lecture Notes in Computer Science 1234,
Springer·Verlag (1997), 21-32. .

IKPSJ J. F. Knight, A. PiJlay, C. Steinhorn: Dejinable sets in ordered structure8 fI, Trans. Arner. Math.
Soc. 295 (1986), 565-592.

[MVJ C. Michaux, R. Villemaire: Presburger Arithmetic and recognizability 0/ sets 0/ natuml numbers 6y
automata, Ann. Pure Appl. Logic 77 (1996), 251-271.

[Mu] A. Muchnik: Definable criterion /or defina6ility in Presburger arithmetic and its applications, Insti
tute of new technologies (1991), preprint (in russian).

[PW) F. Point, F.O. Wagner: Essentially periodic ordered groups, preprint

[W) V. Weispfenning: Elimination 0/ quantijiers for certain ordered and lattice-orrlered groups, Bull. Soc.
Math. Belg., Ser. B, 33 (1981), 131-155.

B. Poizat :

Corps de rang deux

Un corps K algebriquement clos tout DU, a. fait une structure monodimensionnelle de rang
de Morley uno Si on ajoute un predicat designant un ensemble infini ·algebriquement
independant, adevient bidimensionnel de rang omega; il eD est de meme si on en Domme
UD sous corps algebriquement clos. Un corps differentiellement clos de caracteristique nulle,
c'est encore dc rang omega, mais a a enormement de dimensions.

Tous ces exemples ont pour generique UD type regulier, ayant pour rang une puissance
de omega, auquel la structure ajoutee est orthogonale: Berline et Lascar~ apres avoir
montre que le rang U d'un corps etait un monö me, avaient conjecture qu'il devait en etre
toujours ainsi. Notre but est de les contrarier et de construire des corps omega-stahles
avcc une structure ajoutee mcttant en cause le generique, cela grace ao procede industriel
de fabrication d'objets paranormaux mis au point par Hrushovski (lequel est intervenu a
p)usieurs reprises dans les presentes constructions).

Premier exemple : on amalgame des corps algebriquement clo~ k de degre de transcendence _
fini, avec un predicat unaire - les points noirs - en utilisant pour formule de predimension .,
d(k) = deux {ais le degre de transeendence moins le nombre de points nairs ; on obtient
dans un premier temps UD corps de .rang w.2 avec un ensemble noir de rang w , et apres
collapsage un corps de rang deux avec un ensemble de points noirs de rang UD.

Deuxieme exemple : on amalgame des corps algebriquement elos k de caracteristique p
et de degre de transcendence fini, avec un predicat unaire - les points rouges - formant
un groupe additif, en utilis8nt pour formule de predimension d(k) = deux fois le degre
de transcendence moins la dimension lineaire sur le corps premier des points rouges ; on
obtient dans un premier temps un corps de rang w.2 avec un groupe additif rouge de rang
W , et apres collapsage UD corps de rang deux avec un groupe additif rouge de rang UD.
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Troisieme exemple : on amalgame des paires de corps algebriquement clos k/c de car
acterlstique 0 et de degre de transcendence fini sur c , avec un predicat unaire - les points
rouges - fonnant un c-espace vectoriel, en utilisant pour formule de predimension d(k) =
deux fois le degre de transcendence sur c moins la dimension lineaire sur c des points rouges
; on abtient dans un premier temps un corps de rang w2.2 avec un graupe additif rouge de
rang w2 , et apres callapsage UD corps de rang w.2 avec UD groupe additif rouge de rang w

Quatrieme exemple : on amalgame des corps algebriquement clos k de degre de transcen
dence fini, avec UD prooicat unaire - les points verts - formant UD groupe multiplicatif
divisible, eD utilisant pour formule de predimension d(k) = deux fois le degre de transcen
dence moins 18 dimension lineaire sur le corps des rationnels des points verts ; on obtient
dans un premier temps UD corps de rang w.2 avec un groupe multiplicatif de rang W , et
apres collapsage un corps de rang deux avec un graupe multiplicatif vert de rang uno

Dans taus ces exemples, le trait essentiel qui reod l'amalgamation possible est le eöte
modulaire (ou trivial) de la dimension retranehee. Les deux premiers eas sont faciles, la
situation se decrivant finiment ; le troisieme ne I'est guere moins, aeeei pres Que la clöture
autosuffisante varie avec le petit corps c ; pour traiter le dernier, on a besoin de montrer Que
la dimension multiplicative d'une variete est definissable, ainsi que d'un recent t+heoreme de
Zilber impliquant que, dans certaines situations, I 'independence multiplieative s'exprime
finiment (ces deux resultats appellent a la rescousse l'Aigebre Differentielle).

A. Razon :

Model Theory of Pseudo Algebraically Closed domains .~

Let 0 be a Dedekind domain with trivial Jaeobson radieal and \vith global Quotient field K.
Then 0(0') =Ön K(a) satisfies Rumely's loeal-global principle for almost a11 (1 E G(K)e
(see the report of M. Jarden, this meeting). The following theorems are model-theoretic
applications of this result.

Theorem 1: The theory Almost(0, e) of all sentences in the language of rings which are

true in 8(0') for almost all U E G(K)e is decidable. Moreover, in case 0 is Z or Fp[t],
Almost (0, e) is even primitive recursively decidable.

Definition: Let R be an integral domain with quotient field E.

(a) R is a PAC domain if it satisfies: (i) E is PAC over R; (H) R is Bezout; (iii) R satisfies
Rumely's loeal-global principle with radical relations; and (iv) every nonzero nonunit in R
is a product oE two relatively prime nonunits.

(b) R is of type (0) if R :F E and Rad(R) = (0).
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Theorem 2: An integral domain A is a model 0/ Almost(O,e) iff A is a PAC domain 0/
type (0) s. t. i< n A i3 integral over 0 and Quot(A) is perfeet and e·free.

Theorem 3: 11 Rand S are PAC domains 01 type (0) s.t. i< n Rand i< n S are integral
ouer 0 and with per/eet and e-lree quotient fields E and F, respectively, then R =0 S iff
i<nE~KknF.

,Theorem 4: The PAC domains 01 type (0) with their Jaeobson radical relation are exactly
the ro·domains whieh are existentially closed in every regular ro-domain extension. (See
tbe report of L. Darniere, this meeting, for the definition of an ro-domain.)

Theorem 5: (a) Let Ta (resp., T,.) be the theory 0/ To-domains augmented in such a way 
that an ro-domain (R, $) i.s a substrocture of an ro-domain (R', :5') äff (R, $) ~ (H, $') •
and Quot(R) is algebraically closed in Quot(R') (resp., Quot(R') is a regular extension of
Quot(R»). Then Ta (resp., T,.) has a model companion whose models are the PAC domains
01 type (0) with their Jaeobson mdical relation s.t. their quotient fields are 1-imperfect
(resp., w-imperfect) and w·lree.

(b) Let Te be the theory 0/ ro-domains augmented in such a way that an ro-domain (R, :5)
is a model 01 Te if there exists a Galois extension Ee 0/ Quot(R) with Galois group Fe
and, moreover, (R,:$) is a substrueture 0/ an ro·domain (R!, :5') iff (R,:5) ~ (R', $') and
Quot(R') n Ee = Quot(R). Then Te has a model companion whose models are the PAC
domains 0/ type (0) with their Jacobson mdical relation S.t. their quotient fields are perfect
and e-free.

H. Schoutens :

Bounds in cohomology

!vlany propertics in algebraic geomctry or commutative algebra are valid in zero character
istic but not in prime characteristic or vice versa. This dichotomy between zero and prime
characteristic is also present in the methods of proof, or even in tbe lack of a proof. From
a model theoretie point of view, this is at first surprising, as by the Lefschetz Principle, _
there is a transfer of first order properties between algebraically closed fields of different .,
characteristic. One might therefore be tempted to conclude tbat most algebraie-geometric
properties are not first order. However, it turns out that quite the opposite is true but that
the reason why transfer fails in full generality is because the real dichotomy is between "all
primes" and "almost all primes" .

We will illustrate the methods of translating algebraic-geometric statements into first order
statements in the base field using the example of the Bass Conjecture. The latter states
that any loeal affine ring over an algebraieally elosed field is Cohen-Macaulay, if and ooly
if, it admits a finitely generated module of finite injective dimension. Firstly, witb an affine
loeal ring we mean a localisation at a prime ideal of a quotient K[X1, ••• ,Xn]/(ft, ... ,f,)
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of a polynomial ring. '\Te say that its complexity is at most d, if the fi and tbe generators
of the prime ideal a11 have degree at most d. The tuple of coefficients is a code for tbe
affine local ring in the field K. Next, one observes that every finitely generated module
M can be realised as a cokernel of a matrix r. Therefore \\te say that M has complexity
at most d, if alt entries of r have degree at most d and also its dimensions are at most
d. Whence the tuple of coefficients of the entries of r is a code for M. Finally, in order
to translate tbe Bass Conjecture inta a first order statement in these codes, \\te need to
encode the concepts of Cohen-l\1acaulayness and injective dimension. This ean be done
most easily by means of cohomological characterisations. Dur main result on bounds in
cohomology is then the follo\ving:

Let F be a funetor on tbe category of finitely generated R-modules. Assume that F is
additive, covariant and right exact. If, moreover, multiplication \vith an element from R
is preserved under this funetor then \ve can find, for each pair of natural numbers d and
i some natural number ~, with the property that for every module M of complexity at
most d, tbe image of M uoder the i-th derived funetor LjF is a module of complexity at
most dj • This theorem applies in particular to the Tor and Ext funetors.

Retuming to our example, Peskine and Szpiro proved the Bass Conjecture in positive
characteristic using properties of the Frobeoius. They then found an ad hoc procedure to
conelude its validity also in zero characteristic. However, our approach shows that such
a lifting to zero characteristic is an immediate consequence of the definable nature of tbe
problem.

P. Scowcroft :

p-adically closed fields without cross-sections

A p-adically elosed field K is a field elementarily equivalent to thc ficld of p-adic numbers
in the language L of rings. One may vie,v such a K as a valued field (K, v) with value
group a Z-group - an ordered Abelian group elementarily equivalent to (Z, +, <,0,1) 
because "v(x) < v(y)'~ is L-definable in the field of p-adic numbers. Tbe eore field of a
Jradically closed K is the maximal p-adically closed subfield of tbe field of p-adic numbers
that may be embedded in K. A cross-section for (K, v) as above is a homomorphism, from
the value group ioto K's multiplicative group, that is a right inverse to v.

After reviewing results concerniog the existence of p-adically closed K with or without
cross-sections - see "Cross-sections for p-adically c10sed fields," J. Algebra 183 (1996),
913-928 - I discussed the following

Theorem: Let K be a p-adically closed field whose core field is not tbe field of p-adic
numbers, and D be a proper elementary extension of K's value group. There is a p-adically
closed extension L of K, with value group D aod eore field the same as K's, that lacks a
cross-section.
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K. Tent :

Defining fields in groups and geometries

The Cherlin-ZiI'ber Conjecture, viz. that a simple group of finite Morley rank is an alge
braic group over an algebraically closed field, has been the starting point for mucb research
in model theory. While this conjecture is still open, we have made progress by proving tbe
conjecture far several important classes of groups.

Theorem 1: [KRT} k be an infinite field, and let G(k) denote the group of k-rational
points of a k.. i3otropic absolutely simple k-algebraie group G. Then k is definable in G(k). _
Thus G(k) has finite Morley rank if and only i/ the field k i.s aIgebraically closed. If under .'
the same a3sumptions G i.s k ..isotropic and only k-almost simple, then k i.s either real elosed
or algebraically closed.

Dropping tbe assumption that G is the group of k..rational points of some algebraic group,
we have the following result.

Theorem 2: [KT\'~1] IfG is an infinite simple group 01 finite Morley rank with a spherical
BN-pair 0/ Tits rank 2: 3, then G is (interpretably) isomorphie to a simple algebraic group
over an algebraically closed field.

Spherical irreducible buildings of Tits rank ~ 3 are uniquely determined by their rank 2
residues (Le. polygo'ns). So the crucial step for tbc proof is the following

Theorem 3: [KTV?\1] If P is an infinite Moulang polygon 0/ finite Morley rank, then P
is either the projective plane, the symplectic quadrangle, or the split Cayley hexagon ouer
some algebraically closed field.

It follows that aoy infinite simple group of finite Morley rank with a spherical Moufang
BN-pair of Tits rank 2 is either PSL3(K), PSp4(K) or G 2(K) for some algebraically
closed field K. This shows that polygons play an important role in the study of groups of
finite Morley rank. Ho\\"ever polygons of finite ~1orley rank are not tarne:

Theorem 4: [Te] There are many almost strongly minimal n ..gons for all n not interpreting
an infinite group whose automorphism group acts transitivelyon the set 01 ordered n + 1..
gons.

The automorphism group of such a strongly homogeneous polygon thus has a BN-pair,
wbich, of course, cannot be definable. In contrast to these examples we have the following
results: '

Theorem 5: [Tel] A projective plane ha3 strongly minimal point rows and definable pro..
jectivity groups if and only il it is a Pappian plane over an algebraically closed field, i. e.
corresponds to PSL3(K). An infinite genemlized quadrangle of finite Morley Rank i.s the
symplectic quadrangle over an algebraically closed field, i.e. coTTeSponds to PSp4(K), i/
and only if all points are regular and the line pencils are strongly minimal with definable
projectivity groups.

14
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[KTVM] L. Kramer, K. Tent, H. Van Maldeghcm: Simple groups 01 finite Morley Rank and Tits
buildings, to appear in Israel Journal of Mathe~atics.

[KRT] L. Kramer, G. Röhrle, K. Tent: Defining k in G(k), to appear in J. Algebra

[Tel] K. Tent: A note on the model theory 0/ generalized polygons, to appear in J. Symbolic Logic.

[Te2] K. Tent: Very homogeneous generalized n-gons 01 finite Morley rank, submitted.

F. O. Wagner

Minimal Fields

An in6nte structure M is minimal if every de6nable subset (using parameters in M).is finite or
co6nite. Minimal groups have been classified long ago by Reineke [Rei]: they are eifher abelian
divisible with only finitely many elements of any given order, or elementary abelian of prime
exponent p for some prime p. However, a corresponding classification of minimal fields has not
yet been obtained; Podewski [Po] conjccturcd them to be algebraically closcd. (It is easy to
see that every algebraically closed field is minimal, since it allows elimination of quantifiers.)
Schmücker [Seh] has shown that a minimal field has no extension of degree five. 1 shall use
dimensioo-theoretic methods to prove the coojecture in characteristic 2, and show a partial result
in other characteristics, namely that no algebraic extension of a minimal field has an Artin
Schreier extension.

[Po] K.-P. Podewski: Minimale Ringe, Math., Phys., Semesterberichte,22,1973,pages193-197

[Rei] J. Reineke: Minimale Gruppen, Zeitschr., math., Logik Grundl., Math.,2l,1975, pages357
359

[Seh] R. Schmücker: Almost algebrnically closed fields, preprint 1995

The rcport was editcd by logo Kraus (Freiburg)
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Tagungsbericht 43/1998

Experimental Design: Theory and Applicati~ns

November 1st-November 7th 1998

The conference was organized by 'Norman R. Draper (University of Wisconsin-Madison), Norbert
Gaftke (Universität Magdeburg), and Friedrich Pukelsheim (Universität Augsburg), and attended by
45 participants flom 14 countries.

Various topics of experimental design were presented in 35 talks, covering e.g. optimal designs for
models with correlated errors, fractional factorial designs, crossover designs, blocked designs, robust
designs, and Bayesian designs. Applications ranged over various fields such as chemical engineering,
computer experiments, and adaptive control. Each talk was followed by intensive discussions.
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Modeling quantitative structure activity relationships
using stochastic processes

Markus Abt
Astra Hässle AB, Bi08tatistics, 43183 Mölndal, Sweden

markus.abt@hassle.se.astra.com

2

One of the first steps in the development of new drugs is tbe identification of lead compounds.
Novelty in terms of chemical structure as weU as high biological activity are bereby looked for. Ran
dom synthesis of compounds generally leads to very few "hits". It is therefore desirable to use the
available data on tested compounds to derive models that allo;'" to predict the potency of yet untested
molecules based on tbeir chemica1 structure. Large numbers of descriptors are quite often availabl.,
while the number of compounds can be small 10 moderate. For this reason, partial least squaresb~
become a popular analysis tool. However, tbe true relationships are often highly non-linear and an
alternative method based on stochastic processes is therefore proposed. Selection of compounds for
testing according to some "coverage" criterion appeal'S to be of great practical importance but has not
yet received much attention in practice.

Optimal design under the restrietion of different observation points
with applic~tions in change-point regress.ion

Wollgang Bischof{ and Frank Miller
Institut für Mathematische Stochastik, Universität Karlsruhe, 76128 KarIsnihe, Germany

wolfgang.bischoff@ma~h.uni-karlsruhe.de, frank.miller@math.uni-karlsruhe.de

We consid~ optimal designs in tbe set of measures dominated by the Lebesgue measure and with
bounded Lebesgue density. This is motivated by the practica1 restrietion of different observation points:
We assume that there is a minimal distance between the observation points. We handle this problem
in an asymptotic way for c-optimality in this talk. Tbe equivalence theorem for this problem allows
a nice geometrical interpretation of the optimal design..We can eva1uate the optimal design explicitly
and this is done for an example in change-point regression. It is possible to generalize the results to
other optimality criteria.

Nonlinear design problems in a chemical kinetic model

Barbara Bogacka
School of Mathematical Sciences, Queen Mary and Westfield College, London, UK

b.bogacka@qmw.ac.uk

We consider a chemical kinetic model of a con.secutive reaction

aA ~ bB.

The kinetic equation for the concentration of a chemical compound A is

_ d[A) = k[A)..\
dt '

where k is a rate constant and ~ denotes the order of the reaction. 80th k and ~ are unknown
parameters. The solution of the differential equation for the initial conditions of concentratio~ of

_I
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A and B at time t = 0 equal to 1 and 0 respectively, which gives a statistical model of expected
observations

E(t/i) = [1 - (1 - ~)kt;)l/(l-)') ~ e-kC •

We assume that errors ofobservations are independently and normally distributed randorn variables
with constant or non-constant variance. The design problem is to find a set of points of time at w hieh
the measurements should be taken to optimize estimation of the parameters. We calculated the designs
minimizing the area of confidence ellipse for the parameters. This is called D-optimality criterion and
is widely used in linear models. However, in a nonlinear case it is a linear approximation of the area.
So, we also coDSi~ered the criterion proposed by Hamilton and Watts (1985, 1echnometrics) which
gives a second order approximation of the area and takes also ioto account the curvature of the model.

- Furthermore, we calculated D-optimum designs for this model assuming non·constant variance as weU
• as Bayesian D--optimum designs assuming prior normal distribution for the parameters. We discussed

the results in tenns of the percentage of conversion of the chemical compound A and we pointed. out
the importance of (sometimes taken carelessly) assumptions and optimality criteria for estimatior:' of
the parameters of the model.

Bayesian experimental design far a frequentist's analysis

Kathryn M. Chaloner
School of Statistics, 352 Classroom Office Building, 1994 Buford Avenue,

St. Paul, MN 55108, USA
kathryn@stat.umn.edu

Lindley and Singpurwalla (1991, 1993) and Etzioni and Kadane (1993) developed an approach to
design {ar another decision maker's analysis. Their approach is that of a single decision maker designing
optimally {or a suboptimal estimate. Our alternative approach assumes that the designer designs to
optimize the inference of the other decision maker. An important special case of OUT approach is wben
the evaluator uses a vague or improper prior distribution: this leads to Bayesian design for a frequentist
analysis. . -

This work is joint with Chin·Pei Tsai, als<> of the University of Minnesota.

.e
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Blocking of fractional factorial designs

Ching-Shui Cheng
Department of Statistics, University of California, Berkley, CA 94920-3860, USA

cheng@stat.berkley.edu

Blocking is an effective metbod for improving tbe efficiency of an experiment by reducing tbe
experimental errar due to differences among tbe experimental units. One bas to choose kindependent
interactions (cal1ed treatment defining eHects) to define a 1/2k fraction of a design with n two-level
factors. To divide tbe 2n - t treatment combinations into 2P blocks, p more independent interactions
(called block defining effects) are required. Once tbe k treatment defining effects and tbe p block
defining effeets bave been chosen, tbe deSign can be constructed easily. But tbe issue of how to choose_
tbese k + P independent interactions and to measure tbe "goodness" of tbe resulting design has not.
been properly addressed. Minimum aberration (Fries and Hunter, 1980, Thchnometrics) is a popular
criterion for constructing good unblocked fractional factorial designs. It will be shown that several
recent attempts to extend Fries' and Hunter's criterion 10 blocked designs are not entirelysatisfactory.

. A major difficulty is due to tbe different roles played by the treatment and block defining effects. An
alternative criterion will be proposed and shown to lead to designs with desirable properties.

Equivalence of fractional factorial designs

Angela M. Dean
Statistics Department, The Obio State University, 1958 NeU Avenue,

Columbus, Obio 43210, USA
amd@stat.ohi~state.edu

Two designs for a fractional factorial experiment are equivalent if one can be obtained from the
other by reordering the treatment combinations, relabeling the factors and relabeling tbe factor levels.
Designs are viewed 8S a set of points in n-dimensional sp3Ce, wbere n is the number of treatment
combinations in tbe design. In this setting, two designs 8l'e equivalent if the Hamming distances
between tbe points are tbe same in all possible dimensions. This representation leads to an algorithm
which detects distinct designs without a complete search of all relabelings and reorderings in the
fraction. In addition, if two designs are equivalent, the aigoritbm gives a set of permutations which
map one design to the other.

Convex optimal designs far compound polynomial extrapolation

Holger Dette
Institut für Mathematik, Ruhr-Universität Bochum. 44780 Bochum, Germany

holger.dette@ruhr-uni-bochum.de

In tms work, the extrapolation design problem for polynomiaJ. regression models on design space
[-1, 1] is considered when tbe degree of tbe underlying polynomial model is with uncertainty. Tbe
model robust extrapolation design criteria proposed in Dette and Wong (1996) is adopted here to
find tbe corresponding optimal designs. It is UBUally not easy to find the optimal designs analytically
for the general criteria abovej we investigate here optimal compound extrapolation designs with two
specific polynomial models, i.e. tbose with degrees {m, 2m}. We prove that to extrapolate at a point z,
rzr > 1, the optimal convex combination of the two optimal extrapolation designs {e:a (z), e2m(z)} for
each model separately is an optimal compound extrapolation design to extrapolate at z. The results
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are applied to derive nonlinear extremal properties for polynomials which generalize classical properties
of the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind.

On the construction of experimental designs for correlated data

John Eccleston
Department of Mathematics, The University of Queensland, Brisbane QLD 4213, Australia

jae@maths.uq.edu.au

The design of experiments when the data are correlated is an area of increasing research interest,
particularly since methods for the analysis of experiments which incorporate a correlation structure for
errors or over the plots are becomingmore generally applied. In this tallt tbe design of experiments
of a ~dimensionallayout (rows and columns) with a spatial process is investigated. Computational
algorithms which search for optimal designs for experiments with correlated data are presented. Since
in general the correlation structure is unknown or oo1y partially known, the robustn~of the designs
produced by the algorithms is examined. A number of examples are considered wh~ch·illustrate the
effect of correlation over the plots on the design layout and indicate that properties süch as neigbbor
balance, corner and edge plot balance, aod diagonal neighbors are important but to'Värring degrees
and depending on particular circumstances. Two practical examples are given: (i) a field trial, and (ii)
an early generation variety trial.

Theory and applications of uniform designs

Kai·Tai Fang
Department of Mathematics, Hong Kong Baptist University, Kowloon Tong,

. Hongkong, China

ktfang@hkbu.edu.hk

The uniform design is one experimental design method. It can be applied in design of computer
experiments and factorial designs. In this talk abrief introduction to the uniform design will be given.
Advantages of tbe uniform design will be discussed. Some up-to-date results are involved in the taUt.

Extracting new information from crossover trial data

Subir Ghosh
Department of Statistics, University of Califomia, Riverside, CA 92521-0138, USA

ghosh@ucracl.ucr.edu

The crossover designs are widely used for comparing treatments in clinical trials. The standard
analysis of such design is well-known. The ta1k will present a new analysis using a proposed model
dilJerent from the standard model. It presents a method of dividing tbe subjects in a group into
subgroups using the idea of post·stratification so that the differences in responses for treatments are
very similar for subjects in a subgroup. Then the new analysis provides the inference for the treatment·
by·subgroup within group interactions. Tbe significance of such interactions shows the importance of
the fad that tbe treatments do act diH'erently on subjects. This fad should not be ignored in the
analysis. Tbe new analysis is illustrated with several data sets. Tbe research is done jointly with Dr.
Lisa Fairchild.
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Multi-stratum resp~nse surface designs

Steven GUmour
Department of Applied Statistics, The University of Reading, PO Box 240, Early Gate,

Reading RG6 6FN, UK
s.g.gilmour@reading.ac.uk

In many industrial and laboratory based experiments there are same (actors which are difficult to
contral, e.g. where they require a reconfiguration of the equipment. To overcome .this problem, these
factors C3D be varied less often than the others, e.g. if there are two rum per day, their levels maybe set
only once per day. It is recognized that tbis restriction to the randomization has implications for the
analysis of data Crom such experiments-they have a multi-stratum structure, the simplest exampleA
of which is split-plot design. When trying to fit response surface models, the use of an unbalanced.
split-plot structure may be unavoidable. The data from such structures can now be routinely analyzed
using the widely available routines for mixed models. However, little attention has been paid to how to
design such experiments. In this paper, some suggestions will be made as to how these experiments can
be designed to ensure the best possible use o( information at alI strata in the analysis. An algorithm for
producing multi-stratum designs will be presented, which makes use of a generalization of the contrast
scores.
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Experimental design for polynomial spline regression

7

L

Berthold Heiligers
Institut fQr Mathematiscl1e Stochastik, Universität Magdeburg,

39016 Magdeburg, Gennany
berthold.heiligers@mathematik.uni·magdeburg.de

We discuss design aspects in d-th degree polynomial spline regression with prescribed knots over a
compact regression interval. The B-basis provides an advantageous parameterization, ensuring equi·
variance of designs under rescaling of tbe setup. Numerical results for Kiefer's tPp-criteria indicate
that highly efficient designs are among tbose supported by tbe alternation points of tbe equi-oscillatinge spline.

~

Experimental design and analysis of a study
on disinfection mechanisms of wastewater marine environment

by using Escherichia coli as an index ·~t:'

Mong-Na Lo Huang
. Department of Applied Mathernatics, National Sun Vat-sen University,

Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 80424 R.D.C.
lomn@math.nsysu.edu.tw

In a study 00' disinfection mechanisms of wastewater marine environment, rotatable central compo
site designs are employed to investigate the effects of solar intensity, salinity, mixing ratio of wastewater
and sea water, and existence of predatory microorganisms in wastewater, to the rate of declination of
Escherichia coH (E. coll in short). More explicitly, under each factor combination the numbers of E.
eoli are measured at tbe beginning of each experiment and every half haur later on for two hours, then
the effects of the factors to the rate of declinatioD of E. coll are estimated through statistical analy
sis. Issues related 10 the experimental design and statistical analysis arose in the study are discussed,
and complementary designs of experiments are considered for more &eeurate estimation of the rate of
declination of the E. coll under different environment conditions.

Efticient estimation of the prevalence of multiple rare traits

Jacqueline M. Hughes-Oliver
Depanment of Statistics, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, Ne 27695-8203, USA

hughesol@stat.ocsu.edu

When traits are rare, testing in groups can dramatically improve efficiency of estimatioD and OO8t of
dat& collection. Tbe optimum group size, bowever, is a fuoction of the unknown prevalence of tbe trait.
I use an adaptive strategy to overcome this deficiency, and I use tbe compound D-optimum criterioD to
develop a framework for estimating tbe prevalences of multiple rare traits. The llmiting behavior of the
stochastic group sizes is discussed and the resulting impact on the prevalence estimators presented. As
a consequence, optimum designs ace obtained for nonlinear models applied to heter05cedastic binary
data that are correlated. These methods are applied 10 the problem of estimating tbe prevalences of
HIV and chlamydia in Ethiopian women.
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Optimal designs rar estimating continuous functions

Lorens Imhof
Institut für Statistik, RWTH Aachen, 52056 Aschen

imhof@stochastik.rwth·aachen.de
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Suppose a regression function I ~ Cl-I, 1] to be estimated. If f is known to be a polynomial of
a given degree, it is often natural to use the least squares estimators associated witb tbe G-optimal
designs derived by Guest. If fisnot known to be a polynomial, one may argue that I can be
approximated by polynomials, so that it is reasonable to use the same design and estimators. This
&mounts to estimating the unknown function by certain Lagrange interpolation polynomials. However,
a fundamental result of approximation theory implies that even though there are polynomials that are..
elose to I, the interpolation polynomials need not be close to f ~ •

In this talk, a new estimator is introduced, which accommodates this fact. The estimator is based
on Hermite rather than Lagrange interpolation polynomials. This leads to new design problems. Two
optimality criteria are suggested and optimal designs are given.

Exact DK-optimal designs ror quadratic regression

Olaf Krafft
Institut für Statistik, RWTH Aachen, 52056 Aachen, Gennany

For quadratic regression y(x) = 00 + atZ + a2x2 on [-1,1] exact D-optimal designs are presented
for the six elementary cases of subparameter systems, namely (00), (ad, (a2), (00, ad, (ao, a2), and
(al, a2). Althougb tbe corresponding designs are of quite different structure, it is aimed (but until to
date successlessly) to base the proofs of optimality on a general inequality.

On the determination of optimal designs far interference models

Joachim Kunert
Fachbereich Statistik, Universität Dortmund, 44221 Dortmund, Germany

kunert@statistik.uni-dortmund.de

This paper generalizes Kushner's (Annals of Statistics 1997) method for finding optimal repeated
measurements designs to the case of interference models. In the model considered here we assumeA
that there are different left and right neighbor efl'ects. The paper shows the usefUlness of Kushner's.
approach, as it avoids the use of matrix inverses. The optimal designs which can be determined,
however, may need many blocks. The practical use of the results lies in tbe determination of lower
bounds for the optimality criteria. Additionally, the form oe tbe optimal designs may suggest efficient
smaller designs.

Assessing the robustness 01 crossover designs
to subjects dropping out

8ue M. Lewis
Department of Mathematics, University of Southampton, Southampton 8017 mJ, UK

sml@rnaths.soton.ac.u.k
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In some crossover experiments, particularly in medical applications, subjects may faH to complete
their sequences of treatments for reasans UDconnected with the treatments received. A method is
described of assessing the robustness of a planned crossover design, to subjects leaving the study
prematurely. The method involves computing measures of efficiency Cor every possible design that can
result, and using SUJIlID8l'ies of these measures to choose between competing designs. Tc malre the
computations manageable an equivalence relation amongst the implemented designs can be exploited.
Examples of designs for atudies involving four treatments and four periods will be discussed· that are
more robust to subjects dropping out in the final period than those currently favored in medica1 trials.
Questions for future research will be raised.

Designing computer experiments

Dennis K.J. Lin
Dept. of Management Science and Infonnation Systems, 314 Beam Building,

Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802..1913, USA
dkI5@psu.edu

Computer models can describe complicated physical phenomena such as performance characteri·
sties of integrated circuits. However, to use these models for scientific investigation, their generally
long running times and mostly deterministic nature require specially designed experiments. Standard
factorial designs are inadequate; in tbe absence of one or more main effects, their replication cannot be
used to estimate error but instead produces redundancy.

This tallt presents a new class of designs developed from the rotation of a factorial design. These
rotated factorial designs are very easy to construct and preserve many of the attractive propcrties
of standard factorial designs: they have equally·spaced projections to univariate dimensions and un·
correlated regression effect estimates (ortbogonality). They also rate comparably to maximum Latin
hypercube designs by the minimum inter·point distance criterion used in the latter's construction.

N umerical computation of optimal experimental designs
rar constrained least-squares problems

Thomas Lohmann
Technische Universität München. Zentrum Mathematik, 80355 München. Germany

lohmann@appl·math.tu·muenchen.de

An optimal experimental design approach to coostrained least·squares problems is proposed which
determines optimal frequency factors for measurements to be taken at given observation points. These
frequency factors can be computed cheaply by optimization methods of higher order using semi-analytic
differentiation of an approxiniation of the covariance ~atrix of the parameter estimates with respect
to the frequency factors. The design approach is illustrated by an application Crom biology, the fast
ßuorescence rise of photo-synthesis.

Design and analysis in the presence of trends

Dibyen Majumdar
Dept. of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science, m/c 249.
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University of Dlinois Chicago, 851 S. Morgan, Chicago IL 60607, USA
dibyen@uic.edu
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This talle will consist of same recent results on nearest neigbbor analysis and efficient designs when
a random trend is present. These designs can also be viewed aB efficient designs for the LV correlation
structure. Same related situations will also be eonsidered.

Some results on optimal designs
when the observations are correlated

Richard J. Martin
Dept. of Probability & Statistics, University of Sheffield, Sheffield S3 7RH, UK

r.j .martin@sheffield.ac.uk

It is difficult to sbow designs ace optimal under dependence unless, when aU contrasts among tbe
t treatments are of equal interest, the C-matrix is completely symmetrie and has maximal trace. In
general, for a block design with blocks of size k, tbe conditions for complete symmetry imply that the
number of blocks must ·be a multiple of t(t - 1)/2. Assume that the number of blocks allows such
optimal designs to exist. It is then interesting to know what structure the designs have for different
correlation assumptions. This is known for same simple processes, e.g. tbe AR(I), for any k. Here,
the structures are investigated for small k (up to 6), but for a wide range of correlations, and for both
ordinary and generalized (assuming the correlations are known) least-square estimation.

The analytical approach to optimal design
for linear and nonlinear models

Viatcheslav B. Melas
Dept. of Mathematics & Mechanies, 8t. Petersburg State University, Bibliotechnaya sq. 2,

St. Petersburg, 198904, Russia
viatcheslav.melas@pobox.spbu.ru

1'.

e (T'

~:

The analytical approach consists of the consideration of optimal design points and weights as
functions of sorne magnitudes. In the case of regression models linear in the parameters we can take
same metrical characteristics of tbe design domain as such magnitudes, i.e. we can take the length of the
segment 8S an independent variable. For nonIinear models tbe true values of the estimated pacameters_
can be considered under the local optimality approach. In previous papers of the author two partieular.
models-polynomial and exponential models-were considered from tbe functional approach point of
view. Now we suggest a general theory. This theory is based on the implicit function theorem. It
aUows to represent optimal design points aB Taylor series.

Applications of necessary and suftlcient conditions
for maximin efBcient designs

Christine Müller
Institut für Mathematische Stochastik, Georg-August·UniversitAt Göttingen, 37073 GOttingen, Germany

chmueUe@math.uni-goettingen.de

t,
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General sufficient and necessary conditions for minimax designs are reconsidered in a form allowing
application in various optimal design problems. In combination with tbe Elfving theorem tbey are used
to find maximin efficient designs for a two-dimensional linear extrapolation, and to find tbe optimum
design far estimating the maximum point of a quadratie response function with intercept. Tbe approach
also provides an alternative proof of a recently published relation between D-optimality and maximin"
efficieney. Additionally, it is shown that for exponential growth eurve models with one parameter,
maximin efficient designs cannot be one point designs. A similar result is obtained for growth eurve
models with two parameters.

Statistical Problems in Finite Element Model Updating

Robert Offinger
Institut für Mathematische Stochastik, Universität Magdeburg,

39016 Magdeburg, Germany
offinger@mail.math.uni-magdeburg.de

Finite Element Models (FEM) are very common in engineering, e.g. for locating noise sources in
cars. We give a very simple example of a FEM (coming from a mechanical system in dynamics)
with same 'structural parameter {J, leading to the sc:rcalled structuraI eigenvalue problem K(t9)xj =
AjM(d)xj. After 3 few words about FEMs in general and the unknawn parameter which we try to
identify, we present the statistical modeling given by a nonlinear regression model Y = fJ(~) + e with
f7({}) = (A/(d), XL/({}»', € ,.." (0, (72I;) and prior distribution far '0.

We explain sorne problems concerning smoothness and regularity of fJ({}) and present a formula for "
the Jacobian. At last we investigate same properties of methods given in engineering literature for.
getting a Bayesian estimator of '0:

linearize in ij i
prior

(t7i , Bi) ------
iteratei:= i + 1

posterior
({}i+h Bi+d

It turns out that the idea of iterative linearization and taking the posterior as new prior does not
work as intended even after a modification. Indeed we can show that tbe process converges to the
LS-estimator in hoth cases.

The analysis of ranked data in blocked factorial experiments

Philip Prescott
Faculty of Mathematical Studies, University of Southampton, S017, mJ, UK

pp@soton.ac.uk

A non·parametric method for the analysis of blocked factorial experiments, based on ranking within
blocks, is proposed and shown 10 be equivalent to partitioning Friedman's test statistic ioto a set of
contrasts reflecting polynomial components of the main effects and interaction. A slightly modified
version of the procedure is suggested 10 overcome the problem of loss of power 10 detect one component
when the model includes other components. This alternative procedure is shown to be equivalent 10

'applying a standard normal theory analysis of variance to the ranks. Tbe null distributions and
power comparisons are investigated using simulation methods, and it is sbown that the non-parametric
methods are almost as powerful as the analysis of variance.
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Experimental design in adaptive optimization
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Lue Pronzato
Lab. i35, Bät. Euelide, "Les Algorithmes" , 2000 Route des Lucioles,

Sophia Antipolis, 06410 Biot, Franee
pronzato@i35.unice.fr

We consider tbe situation where one has to maximize a function fJ(8,~) with respect to ~ E IR,
where 8 is unknown and estimated by least squares through observations Yk = 1(~)T8 + Ek, with Eie

same random error. Classical applications are regulation and extremum control problems. At each step
k, ~+l is chosen so as to· maximize tbe Burn of the current estimated objective and a penalization for
poor estimation: e

"'k Oie (
~+1 = arg m;x'1(8 ,~) + k dle ~,

with 8k the estimated value of 0at step k and die (.) the penalization function, corresponding here to the
dispersion function used for the sequential construction of a D-optimal design. Sufficient conditions on
{Oie} for strong consistency of 9k and for almost sure convergence of l E~=1 fJ(8, L) to the maximum
value of '1(8,~ are derived. A classical choice for {Oie} used in adaptive control does not satisfy these
conditions. An illustrative example is presented.

De la Garza phenomenon revisited

Kirti Shah
Dept. of Statistics & Acturial Scienee, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2L3Gl, Canada

kshah@math.uwaterloo.ca

We discuss here what is known as "De la Garza phenomenon" which gives an essentially complete
classof designs in many settings. The settings considered here are linear and quadratic regression with
homoscedastic errors, linear regression with heteroscedastic errors, and regression with two independent
variables with homoscedastic errors. While some interesting results have been obtained, the work is
still in its early stages and much further work in this direction is anticipated.

Optimality study in covariates' models

Bikas K. Sinha
Stat...Math. Division, Indian Statistical Institute, 203 BT Road, Calcutta-700035, India

bksinha@isical.ac.in

1roya (Journal ofStatistica1 Planning and lnference 6 (1982), 373-419) prQvided a thorough study
on the nature of optimal allocations in one-way ANOVA models in the presence of covariates with
assignable values in closed intervals. The emphasis was on joint estimation of the Cactors (in the
absence of the general mean) as weil as of the regression coefficients involving the covariates, assuming
a first order regression model.

We propose to initiate a study along similar lines on tbe nature of optimal designs in the presence
of one or two blocking factors. We only examine tbe "regular" C3SC. It turns out that tbe study reveals
a characterization of tbe so-cal1ed "error functions" in a nice form.
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Rotation designs: Orthogonal first-order designs
with high order projectivity

David Steinberg
Department of Statistics & OR, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel

dms@math.tau.ac.il
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In many settings bias due to inexact models is a serious concern. In particular, this is ttue fOt
computer experiments. Further, it may prove that a small fraction of tbe experimental factors account
for most of the variation in the response. In these settings, it may be desirable to use a first-order
orthogonal design to screen out the important Cactors, which can simultaneously be used to fit a
higher-order model in those factors. I show how to obtain such designs by rotating standard~
level fractional factorials. Special classes of rotations are developed to achieve certain symmetry goals.
Several methods of design assessment are discussed.

The theory of causa! regression
and its implications for experimental design

Rolf Steyer
Institut für Psychologie, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, Am Steiger 3, Haus 1,

07743 Jena, Germany
s6stro@rz.uni-jena.de

The motivation for the theory of causal regression is the distinction between the unbiased mean of
a response variable Y in a given treatment condition x and the conditional expected valuc of Y given
treatment condition x. To define these two' concepts, consider the randorn experiment of drawing an
observational unit u from the population of units, assigning it (or observing its assignrnent) to one
of several treatment conditions x, and observing the response Y. Then the unbiased mean (unbiased
expected value) or Y in treatment condition x may be defined as

Meanu(x) := L E(YIX = x, U = u), (1)

and the conditional expected value E(YIX = x) o{Y given treatment condition x may be defined to
be a value of the conditional expectation E(YIX). It is well-known that

E(YIX =x) = L E(YIX =x, U =u)P(U =ulX = x).
u

(2)

Comparing thc two equations reveals that the computation of Meanu (x) ooly involves tbe unconditional
probabiiities P(U = u) whereas computation of E(YIX = x) involves tbe conditional probabilities
P(U = ulX = x). Equation (1) reveals tbat Meanu(x) is unaffected or unbiased by tbe mechanism of
assigning tbc unit u to the treatment condition x wbereas thc conditional expected value E(YIX = x)
does depend on this assignment mechanism. Equation (2) shows that tbe assignment mechanism (such
as self selection VB. randorn assignment) characterized by tbc conditional probabilities P(X = xlU =
u) (and therefore also by the conditional probabilities P(U = ulX = x)) may seriously affect tbe
conditional expected values E(YIX = x).

Hence, we may define tbe conditional expected values E(YIX = x) to be (causally) unbiased if
E(YIX = x) = Meanz(Y}.
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Comparing equations 1 and 2 it is easily seen that the conditional expected values E(YIX = x) are
causally unbiased if U and X are stochastically independent which implies P(U = ulX = x) = P(X =
x) ror any value u of U. It is also easily seen that the conditional expected values E(YIX = x) are
causally unbiased if E(YIX = x, U = u) = E(YIX = x) for any value U of U (homogeneity). Hence,
both independence of U and X and homogeneity imply causa! unbiasedness of the conditional expected
values E(Y IX = :z:).

Compound orthogonal arrays

John Stufken
Department of Statistics, lowa State University, Ames, IA 50011, USA

jstufken@iastate.edu ,e
Compound orthogonal arrays have recently been introduced as an alternative to Taguchi's product

arrays for studying location and dispersion effects simultaneously. In this talk we will give an introduc
tion to compound orthogonal arrays and a justification for their use. We will also discuss the existence
of tw<rlevel compound orthogonal arrays with maximum possible strengths, and show how these arrays
can be obtained. .

Advances in construction of optimizing distributions

Ben Torsney
Dept. of Statistics, University of Glasgow, Mathematics Building, 15 University Gardens,

Glasgow GI2 89W, UR
bent@stats.gla.ac.uk

We consider the following problem: Maximize a differentiable criterion cP(P) over P = {p =
(plJ··· ,Pn) : Pi ~ 0, LPi = l}. This requires the calculation of an optimizing distribution. Ex
amples arise in optimal design, maximum likelihood estimation and stratified sampling problems. One
dass of algorithms for this problem has the following multiplicative form:

(r+l) (r)f( .er)
Pi CX Pi ltj

where J;r) = 8</J/8Pi at p = p(r) and J(.) satisfies same suitable properties and may depend on one or
more free parameters.

The performance of the algorithm is first investigated in constructing D-optimal designs. In thue
case we can be searching for an optimal distribution on a continuous compact (design) interval or
spare. In practice we must discretize these spaces. The optimum design then orten turns out to be a
distribution defined on disjoint clusters of points. These clusters begin to 'form' earlyon in the above
iteratioDS. We explore extensions of tbe algorithm which exploit this and enjoy improved convergence
rates.

This is joint work with Saumendranath Mandal.

Experimental design and accelerated life testing

Reinhard Viertl
Institut für Statistik, TU Wien, Wiedner Hauptstr. 8/107, 1040 Wien, Austria

viertl@tuwien.ac.at
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Life time data in ALT have to be transformed by acceleration functioDS to use stress. This trans
formation increases imprecisions in the data (described by fuzzy numbers) dramatically. The resulting
estimates are fuzzy extensions of probability distributions. For this kind of estimates it is necessary
to adapt optimality criteria. Related problems are discussed in the talk. A new look at results of
measuremeots of continuous quantities is necessary since errors and fuzziness of single measurements
are different things.

Optimal exact designs on cireular and elliptical ares

Huaiqing Wu
Department of Statistics, lllC Snedecor, lowa State University, Ames, IA 50011, USA

isuhwu@iastate.edu

Fitting a eirele or an ellipse to a set of data points on aplane frequently oeeurs :io·many areas,
such as manufacturing and image processing. An importantpractical problem is how :~to choose tbe
locations of measurements on a cireular or an elliptical feature. In this talk, for Berman's bivariate
four-parameter circular model, all tj>p-criteria (with -CX) :5 p < 1) are shown to be equivaleot. Theo
Q>p-optimal exact designs are obtained on aeircle or any eircular arc for any given sampie size. Tbe
equivalence of Q>p-criteria in tbe circular case extends to the case of complete ellipses, in which tPp·
optimal exact designs are given. However, the equivalence is 00 longer true for the case of general
elliptical arcs, for which some related issues are outlined and for which research is being conducted.

(Conference report compiled by \Volfgang Bischof and Thomas Klein.)
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C~on1plexityTheory

1.5-21 November 1998

Com"plexity theory is concerned with the study of the intrinsie difficulty of com
putational tasks. It is a cent.ral field of theoretical computer science.

The 13lh Oberwolfach Conference on Complexity Theory was organized by
.Joachiln von zur Gathen (Parlerborn), OderlGoldreich (Rehovot). and Claus Peter
Schnorr (Frankfurt).

The 1998 Meeting on Complexity Theory brought together 46 scientists with a
major interest in this field. Among them were many prominent senior researchers as
\...·cH as promising young rcsearchers. They came from various countries in Europe,
America, and Asia.

'l'he meeting consisted of fi ve general sessions and ten special sessions. The gen
eral sessions hosted I i talks. ranging from high-level expositions of various sub-areas
and research directions in ('omplexity theory to highly technical talks dedicated to
a single result.

The topics of thc specif\1 sessions were:

• Aigebraic Complexity 1,11

• Circuit and Proof Complexity 1,11

Cryptography

• Extractors and Latticcs

• Graph Problems and Complexity

• Lattice Theory

• Miscellaneous 1,11

Some of the special sessions ..ook place in parallel and were marked by talks intended
for cxperts in the sub-area. Same sessions had very detailed technical expositions
of new results and one had ;tn open-panel discussion in which many attendees took
part. In total, there were :m t.alks and one discussion in thc specialized sessions.

Abstracts of general session talks

OcJed Goldreich;
Trevisan's Construction of Extract_ors Using Pseudo-Random
Generators /

\Ve prcsented a new approach, duc to Luca Trcvisan (currently in DIMACS), for
constructing cxtractors. Ext.ract.or~ are functions that transform a weakly random
distribution iuto an almost. uniform distribut.ion. Explicit c.onst.ructions of extract
ars haVf: a varict.y of import;ant applications. but tend to bc very difficult to achieve.
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Thc main re:sult is thc following unSlIspected connection: Evcry pscudorandom
generator based on a hard predicate (provided thc proof of security uses a Hblack
box" argument) yields an ext.ractor. In particular, the Impagliazzo-\Vigdcrson pseu
dorandoJll generat.or, yields an extractor that beats most known constructions and
re:solves an important 0PCIl question in t)l(' area. Furthermore, lIsing the simpler
Nisan- \Vigdcrsoll generator and standard error-correcting codes, olle can construet
..... ven better cxtractors with t.lw additional advantage that balh t.he construction
amI t.he analysis are extremely simple anel admit a short. self-contained treatment
(withollt reference to resllIt.:; on pseudorandomness).

Daniele l\1icciancio:
The Hardness of the Shortest Vector Problenl

\Ve prove that the Shortest Vector Problem is NP-hard to approximate wit.hin any
COllstant factor less than .Jl. The inapproximability result is proved by randomized
many-onc reducl,ion from the Closest Vector Problem, which is known to be hard to
approxil1l3tc wit.hin any cOllstant fadar. The key to t.he redllction is the construc
tion of a latticc packing in dimension n such t.hat there exist.s a sphere of radius les::;
than t.he lIlinirnum distano' of the lat.tice by a fador aln~ost -12 containing expo
Ilentially many lattice points, Thc NP-hardness of SVP within thc same constant
rador can tw provcd also by det.erministic many-one reductions, using a rea.,;onable
Illlmbcr t.heoretic conjcctun.' concerning the distribution of smoot.h numbers.

Erich l\altofen:
Algebraic Complexity and Algorithms: Recent Advances and
New Open Problems

We cover four areas of algebraic questions.

A) SCllsitivity analysis: here an algebraic problem is given with rational coef
fkients (thollght. as fixed precision floating point numbers) that lacks a desired
property. One wishes to compute in polynomial time in tlw input size the uearest
problem that does. Nearness can be measured by different norms of the vector of
floating point coefficients. for example by the maximum of the perturbations in each
coefficient (infinit)' norm).

Problem Nurn, Solution
Singular matrix Matrix norm Poly-time Eckart &: Young 1936

Singular matrix Inflnity norm NP-hard Poljak & Rohn 1990

Matrix with one eigen- l\tatrix norm Poly-time Hitz, Kaltofen & Lakshman 1998
\'alue on a given curve

Polynomial with a root Infinity norm Poly~time I<haritonov 19i8
with a positive real part

Polynomial with real root Infinity norm, Poly-time Hitz & Kaltofen 1998
Euclidean norm

Polynomials with a corn- Euclidean norm Poly-time Karmarkar & Lakshman 1996
mon root(GCD)

any norm

Polynomial in 2 variables any norm
that factors o\'er IC

'Open problem

()p{~n problem



B) black box linear algehra: there have been n"any recent results on doing lin
ear algebra prohlems simull aneollsly in O( n) matrix times vector products that are
viewed as oraclc calls for the matrix, n2+0 (1) arithmetic steps and O(n) arithmetic
space (n thc matrix dimensions). For instance, with Las Vegas randomization one
cau ccrtify a Diophantine linear system with a black box coefficient matrix incon
sistent. An open problem is t.o compute t.he characteristic polynomial.

C) Mathenlatical constauts in SC· (b): The formula

by Bailey, Borwein, and Plouffe (1996) allows the computation of the n-th digit
of rr in radix b = 2 (mof{' precisely, of an approximation of 7r within precision
2(-n-l000)_ there could be a very long sequence of ones in the binary expansion of
rr) in 7l(log n)O(l) time anel simult.aneously (logn)O(l) space. This defines the class'"
of constants SC·{2). It is open whether 1f' E SC· (10).

D) Transposition principle: by a theorem from circuit theory it is known that'
a linear algorithm for a mat.rix-times-vector product can be transformed to one for
the transposed matrix-timcs-vector product without asymptotic loss of time. Thc
open problem is to simultaneously preserve space (asymptotically).

l'oni Pitassi:
Proof Complexity, a Survey and New Results

We introduce algebraic proof systems for proving unsolvability of a family of (poly
lIomial) equat.ions over {O. I}. In particular, a polynomial calculus (pe) refutation
of a scquence of equat.ions Ql, ... , Qr is a sequence of polynomials 81, ... , Sm

such that each Si is either an initial equation or follow$ from two earlier ones by
eit.her: CQl + dQ2. or J:Qj. The degree of such a proof is the maximal degree of any
polynomial in the sequencf'. Wc prove nearby optimallower bounds on the degree-'
of any pe refutat.ion of the ~quationsdescribing various eounting principles modulo .
same p.

Paul Beatue:
Optimal Bounds for the Preclecessor Problem

The predecessor problem is thc dassic problem solved by binary search given a
stored set S from some ordf'rcd universe U, find the element of S that immediately
preccdes x, if any. In t.he cOlllparison model, binary search is optimal O(logn) time
hut. in the unit-cost RAM model with bounded word-size, which is representative
of modern computer instruct.ion sets, one can salve the problem more efficiently
usillg data structures such as the binary trie data structures of van Emde Boas,
Willard, alld thc fusion tr('Ps of Fredman & \Villard in only O(.Jlogn) time. We
F;ive optimal upper and lower bounds for the problem, improving the time bound
to 8( V10g 11/ log log 71). The lower bounds are proved in the strong asymmetrie
rommunieation complexit.y model that gcneralizes the ecll-probe model which is
it.sclf Inore general thall t.11f' unit.-cost RAM model in which the algorithms are
dcsigned .

.Joint work with Faith Fieh.



Sa.lil Vadhan:
Statistical Zero-Knowledge: A Survey of Recent Developments

Zero-knowledge proofs, int.roduccd by GoldwaSser, Micali, alld Rackoff, are fas
cillating constrllcts which ellable one party to convincc another of an assertion
wit.hout rcvealing anything other than thc validity of thc assertion. Statistical zero
knowledge proofs are a particular type of such proofs in which thc condition that
the verificr learns nothing is illterpreted in a strong statistical sense. 111 this talk,
we survey a number of recent results which have given HS a much more refined .
lIuderstanding of statistical zero-knowledge proofs and thc dass SZK of languagcs
("assert.ions") which possess such proofs.

Part.icular itcms of foclIs in this survey are

• Thc role of Okamoto's theorem (1996) that any SZ]( proof can be ronvcr
ted into a "public coill" one in facilitating these recent improvements in our
underst.anding of SZK.

• The use of "complete problems" to obtain n~w characterizations of the dass
anel to redllee the study of thc dass t.o a singl~ problem (as first seen in [Sahai,
Vadhan, 1997]).

\Ve illust.rate the henefits of these two tools, by surveying some of the results
t.hat have beeil obtaineel:

• St.rang boalean dasure properties of SZK [Sahai, Vadhan, HHl7).

• Converting honest ver'ifier SZK proofs to any verifier SZK proofs [Goldreich,
Sahai, Vadhan, 1998].

• Extending the theory to "noninteractive" SZK proofs [De Santis, Di Crescenzo,
Pcrsiano, Yung, 19981 and using this to relate SZK to Hnoninteractive" SZK
[Goldreich, Sahai, Vadhan, 1998].

David Zuckerman:
Perfeet Infornlation Leader Election

Leader election is a generalization of collective coin flipping. In this latter problem,
n players wish to generate a random bit. The difficulty is that some subset of
players collude to bias theoutput of the bit. In the perfect information model, all
communication is by broadcast, alld the. bad players havc unlimited computational
power and Illay wait to see the inputs of the good players. Thus, for example,
PARITY can be broken by any coalition of 1 player, while in MAJORITY no
coalition of O( J1l) players (an force a particular output to occur with probability
1 - 0(1).

In leader election, the goal is to elect a good leader with probability bounded
away from O. \Ve give a simple leader election protocol that is resilient againsi
coalitions of size ßn, for any ß < 1/2, and takes log- n + 0(1) rounds.

We also give a lower bound for both collective coin-flipping and leader elcction
in the case where each player can broadcast only 1 bit per round. In particular, we
show that any protocol wit.h linear resilience Blust take at least [1/2 - o( 1)] log- 11

rounds. The primary component of this result is a new bound on the infIuence of
random sets of variables Oll Boolean functions.

This is joint work with Alex Russell alld Mike Saks.



~/I iehac I Saks:
Tinle-Space Tradeoffs for Branching Programs

The branching program model is a well-studied ~ombinatorialmodel that allows one
t.o study the relationship bet.ween t.he time and space complexity of a computational
problem. Here a computatioll is modeled by a digraph, where the computation time
is lower bounded by the dcpth of the digraph, and the computation space is lower
bounded by the logarithm of the number of Hodes of the digraph. There has been
considerable success in the past. in proving time-space tradeoff lower bounds for
multi-output funct.ions such as sorting, and also in comparison based models.

In the cac;e of single-output boolean functions, space tower bounds were known
in a rest.ricted model (the ~o-called syntactic read-k-times model) but essentially
noihing was known for ullrcstric:ted models. If one ignores size, then every n
variable boolean funcl,ion ha.':i a branching program of depth n (just take adecision
t.rl'C for computing the fUllction). and this bound is known to be tight for Hmost"
functions and for many explicit. ones. However I the depth n branching program
t.ypically requires exponeniial size. A major research direction is to study the power·:.-·
uf polynomial size branc:hillp; programs. A modest, but thus far elusive, goal is to
provc, for some explicit boolcan function (in, say, complexity dass P), that any
polynomial size branching J>I'ogram requires superlinear depth. Prior to the present
work. HO such lower bound on depth greater than 11+o(n) wa~ known. Here we prove
t.hc first (barely) Ilontrivial hOlmet of this type by exhibiting an explicit function
in P for which any subexpollclltial size branching program requires depth at least.
1.0178n.

This is joint work with Paul Beame and Jayram That.achar.

Ingo Wegener:
Branching Programs and Binary Decision Diagrams - Com
plexity and Algorithnls

UPs and BDDs are used as ('omplcxity thcoretical model for space complexity but
also as representations of Boolcan functions in CAD applications. One looks for
variant.s which allow a compact representation of many (important) functions and'~:

cfficient algorithms for synt.hesis, satisfiability test, equivalence test, minimizatian,
anel replacement by constant.s. Sev~ral variants (BPs, DTs, OBDDs, rr-OBDDs, FB
DDs, G-FBDDs, (I l +k)BP:->, HPks, Handet. OBDDs, partitioned OBDDs, EXOR
OBDDs, and randomized BDDs) are investigated. lJpper and lower bound tech
lliqUes are discussed and efficient manipulation algorithms are presented.

Noam Nisan:
Algorithms for Selfish Agents

Olle intcresting aspect of distributed algorithms designed for the Internet environ
ment is that the computers t,hat. are to participate belang to different users. It is
likcly t.hat these computers may not follow thc algorithm but. rather manipulate
it according to thcir self in(.er('st. The algorithm designer should thus attempt to
design the distributed algorit.hm ill a way that will cnsure that the participants' self
illtcrest is maximized by bpltaving correctly.

In t.his t.a'k I will prest'Ht a model for studying such algorithms, based on the
theory of mechanism desigll. In this model thc algorithm is augrnented with pay
JIlcnt.s to thc participants. These carefully chosen paynlf'nts should motivate the
players to act ucorrectly".

Most of the t,alk will bc dcvotcd to a self-contained thinly-disguised introduction
1.0 thc fielel of mcchanism df'si~n --- from a distributed c:omputation perspective. 1



will thcn present, some new rcsull.:s and suggest. directiolls for fllrt.her research.
Thc new results in t.his talk are joint work with Amir Honen.

Adi Shaillir:
Attacks on Aigebraic Cryptosystems

Scveral rIIl1ltivariatc algebraic cryptographic schernes have been proposed in recent.
ycars, hut. most of t.hem h<i\'c beeil broken by exploiting t.he fact. that t.heir secret,
kcys are low rank algebraic s1.ruc.t.lIres. In this t.alk I survcy the proposed schclllcs
and t.he dcveloped attacks. allel in partiClllar show a novel attack on Patarin's "ail
aud villcgar" signat.ure sche1l1c, whieh eloes not. l'ontain low rank strueturcs.

Rall Haz:
Exponential Separation of QuantulTI and Classical COlnnlunic
ation Complexity

COllllUunication complexit.y has become a cf'nt.ral complexity model. In t.hat model,
we count t.he alnount of cOllllllunication bits neeeled between two parties in order
t.o salve certain computatiollal problems. We show timt. for certaill communicatioll
complcxity problems quant.ulll communica.t.ion prot.ocols are cxponentially faster
t.han da.'isical ones. More explicitly, we giv(~ an exall1ple for a communication COIl1

plt-~xit.y relation (or promisp problem) P slIch that:

I. Thc quant.um COlllll1Ullicatioll complexity of P is O~log m).

2. The dassi('al probabilist.ic communication complexity of P is n(ml
/ 4 / log 111).

(whcre Itl is t.hc Icngth 01' t.lle inputs). This gives an l'xpolI~nt.ial gap bctween
qu;tntulIll"oll1lllunic;tt.ioll cOInplexit.y and c1a..'-;;sical probabilistic comll1unication COUl

plexity. Only a quadrat.ic gap was previously known.
Our problem P is of gf'ollletrical nature, and is a finite precisioll variation of

the following problem: Player I gets a.s input a unit vedor x E !Ru and two or
thogonal subspaces ""/01 All C IP~n. Playcr 11 gets as input an orthogonal matrix _
T : IR n ~ ~n. Their goal is t.o answer 0 if T(x) E Mo and 1 if T(x) E A11 • (and any
answer in any ot.her case). 'Ne give an almost tight analysis for the quantum COI11
lI1unicatioll complexity and for the c1assical-probabilistic communication cOlllplexity
of this problem.

Avi Wigdersoll:
Randomness vs. Tinle

We give the first. nontrivial det.erministic simulation of BPP u;lder a uniform COfll

plexity assumption weaker t.hat one-way funclions. Specifically, we show that if
BPP#EXP, then every lanp;uage in BPP has a deterministic subexponential time
algorithm that is correct Oll all but a negligible fraction of input.s.

Joint work wit.h RusselI. lmpagliazzo (Ue San Diego).

Allan Borodin:
Lower Bounds for Geonletric Search Problenls

Thc CtU"se 0/ dimeu~imJOlit.'ldesnibes the p1H~1l0mCllUIl wlwrf'by (in spit.e of ext.ens
ive and continuing research) for \'ariolls gf'olllp.tric ~earch problcms wc ollly hav~

algorithms with perforll1al ...e tlwl grows expollcnt.ially in ttw dimension. H.ecent
results [1, 2, 3) show that in some sense it is possiblc to avoid th~ curse of dimen
sionality for the approximatc Iwarcst. neighhor s(;'arch problelll. Hut lUllst the exact



IW;\rf':-öt IIcighbor sean:h problem surfer this curse'? \Ve provide some evidence in
support. of l.hc nIrSC. Specilically we investigate the cxact nearest neighbor search
prohlC'JIl ami t.he rclated problem of exacl. partial match within the asymmetrie
("Ollllllunicat.ion JllOdei first. II::lCO hy 1\·liltersen 141 to study data structure problems.
\\Tc' derivc non-t.rivial asympt.ot.ic lower bounds for the exact. problem that stand in
contrast to known aigorithllls for approximate nearest neighbor search. Specifically,
in the d-dimensional Hamillillg cllbe, we cOllsider the nearest neighbour decision
probli'1Il (i.e. does t.here exist a vector in a preprocessed data base that is within
a sp~cified distallce ..\ of tlw query point) and the partial match decision problem
(i.c. given Cl query with bot.h "exposed" and don't care coordinates, is there a vee
t.or ill thc preprocessed dat.a base that exactly matches thc query on the exposed
coordinates). \Vf' assllme that. t.he dimension (l is relatively large and grow: .g with
respp.ct. 1.0 t.he nllmberofpoiuts; in particlilar, we assume logn« d = d(n)« n"
whC're "'~ > () is arbitrarily ~llIali allel 11 is t.he size of the data base. Using the rich
IWSS t.p.dlllique of Miltersell. Nisön, Safra and Wigdersoll [5] wc show that either
"lw (lIwry playp.r s(~nds a t.otal of n(log d log n) bit.s or the data base player sends
Cl t.ot.al of "l-f bit~ whcr(' c is an arbitrarily ~mall constant.. In contrast to the,.
approximate nearest neighbour problem, this implies that any constant round cell-·
probe algorithm for t.hese f'xact. problems must either use a non polynomial (i.e..
"log d ) ll11mber of storage ('C'1I5 or else must transmit cells of size n 1-(.
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Uri Feige:
Heuristics for Finding Large Independent Sets,
with applications to coloring senli-random graphs

We study a semi-random graph model for finding independent sets. For 0 > 0,
an 7l-vertex graph with an independent set S of size on is constructed by blending
random and adversarial df'c'isions. Randomly and lndependently with probability
p, each pair of vertlces, such that one is in S' and the other is not, is connected by
an cdge. An advcrsary can t.hell add edges arbitrarlly (pravided that S remains an
indepf'IHlent set). The smallcr l' is, the larger lhe contral the adversary ha..~ over the
sf'mi-random graph. \Vc dC'sigll hf'uristics lilat wit.h high probability recover S when
p > (I + () In TI/IS'I, for an)' c'ollstant ( > o. \Ve show that when p< (1 - c) In n/181.
an independrnt. :-öet. of sizf' 1.'-,'1 C:(\II"Ot. b~ r('('ovcrC'd, uuless NP ~ HPP.

\Vi' lIse our results t,o OI)I.4\lll grcat.ly irnprovcd eoloring algorilhms for the model
of k-colorable sf'lIli-random J,!;raphs inlroduccd by Billm amI Spencer.



Joint. work wit.1a .Joc I\ili<lll of NEC R.f~scarch Institute.

.Johall IHist.ad:
The security of all RSA bits

\Vf: prov(' t.hat. if HSA r:l1cryptioll is seClJre th'=>l1 any individual bit is hard La prf:dict..
T() bc 1Il0n~ exacl let EN,t~(.l:) be ('1H.:rypt.ioll of J; under HSA with Illodtllus N ami
f'xpollcnt r.. \Ve prov(' t.hat. if bit. i of x call be prcdidccl wit.h probability 1/'2 + 11-1:

ill probabilistic polYJlolllial t.ime frorn EN,t'(;l'), then all or x call oe recovered in
probabilistic polynomial lillie. This is t.rllC for allY C allel any ·i such t.hat. bit. i is
unbiased. Ir bit i is biased t,hen 1/'2 in the above fonnula should b(' replaccd by t.hc
success of the IwsL constaut. gllcssing algorithm.

Cla.us Peter Schnorr:
On the Generic Group Model

Let G bf' a cyclic group of prime order q with generator.Q. In t.he generic model
Wf.' (;Ollnt. arbitrary group opp.rations at unit costs. All other operatiolls are for [rce,
P..g. equality t.est,:.; for group dements anel ('omputat.ions on non-grollp element.s. It.
is known that t.he gcneric ('omplexity of the discrete logarithlll is H(.jl/) (Np.chaf:'r,
Shoup). \Ve show t.hat the gcneric secllrity of the j least significant. discrd.e lop; bit.s
is O( nl-p.jqfiJ). 'Ne also :-;how t.hat subsds H C Gof sizc IJ/l = ~ arp. harckorf'

for the discrete log, cxcept for a JH'gligible fradion of H. For llf I < fi t.he generil'
complcxity of t.he disCff~tc lop;. rest.ricted t.o ll, is ~ + 0(111.).

2 Abstracts of special session talks

Avi 'vVigderson:
Short Proofs Are Narrow

\\'c introduce width of Ilc:"olut.ioll proofs, alld retate il to t.radit.ional complexit.y
lncasurcs of size and trec-like sizc. Thesp. relations givc a unificd simple way t.o
dcrive most exponential size lowcr bounds. It also yields simple new aut.omat.ed

t.heorem prover for Resolut.ion.
Joint work Eli Ben-Sasson (Bebrew Univefsit.y).

Georg Schnitger:
Neural Circuits and Efficient Associative Menl0ry

Arbitrary patterns Xl, ... I J'/H E {U, l}n are givcn. For a qllery y E tu, 1}1l estill1at~s

of t.he Ilamming distance bet.wecn !I and the dosest patt.ern J~i have to be provided.
If additionally small errOf:-:- are allowed, t.hen significant memory rcsult. It is for
instance possiblc ta solve l.his relaxed version of t.he Ilalllllling distallcc problelll
with 0(711 . log:? u) memory, provided constant fador approximat.ions are allowp.d
with constant error probabilit.y. This ShOltlcl bc c:ompared to t.hc obviolls O(w-· n)

memory bOllnd.
Neural circuits are desi~lIcd t.hat simllltancoll~ly ac.:hievp. ncar optilllal 1lH'lllory

complexity as weil a" near opt.imal dept.h allel IllJll1ber of t'dp;es. lIndcr SOIllf' condi
tions a near opt.imal numbcr of ~at,(:s can be re;\c!Jed <\..-; w('11.

.'i



Dinla Grigoriev:
Tseitin's Tautologies and Lower Bounds for Nullstellensatz
Proofs

A linear lowcr bound for 1.h(' degree of a Nullstellensatz proof was shown tor the
system of binomials arising from Tseitin's tautologies. Earlier a sublinear lower
bOllnd was known for a polynomial system arising from the pigeon-hole principle.

luge Wegener:
Relating Branching Program Size and Formula Size over the
Full Binary Basis

The c1assical complexity mcasures for Boolean functions are circuit size C, branch
ing program size SP, formula size L, and formula size over {A, V,....,} L-. The
following trivial relations are known and optimal: C ~ 3BP, C :::; L ~ L-, L - :5 L 2

,

and BP :::; L-. This implies HP :::; L2. This inequality is improved to BP :::;
1.36/}Og4(3+V5) wh('re log4(:\ + ß) ~ 1.19. The transformation leads for read-once~:

formulas to optimal OBDD~.

Johannes Blönler:
Complexity of Short Linear Independent Vectors

Motivated by Ajtai'5 worst.-case to averagc-case reduction for lattice problems, we
study t.he complcxity of computing short linearly independent vectors (short basis)
in a lat.tice. We show t.hat. approximating thc length of a shortest set of linearly
independent vectors (short('st. basis) within any constant factor is NP-hard. Under
t.he assumption that problp.lOs in NP cannot be solved in DTIME(nPolylog(n)) we
show t.hat no polynomial t.ime algorithm can approximate the length of a shortest
set. oflinearly independent v('dors (shortest basis) within a fador of2Iogl-~(n), ( > 0
arhitrary, but fixed. FinalI.\'. wc obtain results on the limits of non-approximability
for computing short linearly independent vectors (short basis). Our strongest result
in t.his direction states thal. lInder rcasonable complexity-theoretic assumptions,<
approximating the length or a shortest set of linearly independent vectors (shortest~·

ba.sis) within a factor of n/ Jlog{ll) is not NP-hard.
Joint work with Jean-Pierre Seifert.

Jean-Pierre Seifert:
SVP Is Not Harder Than CVP

\Vf' SllOW that for allY poly.botlnded function f : N -+ r~ I such that f is non
dC'creasing, SVPJ is poly-t.ime rcdllcible to CVPJ. In a later talk by D. Micciancio
t.he construction was extremdy simplified and extended to arbitrary non-decreasing
ftlnctions f : r~! -+ r,1.

Claus Peter Schnorr:
Fast LLL-like Reduction

The famous LL L-algorithm transforms a given lattice basis inta a LLL-reduced
basis. For this it. performs O( 71 4 log A1) arithmetic steps on integers of bit- length
0(" log ,H), whcre 71 is LI!€' dimcnsion of thc lattice anel ,\tl is thc maximal length
(Jf t.lw basis vcd.ors. Wc proposl' a variant of LLL-reduction that uscs merely
O(u:J log AI) arit.hmct.ic st.eps. For t.his we partition thc basis b), ... , bn with
11 = k . ", in blocks of SiZf' k. \Vc pcrforlll a standard LLL-rf"duction within thc

!I



blocks. \Vc relax t.he condit.ion of LLL-reduc:ed bases at the border ofthe blocks. For
k =O( J11) thc algorithm runs in O(nJlog At) stcps. This algorithm is a practical
amI useful variant of the algorithlll of Sc.:hönhage (1984) for semi rcduction.

Danicle 1\1 icciancio:
Proof of the Technical Lemma

Sec D. Micciancio's talk Oll ""Thp. Hardncss of the Shortest. VecLor Problem",

Riidiger· Rcischuk:
Optimal Lower Bounds for the Average Case Conlplexity of
PARITY

\Ve investigate t.he average time complexity (delay) of parallel prefix functions
defined over a gr~upoid for t.he unbounded fan-in circllit model - the parity functioll
is one such CXRlllplc, Propcrties of the correspollding trallsitioll graph, cOllfillent
alld strict.ly difflucnt, are ddilled. They are mutually exclusive and conlplete, that
is t'xaclly olle of t.hem occurs, Ha.-.;cd on these Botions we can show that. a fUlIctioll
has unbounded fan-in circ"lIit.s wit.h const.aut average time complexity iff it is COII

fiucllt. In case of strict. difflllcnce t.he average case cornplexity for circuit.s of size s
is 0(log 11/ log log 05). Thus t.hc aVf~rage case complexity of parity i8 as large as its
worst case complexit.y.

.Joint work wit.h Andrca~ .Jakoby.

Pavcl Pudlak:
On Generalized Tseitin Tautologies

Let Jf be a k-ulliform hypergraph (ie. edges have size k), with k even and suppose
c is a mapping which assigns O's and 1's to vertices of /I so that the number of 1's
is adel. The generalized T:::citin tautology expresses the trivial fact that. for cach
assiglllnent of O's and 1'8 1.0 t.hc edges of the hypergraph H there exists a vertex
v such that c(v) is different from the parity of the vallH's assigned to the edgcs
incident to v.

\"Je consider agame a""iociat.cd ta II in which first player chooses edges anel
the second player chaoses values of the edges. 'fhe goal of thc first playcr is to
find a vertex where there i~ the disagreement of parities. Our aim is to design a
nondeterrninistic strategy for the second player such that in each play thcre are
many nondeterministic moves (ie. the se"cond player can choose any value). A lower
bound 1" on t.he Ilumber of such movcs implics a lower bound 2r

Oll the sizc of a
decision tree solving the search problem of the first player.

We present a strategy which can potentially be used for obtaining bounds elose
to 2m

I where m is thc nUlllber of edges. This will imply the same lower bound on
the tree-resolution proofs of the generalized taut.ology and rUllning time of any DLL
algorithm for l-CNF'S, wherc I is the maximal degree of H.

Ran Raz:
Separation of the Monotone Ne Hierarchy

We prove tight lower bOlillds, of up Lo n( 1 for the monotone deptll of func:tions in
monotone-Po As a result we achicve the separation of the following da'ises.

1. monotone-Ne :f; monotone- P.

2. Vi ~ 1, mOl1olone-N(:i :f; lllonotone-NC i +1.
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:t i\lor~' F;p.lwrally: For ;lI1Y illlf'~.:r fUlletiOIl V{lI), IIp t.o ,,' (for same ( > 0),
wp ~i\'c nu f'xplicit l'xamplc- of a monotone 8001('an function, t.hat can bc
COlllplIted by polYllolllial sizf' monot.one Boolean circliits of depth D(n), but.
thai. <:allllol. he coml'lll.~d by any (fan-in 2) monot.one Boolean circuits of
(I~pt.h less t.han (:011.0;;1 . /)('/) (for some constant Coust).

Ollly a s~parat.ioll of 1Il0HOICllle-NC I from monotone-NC2 was previously known.
Ollr argulIlPnl. is lIlore gpllcral: we define a new dass of communication complex

il.y :-;parch problf'lIls, rcfcrrf'd 1.0 helo", as DA HT games, allel wc prove a tight lower
IJOlIlld for t.he COlllllHlllica1.ioll complexity of evcry membcr of this dass. As a result
\\,p gel. 10\\'N bOllllds for t.lw IIlOllot.one depth of many funct.ions. In particular, we
J,!;f'l. I.he followinp; hOLJllds:

I. For s/.-collllcct.ivit.y, \\'f' gel. a t.ight lower bound of f2(log2 n). That is, we get
a IlCW proof for Kardllllcr- \Vigdersoll's theorem, as an immediate corollary of
OLlr general rcslIlt..

2. For t,he k-dique funet.ioll, wit.h k ~ n(. wc get a tight 10wer bound off2(k log Ti):"
Onlya bound of 0(1.) wa.., prcviously kllm\'n. .:

Pct.cr Riirgisscr:
The C0l11putationai Conlplexity to Evaluate Immanents and-'
Representations of General Linear Groups

\V~ de~cribe a. fa.,;,;!. aigoritlllll t.o f'vaillat.e irrcdllcible matrix representations of gen
eral linear grollJ.>s GLm(tC) witlt rcspcct to a symmetry adapted basis (Gelfand
Ts(~t.lill basis). Tltis is cOlllplemcnted by a lower bound, which shows that our
algorithm IS opt.imal up to a fact,or 1n2 with regard to nonscalar complexit.y. Our'
algorit.hm can be llsed for the fast evaluation of special functions: for il;stance,
WC obtain an O( flog f) algorithm to evahiate all assoeiatcd Legendre funetions of
dcgrce f.. .

For stlldying the eomplC'xity t.o evaluate single entries of the representation mat
rix, wc invcstigatc the cOlllplexit.y of immanents. These matrix fllnctions eontain.
t.hc permanent and deterlJlinant. as special cases. \Vhile the det.erminant can be
computed in polynomial tillle, a wcll-known completeness resu1t due to Valiant in
dicat,cs that. t,he pcrmanclIt is computationally intraetable. We obtain an algorithm
t.o evaltlal.e imlllanenl.s. whidl is fast.er than previous algorithms due to Hartmann
emd Barvinok. Finally, w(' :-;how 1.hat the problem to evaluat.e certain immanents
corr~sponcling 1.0 hook dia~rallls or rectangular diagrams is complete in Valiant's
sense.

l\1arc Giusti:
Applications of Efficient Geometrie Solving

\Ve show two appli<:at.ions of t.he geometrie resolution of a system of polynomial
f'qllat.ions. This notion gOf'S back 1.0 the geometrie description of the associated al
KC'braic geomet.ry by Kronf'('ker's eliminat.ion t.heory : the zero locus of an eliminat
inK polynornial and rat.ional parillllctrizations (also callecl generalized shape lemma
or rational lInivaria1.c ff~pn':-'('lIt.il(.ioll in cOIllpu"er algebra).

\VItf'1l the input eqllatioll:-; farfTl asecant family outside of an hypersurface, there
f'xists an efficicnl. alf,!;orithlllt·olJsl.rllct.ing illCfCllIentally a geometrie resolution in any
dimension (G - Hacgde .- Ilpilll.z - Mont.aillla· Morais - Pardol. The running time
is polynornial in Ule lIumhf'r of variables. 1.he t.otal degrec of the equations. and a
suit.ably <fefined nat.ion of d('grr:f' of t.he syst.em (at most. thc Bczout numbcr) and
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linear in the length of a st.raight-line program evaluating the equations and the
inequation.

\Ve apply first thc algorithm to approxima~e inconsistent non-linear systems.
Given a rational (inconsistent) approximation of areal consistent over-determined
system, we recove~ an approximation of its solution(s) under mild assumptions. A
practical example consists in the over-determined static Stewart's platform and is
treated successfully on experimental data: recover the mutual position of two solids
from thc knowledge of sevcn (and not six) distances between pairs of points lG -

. Schost).
Eventually w~ consider real solving: find a point on every connected <:ompon

ent of areal snl00th compact hypersurface given by a regular eqllation. This is
achieved through a systematic use of polar varieties, and yields an efficient theor
etical algorithm. The complexity inherits the good behaviour of thc previous one,
t.he degree becoming the maximal degree of all successive polar varieties [Bank - G
- Heintz - Mhakop]. The result improves the up to now known complexities on the
sllbject.

Volker Weispfenning:
Mixed Rral-Integer Linear Quantifier Elimination

We prove some positive anel sorne negative results concerning effective quantifier
elimination (Q E) and decidability of linear fragments of the elementary theory of
the real nunlbers R with thc set Z of integers a definable subset.

Theorern 1 The elementar'Y theory 0/ R in the langunge LI = {O,l, +, -, <,
{~ } nE N ' Z(.)} is decidable. but does not admit Q E. Here congruences (H'e defined
by a ~ b ifJ a - b E nZ .

.Theorem 2 The elementm'y theory 0/ R in the language L2 = {O, 1, +, -, <,
{~} nEN ' [·n admits effective QE and hence is decidable. Here [.] is the integer-part
fu.nction. .

Theoren13 The elemenla;'y theory 0/ R in the language LJ = {O,l, +, -, I} is
undecidable. HelY~ the divü;ibility relation is deJined by alb ilJ b E Za.

Theorem 4 The positive e~'istential them'y 0/ R iu the language L4 = {O, 1, +,-,
I'} is decidable. Here the 11lodiJied divisibility relation is dejined by alb iff a E Z and
bE Za. .

By known results on Presburger arithmetic, QE for R in L',!. is at least trip)y
exponential in the warst ca')e, and the decision problem for this theory requires
at least doubly exponential time on an alternating Turing machine with a linear
number of alternations. We conjecture that the upper complexity bounds are of the
same type.

As a consequence of Theorem 2, the L2-definable subsets of Rare composed of
finite unions of rational intervals in an ultimately periodic fashion.

Omer Reingold:
Trevisan's Extractors: The Next Generation

We give explicit constructiolls uf cxtractors which work for a source or any rnill
entropy k on strings of length n. These r:onstructiolls are bascd Oll the recent
work of Trevisan and they f(~duce t.he nUlllber of uniformly dist.ributed bits llsed by
Trevisan 's extractors in two r.a.-;es:
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1. \Vhen trying to extraet. alt the min-entropy of the weak source (or a constant

fraction of it).

2. \Vhen the output of ..he cxt.ractor should be very elose to uniform.

In particular to output ,n == O(k) bits that are {-dose Lo uniform the number of

truly random bit.s used by ollr cxtractors is O(min{(log(n/c))2, (log n)2(}).

In addition, for any ext.raclor that outputs the entire min~entropy, we show a

way ta reducc iis entropy-Ioss to 2Iog(I/f} + 0(1) bits which is optimal up to a

constant additive tern1.

,Joint work with Ran R.[IZ and SaJil Vadhan.

Alnnlon Ta-Slllna:

Almost Optimal Dispersers

\Vc present an explic.it. const.rllction of efficient dispersers. A G =(V, W, E) bipartite

graph is a (I\', epsilon)-dispPrser if for any subset ~\' of W of cardinality ]{, the

ncighbors of X cover at kast, (1 - {) fraction of W. The goal is to build such

graphs wi th smaJl degree J). For any J{ and ( we show a construction where

J) = poly(log lVI, lid, which is a.lmost optimal.

Sa.lil Vadhan:
Pseudorandom Generators without the XOR-Lemma

Impagliazzo and Wigderson have reccntly shown that if there exists adecision prob

lem solvable in t.ime 20 (n) and having circuit complexity 2n (n) (for alJ but finitely

many n) then P=BPP. This result is a culmination of aseries of works showing

conllcd,ions bcl-wcen t.he ~xistenc(l of hard predicates and t.he existence of good

pscudoröndom generat.ors.

The construct,ion of Impagliazzo and \Vigderson goes through three phases of"

"hardness amplification" (Ft. lIlult.ivariate polynomial encoding, a first derandomized

XOR Lemma, and a second derandomized XOR Lemma) that are composed with

the Nisan- Wigderson generat.or. In this work, we present two different approaches

ta proving of the main reslilt of Impagliazzo and Wigderson. (n deve}oping eacli7.:'

approach, wc inlroduce ne\\' t.cchniques and prove new results lhat could be useful

in future ilnprovemcnts aml/or applications of hardness-randomness trade-offs.

i Our first result is that when (a modified version of) the Nisan-Wigderson gener~

ator construction is applied with a Hmildly" hard predicate, the result is a generator

'.hat produces a distribution indist.inguishable from having large min-entropy. An

l'xtraclor can then be used (.0 produce a distribution computationally indistinguish

able from uniform. This is t.he first construction of a pseudorandom generator that

works with a mildly hard prcdicate without doing hardness amplification.

Ollr sccond result, not dr'scribed in this talk, is that in the Impagliazzo-Wigder

son construction ooly the first. hardness-amplification phase (encoding with mul

tivariate poJynomial) is ne1:cssary, since it aJready gives the required average-case

hardncss. We prove this n'sult by (i). estabJishing a connection between the hard

ness-amplification problem alld a Jist~decoding problem for error correcting codes

based Oll multivariate poJynomials; and (ii) presenting a list-decoding algorithm

'.hat. improves alld simplifies a previous one by Arora and Sudan.

,Joint work with Madhu Sudan and Luca Trevisan.
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Oded Goldreich:
GapCVP fil in coAM (On Linlitatiol1 of Non-Approxinlability)

We show simple constant.-rollnd interadive proof systems for problems capturing
t.h~ approximability, to wit.hin a fador of fii, of opt.imization problems in integer
lauiCf~s; spccifically, t.hc düsest. vector problelll (CVP), and the short.est v~ct.or

problem (SV P). These int.f'ract.ive proofs are for the "coN P direction"; t.hat. is, we

give an int.eract.ive protocol showing that a vec:tor is "far': from the lattice (for
CVP), anel an interactive protocol showing that the short~st-latticC'-vcct.oris "lang"
(for SVP).

\Ve condude that approximating CVP (resp., SVP) within a factor of .;Ti is in
NP n coAM. Thus, it seems lInlikely that approximating these problems to within
a 0i factor is NP-hard. Previollsly. for the CVP (rcsp., SVP) problem, Lagarias cl.

al showed that the gap prohlem corresponding to approximating CVP within 1l1.5

(r('sp" approximating SVP wit.hin n) is in NPncoNP. On the otller hand, Arora
ct al showcd that the gap problem corresponding to approximating CVP within
~loKtu!m n is quasi-NP-hard,

.Joint. work with Shafi (;uldwa...;ser.

Oded Goldreich, Daniele Micciancio~ f\.1uli Safra., Jean-Pierre Seifert:
Approximating shortest lattice vectors is not harder than ap
proximating closest lattice vectors

\Ve show that. givcn orade (\n:('ss to a subroutine which rt'l ! 118 approximat.e dO::icst

v('d,ors in a latticc, one may find in polynomial-time approximate shortest veclars
in a latticc. Thc level of approximation is maintained; that is, for any function
f, t.he following Itolds: Suppose that the subroutine, on input. a lattice (. and a
t.arget vcct.or t (llot necessarily in the lattice), outputs v E L such lhat Ilv - tll ::;
f(11)llu - tll for any u E C. Thell , Ol1r algorithm, on input a lat.tice L, output.s a
nonzero vertor v E L such l.hat Ilvll :::; 1(11)lIull for any llonzero vector 11 E L.

This rcsult estalishes thf: widely believc'd conject.urc by which the shortest vector
problem is not harder t.hall the dosest vector problem. "Ile proof can bc ea..c;;ily
adapted to establish an analogous result for the corresponding problems for linear
codes.

Din1a Grigoricv:
Exponential Lower Bounds on the Size of Depth-3 Arithmetic
Formulae for the Deternlinant'

We prove exponential tower bounds on the size of depth-3 arithmetic formulae for
the detcrminailt over a finit.(' field treating it in

(a) the polynomial ring (l,his is a joint rcsult with M .Karpinski);

(b) the algebra of functiollti (even admitting sorne errors) over a field (t.his is a
joint result with A.Razborov)

Markus Bläser:
Lower Bounds for the Multiplicative Complexity of Matrix
Multiplication

\\fe prove a tower bound of hJl+Hlll+k-11I+1I-:~for thc 1Il1iItiplicat.ivccolllplcxit.y of
the multiplication of k x m--lIlatrices with mx n-lI'Iatrices lIsing substitution method
(k, n ~ 2). For the multipli(·at.iol1 of ~~ x :\-lIlal.ricf~S, l.his yiclds t.he irnproved lower
bound of 18.

(·1
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Peter Bürgisser:
Same New Results in Valiant's Aigebraic Model of NP-com-'
pleteness

SOllte uew results in Valiant's algebraic theory of NP-colupleteness In
1979 Valiant proposed an algcbraic analogue of the theory of N P-completeness for
computations of polynomials over a field, in connection with his famous hardness
result for the permanent. \Ve have Curther developed this theory and present some
of our new results.

Over finite fields, we' exhibit a specific cxample of a famiJy of polynomials (cut
polynomials), which is neithrr complete nor p--computable, provided the polynomiaJ
hierarchy does-not coJlapse. In the c1assical setting. no such specific cxamples are
known.

We establish the foJlowing connection bclween the classical (nonuniCorm)P-NP
hypothesis and Valiant's hypothesis. If the nonuniform versions of Ne and NP are
different, then Valiant 's hypothesis is true over infinite fields of characteristic zero.
OUT proof is based on tools from algebraic geometry and Bumber theory, and rclies'
on the generalized Riemann hypothesis.

~1olli Naor:
What is a Cryptographic Assumption? Discussion.

Friedhelm Meyer auf der Heide:
"Balls ioto Hins" - New Variations of an Old Game

Assumc Tl balls and n bins are givcn, each ball chooses independently and uniformly
a random bin. It is well known that some bin gels ~ log(n)/ log log(n) balls, i.e., thc
contention is ~ log(n)/ log log(n), w.h.p. This game often appears e.g. in protocols
for task aHocation or distributed data servers. In the letter case, it is assumed
tllat many data objects are distributed randomly among n disks, and an access to
" given objects has to be I"palized. The above results says that some disks have
nothing Lo da, others have 1.0 answer ::::::: log(n)/ loglog(n) requests, w.h.p. Starting .
with a paper by Karp, Lub)', Meyer auf der Heide (92), aseries of results have,:~

come up where the followiug variants of the game are considered. Each ball now .
choases not just. one, but some number d many bins. A prot.ocol then decides for
each ball, which of the d chosen bins accepts the ball. Ir the balls arrive sequent.ially
(sequential game) then contcntion ::::::: loglog(n)/ log(d) can bc achieved , in case of
all balls arriving concurrent.ly, contention can be reduced to constant l w.h.p. In
hoth cases, very fast. protocols are known.

The talk presents two new results: The first is a design proposal fora" dat.a
server; the n disks and the ft users (issuing the requests to objects) are connected
by a butterfty- like network. Then not only constant contention at the disks can
be guaranteed, w.h.p., but also loglog(n) congestion at the edges of the network.
(with Vöcking, Schröder U.J~))

The second result (by Vöcking (98)) is a variant of the sequential protocol that
guarantees contention ~ log log(n)/d rather than log log(n)/Iog{d)'

Hans Jürgen Prömel:
On the Complexity of the Steiner Tree Problem

The Stcincr tree problem in networks (SPN) is the folJowing problem. Given a
uctwork N = (V, E, T, t), wlJCre (\/, B) is a graph, T ~ V thc set of terminals and
f : E ---+ Q+ a Icngth functioll. Find a shortcst t.rce in N connectiug the vertices in
7'.
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The SPN is APX-complcte but the best known "non-approximability constant"
so far is 1+ 1/5600. In recent years there was considerable interest in finding good
upper bounds for this constant, i.e., in finding approximation algorithms for the
SPN with low performance ratio.

We present a general iterative framework for improving the performance ratio of
Steiner tree approximation algorithms. By applying this framework to one speeifie
algorithm we obtain a new polynomial time approximation algorithm for the SPN
that achieves a performance ratio of 1.598 after 11 iterations. This beats the so rar
best known factor of 1.644. This result is joint work with S. Hougardy (Berlin).

Martin Fiirer:
Combinatorial Isomorphism Tests for Graphs with Small Spec
tral Multiplicities?

The k-dimensional \Veisfeiler-Lehnlan algorithm (k-dim W-L or canonical k-tuple
coloring algorithm) seems t,o be more natural and is stronger than any proposed
combinat.orial graph isomorphism test. It sueceeds if it is able to dee.ompose the
vert,ex set (or the set of k-t,uples of vertices) into orbits under the automorphism
group. For '" = o( n) I it has been shown to fail badly for graphs of bounded degree.
H, might wo;.\ for graphs of bounded genus, but is conject.ured to fail for graphs of
bounded cigenvaluc multiplicity. For k =o(n/ log n),thc k-dim W-L algorithm is
shown t.o fail evcn for graphs whose eigenspaces are decomposed by the 2-dim W-L
algorithm into I-dimcllsional canonical subspaces.

Matthias Krause;
Approximation by OBDDs, the Variable Ordering Problem,
and Genetic Progranlming

A lot of HDD (binary decision diagram) variants are motivated by CAD applic
at ions alld havc let to sevPral complexity. thp.oretical problems and results. Here,
methods from communicatioll complexity and information heory are eombined to
prove that the dircct stora~e access function and the inner product function have
thc following propcrty. Th0y have linear 7r-OBDD size for same variable ordering
7r bllt, for almost aH variablc orderings 'tr' aH functions which compute them .on
COllsiderably more than half of the inputs, need exponentiaJ 'Tr'-OBDD size. These
complexity theorctical lowf'r bouncls ~ave implications for the llse of OBDDs in
genetic programming.

Joint work wit.h Petr Savicky (Uni PragueL Ingo Wegener (Uni Dortmund).

Uri Feige;
A simple protocol for leader election in the full information
model

Inspired by David Zuckcrmall's talk earlier in the workshop, a simple leader eleetion
protocol is presented. It is bascd on games of throwing balls into bins. When there
are (1 +()n/2 gooel players. t.hen the protocol chooses a good leader with probability
(O(log 1/t.). The protocol has low communication complexity, and in partieular ean
be implernented in log- n + O(log l/!) rounds.
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Amit Sahai:
Overview of Concurrent ZK

Adi Shamir:
How to Quickly Find Secret RSA Keys

In this talk we consider tbe problem of efficiently locating cryptographic keys hid
den in gigabytes of data, such as the complete file system of a typical pe. We
develop efficient algebraic attacks which can find the secret keys of several public
key cryptosystems in a way which is much faster than testing each possible substring
as a potential key.

Jean-Pierre Seifert:
Extending Wiener's Attack on RSA

Wiener has shown that when the RSA protocol is used with a decrypting exponent
d such that d< N 1/ 4 and an encrypting exponent e such that e ::::: N then d can be _
recovered from the c,f.a. to e/N. . :-

We extend this attack to the case when many ei for a given N aH with Hsmall":'
ei are available. For the case of two such ei and da, the di ean be as targe as N S

/
14

-';'

aod still be recovered by meansof lattice basis reduction algorithms.
As the number of enerypting exponents available inereases the bound on the di

inereases slowly to N 1-(. However, the complexity of our method is exponential in
the number of exponents available.

Joint work with NichoJas Howgrave-Graham.

This fp.port was edited by Michael Nüsken.
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The meeting has been organized by Arie Hordijk (University of Leiden, The Nether
lands) and Volker Schmidt (University of Ulm,.Germany).

There were talks and discussions dealing with the following subjects:

Large deviations and heavy tails

• Long range dependence

• Queucing networks

• Heavy trafik

• Performance analysis

• Coupling and renewal theory

• Subexponential distributions

• Point processes

• Markov processes

• Duality and admission control

• Processor sharing and priorities

• Simulation and change analysis

• Tandem networks

• Conservation laws and fluid models

Apart from the regular talks there was a poster session on UStochastic Models in
Telecommunications" .

Richard Serfozo, Editor-in-Chief of Queueing Systems: Theory and Applications
(QUESTA) donated to the MFO library a complim~ntary subscription to the jour
nal. QUESTA is a leading international journal in applied probability.
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ABSTRACTS

SCHEDULING STRATEGIES AND LONG-RANGE. DEPENDENCE

ANANTHARAM, v.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, USA

Let T,I' n E ~ be the points of a Poisson process and let Tn , n E Z be i.i.d. non
negative random variables with P(Tn > t) = t- a L(t) where I < Q < 2 and L(t) is
slowly varying .. Let A(t} = Lne:a l(Tn ~ t ~. Tn + Tn ). Then (A(t), t E IR) is a
long-range dependent stationary stochastic process, i.e. J~oo Ih(u)ldu = 00 , where
h(u) = E[A(t)A(t + u)]. .
Processcs of this type are believed to be important models for trafik in communi
cation networks. Motivated by practical considerations, we studied the following
problems: .

l. Does long-range dependence persist when a process 'Jf this type is rcgulated
by a leaky bucket flow control scheme? We show that. it does.

2. ean one construet tractable queueing networks whose arrival processes are of
this type? We show that such networks can be built by using the S-queues of
Walrand with trafik flowing between the queues by Bernoulli routing. Further,
the inter-queue traffic processes are aU also long-range dependent.

3. Can control be used to mitigate the effects of long-range dependence on
queues? We show that it can. Indeed , while the stationary sojourn thne
of a customer at a first come first served single server queue fed by an ar
rival process of this type is regularly varying with infinite mean , one ean find
causal stationary scheduling polides for whieh the stationary sojourn ~irne of
a customer is regularly varying with finite mean.

ON A CONTROL PROBLEM FORrRISK PROCESSES AND
QUEUES

ASMUSSEN, s.
LUND UNIVERSITY, SWEDEN

Let Ar be compound Poisson with drift 11 =EAr/t and S; = x + II( I + 'J)t - Ar
the generated risk process, Tb' (z) its ruin probability. We compare S; with the
eontrolled risk .process Sr = x + (1 + 7J) J~ AJ/sds - Ar with ruin probability ",(x).
With heavy tails, lim infz -+ oo Tb(z)/Tb'(z) ~ I. With light tails, it can bc deduced
frOlu arecent result of Nyrhinen that lim infr -+ oo 1/J(z)/t//(z) = 00. We supplf'ment
by studying the claims history leading to ruin: The claims have been few and slJIall
from the outset so that the premium has been set too low. This is done both
in the compound Poisson setting aod in a diffusion limit , where it turns out that
Tb(z) =1/J'(x) = e- 2r

.

'1.
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QUEUEING NETWORKS WITH CROSS TRAFFIC

BACCELLI, F. 1

ENS, PARIS, FRANCE

Thc TCP protocol is the basic transmission control mechanism of the Internet.
In this joint work with Thomas Bonald, we propose a mathematical model for this
protocol. This model is hased on the perturbation of a (max,+)-linear system
(representing the window flow control) by cross-traffic (representing the offer of
the other users on the controlled connection). This leads to a random dynamical
system, which boils down to a stochastic (max,+)-Iinear system in the absence of
cross trafik. We use ergodie theory to prove the existence of a maximal throughput
for the controlled flow and to build a minimal stationary regime for such a system.
We then show that this maximal throughput is extremely sensitive to the. variability
of the cross-trafik, and also to small parametric variations. An example\vhere the
boundary of the stability region (Le. the maximal throughput) of the controlled
connection is a self-similar eurve ilIustrates this sensitivity.

QUEUEING NETWORKS WITH INDEPENDENT RESOURCES

BAMBOS, N.2

STANFORD UNIVERSITY, USA

Consider a set of Q parallel queues and a service mechanism (server) that ean
bc in any one of M possible states at any point in time. When the server .is in the
Tn-th state, the q-th queue receives service at rate r~. There is also a differential
cost that the system incurs when the server is in state m. We study the problem
of dynamically choosing the server's state so as to maximize the throughput of the
system, that is, the maximum load that the system can tolerate witho~t excessive
build-up of backlog in the queues. We also discuss the problem of dynamically
selecting the server states so as to minimize the lang-run aggregate cast to run the
system, given a feasible load and quality of service constraints (say, average backlogs
less than certain thresholds) that each queue has to satisfy. We then extend the
results to acyclic networks of nod"es of the type described above. The motivation
for considering this dass of models and the related problems comes from power
control in wireless communication networks and also fast scheduling in high-speed
switching systems.

I The paper is available on the author's web page.
2 Joint work with M. Azmony.
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RISK AND DUALITY IN MULTIDIMENSIONS

BLASZCZYSZYN.8.3

UNIVERSITY OF WROCLAW, POLAND

We present, in discrete time, general-state-space dualities between content and
insurance risk processes that generalize the stationary recursive duality of Asrnussen
and Sigman and the Markovian duality of Siegmund (hoth of which are onedimen
sional). The main idea is to allow a risk process to be set-valued, and to definc ruin
as the first time that the risk proeess becornes the whole spaee. Thc risk process
can also become infinitely rieh which means that it eventually takes on the empty
set as its value. In the Markovian case, our results connect deeply with stochastie
geometry. As a motivating example, in the multidimensional Euclidean space our
approach yields a dual risk proeess for the Kiefer and Wolfowitz vector in the classic
G/G/c queue, and we include a simulation study of this dual to obtain estimates
for thc ruin probabilities.

LARGE DEVIATIONS FOR REAL-VALUED MARKOV CHAINS

BOROVKOV. A.
INSTITUTE OF MATHEMATICS, NOVOSIBIRSK, RUSSIA

Let X(n), 71 = 0, 1, ..., be a real-valued Markov chain with initial position X(O).
We consider spatially asymptotically homogeneous Markov chains for which incre
ments ~(x) = X(n + 1) - X(n), given X(n) =" x, converge weakly in distribution
to ~. For such Markov chains we found under broad conditions the logarithrnic and
fine asymptotics of P(X(n) > x) as n -+ 00, x -+ 00. The case ofstationary Markov
chains (u = 00) is not excluded. Assumptions include existence of a stationary dis
tribution (ergodicity of the Markov chain) and conClitions coneerning distributions
of X(O), { and closeness of {(x) and eas x -+ 00.

GENERALIZED PROCESSOR'SHARING WITH LONG-TAILED
TRAFFIC SOURCES

BORST, S.
CWI. AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

In this talk we analyze the queueing behaviour of long-tailed trafik sources
under the Generalized Processor Sharing (CPS) diseipline. Under mild stability
conditions, we show that the tail behaviour of the buffer content of an individual
source with long-tailed trafik charaeteristics is equivalent to the tail behaviour
when that source is served in isolation at a constant rate, which is equal to the link
rate minus the aggregate average rate of all other sourees. Thus, asymptotically,
the buffer content of a source is only affected by the traffk characteristics of the
other sources through their aggregate average rate. In particular 1 the source is

3 Joint work with K. Sigman.
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essentially immune from excessive activity of sources with n heavier" -tailed trafik
characteristics.

QUEUES WITH HEAVY TAILS

BOXMA, o. J. 4

EINDHOVEN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY. THE NETHERLANDS

Recent measurements in high-speed telecommunications networks have revealed
the occurrence of traffic conditions that exhibit long-range dependence and bursti
ness over an extremely wide range of time scales. This has triggered research
on queues with heavy-tailed distributions: fluid queues fed by on-off sources with
heavy-tailed on- and/or off distributions, but also the cIassical GIIG11 queue with
heavy-tailed service and/or interarrival time distribution.
In this talk we discuss the latter GIIG11 queue. The service- and/or interarriv~J.>:

time distributionis assumed to be regularly varying of index -v E (-2, -1). The
emphasis will be on the MJG11 queue. Several service disciplines will be consid~
cred: FCFS, LCFS-PR, and processor sharing.
Two types of results will be presented. Firstly, the tail behaviour ·of waiting times
and workloads is investigated; in several cases, these tails also turn out to be reg
ularly varying, the index depending on the service diseipline. Secondly, we present
heavy-traffic limit theorems for the distributions of several quantities, like the sta
tionary waiting time Wand the residual busy period P in the MIG/t queue. Ap
propriate 'contraetion factors' Äw(p) and Äp(p) are identified, so that Äw(p}W
and ßp(p)P converge in distribution when the traffie load p approaehes one. The
corresponding limiting distributions are identified and discussed.

SOME STOCHASTIC MODELS IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS

BRANDT, A.
HUMBOLDT UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN. CERMANY

We present some stochastic models and their analysis. In partieular we give a
detailed analysis of a call center with an integrated voicemail server. The eorre·
sponding mathematical model is a two-queue priority s,} stern with impatienee, being
a generalization of the M(n)/M(n}/s+GI system. We derive the balance equations
for the density of the stationary state process in terms of integral equations. Ap
plying recent results for those equations we can give an analytical 5.0lution for thc
stationary distribution of the first queue. For obtaining performance measures for
thc seeond queue (in the application the voieemail server) we eonstruct a system
approximation based on fitting impatience intensities. The results are speeialized
for the call center application. Numerical results show that the approximation works
weil. Further, for an important special ease a stochastic decomposition is derived
illuminating the eonnection to the dynamies of the M(n)/M(n)/s+GI system.

4The processor sharing results are based on joint wark with A.P. Zwar!; the heavy-traffic limit
theorems are based on joint work with J.\V. Cohen.



HAWKES BRANCHING PROCESS WITHOUT ANCESTORS AND
LONG-RANGE DEPENDENCE

BREMAUD, p.5
CNRS. GIF SUR YVETTE , FRANCE

Anccstors are born at thc times of a point process (Poisson, intensity v). They
give birth to children, which in turn ... Each member of the community indllding
thc ancestors has the following reproduction pattern. When born at time s, the
individual produces children acording to a Poisson pattern, with intensity h(t - s).
The result is a Hawkes branching process of stochastic intensity

A(t) = 11 + loo h(t - s)N(ds) , 11 > 0 .

If f h < I, there is a stationary state, and the average rate of birth is of course
A = v + (f h}A. What happens when v ~ 0, keeping A constant? More seriously,
what happens when v = O? (no ancestors). In other words, does a point process,
stationary, exist with the intensity

.\(1) = 1'00 h(1 - s)N(ds) .

Of course, if we want that A < 00, then neccssarily Jh == I (critical case). We
show existence when h(t} ..... 1/t 1+a , 0 < 0 < 1/2, as t ~ 00. Of course there is no
uniqueness. The resulting process is long-range dependent, with a spectral density
which is ..... l/w20 at the right.

CORRELATION THEORY FOR EXPONENTIAL NETWORKS:
END-TO-END-DELAY APPROXIMATIONS

DADUNA, H.
UNIVERSITY OF HAMBURG, GERMANY

For exponential multiserver networks Jackson 's theorem states joint queue length
vectors in equilibrium having independent marginals. Despite of this the space-time
correlation structure of Jacksonian networks exhibits complex behaviour and being
almost unknown: especially, customers traversing the network experience in most
cases complex interactions of their successive sojourn times.
On overtake-free paths in equilibrium a customer's successive sojourn times behave
as independent quantit.ies. Especially, every 2-stations walk of different nodes is
overtake-free. Consequently an appealing general approxiamtion is Independent
Flow-Time-Approximation (IFTA): Compute individual node sojourn times and
assume independence. This works weil for feed-forward networks, but fails e.g. for
acyclic networks.
Association- and Correlation-Theorems should yielrl hounds for joint sojourn limes
vector probabilities in terms of their independent versions, thus provitling infor
mation about thc goodness of IFTA. \Ve prove: On any 3-station walk of distincl.

~ Joint work with L. Massoulie.



nodes the successive sojourn times are positive upper orthant dependent (PUOD):
So in the case of 3-statioos walk IFTA yields exact lower bounds for the desired
qllantities.

HEAVY TRAFFIC LIMITS FOR SOME QUEUEING NETWORKS

DAI, J.6

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, ATLANTA, USA

The Brownian limits of queueing networks, known as heavy trafik limits, are a
lopk of continuing interest. We discuss arecent framework of M. Bramson and R.
\Villiams for proving heavy trafik limit theorems. Old and new heavy traflic limit
theorems based on this approach will be presented.

LONG RANGE DEPENDENCE OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF "
CLASSICAL QUEUES -

DALEY, D.
AUSTRALIA NATIONAL UNIVERSITY, CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA

Input and output processes of some classical queueing systems are studied as
stationary point processes with finite second moments. Specifically, for the sta
t.ionary arrival and departure processes denoted Narr and Ndep, I consider their.
loug range dependence (LRD) properties, meaning, counting processe~ N, that.
E[(N(Ol t])2] < 00 for finite t anel limsuPt~oo var~(Ott) = 00. The Hurst index of an
LRD point process is defined by H =inf{h : limsuPt-+oo t- 2h varN(O, t] =oo}.
A stationary renewal process whose generic lifetime random variable X has mo
ment index K == sup{k : E(X k

) < oo}, is LRD if and only if E(X 2 ) = 00,

and it has Hurst index !(3 - K). There exist renewal processes for which 0 -=
lim inft-+ oo t- 211 varN(OI t] < lim SUPt~oo t- 2H varN(O, t] = 00. In other words, there
need not be any limit associated with the Hurst index.
In all the examples of queueing systems that are given, the generic service time ran
dorn variable 8 has finite first moment, and the systems are stable and stationary.

1. Fourier techniques show that in a G/GI/oo system t Ndep is LRD if and only
if Narr is LRD.

2. A consistency property for inputs and outputs shows that in a GI/M/k system
with a finite number of servers k t Ndep is LRD if and only if Narrt and they
have the same Hurst index ~ (3 - KT) where KT is the moment index of a
generic interarrival time random variable T.

3. In a pure loss GI/GI/l/0 system with LRD input or E(52 ) = oot the output
is LRD alld Hdep =max(Harr , !(3 - KS)'

4. In a stable M/GI/l system with E(S2) < 00, and moment order in (2,3),
Ndep is LRD.

!). In a stable GI/GI/k system with E(S2) < 00, Ndep cannot be LRD if the
system is Rtable with only k - I servers unless Narr is LRD.

6 Joint work with M. Bramson.



6. Decompose thc output of a stationary M/GI/oo system (and, this output is
Poisson), into those departures leaving no other customers in the system, and
all other departures: N öep = Nempty + Nnon-empty, say. Then the points of
Nernpty are those of a renewal process which, if E(S2) = 00, is LRD (and
Nnon-empty is LRD, tao).

PHI-RENOVATION, BACKWARDS COUPLING, AND PERFECT
SIMULATION

FOSS, S.
NOVOSIBJRSK STATE UNIVERSITY, RUSSIA

We introduce a concept of the Phi-renovation and give a criterion for its exis
tellce. Th~ Phi-renovation rnay take place when a Markov chain (Xn ) is not Harris
ergodie itself but some functional 4>(Xn ) converges to a limit in tp~ total variation
norm. A proof.af the criterion is based on the backward coupling construction (due
to LoynesL which allows us to propose a way for the perfeet (exact) simulation for
an unknawn stationary distribution of 4>(Xoo ). An exarnple of a random test graph
is considcred.

FLUID APPROXIMATION OF CONTROLLED MULTICLASS
TANDEM NETWORKS

GAJRAT, A.7

MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY, RUSSIA

The asymptotically optimal policy is constructed for a .nulticlass tandem net
work. This is achieved in two steps. First, the corresponding fluid optimal control
is solved. The second step is the construction of a policy for the stochastic queueing
network which has as fluid limit the optimal control of the fluid problem.

MULTIMODULARITY AND ADMISSION CONTROL IN
(max, +)-LINEAR SYSTEMS

GAUJAL,8.8

INRIA j LORRAINE, FRANCE

We show that quantities of interest such as expected waiting time or expected
workload are multimodular functions with respect to the arrival stream. Using
the convexity property of such funclions, we can derive convex ordering propcrties
or cone ordering comparisons. We can also show that multimodular functions are
sturmion sequences. This is then used to salve particular cases of routing problems
as weH as polling problems when the rales are balanceable.

7 Joint work with A. Hordijk.
8 Joint work with E. Altman and A. Hordijk.
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VARIANCE REDUCTION VIA AN APPROXIMATING MARKOV
PROCESS

GLYNN, P.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, USA

In many settings, one may wish to simulate a stochastic process for which there
exists a corresponding Markov process which is believed to be a good approximation
to the process of interest. For example, in the context of the single-server queue,
an approximation can be obtained from reflecting Brownian motion. In this talk,
we discuss a comprehensive framework for developing martingale control variates
and then take advantage of the presence of such approxiamtions. When computing
steady-state cxpectations, the martingale is constructed by exploiting the solution
Poisson 's equation for thc approximating Markov process; the better the approxim~";c~

tion, the greater the degree of variance reduction. We further show how to extend.
the methodology to transient expectations and many others. We conclude the talk.
with same special issues that arise in the context of an approximating process that
is a diffusion wh ich exhibits "state space collaps" relative to the original process.

A POINT PROCESS MODEL FOR MINIMAL REPAIRS

JENSEN, U.9

lJNIVERSITY OF ULM, GERMANY

Minirnal repairs have been given considerable attention in the reliability liter
ature. Instead of repladng a failed system by a new one such a minimal repair
restores the system to the state it had just before failure. Sut the state just before
failure depends on the information which is available about the system. Different
information levels are possible. In the talk a general definition is given character
izing point processes which describe time points of minimal repairs ~ith respect to
a certain information level, i.e., with respect to a certain filtration. Some examples
demonstrate the wide range of applications.

A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MARTINGALE FOR MARKOV
ADDITIVE PROCESSES AND ITS APPLICATIONS

KELLA,O. IO

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM, ISRAEL

We establish new multidimensional martingales for Markov additive processes
and certain modifications of such processes (e.g., such processes with reflecting
barriers). These results generalize corresponing onedimensional martingale results
for Levy processes. Various examples of storage processes, queues and Brownian
motion models. are given which demonstrate the applicability of these martingales.

9 Joint work with T. Aven.
10 Joint work with S. Asmussen.
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SAMPLING AT SUBEXPONENTIAL TIMES, WITH QUEUEING
APPLICATIONS

KLÜPPELBERG. c.
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF MUNICH, GERMANY

We study the tail asymptotics of the random variable X(T), where (X(t»t>o is
a stochastic process with a linear drift, satisfying some regularity conditions Ifke a
central linlit theorem, and T is an independent random variable with a subexpo
nential distribution. We find that the tail of X (T) is sensitive to whether or not T
has a heavier or lighter tail than a Weibull distribution with tail e- fi. This leads
to two distinct classes, heavy-tailed and moderately heavy-tailed. Also the light
tailed case can be covered. The results can be applied via distributional Little's law
to establish tail asymptotics for steady-state queue lenght in GI/GI/] quelles with
subexponential service times.

REPRESENTAION AND PERFORMANCE OF STOCHASTIC
FLUIDS

KONSTANTOPOULOS, T.
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIf\~, USA

Consider asingle stochastic fluid, defined on the one-dimensional Skorohod re
ßection of a stochastic process {Xtl t ~ O} with cadlag paths, viz., Qt = X t + Lt ,

L t = - info<l<t(X, t\ 0): We are interested in the casewhere X t - X, = A(s, t) 
B(s, t), s ~ t~ for two locally finite raridom measures A, B. When A is continu
ous (with respect to the Lebesgue measure), B proportional to the Lebesgue mea-

. sure, and Qo = 0, it can be shown that Q admits the alternative representation
Qt = J~ l(s < c-1Q,)A(ds), where c = B(dt)/dt. Under stationarity and integra
bility assumptions this leads to Little's law EQo ::: oEAQo, where 0' = EA(O, IL
and PA is the Palm probability of the underlying stationary probability P, with
respect to A. We show in this talk- that the above can be generalized to cover a
very general case , namely when A, B are jointly stationary, and Qo arbitrary. The
alternative integral representation is completely equlvalent to the reflection map~

ping representation of the stochastic fluid. Analogously, we obtain a general Little's
law. Under some conditions, we obtain a distributional version of this law wh ich
can be used to give short proofs of formulae when A is a Levy process. The proofs
are probabilistic in contrast to analytical (Wiener-Hopf) approaches. Finally, we
define a "dual" process Q. that admits queueing interpretation and helps establish
Little's law from" the departures' point of view. The talk is motivated by the de
sire to explain and generalize some well-known results in communication networks
performance, but also by the need to unclerstand certain aspects of Levy processes.
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ON THE VALUE FUNCTION OF A PRIORITY QUEUE WITH AN
APPLICATION TO A CONTROLLED QUEUEING MODEL

KOOLE, G.1l

VRYE UNIVERSITEIT AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

For a two-queue system with Poisson arrivals and exponential service times
operated under the preemptive priority policy we computed the expected diseounted
holding and switching costs. Applying one step of poliey improvement to this value
runetion gives a poliey that is nearly optimal for thc·system in which one has to
decide when to switch.

ON THE USE OF LYAPUNOV-FUNCTIONS IN RENEWAL
THEORY

LAST, G. l2

TU BRAUNSCHWEIG, GERMANY

We consider a renewal process N, where the underlying distribution function F
i8 absolutely eontinuous and has a finite first moment Jl. The age process At, defined
as the distance from t to the last renewal point of N, is a homogeneous Markov
process with invariant probability measure 1r(dz) = JJ-l(l- F(:c))dz. We introduce
a Lyapunov function V satisfying the drift candition AV(z) ~ -c(r(z) + 1) for all
sufficiently large z, where A is the (extended) infinitesimal generator of (At}, E > 0,
and r(z) is the hazard rate of F. We then use well-known ergodic theorems to give
a new proof of the uniform version of Blackwell 's renewal theorem. In the second
part of the talk we elaborate on this idea and assume thc existenceof the moment
of order 0' > I. In this case the convergence in Blackwell 's theorem takes place in
a stronger ;nse and/or at a polynomial rate. - .

INFINITE TANDEM QUEUEING NETWORKS

MAIRESSE, J. 13

LlAFA, PARIS, FRANCE

Consider ·/Cl/l/oo FIFO queues interconnected in such a way that the in
terdepartures from a queue form the interarrivaJs in the next queue. We denote
respectively by s(n, k), t(n, k) and v(n, k) the service time of customer n at station
k I the interarrival time between customers n and n + I at station k, and the sojourn
time of customer n at station k. We first consider a model with a one-sided infinite
stream of customers (numbered by IN) sent through a one-sided infinite tandem of
stations (numbered by UV). Ir the services {s(n, k); n E DV, kEIN} are i.i d. and
if thc process {v(O, k); kEIN} is ergodie and verifies E[v(O,O)] > E[s(O,O/], then
tlw illtcrdcparttlrc processes T(k) = {t(ll, k); nEIN} converge weakly to a limit

I' Joint. work wit.h P. Nain.
12 Joint. work with T. Konstantopoulos.
13.Joint work with F. Baccelli, A. Borovkov and B. Prabhakar.
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distri bution.
Assume now that we consider abi-infinite stream of custorners (numbered by ~)

goillg through a one-sided infinite tandem of stations. Under stahility conditions,
, Loynes' theorem states that if the interarrival process is ergodie then the illterde
parture one is also ergodie of the same mean. Hence astation can be viewed as an

operator on the set of stationary measures in m~. If we have E[s{O, 0)3+0] < +00,
a > 0, we prove that there exist means 0 > E[s(O, 0)] for which the operator admits
fixed points which are ergodie and of mean 0". For these means, ir one starts fron1
an intcrarrival process which is ergodie there is weak convergence to the fixcd point.
This extends results which were previously known for exponential service times.

RANDOM GRAMMARY

MALYSHEV, V.
MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY, RUSSIA

After brieny introducing physical terrninology, it will be shown a drastic analogy
between one q'ueue models from ane side and quantum particle and one-dirnensional
quantutll gravity from another side.
After this loure general models will be introduced providil;g relations between cOIn
puter science and modern physics.

A CONSTRUCTIVE LARGE DEVIATION THEORY APPLIED TO
THE JOIN-THE-SHORTEST-QUEUE PROBLEM

McDONALD, D.
·UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA, USA

Consider two queues with exponential service times which serve Poisson arrivals
of two types. Some customers are dedicated to a particular queue while sorne
customers join the shortcr queue. The manner in which this system overloads
is used to characterize the efficiency.of the join the shorter queue protocol where
efficiency means approximatinga pooled system which aets like an M/M/l queue. Ir
enough discretionary customers are present then pooling occurs and the two queues
are approximately of the same length. Surprisingly a weak pooling regime may
occur where the system does ad as an M/M/I queue but one queue is a proportion
of the othed

QUEUEING NETWORKS WITH TRACTABLE STATIONARY
DISTRIBUTIONS

MIYAZAWA, M.
SCIENCE UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO, JAPAN

Three types of network models are considcred: single stage transition, multi
stage transition, and concurrent movements. All lIlay have rnultiple classes of ar
rivals and departures. Thc single stage transition IJIcans that cntities in a nct.work
are routed from one node to another only oncc at a time, while the multi-st.age

I~
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transition means that they are routed repeatedly with given triggering probabili
ties. The states of these networks are eountable, but can be very general. On the
other hand, the coneurrent movement means that departures are simultaneously
generated at Dodes, and instantaneously transferred to nodes as arrivals. For the
single transition network, necessary and sufficient eonditions are derived for the
stationary distribution to be produet (orm, Le., the produc:t of its marginal dis
tributions at nodes. These eODditions immediately yields that quasi-reversibility
implies the product form. The latter is also true for the multi-transition network,
and we also have a so called biased loeal balance, ealled H cross", under some extra
cOllditions. The concurrent movement network has a tractable stationary distri
bution if the traffie equations are linear with respect to miero level of stat.cs, i.e.,
network-state level. Finally it is noted that, using the same idea as for the network
with the linear traffic equations, quasi-reversible networks can be extended so as
to have network·state dependent arrival effects and departure rates, while keeping
traetable stationary distributions.

QUASISTATIONARITY IN CONTINUOUS-TIME MARKOV
CHAINS WITH POSITIVE DRIFT

POLLETT, P. 14

UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND, BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

We shall eonsider continuous-time Markov ehains on Z+, which are both ir
reducible and transient, and which exhibit discernable stationarity berore drift to
infinity 'sets in'. After demonstrating this quasistationary behaviour with reference
to several examples of birth-death ehains, we will show how it can be modelIed us
ing a limiting eonditional distribution: specifieally, the limiting state probabilities
conditional on not having left 0 for the last time. By defining a dual chain, obtained '
by killing the original process on last exit from 0, we can invoke standard theory on
quasistationarity for absorbing Markov ehains, thus obtaining new results on the
existence of limiting eODditional distributions for irreducible transient chains.

THE CRITICALLY LOADED MULTICLASS GI/PHI N QUEUE

REIMAN, M.15

BELL LABS, MURRAY HILL, NJ t USA

We consider the GI/PH/N queue (renewal arrivals, "phase-type" service time
distribution, and N servers) with several eustomer c1asses, where a customer dass
is distinguished by its priority level in the queue and its first phase of service. We
examine the behaviour of this system in the "critieally 10adedtJ regime: N ,. 00 and
PN -+ I with ß( I - PN) ,. ß, -00 < ß < 00, where PN is the traffie intensity in
the N server system. We prove that, properly normalized, the queue length process
eonverges to a diffusion process in I RK , where K is the number of phase; in the
service time distribution. We also show that waiting times (properly normalized)
converge to a simple functional of the limit diffusion for the queue length.

14 Joint work with P. Coolen~Schrijner and A. Hart.
15 Joint work with T. Puhalskii.
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RECENT RESULTS ON ROSS'S CONJECTURE

ROLSKI, T.
UNIVERSITY OF WROCLAW, POLAND

Ross '78 asked whether higher ftuctuation of the arrival processes worsens per
formance characteristics. In this context he posed a conjecture in the set up of a
Cox/GI/l queue with random intensity function A(t) such that t J~ A(v)dv ~ X,
that the expected mean waiting time in the Cox/GI/ I system is bigger than in the
associatcd M/G 1/ I queue with arrival rate X and same service times.
In this talk I show two new results dealing with Markov-modulated queues. The
first result gives the strang stochastic ordering between the waiting times in the
Markov-modulated queue and the associated M/GI/I queue. The second result
deals with a family of Markov-modulated systems parameterized by c > 0, where
Qe = cQ is the transition intensity matrix of the environmental process J(t), and
says the ~icx monotonocity of work~load ~, c > O.

ASYMPTOTICS OF STOCHASTIC NETWORKS WITH
SUBEXPONENTIAL SERVICE l'IMES

SCHLEGEL, 5.16

UNIVERSITY OF ULM, GERMANY

\Vc analyse the tail behaviour of stationary response times in the dass of open
stochastic networks with renewal input admitting a representation as (maxI +)-
linear systems. .

FOT a J(-station tandem network of single server queues with infinite buffer ca
pacity, which is one of the simplest models in this dass, we first show that if the tail
of the service time distribution of one server, say server ;0 E {I, ... , K}, is subexpo
ncntial and heavier than those of the other servers, then the stationary distribution
of the response time until the completion of service at server j ~ io asymptotically
hehaves like the stationary response time distribution in an isolated single-server
queue with server ;0. Similar asymptotics are given in the case when several service
time distributions are subexponential and asymptotically tail-equivalent.

This result is then extended to the asymptotics of general (max, +)-linear sys
tems associated with i.i.d. driving matrices having one (or more) dominant diagonal
clltry in thc subexponential dass. In the irreducible case, the asymptotics are sur
prisingly sinlple, in comparison with results cf the same kind in the Cramer case:
the asymptotics only involve the excess distribution of the dominant diagonal entry,
the rnean value of this entry, the intensity of the arrival proccss, and the Lyapunov
exponent of the sequence of driving matrices. In the reducible c~e, asymptotics of
the same kind, though somewhat more complex, are also obtained.

'6 Joint work with F. Baccelli and V. Schmidt.
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AN EXTENDED LEVY FORMULA FOR MARKOV PROCESSES

SERFOZO, R.
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, ATLANTA, USA

Consider a continuous-time Markov process in which a value (cost or utility) is
associated with each transition of the process. Levyts formula is an expression for
the expeetation of these values in a time interval. Many applieations of Markov
proeesses, such as those involving travel times, are based on more general values
of the process at transition times. We present an extended Levy formula for the
e~p~ctation of such functions. This formula provides a framework for characterizing
Palm probabilities for stationary Markov processes. The key idea is to formulate
events of interest as the ~'entiren sampIe path of the process being in certain subsets
of aH sampie paths. An example is given for the expected time it takes a Markov
process in equilibrium to travel from one set to another.

LARGE DEVIATIONS FOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

SHWARTZ, A.
TECHNION, HAlFA, ISRAEL

We consider pure·jump Markov processes. We make the general observations
about structure oflocal state functions in typical queues, state of the art in b~,lßdary

theory, and "usefulu soft arguments for solving the variational problem.
We then treat two applications: serve the longer queue with asymmetrie service
rates, and AMS model with arrivals, departures and "off" states. In each case we
find the optimal (most Iikely) path to overflow aod ealculate its probability. "

CHANGE ANALYSIS IN QUEUEING SYSTEMS

STEINEBACH, J.17

PHILfPPS-UNIVERSITY, MARBURG, GERMANY

We are interested in testing changes of certain characteristics of queueing sys
tems which are often determined as the asymptotic means or variances of corre
sponding proeesses describing the model. On assuming that the latter processes
satisfy a weak invanance pnnciple with a suitable rate, we derive some asymptotic
CUSUM tests for detecting changes in these characteristics. Conditions for the
consistency of these tests are also discussed.

17 Joint work with L. Horvath.
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STRONG CONSERVATION LAWS ON SAMPLE PATHS:
APPLICATIONS TO SCHEDULING QUEUES AND FLUID

MODELS

STIDHAM, 5., JR.
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL, USA

Thc achievable-region approach, based on strang conservation laws, has most
orten heen applied to stochastic scheduling and other control problems in the con
text of performance measures that are steady-state expected quantities. For some
problems, however I strong conservation laws hold for performance measures at ev
ery point in time on every sam pIe path. We exploit this property to study optimal
control for certain queueing systems on a sample-path basis. Examples include
prccmptive scheduling to minimize a weighted surn of work in the system in each
dass, non-pr l '~mptive scheduling to minirnize a weighted surn of the number of cus
tomers in each dass (when all classes have the same service-time distribution), and
scheduling processing of fluid in a multi-dass fluid system operating in a random en
vironment. The last problem is solved by considering the related Skorohod problem
and its minimal solution.

JOB-SHOP SCHEDULING AND CONTROL OF MULTI-CLASS
QUEUEING NETWORKS VIA MULTI-CLASS FLUID NETWORKS

WEIS5, G.
UNIVERSITY OF HAlFA, ISRAEL

We discuss "fluid heuristics" for the scheduling and control of manufacturing
systems. Such systems can be modeled as job..shops or as multi-dass queueing
networks. We point out the similarities and differences between the two types of
models, and re-formulate them with a stress on the common features. We define
multi·class fluid networks, which approximate the systern~ and are obtained through
scaling and limiting process from the.multi-dass queueing model, or through relax
ation from the job-shop model. We the~ propose the following scheme for heuristic
schcduling aod control: Formulate a multiclass fluid network problem. Salve the
fluid problem. Obtain a scheduling heuristic which imitates the fluid solution. Eval
uate the performance of this heuristic. We discuss the various steps in general and
illustrate them in examples. First for the solution of fluid scheduling problems, we
solve the fluid minimum makespan problem. The solution is very simple, it consists
of constant flows which reduce alt bufers at the same rate until they reach zero at
a time which is easily seen to be lower bound for hoth the fluid aod the original
problem. We also discuss minimization of flowtime, which is aseparated continuous
linear program of the kind solved in general by Pullan~ and for which we have de
veloped an efficient algorithm in the case of two machine re-entrant lines. Next we
discuss heuristic scheduling rules. We show how to construct an on-line heuristic
(which starts jobs in order of arrival, in non-predictive fashion), which with the
use of safety stocks keeps the bottleneck busy and the other machines keep pace
with the bottleneck. We then perform a probabilistic analysis of this heuristic to
show that for a problem of size N its suboptimality does not exceed clog(N) with
a probability of 1 - 1/N .
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NONLOCAL AND NONLINEAR DIFFUSION EQUATIONS AND
THEIR APPLICATIONS TO QUEUEING NETWORKS

WOYCZYNSKI, W.
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY t CLEVELAND t OH t USA

I will discuss our recent work on stochastic flows governed by nonlocal and
nonlinear integro-differential equations of "parab9Iic" type and their applications
to the analysis of queueing networks. That wouJd include same scaJing limit results
as weil as a McKean-style "propagation ofchaos" approximation results. The typical
queueing appllcation is the queueing serial network where the hydrodynamic limit
for the related asymmetrie exclusion interacting particle system leads to the Burgers
equation. Another example is the (SN)2-(lack of) discipline network which leads
to ather conservation laws. (SN}2 = SNSN = Serial Netwarking Secretary Network
forbids service unless there is an extra customer waiting in line. ~C:.•: ."

Author of the report: Sabine Schlegel, Ulm
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 46/1998

Modulformen
06.12. bis 12.12.1998

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn S. Böcherer (Mannheim), Herrn T.
Ibukiyama (Osaka) und Herrn W. Kohnen (Heidelberg) statt.
In 27 Vorträgen wurde über den derzeitigen aktuellen Stand der Forschung auf dem
Gebiet der Modulformen berichtet. Dabei sorgte die angenehme Atmosphäre des
Instituts dafür, daß oft bis spät in die Nacht die in den Vorträgen aufgeworfenen
Fragen und Probleme weiter diskutiert wurden.
Die Zukunft wird zeigen, welche Impulse die 50 Teilnehmer aus Indien, Italien,
Japan, Korea, den USA und Deutschland mit nach Hause genommen haben.
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Abstracts

D. Ramakrishnan Modularity of Rankin-Selberg L-series

Let /, 9 be newforms (holomorphic or otherwise) of levels N and M, respectively,
00 the upper half-plane. Their L-functions (normalized to satisfy the fuoctional
equation with respect to S rl 1 - s) are:

L(s, f) ~ E an n- s =TI {(1 - app-S) (1 - ßpp-S)} -1 TI Lp(s, f)
n~l pfN plN

and

L(s, g) =E bn n-s = TI {(1 - Qp'p-S) (1 - ßP'P-S)} -} TI Lp(s,g).
n~1 ptM plM

We put

L*(s, f X g) = TI {(I - OpOp'p-S) (1 - opßP'p-S)(l - ßpQp'p-S)(l - ßpßp'p-S)} -1.
ptNM

This function is closely related to the convolution L-function L:n>lltn bn n-s whose
beautiful properties where first studied by Rankin and Selberg. -
A basic question, first raised by Langlands, is to know if there exists an automorphic
form f fgJ 9 on GL4 over Q, which is an eigenfunction for Hecke operators, such that
its stal}dard" L-function, after removing the archimedian and bad factors, equals
L·(s, f x g).

Theorem. This conjecture 01 Langlands ia truel in fact with the base /ield <Q replaced
by any number field F.

A consequence of this theorem is the meromorphic continuation and functional equa- _
tion of four-rold convolutions L(s, /1 X/2 X13 X/4) with no pole outside s = 1. .,

H. Katsurada Koecher-Maaß Dirichlet series
for Siegel modular forms

(Joint work with T. Ibukiyama.) We have talked about a reasonable expression of
the Koecher-Maaß Dirichlet series for Siegel modular forms, especially for Eisenstein
series of Klingen type. Für a Siegel modular form F of weight k belonging to tbe
symplectic group SPn{Z) we let L(F, s) be the Koecher-Maaß Dirichlet series for F.
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Then first we express L(F, s) in terms of the standard zeta function of F. Next we
apply this result to the ease of Klingen Eisenstein series. To be more precise, for a
eusp form f for SPr(Z) let [f]~ be the Klingen Eisenstein series for Spn(Z) attached
to f. Then we express L([f]~, s) in terms of a certain Dirichlet series attached to
f. In particular, we give an explieit form of L([f]f, s) by using a Diriehlet series of
Kohnen-Zagier type attaehed to f when n is even. Also, a formula in the odd ease
is presented.

H. Saito Explicit form of zeta functions for
prehomogeneous vector spaces

The purpose of this talk is to explain the shape of the explicit formula of the zeta
functions of the space of symmettic matriees which was obtained by Ibukiy~~a and
the speaker in the setting of prehomogeneous vector spaces
Let (G, p, X) be a prehomogeneous veetor space defined over an algebraic numher
field F. We assurne it is irredueible, regular, reduced and also ker p = {I}. Let P
be the relative invariant of (G, p, X) and X "the eharaeter associated with it. Then
for ~ = fl ~v E S(X (A) F) the zeta function is defined by .

Z(lI>, s) = r Ix(g)l' ~ lI>(gx) dg,
JOeAF)/GeF) xEXueF)

where XSs = {x EX: P(x) -:F O}. Assuming that this converges absolutely
we try to reduee tbis integral inta the loeal ones. We fix a point x E X 8S (F)
and set II = G:t/G~. First we divide tbe surn over XSS(F) into the sums over
XSS(F, a) == {x E XSS(F) : tp(x) = a} for ä E Hl (F, n). Here the map 'P is defined
by the diagram

Hl(F,G)

t
Hl(F)G~) ~ H1(F,Gx ) -7 Hl(F, n)

t tcp
G(F) \ XU(F) +- XSS(F).

Tbe reason why we introduce this division is that if y, Z E xss.(F, a) tben G~ and
G~ are inner forms of eaeh other.
To treat the sums over X 8S (F, a) it is better to consider Yy = G/G~ for Y E X5S(F, Ci).
Ta take care of the difference Yy(AF ) :> G(AF )Yy(F), we eonsider the abelian group
A(H) for a connected reduetive group H introdueed by Kottwitz. Let L y : A(Gg) --+
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A(G). Then the main result is

Z(<It, s)

Z(<p, s, a, e)

L E Z(<It,s,a,c),
äEH1(F1n} EEk~

II Z(<I>II' s, a, CII),

Z(<I>II' oS, a, Eil) = ( EII(XII)<I>II(xlI)IP(XII)!SdXII'
. }XU(F

II
)

This formula explains weil our result on the zeta functions of the space of symmetrie
matrices and gives some generalizations.

L. Walling Hecke operators of Siegel modular
forms in the language of lattices

(Joint work with James Lee Hafner.) A degree n Siegel modular form F has a Fourier
expansion supported on even integral n x n-matrices T with T ~ O. We consider each
T to be a quadratic form on a rank n Z-lattice A relative tu some basis for A. As T
varies, the pair (1\, T) varies over all (orientated) isometry classes of rank n lattices
with even integral positive semi-definite quadratic forms. Also thc (orientated)
isometry class of (1\, T) is that of (1\, T') iff T' = T[G] for same G E GLn(Z) (with
det G = 1 in the case k, the weight of F, is odd). Since F(T[G]) == (det G)kF(r) for
G E GLn(Z), it follows that a(T{G]) = a(T) (where det G = 1 if k is odd). Hence,
using the language of lattices, we can rewrite the Fourier expansion of F in the form

F(r) = Ea(A)e·{Ar}
cls A

where a(A) = a(T) for T any matrix representing the quadratic form on I\. (where
A is orientated if k is odd) and .

e· {AT} = L exp(1Titr(T[G]r».
G

Here G varies over O(A) \ GLn(Z) if k is even and over 0+(1\) \ SLn(Z) if k is odd.
We evaluate the action of the Hecke Operators T(p) and Tj (p2) (1 $ j $ n) on
the Fourier coefficients of F. We first develop an algorithm which simultaneously
computes the coset representation giving the action of the Hecke operators and
associates each representative with a particular lattice structure. We then form
simple linear combinations Tj (p2) of tbe operators id = TO(p2), ... ,Tj (p2) (j =
1, ... , n).
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Theorem. The A-coefficient 0/ Flfj(p2) is

E pEj(A,O)oj(A, f2)a(n)

pAcnc;A

where Ej(A, 0) is an explicit constant depending on the invariant /actors {A : O},
and oj(A, 0) reflects the geometry 0/ (A n n)/p(A + 0).

We also derive an analogous formula for the A-coefficient of FIT(p), recovering a
theorem of Maaß.

D. Zagier Periods of holomorphic and non-holomorphic
modular forms

The classical period theory of Eichler-Shimura-Manin associates to a cusp form
/ E S2k(r) a polynomial T/(X) defined (among other ways) as JoOO /(r)(X _r)2k-2 dT
satisfying

or equivalently the three-term /unctional equation

Tf{X) = Tf{X + 1) + (X + 1)2k-2Tj ( X~l)' (2)

I described some aspects of this (in particular, that it leads to an interesting arith
metical function D / : Q/Z -+ ij which is the analogue of the classical Dedekind
surn corresponding to / = E2 ) and then reported on work of John Lewis and joint
work of Lewis and myself which gives an analogous construction for Maaß wave
forms. If u(z) = JYEn~o anK"-l (21rlnly)e21Tinx (z = x + iy E IHI) is a Maaß
wave form of eigenvalue s(1 - s) for the hyperbolic Laplacian then one can - again
in several ways - associate to u a Hperiod function" 1jJ(z) which is a holomorphic
fUßction 'f/; : C \] - 00, 0] -+ C satisfying (2) (with T j replaced by 1/1 and 1 - k
by s). One of the ways is to define a holomorphic function f : C \ IR -+ C by
J(z) = ± E~=l ns-4 a±ne±211'inz for ±Im z > Q. Then the function 1/J : ce \ 1R ~ C
defined by 'f/;(z) = J(z) - z-2sJ(-~) automaticaBy satisfies (2) and extends across
the positive real axis if (aod only if) u(z) is r-invariant. Moreover, Iim~-+o(a ± iE)
both exist aod are equal wbenever a E Q. Denoting the limit by f(a}o tben the
funetion / : Q/Z ~ C is the analogue if tbe above mentioned "Dedekind surn" aod
the function if> : Q/71 -+ C defined for a :f= 0 by 1/J(a) = J(a) - lal-2

"J(-~) agrees
with the previous t/J an II4 n Q, extends to a COO-funetion on aB of lR anJ satisfies
the equation (1) (with the same replacements as above). This leads to a coeycle
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interpretation of the u ..-+ 'l/J correspondence elaborated in joint work with joseph
Bernstein. The construction also works for groups other than PSL2 (Z). An example
for ro(2) was described in which s = ~ (Le. the eigenvalue ofu is !), the coefficients
an are in Z and are the coefficients of a certain Artin L-series, and the function f (z)
in the upper and lower half-plane is one of Ramanujan's "mock theta functions".

J .-H. Bruinier Boreherds products and ehern classes
of Hirzebruch-Zagier

We construet for each Hirzebruch-Zagier cycle Tm a certain 'tgeneralized Boreherds
product" \11m, This can be used to determine the Chern class of Tm explicitely
and thereby to obtain a new construction of the Doi-Naganuma-mapping. One
can deduce that every meromorphic Hilbert modular form F with divisor(F)
:Lf=l cjTj can be written as a Boreherds product in the form F = nf==l q,?

J. Dulinski The structure ofHecke algebras for Jacobi groups

If ll(L) is the Jacobi-Hecke algebra associated to a maximal lattice in aregular
quaclratic space over a p-adic field F of characteristie =1= 2, then the main results
given are:

• a decomposition ll(L) =::: ll(L)+ x ll(L)-, where 1l(L)- is finite dimensional
and semi-simple,

• the construction of a Satake homomorphism

such that ker(O)= 'H.(L)- and n r ll(L)+ is an isomorphism onto C[X±l]W,
whereW={id,Xt-+X- 1}, . .

• thc rationality of a certain formal power series over 1l(L).

B. Heim On the twisted spinor L-function

The first part of the talk was on my approach towards the twisted spinor L-function,
the L-function attached to two cuspidal irreducible automorphic representations
(TI,1T) of GSp2 x GL2 , where the natural eight-dimensional representation r of the
corresponding L-group is considered·. This L-function L(ll x 1T, r, s) was first studied
by Piatetski-Shapiro, Novodvorsky, Gelbart and Soudry for generic representations
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or rarms which have a special Bessel model. Furusawa then considered the remaining

most difficult case of holomorphic Siegel modular rorms, i.e.

ZG0h(S) = L(n x 1T, r, s),

where G, h are cuspidal Siegel Hecke eigenforms of weight k and degree 2 and 1,

respectively, corresponding to n and 1f.

I have presented a new integral representation of ZG®h (s) which can be viewed as

a generalization of Garrett '5 approach towards the Rankin tripie L-function. The

second part was areport on a joint paper with S. Böcherer, in which we regard

G and h of different weights kc and kh. In this situation ZC0h(S) also satisfies a

functional equation.

Finally tbe nature of the critical special values of ZG0h(S) was discussed. Mgreover

the occurrence of a hidden triangle condition was explained. It was shown ~hat for

kh ~ 2kc and G a Saito-Kurokawa lift, the elliptic cusp form dominates t~~' nature

of the special value. In the opposite ease, everything can be proved by 'standard

techniques, essentially due to G. Shimura.

s. Breulmann, M. Kuß On a conjecture of Duke-Imamoglu

The following conjecture is due to W. Duke and Ö. Imamoglu:

Conjecture (DIe). Let k, n be positive even integers and J E M 2k- n (r1) be a

Hecke eigenform. Then there exists a Hecke eigen/orm F E Mk(rn) such that

n

L~(s) = «(8) II L7(s + k - j).
j=1

(Notation: Ljfi(s): Standard L-function 0/ F, (s): Riemann zeta-function, L7(s):

Hecke L-/unction 0/ f.)

Results:

1) n = 2: The DIe is true (Saito-Kurokawa correspondence).

2) Arbi trary n, k: a) f cuspidal iff F cuspidal, b) Siegel Eisenstein series fulfill (*).

3) n = 4, k = 8: The Schottky form J and the Delta-function ß satisfy a loeal

version of (*) for the primes p S 7.

4) n = 12, k = 12: No correspondence like (*) can exist.

A. Murase On metaplectic representations of unitary groups

Let M be a metaplectic representation of G = U(n) defined Qver F, a finite extension

cf (pp. It is a weH-known fact that M splits: Namely there exists a CX -valued
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function Q on G such that 9 H M(g) = o(g)M(g) is a representation of G. Then
the natural question is to find an explicit form of o. This Question is answered
by Kudla as a special case of his work on splitting of metaplectic covers of dual
reductive pairs. His method uses a calculation of cocycles of M on the Schrödinger
model due to Perrin-Rao.
aue of the goals of this talk is to give a "model independent" splitting of M by
using a realization of M due to Moeglin-Vigneras-Waldspurger, which is also model
independent. In this setting, the normalizing factor o(g)· is expressed in terms
of the "discriminant" of 9 - 1 and Weil constants. In the split case, by making •
a small computation, we can show that Kudla's splitting and ours coincide. Our .
construction is also available for the archimedian case and the global case. Moreover
our method works for the symplectic group. Thi~ eventually gives rise to a double
covering of SPn(F). As an applicatioo of the splitting in the uoitary case, we get a
character formula for M under the assumption that G is quasi-spUt over F. Here
we use a trace formula for M (g) 00 the lattice model. (The character forrnula seems
to be already obtained by Howe, but the proof is different.)

T. Yang On the central derivative or Hecke L-s~ries

Let p == 3 fiod 8 and k E No even. Let E = Q(A). In this talk, we consider a
Hecke character J.L of E satisfying
(1) j.L(a) = J.L(a},
(2) J.L((0) = ±a2k+1,

(4) The conductor of J.L is AVE.
Such Hecke characters exist aod can be constructed easily. They are arithmetic in
nature and are very closely related to elliptic curves A(p) constructed by Grass. By
the conditions we put on p and k the functional equation for L(s, J.1.) has the U_"
sign. So the central L-value L(k + 1, J.1.) equals zero. The purpose of this talk is to
give an explicit formula for L'(k + 1, J-L). More preeisely, we obtain explicit formulae
for each L'(k + 1, Il, C) where L(5, J-L, C)-= LaEC J.1.(a)(Na)-S is the partial D-series
of Il for an ideal class C of E.

J.-S. Li The discrete spectrum of SL2 X E 7,s

Let 1rmin be the minimal represeotation of the rank 4 real of Es construeted by Grass
and Wallach. We determine the discrete spectrum for the restrietion of 1Tmin to the
symmetrie subgroup E7(-25) x SL(2). The deeomposition takes the form

1rminIE7(-25) X SL(2) = (Ea 8 k ® 1rk ) EB (continuous part)
Ikl~2
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where 1ft is the holomorphic or anti-holomorphic discrete series with extremal weight

k. We show that 8 t = Gk EI) G~ with u~ a highest weight irreducible module which

is in the discrete series when k ~ 10. For all k ~ 4 one has (1k ~ Rg((k - 10)')')

with q =1EB u and the Levi I comes from a real form or type E6(-14)' In particular,

for k ~ 10 we have GA: ~ Aq«(k - 10)')'), a unitary representation with non-zero

cohomolagy at the (minimal) degree 11. In this way we show that there is an

arithmetic lattice r c E7(-25) such that H2(f) f:= {O}.

T. Arakawa Kohnen-Ibukiyama plus space of degree n

The purpose or this talk is to explain some basie properties of Siegel modular forms

or tbe plus space via those of Jacobi forms of index one. The plus space .M:~~) of
2

degree n and even weight k consists of holomorphic functioHs f on the Siegel upper

half plane of degree n satisfying tbe two conditions:

(i) f(Mr) = j(n)(M, r)2k-l f(7) for any M E rbn )(4),

(ii) 1 has a Fourier expansion of the form I(i) = L:T~o a(T) e(tr(Tr),

where, for a semi-positive definite integral symmetrie matrix T, a(T) = 0 unless

T == -AtA mod 4Sym~ with some integral row vector A E zn, Sym;l denoting the

lattice of half-integral symmetrie matrices ofsize n. Here j(n)(lvJ, T) for M E r~n)(4)

is the factaf of automorphy given by

."",-"!'

This space was introduced by Kohnen for n = 1 and by Ibukiyama for n > 1.

An interesting point is that there exists a natural isomorphism from Jkt1 (fn), tbe

space of Jacobi forms ofweight k, index 1 and degree n, onto the plus space M:~~).
2

This isomorphism has been given by Kühnen, Eichler-Zagier and Ibukiyama. Via

this is morphism several interesting properties of M::~) are derived from those of
2

Jkt1 (rn) such as

(i) Construction of Cohen Eisenstein series Ck':!l (T) E M:~~) by the Jacobi Eisen-
2 2

stein series E~~{(T, z).

(ii) Direct surn decomposition of M:~~) into subspaces of Klingen Eisenstein series.
2

(iii) Siegel's formula for C~~l (T)
2
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(iv) A solution to a basis problem for M:~~), namely this space is spanned by a
2certain family of theta series

(v) A conjecture on the explicit form of the functional equation satisfied by real
analytic Cohen Eisenstein series Ck':!1 (T, s) of degree n.

2

s. Rallis Endoscopy and L-functions

(Joint work with D. Ginzburg and D. Soudry.) We show in this lecture how it is
possible to obtain from a self dual automorphic module n of GL(N) a11 the various
cuspidal modules a-on a classical group Gwhich weakly lift to the GL( ) ("weakly
lift" means that we have the Langlands functoriality at almost a11 primes). The
method uses the determination of certain Gelfand-Graev modeL. For example) if
we take on SP2n (4n x 4n-matrices) an Eisenstein series E(r, s, X) based on the Siegel
parabolic

illd~L;ra (T ® I 18
); normalized induction and ·oe. 8 H -8,

then the Eisenstein series has a possible pole at s = ~ controlJed by L(T, 1\2 , s), which
has a pole at s = 1 and L(r, 1\2,4) f: O. Let X = res8==~E(r, s,X). If X :f:. 0, take the
Fourier-Jacobi coefficient of X relative to the partition (2n, 12n ). Then X{2n

t 12n) f. 0
is a Spn module, which is cuspidal and contains all ?/J-generic Spn modules which
weakly lift to n. This is a prototype for obtaining the generic representation 6, the
L-packet in SPn corresponding to r. .

D.Bump Icosahedral Galois representations and elliptic curves

(Report on the Stanford dissertation ofEdray Goins.) Let p : Gal(K/Q) ~ GL(2; C)
be a Galois representation. The image of p in PGL(2; C) is classified by Klein as
cyclic, dihedral, tetrahedral (A4 ), octahedral (84) or icosahedral (As). By work e,'of Langlands and TunnelI, a1l cases of tbe Artin-Langlands conjecture are sett-
led except the icosahedral case. This conjecture states that L(s, p) = L(s, f)
for an automorphic form f which is a modular form of weight one in the case
det p (complex conjugation) = -1.
In the icosahedral case, Buhler gave the following example: If K is the splitting field
of Zs + lOZ3 - lOZ2 + 35Z - 18, he proved the existence of a modular form of weight
1 and level 800 attached to a 2-dimensional complex representation of Gal(K/Q).
Other examples were given by members of Frey's seminar.
Recently Taylor has been investigating whether methods of Wiles used in the so
lution of the semistable Shimura...Taniyama conjecture can be brought to bear on
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the ie, JsahedraI Artin eonjecture. The thesis of Goins also investigates this ques
tion foeussing on Buhler's example. It follows form Klein's icosahedron that there
exists an infinite family of elliptie curves E, indexed by a moduli space of genus
zero (a ij/Q(~5)-formof X(5)) such that if E is defined over F then the restrietion
to Gal(K/ F) of the Galois representation is essentially given by the action on the
5-division points of E. Goins shows for Buhler's case that we may take F = Q( V5)
and E = {y2 = x3 + 2J5( ~-l )x2 + v'5x}. The restriction of p to Gal(Q/Q( V5)
has the following description: The action of Gal(QjCQ( /5) on E{5] takes values in
GL+(2, IFs ), the subgroup of elements with determinant ±l. This subgroup has a
2-dimensional complex representation; composition with the Galois reprcsentation
gives Buhler's representation.
The curve E has remarkable properties. It is a lQ--curve (isogenous to its Galois
conjugate). Twisting its L-function by a Hecke character gives a base change lift of
a modular form of weight 2 and level 160, congruent to Buhler's nlodular form. The
corresponding 5-adic Galois representation is adeformation of Buhler's.

T.Oda Various spherical functions on Sp(2, IR)

§l. In the loeal theory of automorphic forms, various (generalized) spherical real
izations of representations p of groups over local fields play fundamental roles. The
definition of a spherical function is given as folIows: .
Let G be a semisimple group over a local field F, R a closed subgroup of G, 1r

a smooth G-module, ~ a smooth R-module and Ind~(~) its induction fronl R to
G. Consider the intertwining space HOffic(1r, Ind~(()) and the image Im(T) of a
non-zero operator T in it. Then the elements in Im(T) are spherical functions if
the above intertwining space has finite dimension. The desirable case is when this
intertwining space has dimension 1. (Here we might replace Ind~({) by smaller G
modules eonsisting of moderate growth funetions at 00 or of exponential decreasing
at 00 to have such multiplicity one result.)
§2. We diseuss the above problem for the real field F :.:: IR and G = Sp(2; IR) (4 x 4
matrices). In addition to the well-known spherical subgroups Nmin , the unipotent
radical of the minimal parabolie subgroup Pmin (and ~ being a character of Nmin ,),

there are other important spherical subgroups in Sp(2; IR);
(a) Let Ps = Ls t( Ns be the Siegel parabolie subgroup with Levi-decomposition.
Given a character 1] : Ns -+ C(1) (( IJ ~) H exp(21Titr(BH'1))) we consider 80(11),
Le. the identity component of tbe stabilizer of 1] in Ls. (Here we assume H" is
non-degenerate. )
(b) For the Jacobi parabolic subgroup PJ , we ean consider the Jacobi subgroup
RJ = SL2 (IR) rx: H, H being a Heisenberg group of dimension 3.
(c) SL2 (IR) x SL2 (IR).
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For each of the above 3 cases an expIicit integral expression or power series ofspherical functions of minimal K -types for the large discrete series representation 1fof Sp(2; lR) is obtained by Miyazaki, Hirano and Moriyama.§3. When R = K the maximal compact subgroup of Sp(2; lR), tbe correspondingspherical funcHons are classical ones, Le. matrix coefficients of representations.For this case, we consider the matrix coefficients with minimal K-types. By usingthe Schmid operator (Le. composition of a gradient operator and a projector ofthe irreducible decomposition of the tensor product of representations of K), wehave a certain holomorphic system of rarn 4 (i.e. a difference-differential equation,involutive, whose solution space is locally of dimension 4 at regular points of thesystem). We have an explicit formula of these matrix coefficients in terms of modifiedsystems of Appell's F2 hypergeometrie series of 2 variables.Needless to say, this matrix coefficient is also a reproducing kernel of the discreteseries representatiou in question.

s. Friedberg Rankin-Selberg integrals in two complex variables
(Joint work with D. Bump and D. Ginzburg.) We preseut three new examples ofRankin-Selberg integrals - integrals which unfold to products of 2 different Langlands L-functions on separate complex variables - and give applications to the studyof L-functions. In each example the automorphic representation is on a group ofsymplectic similitudes, and the integral represents the product of the standard andspin L-functions. The integrals themselves are new variations on the Rankin-Selbergmethod. .

The first is an integral against a product of two different maximal parabolic Eisenstein series on the group, the second is an integral against two different maximalparabolic Eisenstein series on different embedded groups and the third is an integral against an Eisenstein series induced from a parabolic subgroup, which is notmaximal. i

.The applications to L-functions are obtained by combining them with the Siegel-Weilformula. One suggests that an automorphic representation on GSp6(Ap ) (cuspidal, egeneric, with trivial central character) cannot simultaneously be a lift from '02 and .from Spin6'

J. Hoffstein Cubic twists of automorphic L-series
(Joint work with S. Friedberg and D. Bump.) Let f be an automorphic form onGL(2) over Q(A). Let Xd(X) = (~)3 be the cubic residue character for anyd E °(1(v'-3), with d cube-free. We discuss a program which has as one of itsconsequences the following
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Theorem. There exist finite Dirichlet polynomials

Pdo.d1(S) = II Pdo~(s), such that
JPlldl

for d E OQ(j-3), d = dodt where da is cube-free, such that the double Diriehlet
series

Z( ) = " L(s, f, Xdo) Pdo •d1 (s)
S, W L..J (Nd d3)w

d=1(3) 0 1

has a meromorphic continuation in the complex variables s, w. The function Z (s, w)
is analytic exeept for the polar lines w = 1 and w + 28 = ~ (and some reflections 0/
these). We also have , [,'

Resw=lZ(S, w) = c· L(3s, /, V3
),

i.e. the residue at w = 1 0/ Z(8, w) i.s the symmetrie cube L-series 01 I at the
argument 38. The analytieity 0/ L(3s, /, V3) at all points (except possibly 1) /ollows
Irom propertie8 0/ Z(8, w). Another consequenee is the non-vanishing at a fixed point
8 0/ infinitely many distinct cube twists L(8, /, Xd).

Y. Hironaka Spherical functions on p-adic homogeneous sp. lce.~

First we give a formula of spherical functions on certain spherical homogeneous
spaces on a p-adic number field, where representation theoretical methods based. on
Casselman are useful.
Then, applying it, we complete the theory of the spherical functions on the,lspace
X of non-degenerate unramified hermitian forms on a p-adic field k. We give an
explicit expression for the spherical functions, whose main part is written by Hall
Littlewood polynomial. Then we consider the spherical Fourier transfornl and prove
that the space of Schwartz-Bruhat functions on K\X is a free 1t(G, K)-module of
rank 2n , where K is the usual maximal compact subgroup of G. ·We also present the
Plancharel formula on this space and the inversion formula for the spherical Fourier
transform, and parameterize a11 spherical functions on X.
As an application, we give explicit expressions of Ioeal densities of representations
of hermitian forms in two ways. The first one comes from the fact that spherical
functions can be viewed as generating funetions of loeal densities~ For the second
one we use Gaussian sums and Ioeal zeta functions on the space of hermitian forms
in the sense of prehomogeneous vector spaces.
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Y. Choie Differential operators and Jacobi forms

The differential operator D = t has played an important role in the theory of
modular forms. In this talk, the following three perspectives of roles of differen
tial operators in the theory of elliptic modular forms will be discussed to get the
analogous theory for the higher genus Siegel modular forms as weH as for Jacobi
forms:

• Satisfying a nonlinear differential equation,

• Bol's result which has played an important role for the theory of periods of
modular forms,

• A way to complete or construct modular forms using differential operators, in
particular study Rankin-Cohen brackets.

H. Yoshida Absolute CM-periods

Let K be a CM-field. We define the absolute period symbol 9K using division values
of the multiple gamma function and conjecture that Shirnura's period symbol PK
coincides with 9K up to the multiplication by algebraic numbers. We present a
refined version of this conjecture taking the action of Gal(Q/Q) iota account. We
discuss numerical examples which support the conjectures.
We also report on recent advances concerning the invariants which are used to define
9K· Let F be a totaHy real field and Et be the totally positive unit group of F. Let
C = UjCj be a fundamental domain of Et with Cj being an open simplicial cone.
Let band f be integral ideals and c be an ideal class modulo fOOl ••. OOn- Assurne
that bf and c belong to the same narrow ideal class.

Theorem 1.
.. 1L (z(I))-"I,,=o = -(F(O, c)

zEC n
(z)bl=c

for 1 ~ i ~ n, where (F(S, c) is the partial zeta lunction.

Theorem 2. V(c) is 01 the form L:~1 ai log Ci, ai E F, Ci E E p where F is the
normal closure 0/ F over Q.

These theorems are interrelated, hut Theorem 2 is much deeper than Theorem 1.
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J. Sengupta Nonvanishing of symmetrie square L-funetions
of eusp forms inside the eritieal stripe

(Joint work with W. Kohnen.) Let I E Sk be a normalized euspidal Heeke eigenform
of integral weight k on the full modular group SL(2, Z) and denote by Dj(s), (s E C)
the symmetrie square L-funetion of I completed with its arehimedian f-factors. As
is well-knowD, Dj(s) has holomorphic continuation to the entire complex plane and
is invariant under s ~ 2k-1-s. It is also known that zeroes of Dj(s) cao oeeur only
inside the critical strip k-1 < a = Re(s) < k. According to the generalized Riemann
hypothesis, the zeroes of Dj (s) should all He on the critical line Re (s) = k - ~.

The last statement is of course far from being settled. On the other hand it turns out
to be comparatively easy to prove non-vanishing results for Dj (s) on the average.
We have the following result: -'".--:i.

Theorem. Let to E IR and 0 < C < ~ be given. Then there exists a positive constant
c(to, c) depending only on to and c, such that lor every even k > c( to,c). the lunction

91.; Djl:.,,(S) . .L (J f) JS nonzero for S = U + zto,
"'=} k,ll t k ,'"

k - 1 < a < k - ~ - c,. k - ~ + € < a < k. Bere {/k ,}, ... , Ik ,91.;} is a basis 0/ Bk
consisting 0/ normalized Hecke eigenlarms, where 9k = dirn Bk'

M. Furusawa The fundamental lemma for the Bessel ..:
and Novodvorsky subgroupsof GSp(4) ~ GL(4)

(Joint work with J. Shalika.) We have proved, in the ease of the group GSp(4), an
equality of two loeal integrals. One is a Kloosterman integral on the Bessel subgroup
of GSp(4) and the other is a Kloosterman integral on the Novodvorsky subgroup
of GSp(4). We conjecture that Jacquet's relative traee formula for GL(2), where
Jacquet has given another -prüof of Waldspurger's result on the central eritical value
of the degree two L-funetion, generalizes to GSp(4). We believe that this approach
will lead us to a proof and also apreeise formulation of a conjecture of Böeherer
on the central critical value of the spinor L-function for GSp(4). Dur result serves
as the fundamental lemma for our conjectural relative trace formula for the main
relevant double cosets.
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T.Ikeda On the gamma factor of the tripie L-function

Let fi E SkJSL2 (Z)) (i = 1,2,3) be normalized Hecke eigenfonns. The Satake

parameter Ai,p is defined by trAi,p = a,(p), where ai(p) is tbc pth Fourier coefficient

of fi and detAi,p = pki -1. Then the tripie product L-function is defined by

L(s, 11 X h x 13) = TI det (18 - AI,p ® A2,p ® A3,pp-s) -I,
p

The expected gamma factor is

{
fC(S)fC(S - k 1 + l)fc(s - k2 + l)rc(s - k 3 + 1)

rc(s)rc(s - k2 - k3 + 2)fc (s - k2 + l)rc(s - k3 + 1)

if k 1 < k2 + k3 ,

otherwise.

Here rc(s) = 2(27r)-Sr(s) and we have assumed k1 2 k2 2 k3 .

When fi (i = 1,2,3) are aB even Maaß wave rarms, we can also define the tripie

product L-function L(s, /1 X /2 X 13)' The expected gamma factor i8

II rlR(s + etal + e2G2 + e30"3).

el,e2,e3E{±1}

Here rlR(s) = 1T"-~r(~) and .the eigenvalue of the Laplacian of li i8 t + C7f. In thc

lecture we have calculated thc archimedian Iocal integral and proved that the loeal

integral i5 equal to the expected gamma function for some good IDeal data.

D. Jiang Arithmeticity of certain discrete subgroups

and Euler product of L-functions

(Joint work with Piatetski-Shapiro.) Let,G be a simple lR-group with ranklR(G) ~ 1,

r be a sublattice of G. A basic question is: When is r aritluuetic?

By definition, r is arithmetic if there exists a Q-simple Q-group H (rankQ(H) 2:: 1)

and a R-epimorphism r : H --+- G such that ker(T) is not conlpact and T(H(Z)) and r
are commensurable. By Margulis' theorem, if ranklR (C) ~ 2 or r i5 of infinite index

in Comma(r) = {g E G : gfg t and rare commensurable}, then r is arithtnetic.

Theorem 1. Let G, r be as before, but rank]R (C) = 1. lf there exist ß n

{al, ... ,an} c G satisfying
(1) If i t= j, then [Oi) :f:. [8j ) where [eS} = rö, r

(2) There exists 10 E rand an di E ~n such that Ci = {<5il'o8i-
m

: r11, E Z} is not

discrete in G,
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(3) Jlc(rßn \ C) < 00 where r ßn = {, Er: [6n ] = [6n ] . ,},

then r is arithmetic.

In the case of G = PGL2 (lR) we will test aur conditions:

Theorem 2. r is arithmetic iff there exists p such that r \ r 6pl~r is finite in r \ C
where 6p,~ = {oa = (A a;) ,op = (S ~) : a = 0, 1, ... ,p - 1}

Theorem 3. Assume there exists a p such that r \ r6pl~r is discrete in r \ G. If
there exists a Laplacian eigen/orm in L~(r \ G) which is also a Hecke eigenfonn for
Tp , i.e. Tp(f)(g) = ! L6Eß f(09) = Apf(g), then r is arithmetic.

Pp,).

By the uniqueness of a certain type Whittaker function we can attach an L-function
L(s,f)· -~:-

Theorem 4. (1) L(f, s) converges absolutely for Re s » 0, has meromorphic
continuation and satisfies a functional equation.
(2) Assume P and r as in Theorem 3. If L(s, f) = (1 - ApP- s + p-1-2s)-1 Dp(s, f)
where Dp(s, f) is the Dirichlet senes without p, then r is arithmetic.

K. James Selmer groups of quadratic twists of elliptic curves

Let E /Q be a modular elliptic curve, denote by E(D) the D-th quadratic twist of
E and denote by S(E(D))t the l-Selmer group of E. In this talk I will discuss the
following theorem of Ken Ono and myself:

Theorem. If E /Q is a modular elliptic curve then for every sufficiently large prime
number l

vx
U{IDI ~ X: D square-free,S(E(D))t = {1}} »E,llogX'

To prove this theorem we study the behaviour of the Up and ~ operator on the
"Waldspurger cusp farms" of weight ~ associated to E. We then use standard
results about Galois representations, the Chebotasev density theorem and a result
of Kolyvagin bounding ordt(w(E(D))) to establish the theorem.
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K. Takase An extension of Weil's generalized

Poisson summation formula and its applications

The Rienlann-Jacobi theta series

t9[a](z~ w) = L e(4(1 + Q', (l + a')z) + (l + 0/, w + cl'»),

IEZn

where Q = (0',0") E R2n, Z E lHIn, w E cn, e(r) = exp(211"it) , (x, y) == xyt, has a

transfonnation formula with respect to the paramodular group

r(e) = {r E Sp(n, R) J L, = L}, (L = zn X zne).

The formula involves a unitary matrix U(" Q, 01, ... ,ON) E U{N, C). It depends

on 1 E f(e),a E IR2n,{O:l,'" ,ON} resp. of zne-l X zn / z2n. Also there is an

automorphy factor involved: det(cz + d)! = det J(" z) for 1 = (~ ~) E fee).

Usually the proof of the transformation formula is based on same geornetric facts;

the abelian variety attached to z E IHm, the line bundle a -isociated to the polariza

tion determined by e, etc. In this lecture, I will discuss; l"cpresentatiou theoretic

mechanism from which the unitary matrix appears. In addition I will rerTIove the

ambiguity of det J(" z) in its signature.

Berichterstatter: Stefan Breulmann und Bernhard Ernst Heim
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Tagungsbericht 47/1998

Gruppen und Geometrien

13.12. - 19.12.1998

Die Tagung "Gruppen und Geometrien" fand, wie auch zuletzt un~er der Leitung von M. Asch

bacher, Caltech, B. Kantor, Eugene und F. G. Timmesfeld, Gießen, statt. Die Tagung, die sieh

durch einen sehr weitgespannten Teilnehmerkreis auszeichnete, bestach durch geradezu drama

tische Fortschritte in den behandelten Gebieten, die vielfach für nicht möglich gehalten wurden.

Hervorzuheben scheinen mir insbesondere:

1. Außerordentliche Fortschritte in der Revision der Klassifikation der endlichen einfachen Grup

pen durch U. Meierfrankenfeld, B. Stellmacher und G. Stroth. Diese lassen es möglich cr-

scheinen, daß man die Gruppen von Charakteristik 2-Typ in naher Zukunft eher geometrisch,

das heißt ohne den Umweg über Komponenten, charakterisieren kann.

2. Große Fortschritte in der Theorie der Gebäude und der damit verwandten Gruppen. lIier

sind in erster Linie die Resulta.te von Tits und Weiss, über die Weiss berichtet hat, und die

Resultate von B. Mühlherr hervorzuheben. Erstere scheinen nun endlich die schon 30 Jahre

vermutete (und zum Teil auch benutzte) Klassifikation der Moufa.ng-Polygone abzuschließen.

Letztere bedeuten eine weitreichende Vera.llgemeinerung der Klassifikation der sphärischen

Gebäude.

3. Große Fortschritte in der Untersuchung der Struktur endlicher Lie-Typ und verwandter al~c

braischer Gruppen. Hier scheinen mir insbesondere die Resultate von Seitz über die Einbet

tung von p-Elementcn in SL2 (p)'s erwähnenswert.

Diese drei Schwerpunkuhemen haben sich natürlich auch in der Zahl 'und Länge der gehaltenen

Vorträge gespiegelt. Außer den Vorträgen wurde auch in zahlreichen Fällen wissenschaftlich zusam

mengearbeitet. Hier ist außer der ~usammenarbeitder in 1. erwä.hnten Personen, die Zusamm("~

narbeit von Aschbacher-Smith, Guralnick-Liebeck und Magaard-Kantor zu erwähnen, die jeweils

zu konkreten Resultaten führte.
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Vortragsauszüge:

The universal representations of some sporadic geonletries

Barbara Baumeister

(Joint work with A. A. Ivanov and D. V. Pasechnik.) Let 9 be a geometry such that evcry line is
ilH:icJcnt with cxactly ]J + 1 points, pa prime. Then we say that (R, <p) is a representation of 9 if R
is a group and 'P a map from the set of points P and the set of lines (, into the set of elemcntary
abelian su bgrou ps of order p and p2 of R, respectively such that

(i) c.p maps thc set of points on a line i bijectively onto the set of non-trivial subgroups of <.pei);

(ii) /l = (",(1')). e
If (/l, c.p) is a reprcscntation of (}, then there exists a "biggest" representation with respect to (R, Cf» I

the universal reprcsentation of {} with respect to <po We show _

Theorem. Let 9 he thc 3-loeal geometry for Fi24 with diagram.~. Then there
333 1

cxists a unique universal rcprcsentation (R,)O) of 9 and R is isomorphie to 3"Fi24 x 3"Fi24 .

Wc conjeeture that thc universal .representation of the 3-loeal geometry for the Monster M
J

~---Q:::==::(~:>----~ is isomorphie to M x M.

Normalizers of parabolic subgroups in Coxeter groups

Brigitte Brink

(.Joint work with R. B. lIowlctt.) It is weil known that the normalizer of a parabolic subgroup in
a.n arbitrary Coxetcr group is the semidireet produet of the parabolic subgroup by a eomplement

IVj which acts by pcrmuting thesimple reflections. Nj may be viewcdin a natural way a.s a vertex
slihgroup of a c.crtain groupoid, for which wc obtain a set of generators and dcfining relations; thc
defining relations are all dcrived from subgroupoids of ranks one and two, so that the groupoid can

be viewed a.. a generalization of a Coxeter group. A presenlation for NJ can be ea..i1y dedllcecl. e\ ;,

Special elements in Lie algebras

Arjeh M. Cohcn

(Joint work with A. Steinbach, R. Ushirobira and D. \\Tales.) SUppOSf' IJ is a Lif' al~f'bra OVl'r a
field k, ehar k f:. 2. DC'finc x E L to be specialor extremn[ if [x I [x, 1.1]) ~ kJ.. 1)(,110tf' by r the set of
nonz('ro extremal c1ell1en~s of L.
We are interestcd in Lic algcbra.c; 1.1 with L = ([;). The ca."e 1[;1 = "2 sho\\'s t.hn\(' diffpf('lIt al~('bra.".

among thcm the lIeisenbcrg algebra and sh. ßut also Chevallcy's si 111 pI<, Lie al~f'hra.... an' ('xalllph'=,.
\Ve have givcn a list of propcrties of such Lie algebra.~. Our main r('stllt. statf'S that dim IJ < x· if

lEI< 00. The pronf depPIHls Oll loh<, c:a.."c whcrc f cOllsist.s of salldwidH's ([J'. [f. IJ]] = 0) whielt call



bc handled by [Zelmanov - h:ostrikin], and on a Gröbner basis argument reducing the general casc

Lo the special one. The maxi mal possi ble dimensions a.re 1, 3,8, 28, 537 when 1[1 = 1, 2, 3,4,5, rcsp.

The minimal number of elements from [. needed to generate Chevalley's Lic algebras L of type

are

A nl

n + 1,
Dn (n ~ 4), Bn {n ~ 3L Cn (n ~ 2), G2 ,

lt., n+l, 2n, 4,
E n (n=6,7,8)

S.

The motivation for this work sterns from Chernousov's praof of the Hasse principle, thc use of

sandwiches in the theory of finite dimensional modular simple Lie algebras and the study of root

subgroups of a group a la Timmesfeld.

Linear groups generated by reflection tori

Hans Cuypers

(Joint work with A. M. Cohen and H. Sterk.) Let V be a vector space over same skew ficld k. _>c- •

An element 9 E GL(V) is called a reflection if [V, g] = {vg - v I v E V} ·is" I-dimensional hut nov·.J.~, -~

contained in C'v(g) == {v E V Iug = v}. ..!...•;, .

Ir 9 is arefleetion, then [V, g] is ealled the center of 9 and Cv(g), which is a hyperpJane, is callcd"~""

the axis of g. A reflection torus i8 a subgroup of GL(V) generated by aB Tcßections with a fixed . :

center and axis. So if pis a point of P(V), i.e. a. I-dimensional subspace of V, and H a. hyperplanp

(p f/. H), then the refleetion torus with center p and axis H is the group

Tp,H = (9 E GL(V) J [V,9l = p, C'v(g) = H).

We investigate subgroups of GL(V) generated by reflection tori. In partieular, we determine alJ

irreducible subgroups of GL(V) generated by reflection tori.

Grassmannian fixed point ratios

Daniel Frohard t

'e, (Joint work with K. Magaard; plays a roje in the work he discussed at this conference.) We discURScd

the praof of the foHowing result.

Hypothesis. On: G is a classical group with natural module V, 9 E G'.

V is a. vector space of dimension n over a ficld of q elements.

U is a subspa.f{~ of V, of dimension or codimension k where k ~ n/2.

1\1 is Cl maximal subgroup of G' with F-(C,') ~ M, and U is At n F-(G')-invariant hut not P*((")

invariant.

Let /(9. A-t) be litt"' fixpd point ratio of 9 aCling on thc left coscts of 1\1.

Theorem. For evpry t > n there is an 11, such that ir 9n holds with 71 > n, thcn one of thp

fottowing is truf'.



l. /(g, A't) < l..

2. 9 is a linear transformation with an eigenspace of codimension d whcre dk < n/2 and
I /(g, M) - qvdk I< l, whcre v is the length of the M-orbit containing U.

If A'l fixes U, thcll V = 1; othcrwisc, M contains a graph automorphism that interchanges U with
a subspace of cornplcmcntary dimension, and LI == 2.

Small dimensional representations are semisimple

Robert Guralnick

Wc <IisclIss th.. following: Theorem A. If G is a finite group contained in GL(n, k) = GL(V)e
with char k == p and Op(G) == 1, then:

(a) if Tl ~ n + 2, V is a scmisimple kG-module; and

Notc that (a) ~ (h) and (b) was a conjecture of Serre. The proof depends on Jantzen's rcsult for
Chcvallcy groll ps and

Theorem B. Assl1l1le thc hypotheses of Theorem A. If p ~ n + 3, then G+ :== (g E C; I gP = 1)
is eitlwr .Ja with p = I1 ur C;+ is 'a central product of quasisimple Chevalley groups in char p.

This has been also shown for p >> n for k == F p by Nori and arbitrary k by Larsen-Pink. Our
method uses Landazuri-Scitz rcsults and more recent extensions on the lowest dimension of cross
characteristic rcprescntations (e.g. for PS L(d, q), the smallest representation has dimension
(qd _ I)/(q - I) - :2 (for d ~ 3 and with some small exceptions)).

These methods also will yicld a cla.ssification of subgroups of classical groups containing regular
unipot.ent dcmf!uts.

Triality

J. I. Hall

It is known: Theorem 1. A 3-transposition group with trivial center and a quotient Syrnn, fur
1121 ~ 4, is a scction of t.he wreathed product Al Symn, for A some group carh of whose e1ement.s

has order 1, 2, or :1-

This theorem is fals~ fur Inl = ;i, the most notable exceptions being t.hp trialit~! J!;rOllps 1)..('2) : SYlll:~

and 1),.(3) : Sym:l'

A group wit1l lriality is (after Glauberman and Doro) a grollp (; = :\' : SYIll:~ wtH'n'. for /) t.he

D'-cla..'\."i conlainin~ thc involutions of SymJ , we have G' = (I) anel laTI = :i. rur all pairs (1. TEl)
with aN #; r N . Thcn wc can rnake precise

·1



Theorem 2. The following are equivalent:

1. Groups with triality and trivial center;

2. Latin square designs possessing nontrivial central cotlineations centered at each point;

3. f\1oufang Loops.

In addition to the work of Doro and Glauberman, results on web geometry from early in the century

and a paper by Tits from 1958 are relevant.

Using Theorem 2, Theorem 1 becomes true in the case \0\

substitution: ~~ ... for A some Moufang Loop ...".

3, as weil, by making the single

Flag-transitive c. AG--geometries

Cecile Huybrechts

(Joint work with A. Pasini.) The material presented in this talk is part of an attempt to clas.~ify

(locaHy-finite) ftag-transitive geometries over the diagram cL- =:~. That project is

motivated by the classification of the finite flag-transitive linear spaces by Buekenhout et al. In

view of that result , it is natural to split the diagram c.L- into different subdiagrams, amonK which

c.AC- and to consider one-by-one the corresponding classification problems. This talk focusscs on

that of flag-transitive c.AC--geometries.

A flag-transitive geomctry [(5) over the diagram~ and with full autonlorphislll
1 20 3

group 213 : 3'Aut(A122 ) can be constructed from a family S consisting of 22 totaJly isotropie planes

of a hermitian variety in PG'(5, 4), 2-transitiveJy permuted by the Mathieu group M22 .

The geometry f{S) admits a (uniquc) flag-transitive proper quotient f(J)/2. After havin~ p.x

plained a construction for the gcomctries [(5) and f(S)/2 and given same information on t.hf'ir

Rag-transitive automorphisln groups, I state the following result:
i

Theorem. Evcrv tlag-transitive geometry over~ with 71 > 3 and q > 3 anti such
• 0 1 2 - -

that Aut(r) docs not induce a I-ditncnsional affine group on each of its rcsidues of cotypc 0 or 1. is

isomorphie to thc geomctry 1'(8) or to its quotient ['(5)/2.

FinaJly, I givc some commcnts on thc cases lhat are not covcrcd by the abovc theoren\ and ~ivp a

synthetic sketch of a proof of it.

Maxinlal subg~oups of exceptional groups

rvl. \V. Lieheck

L('t. (f' Iw a simple' al~f'hraic ~rollp of f'xcf'ptiollal t.ype (,'1. F4 • E ß • 1:"7 or /':M over au aIR~hraicaJ)y

dOSf'd fjpld or charact.f'rist.ir p > O. aud h·t (J he a Frobf'nius morphislII ur (;. so Lhal (;n = (;(,/) ~s

a fini, .. f'xn~pt.ional ~rollp of Lip typro.

\V(· discliSS pro~f(.'ss on t Iw st udy of maximal sub~roups of G'(f and G. Reccnt resuJls of Li('bcck

ftlld Spitz 111lply tha' ror '""xi11lal sllh~reHlps :\1 of ('·n. OfW or lhe fol1nwing holds:



(I) M = Me, wherc A1 is maximal, dosed, of positive dimension in G'.
(2) M = G'(qo); a ~~subficld" subgroup of G{q).

(3) M is aJmost simple, on a finite, explicit list of possible isomorphism types.

(4) NI is on(~ of a smaJl number of further classes of smalI, bounded subgroups.
(As a conscquence, here is a constant c such that either IMI < C or M = M" or G(qo)j thisc:onsequencc is in fact CFSC-free, thanks to a recent result of M. Larsen and R. Pink.)

Thus attention focusses on thc maximal positive dimension subgroups M of G. For p > 7, these
werf~ d(~termincd by Seitz and Liebeck in 1991. These authors have recently removed this characleristic assumptioJlj thus thc maximal subgroups M of positive dimension are now known in aB
characteristics.

The Guralnick/Thompson conjecture for groups of bounded genus

Kay Magaard

(Joillt work with Daniel Frohardt.) In 1990 Guralnick and Thompson pubJished the followingCoujecture: For cvery non-negative integer 9 there exists a finite set of finite simple groups [(g)
~uch that, if L/(_~(t.) is a finite extension of genus ~ 9 and i the normal closure of L, thcn thecOlllposition factors of Gal(L/~(t)) are either cycJic, alternating, or in E(g). Wc show that thcconjccture is truc.

Root systems for imprimitive complex reftection groups

Gunter Malle

The talk rcports abullt apart of the general program of interpreting finite complex reflection groupsas variants of finite Wcyl groups by extending the constructions and theorems for the latter to theformer.
Let IV bp a finite complcx reflection group with set of reflections R. A rooi system for vII is a set 4>with lV-action, wit.h a. \V-cquivariant su~jection p : W -T n, a subset .p- of 4> with 14>-1 == 1<P \ <1»-1
and a sf'ction Tl -T 4> of 11 with image n contained in. <l> ~ <1'-. Thc associated ICllglh fUIlr.lio12 jadp.fiued by l(w) == Iw.nn4>-1 for w E W. An exampJe JS gJven by the usual root system of a Wc~
~fOllPI whcrp n == ~+, and eis thc usual length function.
The I(~[lgth funct.ioll on a \Veyl group is a powerful tool in the undcrstandillg of these groups. In thetalk Wp prcscntcd a joint resuJt with Kirsten Bremke in which we defined a root system and lcngthfunction for the intprimitive complex reflection groups G(e, 1, n) and G(c, Po, 11) with variolls lIice
propcrties. In particular, thc length function is compatible with restrietion to parabolic SI] bf:!;roll ps.and thc sum of ql(td for Uf running over the group equals thc Poillcarc polYllorniaL i\·10TPO"Pf, thproot system 4> can bc chospu a.s a subset of thc natural vcctor span) for r.hp rcsl)(.'cti"p rpnpctioll
~roup. and then tJu~ upgalivc roots 4>- aB lie on a fixed sidp of a suitahle rpal hypPfplaJl(\ in thisspacc.
This 'en~th fUJ)etjoJl ha...; already found application in th<, constrtlctit>n of Df'llIazur<' oppratorsby Itamp('ta..~ and Shoji! and it also has connections to propcrties of redu«~d ('xprcs~ions ifl the
U Ildt'r1yi nJ?; refl('clioH ~rolJp.

fi



Groups of characteristic p-type

Ulrich Meierfrankenfeld

Let G be a finite group and p a prime. We say that G is of characteristic p-type provided that
C'G(Op(L» ~ Op(L) for all p-local subgroups L of G. We reported on recent progress in developing
a theory of groups of characteristic p-type.

Let S E Sylp(G), and C = Cc(flIZ(S)). For a p-Iocal L of G let YL be the largest elementary
abelian normal p-subgroup of L such that Op(LjCL(YL» = 1. Also F;(L)jOp(L) =F·(LjOp(L)).
We say that E-uniqueness holds for G provided that

(i) C lies in a unique maximal p-Iocal C of G; and

e (ii) Let E = OP(F;(Cc(Yc»))' Then C is the only maximal p-local of G containing E.

The main theorem presented in thc talk was:

Theorem. Let G be a group of characteristic p-type in which E-uniqueness holds. Assume that S
lies in more than one maximal p-local of G. Let M be a p-Iocal containing S so that MO = (Op(C)hf)
is maximal. Then one of thc following holds:

(a) YM <1: Op(C).

(b) MO /Op(MO) is a classical group and YM is the n~tural module for MO.

(c) MO /Op(MO) = (LI x /"2 X ... x Lk)Op(C), Op(C) acts transitivelyon {L J , L2 , .• " /"k} and
[YM, Li] is a natural SL 2 (pn)- module for Li ~ SL2 (pn).

We then discussed that case (b) of the theorem usually leads to a geometry for G. Some exceptional
case was addressed in the talk of Gernot Stroth. Case (c) of the theorem was discussed in the talk
of Bernd Stellmacher.

Arithmetic Groups, Amalgams and Classification 11

Bernhard Mühlherr

The following theorem sn rnmarizes the results of my research on the classification of twin buildinRs:

Theorem. Let. a be a 2-spherical, irreducible twin building of rank at least 3 and characteristic
not 2 or :1. Then one of the following holds:

a) il is associatl'd to a classical group (and hence of spherical or affine type).

b) ~ is th<, set. of fixcd point.s of a Galois group acting on a twin hnilding associated to a
Kac-f\1oody-~rolJp (of possibly infinite rank!) over a separably dose<! field.

Remarks:

I. TII(I tllPon"rn gpupralizps Tils' rlas...;ificatiou of sphprical buildin~s in a natural way.

j
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'2. The proof uf the rcsult IlSCS thc c1assification of Moufang polygons which has been obtained
by Tits and \Veiss.

:1. Thc cases char(il) E {2,3} are more complicated. I expect to have soon a similar result in
these cases provided that one excludes twin buildings with 'fragile rcsidues.

Shrinking certain geometries

Antonio Pasini

I describe a const~llction (folInd by G. Stroth, C. Wiedorn and myself) by which, given a geometr_
r for a diagram of rank n ~ 4 of the following form (where X stands for any given dass of rank :w
gcornctries) ,

une can produce a collcction of geometries of rank n - 1 inside r, with the same diagram as r hut
olle node shorter.

That construction has bcen cxploited by 5troth and Wiedorn as a tool for inductive arguments in
the classification of c-cxtcnsions of Petersen- and tilde-geometries.

Linear groups: from finite to profinite

Laszl6 Pyher

The rcC(~nt breakt.hrollgh rcsults of Larsen and Pink concerning the structure of finite linear groups
are uscd to prove thc following theorems:

Theorem I. Let F bc any ficld and r a finitely generated subgroup of GL(n, F). Then cither
a.) r is soluhle hy finite or b) the profinite completion f has an open subgroup W such that IV ha.<.;
a. densc free suhgroup of finite rank.

Theorem 11. Ad"lir. grollps G (that is subgroups of some product npSL(n,Zp)) are boume
edly generated (the prodllct of finitely many procyclic subgroups) if they are finitely generated

(topologically) .

This was conj~ctllrcd by Platonov and 5ury.

8
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Aritholetic Groups, Amalgams and Classification I

Mark Ronan

This talk starts by considering groups and buildings generated by a fundalnental system (U±;}i€l

of root groups, where (U±i, U±j) is a rank 2 group of Lie-type. In the spherical case one obtains

groups G(k) of Lie-type, and in the affine case S-arithmetic groups G(k[t, t-JJ). The building A

in each case is "Moufang", and a theorem of Tits (Durham Proceedings 1992) shows that such

buildings are one component in a twin building (6, ~').

An earJier result (Ronan-Tits, Inv. 1987) shows that foot groups Vi generate a building u if and

only if they do so in all rank 3 spherical residues; and work in progress by the speakers' (Mühlherr

and Ronan) shows that ir alt rank 3 residues are spherical, then A is Moufang.

These results lead naturaJJy to a study of twin buiJdings, and in this connection the spcakcrs

(Mühlherr-Ronan, Inv. 1995) prove that given a 2~spherical (all rank 2 residues spherical) twill

building (ß, 6 /), without residues for one of the smaJl finite groups Sp(2), G 2(2), G 2(3) or 2 F4(2).

then il is Moufang. Moreover the loeal structure completely determines thc global structure.

Here now are several open questions:

(1) What about allowing non-spherical ra.nk 2 residues? The methods of (Mühlhei:r'-Ronan, Inv.

1995) break down completeJy in this case, and the whole business of non-spherical rank 2 twin

buildings, callcd 'twin trees" is rather complicated (see Ronan-Tits, Inv. 1994 and Israel J.

1999).

(2) What are the groups in the non-affine cases? Abrief answer is that they are groups '~of

l\ac-lVloody type", but exaclly what this means is another question, namely:

(3) Can one classify such groups~ at least in the 2-sphericaJ casc, by c1as.'\ifying twiJ} buildinJ!:s?

This leads to Bernhard Mühlherr's talk.

Geonletries and Groups

Peter Row Iey

This talk surveyed the current state of knowledge on point-Hoe collinearity graphs of certain spo

radic group geomctries. Attention focussed on the graph 9 associated with the minimal paranolic.

charactcristic 2, geomctry (or the largcst Fischer group. To date a camptet<> description of g ha."

not been obtained. Abrief ovcrview of joint work with Louise Walker was given on thc st.rUc.tIJrf\

of the first thrcc discs around a fixed vertex of {I.



M u Iti plicity-free permutation representations

Jan Saxl

For a fi 1I ilc grau p C' aud Cl (maximal) su bgrou p H of G, the action of G on thc set (;/11 of coscts is
7Ilultiplicity-fn:e if all thc irrcducible constituents of the permutation charactcr 1T' = l!i are distinct.
()ne r<'a.."on for studying such actions is that each finite simple group G' acts in this way on thc
cosets of som<' su bgrou plI. Anothcr is that if G is distance-transitivc on a graph, the action on
thc S(~t of vcrticcs is multiplicity-free. Thc talk was a progress report on thc projecl to c1assify all
such actians.

Fixed point theorems for groups acting on acyclic complexes

Yoav Segev

(,Joint work witlt Bob Olivcr; relies on joint work with Michael Aschbacher.) Let G bc a finite
group. A C;-CW-complcx is a CW-complex .~ with continuous G-action which permutcs the cclls
of .," arid sends Cl cdl t.o itsclf only via the identity. When X is a combinatorial finite simplicial
('om plcx thcn G is rcprescnted a.s a group of simplicial automorphisms of X such that if an element
of C' fixes a simplex it fixes the vertices of the simplex. X is called a 7l-acyclic complex if all
thc rcduccd homology groups of X (with integral coefficients) vanish. An acyclic 2-dimcnsional
C;-complex .\" is called an essential G-complex if X N = 0, for all normal subgroups 1 1= N ~ Gf,
whcf(' .'!(N is thp fixpd subcomplex of N.

Theorem A. L..t C; bc a finite group. Then there exists an acyclic, 2-dimensional, essential
(,'-colllplcx if and only if Gf is isomorphie to one of the groups: PSL 2 (2 k ), k ~ 2, PSL 2 (q),
II == ±:i (rnodH.) or Sz(1k

), k ~ 3 odd. Furthermore thc isotropy groups in any such action are
solvable.

Theorem B. Let G be a finite group. If there exists a fixed point free acyclic 2-dimcnsional
(,'-cornplex, then therc cxists anormal subgroup N <J G such that:

(a) .Y N is acyclic (and in particular 1= 0).

(b) 'V' ~ N, far all normal su bgrou ps N' <J G such that ~1( N' =f: 0.

(cl .yN is an acydic 2-dimcnsional essential GIN-complex (so in parlicular GIN iso on" of te
~roups givcn in Theorem A).

Tlte only prc"iollsly known fixcd point free actions (essential) on a 2-dimcnsional acyrlic complcx
was an action of As on the dodecahedron disco The question of fixcd point frce act.ions on 1
dimensional contractible complexes remains open.
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Unipotent elements in algebraic groups

Garry ~1. Seitz

Let G be a simple algebraic group over an algebraically elosed field of characteristic p, a good prim!'
for G.

Let A < G be of type Al, and ca)) A "good" if all weights of A on L(C), the Lie algebra of G', are

at most 2p - 2.

In joint work with Serre it is shown that each unipotent element u E G of order p is contained in a.
good Al, and any two such Al 's are conjugate by one element of Cc(u). Moreover, L(C) restricted
to a good Al is nearly always a tilting module.

Applications are given to the structure of Gc(u) and to the problem of saturation, where one aims
to embed u in a canonical I-dimensional unipotent group. -

Residual properties of the mo'dular group :':~~'

Aner Shalev

In this talk I outline a probabilistic approach to residual properties of infinite groups. The first.
result is joint work with .1. Dixon, L. Pyber and A. Seress. Using rcsults on random generation of
finite simple groups by two eleinents, we give a short proof of Magnus' conjecture that free groups
are residually-C' for any infinite collection C of finite simple groups.

Magnus' conjecture was originally proved by Weigel in 1993.

The main result described in the talk concerns residual properties of the modular group PSL'lC71.).
Using random (2, 3)-generation of many families of finite simple groups (established in a joint work
with Liebeck in 1996) it is shown that the modular group is residually-A n and residlially-PSLn(q).
The latter is a new result, which joins a variety of reC(~nt p;roup-thcoretic theorems, whos!' only
known proof is probabilistic. ."

Point-line characterizations of Lie incidence geonletries

Ernest Shult

(Joint. v.:ork with A, Ka..-,ikova.) There arro lwo ba.~ic lhcor('nls. Let r be a polarized space wit It
thes!' thrcc prop(lrtips: (1) EVf'ry geodesie of ICf!gth two extcnds lo on(' of ICIiKth thrcc. (2) For
each point x and symplcctoll S', x is collinear ta some point of .c,', (:1) Thp set of points at dislalln'

at mosl t.wo from a point forms a Sll hspacc. Thell r is cither 1)~.5, A!).:I or 1~·7.1. a das..",ical d lIal
polar span' of rank threp. or a product groHlctry L x P wher(' P is a polar span" and L is a linp.

Thc sC'('ond t.hporPIII conc.prlls parapolar span's ~ of diamclf'r at I{'a.~t thr<'c such that for (I\'f'r~'

point-symplpct.on pair. (J • .4.)'). rl. n .)' is rW\'!'r just a point. FrollJ first prillc:iplcs on<' can show

that such a geolllP! ry lias poinl-diamf'tf'r t hrcf' artd a sirnply conncctf'd point-collin('arity ~raph,

\\'ith a mild local COllditiuu. CHIP rall show thai ~ is 1:·f..4./·:;.;.I:'P..l. apolar Grassrnanniau uf t~'I)('

H,.:!. 11 ? -I. ur a IIH·la."'~'rnplp('ti(' span', :\11 of thC'sf' gpomf'lrips an- Irllncalions of building;s.
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Geolnetric techniques in the classification of quasithin groups

Stephen D. Smith

Thp joint work of Aschbaeher-Meierfrankenfeld-Smith (in progress) on quasithin groups involvcs
geometrie tcchniqucs in several ways, including:

I) Alllal~cull method, ba..-;cd on graph formalism: use of Stellmacher's "qrc"-Iemrna allows initial
determiuatioll of possiblc structurcs for a maximal 2-local (typically almost-simple grou p I
Oll lIlodule F).

2) R(~cogllitiol1 of sim pIe groups from precise local structure, by uniqueness theorems on graphs

and othcr loeal 11;comctrics.

Abstract root groups and groups of type F4

Anja Steinbach

\Vf' investigatc SUh~H)IJPS of groups of Lie type over an arbitrary field, which are generatcd by lang
root plemcnts. Ttlf' IOIl~ root groups in groups of Lie type 8 (8 a spherical building) are abstract.
root grollps in the sellse of Timmesfeld, as weil as the (Siegel) transvection groups in classical
groups.

In the talk, I prespntpd thc rcsults obtained so far, on the quasi-simple subgroups Gf of F.d/\'), 1\'
any fipld, whic:h an~ gpllcratcd by a class E of abstract root groups such that the elements of ~ are

c<mt.aillpd ill IOIl~ root groups. This extends existing results for finite or algebraically closed fields.

Tlw dassificatioll of ~roups ~pneratcd by abstract root groups (due to Timmcsfeld) yields candidatcs
for (f', SOIUf' ca..~ps an' Pftsily eliminated. Others lead to subgroups of cla.o;;sical grollps (namcly of

t.h .. subsystf'1ll suhgrollps H.d/()' C'3(!\') and C4 (!{) in characteristic 2). Finally, we obt.ain a list

ofsubgroups of Fdh"). whirh is not yet complete when G arises from a rVfoufang quadran~l('.

On case (c) of Meierfrankenfeld 's Theorenl

Bernd Stellolacher

Ttlf' talk tliscuss('d ca.....: (c) of the Theorcm prcsented by Meierfrankcnfeld at. this confpfPllcP. Th..
situat.ioll of ca..o.;(' (c) pa..'ily Ipflds 1.0 a rank 2 amalgam (PI, P2) of minimal parabolic suhgrou»s I),.
~.'1ore prcciscly (in t\'1ei('rfrankcnfpld's notation) Pi := AtOS and P1 ~ (', whpfe P1 is minimal with
rpspeet t.o S ~ 1''1 aud 1"1 1:. ,\-1.

Thcrt, is work in progrpss Oll such amalgams by Partll('~~iani, Stellmachf'r alld CtH'rmak. Parkf'r.

Rowley. Thp rpsults obtainpd so far (an he used to show that casf' (c) illlplif's ca.....c (a) Of (h) of t Iw
abo\'t' Thf'orPIll. wit.h tlH' ('xccption of a "cry particular t.yP{\ of alHal~alll sal.isfyillJ?;

TtWfP is hüpp that t.his wOfk Oll t hpse alllal~ams will show t hat 1his f'Xcp.ptiolial C(l.'-'P dof's IInt I'xi~t.

1'1
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Groups of characteristic 2-type

Gernot Stroth

\Ve investigate finite groupsG which have the propcrty that C'c(02(L}) ~ 0 1 (/") for aJl2-locals J,.
and a Sylow 2-subgroup S is in at least two maximal 2-locals. Let C' = (:C.. (U. (Z(S))) an<1 C' Iw
the unique maximal 2-local containing C, Q == 02(C). Let A1 be a maxirnal 2-local in (,' cOlltaillillg
5'; M :f:. C. Set Mo = (QAf), and YM the maximal normal c1cnlcntary ahclian 2-subgrollp of J\-I

with 02(M/CM(YA/)} = 1. Then in the talks of U. ~1('ierfrankcnfeld and 13. Stellmacher IInder t.tw
assumption of E-uniqueness they showed that either YM 1: Q or 1\10 /02 (A10 ) is a cla.~sical group
acting naturallyon YM. In fact alt this also holds for'arbitrary primes. In this talk we show that.

C/02 (6) is an automorphism group of a group of Lie type in characteristic lwo. Probably this also
holds for arbitrary characteristic but is not proved yet. From this it then follows that G' pos...;ess('s
a geometry (in the generic case a building) which allows to id('ntify G. We also report about ideas
how to handle the case YM 1:. Q. SO we are elose to have a result saying that under E-uniqucness
a group of characteristic p-type possesses a geometry (mostly cven a buildin~).

Opposition

Hendrik Van Maldeghenl

(.Joint work with Peter Abramenko.)

Theorem. Let ß be a (thick) spherical or twin building. Then two chambcrs C' aud (" an"'

adjacent if and only if there exists a third chamber Cf" such that for cvery c.hambcr J). cit.hpr O. '2
or 3 out af {C, C', er,,} are opposite D.

Corollary. ß is detcrmincd by its set of chambers and the opposit.ion relation of chamhprs.

Theorem. Let ß be as abovc. Then a set S of chambers of Ll is thc sel of chamhcrs of a (twill)
apart.ment if and only if every chambcr in S has a unique chambcr in S opposile it, and for evpry
chamber C' outside S, the "umber of chambcrs of S opposite C' is cvcn (and in pa.rtlcutar is finit~).

O"n linearly rigid tuples

Bclrnut Vplklein

Rigid and dose to riJ?;id generators of classical ~roups u~ far Galois realizations af(' thr Bplyi
t.riplps, and more lately the Thompson tllples in GLn and braid-abelian tuples in SPn fouo.1 by
Thompson and Völklein. Rccently. a common ~cn~ralization ha.'O, cmcr~P.d: The rich cla.,",-~ of almost
9-rigid luplps. where t; is a simple alJ?;chraic grou}>. This camp from a s~rprising connf'c:t.ioll to t 11.
thcory uf lillp.ar difr(~rrllt.ial cquations. in particular work of N. I'atz.



On the characteristic 3 Co3-minimal parabolic geometry

Louise Walker

C03 acts on a 276-element set A consisting of the 23 points and 253 heptads of 8(4, 7,23).
The points of the geometry are 6-element subsets of A in which every tripie is odd.
The lines of the gcomctry are 33-element subsets of A partitioned into 11 tripies, any pair of which
form a poi nt of thc geometry.
In this talk. thc structurc of the point-Hne collinearity graph for this g~metry is described.

Coxeter groups and reftection groups

Thomas Weigel

Für a lIulIlbcr of (finit.e) groups there exist presentations by some Coxeter groups where thc relations
are cithcr contaillcd in an affine parabolic subgroup or are involutions and hence correspond to a

finite subdiagram of type JJnt Dn , n even, E7t Es, 12m , H3 , H4 .

Iuvolll tions to Sll bdia~ramsof corank 1 correspond to reflections with respect to vectors of negative
Icngth. Th. is fact earl bc used to show fi~ess for certain presentations with cocompact hyperbolic
rdleetioJ) grollps, P. g. 1-:,(2) = (w (W )Iall B3-subdiagrams ).

Moufang Polygons

Richard M. Weiss

A gcncralized polygon (or n-gon) is abipartite graph of diameter n and shortest circuit len~th 2n.
Thf' ~cneraliz('d polygons associated with algebraic and classical groups all satisfy the MOlJfan~

propprty..1. Tits introdllccd these notions as part of his theory of buildings, set up conjcctures
'ahotJt thc clas.."iification of Moufang polygons and proved most of them. Tits and I have rccently
compl(~tf'd this da.~sification (ta appear in a forthcoming book). In thc talk, I dcscribcd thc nint'
farnilif's of MOllfan~ poly~ons and gave abrief overview of the classificatioll.

c-extensions of P- and T-geometries

Corinna Wiedorn

\Ve ("ollsicil'r flag-t.ransitive gf'oTlH'tries with diagram

~ ... o----o---!-o and
C

0---0--0 ... 0..--<:1::::==0.

To~ether with A. Ftlkshansky and (~. Stroth we determined all such geolHf'trips (ofrank 2' ·1) wlu'rp
the rank-:J-rt~sidllal p- rf'Sp. T-grometry belongs to thf' sporadir simplf' group ;\1'11 rc·sp. :\11 ."

1·1



Explicitly, wc have shown that the only existing examples have automorphism group isomorphic
to (sections of) the groups 2 11 Aut(M22), M24 , 2.U6 (2) : 2 (rank 3), M 24 , Co., 223Co2 (rank "I),
2 . BM 1712 , M (rank 5) for the c-P- geometries and to 212 M24 , 224Co., i\1171.2 for thc c-T
geometries. In the talk we outline the main steps of the proof; in particular, we give an applicatioll
of the shrinking construction introduced in the previous talk by A. Pasini.

Computing in the monsters

Robert A. Wilson

1. We report on computer cakulations in the 196882-dimensional G F(2) representation of thc
Monster sporadic simple group.

(a) We have fouod (2,3, 9)-generators, and are still looking for (2,3,7).

(b) We have wrilten out a pair of ~~standard" (2A, 3B, 29)-generators as.expÜCit matric~s

(taking 8 hours and 9.5 GB) and multiplied them together (takin~g~"~5 hours on 17
processors,-finished at 05:40 on 14/12/98) for fun. .

2. We report on the computer construction of the 4371-dimensional G F(3) represenlation of
Fischer's Baby Monster, using 2-local subgroups and some new tricks. This has applicatiolls
to computing 3-modular characters of the Thompson group.

3. We speculate on the possibility of combining the ideas from both of the above, in order to givf'
an effective construction of the 196883- dimensional G F(3) representation of the Monster .

. Higher dimensional analogues of hyperovals

Satoshi Yoshiara

A family F of d-subspaces of PG(v, q) is called a dual hyperoval in PG'(v, q) if the interscctiofl of
any two distinct members of :F is a projective point, rnutually distinct thrce members of :F inlerspcl.
trivially, :F spans PC( V, q), and IFI = qd +...+q+2. Ir d == 1, .1" is nothing more than the ordinary
dual hyperoval in PG(2, q).

For cvery integer e ~ 3, intcgers 11,7n, 1 5 h, m ~ e - 1, coprime to e. we c:onstruct an ((' - 1)
dimensional dual hyperoval S~ in PG'(v, 2) admitting doubly transitive automorphism group. "'hf'ff'
v == 2e - 1 (resp. 2e - 2) of 7n + h :/: e (resp. m + h = e). The full autornorphism grouJ> Aut(S~J

is AI'Ld2t
) unless (: == 3 and h = 7n (Aut(S~) is 23

: 5/...3 (2) if e == 3 and " = 7»), anel S~J ~ S~:,
(for the same e) iff (m, h) = (7n', h') or m + m' = e = h + h'.

The affine expansions Af(S~) with m :/: h, m + h t:- e ~ive a new infinite family of flag-transilivp
semibiplal1es. There exists a cov('ring rnap of Af(S~) onto the gluing of two c.opies of c-dimcnsional
affiJw spac('s ov~r (,'F(2) \yit.h thc gilling map x ~ x{2

h
-I)/{2"'-I). It is conjC'Clured that Af(S~) is

silllply rOI1I1f'C"tpd for eVf'ry (. prime.



Coset geometries of association schemes
and Tits' classification of buildings of spherical type

Paul-Hermann Zieschang

1. We define (association) schemes, and we shaH show in how far seheme theory generalizes

group theory.

2. We dcfinc Coxeter schemes, and we shall derive buildings as eoset geometries in exactly thc
same way as thin buildings (Coxeter complexes) are derived from Coxeter groups.

:1. We sketch thc reduction of "spherical" Coxeter schemes independently from alt concepts of
topology (complex, star, convcxity, convex huH, folding) and of geometry (apartment, flags,
~allcry, roots, reflcction). We just refer to a few basic concepts from scheme theory and
to a few ~cllcral rcsults on Coxeter schemes. The seheme-theoretical concepts are natural
~cl1cralizationsof wcll-known grouJrtheoretical concepts (subgroups, involutions). Thc results
on Coxetcr schemes naturally generalize results of Coxeter groups (existence of minimal eoset
rcprescntatives) .

'I. Apart from (the ahovc-mentioned) topological and geometrie terminology, Tits' reduction in
Section 4 of [Tits74J is based essentiaJly on the nations of "admissibiIity", "eohcrenec", and
Hrplativc convexity". We shall show how to avoid these three eoncepts.

Berichterstatter: F. G. TimmC'sfeld, Gießen
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